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PREFACE

This report contains the papers presented at the Organisation for Economic Co-operation and
Development/Committee for the Safety of Nuclear Installations (OECD/CSNI) Specialist Meeting on
Advanced Instrumentation and Measurement Techniques held at Fess Parker's Red Lion Resort, Santa
Barbara, CA, March 17-20, 1997. This conference was organized by the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory
Commission and OECD Nuclear Energy Agency. It was attended by more than 70 participants from the
OECD countries and the world, and a total of 41 technical papers were presented. These papers were peer
reviewed for their appropriateness and technical quality.

The Specialist Meeting on Advanced Instrumentation and Measurement Techniques followed soon after
the CSNI Workshop on Thermal Hydraulics and Neutronics Codes (November 1996). At these two
meetings, the current and future modeling needs and current instrumentation capabilities to support these
modeling efforts have been reviewed in detail. This Specialist Meeting was organized to bring together
the international experts on instrumentation, experiments, and modeling. The recent developments on
advanced two-phase flow instrumentations are reported in detail. The future directions of instrumentation
developments, modeling, and experiments were discussed. All the goals set for this meeting have been
reached.

We would like to thank each of the contributing authors, meeting participants, session chairs, reviewers,
and the members of the technical program committee for their valuable contribution to this Specialist
Meeting. Their efforts made this meeting very successful.

Farouk Eltawila
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission

Mamoru Ishii
Purdue University
Technical Program Chair

NUREG/CP-0160





ORGANISATION FOR ECONOMIC CO-OPERATION
AND DEVELOPMENT

Pursuant to Article I of the Convention signed in Paris on 141 December 1960 and which came into force
on 301 September 1961, the Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD) shall
promote policies designed to:

achieve the highest sustainable economic growth and employment and a rising standard of
living in member countries, while maintaining financial stability, and thus to contribute to
the development of the world economy;
contribute to sound economic expansion in member as well as non-member countries in
the process of economic development; and
contribute to the expansion of world trade on a multilateral, non-discriminatory basis in
accordance with international obligations.

The original member countries of the OECD are Austria, Belgium, Canada, Denmark, France, Germany,
Greece, Iceland, Ireland, Italy, Luxemburg, The Netherlands, Norway, Portugal, Spain, Sweden,
Switzerland, Turkey, United Kingdom, and United States. The following countries became members
subsequently through accession at the dates indicated hereafter: Japan 28' April 1969), Finland 28'
January 1969), Australia 71 June 1971), New Zealand (2SP May 1973), Mexico (181 May 1994), the
Czech Republic 2111 December 1995), Hungary 71 May 1996), Poland (22nd November 1996), and the
Republic of Korea 121 December 1996). The Commission of the European Communities takes part in
the work of the OECD (Article 13 of the OECD Convention).

NUCLEAR ENERGY AGENCY

The OECD Nuclear Energy Agency (NEA) was established on February 1958 under the name of the
OEEC European Nuclear Energy Agency. It received its present designation on 201 April 1972, when
Japan became its first non-European full member. NEA membership today consists of all OECD member
countries, except New Zealand and Poland. The Commission of European Communities takes part in the
work of the Agency.

The primary objective of NEA is to promote co-operation among the governments of its participating
countries in furthering the development of nuclear power as a safe, environmentally acceptable, and
economic energy source.

This is achieved by:

encouraging harmonization of national regulatory policies and practices, with particular
reference to the safety of nuclear installations, protection of man against ionizing radiation
and preservation of the environment, radioactive waste management, and nuclear third
party liability and insurance;
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assessing the contribution of nuclear power to the overall energy supply by keeping under
review the technical and economic aspects of nuclear power growth and forecasting
demand and supply for the different phases of the nuclear fuel cycle;
developing exchanges of scientific and technical information, particularly through
participation in common services;
setting up international research and development programs and joint undertakings.

In these and related tasks, NEA works in close collaboration with the International Atomic Energy Agency
in Vienna, Austria with which it has concluded a Co-operation Agreement, as well as with other
international organizations in the nuclear field.

COMMITTEE ON THE SAFETY OF NUCLEAR INSTALLATIONS

The NEA Committee on the Safety of Nuclear Installations (CSNI) is an international committee made up
of scientists and engineers. It was set up in 1973 to develop and co-ordinate the activities of the Nuclear
Energy Agency concerning the technical aspects of the design, construction, and operation of nuclear
installations insofar as they affect the safety of such installations. The Committee's purpose is to foster
international co-operation in nuclear safety amongst the OECD member countries.

CSNI constitutes a forum for the exchange of technical information and for collaboration between
organizations which can contribute, from their respective backgrounds in research, development,
engineering, or regulation, to these activities and to the definition of its program of work. It also reviews
the state of knowledge on selected topics of nuclear safety technology and safety assessment, including
operating experience. It initiates and conducts programs identified by these reviews and assessments in
order to overcome discrepancies, develop improvements, and reach international consensus in different
projects and International Standard Problems, and assists in the feedback of the results to participating
organizations. Full use is also made of traditional methods of co-operating, such as information exchanges,
establishment of working groups, and organization of conferences and specialist meetings.

The greater part of CSNI's current program of work is concerned with safety technology of water reactors.
The principal areas covered are operating experience and the human factor, reactor coolant system
behavior, various aspects of reactor component integrity, and phenomenology of radioactive releases in
reactor accidents and their confinement containment performance, risk assessment, and severe accidents.
The Committee also studies the safety of the fuel cycle, conducts periodic surveys of reactor safety research
programs, and operates an international mechanism for exchanging reports on nuclear power plant
incidents.

In implementing its program, CSNI establishes co-operative mechanisms with NEA's Committee on
Nuclear Regulatory Activities (CNRA) responsible for the activities of the Agency concerning the
regulation, licensing, and inspection of nuclear installations with regard to safety. It also co-operates with
NEA's Committee on Radiation Protection and Public Health and NEA's Radioactive Waste Management
Committee on matters of common interest.
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OECD/CSNI SPECIALIST MEETING ON
ADVANCED INSTRUMENTATION AND MEASUREMENT

TECBNIQUES
MEETING SUMMARY

Mamoru Ishii, Purdue University, Technical Program Chair

1. INTRODUCTION

A Specialist Meeting on Advanced Instrumentation and Measurement Techniques was held in Santa Barbara,
California, United States, from March 17" to 20", 1997. The meeting was organized by the United States Nuclear
Regulatory Commission (NRC) for the Organization for Economic Co-operation and Development's (OECD)
Committee for the Safety of Nuclear Installations (CSNI). This meeting attracted some 70 participants. A total of
41 papers in identified areas were selected for presentation. The meeting began with opening remarks by
Commissioner Diaz and contained ten technical sessions and a session of round table discussions.

2. BACKGROUND AND PURPOSE OF THE SPECIALIST MEETING

In the last few years, tremendous advances in the local instrumentation technology for two-phase flow have been
accomplished by the applications of new sensor techniques, optical or beam methods and electronic technology. The
detailed measurements gave new insight to the true nature of local mechanisms of interfacial transfer between phases,
interfacial structure and two-phase flow turbulent transfers. These new developments indicate that more accurate and
reliable two-phase flow models can be obtained, if focused experiments are designed and performed by utilizing this
advanced instrumentation.

In parallel with the basic scientific instrumentation, there is a great demand for industrially applicable multiphase flow
instrumentation. This aspect is quite important for performing various integral tests for reactor or passive safety and
incorporating design simplifications based on the extensive operating experience accumulated over the years. The
technological challenge involved is making these passive safety systems which depend on natural forces, such as the
gravitational force, work under all emergency or accident conditions. Since these systems do not have pumps to drive
emergency systems, it is desirable that reliable multiphase flow sensors and diagnostic systems are developed to
monitor their function and operation. Such instrtimentation is particularly important for integral test facilities focused
on passive safety systems.

The purpose of this Specialist Meeting on Advanced Instrumentation and Measurement Techniques was to review the
recent instrumentation developments and the relation between thermal-hydraulic codes and instrumentation capabilities.
Four specific objectives were identified for this meeting:

- Bring together international experts on instrumentation, experiments, and modeling,
- Review recent developments in multiphase flow instrumentation,
- Discuss the relation between modeling needs and instrumentation capabilities, and
- Discuss future directions for instrumentation development, modeling, and experiments.

This Specialist Meeting on Advanced Instrumentation and Measurement Techniques was timed such that it followed
soon after the CSNI Workshop on Thermal-Hydraulics Codes (November 1996). At that CSNI Workshop, the
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modeling needs for the current and future advanced codes were discussed in detail. This information was brought to
the Specialist Meeting through several invited papers. Hence, the scope of the Specialist Meeting can be logically
extended to include discussion of modeling needs and instrumentation capabilities. This should lead to the
identification of desirable new experiments specially designed to focus on the modeling needs for advanced thermal-
hydraulic codes.

Considering these conditions discussed above, the CSNI at its 1995 annual meeting approved a proposal from the
Principal Working Group No. 2 (PWG2) on Coolant System Behavior to hold a Specialist Meeting on Advanced
Instrumentation and Measurement Techniques. The meeting was intended to review the recent instrumentation
developments for multiphase flow and to discuss the relation between modeling needs and instrumentation capabilities.
The results are recorded in the proceedings of the meeting for future reference.

3. SCOPE AND TECBMCAL CONTENT OF THE MEETING

The major characteristic of a gas-liquid two-phase flow is the existence of a deformable interface and significant
evolution of interfacial structures along the flow. The coalescence and disintegration of fluid particles, entrainment
or deposition of droplets at a continuous liquid film surface, and instabilities of an interface are common problems.
The major causes of difficulty in measuring two-phase flow and modeling various transfer mechanisms are the change
in the interfacial structures, interfacial and turbulent transfers of mass, momentum and energy, and their interactions.

The design of reactor coolant systems and ability to predict their performance and assess their safety depends on the
availability of experimental data and models which can be used to describe various multiphase flow processes with
a required degree of accuracy. From a scientific, as well as from a practical point-of-view, it is essential that the
various mathematical models should be clearly formulated based on the physical understanding of multiphase flow
processes and supported by experimental data. For this purpose, specially designed instrumentation and experiments
are required which must be conducted together with, and in support of, model development efforts.

The mechanistic modeling of the constitutive relations for the interfacial transfer and turbulence in two-phase flow
requires detailed local measurements of the interfacial area, void fraction, interface velocity, phase velocities and
turbulence of a continuous phase. In the past ten years, tremendous advances in the local instrumentation technology
for two-phase flow have been accomplished. These developments are due to the advances in electronics, local sensor
techniques, and optical and beam methods. Furthermore, industrial instrumentation was also improved by the
applications of various techniques such as tomography, non-intrusive beam method, and sensor techniques.

The Specialist Meeting is intended to bring together the international experts in multiphase flow instrumentation,
experiment and modeling to review the state-of-the-art of two-phase flow instrumentation methods and to discuss the
relation between modeling needs and instrumentation capabilities.

The following are topics included in the meeting:

1 Modeling needs and future direction for improved constitutive relations, interfacial area transport equation,
and multi-dimensional two-fluid model formulation,

2. Local instrumentation developments for void fraction, interfacial area, phase velocities, turbulence,
entrainment, particle size, thermal non-equilibrium, shear stress, nucleation, condensation and boiling,

3. Global instrumentation developments for void fraction, mass flow, two-phase level, non-condensable
concentration, flow regimes, low flow and break flow, and
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4. Relation between modeling needs and instrumentation capabilities, future directions for experiments focused
on modeling needs and for instrumentation developments.

4. CONCLUDING REMARKS

The Specialist Meeting on Advanced Instrumentation and Measurement Techniques was concluded by the session
"Round Table Discussion and Conclusions." The panel members were D. Bassette (USNRC), J. M. Delhaye (CEA,
France), T. Fukano (Kyushu University, Japan), D. Grand (CEA, France), M. KawaJi (University of Toronto,
Canada), J. Kelly (USNRC) and F. Mayinger (Tech. Univ. Wnchen, Germany) and it was chaired by M. Ishii
(Purdue University, USA).

It was concluded that the meeting accomplished its main objectives very successfully. The objectives of the meeting
were:

I Bring together international experts on experiments, instrumentation and modeling,

2. Discuss the relationship between the current and future modeling needs and instrument capabilities,

3. Review and discuss recent developments in multiphase flow instrumentations, and

4. Discuss future directions of multiphase flow instrumentations in terms of scientific measurements, industrial
quality measurements and required experiments for model improvements.

In the last ten years, considerable development in the local two-phase flow measurements, flow visualization
techniques and tomography has occurred. This new instrumentation technology now indicates that a detailed
measurement of two-phase flow parameters such as the local void fraction, local interfacial area, interface velocity,
phase velocities, continuous phase turbulence, film thickness, and structure of an interface between phases, is possible
with this advancement in the measurement of local two-phase flow. The local phenomena can be observed in detail
and they can be qualified to give us the mechanistic understanding of the micro-scale phenomena and their relation
to the macro-scale phenomena.

By performing some fundamental experiments using this new instrumentation a sufficient database can be established
for the development of more advanced two-phase flow formulations, such as the interfacial area transport equation
and multi-field model. This is the first time in the last twenty-five years that a truly fundamental improvement of two-
phase flow formulations and models beyond the current capability became possible.

In parallel with the development of the local instrumentations, industrially applicable instrumentation for two-phase
flow has been improved steadily. However, the adverse conditions of high temperature, high pressure and steam
environment continuously challenge the ranges of applicable instrumentation. The major challenges are related to
material problems, calibration problems, and sensitivity and reliability of an instrument.

This OECD/CSNI Specialist Meeting was timely because of the significant development of multi-phase flow
instrumentation technology and the continuous need for more accurate two-phase flow formulations and mechanistic

constitutive relations.

Since the resources and capability for new experiments are limited, good planning and international cooperation are
highly desirable. In terms of the experimental conditions, a good scaling analysis for each experiment and closer
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cooperation between the experimentalist, modeler and code analyst are necessary. In view of these, the
recommendation is to set up a task force or a working group to:

- discuss the linking between experimental possibilities and modeling needs,
- develop a reliable scaling method for simulating prototypical conditions,
- define the priority experiments for modeling needs,
- define the required accuracy of an experiment for particular applications, and
- judge what can be measured with what accuracy and at what cost.
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TECBMCAL SESSION I SUMMARY
MODELING NEEDS

Session Chair: F. Eltawila, NRC, USA

Two papers were presented in this opening session. These two papers reflected the conclusions reached at the
OECD/CSNI Workshop on Transient Thermal-Hydraulics and Neutronic Codes Requirements as well as the United
States and French experiences with current safety analysis codes. These papers set the overall background for the
current need for model improvements and future requirements that are closely tied to the available experimental data.

Paper 1: Constitutive Model Development Needs for Reactor Safety Thermal-Hydraulic Codes (J. Kelly,
US AWC, USA)

J. Kelly presented a paper on the thermal-hydraulic modeling needs for advanced light water reactors with passive
safety systems. The intent of the paper is to promote a better understanding of both the types of experiments and the
instrumentation needs that will be required in the USNRC's code improvement program. First, a summary is given
of the modeling considerations that need to be taken into account when developing constitutive models for use in
reactor safety thermal-hydraulic codes. Then the example of the implementation and assessment of a subcooled
boiling model in a two-fluid code is given. The primary parameter of interest, the void fraction, is shown to he the
result of the interaction between three separate constitutive models: interfacial friction, interfacial heat transfer, and
wall nucleation models. The subcooled boiling experiments conducted at McMasters University are then used as an
example of how one can independently assess such interacting models, and a number of deficiencies in the RELAP5
model for subcooled boiling are identified for low pressure applications. Finally, a summary of modeling needs for
passive reactor designs is given based on the experience garnered during the USNRC's program to evaluate the
applicability of the RELAP5 code for SBLOCA analysis of the proposed AP600 design.

Paper 2 Thermal-Hydraulic Modeling Requirements for Next Generation Reactor Safety Analysis
Codes (D. Grand, CEA, Grenoble, France)

D. Grand made a presentation on the thermal-hydraulic modeling requirements for the next generation of reactor
safety analysis codes. He outlined the limitations of current codes to model reactor transients, discussed trends in
future modeling, and listed the phenomena and physical information to be gained form experiments, along with some
additional requirements. He concluded that the analysis of reactor normal operations or accidental transients is limited
by current models. To get around these limitations there is a trend for improved modeling using multi-field models
with interfacial area transport equations and attempts to account for 3D and turbulence. He concluded that a key issue
was the development of constitutive relationships based on experimental data. The physical information to be obtained
from experiments and needed for modeling included the characterization and metrology of the interfacial area, the
distribution of particle sizes and velocities, and the exchanges among fluid phases and the boundary.
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TECBMCAL SESSION 11 SUMMARY
SPECIAL APPLICATION PROBES

Session Chair: S. Banerjee, University of California, Santa Barbara, USA
Session Co-Chair: T. Fukano, Kyushu University, Japan

Two papers were presented at Session 11:

Paper 1: Special Instrumentation Developedfor FARO and KROTOS FC1 Experiments: High Temperature

Ultrasonic Sensor and Dynamic Level Sensor (I. Huhtinierni, E. Jorzik and M. Anselmi, Joint

Research Center, ISPRA, Italy)

The paper was based on the development and application of special instrumentation for FARO and KROTOS fuel-

coolant experiments at JRC-ISPRA. A temperature sensor based on ultrasonic techniques is described with a

discussion on the improvements in sensor fabrication technique design. The sensor can be used to measure

temperatures in the range of 1800 T to 3100 C with an accuracy of ±50 'C. The design allows local temperature

measurements in multiple zones along the sensor element. This sensor has been used successfully in a number of

FARO experiments where temperature distributions in a molten corium pool have been measured. Furthermore, a

water level meter sensor based on the time domain reflectometry techniques is described. This high speed sensor

allows monitoring of liquid levels under very demanding ambient conditions, i.e., Mpa, 550 K in FARO. This

sensor has been successfully applied in a number of FARO and KROTOS tests where the water level rise caused by

molten corium and A203 pours have been measured.

Paper 2 Direct Measurement of Multi-Noncondensable and Steam Mixture Under an Accident Condition

of a Passive Containment Cooling System (PCCS) (S. Yokobori, K. Arai, T. Tobimatsu T.

Kurita, T. Ishizuka, H. Oikawa, Toshiba Corporation, Japan and W. Herzog, GE Nuclear Energy,

San Jose, CA, USA)

The second paper discussed the passive containment cooling system's (PCCS) function to remove the long-term decay

heat following an accident by condensation. As an extension of the PCCS development program, its heat removal

capability under a sever accident condition has been tested. The effect of the lighter noncondensables other than steam

on the PCCS heat transfer characteristics was clarified. Helium gas was used to simulate hydrogen gas which can

be generated by a metal-water reaction. In the final stage, multi-noncondensables (i.e., both nitrogen and helium)

were simultaneously confined. The GIRAFFE measurement system was accordingly modified so that noncondensable

gas concentration was directly measured. Due to the installation of a direct measurement system of noncondensables,

the transport mechanism could be modeled so that the analytical code might be improved.
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TECHNICAL SESSIW III SUMMARY
TOMOGRAPHIC METHODS

Session Chair: K. Mishima, Kyoto University, Japan
Session Co-Chair: G. Kojasoy, University of Wisconsin, Milwaukee, USA

In Session 111, six papers were presented: three papers were concerned with electrical impedance tomography, two
papers with X-ray tomography, and one paper with neutron radiography.

Paper 1: Progress in Electrical Impedance Imaging of Binary Media: 1. Analytical and Numerical
Methods (L. Ovacik, Jen-Tai Lin and 0. C. Jones, RPI, USA)

Paper 2 Progress in Electrical Impedance Imaging of Binary Media: 2 Experimental Developments and
Results (L. Ovacik and 0. C. Jones, RPI, USA)

O.C. Jones and his coworkers (Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute) presented two papers describing a summary of the
use of electrical impedance tomography (EIT) for producing cross sectional images of the distribution of insulating
media embedded in conducting media.

The concept of impedance imaging is to use the response, taken out through boundary electrodes, to the electrical
excitation imposed on a volume of a liquid-vapor mixture. The response is measured and the internal distribution of
electrical properties is determined which best matched the measured response. This can then be used to reconstruct
the phase distribution in the mixture. This is an inverse problem to the forward problem where the field properties
and boundary conditions are known and the electrical field is computed. Both electrical resistivity and permitivity
of the fluids could be utilized for imaging, although the authors found it quite difficult to accurately measure the
capacitive reactance in their system. In their first paper, the basic analytical methods developed for this system were
reviewed. These methods were then extended to three dimensions, a method for preconditioning voltages for error
corrections was added, and methods for optimizing the resolution of a target by providing optimal excitation patterns
and then overall numerical sensitivity were described. In their second paper, comparisons are provided for images
obtained with both rod- and plate-electrode geometries demonstrating the superiority of the latter. It was shown that
EIT has the ability to image multiple, separate, differently-sized, two-dimensional or three-dimensional targets with
demonstrated linear sensitivity of over 30:1 and with the absolute limits of resolution one part in 1300. It was pointed
out, however, in the discussion that it may be difficult for this method to detect the dispersion of numerous bubbles.

Paper 3 Is 2D Impedance Tomography a Reliable Technique for Two-Phase Flow? (H.
Lemonnier and J. F. Peytraud, CEA, France)

In the third paper, H. Lemonnier and J. F. Peytraud (CEA-Grenoble) raised a question whether or not two-dimensional
EIT is a reliable technique for two-phase flow measurement. Impedance tomography is an ill-conditioned problem
in its nature and designing a tomography, therefore, requires the quantitative knowledge of the sensitivity of the
reconstruction to the measurements noise. Lemonnier and Peytraud adopted an EIT inversion algorithm particularly
well suited to specific features of impedance reconstruction in two-phase flow, utilizing all known information on the
media and accounting exactly for the piecewise nature of the conductivity distribution. In spite of all the precautions
they took, and of the shown efficiency of the numerical algorithm in handling noisy data, the ill conditioning of the
problem led nevertheless to unavoidable bad consequences. Moreover, it was shown that interface impedance may
generate artifacts and require careful calibration procedures. Finally, when the 2D algorithm was utilized to
reconstruct actual data, strong 3D artifacts were identified. For all these reasons, the authors concluded that it does
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not seem reasonable to suggest further development of EIT for accurately measuring the void fraction distribution in
arbitrary two-phase flow conditions. It was suggested, also, that EIT has a well defined potential for qualitative
analysis.

Paper 4 High Resolution X-Ray Tomography for Stationary Multiphase Flows (D. Schmitz, N. Reinecke,
G. Petritsch and D. Mewes, Universitdt Hannover, Germany)

The second topic was the X-ray tomography in which two different objectives, i.e., high resolution and high speed,
were pursued by two different research groups, respectively. D. Schmitz et al. (University of Hanover) studied a high
resolution X-ray tomography for stationary multiphase flows. The high resolution which can be obtained by computer
assisted tomography was used to investigate the liquid distribution and void fraction in random ceramic packing of
sphere and structured metal packing. The experimental set-up consisted of a custom-built second generation
tomography. The experimental results showed that X-ray tomography is applicable for the measurement of the phase
distributions of stationary multiphase flows. It was demonstrated that with a spatial resolution of 04 x 04 mm', it
was possible to detect thin liquid fms on structured packings. The disadvantage of this method, however, is the long
measurement time, which could be reduced when using an X-ray tomography of third or fourth generation.

Paper 5: Advanced High Speed X-Ray CT Scannerfor Measurement and Visualization of Multiphase Flow
(K. Hori, T. Fujimoto, K. Kawanishi and H. Nishikawa, Mitsubishi Heavy Industries, Japan)

On the other hand, Hori et al. (Mitsubishi Heavy Industries) developed an ultra-fast X-ray computed tomography (CT)
scanner to be used in transient or unsettled flow conditions. Ultra-fast scanning was achieved by adopting the
electrical switching of the electron beam of an X-ray generation unit. A prototype system with a scanning time of
3.6 milliseconds was developed as the first step, and the feasibility of measuring dynamic events of two-phase flow
was confirmed. In order to meet the further requirement for much faster scanning speed in the thermal-hydraulics
research field, an advanced type X-ray CT scanner with the scanning time of 0.5 milliseconds was developed. This
system was applied to the measurement of void fraction in a 3 3 rod bundle and its usefulness was demonstrated.
A merit of this system is that a tomography can be taken without rotating the object, and it can be used for
visualization of not extremely fast transient flows as well. The significant problem, however, is that this system is
extremely expensive for the purpose of multiphase flow measurement.

Paper 6 Three-Dimensional Void Fraction Measurement of Steady Two-Phase Flow by Neutron
Radiography (N. Takenaka, H. Asano, T. Fujii, Kobe University and M. Matsubayashi, JAERI,

Japan)

The last topic in this session was a computed tomography by neutron radiography (NRCT). N. Takenaka et al. (Kobe
University) applied NRCT to 3D measurements of void fraction in two-phase flow. With use of a high-neutron-flux
research reactor, JRR-3M of the Japan Atomic Energy Research Institute, as a neutron source and a cooled CCD
camera as well as an SIT tube camera, Takenaka, et al., visualized two-phase flows in a 4 x 4 rod bundle. By using
a cooled CCD camera, visualization with a high spatial resolution up to 0. 18 mm was achieved. Some of the results
of 3D void fraction distributions of steady two-phase flows in the bundle were demonstrated by the computer
visualization. Since the principal constraint of NR is that the neutron source cannot be rotated, the object must be
rotated very slowly in order to not disturb the flow, which means that the time needed for measurement is rather long
and this method cannot, in principle, be used for transient flow. In addition, as for the measurement of void fraction,
no discussion on the measurement error was given.

In summary, three different tomographic methods were discussed in this session. It was demonstrated that these
tomographic methods can e very useful tools to obtain 2D or 3D information of the structure of multiphase flows.
The merit of using these tomographic methods is that they are non-intrusive methods and can be used for opaque
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fluids. They take advantage of the difference in the properties of materials on which those methods are based and,
if stated inversely, the limitations exist on this point. Moreover, it seems that these methods are not fully discussed
with regard to the measurement error if one applies them to quantitative measurement of multiphase flows. Both
theoretical and experimental studies may be needed to address this point.

'Mere exist other tomographic methods, such as those using magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) and charged particle
beams. Similar discussions may hold for those methods. The MRI method was discussed in the other session of this
meeting.
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TECEMCAL SESSION IV SUMMARY
CONDUCTIVITY AND VELOCITY PROBE METHODS

Session Chair: R. Deruaz, CEA, Grenoble, France
Session Co-Chair: D. Bessette, NRC, USA

Five papers were presented at Session IV:

Paper 1: Local Studies in Horizontal Gas-liquid Slug Flow (S. Sharma, S. Lewis and G. Kojasoy,
University of Wisconsin, Milwaukee, USA)

A hot film anemometry method has been implemented to investigate the time-averaged local void fraction due to small
and large slug bubbles, the local axial velocity and turbulence in the liquid phase of an air-water intermittent flow in
a 50.3 mm ID horizontal channel, at room temperature and atmospheric pressure. The technique consists of using
two miniature conical shaped HF platinum probes, one being devoted to the identification of phases, while the other
probe is used to measure the local liquid velocity and the turbulent fluctuations in the axial direction at different
locations along a vertical diameter of the pipe. A threshold phase separation technique is used in order to adequately
remove the part of the signal related to the gas phase, and a time-domain filtering method is introduced to cope with
the wave motion of the probe signal when the probe is located underneath the slug bubble. The transient nature of
the liquid velocity, both etween and below gas slugs, is clearly demonstrated by the preliminary results presented
in the paper.

Paper 2 Local Measurement of Interf"ial Area, Interfacial Velocity and Liquid Turbulence in Two-phase
Flow (T. Hibiki, Kyoto University, S. Hogsett, U.S. NRC and M. Ishii, Purdue University, USA)

A complete data set of radial profiles of local parameters has been established for a vertical upward air-water bubbly
flow in a cylindrical tube 50.8 mm ID at room temperature and atmospheric pressure. The measurement techniques
which have been developed to meet this objective are based on the use of a double-sensor conductivity probe and hot

film anemometry:

local void fraction, Sauter mean diameter, local interfacial velocity and local interfacial area
concentration measurements are performed with the double-sensor probe.
liquid velocity and turbulence intensity are obtained from the signal of a conical shaped hot-film

probe.

A careful description of the probe design, the calibration techniques, the theoretically based methodologies, and the
validation of the assumptions is given. In particular, successful comparisons are made between the local time
averaged interfacial area directly deduced from the interfacial velocity and the results of a photographic method, while
HFA and conductivity probe results are shown to be consistent as far as the local time averaged void fraction is

concemed.

Results obtained for three different L/D values highlight the local characteristics of the bubbly flow regime and their
evolution versus elevation.

Paper 3 Measurement of Time Varying Thickness of Liquid Film Flowing with High Speed Gas Flow by
a Constant Electric Cur-rent Method (CECM) (T. Fukano, Kyushu University, Japan)
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A conductance method has been developed which basically consists of supplying the two-phase flow medium with a
constant electric current by means of (power) electrodes, while the voltage drop between (sensor) electrodes, located
on both sides of the section of interest ad mounted flush with the inner wall of the pipe, is measured through an
isolation amplifier. According to this case, the sensor electrodes may be some millimeters (mm) to hundreds mm
away from one another, provided their distance is significantly smaller than the distance between the power electrodes.
Such an arrangement has several definite advantages compared to the classic conductance methods, in particular: the
voltage drop increases when the film thickness decreases which makes the method particularly attractive for the
investigation of the thin liquid film flow regime.

The principles of the method are detailed, the results of calibration for void fraction measurement with various shapes
of non-conductive fillers are given as well as a rather large number of applications to real two-phase flow which
illustrate the capabilities of the method: wavy liquid films in a horizontal rectangular duct, flow in a horizontal
capillary tube, simultaneous measurement of void fraction at different axial locations in horizontal and vertical flows
in circular pipes.

Paper 4 Measurements of Local Two-phase Flow Parameters in a BoilingFZow Channel Byung-Jo Yun
and Goon-Cherl Park, Seoul National University, Chul-Hwa Song and Moon Ki Chung, KAERI,
Korea)

Local parameters of a steam-water bubbly flow have been measured in an annular space formed by a 33 mm ID tube
and a 16 mm OD heater rod at atmospheric pressure and with subcooled conditions at the entrance of the test section.

A double-sensor conductivity probe and a small size pre-calibrated Pitot tube equipped with a cold water injection
system have been used to perform those measurements.

A new algorithm has been developed for phase discrimination on the conductivity probe. Basically, it consists of
applying the usual/pulse height criteria to each bubble instead of making use of a predetermined cutoff level for all
bubbles. This method has been checked successfully on an air-water experiment, comparing the cross-sectional
average void fraction with values obtained by an entrapment technique.

Radial profiles of local void fraction, bubble frequency, vapor and liquid velocities, interfacial area concentration,
Sauter mean diameter, measured at z = 16 m on the 2 in long annular test section are given for the local void fraction
lying within the 040% range.

Paper S. Local Measurements in Turbulent Bubbly Flows (C. Suzanne, K. Ellingsen, F. Risso and V.
Roig, Institut de Micanique des Fluides, France)

Several types of local measurement methods for bubbly flows are discussed which include measurement of liquid
velocity, void fraction bubble size and velocity, on the basis of the results of various careful experiments.

Regarding liquid velocity, HFA is preferred to LDA which is no longer suitable for a void fraction larger than about
2% as it does not allow a clear phase discrimination. For HFA a signal processing has been developed for improving
phase discrimination, which consists of a thresh-holding technique applied to the derivative of the signal. The question
of the meaning of the large rear peak which is sometimes observed just after the passage of a bubble is addressed.
Simultaneous LDA and HFA measurements have been performed whose results led the authors to conclude it is

representative of the local liquid velocity.

Void fraction measurement is performed with a small size < 501A), sharp geometry, optical fiber probe which has
the advantage of an excellent response time and of good piercing capabilities even at low velocities. For bubble size
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and velocity the method is based on a numerical multichannel analysis of the binary signal delivered by a double
optical probe which is described in detail in the paper.

Some examples of results obtained with these measurement methods in the case of the concurrent bubbly plane
turbulent shear layer are presented.
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TECBNICAL SESSION V SUMMARY
OPTICAL PROBE MIETHODS

Session Chair: P. Ingham, AECL, Whiteshell Laboratory, Canada
Session Co-Chair: A. M. C. Chan, Ontario Hydro Technologies, Canada

In Session V, there were three papers presented.

Paper 1: Measurement of Local F7ow Pattern in Boiling R12 Simulating PWR Conditions with Multiple
Optical Probes (J. Garnier, CEA, France)

For a comprehensive approach of the boiling crisis phenomenon in order to get more reliable predictions of critical
heat flux in a PWR core, a flow pattern study is under progress at CEA GRENOBLE. The study is performed on
the DEBORA loop with Freon 12 as the coolant fluid. A first study of flow conditions shows that the flow pattern
is essentially a bubbly one with vapor particles of low diameter (about 300 um) and high velocity (up to 7 m/s) A
multiple optical probe is developed for detecting small bubbles at a high velocity. Details are given on how to
calibrate the probes. The development of data acquisition and data treatments is presented in detail. A criterion is
obtained to check if the bubble shape is spherical. It is shown that the rise and fall times of the electrical signal are
strongly correlated with the gas velocity. It is expected that it will be possible to perform velocity measurements with
a single fiber probe.

Paper 2 Measurement of Gas Phase Characteristics Using New Monofiber Optical Probes and Real Time
Signal Processing (A. Cartellier, LEGI, France)

Single optical or impedance phase detection probes are able to measure gas velocities, provided that their sensitive
length L is accurately known. In this paper, it is shown that L can be controlled during the manufacture of optical
probes. In addition, for a probe geometry in the form of a cone a cylinder a cylinder a cone, the
corresponding rise time/velocity correlation becomes weakly sensitive to uncontrollable parameters such as the angle
of impact on the interface. A real time signal process performing phase detection as well as velocity measurements
is described. Since its sensitivity to the operator inputs is less than the reproducibility of measurements, it is a fairly
objective tool. Qualifications achieved in air/water flows with various optical probes demonstrate that the void
fraction is detected with a relative error less than 10%. For bubbly flows, the gas flux is accurate within 10%, but
this uncertainty increases when large bubbles are presented in the flow.

Paper 3 Local Measurements in Two-Phase 7ows Using a ouble Optical Probe Technique (L. F.
Mendes de Moura, Universidade Estadual de Campinas, Brazil)

This paper presents the local measurements in a vertical upward air-water flow using the optical fiber double probe
technique. The test section is an 80 mm ID and 160 cm long Plexiglass tube, A double optical probe is employed
for measurements of the radial profiles of void fraction, bubble frequency, bubble interface velocity, interfacial area
concentration and Sauter mean diameter. The signal conditioning is discussed and the influence of the threshold level
is analyzed. Experimental results are compared with values from the inlet gas flow rate measurements, and a good
agreement is shown.
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TECBNICAL SESSION VI SUMMARY
ABSORPTION AND SCATTERING METHODS

Session Chair: M. Ishii, Purdue University, USA
Session Co-Chair: M. Aritomi, Tokyo Institute of Technology, Japan

Four papers were included in this session. The measurement methods are based on the X-ray absorption imaging,
high frame speed neutron radiography, y-absorption for rod bundle applications, and fast neutron scattering.

Paper 1: Measurements of Void Fraction in a Water-Molten Tin System by X-ray Absorption (M. Baker,
R. Bonazza and M. Corradini, University of Wisconsin at Madison, USA)

This paper dealt with the imaging of the molten metal-gas-water mixture by continuous high energy X-rays. The
visualization of the mixture can be performed at 220 Hz with 256 256 pixel resolution or at 30 Hz with 480 x 128
pixel resolution. The test section had the dimension of 18 cm (width) 10 cm (depth) 72 cm (height). The void
fraction information was obtained from the stored images by first subtracting a constant representing an image ofthe
empty test section. Then, using the standard absorption relationship, the line average void fraction was calculated
from the gray level of the images. This essentially gave the two-dimensional mapping of the chordal averaged amount
of the metal. At an average energy X-ray at 3 MeV, the gray level depends only on the presence of the molten metal.

Paper 2 Development of High-Fnrune-Rate Neutron Radiography and Quantitative Measurement Method
for Multiphase Fw Research (K. Mishima and T. Hibiki, Kyoto University, Japan)

This paper reported the development of a high-frame rate neutron radiography and quantitative measurement method.
The neutron radiography is a non-intrusive method based on the difference in attenuation characteristics of neutrons
in materials. There are great differences in the neutron attenuation and X-ray or y-ray attenuation. Thermal neutrons
tend to penetrate heavy materials such as dense metals, and are attenuated well by light atoms such as hydrogen or
molecules containing hydrogen. This implies that liquid water attenuates the neutron beam well, whereas metallic
structure materials, such as steel, can be easily penetrated. Therefore, the neutron radiography is a very useful tool
for visualization of two-phase flow in a metallic casing. In this paper, the development of high-frame rate neutron
radiography is presented. This method requires a steady high neutron flux over 10' n/crifs and highly sensitive
imaging devices. The authors developed not only the qualitative high-speed visualization method, but also quantitative
methods to measure interfacial structure and void fraction. By using the differences in attenuation in different
materials, the void fraction can be obtained from the E-scaling method. The spatial resolution is limited by a number
of factors, such as the statistical variation of neutron sources, available gray levels, skew of neutron beam and neutron
scattering. The experiments were performed by using the JRR-3M reactor at JAERI as the neutron source. Three
different experiments were conducted for the demonstration of the method. Although this new instrumentation
requires a high neutron flux, the details of the information which can be obtained are impressive.
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Paper 3 Transient Void Fraction Measurements in Rod Bundle Geometries (A.M. C. Chan, Ontario Hydro
Technologies, Canada)

This paper focused on the more traditional gamma ray absorption technique. This method was applied to a small 7
pin) rod bundle geometry. The method is not new. The paper discusses the details of engineering design. The
method is very sensitive to the metallic components of the materials in the test section and is not very sensitive to the
phase contents of two-phase flow. This implies the physical location of all the metallic materials under the test
conditions should be a part of the calibration method.

Paper 4. Void-Fraction Measurement in Rod-Bundle Channels (P. Han, E. M. A. Hussein, University of
New Brunswick and Paul J. Ingham, Atomic Energy of Canada Ltd., Canada)

This paper discussed the application of the fast-neutron scattering to measure the void fraction in a rod bundle
geometry. Although the neutron scattering method was developed sometime ago, it has a good potential for
applications to a complicated test section geometry. The neutron is much more sensitive to the two-phase contents
of the coolant than to the common metal components. This caracteristic is similar to neutron radiography. The
system is designed by using a portable neutron scattering device (scatterometer). Thus, it is possible to use it as an
independent system. It relies on the fact that water is an effective moderator to slow down fast neutrons. The vapor
has much lower hydrogen content than water; thus, it hardly affects the neutron energy. The scattered slow/thermal
neutrons become proportional to the amount of liquid water in the channel.
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TECBNICAL SESSION VII SUMMARY
FLOW VISUALIZATION AND EXPERT SYSTEMS

Session Chair: J. M. Delhaye, CEA, Grenoble, France
Session Co-Chair: D. Mewes, Universifift Hannover, Germany

Four papers were scheduled for Session VIL One paper from Session VIII is also summarized below.

Paper 1: Impedance Void Meter and Neural Networks for Vertical Two-Phase Flows

(Y Mi, M. Li, Z. Xiao, L. H. Tsoukalas and M. Ishii, Purdue Universily, USA)

Neural networks have been successfully employed by Mi et al. to recognize the different flow patterns in a vertical

tube. The signals were obtained from a multiple-electrode impedance probe mounted flush with the internal wall of

the pipe. Two types of neural networks were used: (1) the supervised neural network where a given set of flow

patterns is presented as the outputs and, 2 the self-organized neural network which clusters the data into self-

generated categories. The authors show that neural networks are appropriate classifiers for two-phase flow

configurations. The method looks very promising and its use will probably spread in two-phase flow research.

Paper 2 Developing the Technique of Image Processingfor the Study of Bubble Dynamics in Subcooled

Flow Boiling (B. Donevski, University of Si. Clement Ohrdiski, Macedonia, T. Saga, T. Kobayashi

and S. Segawa, Uiversily of Tokyo, Japan)

The objective of the paper by Donevski et al. was to present an advanced image processing technique to quantitatively

characterize the structure of the flow in the developing subcooled regime in the vicinity of the point of net vapor

generation. Actually not enough details are given in the paper which prevents the proposed technique from being

applied by other people.

Paper 3 An Objective Indicatorfor Two-Phase Flow Pattern Transition (E. Hervieu, Commissariat 

VEnergie Atomique, France and P. Seleghim, Jr., Universidade de Sdo Paulo, Brazil)

The paper by Hervieu and Seleghim was motivated by the need to detect in advance a change in the flow configuration

during an operational transient in offshore pipelines encountered in oil engineering. The underlying assumption is that

well defined two-phase flow regimes are more stationary than transition regimes. The authors propose the joint time-

frequency covariance as an indicator of an unstationary state and applies this concept to each transition occurring in

horizontal two-phase flow. The signal delivered by an impedance probe is processed to obtain for each transition the

power density spectrum, the Gabor transform and the time-frequency covariance. The results are particularly

convincing and the authors conclude that time-frequency analysis is an extremely rich framework which permits one

to not only characterize two-phase flow regime transitions but also gives access to many important physical features.

Paper 4 Flow Visualization and Critical Heat Flux Measurement of a Boundary Layer Pool Boiling

Process (F. B. Cheung, K. H. Haddad, C. Liu and S. W. Shiah, Pennsylvania State University,

USA)

The visualization technique of a boundary layer pool boiling process is presented in the paper by Cheung et al.

Classical camera and high-speed video systems are used. The paper's emphasis is more on critical heat flux data than

on the description of an instrumentation technique and is of no relevance to the topic dealt with in this meeting.
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Paper 4 of Session VIII. Two-Phase FZow Measurements Using a Photochromic Dye Activation Technique (M.

Kawaji, University of Toronto, Canada)

The paper by Kawaji presented the photochromic dye technique (PDA), a technique which was invented thirty years

ago by Popovich and Hummel but which has never been used quantitatively since then. The principle is rather simple.

It is based on a molecular tagging of a clear organic liquid by a photochrornic dye which is activated by a laser beam

of ultraviolet light. The lines of activated molecules are recorded on a digital high speed video camera at 1000 frames

per second. An image analysis is then performed on a computer. The techniques were applied to different two-phase

flows by the author and his colleagues. First, the average velocity, the turbulence intensity, and the Reynolds stress

profiles were obtained in open-channel flows, concurrent and countercurrent wavy flows in a horizontal channel and

successfully compared to the data obtained with hot-wire anemornetry. Second, the mechanism for explaining the

existence of a liquid film in the upper part of a horizontal tube was demonstrated by using a spot dye trace technique.

Third, the PDA technique was applied to freely falling film and countercurrent annular flow in a vertical tube. An

important conclusion concerns the flooding phenomenon which has been shown not to be triggered by the reversal in

the flow direction of the liquid film. Finally, the PDA technique was applied to slug flows in vertical and horizontal

tubes. There again, the PDA technique was able to confirm or disprove some mechanisms suggested in previous

studies.

Photochromic dye techniques, neural networks, and time-frequency analysis are certainly quantitative techniques which

have been proven to be very efficient, and their use will certainly be propagated in the two-phase flow community.
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TECBNICAL SESSION VIII SUMMARY
GLOBAL TECBMQUES AND INDUSTRIALLY APPLICABLE

INSTRUMENTATION

Session Chair: J. Reyes, Oregon State University, USA
Session Co-Chair: Y. Hassan, Texas A&M University, USA

In Session V111, there were four papers scheduled. Three papers were presented at the session, while the fourth,
Paper I below, was received after the meeting.

Paper 1: Entrainment Measurements in Annular Flow (A. Assad, C. Jan, M. Lopez de Bertodano, Purdue
University, S. Beus, Westinghouse Electric Corp., USA)

In this study air/water and vapor/freon were utilized to scale and simulate annular two-phase flow for high pressure
steam/water conditions. A unique vapor/liquid Freon loop was built to obtain the high pressure data. The results
were compared with two correlations available int he open literature. The Ishii and Mishima dimensionless group
was able to scale the data remarkably well even for vapor/liquid Freon. However, the correlation needs to be adjusted
for high Weber numbers of the gas phase.

Paper 2 Measurements of Void Fraction by an Improved Multi-Channel Conductance Void Meter (Chul-
Hwa Song, and Moon Ki Chung, KAERI and Hee Cheon No, 1ST, Korea)

An improved multi-channel Conductance Void Meter (CVM) was developed to measure void fraction. Its measuring
principle is based upon the differences of electrical conductance of a two-phase mixture due to the variation of void
fraction around a sensor. The sensor is designed to be flush-mounted to the inner wall of the test section to avoid flow
disturbances. 'Me signal processor with three channels is specially designed so as to minimize the inherent error due
to phase differences between channels. It is emphasized that the guard electrodes are electrically shielded in order
not to affect the measurements of the two-phase mixture conductance. The guard electrodes are needed to make the
electric fields evenly distributed in a measuring volume. Void fraction is measured for bubbly and slug flow regimes
in a vertical air-water loop. Statistical signal processing techniques are applied to show that CVM has a good dynamic
resolution, which is required to investigate the structural developments of bubbly flow and the propagation of void
waves in a flow channel.

Paper 3 Progress in Reactor Instrumentation and its Impact on Safety Issues (Addly-Barsoum Wahba,
GRS, Germany)

After the TMI-2 accident in March 1979, international attention was given to develop a diverse method to measure
the water inventory in the reactor pressure vessel in addition to the pressurized water level. In this paper, the progress
achieved in this field during the last ten years is summarized. Achievements in connection with pressurized water
reactors arc given. Monitoring of adequate core cooling in Boiling Water Reactors (BWRs) together with new
developments to avoid instability in BWR operations are mentioned. Some recommendations are also included to
improve instrumentation and control in RBMK-type reactors.
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Paper 4 Two-Phase Flow Measurements Using a Photochromic Dye Activation Technique (M. Kawaji,
University of Toronto, Canada)

A novel flow visualization method, called photochromic dye activation (PDA) technique, has been used to investigate
flow structures and mechanisms in various two-phase flow regimes. This non-intrusive flow visualization technique
utilizes light activation of a photochromic dye material dissolved in a clear liquid and is a molecular tagging technique,
requiring no seed particles. It has been used to yield both quantitative and qualitative flow data in the liquid phase
in annular flow, slug flow and stratified-wavy flows. (See also the Section VII summary for an additional
description of this paper.)
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TECHNICAL SESSION IX SUMMARY
OPTICAL METHODS

Session Chair: M. Kawaji, University of Toronto, Canada
Session Co-Chair: F. B. Cheung, Pennsylvania State University, USA

All four papers in this session dealt with the use of a laser beam to measure void fraction, velocities of continuous
and dispersed phases, droplet size distribution, and/or phase distribution in various gas-liquid two-phase flows.

Paper 1: Multiparticle Imaging Velocimetry Measurements in Two-Phase Fow
(Y. A. Hassan, Texas A&M University, USA)

The first paper presented the application of the Particle Image Velocimetry (PIV) technique to various two- and three-
dimensional two-phase flows. A study of bubbly flow has yielded the temporal and spatial variations of mean liquid
velocity, kinetic energy, Reynolds stress and normal stress during the passage of a gas bubble through a stationary
or moving liquid in a vertical tube. A detailed set of data presented can be used for understanding the transient
behavior of turbulence induced by a single bubble and validating multi-dimensional two-phase flow models.

The second and third experiments addressed a bubbly flow across a circular cylinder and stratified two-phase flow
in a horizontal channel, respectively. In the bubbly flow experiment, a combination of fluorescent and white
polystyrene tracers were tracked. In the stratified flow experiment, the interfacial shear force was determined from
the measured velocity data. The author found that the interfacial shear results agreed with theory when the local flow
conditions near the interface were similar to the space-averaged conditions. However, if the local gas velocity near
the interface was unstable and dissimilar from the average gas velocity, the existing theory predicted incorrect results.
The PIV is considered by the author to be a promising and powerful tool to study the structure of multiphase flows.

Paper 2 Measurements of Void Fraction in Transparent Two-Phase Flows by Light Extinction
(B. Shamoun, M. El Beshbeeshy and R. Bonazza, University of Wisconsin, Madison, USA)

In this paper, the authors used Mie scattering of a collimated laser beam by gas bubbles to measure the 2-13
distributions of the line-average interfacial area and void fraction in a bubbly two-phase mixture. The technique
involves the scattering of an expanded laser beam by a two-phase air-water mixture contained in a transparent
rectangular test section and imaging of the transmitted light through a pinhole using a CCD camera. By applying
correction factors that account for the unscattered light reaching the CCD camera and the effect of the bubble size
distribution on the extinction cefficient, the authors have deduced the values of the line-averaged void fraction and
interfacial area distributions from the measured transmittance distributions. The authors were able to measure bubble
sizes up to mm in diameter and void fraction values between 05% and 10%. The volume averaged void fraction
measurements were shown to compare favorably with those obtained using a level swell approach. The uncertainties
in the measurements caused by the imaging system were also estimated.

Paper 3 Evaluation of Pulsed Laser Holograms of Ffashing Sprays by Digital Image Processing and
Holographic Particle Image Velocimetry (0. Feldmann, P. Gebhard and F. Mayinger, Technische

Universitdt Miinchen, Germany)

The third paper discussed 3-D measurements of flashing sprays by the use of pulsed laser holography and digital
image processing techniques. Two 3-D pictures of a spray, which are perpendicular to each other, are first imaged
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onto holographic plates over a very short exposure time of about 30 ns, either in a single-pulsed or double-pulsed
mode using a ruby pulse laser. In the analysis of the data, the holographic plates are illuminated by two continuous
He-Ne lasers, and the resulting three-dimensional images are recorded by two video cameras, one focal plane at a
time, so that each instantaneous 3-13 image of the spray is thus transformed into a series of 2-13 video images.

The analysis of the data employs an extensive use of computer image processing. To identify the positions of the
individual droplets, two stereoscopic views of the spray are analyzed simultaneously using a focusing criterion based
on the limited depth of the focal plane. In the double-pulsed holograms, the information about the droplets' velocities
and trajectories is obtained by identifying the coupled images of the same droplet and measuring the displacement over
the time interval between the images. The analysis is performed using special algorithms to identify the angles of
droplet trajectory with respect to the focal planes.

The power of this holographic technique was well demonstrated by analyzing the holograms of a spray produced by
a hollow cone nozzle to yield both microscopic and macroscopic features of the spray, such as the shape of the liquid
veil, breakup length and spray angle, droplet trajectories and mechanisms of jet disintegration.

Paper 4 Application of LDA to Bubbly Flows (R.F. Mudde, J.S. Groen and H.E.A. Van Den Akker, Delft
University of Technology, The Netherlands)

The authors studied the use of a back scatter LDA technique to measure velocity fields in an air-water bubble column
with a void fraction of 25 %. A single-bubble train experiment was conducted first to determine the characteristics
of both forward and back scatter measurements. In both cases, they found that the LDA would predominantly
measure the liquid velocity, and various methods of discriminating the data between the gas and liquid phases did not
work well.

In the bubble column experiments with a volumetric-average bubble diameter of 3 mm and gas fraction of 25 %, the
data rate fell significantly due to scattering by bubbles, and the gaps in the velocity data existed due to the presence
of many bubbles in the column. However, it was still possible to obtain liquid velocity data even deep into the flow.
Spectral analyses of the liquid velocity data were also conducted to study the turbulence characteristics. The calculated
auto power spectral density was found to obey the 5/3 power law as in many single-phase flows, but distortion was
found at high frequencies. From the autocorrelation of the spectral density, the integral time scale was found which
was consistent with the measurements by tracking a neutrally buoyant radioactive particle in other bubble columns.
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TECHNICAL SESSION X SUMMARY

NMR AND ULTRASONIC METHODS

Session Chair: F. Mayinger, Technische UniversitAt Mfinchen, Germany
Session Co-Chair: H. Lemonnier, CEA/Grenoble, France

Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) systems have primarily been developed for medical applications. They are well
established there and provide pictures of high resolution. Pulsed nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) techniques ave
been used in the past also to study transport properties of fluids and flowing liquids. More recently, studies known
from the literature demonstrated that NMR can be also applied to complex liquid flows. Fluids studied with NMR
must not be conductive or magnetic to avoid interactions with the magnetic field of the NMR system.

Very interesting papers presented in this session proved that NMR and MR1 can be successfully applied to two-phase
flow also. They can give interesting and reliable insights into the complex structure of multiphase flows.

Paper 1: The Use of Magnetic Resonance Imaging to Quand.fy Mufti-Phase Flow Patterns and Transitions

(J. N. Reyes, Jr., A. Lafi, Oregon State University, USA and D. Saloner, University of

California-San Francisco, USA)

In this paper, the authors used the magnetic resonance imaging technique to study two-phase flow patterns and flow
transitions. They presented highly detailed data on two-phase flow structures, occurring in a horizontal channel with
air-water flow. After presenting magnetic resonance images obtained for larninar flow of liquid water, Reyes and
co-authors showed that MRI has a high resolution in two-phase flow also. Their MRI technique clearly showed, that
in horizontal slug flow, the slugs actually consist of an air-water mixture with void fractions, ranging from 04 to 0.8.
Their MRI scanning technique allowed a very short repetition time so highly transient two-phase flows can be reliably
studied.

Paper 2 Two-Phase 7ow Characterization by Nuclear Magnetic Resonance (J. Leblond, S. Javelot D.

Lebrun and L. Lebon, ESPCI, France)

The authors used the Pulsed Field Gradient Spin Echo technique (PFGSE-NMR) to characterize multiphase flow.
In their paper, they report on vertical air-water flow. Comparing liquid volumetric fluxes derived from the NMR
measurements with those obtained by turbine meters, a good agreement was found. With their NMR experiments,
they could prove that the presence of bubbles in a liquid flow induces an important velocity fluctuation. This clearly
demonstrates the high quality of the NMR technique, giving a new and interesting insight into the fluid mechanics of
two-phase flow and presenting very valuable information for theoretical modelling. In a modified form, PFGSE
allows one to study fluctuations and instabilities in two-phase flows also, as Leblond and co-authors reported. This
method is promising for obtaining insight into transient conditions with two-phase flow, which is very interesting for
nuclear safety research. Finally, there is good hope that a periodic PFGSE sequence can be used to analysis the

turbulence in bubbly flow.
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Paper 3 Visualization of Phase and Velocity Distributions in Gas-Liquid Mixture by NMR Imaging (G.
Matsui, K. Kose and H. Monji, Uiversity of Tsukuba, Japan)

The authors reported on visualization of phase and velocity distributions in gas-liquid mixtures by NMR imaging.
They studied slug flow situations in a horizontal pipe and a rising bubble in stagnant liquid in a vertical pipe. Their
ultrafast NMR facility allowed very high repetition frequencies. They used both the phase shift method and the spatial
tagging method. The first method gave the gas-liquid phase distribution and the second one gave the two-component
velocity field in the pipe.

NMR imaging can become a very powerful method to study stationary and transient two-phase flows and to provide
valuable information for a well based physical modelling. Due to the high cost of the equipment, the method,
however, will be restricted to a few laboratories. These laboratories, which possess such equipment or can afford
to buy it, should be highly encouraged to develop the experimental technique to apply it to two-phase flow studies,
which cannot be handled by other experimental methods.

Another part of the session was dedicated to ultrasonic measuring techniques with special application to two-phase
flow. There is a strong effort at various laboratories in Japan to improve this method to such an extent that it provides
reliable and accurate information, not only about the velocity profile of a two-phase mixture, but also on liquid film
thickness on a solid surface with spray cooling.

Paper 4 Application of Ultrasonic Echo Technique to the Measurement of 2-Dimensional Local
Instantaneous Liquid Fm Thickness on a Simulated Nuclear Fuel Rod (A. Serizawa, T. Kamei
and 1. Kataoka, Kyoto University, Japan)

The authors used a new development in high speed ultrasonic echo techniques to measure the time-sequential 2-
dimensional thickness of the liquid film around a simulated nuclear fuel rod. They succeeded in reducing the
necessary scanning required to reconstruct one image time down to 4 ms. The authors were working with a rotating
reflector. In a preliminary experiment, the technique was applied to measure the thickness of a falling film down an
acrylic tube. The assembly of the newly developed measuring device was positioned inside the tube. The authors
were quite optimistic to accelerate the rotating system up to 20,000 rpm, which allows a very high data acquisition
frequency. In a second experiment, the authors also applied this technique to air-water annular field flow. The result
gained by the authors indicate the very promising nature of this new technique.

Paper 5: Measurement of Bubbly F7ows in VeHical Channels Using Ultrasonic Velocity Profile Monitor
(M. Aritomi, S. hou, Tokyo Institute of Technology, Y Takeda, Paul Scherrer Institute,

Switzerland, and H. Nakamura, Kukita, JAERI, Japan)

In a combined effort of three institutions - the Tokyo Institute of Technology, the Nagoya University, and the Japanese
Atomic Energy Research Institute (JAERI)--two-phase flow characteristics by applying the ultrasonic technique were
studied. Aritomi and co-authors used this method to measure velocity profiles in vertical and horizontal channels,
mainly with bubbly and stratified flow. The aim of these studies is to assess and improve numerical codes for multi-
dimensional two-phase flow. The authors succeeded in gaining very good results, not only for velocity profiles of
both phases, but also of the void fraction profile in the channel of an average bubble diameter and an average void
fraction. The system offers the possibility to determine the probability density fnction of velocities in both phases
and also the turbulence intensity of velocity fluctuation in a continuous liquid phase.

The other part of the combined effort was aiming to measure interface profiles of a wavy flow in a horizontal channel.
In this work also the liquid velocity was measured by the ultrasonic nethod.
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Paper 6 Simultaneous Measurement of Liquid Velocity and Interface Profiles of Horizontal Duct Wavy
Flow by Ultrasonic Velocity Profile Meter (H. Nakamura, M. Kondo, JAERI, Japan arul Y
Kukita, Nagoya University, Japan)

The authors reported that they could reduce the influence of the reflections of the ultrasonic pulses at the gas-liquid
interface and at the channel bottom by using an absorbent and by optimizing the time interval between the pulses.
To assess their data, the velocity profile was also measured by particle tracking velocimetry and good agreement was
found between the readings of both techniques. Also, for velocity profiles in a wavy flow, theoretical calculations
were performed and the numerical data also were in good agreement with the ultrasonic measurements. Instantaneous
turbulence components in the velocity profiles could also be measured by this ultrasonic method.

All three papers, presented by Japanese authors, gave the impression that the development of ultrasonic devices is very
promising for gaining new insights into two-phase flow characteristics. Research groups, being active in two-phase
flow and in nuclear safety thermo-hydraulic research, should be encouraged to develop and use ultrasonic devices for
fluid-dynamic studies.

Paper 7 Void Fraction Measurements by Means of Flash X-Ray Radiography (S. Angelini and T. G.
Theofanous, Universily of California, Santa Barbara, USA)

The last paper in the session, demonstrated the usefulness of flash X-ray radiography to monitor void fractions in
highly transient multiphase flow. The authors applied this method mainly to steam explosion studies and they
succeeded in obtaining quantitative space and time distributions of the void fractions during the extremely short pre-
mixing and expansion period. The authors demonstrated that X-ray radiography is a viable instrument for the
measurement of ighly multidimensional multiphase flows during highly-transient situations. It allows one to obtain
information over large regions. An interesting detail of the presentation was, that under certain circumstances, this
technique also allows one to extract the volume fraction of an opaque phase, which is an additional and unique feature
of this method. The data provided by this X-ray technique is a very valuable basis for improving numerical codes
for predicting pressure loads of steam explosions.

The papers of Session X demonstrated that very promising and sophisticated measuring techniques, which are known
from the literature, however, for other applications can be used for investigating two-phase flow with good accuracy.
The papers in this session were a very valuable contribution to the development of advanced instrumentation and
measuring techniques.
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TECBMCAL SESSION XI SUMMARY
ROUND TABLE DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

Session Chair: M. Ishii, Purdue University, USA

In addition to the Session Chair the following meeting attendees were on the podium to lead the round table discussion:
D. Bessette, NRC, USA
J. M. Delhaye, CEA, Grenoble, France
T. Fukano, Kyushu University, Japan
D. Grand, CEA, Grenoble, France
M. Kawaji, University of Toronto, Canada
J. Kelly, NRC, USA
F. Mayinger, Technische Universitift Miinchen, Germany

All of the above participated in the discussion. The comments by F. Mayinger and J.M. Delhaye are reproduced
below.

Comments by F. Mayinger:

Being more than 35 years active in developing and applying measurement techniques for fluid-dynamic investigations
in nuclear safety research, I may be allowed some 'nostalgic' thoughts in starting this panel discussion. Listening

to the presentations of the younger generation, we, the older members in the panel are inclined to ask what is a real
new development and what is just a re-invention of former ideas. I think we should be more tolerant because our
younger people have the right to try again what we could not successfully finish years ago, and they have to collect
their own experiences, which means making mistakes, to a crtain extent.

What are the new impressions I got during the meeting? There is an enormous push with computer techniques,
offering manifold and valuable possibilities to sample data and to evaluate them, new measuring techniques and new
sensors. Also, so called old measuring techniques, which older generations could not successfully apply, now have
new and promising chances in combination with computerized data acquisition and evaluation. Examples are nuclear
magnetic resonance and ultrasonic sensors.

What do we need for:
more reliable operation of nuclear power plants
better risk assessment, and
hopefully, for the design of new reactors 

We need:
a much better resolution of physical phenomena,
a better understanding of micro effects, phase-interface phenomena like interfacial friction and heat and mass
transport between the phases.

However, the material which an experimentalist can provide is usually oy a part of what theorists or code developers
demand. Therefore, we have to ask how to balance the discrepancy between experimental ability and theoretical
demand. We need much closer cooperation between theorists and experimentalists, which, hopefully, will lead to a
better understanding of each parties' standpoint. In formulating the demand of theorists, we have to ask what is
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desirable, what can be realized and what can be financed? The last question usually represents the limiting factor.
1, therefore, would like to recommend setting up a task force or a working group:

which discusses the linking between experimental possibilities and theoretical demands,
which defines what really needs to e known, to what accuracy, and for what application,
which can judge what can be measured, with what accuracy, and at what costs.

The task force or the working group should also make recommendations for enforcing certain instrumentation and
measuring techniques, and theorists should give advice whether and how useful special experimental data will likely
be for improving the quality of safety judgments.

Watching the comprehensive computer activities, I sometimes get the impression that the 'Engineering Instinct".of
the older generation is missing more and more. Due to the fact that older generations had much poorer tools to
calculate fluid-dynamic processes, they had to estimate and to compare with experimental findings, which resulted
in a certain "Engineering Feeling,' which one can also call experience.

Comments by J. Delhaye:

Based on what was heard here, there are a number of questions that come to mind which researchers in this field
should ask themselves:

I Is it worthwhile to develop expensive measuring techniques, such as a 2 M X-ray tomography Which are
the laboratories which could afford such a piece of equipment? Pulsed neutron activation techniques were
used 15 years ago with a certain success. Did it lead to any scientific breakthrough in two-phase flow
modeUg? Were RNA techniques used in laboratories other than the one where it was developed? (This is
not the case for NMR or neutron radiography. The equipment is available in many research centers and can
be adapted to two-phase flow studies without much effort.)

2. Computer capabilities have enormously increased over the past few years. The situation allows huge
quantities of data to be provided. Are we able to synthesize all these data so that the two-phase flow
community can use them as internationally recognized benchmarks?

3. Do we spend enough effort on developing measurement techniques for actual industrial conditions in terms
of pressure, temperature, fluid aggressivity, etc.?

4. Is there any possibility for the use of micro electromechanical systems (MEMS) such as the ones developed
by Professor Ho at the University of California, Los Angeles?

5. Do we always qualify our new measuring techniques by comparing the results with other existing techniques?

6. Do we always go back to the literature where the principles of a measuring technique, as well as its
uncertainty and sensitivity analyses, can be found? This would avoid a waste of time and, hence, a waste

of money.
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XA04NO002

CONSTITUTIVE MODEL DEVELOPMENT NEEDS FOR
REACTOR SAFETY THERMAL-HYDRAULIC CODES

J. M. Kelly

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Mail Stop: T10-E46

Washington, DC 20555 USA

ABSTRACT

This paper discusses the constitutive model development needs for our current and
future generation of reactor safety thermal-hydraulic analysis codes. Rather than
provide a simple 'shopping list' of models to be improved, a detailed description is
given of how a constitutive model works Wthin the computational framework of a
current reactor safety code employing the two-fluid model of two-phase flow. The intent
is to promote a better understanding of both the types of experiments and the
instrumentation needs that will be required in the USNRC's code improvement program.

First, a summary is given of the modeling cosiderations that need to be taken into account
when developing constitutive models for use in reactor safety thermal-hydraulic codes.
Specifically, the two-phase flow model should be applicable to a control volume
formulation employing computational volumes with dimensions on the order of meters
but containing embedded structure with a dimension on the order of a centimeter. The
closure relations are then required to be suitable when averaged over such large
volumes containing millions or even tens of millions of discrete fluid particles
(bubbles/drops). This implies a space and time averaging procedure that neglects the
intermittency observed in slug and chum turbulent two-phase flows. Furthermore, the
geometries encountered in reactor systems are complex, the constitutive relations
should therefore be component specific (e.g., interfacial shear in a tube does not
represent that in a rod bundle nor in the downcomer). When practicable, future
modeling efforts should be directed towards resolving the spatial evolution of two-phase
flow patterns through the introduction of interfacial area transport equations and by
modeling the individual physical processes responsible for the creation or destruction of
interfacial area.

Then the example of the implementation and assessment of a subcooled boiling model in a
two-fluid code is given. The primary parameter of interest, the void fraction, is shown
to be the result of the interaction between three separate constitutive models:
interfacial friction, interfacial heat transfer, and wall nucleation models. The wall
nucleation model, which gives the value for the net vapor generation rate in a "near
wall" region is an artifact of the chosen numerical treatment and its development
depends on the model chosen for the bulk interfacial condensation model. The potential
for compensating errors in the interaction of these three models is discussed and the
need stated to "get the right answer for the right reasons". The subcooled boiling
experiments conducted at McMasters University are then used as an example of how one
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can independently assess such interacting models and a number of deficiencies in the
RELAP5 model for subcooled boiling are identified for low pressure applications. A
strong case is also made for taking code assessment to a more fundamental level where
the underpinnings of the constitutive models are themselves assessed (e.g., the bubble
diameter used in an interfacial heat transfer model).

Finally, a summary of modeling needs for passive reactor designs is given based on the
experience garnered during the USNRC's program to evaluate the applicability of the
RELAP5 code for SBLOCA analysis of the proposed AP600 design. Specific modeling
challenges identified for our current generation of thermal-hydraulic codes include:

• Thermal Front Tracking

• Mixture Level Tracking

• Thermal Stratification Mixing

• Cold Leg Thermal Stratification

• Critical Flow

• Phase Separation & Entrainment at Tees

• Low Pressure Boiling

• Low Pressure Void Fraction

The above list contains items in which both the numerical representation of a phenomena
and the associated physical models need improvement. A systematic long-term effort to
upgrade the models and correlations will be undertaken by the USNRC. Priorities for
model upgrades will be established and a quantitative review of the applicability of the
models/correlations in the current codes conducted. For high ranked phenomena, if the
accuracy of the present model is found to be insufficient, either a new model will be
developed from the existing data base or separate effects tests will be conducted to
generate the needed data base as necessary. In this approach, there are two features that
have not generally been present in the past: 1 the needed models will be developed
within the framework of a two-fluid code, and 2 the associated data base will become
part of the code documentation and electronic archive such that it will be readily
available for assessing future model upgrades.

The objective of this paper is then to provide a detailed example of how a constitutive
model works within the two-fluid framework so as to promote a better understanding of
both the types of experiments and the instrumentation needs that will be required in the
USNRC's code improvement program.
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INTRODUCTION

This paper discusses the constitutive model development needs for our current and
future generation of reactor safety thermal-hydraulic analysis codes. Rather than
provide a simple "shopping list" of models to be improved, a detailed description is
given of how a constitutive model works within the computational framework of a
current reactor safety code employing the two-fluid model of two-phase flow. The intent
is to promote a better understanding of both the t�es of experiments and the
instrumentation needs that will be required in the USNRC's code improvement program.

Thermal-hydraulics has been a major area of nuclear safety research since regulatory
research began at the USNRC. Traditionally, thermal-hydraulic research has had two
principal aspects: developing system-level computer codes and conducting both large-
and small-scale experiments. The staff's use of NRC-developed thermal-hydraulic
analysis codes has been an integral part of the licensing process, and these codes have
provided the USNRC with the ability to perform independent analyses to audit those of
vendors and licensees. As such, these system-level computer codes represent the end
product of the USNRC's regulatory research program in the area of thermal-hydraulics.

To ensure that the agency's analysis tools retain the state-of-the-art and to maintain a
core competency in the area of thermal-hydraulics, the USNRC is embarking on a long-
term thermal-hydraulic research program. The objectives of this program are to:

• produce a single state-of-the-art plant transient code capable of replacing
our current suite of codes (TRAC-P, TRAC-B, RELAP5, and Ramona), and

• conduct experimental programs to obtain the fundamental data necessary to
support the development of advanced thermal-hydraulic models.

A key element of this program is then to improve the simulation fidelity of the future
plant transient code, and this will require improvements in both the degree of
sophistication in the representation of two-phase flow and in the constitutive models.
For example, a significant advancement could be the replacement of static flow regime
maps with a dynamic flow regime model. Here, the traditional flow regime map (used to
determine the character of the two-phase interface and select the appropriate set of
interaction terms) would be replaced by the introduction of interfacial area transport
equations whose source/sink terms represent the processes that govern the creation or
destruction of interfacial area (e.g., bubble coalescence or breakup). Thus, the
empiricism inherent in the modeling of two-phase flow would be moved to a more
fundamental level. This technology is not yet fully developed and should be considered as
exploratory research, especially for two-phase flow in complex geometries such as
reactor coolant systems. However, the instrumentation has now matured to the point
that an experimental program, coordinated with an effort to improve the computational
model could significantly enhance our predictive capability.

Even ith a more fundamentally based model for two-phase flow, as described above, a
systems thermal-hydraulic analysis code ill retain a set of models and correlation that
includes many tens of empirical relations. At present, the models and correlations in
these four codes are inconsistent (i.e., different models are employed for the same
phenomena in different codes), they often employ ad hoc formulations or undocumented
smoothing functions, and do not reflect the totality of the knowledge embedded in the
existing experimental data base. Together with improving the representation of two-
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phase flow, some of the greatest gains can be realized through a comprehensive
upgrading of the models and correlations.

Consequently, a systematic long-term effort to upgrade the models and correlations will
be undertaken. Priorities for model upgrades will be established through the use of
PIRTs (Phenomena Identification and Ranking Tables) for each reactor plant type
(PWRs, BWRs, ALWRs) and transient scenario of interest. For each of the phenomena
judged to be of high importance, an electronic data base that contains the supporting
empirical evidence will be established and a quantitative review of the applicability of
the models/correlations in the current codes conducted. For these high ranked
phenomena, if the accuracy of the present model is found to be insufficient, either a new
model will be developed from the existing data base or separate effects tests will be
conducted to generate the needed data base as necessary. In this approach, there are two
features that have not generally been present in the past: (1) the needed models will be
developed within the framework of a two-fluid code, and 2 the associated data base
vAll become part of the code documentation and electronic archive such that it VAI be
readily available for assessing future model upgrades.

The objective of this paper is then to provide a detailed example of how a constitutive
model works within the two-fluid framework so as to promote a better understanding of
both the types of experiments and the instrumentation needs that will be required in the
USNRC's code improvement program. The next section, entitled 'Modeling
Considerations', gives an overview of how a reactor system is represented
computationailly and how this impacts constitutive model development. The two
following sections, "Subcooled Boiling Model Description" and "Subcooled Boiling Model
Assessment', provide a detailed description of how several constitutive models interact
in the calculation of one phenomena and how these models can be individually assessed to
reduce the potential for compensating errors. A strong case is also made for taking code
assessment to a more fundamental level where the underpinnings of the constitutive
models are themselves assessed (e.g., the bubble diameter used in an interfacial heat
transfer model). The final section, 'Modeling Needs for Passive Reactor Designs", gives
a summary of modeling needs identified during the USNRC's program to evaluate the
applicability of the RELAP5 code for SBLOCA analysis of the proposed AP600 design.

MODELING CONSIDERATIONS

Before embarking on a discussion of the modeling needs for reactor safety thermal-
hydraulic computer codes, it is important to briefly review the system we are modeling
and how such a system is represented in a computational framework, Figure gives a
diagram of the nooding used by the RELAP5 code for an SBLOCA analysis of the proposed
Westinghouse AP600 design. There are approximately 200 computational volumes
vAthin the vessel and 480 computational volumes in the loops and the passive safety
systems. Given the physical size of the system - the reactor vessel alone has a height of
about 12 meters and a diameter of about 4 meters - this noding would appear to be very
coarse. That is precisely the point. Moreover, although some improvement of resolution
may be warranted, future noding schemes will not be significantly' more complex than
that illustrated in Figure 

One might expect a ten-fold increase in computational volumes, but nowhere near the
1 O' to IO' increase necessary to bring the discretization level to that of CFD
applications.
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Consequently, contrary to the practice in the field of computational fluid dynamics
(CFD - and this is crucial to the discussion to follow - we will not be solving finite
difference approximations to the governing partial differential equations for points
within a flow field. Instead, the governing equations will be integrated over large
computational volumes ith dimensions on the order of a meter) to reproduce the
macroscopic flow behavior. In such a control volume approach, the local gradients
that control the transport processes - for example, the fluid velocity and temperature
profiles at the wall - are not solved for directly, but rather, their effects are modeled
through the use of empirical correlations based on bulk flow properties.

Also, with very few exceptions, the flows of interest do not occur in open flow fields.
For example, a PWR reactor core region has a diameter of about 3 meters and contains
roughly 40,000 fuel rods. The characteristic dimension (hydraulic diameter) is then
about one centimeter and the "porosity" in the axial direction is on the order of 50% and
the porosity in the transverse direction is only on the order of 30%. Thus, the
important processes are usually dominated by the interaction between the fluid and this
embedded structure.

Figure 2 gives a schematic of a PWR reactor vessel with a greatly simplified
representation of the actual components contained therein. For such complex
geometries, the constitutive relations should be component specific (e.g., interfacial
shear in a tube does not represent that in a rod bundle nor in the downcomer). Consider-,
for example, the effect of component geometry on the extent of two-phase flow
structures, in a rod bundle, classical slug flow does not exist. The bubble 12

agglomerations are not limited by the characteristic dimension of a subchanne but
extend to encompass several subchannels - indeed, in small scale experiments, it is
often the size of the flow housing containing the rod bundle that controls the effective
diameter of the "slugs". No theory is presently available to describe these structures,
even if one ignores the effect of grid spacers (located about every 50 UDs), and a high
degree of empiricism is therefore necessary.

When considering modeling approaches for two-phase flows in such equipment, it is
useful to have ready estimates of both the characteristic dimensions of the two-phase
structures and their numbers. For bubbly flow, at low to moderate mass fluxes, the
Sauter mean diameter" of a bubble is in the range of 3 to millimeters and corresponds
to a bubble number density of almost I 7 (M-3 ). So, for a typical TRAC or RELAP5
noding scheme, the number of bubbles in one control volume would be on the order of

5 75 10 to lo . For dispersed droplet flow, typical of conditions during reflood, the
numbers are similar, with droplet diameters of about a millimeter, droplet number
densities of IO 7 to 108 , and the number of drops contained in one control volume would
be on the order of x 1 0S to 108 . The closure relations are then required to be suitable
when averaged over such large volumes and containing millions or even tens of millions
of discrete fluid particles (bubbles/drops). This implies a space and time averaging
procedure that neglects the intermittency observed in slug and chum turbulent two-
phase flows.

A subchannel, for a square array rod bundle, is the unit cell whose cross-section is
delineated by a square connecting the centers of four rods.
The Sauter mean diameter for a population is the diameter that has the same ratio of
volume to surface area as does the population in aggregate.
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Another limitation of many of the current constitutive models employed in reactor safety
thermal-hydraulic codes is the assumption of fully developed flow. As was noted above
for the core region, grid spacers are located about every 50 UN in the axial direction.
Consequently, for control volumes that employ an axial discretization on this order it is
common practice to use between six and eight axial levels to represent a heated length of
about 4 meters), flow in the core is always developing and this should be accounted for
in the constitutive models. Similary, for most of the piping networks of the primary
system, the large pipe diameters preclude fully developed flow. For example, in the
proposed AP600 design, there is a vertical off-take from the hot legs located only a few
UN from the upper plenum, the phase separation/entrainment occuring at this tee is
then a function of the extent to which the flow pattern has developed. For such
situations, when possible, future modeling efforts should be directed towards resolving
the spatial evolution of two-phase flow patterns through the introduction of interfacial
area transport equations and by modeling the individual physical processes responsible
for the creation or destruction of interfacial area. The goal of such an approach is to take
the necessary empiricism to the lowest level practicable, thereby increasing the
extenclability of the modeling approach.

In summary, the two-phase flow model should be applicable to a control volume
formulation employing computational volumes with dimensions on the order of meters
but containing embedded structure with a dimension on the order of a centimeter. The
closure relations are required to be suitable when averaged over such large volumes and
containing millions or even tens of millions of discrete fluid particles (bubbles/drops).
This implies a space and time averaging procedure that neglects the intermittency
observed in slug and chum turbulent two-phase flows. Furthermore, the geometries
encountered in reactor systems are complex, constitutive relations should be component
specific (e.g., interfacial shear in a tube does not represent that in a rod bundle nor in
the downcomer). Finally, when practicable, future modeling efforts should be directed
towards resolving the spatial evolution of two-phase flow patterns through the
introduction of interfacial area transport equations and by modeling the individual
physical processes responsible for the creation or destruction of interfacial area.

SUBCOOLED BOILING MODEL DESCREPTION

To better illustrate the modeling considerations mentioned above, the particular case of
subcooled boiling in a rod bundle will be examined in detail. For most reactor plant
transient calculations, the main parameters of interest affected by subcooled boiling are
the core void fraction (important for gravity driving heads and reactor kinetics) and the
resulting enhancement of the pressure drop (due to both acceleration and frictional
losses). Of course, for transients at power, the margin to the point of departure from
nucleate boiling is the crucial factor, however, that is a different matter and will not be
discussed here. Thus, the primary quantity that the code must calculate during subcooled

4boiling is the volume averaged vapor fraction where the volume averaging is over the
relevant computational volume. This section discusses the interplay amongst the various
constitutive models that results in the computed value of the void fraction-'

4 Of course, for a system T/H code, the volume averaged vapor fraction is also a time
averaged quantity.

5 When speaking of the void fraction with respect to a computer code, it will be
understood that the quantity is the volume averaged value of the vapor fraction
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First, the computational result for the void fraction during subcooled boiling is not only
a function of the relevant constitutive models but also of their numerical
implementation. Whereas in experiments the void fraction is usually thought of as the
cross-sectional area averaged value, the computational value is a volume averaged
quantity. Thus, in the context of the numerical model, axial averaging is also performed
in order to compute the void fraction. This is often overlooked during the
implementation of constitutive models into a code, as developers generally assume that
constitutive models are functions only of local fluid conditions, that is, the value for a
given computational volume can be computed from its bulk fluid conditions as if they
were cross-sectional area averaged instead of volume averaged quantities. In other
words, the effect of gradients in the axial direction is ignored. Consequently, significant
errors and noding size dependencies can be introduced when the axial gradients are
significant. This is especially pronounced at the single-phase to two-phase transition in
a system thermal-hydraulic code employing control volumes with an axial node size on
the order of half a meter.

Though this difficulty is more in the province of the code developer than it is a concern
for an experimentalist - the essential problem is applying an Eulerian formulation to
something that is intrinsically Lagrangian in naturer -it should be acknowledged. One
primary reason for this is in setting model improvement priorities. For example, in
the USNRC's program for adequacy assessment of the RELAP5 code for performing
confirmatory analyses of the AP600 passive reactor design, the performance of the
subcooled boiling model at low pressure conditions was identified as one of the problem
areas. However, it is unclear as to how much of the problem is due to a deficiency in the
constitutive model itself or due to the numerical implementation of the model. Future
model development activities that are targeted to code improvement need to be more
closley integrated with the numerical modeling. The remainder of this section discusses
the constitutive models that affect the computation of the void fraction during subcooled
boiling.

In the traditional two-fluid formulation used by codes such as RELAPS and TRAC, the
computed value of the void fraction during subcooled boiling is primarily determined by
the interaction between three different constitutive models:

• Interfacial Heat Transfer: the interphase heat transfer, based on volume
averaged fluid conditions, that results in mass transfer (condensation).

• Wall Nucleation: the fraction of the wall heat flux that results in a net vapor
generation rate for the 'near wall" region.

• Interfacial Friction: the interphase momentum transfer that counter-
balances the buoyancy force to yield the relative velocity.

The role each of these three constitutive models plays in determining the void fraction is
examined in turn below.

6Applying a Lagrangian numerical scheme to a one-dimensional representation of the
flow field is relatively straightforward, but a generally applicable fully three-
dimensional Lagrangian computational model is still a research topic.
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For a pure liquid-vapor system, i.e. no noncondensible gases present, the vapor
generation rate per unit volume is given by:

(h,-A" .(T,,-T.,) (h,.-A-)-(T,.,-T.)
PIWr

where,

vapor generation rate per unit volume (kg/m')

hif - liquid-to-interface heat transfer coefficient (W/M2_ C)

hig - vapor-to-interface heat transfer coefficient (W/m'- C

A' - interfacial area per unit volume (1 /m)i

Tliq T, - volume averaged phase temperature (K)

T., - saturation temperature at bulk vapor pressure (K)

h' - enthalpy change (latent sensible) defined as:fg

h'f - (hopat h,) r>0 h 2)
(h,.P-h,,..,) r<O

with,

hliq & h, volumeaveragedphasicenthalpy (J/kg)

h qnt & h .at saturation enthalpy at bulk pressure

For the conditions prevailing during subcooled nucleate boiling, the vaopr-to-interface
heat transfer component is negligible compared to that of the liquid-to-interface, thus:

(hif .A, - TIq 1�1 3)

h -,.

From equation 3, it is readily apparent that, for the case of subcooled liquid, the only
mass transfer that occurs due to interfacial heat transfer is condensation. To allow for
the possibility of vapor generation while the bulk liquid is subcooled a "subcooled
boiling" model is added to the two-fluid model. As described below, these models are a
subset of the processes occuring in subcooled boiling and would be more appropriately
termed a "near wall net vapor generation" model.
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To extend the two-fluid formulation to the case of subcooled nucleate boiling, a vapor
source term accounting for nucleation at a heated surface is added:

1"' = I" 
NEr (4)

where,

1,to
h' 5)f9

and the numerator is the heat input per unit volume from the wall to the bulk fluid and
the denominator is the enthalpy difference associated with a phase change as defined in
equation 2. The factor, f, is the fraction of the wall heat flux that results in a net
vapor generation rate for the 'near wall" region.

Figure 3 depicts this near wall region and its interaction with the bulk fluid.

NEAR WALL REGION __"1

SUBCOOLED WATER ET APOR FLOW

BULK CONDENSATION wall

NUCLEATE BOILING
UBCOOLED WATE

COMPUTATIONAL VOLUME

FIGURE 3 Illustration of idealized 'near wall" region.

It should be realized, however, that in a thermal-hydraulic system analysis code, the
actual computational volwme only considers the bulk fluid conditions. No numerical
modeling of the near wall region is performed, instead the concept of a near wall region
is only used as part of a constitutive model to specify a vapor source term for equation

4.

This concept often leads to confusion because the idealizations of the physical processes
used in the numerical representation and in the physical model do not necessarily match.
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For example, using local fluid conditions and the wall heat flux, one can develop an
empirical model for the net vapor generation rate:

= fn[ q , G, AT.,, fluid properties.. 6)
(r'N,T P %10

However, for numerical reasons, the numerical modeler chooses to write the net vapor
generation rate (see eqs. 4 and #5) as the sum of two terms: a bulk condensation rate
induced by interfacial heat transfer and a vapor source due to wall nucleation. Assuming
that the subcooled liquid interfacial heat transfer model is correct, the constitutive
model needed by the code is an expression for the traction of the wall heat flux that
causes net vapor generation at the wall, Using equations 4 throug #, one
obtains:

J(r- 
NEr , . (q A (7)

and substituting in equation 3, yields:

(8)
(q'

The often obscured but startling conclusion from equation #8 is that the constitutive
relation needed for the wall nucleation model, fr cannot be developed in isolation from
experimental data alone. Instead, the wall nucleation model must be developed in concert
with the subcooled liquid interfacial heat transfer model, (h if A'ff ), used in the code. An
example of how one can accomplish this, minimizing the pitfalls associated with
compensating errors, is given below in the 'Subcooled Boiling Model Assessment'
section.

The development up to this point, the interfacial heat transfer and the wall nucleation
models, enables the computation of the net vapor generation rate for a given
computational volume based on the bulk averaged fluid conditions within that volume.
Together with the solution of the mass conservation equations this provides the local
value of the vapor and liquid flow rates. To then compute the void fraction requires a
consideration of the two-fluid momentum equations. For illustration purposes, the
following assumptions will be made in the following discussion:

• the temporal derivative is negligible (steady state)

• the axial gradient of the momentum flux is negligible

• wall friction is applied to the continuous (i.e., the liquid) phase

With these simplifications, the axial pressure drop term can be eliminated from the
two-fluid momentum equations with the result:

F�: = a-(1-a)-(p,,-p,)-g + a-F,: 9)
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where,

F' the interfacial force per unit volumeMt

F: the force per unit volume due to wall friction

The interfacial force has two components: one due to form drag (or shear) between the
two phases, and a second related to the momentum transfer associated with phase change.
The latter would be negligible for the conditions of interest here. Similarly, for low
mass flux cases, the wall drag is also negligible relative to the interfacial and
gravitational terms, though this is not true as a general rule.

The point of equation 9 is that for given phasic flow rates, the void fraction in two-
phase flow is primarily a function of the interfacial shear. Consequently, when one
compares predicted to measured void fractions in subcooled boiling, observed
discrepancies between these values is the result of three (at least) separate constitutive
models. From which, when modeling improvements are warranted, one is left to
determine if the problem is due to:

• the interfacial heat transfer model,

• the wall nucleation model (normally referred to as the subcoolled boiling
model), or

• the interfacial friction correlation.

The following section describes a well designed series of experiments through which one
can begin to isolate the effects of these three competing mechanisrns.

SUBCOOLED BOELING MODEL ASSESSM[ENT

In general, there are three types of what is known as 'developmental assessment'
performed for reactor safety thermal-hydraulic computer codes:

• 'Thought Problems" - very simple tests for proper model functionality, e.g.
comparing to an analytical solution (air/water manometer), or testing for
symmetry in the flow field solution(identical parallel channels).

• "Separate Effects Tests" - an attempt to quantify the accuracy of an
individual constitutive model through comparisons to experimental data for
prototypic geometry (usually of a single component) with simple well defined
boundary conditions.

• 'Integral Effects Tests' - qualitative and quantitative assessment of the
code's simulation capability for scaled integral test facilities or for plant
transient data (if available).

Thought problems are essential in the code development and maintenance process in the
role of unit tests to guarantee that models work as expected. Integral effects tests are
crucial to ensuring that when all the code's models are working together that complicated
accident scenarios can be replicated with reasonable confidence levels. It is left to
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separate effects testing - for example, the prediction of the axial void fraction profile in
a rod bundle under conditions of importance for a particular transient - to establish the
accuracy of individual models and provide assurance that one 'gets the right answer for
the right reason" and not because of compensating errors.

Traditionally, the bulk of code assessment is separate effects testing. However, as will
be demonstrated in the example below, this is not always sufficient. In addition to better
focused separate effects tests, where the assessment is targeted towards one dominant
code model for the phenomenon of interest, a more fundamental level of assessment needs
to be undertaken. At the more fundamental level, the building blocks" used in the
constitutive models would be assessed, e.g., the bubble diameter used to calculate the
interfacial area concentration that is part of the subcooled liquid interfacial heat
transfer model. An example of traditional 'separate effects assessment" is given below,
followed by an example of the more fundamental type assessment that needs to become the
rule for future model development and assessment for reactor safety thermal-hydraulic
codes.

Separate Effects Assessment Example

This section will discuss a sefies of low pressure subcooled boiling experiments
performed at McMaster's University (Chatoorgoon et al, 1992, and Shoukri, 1994).
The objective of these tests was to obtain detailed measurements of void generation and
collapse, including void profiles of bubble size and condensation rates during low
pressure subcooled boiling. A unique feature of the test section was that it was made in
two parts: a heated section followed by an unheated section. Measurements were taken n
both areas. In the heated section, the void results from the net effect of generation and
condensation, whereas, in the subsequent downstream section, condensation can be
studied as a separate effect.

The test section is a vertical concentric annulus with diameters of 27 mm and 2 5.4
mm. Heat was generated in the central rod by direct heating with a uniform axial power
profile. The external tube was constructed of plexiglass to allow the use of high speed
photography to determine bubble size and velocity information. Chordal average void
fractions were determined by a traveling gamma densitometer. The heated section had a
length of 30.6 cm, followed by the unheated section with an overall length of 0 cm of
which measurements were made in only the first 1 1. 8 cm. Figures 4 and present a
sampling of the measured axial void fraction profiles in both the boiling and condensing
regions along with typical predictions of a two-fluid code.

In Figure 4 the experimental data show the long flat wall void region, (a - 5% ), that
is typical of subcooled boiling. This region is longer than that observed at high
pressure, as reported by Rogers et al (1 987). The point at which the void profile
changes to a significant slope is usually regarded as the onset of significant vapor
generation. Comparing this to the calculated behavior, a typical two-fluid code
employing the Saha-Zuber model (1 974) for the point of net vapor generation and a fine
axial discretization (Az = 3 cm. ), one observes that the implementation of this model in
the code does not capture the flat wall void region and also significantly under-predicts
the peak value of the void fraction. For now, the focus will be placed on the axial void
fraction profile after the point of the onset of significant vapor generation and the wall
void region, though non-negligible, will not be considered here.
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FIGURE 4 Comparison of predicted and measured void fraction axial profiles
for McMaster's University Test #1.

As before, the analyst is faced with three possible modeling deficiencies that could be the
cause of the under-prediction evident in Figure 4 above. By itself, this set of data is
insufficient to isolate the root cause. For example, at the end of the heated section, the
predicted void fraction is only 13% versus a measured value of 32%. However, one has
no information by which to judge whether the vapor flow rate at the end of the heated
section is well-predicted or not. Perhaps the predicted value of the vapor flow rate is
correct but the interfacial shear model in the code allows too much slip and hence under-
predicts the void fraction. Conversely, one could suppose that the interfacial shear
model was correct and that the vapor flow rate was under-predicted which would
indicate that either the wall nucleation model under-predicts the near wall net vapor
generation rate or that the interfacial heat transfer model over-predicts the bulk
condensation. Clearly, for this situation, the potential for compensating errors abounds.

Looking at another case, Figure 5, one notes that the code does an excellent job of
predicting the peak void fraction. Supposing that the interfacial friction model contained
no significant sources of error, what then could be learned from Figure ? Because the
peak void fraction is well predicted, one could conclude that the vapor flow rate at the
exit of the heated section was also well predicted. Then, looking at the condensing
section, one could further conclude that the interfacial heat transfer model under-
predicts the bulk condensation rate. If this is true, then one would conclude that, despite
the excellent agreement for the peak void fraction, in the heated section the wall
nucleation model must also under-predict the amount of vapor generation in order to
compensate for the reduced bulk condensation.

Even with a code comparison as good as that depicted in Figure 5, one is left with some
discrepancies and the potential for compensating errors. Furthermore, the test
conditions of Figures 4 and are not vastly different. So why the poor prediction in one
case and the good prediction in the other? To understand these results, give guidance for
model improvement, and provide some level of confidence in the extendability of the
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model to other conditions, a much more fundamental look at the phenomena is needed, one
that allows the underpinnings of the code models to be assessed. An example of how this
might be accomplished using data such as that of Shoukri et al ( 994) is given below.
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FIGURE 5: Comparison of predicted and measured void fraction axial profiles
for McMaster's University Test 2.

Even with a code comparison as good as that depicted in Figure 5, one is left with some
discrepancies and the potential for compensating errors. Furthermore, the test
conditions of Figures 4 and are not vastly different. So why the poor prediction in one
case and the good prediction in the other? To understand these results, give guidance for
model improvement, and provide some level of confidence in the extendability of the
model to other conditions, a much more fundamental look at the phenomena is needed, one
that allows the underpinnings of the code models to be assessed. An example of how this
might be accomplished using data such as that of Shoukri et al ( 994) is given below.

Fundamental Model Assessment - Interfacial Friction

Above, in the description of the subcooled boiling model, it was pointed out that the
predicted value of the void fraction primarily results from the interaction of three
separate constitutive models: interfacial friction, interfacial heat transfer, and wall
nucleation. In the following sections, the McMasters University low pressure subcooled
boiling tests will be used as an example of how each of these individual models can be
separately assessed and compensating errors uncovered.

First, let's concentrate on interfacial friction. If the phasic flow rates were known,
then the interfacial shear model could be directly assessed via equation 9. There are
(at least) three potential ways for making this assessment:
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• Saturated Boiling Tests - in saturated boiling, a straightforward energy
balance yields the local quality and hence vapor flow rate. Then, for these
conditions and the given test section geometry, the interfacial drag model can
be assessed. However, one would expect the radial distribution of vapor, and
hence the interfacial shear, to be somewhat different for subcooled boiling as
compared to saturated boiling with the same phasic flow rates. Note, most
current codes make no distinction between subcooled and saturated bulk fluid
conditions when evaluating interfacial shear.

• Adiabatic Tests - for example, air/water tests could be used to evaluate the
interfacial drag model for a given geometry and phasic flow rates. However,
the same concern as that expressed above with respect to the effect of the
radial void distribution would also apply here.

• Local Measurements - if local flow parameters could be measured (and
appropriately time averaged), so that bubble number density, equivalent
bubble diameter and velocity were all known, then the vapor flow rate could
be determined.

As part of the McMaster's University tests, high speed photography was used to compile
bubble statistics for the unheated condensing section. In addition to the chordal average
value of the void fraction (gamma densitometer) the experimenters also reported:

• mean Sauter bubble diameter

• interfacial area concentration

• liquid velocity (cross-section average value)

• bubble velocity (population average value)

• Jakob No. (local subcooling)

• bubble Reynolds No.

• interfacial heat transfer coefficient

as a function of distance downstream from the beginning of the unheated section. No
specific tests (e.g., saturated boiling or air/water) were performed to examine
interfacial friction, however, from the above bubble data enough information can be
garnered to make a comparison possible. To perform such a comparison, one needs to
know the vapor mass flow rate or equivalently the flow quality, which can be inferred
from the measured bubble parameters and expressed in terms of the Sauter mean
diameter, the interfacial area concentration, and the bubble velocity as follows:

I p,..p - Dba Awf VbbX 6 1 0)

G

Using equation # 1 0 and the measured bubble data the void fraction-quality relationship
was inferred for one of the McMasters University tests and compared to predictions of
RELAP5/Mod3.2, as depicted in Figure 6 below.
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FIGURE 6: Comparison of RELAP5 predictions vs. inferred void fractions
from local bubble data during the low pressure subcooled boiling
McMasters University tests.

Fundamental Model Assessment - Interfacial Heat Transfer

Once the question of interfacial shear has been satisfactorily dealt with, the focus can
shift to the two parameters that affect the local value of the vapor flow rate in subcooled
boiling: the net wall vapor generation rate and the bulk condensation rate due to
interfacial heat transfer. As the measurement of the net vapor generation rate in the
near wall region, r- , would be essentially impossible, it must necessarily be inferred"I
from the local value of the net vapor generation rate or even from the local value of the
void fraction. Consequently, it is more meaningful to proceed next to the consideration of
the subcooled liquid interfacial heat transfer.

It is in the consideration of interfacial heat transfer that the McMasters University tests
7provide invaluable local information In the model for interfacial heat transfer, the

product (h, A"') appears. As noted above, in the condensing section, both of theseI
quantities were individually determined: the bubble interfacial area directly from
measured bubble diameters and number density, and the heat transfer coefficient
inferred from individual bubble collapse rates and local fluid conditions. Let's perform
a comparison for interfacial area concentration first.

7 Of course, there remains the question of how accurately subcooled boiling in an
annulus with only the center rod heated models subcooled boiling in a rod bundle.
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In the RELAP5 code, the bubbly flow interfacial area concentration is given by:

A' = 3.6- a
D bub

where the bubble diameter is taken to be equal to one-half of the maximum bubble
diameter which is governed by a critical Weber No. criterion as follows:

We - Ph, - V, - V,,.)' D. 2)
Crit a

The value used in RELAP5 for the critical Weber No. in bubbly flow is I , so that the
interfacial area concentration is given by:

A 0.72 a Pliq -(V"P - V11q)2_ 3)

which because of the presence of the relative velocity term becomes a function of the
interfacial friction model. Consequently, should the interfacial shear model be upgraded,
the interfacial area used in the interfacial heat transfer model will be affected. There
are two other factors that affect the RELAP5 computed values of the interfacial area.
First, there are a myriad of 'smoothing functions" applied to the product, (h -A"')
,the parametric behavior of which is difficult to fathom. Finally, the relative velocity is
limited so that it is always greater than or equal to a value which would give a maximum
bubble diameter of:

D. < 0.005. a� 4)

where the value 0.005 is a dimensional constants with units of meters.

Figure 7 see below, compares the RELAP5 calculated bubble diameters with those
measured in the condensing section of the McMasters University experiment at a
pressure of about 1 I bar. The bubble diameters calculated by RELAPS are more than an
order of magnitude smaller than the measured values. This discrepancy is due to the use
of the critical Weber number to determine the bubble size coupled VAth the under-
prediction of interfacial shear evidenced by Figure 6 above. Of equal concern to the
discrepancy in size is the unphysical trend of bubble size with void fraction in the
RELAP5 model. In the condensing section, the void fraction decreases along the test
section due both to the extinguishing of some bubbles and the shrinking of others due to
condensation. Thus one expects for the bubble diameter to decrease as the void fraction
decreases. However, the RELAP5 models yield exactly the opposite trend. That is, as
condensation occurs and the bulk void fraction is decreased, the bubble diameter
increases. This is clearly a result of the model for bubble diameter not being the one
that actually controls the bubble size.

The usage of dimensional constants is considered bad practice and shall be avoided in
future model development efforts.
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FIGURE 7: Comparison of calculated and measured bubble diameters for the
conditions of the McMasters University tests at a pressure of
1.1 bar.

Due to the poor calculation of bubble diameter in RELAP5, the calculated interfacial area
concentration must be similarly affected. A comparison of RELAP5 calculated values for
interfacial area concentration with those of the McMasters University data for the tests
at a pressure of 1 I bar is given below in Figure .
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FIGURE 8: Comparison of RELAP5 predicted values of the interfacial area
concentration with those of the McMasters University data for the
tests at a pressure of I. bar.
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The RELAP5 values over-predict the interfacial area by more than an order of magnitude
because the excessive slip due to the under-prediction of interfacial shear results in
bubble diameters that are much too small as illustrated above.

The next comparison to make is for the interfacial heat transfer coefficient itself.
RELAP5 uses a modified form of the Unal correlation (I 976) referred to as the modified
Unal-Lahey correlation in the RELAP5 models correlations manual. Unal gives the
heat transfer coefficient for condensation at a bubble interface for subcooled nucleate
flow boiling as:

hi = C.(D.hfg.D bub 1 5)

2. -
P, P",

where for the conditions of the McMaster's University tests,

C 65

(D I

In the RELAP5 implementation of this correlation, a degradation factor is applied to
force it to match the Lahey (1 978) subcooled boiling model for void fractions above
0.25. The resulting expression for the interfacial heat transfer coefficient is:

h 0.0417 C - D -exp(-45. a)] h ft. P . Pli .Dbub 6)
2 - p, - "P)

where according to the RELAP5 manual, the smoothing factor, exp(-45 -a), was arrived
at during RELAP5/Mod2 developmental assessment. A comparison between equation 6
and the McMasters University data is given below in Figure 9 and clearly illustrates a
huge under-prediction in the value of the interfacial heat transfer coefficient due to the
application of this smoothing factor. To some degree, this error is compensated for by
the error in the interfacial area depicted in Figure 8. This is exactly the type of
compensating error that must be eliminated in future model development activities.

Fundamental Model Assessment - Wall Nucleation

A sampling of model assessments for the interfacial friction, interfacial area
concentration, and liquid-interface heat transfer coefficient were presented above. To
complete the assessment of the individual models important for determining the void
fraction during subcooled boiling, the accuracy of the model used for calculatng the net
vapor generation fraction in the near wall region, f, , must also be examined. However,
as alluded to above, this model can only be assessed by inference through a judgment of
the overall integral performance of the code models and with the deficiencies in the other
models presented above, this comparison becomes meaningless. Nevertheless, it can be
stated that for these low pressure conditions, RELAPS grossly under-predicts the void
fraction for these tests as illustrated below in Figure IO. A large part of this under-
prediction is due to the formulation used for the factor, fr as briefly discussed below.
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In RELAP5 a modified form of the Saha-Zuber (I 974) correlation for the point of the
onset of significant vapor generation is used together with the subcooled boiling model of
Lahey (1 978). The fraction of the wall heat flux that causes net vapor generation in the
near wall region is given by:

(hliq h

(1 + e) (h,,. - h) 7)

where the critical liquid enthalpy for net vapor generation is that of Saha & Zuber:

h� h IN- - (St c,,/.0065) Pe>70,000 1 8)

hh...., (Nu.c,.,,/455) Pe<70,000

with

St Nu/Pe

Nu q".D,/k,,.

Pe G-Dh cp.jjq/kjjq

The (I e) term in the denominator of equation # 7 is the "pumping" term of the Lahey
model, defined by:

Pli I hq.. - h j 9)

P�P (h "Put - h LiqXIL

Figure 1 1 plots the behavior of (both with and without the "pumping" term) as a
function of liquid subcooling for the conditions of the McMasters University test #1.
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FIGURE 1 1: Illustration of the low pressure behavior of the RELAP5 model for
the near wall net vapor generation fraction.
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From the figure, it is clear that for the formulation used in RELAP5 (which includes
the "pumping" term) no significant amount of vapor generation will be predicted to
occur until the liquid subcooling is less than a few degrees C. This is in marked contrast
to the experimental results where the liquid subcooling at the exit of the heated region is
1 'C and yet the void fraction is equal to 32%. The apparent reason for the large
discrepancy is the presence of the pumping term in the denominator as the phasic
density ratio becomes very large at low pressure. To be applicable at low pressure, the!
basis for this model needs to be re-examined.

Subcooled Boiling Model Assessment - Summary

In summary, traditional style developmental assessment employing separate effects
tests, though necessary to quantify the predictive capability of a thermal-hydraulic
system cde for the parameters of interest, is not by itself sufficient. As was
demonstrated using the example of subcooled boiling at low pressure, the parameter of
interest (in this case the void fraction) is often a function of several constitutive models
working together. For such a case, when code predictive capabilites are judged to be
deficient, there is not enough information to isolate the root cause. Furthermore, when
several models work together, there is always the possibility of compensating errors
unless each model has been assessed individually over its entire range of applicability.

An example of how such a 'fundamental assessment" can be carried out was given using
the subcooled boiling data of McMasters University and illustrated serious flaws in the
current RELAP5 modeling approach. Future model development efforts for reactor
safety codes must incorporate such fundamental data into their data base and be developed
within the context of the two-phase flow model employed in the subject code. The
following section provides a brief summary of some of the modeling needs that were
identified as a result of using the RELAP5 code for analyses of the proposed AP600 design
and the associated integral facility tests.

MODELING NEEDS FOR PASSIVE REACTOR DESIGNS

The U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission has received an application for design
certification from the Westinghouse Electric Corporation for an Advanced Light Water
Reactor design known as the AP600. As part of the design certification process, the
USNRC uses its thermal-hydraulic system analysis codes to independently audit the
vendor calculations. The focus of this effort has been the small break LOCA transients
that rely upon the passive safety features of the design to depressurize the primary
system sufficiently so that gravity driven injection can provide a stable source for long
term cooling.

Although the SBLOCA scenario does not appear to threaten core coolability - indeed,
heatup is not even expected to occur - there have been concerns as to the performance of
the passive safety systems. For example, the passive systems drive flows with small
heads, consequently requiring more precision in the analysis compared to active systems
and raising the question as to whether the same confidence can be placed in the analysis
methods for passive plants as compared to current plants with active systems. For the
analysis of SBLOCAs and operating transients, the USNRC uses the RELAP5 thermal-
hydraulic system analysis code. To assure the applicability of RELAP5 to the analysis of
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these transients for the AP600 design, a four year long program of code development and
assessment has been undertaken.

The lessons learned during this effort were detailed in a previous CSNI paper (Kelly,
1 96) by describing the relevant physical phenomena and the associated modeling
challenges for each component. Specific modeling challenges identified for our current
generation of thermal-hydraulic codes include:

• Thermal Front Tracking: ability to resolve steep temperature gradients
within the liquid in the flow direction and to use the temperature of a buffer
layer in the interfacial heat transfer model.

• Mixture Level Tracking: ability to track the liquid/vapor interface, and
correctly model the interfacial heat transfer phenomena for a stratified
surface.

• Thermal Stratification Mixing: provide for the accumulation of hot liquid
in a buffer layer due either to convection or condensation, and provide for a
mixing region that grows due to the addition of colder water either from wall
heat transfer effects or convection.

• Cold Leg Thermal Stratification: model thermally stratified single-phase
flow (possibly flowing counter-currently) in large diameter horizontal
pipes.

• Critical Flow: accurately calculate the critical flow for both valves
(Automatic Depressurization System) and thin orifice plates (experimental
facilities) especially for low pressure and low quality conditions.

• Phase Separation Entrainment: accurate prediction of entrained liquid
fraction at ADS valves due to phase separation in the pressurizer and
entrainment at a vertical off-take from the hot legs. Also, the phase
separation at the cold leg/pressure balance line tee that can affect the
initiation of core makeup tank draining.

• Low Pressure Boiling: eliminate unphysical discontinuities in the interfacial
heat transfer package and provide some form of subgrid resolution for the
point of net vapor generation as well as improve the constitutive models (as
cliscussed above).

• Low Pressure Void Fraction: improve models for interfacial drag in rod
bundles at low pressure, low flow, and low heat flux conditions.

While the above list of challenges that can be encountered in the thermal-hydraulic
analysis of passive reactor systems is imposing, it should not be taken to infer that the
task is impossible. In the AP600 analysis program, extensive comparisons were made
between RELAP5 (pre-release version of Mod3.3) and data from three integral test
facilities all at different scales. Once the more serious problems were either corrected
(or a workaround used) the overall transient behavior was well simulated and the key
parameters (e.g., vessel inventory) were judged to be in reasonable agreement with the
measured quantities.
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SUNEWARY

This paper discussed the constitutive model development needs for our current and
future generation of reactor safety thermal-hydraulic analysis codes. Rather than
provide a simple 'shopping list" of models to be improved, a detailed description was
given of how a constitutive model works within the computational framework of a
current reactor safety code employing the two-fluid model of two-phase flow.

First, a review was given of the modeling cosiderations that need to be taken into account
when developing constitutive models for use in reactor safety thermal-hydraulic codes.
Specifically, the two-phase flow model should be applicable to a control volume
formulation employing computational volumes ith dimensions on the order of meters
but containing embedded structure with a dimension on the order of a centimeter. The
closure relations are then required to be suitable when averaged over such large
volumes containing millions or even tens of millions of discrete fluid particles
(bubbles/drops). This implies a space and time averaging procedure that neglects the
intermittency observed in slug and chum turbulent two-phase flows. Furthermore, te
geometries encountered in reactor systems are complex, the constitutive relations
should therefore be component specific (e.g., interfacial shear in a tube does not
represent that in a rod bundle nor in the downcomer). When practicable, future
modeling efforts should be directed towards resolving the spatial evolution of two-phase
flow patterns through the introduction of interfacial area transport equations and by
modeling the individual physical processes responsible for the creation or destruction of
interfacial area.

Then the example of the implementation and assessment of a subcooled boiling model in a
two-fluid code was given. The primary parameter of interest, the void fraction, was
shown to be the result of the interaction between three separate constitutive models:
interfacial friction, interfacial heat transfer, and wall nucleation models. The wall
nucleation model, which gives the value for the net vapor generation rate in a "near
wall' region is an artifact of the chosen numerical treatment and its development
depends on the model chosen for the bulk interfacial condensation model. The potential
for compensating errors in the interaction of these three models was discussed and the
need stated to 'get the right answers for the right reasons'. The subcooled boiling
experiments conducted at McMasters; University were then used as an example of how one
can independently assess such interacting models and a number of deficiencies in the
RELAP5 model for subcooled boiling were identified for low pressure applications. A
strong case was also made for taking code assessment to a more fundamental level where
the underpinnings of the constitutive models are themselves assessed (e.g., the bubble
diameter used in an interfacial heat transfer model).

Finally, a summary of modeling needs for passive reactor designs was given based on the
experience garnered during the USNRC's program to evaluate the applicability of the
RELAP5 code for SBLOCA analysis of the proposed APGOO design. Specific modeling
challenges identified for our current generation of thermal-hydraulic codes include:

• Thermal Front Tracking

• Mixture Level Tracking

• Thermal Stratification Mixing

• Cold Leg Thermal Stratification

• Critical Flow
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Phase Separation Entrainment at Tees

Low Pressure Boiling

Low Pressure Void Fraction

The above list contains items in which both the numerical representation of a phenomena
and the associated physical models need improvement.

The objective of this paper was then to provide a detailed example of how a constitutive
model works within the two-fluid framework so as to promote a better understanding of
both the types of experiments and the instrumentation needs that will be required in the
USNRC's code improvement program.
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• Code limitations on reactor
transients and needs for improved modeling

• Trends in future modeling

• Phenomena and physical information to gain from
experiments

• Additional requirements
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Needsfor improved modeling: normal
operations

• Critical heat flux in fuel assembly: nucleate boiling,
vapor film entrainment by turbulent flow induced by
mixing vanes.

• Rotating two-phase flow in steam separators

• Steam generators: two-phase natural circulation.
Particulate deposition

• Condensers: droplet induced erosion

Code limitations on reactor transients
"M -

• Instabilities associated with direct contact
condensation 

- Safety injections

- DowncGmer: refill phase during LBLOCA

• Reflooding with oscillations

• Models outside their range of validity

• Loop seal clearing (bifurcation)

5 7
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LBLOCA: oscillatory reflooding

• Large break loss of coolant accident

• Loss of coolant through the breach in the cold leg

• Phase separation in the upper plenum, hot leg and
SG

• Water entrained and vaporized in contact with hot
structures => pressurization in the upper part

• Pressurization = enegy input to oscillatory sloshing
in the core

- ------- - --

LBLOCA.- oscillatory reflooding
----------
N Sch6ma
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Oscillatory reflooding: phenomena
responsible

MWM

• I nversed annular flow in the core and on hot
structures

• Formation of droplets during quenching

• Entrainment De-entrainment of water droplets in the
upper plenum structures
- upper plenum
- hot leg

SG

• Steam binding increases pressurization in SG due to
droplet evaporation

�MiE M 7 MM IMP III

Trends in improved modeling

• Multifield models (film and droplets)

• Transport equation for interfacial area

• Turbulence modeling for 3D flows
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Multifield models

M-12=10M

• Why?

• Regimes with typical different liquid velocities:
annular-mist flow (inverted annular), stratified mist
flows

• Bubbles and slugs

• Sch6ma

Multifleld models 2)

• Two or more liquid fields vapor:

- Liquid film (stratified liquid field) droplets
- Large droplets small droplets

- Liquid film Large droplets small droplets

• Two or more vapor fields:

- large+ small bubbles
- vapor core bubbles in a film
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Multifield models 3)

• Challenge: how to separate continuous interfacial
area and dispersed interfacial area?

• Spectrum of particle size distribution.

• Dispersed phase velocities

Interfacial area

• Why :

• Introduce relaxation times intrinsic to interphase
transport (coalescence, bubble growth, break up,
nucleation)

• Avoid limitations of algebraic relationships for:
- Transitions between flow regimes

- Constitutive laws.

• Source of compound errors.
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Interfacial area 2)

MINIMA

Transport equation

gai + V -ai � = s OO + Oph
9t

- Vi velocity of interface
- disintegration source term

- coalescence sink term

- phase change

Interfacial area (3)

M Expected results:

describe the important flow regime transitions: stratification,
onset of droplet entrainment

predict more accurately the position of transition (relaxation
times)

0 Analogy with turbulence models: mixing length
(algebraic) to transport equation (ke).
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Interfacial area 4)

stratified flow

bubbly drift and coalescence

POO bubbly I
0

two flow with same c' but very different
interfacial area - different interl2cial riction

=02 6b i mn

bubbly flow hawed bubbly flow

a 02 -ct

6b 3 mm ct

ZZI�

Turbulence and 3Dflows

Higher level of complexity than single phase flows:

Contributions to turbulence production:

- turbulent fluctuations in phase k: system size shear local
shear near iterfaces

- fluctuations in distribution of phase k

iOP�- MM
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Turbulence and 3Dflows

• Mixture fluctuation kinetic energy equation [BANER]:

- source term due to interfacial interactions
1<u,>-<u?1-M,

- partition between phases unknown

• Two length scales: analogy with single phase flow
eddy viscosity diff icult:

- shear in the phase
- interfacial configuration

Constitutive relationships develODment
------------- - ------------ -

• Interfacial heat transfer:

- interfacial area
- turbulence and scalar transport coefficients

• Interfacial momentum transfer: developing flows

• Direct contact condensation and thermal
nonequilibrium:

- subcooled jets of safety injection systems
- discharge of vapor and non condensable gases in suppression

pools.
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Experimental information needed

MWIN71111

• Interfacial area: topology, local measurements,
discrimination between continuous and dispersed
interface

• Local void fraction

• Particle sizes and associated velocities

• Flow visualization

• Instantaneous velocity field in continuous phase

Experimental information needed 2)

• Mass transfers between phases

• Coalescence and disintegration terms or interfacial
area evolution

• Time scales of interfacial transfer

• Area intersected at wall by phase K

• Wall heat transfer or momentum transfer.

5K ZZ,N -5 �WT 57 N 0:
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Uncertainties

• Use of best-estimate codes for safety requires
determination of the confidence intervals of the
computed variables

• Safety codes are instrumented to propagate
elementary uncertainties:

- physical models

- nodalization and schematizations

- input data: initial or boundary conditions

• Elementary uncertainties associated with physical
models needed => experimental data must be
delivered with the associated confidence intervals

W'_,99 e h Mk �__ - A �

Conclusion
Mveffaranam ------- --- ------

• Normal operation or accidental transients: analysis
limited by current models

• Suppression of these firritations:
- multifield models

- area transport equations
- 3D and turbulence

• Key issue: development of constitutive relationships
based on experimental data

• Physical information needed for modeling:
- Interfacial area: characterization and metrology

- Particles: distributions of sizes and velocities

- Exchanges between phase k and wall
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Special Instrumentation Developed for ARO and ROTOS FC1 Experiments:
High Temperature Ultrasonic &cnsor ad Dynamic Level Sensor

1. Hi3htinienij, E. Jorzik, M. Anseirni
European Cominission
Joint Research Centre

institute of System, Informarics and Sfety
I - 21020 Ispra (Va)

Absir-ict

Development and application of special instrumentation for FARO and KROTOS fuel-coolain interaction c,pcrirncnLs
at JC-Ispra = dscribed. A tmperawresensor b=d on ulu=nic techniques is described with the discussion on the
improvements in snsor fabrication technique and dsign. The senskr can be used tomessure. temperantres in he ange from
3900 QC to 300 C with a accuracy of ±50 'C. The design allows local temperatur masurements in multiple znes
alon,, the sensor element. This sensor has been used successfully in a nmber of FARO experiments whcrc tcrapcraturc
distributions in molLcn corium pools have been measured- It will be also used in the future Phebus P test& Futhennore,
& water lvel meter sensor based on the tme domain rc8ectornetry technique is descriW. This high seed snsor 11OW3
monitorinS of liquid cvc] under vry emanding ambient conditions. s e.g. MPa. 550 K in FARO. This sensor hm bn
succes.sfully applied in a umber of RO and KROTOS E&-ts where the water lvel rise caused by a molten cnriurn and
AIIO:t pours have been measured.
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I Ultrusonic Temperature erkSors 7, 9 10. 11, 12, 13. 141 refractory metal-,; hav ben cho-
sen. By creating acoustic discontinuities on ic sensor rod
made of such rfractory metal. echoes can b generated A

1.1 Introduction temperature mcasurcmenE can hen he rcalisod by thning the

arrival Eimas of these echoes and usina th kuwn distance
Ultrasonic uniometry has been intensively studied in the between the acoustic discontinuities and the dependence of
pwsi with various applications in high umpe.31111`0 Measure- sound speed on he mean temperature between these acous-
nicrits 4-16J. I'lie ain problems hve been rlated to ma- tic discontinuities.
tcrialt und to optimisc a design for a Particular measure-
ment task. A urasonic temperature sensor design The speed. v, of ongitudinal wavcs in a thin aveffuide
for FARO ests f 1. 21 is presented here with a dismssion on (diameter less than on tnth of te waivelanath) is given by

special abrication steps at JRC Ispra. the following formula:

One of the kev initial conditions t measure in FARO tests

is the initial corium melt temperature. To measurc it, he v(T) = E(T)

FARO special instrumentation group ha dveloped UTS. p(T)

Vafiou. versions of them bave been successfully applied

siricc the beginning of the FARO programme. 1990. 71ic where E is Young's modulus, p is the specific mms and T
development oftlicse sensors progresses in parallel with the is the bsolute w-tripurature. Since the mass and Young's
FARO icst prograinnitallowing the experience pined from modulus vary with tempwarure, so dom the speed of sound.
th tst% (see Section 2 to be fed back to tho design. As the Generally te speed of sound in solids decreases with tem-

technology has matured. mom challenging titeasuremats pcniture, maWy because Young's modulus decreases with

hav bcn crried out. Recently, some improvements have temperature. Nvcrtbclcss. te rlationship between the

been realiscd in the fabrication part thus improving the rcli- temperature and the speed of sound is not explicit and cali-

ability of the sesnors. bration must be used.

In general utrasonic thermometry is mostly used to mca-

sur tmperatures in the range of I 00 'C to 3 00 'C One

of the interesting features ofUrS's is that it allows, the mea. 1.3 Sensor Components

surement, of temperature distributions. A ssor with 40

measurement zones has been used at Ispra in the past for Fig. I presents schematically the two ype.% of UTS's cur-

sdium temperature measurement Another major advan- really used for FARO: wo 3-zone serksors re mounted on

iagc of UTS is thai it can be u3cd t tmperatures near to the the leas vssel side wall and a -zone sensor is mountcd

sensor material inelting point ex. 34 IC for tungsten). in te release vessel delivery no7.7Jc (2). Both re made of& cr
This is -I 000 'C higher than the maximum temperature 0.6 mm diameter tungsten "rods- protected by a 4 mm r 

that an he masured with thermocouples. mm diameter tun-sten sheath. The enso i weldcd to a I

Onc rawback i that the snsing rod ust not be in me- mm diameter VactifluxTi'licastictustrictive rod on which an

chanical contact with solid pieces which may be present in emitting/rectiving coil is mounted. The other eittminity of

the liquid. If this occurs, spurious hoes are created at the magnemstrictive rod is inserted in a damper. Tbc stain-
lesssteel housin- is used for potection against pressure (UP

the point-, of contact. Tbus a sheath must b used. Some a
. . to I MPa in the FARO test section).

problems may also exist due to axial thermal conducuo in

the metallic sensor ad in the sheath (like in thermocov- Th seps in makint, an M measurement rc the follow-

Pics) 13 . ins:

Tn the following section, the measurement principic is ut-

I ned. Then the different parts of the sensor am briefly d. I A short-duration coustic plse is eitted into the sen-

scribed with the cibration procedure and error analysis. sor rod using the tansducer.

Th conclude, some rsults obtained with the dee=ibed UTS

,4ystcrr. arc shown. 2. The acoustic pulse travels along the sensor. on which

acoustic discontinuities such as notches hv bcn ma-

chined to produce successive partial reflections of te

1.2 Measurement Principle incoming signal.

3. The reflected waves ravel back t the ransducer and

Uhriuonic thermometry utilises the dependency of the am converted into electi.- signals.

acoustic velocity on temperature of the transinimion
medium. 'The rnedium can be -as, liquid or any solid. bct 4. These time based signals arc converted to voltage lev-
for all Me pricrical high :emperAuire applications 14. 3. 0. els orreslx)nding To The emperature.
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The time delay. St. between two successive echoes is related extensional waves exist nly if the rod diamete is
to the mean speed of sound between the two discontinuities lower than 1/10th of the longitudinal waveicngth. at a
by the formula: given MLluency. For tungsten at 500 kHz. his mean,

that the iameter must be lower than 0.8 mm. If i is

&t 21 larger. other types of waves. most or wwch are di.%pcr-
(2) sive, propagate and the acoustic response of the system

V(T) is much more complicated,

wbere I is the distance between the discontinui6es, T is the a ft)r the saine tansducer coil, a smaller diameter will
temperature and v is the speed of longitudinal waves. give a lar.-craignal amplitude. 

The .cns(yr is divided into mmurin.- zones bounded by
two acoustic diicontinuiLics. IU minimum zone length
is determined by the interference between the choes Erom
two successive discontinuities. The acoustic discontinuities
must be created artificially n he rod in omler to delimit
the zones. Several techniques of making them have been
reported in the literature 113, 4. 11. ather than trying to

- .-I repeat precisel a erWn shape for notches as done pre-
viously. the fabrication procedure used at Ispra 1171 con-
trols the signal in the sensor d while the grooves are Ma-
chined. This feedback allows a better control on the final
signal shape. The axial pecision of h ntch position is
around 0 I mm with this procedure. This does not affect the
temperature measurement because each emperature zone is

calibrated.

Fig. 1: CuffcnE UTS Designs for 3 and Measurcment J.3.2 Tmwducer Centrally, the ultmwnic ransducer
Zones designs eported in the iterature arc all basc4 on M2gnr--

restrictions i.e. the expansion of a rrivitiagricdc material
under magnetic induction variations. Practically a magne-
tostrictiv tansducer i a rod made of a material subject co

1.3.1 Senser Rml The acoustic 'time-of-flight- ca- this effect and an electric coil.

surements m made using a od of refractory material 'The transducer lectrical pan consists of a coil producing
on which notches have been machined to reflect aoustic the required magnetic field. It should be designed to op-
waves. The snsor clement must have good propagation erate at high fquency because it increases the snsitivity
pmperties in the opeming range. Wthin 2M3000 C of the snsor. In practice, a frequency in the nge of 200
range, tungsten and rhenium can be used. However, the to 700'kHz is sufficient for 10 mm long masuring zones.
attenuation in pure rheniurn or ungsten riscs sharply above, If smaller zones were necessary, higher fTc4ucncics would
I 00 and 2300 'C. respectively. Furthcrmorc. h termal be rquired. More powerful acoustic pulses am needed for
cycling that the snsor am exposed will influence the crys- longer UTS.
talline tructure of dw-se pure mamrials and their Wermome,
ch3nical properties can change. herefore, ungsten doped The connection between die sensor rod and the transducer
by thoria. alumina. -silica and potassium as snsor rod ma- must be such that he is A good acoustic coupling. To
terial is preferred, because the dopands will pevent or re- ensure a strong coupling betyteen ft wo metals, they are
strict cystal rowth and, consequently. the change of ther- percussive-arc welded (butt-welded). This solution was
mophysical properties during thermal cycling. The LoW rod also chosen by Carlson et al. al Sandia National Labors-
Icno is a function of the measurement zone dimension. It torien 6].
isliinit*dbv theattenuationnfultragonicwavesathightcm-
pcraturcs 'Me longest sensor clement mudc for FARO tests
had a 20 cru long sensing ngth. The optimal diwnctcr of 1.5.3 Sheath Contact of the snse rod with liquids and
the sensing rod f iven length depends n several f=nrs: gases des not create acoustic disconEinuitics for longitudi-

nal guidcdw;ivcs. On the conuw7, strung contacts between
the sensor rod and solids create acoustic discontinuities and

thin rtW hve a smaller hcrtnal, iner6a and thus the thus spurious echoes that can interfere with the choes front
sensor h a horter response time, the notches. A sb&idi is useO to prevent the..;e echoes.
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One ofthe major problems with tung%Lcn TS is the o- Then the urren i automatically varied su hat the tern-
calledsticking which can appear between Ehc.;cnsor rod and pcrature range i swccpcd and a alibration curve can be
t1w sheath. It is a oosc ype of diffusion weld that occurs obtained comparing the output volutgc with the pyrometer
abov I 00 OC and creates contacts btween the rod and readings. Thus both th snsor nd its electronics are Cali-
the sheath. This can modify the rflectio pttern :,o timit brated to-ether. ig 2 illustrate. a ypical calibration curve
the. signal is no more useful for tlictmorrictry. Pan literature (in C vs V).
descrihe a mt= of different isprproachos to avoid this by
coating 12] or by special spacers [11 61. 'Me mthod used
in the psent design is o use tungsten wirt-cloth wound
arou nd the sensor. With a I 0 I DO mesh of 0A mm diam-
eter wire no ticking up to 3000 OC ocurs.

1.3.4 Electronic.; Tb snsor electronics i quite Stan-
clard. The puIscr gencrate rctangular pulses (-I 00 V at
100 F17). A clamp diode is used to suppress oscillations.
With the pulser connected to the low impedance transducer
coil, the pulse asts a few microseconds.

A� 3M

7be signal coming back rom te sensor i% h;Sh-pass filtered

(at 100 R7) to reject 50 HA noise. 7be i is fed to a prearn- Ag. 2. VrS Calibration Curve

plifier with a low-pass cut-off at 2.3 MHz. Mw preamplified
signal is then fed to a booster to adopt mpedances. Rom a
trier"er (stan f the puls;e) a window is set corresponding to
(he dlay between the trigger and the first =bo of interest.
A comparator. %%ith an adjustable level is ued to select the 1-3 r"" aalysis
pulses of inLcmt. Then for each pulse, a differentiator and a
zero-crossing detector am used to obtain the pak positions; Front 34ustion 2 the measurement sensitivity is given by:
precisely. Te produced ignal is sent to a inary counter
and its dcoder. DAt 2 OD 2D

At his stage, for each measurement zone, them is a eparate &T = v aT V2 oT (3)
pulsc whose period depends on the temperature of the zone.
The time interval is determined with a tartisgop/rrsl inLc_ where the first term represent. the thermal dilation contri-
grator cnnected to a diode so that e level remains con- bution (about IO % of the total) ad the second the effec of
stant after the integration has stoppA Finally, the signs is speed of sound variations. for tun,-Sten above 1600 'C. the
sampled and held so that the output voltage is function of sensitivit i around 09 ns/ IC/cm (for 10 mm long nto-
the time pricxl between two successive cchucs. The tem- suremcnit zones). A dtailed general error analysis hs been
pcrature in cach zne can hen b calculated rorn the cali- described y Lutift eL al (IS].

bration curve. Mv- main muses of rror and teir csti=tions are the foi-

lowing:

1A Calibration

a the pyrornctcr precision (including the uncertainty on
Ultrasoniesensors need alibration for each mc-.tsurcmcnt the cmissivity of ttm8stcn) is of I- 25 'C in its calibra-
zone. since the del3y tim dpends on the exact length of tion rnge. Th6 intrudes te instrument noise ad the
the zone and physical properties of the sensor rod material. errors due to the calibration lamp.

For the calibration. the tungsten snsor is directly heated * only o; oint is easured. It has been erified
by an electric current: the rod is used as an incandescent- that provided the two copper contac- are sufficiently
lainp wire inside a quartz tube in which here is a neutral spaced, the tmperature n all the zones is cnstant
.Ras (argon) low. Two copper contacb rc ttached to the within ± 20 "C.
rod nd-; for connacmion to Ow electrical pwer upply A
hichromatic pyrometu, which is periodically rccalibrAcd & the quarm Eubc might have an cfc:t in the optical mca-
against a calibration himp. is used to measure the itingsten surctrictit. it is cleaned the uncertainty can �c sti-
surface temperature. inated to be - 15 "C.

In a first staSc. the snior rod is heated nd MinMiAcd at * the tranimis,-ion line istortion and the cccivcr lcc-
28(K)t-2900 IC for 40 to stabilise the crystalline structure. ironies instabilities are within -;- 20 ns 20 'C).
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• the random noisc is reduced by averaging to 15 C, Fig. 4 shows melt temperatures mcusureAl by the orizontal
UrS mounted in th rlease nozzle in RO test L09 In

• the UTS alibration might drift with theffnal ycLng this pwrticular test, the melt 100 kS of 76w%'UO2- 19W%

of the sensor. This cffcct is not significant with doped &0�- 5% Zr mlting point 2700 K) was not frther de-
tungsten probes for measuterrictits f less tha 3 hours, livered to the water. c US ad a protection sheat of

• th. polynornial fit has an uncertainty of 4- 15 'C. diameter 5 mm and diicknens 0.5 mm. '11w sensing element
had zones ach 10 mm long i the centra prt 1. The
zones were umbered consecutively from I to 5. zone 3 be-

Tbe crrors arc stunmed and an overall error Of -_�- .0 'C i ing on the ctritreline. 7ime zero in Fig. 4 corresponds to
estimated. This uncertainty estimation concerns the sensor the start of melt release from the urnaCe to he micasc Yes-
rod. The effect of the sheath and of the insertion of th sn- scl. AL time round 2s. the nielt front arrived in th rlease
sor in the medium can be important, As discussed i�y Maga- vessel and the UTS temperature started o increase. At time
lion 13). around 15 s a plateau was reached. A temperature profile

The measurement unccrtainty can b rduced in several across the channel can asily b established. A maximum
ways: melt emperature of 3 1 00 K was inzasured in the centre of

the channel. he temperature decreased when going from
the centre towards the cold wall.

* ngthening the measurement zone to increase the time

between echoes,

* raising the pulse frequency to raise the time delay mea-

surement accuracy,

9 averaging over a larger scries of meaurcmicriu.

1.6 Verification of Ternperatum Calibration

In 1992, the following tests were madc to verity the UTS

calibration procedure. A small 99.99 % pure ninhiurn wire

was wound around a calibrated UTS on one of the zones.

Then it has been inserted in he calibration quartz tube

(which was held horizontally) and was electrically hearet
When the niobium melted the UrS echo was alicrcd. The

last measured values must thus correspond to the niobium
melting point In the two runs carried out, the mcIting point Mtg.3. UTS Configuratiorl for F.6,RO Release Vessel

of 2490 "C and 2510 *C were measured. The hiblioSra-

phy provides various values: The nioNum provider, Pi

AG Reurm. Austria. indicates a treating point of 2497'*C.

Espe 191 reported a value of 2500 IC, while the London 2 LevelMeters Based on Time Domain Reflectometry
Institute of Metals, UK, reports a value of 2468 IC. The

average value of these reported values is 2499 IC. So the

maximum deviation from this average value is 22 *C and 2.1 Introduction

therefore within reported uncertainty band of 50 "C.

Both FARO and TCROTOS experiment% I 1. 2.20,211 require

1.7 Application ofUTS in FARO measurements of void fraction 2s the injected melt pcnc-
trams the water pool. While local void fraction sensors am

under development and evaluation. the integral void frac-
UTS have been used in FARO since the beginning of the tion can be obtained by umuri"s the level of the water
FARO test programme. The results have been of &reat im- pool.

portance in verifying the initial n-eJt temperatures prior to

release into the test section. A typical measurement sct-up 1-hie demanding ambient conditions. e.g. 5.0 MPa and 550

of UTS is shown in Fig. 3. The release vessel is a container K in FARO, during the test and the response Veed require-

which temptuarily colicets the coriurn melt from the EM0 merits (level increase speeds up to 5 M) limits the Choict

furnace before release to the water (2]. The melt narmally of available techniques for level swell measurement. For a

stands in the vessel for a fcw seconds. which is sufficient for high rate of change of levcl caused by the fucl-coolant in-

the UIN witsors. initially at room temperature, to measure teractions. it is not polmble to use a sensor %Ith a ll(Y,)E due
the temperature of the melt. to limit2tion of response speed set by inertia of the Boat.
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Fig. 5: Idcahsed Response of a Cable to Sep Change

Also radar. acoustic, lectromagnetic or opLic bed tech- If th gometry of the cable or he dielectric constan of
niques are difficult due to the presence of many bstruction
in the st vessels and due to the close roximity of the -alls the capacitive part changes also the impedance of the able

that creace echoes and reBectionz. Special requirements are changes. Such a change can be generated by immersing the

also set in regard to sim Z cable into the water, for instance. Since there is a igTiificant
. pficity nd ruggedness of Ee de- difference between the dielectric constant of air and wa= a

sign because in KROTOS. in particular, explosive interac- significant chuge of impedance is aso produced. A ypical

tiorts can occur. Therefore. a special level meter sensor bus response of such a circUiE i shown in Fig, (on the right
been developed based on ime domain cdcctromctry (MR) side).

Ecchniqu wich basically only requires a igh htqurncy

transmission-line cable prtly submerged in he wa=. To measure the resulting signal shapes, the fct that all the

mismatches in impedances reflect back $orne of the inci-
In the following sections he measurement principle is d- dent pulse energy is exploited. Thcsc rflected echoes can

cribed. nan the caLibTadon procedure is described with be used to obtain information in time clorriwo. on changes of

discussion on sources of errors. Finally, some level swell cable configuration- T'he measured time period. _�t,. can be

measurements with hese sensors during he KROTOS tests related to the distance from [he top of th snsor cc the wa-

axe described. ter level using the pulse propagation speed given by Eua-

Lion .

2.2 Men-wrement Principle 2.3 Sensor

The measurcrticrit of liquid level is achieved with a time The sensor. which is configured as a delay I.inc. consist nor-

domain reflectometry, principle. Tis echnique has b= mally ofcopper wire wound on a lass rod which is inserted

widely used in derea:ion of cable fault e. in dc=rion in a tawess $met cube, acting as a grounded shield. Wind-

of poor physical connections in computer network cabling. ing of d4 copper wire is done solely for adding extra length

The detailed information on the physical principles of this to he cable. 'The wire is shorl; ci:rcuited to the ground al he

Lechniquc can be found in many standaxd titctronics cxt end of he ube.
and data books wich d3cribc awsmission ine analy-

sis 22. 23). 'herefor oly a brief description is given he,.r- In order to approximat t ideabzcd circuit -itb-
out a conductance between the we and cube wh

If an lectrical pulsewith a very short rise time < I s) is would reduce the signal amplitude over the istAnct) a

a-ansatimed into a cable of length. . its pmpagation speed, Tefloo'c'minsulation is used around The copper -ire. Tbus:

v, is deteri-nined by the distributed inductance. L. and ca- Elie distributed capacimce includes the contribution of the

Pa,citancc. C. of the cable. dielectrics of gas/watcr and Teflon. The munting of the
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glass rod with the cpper coil into the stainlevs-tteel tube is 2.5 Calibration Procedure and Accuracy of Level Sen.
done using small Teflon screws in order to avoidspurious sor

signa6.

Calibration of the sensors is done in a pexiglass tank. Wa-

ta level is increased in 20 mm steps and he corresponding
2.4 rectronics; voltage level is read. Two calibration curves with two dif-

ferant sensors are shown in Fig. 7.

E-.--n though he physical principle f the measurement
is relatively straightforward, the practical implementation The mensarment uncertainties am atW by geometric

with ufficient accuracy for level meter monitoring has been changes of the coiled wire, .g. thickness change of glass

harder t achieve. This challenge is imposed by the signal rod or small changes in the coil pitch. Since calibration ac-

propagation rpeeds which arc xtremely high. Electronics counts for dicbm ffects, the main source of ucertainty lies

has to he used to Sencrate pulses with a very high rise time in the electronics measuring thu tinting of the reflections.

and to dtect and masure the resulting very sort time in- Repeated alibrations ave shown that th rsolution of the

tcrvals between echoes. sensor is about : 2 mm.
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Fig. 6 Level Meter Electronics
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ne block diagram Of the MeaSUMMCRL CCUtrOniCS is givtn

in Fig. 6 A pulse train of 200 kHz repetition fquency Fig. 7 Calibration Curves for Level Mters with Different

is transmitted into a sensor. The pulsve aeshaped to have Sensitivities

extremely high rise time of 100 ps using astep rcovery

diode.

Tn order to determine the timing of choes hom the wve-

forms, an extremely high bandwidth ocilloscope or a lower 16 Application of Level Meters in KROTOS
speed sampling oscilloscope using equivalent-time sam-

pling technique is required. However. this would only llow

to sarripic at very low speed. Therefore a high speed signal The TDR type of level meters have been successfully uxed

processing circuitry has boon developed at JRC-Upm 71his both in ROTOS and ARO 120, 21) Snsoirs have pro-

consists of a very high speed comparator with a switching vided valuable information about the integral void &When

time of O.' S ns to set the reference level for zero cossing in e ten section. fig. ilustrates how lvel meters are

detection. This allows the measurement of the time interval placed along the mu stion walls in KRaMS tsts A

(At,) of the signal produced in he part of snsor whic i pair of snsors (LEVI and LEV2) arc used Lo discriminate

in the o& After the comparator. the pulse. whosc Icnttb s a level swell caused by wavinexx r sloshing" of te water

now dependent on the tmvel ti= is sent to a simple integm- surtace. Fig 9 iumates A masurement of a level swell

Eor in which the time based signal is translated to a voltage of a ROTOS rest were hot A1203 melt at 2800 C ws

level. ThLs voltage is maintained by a diode circuit until ft poured in water. The oscillations in the water level am cre-

next measurement is done. ated y hot melt boiling at the bottom of the tes sction

creating large bubbles that ise to the surfice. Fig. IO illus-

Since the masurement is repeated each time a now plse trat" a measuminent of a very rapid water level rise aking
i.q sent. i.e. at 200 kHz, the masurement i realised prac. place during pouting of trialten coriurn at 2300 IC. The wa-

tically continuousky. Even though a careful onsecration ter lvel increases with speed of about 36 m/s indicating
or all the pysical properties would allow etermination of dul a water lug was ejected from the test section. After

WWVJ )evi dmudy [uutE4uaLivu4 a u1%nu:A1aiXhLftnwaud cjcvLivl1 pmLw. dig vvatc, Gul cuicazm u1stil. %t 13 s he

process ol'unlibrition is used wich is dcscribed in the next pool is disturbed symmetrically by a as release from the

section. bottom.
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Fig. 10: Rapid Level Swell in KROTOS UC)2-ZrO-. est

Fig. 8: Level Meter Setup in KROTOS e.g. Wa. 550 K in FARO. This sensor as been c-
cessfully applied in a number of FARO and KROTOS tests
where water level riscs caused by corium and A1303 mcits
pouring into water has been measured. Tbe future develop-

3 Conclusion mcni of this sensor is to adapt it to measure, void fraction
distribution aong thesensor.

Development and application of special instrurnentation for AckDOWIltdRements

FARU and KROTOS fuel-coolant interaction experiments Contribution of C. Journeau CEA. in the framc of Collab-
at TRC.].%pri hav ben discussed. A emperature sensor
based on ultrasonic technique was described. The sensor orauon Agreement: CFA-C 3878/V2997-00l. IRC- 1 1616-
can he used to measure temperatures in thic range from I goo 96-01 SOED ISP ) on preparing documentation of UTS
'C to :,J OD 'C with an accuracy of *50 *C. As compared sensor developed by RC Upra is gratefully acknowledged.
to he past dsigns. the reported design is easier to fabri- Furthermom the authors would like to hank FARO antJ

. . KROTOS experimental mams on their contributions.cate beef% se the signal shape is controlled during Mrica-
tion. Moreover, an improved sheath design improves the
reli2blity of the snsor. Recent davelopme:nts in high speed
electronics have allowed a simplified dign of the sign.,, References
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DIFMCT VASIMM a OF LTI-NOW -type

,OW04MCE Apo The authors have proposed condenser PCCS

STEAM NIXTURE UNDER AN ACCIDENT MITION OF (pcrs-CND) and have been continuing its

A PASSIVE WAIWW CDOLING SYSTEM (P=) tharriai-hydraul�c rascalch and rarried out an

experimental programs3swell s analytical works

S. Yokabori, K.Aral. T. Tobimalzu, T. Kurile, to develop the PCCS. Based n The e)(WiMenlsl

T. 13hizuka. H. Dikava and LH*rz*S andanslytiebl studies. The sos;yv hear rDMOV21

mechanism has been C2fifiCd end the PCCS heal

I Toshiba Corporation, Nuclear Engineering removal performance following a LOCA has been

Laboratory assessed. Wars details al well urunaries can

4-1. Ukishlma-cho. Kayssaki-ilu. xawasaki, 210. be found in references (2-9. iz 15). 5ince our

Japan studies were srarted. Simi lar PCCS Test esul ts

2 Toshiba Coroor;Tion, Reactor Design with larger faci I i ties have been reported in

Engineering Dpartment Europe and U. S.

8 Shinsugira-cho, Isogo-ku. Yokohama. 235. in addition. the PC-S has recently come o t

Japan expected to suppress the conferment pressure in

3 GE Nuclear Energy, San Jose. CA, USA C339 Of I Mefft accident as we[ I in a LOCA,

and la prevent he comairiment failure without

ABSTRACT venting rdioactive gases in the containmen to

Thapa33ivecontairmenteoclinssysitn(PCCS)has the atmosphere.

a function to remove the Ions-term decay heal ThopurposeoftheG[RAFfftestprogramde3cribed

following an accidents by condensation. As a in The report is to demonstrate thePCCSoDeration
extension of he PCCS development prograA its in beyond-08A containment environments with the

heal removal c2oabi I ily under a severe accident presence of both I ighier-than-siaam andheavier

condition has been tested. The effect of the -than-steam ni;ncondsnsp�l; gases, Vlium gas

lighter noncondensablas than steam on the PCCS was ud to iNulate hydrogen gag wich an

hear ransfer haracteristics was clarified. be generated by radiolysi; or metal -water

Hal turn gas was used TO simulate hydrogen gas reaction in severe accident and Thus the last

which can be generated by motal-wazer reaction. series is cal(ecl Helium Tests , The rsult;

In rho final Tag*, multi-noncondenvables (i.s. will not only demonstrate rho $519 containment

both nitrogen and helium) were Simultaneously ibermal-hydrauji4;pertgrmancewith the presence

confined. The OIRAFFE measurement 23lrem as of ll;hior-trian-sie2m noncondeniabig gases, put

accordingly modified so that noncondon3able also ulize for providing a lara base for

gas concentration was directly measured. Due the cmputational cooo Ruai [heartens.

to installation of direct measurement system

of noncondenzable. the nonconde=ablo Tran3OOrT 2. CC$ FUNCTION IECHANIMI

mechanism was modeled 3 that The analytical The S81R passive safetT system consists of

code migh b remarkably improved. depressurization valve; V3), the grayiTy

I. INTRODUCTION drivencorecool inqsysrcv(GDCS), The equaliZinq

A pas3ivt safety system is ne of he most line(M) iolation cqridenser(IC) andthe FCCS.
as shown in Fig, 1. Th; GOC4 nject% The

possible -approaches To improve plant safety Yor
advanced nuclear reacrors. The passive emergency core cooling Pattr into The reactor

containment cooling SY&TCM (PCCS) is originally pressure vessel MY) b7 prayily, in the case of
a LOCk The OPY3 promoTc The GM injection by

adopted in the Simplified selling later Reactor depressurizing rho reactor essel. Long-term

MYR) design(l). iT.-Purpose being to remove the reactor core overage following a .0CA is

decay heat following a loss Of coolant: accident aohi.vocl y The EL, which allowc The flow of

(LOCA) without any electric power supply. The suppression pool (S?) water into the RPY.

PCCS automatical ly operates when the containCtnt The decay hal rem"al to] lowin a rctor

pressure rises due to mass and energy input isola!'on or a LOCA is v0ieved bY the co."denser

Through a break pipe. Conscizuently the PCCS systems. This condense system onsists P a

offers high rel iabi t ily of functioning, due to no stearr sply I e a erric3l he[ I-and-tubq

valve operation being TCQUired. This concep: -.Inq!e path heat exchanger in a lar3c Rate, pool,

haz been extended to other possible next- a condensate drain Iine and a nonzondensablt. vem

generation reactor such as EBIR and ASWR I ine (csi led as ? vent in; �erc2ftcr. Fj;.

evolutionary reacio!(16).
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2). Djr ing a svere s a drer as we I I as a LOCA. xi gh I mi Ider than the Soar row's aria IYsi (I)

hip prez:.tc. ztoam vamo* from he APY to the for forcedconvection condensation. Fo loving

drywel I CD/V) and causes a pressure rise in The The separate effect heat ransfer Test, the basiq

D/T. The resultant ressure difference between characteristics of noncGridensable gas venting to

.he DIV and the suppression chamber WC) drives the SC were dmonstrated. Favorable venting

a eam-noncondonsable rilxrure in the D/W into V33 confirmed with gh;nging of the small

the hat exchanger through the seam suop y I ire. submergence of h PCC yen; line.

The condensate drains to the GDCS pool mrough the Anonconcicnzablooistr;buTion in theaontainmenj

condensatedrairk3linebythegravit2tionaI force. volume following a LOCA ;rongly dermined he

while the rioncondens3ble is vented To the S/C amount of rioncondensabli; ot)zorbcd o e FCC5

,through the PCC vent line- This venting i hear exchanger during the actual accident phase.

resulted from The submergence difference of PCC Considering this distribution is affected by the

vent line and LOCA vent line. Thus e I inc break location. emergency coolant injection

paver-ticiuaisd active devices are not required performance, leakage betwcan h dywell nd so

for the PCCS o function at all. forth, sveral DRA design bases accident) LOCA

The large aer pool is located outside the scenarios were selected. Froq several line

drvvall and serves as a heat ink for reactor break test results, we ave; clarified that e

decay har. Up to the PrIb3ant. the water pool is PCCS is capable of suppressing Iho containment

designed to retain a sufficient amount of ater pressure below the desil;rl limit. although hj

to remove the decay heat for at least hree days PCCS heal remova pformance somewhat changes;

from the ractor hutdown. dcoending on the loreak location. wa cncluded

that the P= has qnaugh beat removal

3. PROGRAN OVEWILY EXEMM PREVIOUSLY eaciabilities durina the DBA hase-
Toshiba has conducted the PCCS development study

since 1989 and have facumud on h her"j- 4. GIRAM TEST FACILITY OUTLINE

hydrauli r above all. For the thermal Designeriteriaof TeGIRAFFExest facilitywais

hydraulic viewpoint. a key phenomenon -to decided o make the IonV erm PV prossure

determine the FCCS heat removal performance is Transient be identical t C risfortricc assive

steam Concensarion degradation In The prosencc plane. SBVR. with rqaj time. A ;Gating

of a noncondensable gas retained in the PCC heat compromising consideration of GIRAFFE design j:i;

exchanger. During a LCCA, noncondensable gas described in the ref. (2). aIRAFFE consists of

was specifically nitrogen separatecomponenT Yessell f PCCS. I/C. RPY, SIC,

Fo h xrimental rgrams a ful -height, D/W and GCS a shown in both poto I and Fig.

integral system test facility. 'GIRAFFE' 3.

(Gravity-Drivcn Integral Full-HeighT Test for 'Eachvesse; component hBI 'Its own sreamsuoplyinQ

Passive Heat Removal a constructed to lint and water draininS line for 3cTring the

investigate thebasicheat removal performance of initial condition 3cpsiratrij. Elco-trlool

the PCC heat exchanger and accompanying heaters surround the v3:ql outer surfaces of Roy.

rhermal-hydraulic phenomena in the primary D/1. SIC and GDC3 pool to ffilrilmize hat loss.

cOntainsIcAt vessel V) following a LCA. The Nericandenzable, gas supplying lines are also

GIRAFFE models The SBIR in ful 1-height in order connected to SIC, 0/1 and GVCS vssels lo adjust

to present the gravity head driving forces the initial nitrogen concentration. To simulatq

correctly. the natural irculation performance, 91RAFF�

The GlRAP;Eo.-iqinsl testing program ricludedivo was designed almost Ivil-lengih in vrtical

Type of separa-e ffect rests (basic ear elevation and the heighl 9f the facility i 34L

transfer vc3t and noncoridanaa,bla gas �*nrinq GIRAFFE is scaled down ip adial direction and

test) and syste rponses test. its s;le is 1400 in y 'Juiine.

in ve irsT in3rBnrc, tht QIRAFFE acpamc. The 02SSive coniaiinmcrij Cooler (PCC) unit

effect teat tranz-fe. Tes 2 conducted to consists of a steam box, heat transfer tubes and

investigat h degradation Of the steam a water box as shown in Fig. orresponding

concitnsati an heat Transfer caused by The to 1400 scaled volume, QIRAFFE Mas hre CC

moricondens:i I c!. Tne furld3mental heat transfer h.2: Transfer rubes The lcal divensiorl such

test resulis concluded hat the heat transfer as the heat transfer tube, the clearance be[ween

degradation - the PCC heat exchanger tubes is adjacent tubes and Tn4 econdary lids flog
crozz-secrional area per u are in full-
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scale of the origin3i SBIR design. The Tubes tenperaturesereembeddedat the iniet andoutler

have ClInGnSiOnS f . 51m outer diameter. 0.046m of a PCCS heat Tanefor Tube. A torriper2ture

inner diameter. The length was shortened to ;)roDe. is inserted in a P= tube rom the bottom

1. 8m reflectin9previousGIRAFFE test results(3). of water box. From h yapor bulk perature

In the PCCS pool a chimney surrounds h CC axiai distribution in a �C4 ube. the ni;ropen

tubes, which separates hebDiling region aound accumulation can be roughly calustaclL The

the ?CC from the subcooitd water outside. But steam flow rate from 0/1 1 h CC tube qa;

to two phase ural circulation. The ?CC pool directly measured by venjul 1-type flow ercr.

water ci rculaTe3 along the chimney and boi Is off Froto this flow rate. heal removal capabilities

to atmosphere. The effective water vo I ume is he could be discussed.

1/400 icaled volume anousih to remove decay heat 5 2 Di rect Saml ig of honcodensable Gas. In

for three days by the evaporation Of Water. the lazzor stage of the IRAFFE a3r program,

Steam simulating decay heat is produced by the measurement system paq mod i f i d. which

supplying The lectrical power To the vessel. i nc I uded the di racr pancondensable 92S

The lctrical heater over in rho RPY cn concentration measurement. Noncondiensable gas

be controlled simulating 'the dcay heal. lo satnple3verecollt:cledatone-hourlime intervals

aveii�d the heat loct from each vessel. electrical airing the GIRAFFE Hel ium eriev Ictrz. Sample;

heaters are wrapped around all vessel wells of the process fluid Werg ;ollccTed at Iwo

except PCCpool. Flangeportions are also fully locations in h DIV and one location in the

i nsul 9-ted. The raining heat loss from h S/c during all of the Lm tests (Fig. 5).

V033013 is mainly compensated by increasing the Sample� were &nolyzecl using gait

excessive power of the channel in the RPV. chroratography(OC). 11 yax necessary to 11mil

The total flow resistance is adjuzted by the Total riLurib*r nd brbed volume of he

inserting an orifice in each line. samples. so not to affect the lost results.
This data wm* wzcd ;9 yalidate indireciv

5. GIRAFFE INSTRYAUTITION measurements of rioncendensible ;oncenrraTion

5.1 Conventional and Modified Mea3uremenTs inferred from temperature measurements. so fr.

-Though major masurements used in The GIRAFFE The measuring range for The ioncondansabi; SaS

Tests are conventional devices in he hrmal volumetric concerilralclon i!j 0 lo I 00%. Th;

hydrau I c r,oscarche3. important measuring maximummeasuremen-rerrorii t/-3%of full cale.

devices were specifically developed for the Figure shows the equipment and Instruatentation

mechanism clarification. Pressure masured of the nonconden3able ampling. The brbent

by pressure ransducers inRPY. DA S/C. PCCS bottle and sampling bag were vsed for The

steam box and GDCS gas space. A lot of measurement of the $team volumerric

Temperatures are fie2SUrad in D/W and S/C To concentration. The absorbent bottle is weighted

evaluate the loc3l nitrogen existence in the before and after the sampling. If the steam

vessels. In thaearliersTageof thCTCZTprogram. weight denoted H20 and h volume of The

nonconclansabit vas Partial pressure w "s gas in sampling hog I i . steam concentration

qualitatively calculated from the difference of is expressed by:

the total Pressure and the aturated tam

pressure corresponding to the measured x 22.4

temperature. From tperature signals in each CH20(%)- is X109
(WH.0

vessel. the xistence of nonconclansable in gas x22.4 v 

zParc was ce" i z e d. A3 for nncement of 18

temperature stratification in the SIP. In the sme way, ss inq ag was u-sel for

temperatures in he vi 1n1iy 3 ater zurfacc tho ma3uzmanl of thl nonoond.-AbIs S;%

are measured by a fo3ring thermocouple device. volumetric concentration. Srpi ing 2 I I

In order o ciarlYy The venting ChaCaClCriSUCII Include sTcafm bui h camporicnr* of the extra

for the noncondensable gas vent line and ThePCC will be anslyZed in dry pc uing injection

ven-, line. the differential Pressures due to the by a syringe into In; GC- To adjust The

water eer in both lines n SIP are easured. Concentration Of h noncondensable qa� in The

Both outer and 'inner sur;ac! temperatures are dry gas co The we I a aM I CC in The I Ci I it Y.

directly meas-arad by hermocouple: attached on the sTiam concentration CHN i - usa� And

the ube wal 1. Thermocoupl.s 'or Inner surface no4)condtnsable concenrr2rion is expressed �y
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Iwo cse.,, but w Th higher in it i a I noriconden3a I 

I DO -CH IO go* fmuziar conoiatine of heliur/nitroge-i

CCN2or He) � CN, or H, dry gas) x mixtures 0. e. 27%).
1(0 6.2 Tesi Procedures As initialization

pro"dure, mo I component: were ini I i a II r

Ca I i brat ion was car ri ed out by u i ng thestandard Is I a %d by I as ins I hc. connect ins ye i,,so and tbV

gas to confirm the components and their prescribed condi ion separat I rea I i

concentration. In RPY, the 3T3 X ot 3T9r was fi II old from thc

hot water Tank. The air ;pace was dega3sed br

TEST CONDITIMS AND TEST PROCEXM supplying ectrical power ro Inc Dealer an I

I Test Conditions The series of Hel ium lasts was pressurized after closing the PPY Yalve. D/'(

were mainly aimed to demonstrate the PCCS air release valve was as glosed after air va:j

ooaration with the resence of a lighter- blown out and D/I was pressurize 1 The inilial

than-aicars noncondensiable gas. In the typical clear aial ressure Oy supplying the seam

covert accident scenarios. hydroaen can be from the vessel boTTOM The SPOOI was illed

generated by meral-water reaction IT is with333K temperatureup ;* the yessal top. afTer

important to say that hydrogen continuously GDCS air space Ylz degas3ed by he, steam 2uppi i o4

generates as the accident prosra3sts, which is to the D/T. Then Thu D/I to DCS a i r space i ne

different from the previous nitrogen case. From was upplied toGOCS air pace until the pressure

The hear transfer viewpoints. the contairmenr reached he prescribed condition, wh le draining

contribution of nrogen d hydrogen to the the =S pol mater. Durini; this period. tbil

condensation degradation seems different. The prescribed T033WO condition rached in PCCS lo�r

nitrogen dnsit s uch larger than the cam 3woplying Puri team and draining the condenser

density, 'thus nitrogen is easy to be sratified water o APY. Inthisway, RPY, P/WandPCCS wr,;

To the heat ransfer tube bottom after the sct to he pcaoribod Pr9soure condition.

venting com,pleTion, which as aready confirmed. After degas3ing the S/C, 1he required amount ot

On the other har4 the hydrogen density is noncondensable gas was pplied to S/C. The 352

so satall then steam density that iT is esy K water s supplied ffoin 09 tsse bttom Yorl

to sy in the uer portion of Inc tucie. slowly. until h /1" wolvr gyvl rothc4 :hq

However hydrogen diffusion coefficient as well prescribed level.

as Thermal conductivity are much larger than After ach omponent vessel ganci ion eacher 1hk

those of nitrogen. which implies non- prescribed initial conditions, the valves on all

condenzablao gas concentration boundary layer the connecting lines yeril line. RV-D/Y

along the PCCS inner ue may be thinner an connecting ine, depres;urI22rion yelyq line.

the i trogcn case. Due to mutual effects inducing 0/1 to GOCS a i r space line, CCS steam line; and

the reverse feature. its hat removal rate is non-candens2ble I ine wori; started to open almorl:
total ly determined. To clarify this. hree simultaneously And a, he 3amq Time. heare-

tests ih I iahter-rhan-stanak haavier-than- pave r in RV xi adjusti:4 To a prescribed value.

steam and mixture of havier- and lighter- The hter power was 44creasel oowing ANS

Than-&team noncondemsable gas were included. decay hear curve. Tests were continued unt I the

Table I shows the est atrix- V/8 actuated several firms-, at pt 0/1 pressure

The reference case (TOST Case 1) has nominal was maintained almosT onsranT.

initial conditions Similar to the SBWR

comriiiinment at *no hour f, the initiation P07EROC-E TEST RESULTS

of a LOCA due to a gui I lotine rupture Of ne 7. 1 Tst res I s ove r i ow Figures 7 to II show

of the rain sicain I i nes. I ni z I condit i aria -h* toot res I I of Cacv I Ph i ch i z h refe rence.

fo, Thi e were determined using rho TRACG case of na i n le2frl I i ne roak. F i u re 7 shows D/!

Zrial ysis results (Tab:c 2 ). The initial and SYC Pco*uroz tra-te�z. The D/W p,.c"ro

noncondensable volumetric oncentr3iion is as once increased and took T maximum about 7.50(l

smal I as 4 The scond est case (Case 2 second- and decreased rdual I I af zer Thai lize.

i s a repest of The s a but w th hel Lo The oimary Pe3k Pressure wa:; about 0. 31 Mz.

replacing tne total oume of ni tro;en in the wh�Ch ua& Kep! %itnift The design pressur, )quit

D/W. The thi rd rest cast Cas 3 as the ame sufficient argin. The ini tial D/W oressure rise

init-al ioEil D/W pressures as the previous was due 0 The itroge.1 acumulation in �ne PCS
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tube. During this time, transported itrogen raised. The non-conderisible gas van-, line was

rate from DIV to PCC tube oercomes -,Me ni trogen not cleared even after V/2 openinoi. which was

venting rate from PCC to SIC. However, after he exhibited by the sudden decrease ;n the water

enough nj troSen in D/T continued to be vented to level. On the other hand, The PCC vent I ine was

S/r, the PCCS heat roval capab I Ty overcame nor cleared at al I through the st. The above

the decay heaz. The /V pressure decreased and result: 'was consistent with the rcyiou3 main

balanced the S/C pressure, which rsulted in steam ine break last ults pith nirrogen

the V/B opening. (3, 5. 7. S. 14).

In the eST. the Y/B opened tvi cc a about 8. 000 Final ly. Fig. 11 is a team flow rate from

and I B. 000 seconds. The Y/8 opening was the D/W to the PCC tube, This ow rar ii

dispiayedby .h4arrows inFig. . Though each nothing but hear removal capability. Puring

opening interval waz as short as about seconds. The rest per;od, flow re, jimost saml #I

come munt of noncondensable as returned to decay heat can be measured.

The DIV and the DIV Pressure increased again. T.3 Direct sampling test rzuIi:3

The cocand V19 opening period was longer than The direct gas samplinq rults for the upper

that of the first opening, which implied that and lower D/V and SIC gal space provide he

the 3coond Transferred trogen to DIV wax more concentration rnsient pT cach location 

and the DIV p ressure increment as largar. one hour intervals As The D/W otal pressure

7.2 PCCS Heat Removal )echanism was kept almost constarij ji.c. Q-3MPa) during

These pressure ransients are explained fm the tests, the nitrogen yglume peF4;en icrease

The nonconcicnza,ble go-3 k�chavicr* donstrated ;& increace in h nrogen partial cres3urg.

in Figs. & to I 1. Figure shows the D The dnse nitrogen TED07 in Fig. 8) qan e

icuiparaturedisirlbution. Themiddloundannulu3 confirmed from The diragl wompling ig. 12).

D/V temperature: once showed lover signal but After 10.000 seconds thil local cncentration
recovered to The saturation Temperature in th D bottom rco9h94 tignost Peel �i.j.

cofrespondina to The pressure. Assuming ht 35%), which is consistent with the emperature

nitrogen/stC2111 mixture has rlatively clear transients. This incroaieiscousedbythemutual

I ayer and is interfa" goes down the Tmperature effects of ni-trogen higher density and nitrogen

measuring location, steam and noncendensable sank to the DV bttom guo ;g some Inevitable

gas xi xturc were absorbed to -he PCC tube because heat losses.
most of the emperature signals are sturated

one except in the lower D region. Relatively 8. PMS STEN RESPONSE ITH LICKER-THAN-
higher concentration nitrogen wi th lower STEAM NONCOM)MWLf �ASEI$
temperature i s considered to be stayed onl y near a. I Nitrogen vs. Hal ium tes; (C2Se I and )
the D bottom (TEDGI). The initial condition pi ;he case 2 a he
From the vapor bulk fluid temperature ransients 3amc a that in the rference ;o.-j casc(i.r.
at different evation within the PCCS tubes ca.-c I ), except thall The r10n-CDnc1cn&a:j1e
in Fia. 1 nancondensable oas seems to be initially filled in thq PIX as ioplaccl: by
s-rratifiedinsidethetube. Accumulatednitrogen helium gas. Both ;;sis began with a
exisTo only arouncl the PCC tulse 6attom TEP29). noncondens2b I a conc;nt rat i on o f 4. 4% �y
Nitrogen stratification is considered due to volume with a single noncondnsabig gs in DIV.
its heavier density than seam dnsity and By comparing with these Teel resul is The effect;
favorable hat remval rate can be maintained of a heavier-than-steam (niTrogen) and a
on most of POCS aurfaces exaclot in th ler I; ihi&r-than-riezin (hal jum) ponconderisablc 7al
part. These nonconderisable gas movements on the PCCS operation pre demonstrated.
directly intlu4rce The venting characteristic. Tho DIV pressure rocponsq is sho.n in Fig.
From the ater level ransients of both non- 13. The DIV primary peak 'Pressure i yery
condonsab I a gas vent I i no and he ?ccis vnt Inc similar to Thot oc,tainc(I in niTrou.n 9ax Test.
(Fig-10). The continual steam and nitrogen gas In this lost. The O/W pressure oce decrtasel
mixture venting. characier;zed by zero water but increased again and 'the Y/B dd nQj open.
level with a very small oscillation. Terminated Though the heliuxi only last ran ao:>roximaroly
soon about 1. 000 seconds. After the PCCS heat 30 hurs. the D prcssurq ;)Cn2VCS 31.'nO---, flal

removal rate overcame The decay heat. water lev:i while the pressure in ;h nrogen case hoscd
in the non-condensible g vent I w also cyclic behavior. In Spite of such mi nor
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difference the similar pressure transient nitrogen in cast-1.

otmaviors confirm that there is no significant a.3 Nitrogen ih hlium tests (Cose-3)

change i n the PCC hes r rmy I due to he I i u Final rest (i e case 3 began with The hi ghcr

accumu I a i on i n the PCC r e a I ve t ci tha T v i :h initial volumetrir concentration (i. c. 23% f

nitrogen. Though nitrogen as seemed la be helium and 4% of Pitroven) h helium z

ziratifad in the lower ootTion of DIV. 'in the injected ito the DIV prior 19 the test. Sincq

helium gas case. the anulus and lower DIV this test had ore noncondenzablc3 in The DIV.

region coniinuoursly Swep U T elium TO ho the rsultant D pressures are expected higher

KCS for The entire est duration as shown than The previous two ases. The P/V Pres-f-C

in Fig. 4 It is considered themajor difference transients Fig. 18) 3howco simi lar peaK pressuri;

in the D gas bhavior is caused by h to the previous to cas", which camons;rate

difference in the gas density. the effects of a Combination of a

The bulk vapor fluid remooraure t different I ighter-rhan-steam and bisayier-rhari-tteam

axial levations ihin the same PCS ubes noncoridenselble gas on lhil; PCq operation,

ziwpoorve this assumption. The bulk tmperature Ficure 1 also dmonstrated JhC Pi I i ty f

di st ributi on i the he I uri as case is comDl eta] y the PCCS To prge steam wi Ill hi gher concentrat i On
different from that in the nitrogen gas *a.&*. of helium from ?h D to the /. Al It';

as illustrated in Fig. IS. Thehelium gas behaved nitrogen concentration il higher Irian tha of

differently than nitrogen did in the reference helium. h nitrogen and hol ium tratification
test. Against the syeam/helium ixture flow in The /I bottom is n0tiCCq 23 fun in
dirOCT1011(l.e. gravitational direction). liclium ca3s-I (F i S. I ). No oronip oTratifioaliori

tends to stay in he upper portion of 'the tube is also understood from The 'temperature

preferably in the long-term quasi-steady stare signal(TED02). hich i2 kept lower as wal I 

condition. This is thought that due to its TEDDI. On the other hand, jhQ helium effect

buoyancy the helium concentrates in The upper can be also noticed. TIrili tendency of Sho

portion of the PCC tubes. At The same time, Jsaiptf2ture distribution along h CC tubc 3

it i emphasized that D lighter-than-sysam similar to that of the halivin only case. Helium

nonc*ndensabsI 2 venting terminated in the tends to stay in the upper portion of tho ubg

early phase, in spite of These differences in preferably intho long-Tersi rangeUig-70)- A;

the noncoridenzable gas, as shown in Fig.16- for The noncondensable gai yonling. it il

The initial low concentration i 4) may emphasized that lightilir-Than-sream Pon-

be am reason of the vent ng te rminat i n. Anyway. condensable gas in thi; P/W can be purgecI

the DIV pressure is keDT almost constant in intermittently to The SIC hugh the PCC yeril
the long-term Transient- In other words, the fine (Fig-21). From hese azi results. il iz
accumulation* therion-rDridensabitinthelielium considered that the sees can be effective system
ass cast is determined uch at the PCC hear even in a vere accident IQ femoye rho decay
removal rate matches the hear input. This hear and maintain rho integrity of ;hc
consisr%% removal fala art learly confirmed from containment vessel-
the steam f I as rate i n F i . 17. Compared with 8.4 Di rert 3am I i nq Test results (Case-3)
Fi S. II, the initial l low rare a6corbod F;oure 23 shows the direcl qs3 ;amoling resulls
to FCC seems smaller. for lower and upper 0/1- From Trie volumeTrig
B. 2 Direct sampling Test rsults Case-2) percents of The nancondensable gases, Me emouni
In Fig, 12 hium curiseniratim transients in of iNse gases sank to The DJW boito-m raised
the lower DIV are poTTec with h ca3t-l Test by The do.n flow du T the mutual offecl;
results. Though heliuct density is larger than of the heavier density anq inevitable D/Y eat
that of seam. once hel ium nd steam were mixed. losses. The lower P/V reached he I i um
these are found stable Than had been expected concentration as high as 47% by yolurne. Af Tor
and o raction ot ixtures i. . in h two ors. the buoyancy f nci ium preyai I Ttq
order of 10%) was corif i rmed to exist near The downward f ov. and hus the concentration begin-,
D/ bttom. On the contrary, at he uset D11. to decrease. About halt qf The li I um, i t1riq
helium did no say. Most of helium init4 l lowe 0 at two houq erg conyeclel upward
confined in the DIV seemed zo be rranported and absorbed t h PQ ube. On tho 9-cher
to the ?CC tube, and t�us :he residual hand. helium in the lower /1 bTTOM seemed
noncondensable in the D/V is less than :es1duai to be stacily siralif:'-'�
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In this f igur a, he I ium conc on Tr at ion Transients by the preViOUS results. In this case, however.

in the upper DIV are PIO[Ttd, in The Lpper the noncondonsabla gas concentration wat to high

0/1. helium was transported in The early phase that its vanting ontinued for a ong Te.

but transported to the PCC tube soon after Most of the ohenomenj continued under

the test started quasi-steady state ondijigi) and thus The PCC5
hcall removal rate iatchv:; ine ecay Lear.

9. 1 SCI I CM DM THE RE1101111M TO K I I HE THE

PCCS HEAT FUOVAL CAPABILITY FRN I RECT ID.CDNCLUSIONS

11111EASUtENE)IT OF NOiNCOVIDDISA]U 64 All of the Helium TesTj demonstrate The

From the icst results mentioned above, h main successful PCCS operation with the resence f

factors which affect the noncondensable gas a lighter-than-sleam ponconden3abie as.

b e h a i r i n D /V a n d Th a r s u I t a n t D/Y p r s su r e c a n heavier-Thari-steem nonconden$21DI a and 9

he sected as the noncondenable gas density combination of Thaso gascli. Thovon the D/ nd

and its initial mass inO/V. The non-conden3ab I W/V pressures increases Ourin h beginnino

gas amount in O/W is directly roportional to the of The Test. ncanclensablo P02 was yi9orQu3ij

PCC heat removal role but the heat removal purged from D/I la T/V, A4 Th; pressurl

mcchaniagn in considered to be 4aterminad by difference bween DIV an4 II neased. most

The noncondemsable gas soteies. From the test of the noncondentabic 991 h; had concentrated

results tomparison. the noncondensable gas in the PCC tubes was urge($ from The PCC As

movement from DIV to SIC n be roughly sketched a rsults. the Pcc heat rgmoyal re increased

as shown in Fig. 24. to that required to remov h dcay heat for

In "so of nitrogen only test i. e. case- ail et$.

I ). some amount of nitrogen nally confined Due to the r6inforcenionxil of the GIRAFFE

in the D/V still stratifies there and does instrumentation. the r eat removal morhanisirl

not move The rest amount of nitrogen Is clarification Iran impr9vecl. Dite9l

absorbed to -the PC5 tube and most of them noncondensable sampling resull; ranlribuiai4

is vented to the SIP through the noncoridensabill TO the understanding of ;hq noncondensabil gal

gas venr I ine. The residual nitrogen in the transfer from D/V lo the PCCS Tube, obove all.

PCCS Tube is going down and stays in the PCCS From the lost results, 11 11 ;onriudea That

vent line. Almost whole ht transfer r of the PCCS can be an stt;c;jye safety system;

The CS tube maintained ith fresh steam. even under ralistic cndition of a eerg

This enhance& the favorable heat transfer rate OCCidenT t rove he decay heat pnd aintain

at the whole portion of h Tube. the integrity of the coniairwrient vessel.

On the other hand, in C3Se of helium, most

of helium gas in the D/V i absorbed to the REFERENCES

PCC. While e decay ha i relatively larger 1. Rao. A. S.. oT at., 'Simplifisq! Soilinj

in the earlier phase, The steam flow eity Water Reactor Design', roceedings of The Ist

in 'the PCCS tube prevail the helium buoyancy. JSME/ASKE Joint nernational Conferenc 9n

Thus more helium is vented to the S/C. As the Ituclear Engineering (ICONE-P, Tklo- p. 295,

d"oy heat deareacec. -the helium buoyancy 1991.
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and hol ium tends ro reverse the flow direction Isolation Condenser Applied as 0 ?assiYc
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du* co higher diffusion roperties. hlium does Containment Cooling 5ystem" �bi Ti. , b-2.
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Progress in Electrical Impedance Imaging of Binary Media:

1: Analytical and Numerical Methods

Levent Ovacik, Jen-Tai Lin and Owen C. Jones

Department of Environmental and Energy Engineering
Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute

Troy, NY 12180-3590
Tel: 518-276-401 1; FAX: 518-276-4832 email: joneso�rpi.edu

ABSTRACT All Combinations

Ibis is the first of two papers summarizing the use of elec- 0
trical impedance excitationtmeasurement for producing cross 0
sectional images of the distribution of insulating media im- 0 0,
bedded in conducting media. This computed tornographic ap- en
proach finds the distribution of electrical properties of an elec-
tric field which minimizes in the least squares sense the
difference between measured and computed boundary re-
sponse to excitation. In this paper we briefly review the basic All Combinations
analytical methods developed for this system. We then extend
these methods to three dimensions, add a method for precondi- Figure 1. Concept of impedance imaging.
tioning voltages forerror correction, describe methods for opti-
mizing the resolution of a target by providing optimal excita- electrical resistivity and permittivity of water and vaporare sig-
tion patterns and then describe the overall numerical sensitivity. nificantly different so that, in theory at least, both capacitive
The second paper then demonstrates the ability of this system reactance and conductive admittance could be utilized for
to image multiple, separate, differently-sized two-dimension- imaging. Note that we are not using heuristic methods. Rather,
al or three--dimensional targets with demonstrated linear sensi- the full nonlinear equation describing the electrical potential
tivity of over 30:1 with maximum possible linear sensitivity of field is solved numerically. Thus, no assumptions of behavior
one part in 1300 based on our ability to distinguish variations with phase distribution are required. We describe herein and in
from a homogeneous background. the companion paper which delineates experimental results a

series of innovations which we believe testthe limits of capabil-
1. CONCEPT ity of electrical impedance imaging and provide a benchmark

against which later, high-speed results may be compared.
The concept of impedance imaging is relatively straight-

forward. Avolume of aliquid-vaporflow is excitedelectrically Inpractice, we found itquite difficultto measurethecapac-
through means of boundary electrodes (Fig. 1). The response is itive reactance accurately in our development systems. As a re-
measured and the internal distribution of electrical properties sult, we chose to use purely resistive methods initially and re-
is determined which best matches the measured response. This visit reactance methods at a later date, thereby limiting the
is termed an inverse problem since it is directly inverse to the present system to conductive fields. Since the methods we have
forward problem where the field properties and boundary applied are mostly unique in the field, they will be described in
conditions are known and the electrical field is computed. Both some detail to demonstrate the stateOfOUTcapabilities. We have
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previously given a detailed summary of work in this field (Lin These developments allow imaging data to be obtained and

et al. I Lin and Jones 2] Jones etal. 3]). Nevertheless, some images to be computed with a minimum of experimental and

of the dtail presentedpreviously will be summarized herein for numerical effort.

completeness.
Additionaldevelopments whichhavehadan importantand

2. OVERVIEW enabling effect on our ability to image multi-sized binary tar-
gets in homogeneous media involve

'There have been a nurnbcr of major modding innovations
required to achieve reasonable success in imaging of binal), 0 The use of multiply-excited, plate eectrodes for signifi-

mixtures (mixtures having basically two, widely disparate val- cantly increased sensitivity;

ues of electrical properties). These include:
0 Determination of error variation with fluid conductivity

• Development of the basic finite element model required to and demonstration of lack of contact impedance efect on

obtain and utilize the Jacobian sensitivity matrix) which the data;

allows element conductivities to be perturbed in a manner
which decreases the overall error between computed and 0 Use of incomplete measurement sequences combined with

measured response to the boundary excitation, and to con- Walsh-function boundary excitation to minimize the ac-

verge to a minimum error; quisition effort and demonstrate methods which will be
utilized in high-speed imaging;

• Direct computation of the Hessian matrix rather than indi- 0 Use of eigenvalues of conductance difference matrices to

rectly through the Jacobian resulting in an order-of-mag- detennine the potential resolution of any impedance imag-
nitude savings in computer storage; ing system;

• A block decomposition model which reduced the com- 0 Differential filtering of argets of varying sensitivity to al-
putational times by three orders of magnitude thus making low simultaneous imaging of multiple targets of differing
iterative convergence to an overall conductivity distribu- size and location.
tion practical for large numbers of images such as would be

required for real-time synthesis of interfacial structure. The companion paper describes these experimental meth-

These are the basic methods utilized and were described in ods developed and presents results showing curability to image

detail in the 1992 Japan-U.S. meeting 4] and so will only be multiple, differently sized, two- and three-dimensional resis-

summarized in this paper. Additional mthods summarized tive elements in a conducting, homogeneous field with demon-

herein include: strable resolution of better than 130 and distinguishability
shown for sizes at least as small as 160.

• Layer reduction for computation of unexcited three-di- 3. BASIC TWO-DIMENSIONAL METHODS
mensional image layers by simple and small extension of

two-dimensional inversion thereby real images possible; Our initial intent was to develop a full three-dimensional

finite element model. We quickly determined this approach to
• Preconditioning voltage conversion which enabled us to be impractical due to the huge computational resources which

make experimental subspace corrections between FEM- grew as the 33 power of the number of elements in the model.

computed boundary potentials and measurements so as to Our original two-dimensional computations required 210-40 it-

account for such anomalies as residual three-dimensional erations to converge at the expense of several hours of comput-

field effects, discreteness in the model, errors in construct- er time using the Institute's IBM 3090D when just 16 x 16 ele-

ing the test geometry relative to the design, etc. ments were utilized. Our original goal of imaging ith 32

electrodes a field with 496 elements and 496 linearly indepen-
• Determining the numerical sensitivity as affected by the dent excitations would have required hours of computer time

number of elements in the finite element model and the and hundreds of megabytes of storage requirements for a single

limits of contrast sensitivity in the model. image on a Cray Y-MP computer. The following sections out-

line a basic method for two-dimensional imaging which is both

• Determining the boundary excitation patterns which opti- quick and practical, and can be accomplished easily or a work

mize the resolution of the imaging system station-sized system.
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3.1 Finite element model. 103

The problem of solving the electrical property a in a do-

main 2 is governed by the differential equation of the form:

- V = in Q, 100

with the boundary conditions

L1J 1 -
WJ, on W, 0 Rin

an (2) Annula
0 on D�. 10-6

Arbitrary

variable 0 represents the electrical potential field, and the

complex conductivity is a combination of the conductivity and

the pertnittivity given by 6 = cr + jwe, wherew, is the angular I or-9
frequency of the electrical field. In Eq. 2), n denotes the out- 1 0 100

ward normal vector on the surface aD (aQU 8Qh), bounding Iteration Number

thedomainofinterestg, while fland 12h represeritthesurface Figure 2 Global error for the three patterns tested.

of the electrodes and homogeneous zones of the Neumann

boundary condition respectively. Here J, denotes the current value Christie et al., [ 1 8) and Liu et al. 19]). Overcoming the

density vector on the surface of electrodes. problem is often computationally expensive.

Over a period of years, the finite element method was pio- The equivalent network of field equations satisfying
neered by Yorkey, Webster and Tompkins and is termed herein Kirchhoff's law is
the YWT-method (Yorkey, (51 Yorkey and Webster, 6] and

Yorkey, Webster, and Tompkins 7-10), Kim, Tompkins, and YN.VVN.P CftP (3)
Webster I 12]). Their results appear singularly successful in

inversion of carefully-chosen numerical experiments, but a re- where Y is the admittance matrix, V is the voltage matrix, and

curring criticism (c.f. Kohn and McKenncy [ 1 3]) is that their C is the current matrix. Also, N is the number of total nodes, M

variations in conductivity were carefully chosen to be aligned is the number of total elements and P is the number of total cur-

with model cell boundaries. We have built upon their basic rent excitations, and the matrix subscripts represent the sizes of

method. the matrices. Following the YVVT-method, we define an error

function 
Uniqueness of the piecewise analytic solution of Eq. (1)

subject to (2) for conductivity was established in 1985 by Kohn 0(a) V(q)-VJrLf W-V.] (4)
and Vogelius [ 1 4]. Later, Sylvester and Uhlmann demonstrated 2

uniqueness for a continuous conductivity distribution (151 with V, andfla), the measured and the computed electrode

whereas Isakov proved uniqueness for the case where the con- voltages respectively for a resistivity distribution cr, and Tde-
ductivity was discontinuous[16]. notes transpose of a matrix. The variations in the conductivity

To solve the problem of Eqs. (1) and 2), it is necessary to which dve the error monotonically towards a guaranteed

obtain a numerical simulation of 0 by by some numerical ap- minimum are given by

proach such as finite difference or finite--element methods. The

exponential or exact numerical scheme developed by Baliga (5)

and Patankar [ 1 7] is used in finite element form. Ibis method Fig.2showsthatintermittentupdatingcausesjumpsintheerror

is known for obtaining solutions which eliminate effects of function which would otherwise decrease monotonically.
false diffusion in finiteelement computations. Numerical solu-

tions of the resultingset of algebraicequation aredifficultito ob- 3.2 Effect of noose,
tain because of a numerical instability wich occurs when the

first derivative term in the equation, V0, dominates the trans- Early reports indicated that slight amounts of noise could

port of 0 by diffusion. The problem shows up as unrealistic os- completely destroy an image. However, we found this not to be

cillatory solutions whenever the mesh size exceeds a critical the case. Even if there is quite high noise in the measured
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27th iteration I% noise

- _-F Figure 5. Coarse mesh andFigure 4. Comparison of converged annular pattern (27th iteration) 1 2 ml decomposed element.

Mh 1 % Gaussian noise. __a

boundarv values and the converged error becomes also large, Exponential shape functions are utilized consistent with

the requirement for a general solution to Poisson's euation

Fig 3 binary patterns are still easily recognized as seen in Fig given in Eq. (1). As indicated in Baliga and Patankar [ 7] and

4. Ramadhyani and Patankar 20], the two-dimensional problem

3.3 Direct computation ofthe Hessian matrix. can be solved by using one-dimensional solutions. Experimen-

tal subspace corrections may be later used to improve accuracy.

The majority of computational effort is involved with the Tbus, we seek a solution to the one-dimensional problem

Jacobian a full matrix, and subsequently the Hessian, defined de + a do

as We have foun d that i t i s unnecessary to calculate d,2 a dX (9)

the former and that the latter can be determined in its absence

as which is

EP

ul)�i.j" i"i j1.j (6) O(X = D, + D f _ f'-'-dx, (I 0)

where the Jacobian element is given by where p(x) =_ crjcr and where Do and DI are integration

JEP�M 1j, EP.1' J2 EP.1' (7) constants.

The derivation for a constant px), element conductivity

where shape function, px, yields a simple result which, when extended

to two dimensions becomes (Jones et al. 3])

J� ITranvp-Fp[vec(-Y-,�.8yv-VV.P),,,Pl,,,,I (8)
W au� O(xy = C, + CeP- + Cn + Ce�'-`PY-Y).

FP I

Here, r is the direction ofgradc, r, and is the direction which

which is the derivative of one matrix with respect to another. is normal to this direction. Both x and are Cartesian coordi-

nates.

3.4 Block decomM. ition.

Use of this result yields conductivities which are onstant

We developed the concept of block decomposition to im- on straight line characteristics as seen in Fig 6 Ts is nota dif-

prove our computational efficiency by more than three orders ficulty when rectangular shapes are imaged but proves to be a

of magnitude. The concept is simple: iteratively solve for the difficulty with curved surfaces when the shapes become small.

best conductivity distribution in the least-squares sense for a

few number of elements, then decompose each element as A better result is obtained by allowing the conductivity

shown in Fia. 5 in terms ofshape functions for both the field po- field to take on exponentially biquadratic shapes. These have

tential and the conductivity distribution. In doing this we must the potential to simulate circular, elliptic, parabolic or hyper-

strike a balance between appropriate resolution and imaging bolic surfaces which divide regions of significantly dffering

accuracy and computational resource savings. conductivity. We thus let
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(a) (b) 8 X 16 16

resistive conductive Conducting Insulating

Figure 6 Rod electrode results with 8x8 linear exponential conduc- Figure 7 Plate electrode results for a circular insulator at the center
tivity block decomposition and fiftering: (a) x 5 cm square insula- with biquadratic block decomposition and iltering to Oeld same
tor, area in both cases. (a) results with 8 x 8 primary model; (b) 16 x 16
(b) 8.9-cm diameter circular insulator target. primary model. Liquid Conductivity 50,uS/cm

PW = 9 + 2XI (12) '[1-H(x)] [1-H(y)] = 
H(x) [1-H(y)] J. = 2

Nj H(x) H(y) for j = 3 .(18)
whereat and g2 are coefficients.Ibe potential shape function I -H(x) H(y) j 4.
in one dimension becomes

0(.x = Q + IVX), (13) From these results, the admittance matrix entries, ,, may be
calculated for the local elements

where

ferf [(x)) g > rij aVN - N, dV (19)

TPW for 92 texpl-gzxl (14)
D[r(x)]etl�12 92 < This leads directly to Eq. 3). We thus solve for the voltage dis-

tribution with the given boundary current measurements and
where D(x) is Dawson's integral and where rx) s(x-x,) with the distribution. We use a uniform conductivity field to start

the problem but this could be replaced by a etter estimate
s = ig, , and x, 91 (15) based on some knowledge base. Results are seen in Fig. 7 to be

2gz slightly improved for the 8 x 8 model (Fig. 6 and that the 16 x
16 model was much better than those using a linear-exponen-

This may be extended to two dimensions to match potentials, tial conductivity model.
Vil at four comer nodes, 14, of our element. We let

3.5 Subspace decomposition.
4

0(X, ) NjV, (16) Once the computations for any given iteration have been

undertaken, we have a conductivity field which is, in effect,
with N = N(x, y, r n), and Vj being the comer-node potentials piecewise constant having a value of r(,,, which may be differ-
for the element. If we define from Eq. 14) ent for each of the major ij elements (81 elements for a 9 x 9

element model). A cubic spline distribution is also available
H(u) = ?P(U)-P(Ul) (17) which exactly matches the major element and subspace ele-

'P(U2)-V)(U 0 ment conductivity values obtained in the previous iteration
(with the exception of the first few iterations where special

then the result becomes (Jin 2 methods are used to start the problem).
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The conductivity values are now assumed to vary exponentially 4.1 Layer Modc-
in two directions in each major element according to a biqua- Three-dimensional square test geometries using rod or
dratic rule given by, place electrodes, and their computational finite element grids

are shown in Fig. 8. In this case, the electric current flux is not
a = ,exph(xy) (20) two-dimensional Te magnitude of the three-dimensional

distortion varies with the length f the electrodes in relation to

where the dimensions of the test cell. If the length L decreases, the
amount of current leakage out of the scan plane will increase

a, x _ X2 + a2(x - x,,) + causing loss of sensitivity and inaccuracy in modeling using

h(.x, y) b,(y - yo)2 + b2(y - ya) (21) 2-D methods.
Figure 9 shows how the electrical current streamliner are

formed when two electrodes are excited in a three-dimensional
The subscript-0 coordinate values are center coordinates for conductive medium. If the size of the each electrode is L then
each of the major elements. The conductivity thus tends to the we can consider a "uniform-flux" region U whose thickness is
computed value a, at the center of each major element. d and is less than the size of the electrodes d < L). The relative

size of the uniform flux region depends on the ratio d1L. In the
The values of the exponential biquadratic coefficients for the point electrode case, for example, this size vanishes and the en-
current iteration are determined to give a least squares mini- tire current flux leaks in the nonuniform current region NU. For
mum error fit to the spline conductivity distribution from the electrodes which are much larger than the maximum electrode
previous iteration. This forces the shape to be lagged one itera- gap in the phantom, the leakage flux can be assumed negligible,
tive step but allows current central conductivities of each maj or and the problem may be considered as two-dimensional.

element to match the value for the current iteration. In this re- We therefore divide the three-dimensional phantorn do-
spect, the resultant biquadratic exponential shape is a hybrid main into two parts (Fig. 8). One of these is represented by thin
between current and one-step lagged values. layers of three-dimensional rectangular brick elements, each of

Conductivities are then computed for each of the subspace ele- which has the current density varying in the z-direction but no
excitation. The other is represented by two-dimensional, ex-

ments in the overall rriodel using Es. 20) and 21). Note that cited square elements which have only variation of the electri-
only the central subspace element (always a 3 x 3 subspace) in cal current flux in x-y plane at the electrode level. The result is
each major element has a value of a. which matches the current a three-Aimensional model from which we can obtain theover-
iteration. The spline fit is then updated by evaluating the con- all admittance matrix.
ductivity at the center of each subspace element from the expo-
nential function and using these values to determine the spline 4.2 Layer Reduction
coeff icients. For display purposes, conductivity is always com- 'Me admittance matrix includes some nodes which are not
puted from the spline fit using a 128 x 128 overlay to the basic involved in two-dimensional scanning. These may be perma-
model. nently removed from the algebraic equations by the "Kron re-

duction" technique (Kron 22, 23]).

4. THREE DIMENSIONAL EXTENSION TO THE Let the layers be numbered as from I to m, starting with the
2-D MODEL first layerright abovethe theelectrodeplanetothetopmostane,

We cannot model three-dimensional structures directly and from I to n starting with the one right below the electrode
due to the unacceptable computational overhead. For instance, plane to the the last one at the bottom. The basic idea of the ad-
a 3-D extension of an x 8 2-D mdel with eight layers (8 x mittance network reduction technique is to start with the out-

most layers m and n and recursively collapse the layers onto the
8 x 8) would increase the computational resource requirements previous layers [(m-I)th and (n-I)th layers] until nothing is left
(storage, cpu time, etc.) by almost a factor of 1000 while a but the (approximately) uniform central layer.
16-layer 16 x 16 model would increase by almost I 0,000--fold.
On the other hand, we note that the 3-D model would utilize a Before the reduction technique is applied, the admittance
single, excited layer with adjacent, unexcited layers to account matrix is a very sparse band matrix with dimensions N(m +.n+l)
for the three-dimensionality of both the field potential and the x N(m+n+l). After collapsing all the layers on the electrode
heterogeneities in the media itself. We have found that these ad- plane we obtain a smaller but fuller Nx N matrix. However, the
jacent layers may be folded into the excited layer and the whole off-diagonal terms representing the farthest nodes are weak in
problem solved in a two--dimensional space. relation to the main eigenvalues of the mtrix.
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Figure 8. Three-dimensional test geometry models and their computational grid structures with rectangular brick-element ayers.(a) rod-elec-
trode model; b) plate-electrode model.

81 1-4ayer
Network

5 61

psed
�7 9 Network

Fi�urelO.Collapseofathree-dimensionalnetworkinto Figure 11. Neighboring elements

1 2 3 a planar network. around the element-4.

nodal current equation and the admittance network for
a two-layeradmittancc network with both nonuniform and uni-
form flux regions are written in the form of a symmetric block
matrix

yD + yD D
I Y" 2 0 (V,

D D y3D
11 Y3 2 2 (V2) 0) (22)U Y2 2 2 1D (VA 0
0 y3D Y3

z 21 22

L .0 d ne vector VI includes the potentials of the nodes in the "uni-

t form flux" region U, and V2 and V3 include the potentials of the

Figure 9 Streamlines of electric current when two opposite nodes in the layer interfaces. Indices 2D and 3D denote the
electrodes are excited. two-dimensional and three-dimensional admittance networks

respectively. The diagonal and off-diagonal block matrices are
the self and mutual admittance matrices. In tis case, the com-
plete reduction of the nodes of the layers requires a two-step

Figure IO shows a three-dimensional admittance network Kron reduction yielding
layer before and after collapsing onto a lower layer. This yields

a planar admittance network in which the prime-numbeTed y3 = y2D D _y -ly3D]-' ID. (23)+ y y3D y3y3D [2 'D y2nodes are eliminated. 1� 12 22 12 22 1 1

7 



We then apply the method recursively to more than two layers 3.

by eliminating outer layers in a similar manner. Homogeneous Field

2.5
As part of the Newton-Raphson iterative scheme, the Hes-

sian matrix required differentiation of the admittance matrix in 2.0 cm,
terms of the element conductivities. In forming this matrix, we

know that variations in electrical flux in a given element are in- 1.5

sensitive to distant variations in conductivity.Merefore, we as-

sume that small perturbations of the conductivity in the ele-
1.0ment-i only affect its immediate neighbors (Fig. I ). We thus - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - --

assume the derivative elements of the matrix vanish except for cc
those corresponding to the adjacent nodes of any given ele- 0.5 (7min

ment.
0

Afteradding te first layer, the derivative of the admittance 0 1 2 3 4

matrix of the planar network is approximated by taking the first Number of layers
partial derivative of the admittance matrix with respect to the

conductivity of the element-i resulting in Figure 12. Reduction in the anomalous conductivity variations com-

puted as the number of 3-1) layers increases.
.9), = [,rl Y31 'Y11(y,

" _ � '.] Y,
,I

8ori car aci 010i (24) Recall the finite element matrix equation. We shall write

y:,11 21 this with different nomenclature to indicate either computed or
aor, 21 2[_ 112L fl 8ai measure elements:

Equation 24) can be simplified by taking advantage of sparsity Yf C, computed;

and symmetry. We just store the non-zero entries of a yIDlaai rV C, measured. (25)
in a small array (say 16 x 16) This simplification not only saves

CPUtimeinthecalculationsfor ay3l/aaibutalsosignificandy NotethatthevalueofCisidenticalinbothcasessinceboundary

reduces the effort of the computation of the Hessian matrix by currents are the measured values. We then premultiply by the

eliminating the floating point arithmetic operations on numbers inverse of the admittance matrix to obtain

with negligibly small magnitudes.

f = Y-'C, computed; (26)

In virtually all computations there are anomalous varia- Y-'1`V = Y-'C, measured.

tions in conductivity due to the finiteness of the model and 3-1)
effects in the electrical field which are not taken into account, Since the current matrix is comprised of the measured values

among others. The effect of three-dimensional layering is to re- in each case, we can let

duce these variations thereby presenting a more accurate pic-
ture of the actual case. Figure 12 shows that these variations de- f = Y- Irv = Y-1r)v = AV (27)

crease as layers are added but for the homogeneous case little where the matrix A is defined by comparison.
effect is seen when more than three layers are used. Each case

will be different. Now if both computations and experiments are reasonably

accurate, A should be very stiff-close to an identity rnatrix,
5. PRECONDITIONED VOLTAGE CONVERSION and should notchange significantly withchanging conductivity

distributions. However, since the A-matrix would have ele-

'Mere are a number of features which can not be modeled ments which relate to both internal nodes and boundary no-des,

exactly without prohibitive computational cost. "Precondi- and since we do not know the actual values of internal node

tioned voltage conversion" (PVC) is a method we have devel- voltages, we can not solve directly for all elements in A. We

oped to mitigate the effects of such errors. This method is simi- may, however, solve for the elements of the preconditioning

lar to the theory of space decomposition and subspace matrix which apply to the boundary alone. quation 27) may

correction applied b Xu 241. be written more explicitly as
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-a,, 0 . . . 0 0 0 0 0 0 V, 11 oi'j) V�w�'J) II
f2 0 all 0 0 0 0 -0 0 V2 d(a, a2J) (29)

0 0 . . . a 0 0 VE (28) where denotes an L norm defined as

fE I 0 0 0 aK1 0 VE I
1/2

fm 0 0 . . . 0 0 CINN Ilf 1 !f 12 dA (30)

where KK represents the start of the internal nodes, E 1. Each with f being any function defined on S. This means that if there
of the diagonal elements in the matrix are close to unity if the is a certain measurement accuracy E, and if the L2 norm of the
experiment-model combination is accurate. As a result, we
may solve for each of the diagonal values from all to aEE current vector is unity, then the difference between two conduc-
corresponding to all the boundary electrode measurements, set tivities o,, and cr2 may be "distinguished" so long as d > E.

each of the other diaaonal values to zero. We thus assume that
we can obtain A from suitable reference experiments and use 6.2 Excitation by a Current Source

the resultant A-matrix as a subspace corrector for each In this case, current is applied to the boundary and the volt-
subsequent boundary measurement. To the extent that the age response is measured. The current-voltage relationship is
elements are insensitive to internal conductivity distributions,

these elements may be expected to correct boundary voltage RExE CEXP = VExP, (31)
measurements to compensate for all errors in the experiment:
measurement, construction, modeling, numerical, etc. Mus,
the "preconditioned" voltage vector, V =_ AV is, in the ideal where R. denotes the phantom resistance matrix, C, includes
case, identical with that which would have been measured had excitation currents injected into the electrodes, and V, includes
all errors been eliminated and is computed before image the measured potentials on the electrodes. In terms of homogc-
iteration is undertaken. neous and target cases (superscripts h and )

6. DISTINGUISHABILITY R' C = V and R, C = V. (32)P

Because of the orders of magnitude variation in the eigen- The voltage change on the electrodes is

values of the Hessian matrix, difficulties are ikely in correctly A V = V' - V = R - R'] C = ARP C, (33)
imaging small-sized objects in regions farthest away from the P

boundary electrodes. We will review the concept of distin- Thus, the distinguishability for current excitation, is expressed
guishability first presented by Isaacson 25] which will allow for discrete case of Eq. 29 by
us to provide amethod to increase our ability to image small tar-

gets in insensitive regions of the field. IJA V, 1 = AR, C, 11 11 AR, 11 11 C, 11

d, II C, C, C, (34,
6.1 Definition

so that
If an object is inserted into a phantom, the boundary re-

sponse to the applied excitation varies depending on where the d� 11 AR, (35)

object is placed. Measurement error plays an important role in
the resolution of the image denoted by boundary changes 'Me In our case, weexcite the system using a voltage source and

inserted object is called to be "distinguishable" if boundary re- so wish to extend the concept for this situation.

sponse exceeds the noise level in the system. 6.3 Excitation by a Voltage Source

The concept of distinguishability was defined in a vector For voltage excitation in terms of the conductance ma-

norm notation by Isaacson 25) as the ratio of the norm of the tiixGp we have in like manner
differences between two boundary responses to the norm of the

excitation source. In the case of current source excitation, let j GExE VExP = CExP, (36)
be the applied current density on the boundary, and VI and V,

be the boundary responses for conductivity distributions a, and Performing similar operations as we did for the current excita-

a2l then the distinguishability is expressed as tion case, distinguishability may be written as
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V RME V algebraically obtained from the acquired electrode currents and
voltages. By identifying the reference electrode in Eq. 40) and

PE multiplying both sides of this equation by the transposed elec-

V . Rm.i V trode current matrix, the phantom resistance matrix is calcu-
lated by

Rp (s) R,(a = V C [ C",]-,. (41)

V Rm,2 V Sincethephantomresistancematrixhasarankof E - ,
CTiS -the symmetric matrix product C; I made invertible by set

V PM, ting the diagonal entry to I on the row number associated withS 1 e
the selected reference electrode number, thereby allowing the
phantom resistance to be determined. Computation of the phan-

Figure 13. Measurement schematic. tom resistance matrix allows comparison of computed and
ELECTRODE measured resistance for homogeneous conditions.

6.5 CornRutation of Eigerivectors

d = !Oil AG, V AG, VI (37) The phantom resistance and conductance matrices are
11 VI VI VI symmetric and self-adjoint. They are calculated from the ap-

so that plied Walsh pattern excitations and then differentiated to obtain
the distinguishability matrix, D JR, or AG,). The eigenva-

d. :s 11 AG, (38) lues and eigenvectors of the distinguishability matrix are com-
puted by singular value decomposition (SVD as

6.4 Phantom Resistivigy Matrix
D = 'Z VT (42)

The schematic of the electrode system is shown in Fig. 13.
'Me current values of each electrode are measured through a where U and V are orthonormal matrices and is a diagonal
calibrated series resistor. The relationship between the applied matrix whose diagonal entries include the squared eigenvalues
voltages and the currents are expressed by of the distinguishability matrix. The columns of V are the i-

genvectors of D to be -applied as optimal excitation patterns.

V = [R,(cr) + R.] C, (39) The distinguishability matrix defined in Eq. 42) has ei-

where R,(or), R. and C, are the phantom resistance matrix, the genvalues; ranging between a maximum and minimum value,
all being equal or greater than zero as

series resistor transfer impedance matrix (a diagonal matrix
which includes the resistors used for current measurements) A > A > > A2 (43)
and the electrode current matrix, respectively. The data ac- 1 2 E-

quired to reconstructed images is a set of excitation currents of where each sorted eigenvalue corresponds to one of the E - I
electrodes, for P excitation patterns, and their response on the independent excitation patterns (computed eigenvectors of the
E electrodes. The source voltages are known Walsh function distinguishability matrix). These excitation patterns contribute
patterns. Therefore, the relationship between measured elec- to the necessary information with a distinguishability value.
trode voltages and currents is expressed by For example, the excitation pattern corresponding to k, pro-

V = R,(cr) C, (Zw) videsthehighestdistinguishability, andthesecondcorrespond-
ing to A2 provides the second highest distinguishability, and so

From circuit theory, the system of equations is not solvable un- on.

less a reference voltage is introduced. We do this by grounding 6.6 Optimal Excitation Patterns
one electrode obtaining an (E - (E - equation sys-
tem for each excitation. We wish to maximize d in Eq. 29), for a given iaging

system to improve our ability to see small targets in insensitive
If the superscript *" is used to define a reference point in the regions. Tis is accomplished by increasing the voltage differ-
matrices, the calculation of phantom resistance matrix can be ences in Eq. 29) which may be accomplished by increaing the
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current density or electrode area with obvious limitations. A- 6.7 Usine Walsh Excitation Patterns

ternatively, one can excite the phantom in a manner which opti- In general, it is appears desirable that the boundary elec-

mizes the distinguishability by varying the current applied trodes are excited by independent current sources and the re-
around the boundary. This has he effect of forcing more current sponse is measured by a voltmeter on the electrodes[25, 271.

through insensitive regions. The problem is thus reduced to For each target geometry there is an optimal current pattern, re-

finding the optimal conditions to maximize distinguishability. lated to the eigenvectors of the impedance network. When these

Isaacson showed that: eigenvectors are applied as independent current sources for

each electrode, the best distinguishability is achieved. Howev-

d_ = max 1 VW V2U) 11 <_ maxA(AR,) (44) er, this is not practical for high speed systems having framing
J rates of, say I 00 per second for flow imaging,. his is ecause

accurate current sources do not have sufficiently fast response

where the A are eigenvalues of the matrix formed as the differ- time to allow variable amplitude patterns to be applied using

ence between the resistance matrix of the target case and that time scales on the order of microseconds or tens of microse-

of the homogeneous reference case, R,. conds.

Applying this definition to the inequality expression in Eq. 34) To simplify the measurement system and allow our meth-
for current excitation shows that any arbitrary current pattern ods to be directly applicable to high speed systems, we used in-

applied by C, corresponds to a distinguishability value dc dependent voltage patterns by a single voltage source. There-
which is less than the maximum unless the current pattern cho- fore, each excitation pattern is represented by +I and - . One

sen corresponds to the eigenvectors of matrix R,, possibility for these type of independent vectors is the Walsh
functions set. Woo 26) previously reported that the Walsh cur-

rent patterns increase the distinguishability in their experi-
d,, AR, U_1, (45) ments. This is because the Walsh functions include both low

and high frequency spatial variations and correspond to the op-

where A_ = max AR,). timal set for the lowest frequency eigenvectors.

If the number of electrodes is represented by integer pow-
In the case of voltage excitation, the optimal excitation patterns ers of 2 (i.e., E = 2. The applied excitation matrix can be

are the eigenvectors of GP, and maximum distinguishability chosen as the columns of the Walsh-Hadamard matrix H

for voltage excitation patterns are obtained by whose columns are ordered Walsh functions. The Hadamard

matrix is a symmetric E E matrix with H H = 2 1. In the

d,,_ = Z_l = rnaxA(AGd. (46) experiments, only E - I Walsh functions with zero average

are applied to satisfy Kirchhoff's current-

Note that foroptimal excitation, the phantom resistance orcon- 7. SENSITMTY
ductance matrices are required.

7.1 Electrode Modelini!

The specific case originally considered was for current excita- Two types of electrode models are used in the design of the

tion where the L2 norm of he current vector is maintained test phantoms: rod electrodes; plate electrodes. It has been

constant 1 I 1 - ' ,12, is constant). Woo 26], Cheney and found that increasing the current flow in electrical impedance

Isaacson 27], Gisser et al. 28] and Isaacson 25] demonstrated imaging increases the accuracy and sensitivity of the results

collectively for a circular target at the center of a circular field (30-33). Since plate electrodes have significantly more surface

the optimal eigenvectors were sin k and cos k8. Where other area than do rod electrodes, identical current flow will lead to
restrictions apply such as the case where total input current or much higher potential gradients adjacent to the rods han for

perhaps total input power are limited, other eigenvectors maxi- plates. This also exacerbates the insensitivity of the central re-

mize the distinguishability of the central target (c.f. Eyuboglu gion of the phantom relative to regions near the electrodes. Rod

and Pilkington 291). In the former case, for instance, diametri- electrodes can easily be modelled by the FEM as point current

cally opposed current injection gives better results than the ei- injection but numerous small elements immediately adjacent to

genvectors suggested by Isaacson 25] and demonstrated by the electrodes are required to accurately model the sharp gradi-
Gisser et al. 28) whereas Cheney and Isaacson showed with entS.
constant power the differenced between optimal sin and cosine
patterns on the one hand and cross or adjacent patterns on the We model plate electrodes by adding an external domain

other is not great 27). to that in which the conductivity distribution is found (Fig.
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Fig ure 1 5. Co mpahson of rod-electrode sens" to changes in the central conductivity with plate-electrodes. (a) Flod electrode m odel; (b) Plate
electrode model.

electrode of the Plexiglass spacers is negligibly low even compared with

current the liquid in the phantom. Thus, we model the plate electrodes
spacer in the additional layer as admittance elements using approxi-

mately the order of conductivity for the stainless steel and by
shunting the finite element mesh nodes an the plate electrode
geometry as shown in Fig. 14(b). The spacers are similarly
modeledas infinite resistance elements thus having no shunting
conductance elements. The model thus distributes injected cur-

#z rent across the electrode nodes at constant voltage.
finite element domain

(a) 7.2 Sensitivii1y of the Red and Plate Electrode Models

current There are several characteristics to which images are sensi-
tive. These include sensitivity to conductivity changes, sensi-
tivity to the model itself and the type of electrodes which are
used, and sensitivity to changes in the numerical structure in-
cluding such things as the number of elements used to under-
take the computations. These shall be discussed in turn.

7.2.1 Sensitivitytoconductivitychanges.Thevariationofthe

(b) sensitivity with the conductivity of the perturbed element is

Figure 14. Modeling plate electrodes on a finite element mesh: (a) shown in Fig. 15. For small perturbations of the conductivity in
the approximate range of 0 I to IO times the original value, the

finite element discretization, plate electrodes and spacer elements
on the phantom surface; (b) plate electrodes are represented by sensitivity variation is nearly linear. For larger perturbations,
conductance elements shunting FE nodes on plate electrodes. however, the variations bcomes highly nonlinear approaching

a limit value in both increasing or decreasing direction of alao.
This is understandable in view of the ill conditioning of the

14a) The conductivities of the conductance elements in the ex- sensitivity matrix where eigenvalues may differ by
ternal layer are assumed to be known during the inverse solu- six-or-more orders-of-magnitude. This also explains wy the
tion procedure. However, they need to be considered in the for- iterative inverse calculations of conductivity values do not
ward solution. The conductivity value of stainless steel is very converge to their real values for pure insulator or pure
high, in the order of 106 (Qm)-' while the conductivity value conductor targets but, rather, produce contrast ratios (ratios of
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mediaconductivities) whichcanbesignificantlylowerthanthe injected into the model for a given overall potential applied,

true cases. thereby increasing the overall sensitivity still further.

7.2.2 Model sensitivity. Fig. 16. gives a comparison of the 7.2.3 Effects of finite element discreteness. The effects

boundary voltage variations for rod and plate electrodes when element size has also been investigated. Using coarse mesh

the conductivity of the central element in a square, results in a discreteness error in the solution predominantly

homogeneous model is varied by an ordeT-of-magnitude. The because the steep gradients near electrodes are improperly

maximum sensitivity for both models is near the excited modeled. In Fig. 17 the variation of sensitivity on the boundary

electrodes. his is because the potential gradient is highest in is shown as the mesh is refined. The results show that the

these regions. From these and he previous results we can say sensitivity slowly converges to a limit as the mesh is refined for

that the plate electrode model is more than twice as sensitive as the rod electrode model. On the other hand, this convergence

the rod electrode model for single pair electrode excitations. for the plate electrode model is so rapid that using 22 x 22 mesh

Furthermore, since the plate-electrode geometry provides does not yield a significantly different result than that of 33 x 33

much more current injection surface, more current can be mesh.
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8. SUMMARY The sensitivities of two basic geometric models were
compared showing that a model with plate electrodes is signifi-
cantly more sensitive to internal perturbations than one with rod

This paper has summarized he basic electrical impedance electrodes, predominantly due to the reduction in potential gra-

imaging system as an extension of the YWT-algorithrn [5-1 0) dients adjacent to the electrodes and to the ability to inject more

which should be capable of imaging gas-liquid flow systems current with the same potential excitation and medium conduc-

once the necessary electronics is developed. This model in- tivity. Thus the plate--electrode model is expected to povide

volves a finite element approach where the perturbations in ele- much less spurious noise in the computation and clearer
ment conductivity are computed in a manner which iteratively -
yield minimum least-square global error between computed images. We also have demonstrated hat the plate electrode

and measured boundary response to an excitation. We have also model with a 22 x 22 mesh is reasonably converged insofar as

shown that we can calculate the Hessian matrix directly without computed boundary voltage variations are concerned. There

resorting to direct computation of the sensitivity Jacobian, appears to be little reason to include more elements in a plate-
electrode imaging model based on recLangularelements. On the

thereby reducing computational resources by an order of mag- other hand, a rod--electrode geometry has significant changes

nitude. We have shown that tWs global error of the converged occurring as the number of elements is increased even fr a 32
image increases as the 2.5 power of the rms boundary noise lev- x 32 square--element model.
el but even a I% rms error in measurement and smallamounts

of noise yield little distortion in the image. 9. ACKNOWLEDGEMENT
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ABSTRACT linear resolution of more than 30: 1. We will also show exten-
sion of published resolution criteria which indicate a resolution

In this paper we summarize experimental developments of 1 1300 is the maximum which could be approached using the
accomplished in the use of electrical impedance imaging at the methods we describe. Finally, we will demonstrate that our
Rensselaer multiphase imaging laboratory over the past six overall imaging system has the capability of imaging single and
years. Comparisons are provided for images obtained with both multiple, two- and three-dimensional, targets in a homoge-
rod- and plate-electrode geometries demonstrating the superi- neous medium.
ority of the latter. We show in this paper that EIT has the ability
to image multiple, separate, differently-sized, two- and tree- In iterative reconstruction techniques used in this problem
dimensional circular targets with demonstrated linear sensitiv- imaging errors may arise from numerous sources: experimen-
ity of over 30:1 and the absolute limits of resolution to be one tal, numerical, or modeling. Care must be given to each of these
part in 1300. areas since the ability to obtain even a coarse image depends on

1. INTRODUCTION the accuracy to which they are undertaken.

In the first paper in his sequence we summarized the com- Measurement error can come from unsteadiness in the ex-
plete, three-dimensional, finite-element model used to obtain citation source, inaccuracy in measurement of current or volt-
images of one discrete material within a second, homogeneous age, contact impedances, and geometric tolerance error in
medium based on the so-called "YWT-method." We further construction of the phantom and placement of the electrodes.
described a number of innovations included to make this a vi- Numerical error can come from round off, truncation, coarse-
able method for both two- and three-dimensional gas-liquid ness in the element mesh used and computational build-up ef-
phase imaging. We also showed why computational models do fects and can be especially troubling in iterative methods. Pre-
not achieve perfect contrast in the imaging of materials ad ex- cise modelling of the phantom depends on how accurately the
arnined the sensitivity of the numerical model to changes in the actual geometry is modeled, especially for the electrodes mod-
number of elements to show that a plate electrode model is con- eled within the finite element method. Using locally analytical
sidembly superior to a rod-electrode geometry for imaging due methods and higher order approximation functions can signifi-
to its inherently greater sensitivity. Finally, we demonstrated cantly improve the accuracy of the results.
that the resolution of targets could be optimized by choosing
current or voltage distributions which are eigenvectoTs of the previous paper Ref. [I]) described the developments
conductance or resistance matrices respectively. in analytical and numerical modeling which we have undertak-

en to build the overall imaging system. This paper will describe
In this paper, we discuss the experimental methods which theexperimental techniques which we have applied to the prob-

show imaging of differently-sized insulating elements having lem which, in conjunction with the analytical and numerical de-
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measurement system. APC 400 backup power suppty.

velopments described previously, allow us to obtain reasonable Electrodes
quality images in binary media.

2. EXPERIMENTAL METHODS

The block diagram of our static imaging system is shown
in Fig. 1. All experimental functions are controlled by use of a
personal computer. Computations were undertaken using a Sun
Sparcstation networked to the PC's.

The detailed excitation and measurement system is shown
in Fig. 2 Coaxial ables connect all instruments through a fully Tank
guarded matrix switching system to the end of each electrode.
Excitation was provided by a programmed wave-form genera-
tor. A I 0-nV- resolution voltmeter recorded each sample am-
plitude. The photograph in Figure 3 shows the assembly of the
basic system components in a data acquisition cabinet. Phis 200
system provides the voltage and current data to reconstruct the
resistive component of impedance distribution in a phantom. Figure 4. Rod-electrode two-dimensional phantom.

All switches are shielded relays, which are controlled by
TIL-level (Transistor Transistor Logic) signals from the per- 2.1 Phantom DL-j=
sonal computer. Using this switching system, any possible two
or multiple combinations of electrodes can be excited and the A two-dimensional experiment was devised which con-
response on the electrodes is measured. sists of a glass tank 200 x 200 x 335-mm deep (Fig. 4). A uni-
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electro

#trip

3-D electrode

Figure 6 Two-dimensional (top) and three-dimensional (bottom), 335-mm-4ong, 12.7-mm-wide, and 3.2-mm-thick stainless steel plate elec-
trodes used for the square phantoms.

Figure 5. Photograph of the rod-electrode phantom. Figure 7 Photograph of the 16-plate-electrode, 2-dimensional
phantom.

formly-spaced, circumferential array of rod electrodes was
fashioned using tpe 316 stainless steel, 3.17-mm diameter OR M1750��
rods (Figs. 4 and 5). Alternatively, electrodes were fashioned
using type 316 stainless steel plates (Fig. 6. Eithersixteen elec-
trodes each 32 x 25.4 x 335-mm, (Fig 7, or 32 electrodes each
3.2 x 12.7 x 335-mm, (Fig. 8), were uniformly spaced around
the periphery of the phantom, each separated by identically-
sized plastic spacers. In all cases, the electrodes were held in
place by Plexiglass templates top and bottom. Plate--electrodes
for three-dimensional measurements were identical except for
being covered by insulation over the entire length except for a
12.5-mm length centered 150-mm up from the bottom of each
(Fig. 6. Water was utilized as the homogeneous field fluid, be-
ing either distilled or distilled and diluted with small amounts
of tap-water or sodium chloride (NaCI).

2.2 Threets

Test objects, also called targets, of various geometries and Figure 8. Photograph of 32-plate--electrode, 3-D phantom.

conductivities are used in phantoms to control conductivity dis-
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Figure 1 0. xcitation methods: (a) neighboring; (b) linear aray; (c)
opposite; (d) cross; (e) muttireference; (� adaptive.

tribution in order to test, calibrate and develop the EIT imaging
system for binary media. Insulators made of Plexiglass, PVC or

other insulating materials were used as targets in rectangular first harmonic the optimal excitation patterns. Woo 31 reported
and circular shapes of various sizes (Fig 9. that this excitation pattern increased central target distinguish-

ability.

2.3 Excitation Patterns

2.4 Excitation Methods

Isaacson 2] has shown that for each excitation there is an
optimal current pattern, related to the eigenvectors of the im- Producing excitation to the tomographic system must be
pedance network. When these eigencurrents are applied to the undertaken in a manner which allows images to be obtained.
electrodes (sin ke and cos ke for circular geometries), the best Coarse iages may be computed from numerous different ex-
distinguishability is achieved. This requires independently citation patterns; however, the ill-conditioning of the inversion
controlled current sources for each electrode and is not amena- system requires that the system be excited so as to maximize the
ble to rapid imaging of flowing gas-liquid systems (order of overall sensitivity. A poor choice of excitation can destroy the
millisecond frarrdng rates or faster such as being developed at most careful experimental and numerical planing and construc-
Rensselaer). tion.

To simplify the measurement system, we used independent Various collection methods are shown in Fig. 10.
voltage patterns by a single voltage source (IO V maximum) to neighboring method utilizes pairs of adjacent electrodes in all
excite the test apparatus with a spatial Walsh function (:h 1 combinations while measuring voltage on a others. While it
normalized distribution). The Walsh functions have as their produces reasonable sensitivity near electrodes, regions distant
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Table 1. Comparison of different data collection methods in

tenns of their performance Webster 4]. Vpeak

Data collection Current Spatial
method Distribution in Resolution and

the Cross Section Distinguishability -Vpeak TA
i 01K Do

Neighboring Very poor at the Poor T=1/f

method center Figure 1 1. Square pulse-type excitation signal with 50% duty cycle

Linear array High only near the poor except for and measurement at the quarter-wave point to minimize transient
surface depth up to 2 elec- eff ects.

trode spacing

Opposite method Uniform Good tance in coaxial leads and ensure that excitation frequencies are

Cross method Uniform Good in the range where steady excitation can still be assumed. Triax-

Multireference Very uniform Very good ial leads with driven guardsaregencrallyadvised oensureade-
method quacy of signal transmission and measurements.

Adaptive method Very uniform Very good 2.5 Data Excitation and Acquisition

Virtually all impedance tomography systems in use today
are imaged poorly because littlecurrentpasses throughthecen- utilize sinusoidal excitation. Direct rins voltage measurement

tral regions of the phantom. Linear arrays are similar to neigh- folds noise into the averaging process. WW)e frequency locking

boring methods and were used first by geologists interested in methods may be used to eliminate noise effects to achieve typi-

subterranean mineral assay but suffer the same limitations as cal 00 Hz slot noise levels 100-105 dB less than the signal lev-

the neighboring method. The opposite method depicted in Fig el itself. such methods do not lend themselves to high speed

10c also has more unifon-n current density than the neighboring imaging. Rather, we have adopted a phase-4imed method illus-

method and hence etter sensitivity. The cross method utilizes trated in Fig. I . Measurements are taken at the quarter-wave

all combinations of electrode pairs and may be extended to in- Foint as determined by the zero crossover and the frequency.
clude both the opposite method and the adjacentmethod as sub-

sets wherein it provides better matrix conditioning and sensitiv- Typical data acquisition results shown in Fig. 12 utilize a

ity over the entire region than these other methods. running average to obtain accurate data. We improved on this

method in a manner which allows us to obtain steady-state data

The previous methods have sensitivity limited by the avail- within any desired degree of accuracy (based on the calibrated

able current flow through the phantom and is limited if the accuracy of the HP-3458A digital multimeter which is a sec-

source potential is limited. To overcome this difficulty, simulta- ondary standard traceable to NIST standards). Sequential mea-

neous excitation of multiple electrodes as in the multireference surements i, i1, i2... were distributed into two separate

and adaptive methods produces significantly more sensitivity blocks of data, one block holding the even-numbered measure-

because of the increased total current flow which can be espe- ments and the other the odd. After the nil, reading in this mea-

cially useful if the source potential is limited. If the current now surement sequence the relative deviation between the averages
is uniformly distributed, contact impedance effects are mni- of each block, , and a comparison indicator, 7,, are given by

inized. Adaptive methods tailor the peripheral current distribu-

tion so as to maximize the sensitivity throughout the phantom
and 17-

with variable target geometry. Both methods produce very 0.5(X, +

good resolution, the adaptive method being preferred. The vari-

ous methods are summarized in Table 1. Using multiple--elec- where the subscripts n I and n, 2 refer to the average after the

trode methods as we have done requires special considerations nth measurement for blocks I and 2 respectively and where 

in modeling in order to obtain reasonable images. These are de- is the average of the two blocks taken together. We then let v be

scribed in the next section. the number of readings required to obtain e. :5 1 0 -, where r

specifies the desired convergence, with confidence given by the

In all cases, care must be taken to avoid parasitic losses, probability level. Results depend on the overall signal-to-

spurious readings, source saturation due to overload and poor noise level of the system. As seen in Fig. 13, if we desire to

choice of measurement device impedance if an image is to be achieve a measurement convergence to within 10% q) of the

obtained. High speed systems must be mindful of stray capaci- relative standard deviation of the data with a confidence level
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Figure 13. Confidence level for data acquisition. Figure 14 shows that the image reconstruction error er

unit excitation typically decreases by a factor of six as the num-

of 70% (P), we need to acquire I 0 data points v in each block. ber of excitations increases from 16 to 120, the maximum num-

Typical noise levels aIX in our system were between 40 and ber of independent excitations for this 16-electrode phantom.

-60 d in our voltage range of interest. Data were taken in suffi- 'Me plate electrode model has a 40% improvement under simi-

cient numbers to ensure accuracy within part in 1000 relative lar conditions. In practice, the total reconstruction eror in-

to the standard deviation giving overall signal-to-noise levels creases slightly up to 32 excitations then remains relatively

of 70 - 90 db in our eectrode measurements. constant.

2.7 Effect of Liquid Conductivi_q
2.6 Effects of using multiple excitations,

We had anticipated that addition of salts to the water would
An N-electrode model has at most N(N-IY2 linearly inde- degrade the experiment due to contact impedance. Our lack of

pendent excitations possible. Since we use mean-square mini- sensitivity with distilled water, however, required that we look

mization rather than direct algebraic reduction to converge to for an optimum where decreased error due to increased current
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Figure 16. Distinguishabil4applied to the homogeneous case. (a) Eigenvalues of the averaged normalized conductance matrices; (b) Averages
ofeigenvalues of the difference matrixformed by differencing individual conductance matriceswith the averaged conductance matrix for differ-
ent sets of data. e r"2.0; it r--3.0;* r4.0.

0.020 3. RESOLUTION

3.1 Bas*c conuSt

8 Isaacson and Newell and their Rensselaer coworkers
L�u
C CD [2,5-7) developed analytical methods to determine the limits ofC, cocm

resolution (which they termed distinguishability) for circular
2 _*

?- targets located centrally in a circular phantom excited with a
Ca 0.010

current source. They suggested that two conductivities or, and
Cr C) 02 could be resolved from each other in a system having a noise0, M
cm 2 norin of the voltage difference vector for theA level of E if the L

0.005 two cases divided by the norm of the current vector was greater
than this measurement error, e. We extended their suggestion to
our system in Ref. [1] showing that this condition becomes
equivalent to examining the eigenvalues of the matrix formed

1 10 100 1000 by subtracting two conductance matrices. e.g.&,,,,r )q..g
Conductivity mS/crn wheredAh,.,,g are the anticipated variations in the

Figure 15. Liquidconductivityeffectonreconstructionerror. Different eigenvalues of the homogeneous case due to normal exper-
symbols represent different repeatability sets taken over several imental variations. If the eigenvalues indicate that a target
months time. should be distinguishable,, then inability to compute an image

must be due to various errors in the overall analytical/numeri-
flow might, at first, reduce overall error which would then in- cat/experimental design or conduct.
crease due to contact impedance effects. The data in Fig. 15 tak-
en with stainless steel electrodes show that there does not ap- Figure 16 shows two things. First, in (a), we see the varia-
pear to be an optimum although there was a reproducible tion in the eigenvallues of the averaged homogeneous conduc-
localized maximum in reconstruction error near 70 S/cm. We tance matrix itself If differences are taken between any ran-
have no idea of the cause of this effect but now, typically, use dornly-selected conductance matrix and the average of all
conductivity values either in the range near 150-200 l.Ls/cm. conductance matrices, the resulting eigenvalues represent the
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Figure 17. Effect of choice of measurement accuracy on the distin- Figure 18. The eigenvalue decay plots of the sensitivity matriKfordif-

guishabilitythreshold for the 16 plate-electrode phantom. Data rep- ferent sized cylindrical insulator targets placed at the center of he
resent the range of variation in the maximum eigenvalue of the con- 16-electrode plate-eiectrode phantom.
ductivity matrix for the homogeneous case.

distinguishability limits relative to noise in the homogeneous shows that 6-mm circular targets are distinguishable ftom the

system. These variations are shown in (b). homogeneous background but that size discrimination for cir-

cular targets between 6- and 10-mm diameter is difficult. That

Since the homogeneous case has a maximum eigenvalue of is, we can detect the presence but not the size accurately for situ-

approximately 275, and the distinguishability represented by ations where the target diameter is on the order of % of the

the maximum eigenvalue is approximately 00066, the ultimate phantom dimension.

resolution based on the Issacson critefion may approach

approximately 000076 or one part in 1300. What this means is 'Me reason for this lack of discrimination for small targets

than for any target case to be seen above the noise, the maxi- is that as the target gets smaller, not only does the contrast be-

mum eigenvalue must vary from the homogeneous by an tween the homogeneous background and the target diminishes,

amount at least equal to the homogeneous eigenvalue variation but the target image area spreads outover the phantom. This can

shown in Fig. l6b. be seen by examining Figs. 19 and 20 for 88- and I 0-mm diam-

eter targets respectively. The contrast ratio for the former case

ne accuracy to which data are acquired can have a signifi- is near 90: 1 while that for the latter is only in the range f 1A 1.

cant effect on the resolution of a given target. Figure 17 shows

that the distinguishability (maximum G eigenvalue) im- 3.3 Multiple TarZck

proves by approximately one order ofmagnitude as the data ac-

quisition exponent r increases from 20 to 30. Further increase We also need to distinguish between multiple targets. Fig-

has little effect but to increase the data acquisition time. All ure 21 (a) shows distinguishability results for two 25.4--mm di-

image data reported herein were obtained with r 30. ameter targets displaced incrementally by amounts qual to

their diameter. In this case, the reference for each successively

3.2 Centralized Single TargcL-L. separated image is the previous image. That is, distinguishabil-

i ty i s computed for the A G, matri x formed by tald ng the differ-

The worst case is for a small target to be located at the cen- ence between successive incremental separation cases. The ex-

ter of the phantom, in the region of least sensitivity. Figure 18 ception to this is the case where the two targets are touching In
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100, the arget appears to be oblong horizontally, and sghtly indica-

tive of the figure--eight shape of the touching targets.

Z; Similar results are found when the same targets are sepa-
60, rated along the phantom diagonal (Fig. 23). Again the differen-

Cc 0
a> tial eigenvalue variations indicate that we should be able to dis-
> 40,

tinguish the separation of targets by 35.9 mm but can not as seen
-3)

01: 20, in Fig. 23(c) when computed on a 9 x 90 mesh. Some improve-
ment may be obtained by using a 16 x 16 mesh (Fig. 24).

0�
4. TARGET ]IDENTIFICATION

0.75 Based on he results in Fig. 18 we can confidently state that
0.5 two--dimensional targets should be distinguished with a resolu-

0.25 v. L

0 0 tion of six parts in 200. In any case, however, from the results

Figure 19. Relative impedance computed for an 88-mm diameter presented in Fig. 1, the central-target resolution can not be ex-

circulartarget located atthe centerof the 16-plate-electrode phan- pected to exceed one part in 1300. the actual limit of resolution

tom with 190 mS/cm conductivity. Computations were undertaken is expected to be between these values.

on a 9 x 9 mesh. What we do not know at this point is to what extent the ac-

1.5, tual shape of the target can be determined although Figs. 6 and

1.4, 7 of the Ref I paper indicate reasonable determination of shape
for both circular and square targets.

What is needed, and what has not been undertaken pre-

viously, is a quantitative method of using differential discrimi-

nation for target identification. For this we have no fundamen-

tal theory. Rather. it is observed that the sharpness of any given

image varies with the contrast ratio. Targets with either small

size or distant location relative to the electrode boundary will

have low contrast relative to the background. Those with large

size or close proximity to electrodes will have higher contrast.

0.5 From these observations, we suspect that the discrimina-

0 tion level per target, different for each target in any image, will

Figure 20. Relative impedance computed ora 1 0-mm diameter cir- depend on the contrast level. Empirically we thus examined

cular target located at the center oMe 1 6-plate-electrode phantom images topologically for the following qualities:

with 190 VS/cm conductivity. Computations were undertaken on a 0 Find the local maximum of any contour on the relief map

9 x 9 mesh. which is greater than the noise level and identify his as a

target;

this case only, the distinguishability is computed based on the 0 successively examine each successively lowerclosed con-

homogeneous conductance as a reference. tour surrounding the local maximum to determine that

Variations for the touching case duplicate the eigenvalue contour which has identically the same area as the known

variation in the homogeneous case andrepresents the noise lev- target (we choose area since we are interested in material

el as in Fig. 18. These results indicate we should be able to dis- volumes and interfacial areas) and call this contour the

tinguish separation at the 1--diameter level. When the relief plot "best contour;"

of the image computed on a 9 x 9 mesh and shown in Fig. 21 (c) relate the best contour to the contrast level of the local max-
is examined it is seen that the images at I-D separation are still imum.
merged. However, when computed using a 16 x 16 mesh the

targets are clearly separated as seen in the relief plot in Fig. 22. The results are shown in Fig- 25. The top view shows that

Note that the contour plot 9 x 9 mesh) for the case where the the elevation of the best contour is near the top of the relief map

targets are touching shown in part (b) of Fig. 21 indicates that when the contrast is low but diminishes as the contrast in-
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100 Figure 21. Horizontal separation data. (a) Resolution for two cylinddcaltar-
xdt--O. mm gets successively separated in the horizontal-direction inside the two-di-

A d--25.4 mm mensionall6plate--electrodephantombasedoneigenvaluechangefrom
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0 (c) Relief plots of the normalized imped-
ance for two 25.4-mm diameter targets separated

0.75 symmetrically by various distances perpendicular to the
phantom boundary. Data obtained in the 16-plate--electrode phantom

0 with water conductivity of 190 [LS/cm and reduced using a 9 x 9 mesh model.
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shows the results of applying the empirical "best" contour dif-
25.4 mm separation ferential discriminatortodata fordifferentcases. In all cases theZ,

.5 4,
16-plate--clectrode experimental data were computed on a 9 x.

9 mesh basis using computer-adjusted optimized patterns and

empirical differential discrimination based on Fig. 25. The

I 0-mm-diameter image is larger than the actual target whereas

the 88-mm-diameter target is smaller. The 75-mm square tar-

get in Fig. 27 is imaged with rounded comers when in the center

whereas it become misshapen when imaged near the comer.
0

Both locations are depicted with reasonable accuracy. Howev-

er, we already know (i.e., Figs. 6 and 7 of the companion pa-

per) we can get virtually exact images using careful individual

O.U differential filtering. Thus, a better method of correlating

0 0 shapes will have to be determined.

Figure Two 25.4-mm diameter targets at 25.4--mm horizontal 5.2 Multiple Targets

separation computed on a 16 x 16 mesh, otherwise identical to Fig. Figure 28 shows three identical 32.8-mm diameter targets
21.

creases. The second half of this figure shows why. When the in a homogeneous bath showing excellent discrimination and

maximum contrast of any target exceeds the homogeneous by resolution. This is exactly analogous to imaging multiple

a factor of four to five, the best contour remains elatively 5-mm bubbles in a 25.4-mm diameter tube.

constant at a value of approximately 23 times the horrioge- As the overall level of the eiaenvalues diminish, the com-

neous value. Once the maximum contrast for the target drops puted contrast ratio also decreases. We have already seen that

below approximately four times the homogeneous, the best differential discrimination is required where the level depends
contour decreases logarithmically to the homo geneous level as on the contrast ratio (Fig. 25).
target contrast decreases.

Three fairly large circular targets of differing size 25-,

Reference to Figs. 20 and 19 indicates that in the low-con- 32-, and 45-mm diameter) and variable locations, 150,75),

trast region below a level, lower contrast is accompanied by (125,137.5) and 67.5,75) with locations in nun from the lower

broadening of the affected zone (a broader image) relative to left comer of the phantom, were imaged using the empirical

the actual size of the target. This means that a target having a best-filter-level algorithm. The results appear reasonable (Fig.

contrast level greater than five is imaged by a contour near the 29) with both size and location accurately depicted. When three

base while a low-cona-ast contour is imaged by one near the smaller targets are imaged, 6.3-mm diameter in conjunction

peak. The latter is expected to produce a worse representation with targets of 12.7- and 19-mm diameter, the results in Fig.

of the true shape due to the decreasing slope of the elief A 30 also appear to be quite reasonable also with both size and
small error in determining the best contour contrast level can location depicted with reasonable accuracy for all targets.

cause the image shape and/or size to change markedly. Whenthreesquaretar-etsareimaged anddifferentiallyfil-

What is interesting in Fig. 25, is the fact that both two and tered as shown in Fig. 3 , results similar to those for the single
quasi-three-dimensional shapes in both the 2-D and 3-D square target are seen for these individual targets. he comers

phantom fall on roughly the same curve. What is also noted is are rounded but the size and location are reasonably well de-

that the spherical targets behave quite differently as indicated picted.

by the crosses in the figure. It is suggested that this is due to the 5.3 Compaiisons of Effects
shunting effect of the fluid above and below these plainly
three-dimensional targets, making them appear more conduc- It was previously stated that computational requirements

tive than they are in fact. for impedance imaging using these methods are high. We thus
try to use as few computational assets as necessary to obtain the

5. 2-D TARGETS OF DIFFERING SIZE AND/OR basic information required. Much of what has previously been

POSITION shown t demonstrate that electrical impedance imaging is a
potentially useful tool in binary media was computed using a

5.1 Single Thrgets 9 x 9 mesh.

We have already seen the results of single targets of differ- Figure 32 shows the results of duplicating the central-4ar-

ing size at the center of the phantom (Figs. 18-20). Figure 26 get computations using a 16 x 16 mesh and may be directly
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loll X t--O.O mm Figure 23. Diagonal separation data. (a) Eigenvalue decay plot of two cyiindri-
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Figure 24. Two 25.4-mm diameter targets at 35.9-mm separation 0.1 1.0 10.0 100.0

along a diagonal computed on a 16 x 16 mesh, otherwise identical Target Contrast, CV 1
to Fig. 23. 2.6

comparedwithFigs 18,19and2O.Similarly,theresultsforboth 2.4
separation experiments computed on a 16 x 16 mesh are shown M

C� 2.2
in Figs. 33 and 34. These two have direct comparisons in Fgs. 'VSt, co A
21 and 23. Discrimination and contrast level improves in all 2.0

cases, the contrast in the 88-min circular centered target in-

creasing to approximately 270 times the homogeneous values. 1.8

Applying the "best" contour algorithm to these three situa- 2 1.6 A
tions yields results as seen in Figs. 35, 36 and 37. In all cases M 1.4 J

the size, shape and location of the resultant images are reason-

ably accurate. 1.2

Asix-targetcaseis shown inFig 38. In this case the targets I
are cylindrical and located as follows: 25.4 mm, 37.5, 100); 32 1 10 100

mm at locations 75, 50), 162.5, 62.5), 162-5, 125), 112.5, Target Contrast, C M

150); 45 mm, 100,100) respectively. Experimental data were Figure 25. Correlation of differential discrimination level for indMdu-

obtained on the 16-electrode phantom with water conductivity al targets taken from multiple-target images. 0 All 2-D data; * 3-D

of 190 mS/cm. Computed conductivity was 170 mS/cm, II% cftcler data; A 3-D f lask data; X 3-D 60-mm and 11 5-mm sphere
low. data.

For this case where computations were undertaken on a 9
x 9 mesh without optimizing the excitation pattern, the resistiv- it is seen that using computer optimization of the boundary ex-

ity relief and contour maps are sown in Fig. 38. While it is ob- citation patterns better definition is achieved giving results

vious from both maps that the targets exist, and are located at which appear fully equivalent to the unoptin-dzed computations

approximately the con=t position, the contrast at 100 itera- at 100 iterations.

tions is low and the best-contour algorithm can not separate the
targets. The effect of increasing th� number of mesh elements from

9 x. 9 to 16 x. 16 for multiple targets may be seen by comparing

A direct comparison of the effect of the number of itera- the results in Fig. 40 with those in Fig. 3 . In this case the relief

tions is seen by examining the top of Fig. 39 relative to Fig. 38. map has been truncated to show the definition of the lower-

It is seen that the contrast is slightly lower and the give much contrast elements in comparison with the noise in the system.

less definition of the targets at 70 iterations compared with 100. No optirnization of excitation patterns was used in computa-
Furthermore, by comparin a the upper two maps in Fig. 39 with tions for this figure and results are shown at 40 iterations. The

the lower two, both computed to 70 iterations on a 9 x 9 mesh, results show clear definition of all six targets although both size
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(C) (d) Figure 29 Imaging of three dferently sized circular targets located

randomly. (a) Actual location; (b) relief map of dimensionless Resis-

tW, (c) Resistivity contour map; (d) 'Best' contours from Fig. 25-

The actual locations of the six targets is seen to be accurate and

the noise relative to the contrast is negligible. The best contour

algorithm, however, still can not fully distinguish between all

six targets and even picks up one which is spurious as seen in

Fig. 41.
Figure27.The'besf contourfordiffererittargets. (a75-mmsquare
target located at the center, (b) 75-mm square target located at (50, 6. 3-D TARGETS

50). 'Me analytical model is basically a two--dimensional mod-

el due to the assumption that conductivity was constant in the
and location leave something to be desired. Maximum contrast depth direction. Nevertheless, we do have the ability to com-

for this was significantly improved over the 9 x 9 mesh case. pute quasi-three-dimensional situations.

Using computer optimized boundary excitations and car- We located two spheres in a horizontal plane at (50,100)

rying out the computations to 100 iterations on a 16 x 16 mesh, and(150, 100)relativeto thecorneratadepth of 150mmwhen

weachieved theresults inFig. 41. The maximumcontrastratio the liquid depth was 300 mm. The 25.4-mm high exposed por-
has now increased to approximately 32:1 while the contrast of tion of the electrodes (Fig. 6 were centered at the 150-mm

the center element increases from about 5.5:1 to nearly 22: 1. heiehL Calculations for the 16-plate-clectrode, 3-D pantom
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of the three spheres appears close to the actual values. Again,
40 2 the spheres are somewhat misshapen.

A single sphere was located along the vertical centerline of

.19 the phantom. It was placed vertically at seven different Ioca-

tions as shown in Fig. 44(a) spanning the electrode imaging vol-

ume. The lowest two and highest two locations had the surface

of the sphere just tangent with the bottom and top plane of the

measuring volume. Two other locations had the spherejust tan-
Target sizes Locations No fiftering gent with the centerplane of the imaging volume and in one

location the sphere was centered in the imaging volume. The re-
O sults of the imaging of these locations is displayed in Fig. 44(b).

An accurate depiction of the sphere size and locations would re-

sult in an ellipsoidal shape. The actual result is misshapen and

Figure 30. Insulating cylindrical rods the location of the image of the sphere at its lowest location,

of sizes 63,12.7 and 19-mm diame- image and location 1, is not depicted accurately.

ter. 7. SUMMARY
differential filtering

Thispaperdescribes in detail the experimental methods we

have used to obtain electrical impedance images of two- and

three-dimensional insulatin- bodies in a homogeneous con-

T1 T2 ducting field. the experiments describe were designed to test
CD the define the limits of accuracy obtained with reasonable care

N IZs in system design. For extension of existing methods were de-

(D scribed and utilized to determine and demonstrate the resolu-
E T3 tion of objects at the leastsensitive partof the field, termed "dis-

tinguishability." We have demonstrated resolutions of 6 parts in

200 and have shown based on published distinguishability cri-
Actual size and location Unfiltered image teria that the maximum possible resolution is I part in 130-0.

From an experimental viewpoint, we demonstrate the ef-

fects of variable accuracy on images and show that improved

measurement accuracy only improves resolution up to a point

O T3 T2 Figure 31. Imaging of three differ- after which no improvements in our system are gained.

ently-sized, randomly located Results for both two-and three-dimensional targets are in-

square targets. cluded. A "best contour" algorithm was developed and utilized
Differential filtering which allows boundary images of insulating shapes to be deter-

mined with reasonable accuracy. Both two-dimensional and

were undertaken with optimized boundary excitation using 6 quasi-three-dimensional shapes in both the 2-1) and 3-1)

layers above and 6 layers below the central layer, each phantom appeared to correlate together whereas spherical ob-

25.4-mm in thickness on a 9 x 9 element mesh. jects correlated differently. Reasonable results were obtained
for both size and shape of most circular objects for both single

Figure Fig. 42 shows the results obtained. The location of and multiple insulating targets within a homogeneous field.

the spheres is accurately depicted and the size is reasonable al- The exception was the case where small objects were immedi-

though somewhat flattened. Furthermore, thecontrast ratios for ately adjacent to a single large object.

the two spheres as seen in the resistivity relief map arerelatively
low, less than 20. Target contrast relative to homogeneous was found to vary

with arget size and location and contrast ratios below about 41

The A similar experiment was undertaken but with three resulted in spreading of the target response in the feld. Best

spheres located as shown in Fig same experiment was repeated contour levels required to accurately deterudne target area re-

in the 32-plate-electrode phantom with the results as seen in mained approximately constant at a level between 22 and 26

Fig. 43. The contrast ratio is improved and the actual locations times the homogeneous background level as long as the maxi-
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Figure 32. Relief and contour relative Resistivity plots for distinguishability tests on centrallHocated circular targets. Data obtained in the ' !-D,
16-plate-electrode phantom and calculated using boundary optimization on a 16 x 16 mesh.
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Figure 33. Relief and contour plots of relative resistance for separability tests of Fig. 21. Data calculated using boundary optimization on a 16
x 16 mesh.
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Figure 39. Effect of computed excitation pattern optimization on the
six-target case shown in Fig. 38 at 70 iterations (a) not optimized; Figure 41. Six-target pattern shown in Fig. 38 computed with opti-
(b) optimized. mized excitation patterns on a 16 x 16 mesh to 1 00 iterations.
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Figure 43. Image of three 60-mm diameter spheres in the 3-D,
16-plate-electrode phantom computed to 30 iterations on a 9 x 9
element model. Water conductivity 1 000 pS/cm.
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ABSTRACT. Impedance tomography consists in reconstructing the conductivity distribution from
electrical data which characterize the eectrical response of a medium to arbiti-ary excitations. Impedance
tomography is an ill-conditioned problem and designing a tomograph therefore requires the quantitative
knowledge of the sensitivity of the reconstruction to the measurements noise. The numerical conditioning
of an original and accurate algorithm has been studied. This algorithm does not suffer from the
shortcomings already identified in the literature. It is shown that for media encompassing inclusions
which is a typical situation in two-phase flows, the necessary accuracy for the measurements if far
beyond any technological reach. Moreover, within these high requirements for accuracy, some side
effects must be carefully controlled or compensated and relevant procedures are provided. Furthermore.
reconstruction artifacts are shown and they are found to derive from the unavoidable tridimensional
nature of the electric field. For all these reasons. it is concluded that impedance tomography has very low
potentialities as an accurate phase fraction distribution measuring technique in any arbitrary two-phase
flows.

INTRODUCTION

Designing or optimizing industrial equipment such as mixers, separators or chemical
reactors requires 3-dimensional modeling of two-phase flows. Nuclear safety codes are mainly
based on ID which rely on various degrees of fitting on experimental data. There is an
increasing concern on the level of confidence of these procedures and it is therefore necessary
to develop 3D modeling tools which require less equipment specific experimental data.
Studying and developing new 3D multiphase flow models are impeded by the slow progress
of the local velocity and time fraction measuring techniques. To encourage significant
progress in these fields it is therefore necessary to promote the development of tomographic
techniques. These techniques are intended to provide void fraction distribution within a given
volume.

Three-dimensional two-phase flows have no privileged direction and therefore
tomographic techniques are preferred for they do not interact mechanically with the fluids. For
similar obvious reasons, medical imaging techniques such as X-rays computed tomograhy and
magnetic resonance imaging have been developed. Electrical impedance tomography (EIT)
has been developed initially as a cheap alternative to those existing methods. EIT could be in
principle used by physicists as a primary diagnostic tool or for functional imaging. In the later
case. dynamic response is privileged at the expense of the spatial resolution. It is our intention
here, in this study, to examine the feasibility of impedance tomography for two-phase flows

The principles of EIT will be briefly reviewed and the ill-conditioning of the
reconstruction algorithm will be exemplified on selected examples taken from analytical and
numerical studies. Next, an algorithm specially tailored for two-phase flows %will be presented.
It overcomes the difficulties identified on existing methods. The numerical conditioning of
this new algorithm will be studied and the effect of interfacial impedance will be discussed.
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Finallv, the 21) reconstruction method will be tested against synthetic data obtained by
numerical simulation of actual D probes.

PRINCIPLES OF IMPEDANCE TOMOGRAPHY

Impedance tomography is a two-step process. The probe provides the data which
characterize the electrical response of the two-phase medium and in a second step, the
distribution of the electrical properties are reconstructed fTom these data. There exist both
resistive EIT when the fluids are conducting (Jones et al., 1993) or capacitive EIT when the
fluids are insulators and dielectric (see for example Reinecke & Mewes, 1995).

EIT inversion consists in solving an inverse problem. The direct associated problem is the
solution for the electrical potential in a medium of variable conductivity. Both resistive and
capacitive tomography have similar formulations and resistive EIT will be addressed here
with no loss of generality.

Let be a domain of variable conductivity, yx), as shown in figure 1. The electrical
potential results from Ohm's law and the electrical current conservation. Next, let us assume
that the domain is excited b a prescribed potential distribution applied on its boundary. The
direct problem therefore reads:

V.CYVV = 0 XEQ (1)

V(X = �, S) X eaQ (2)

where V is the electrical potential, s is the curvilinear abscissa along c-D and Vs(s) is the
potential prescribed on the boundary. Solving (1) and 2) provides the potential in the domain
and the current distribution on the boundary. According to Ohm's law it is related to the
known potential by:

j, S =a Z.�'M (3)
an

where n is the unit vector normal to the boundary and pointing outward.

For any given excitation �, there exists a boundary current densityj,. By solving (1) and
(2), it is therefore possible to find js for any given Vs. Let A be this operator. It therefore
reads:

A VS) A(,) jS). (4)

A characterizes entirely the electrical behavior of the medium. Moreover, when the
medium bears electrodes, as shown in figure 2 then the direct problem is of mixed type: the
electrical potential is imposed on the electrodes whereas the current is set to zero between
them. Peytraud 1995) has shown that for given values of the electrode excitation voltages V
solution of (1) provides the currents traversing each of the electrodes I. The electrical
behavior of the medium in this case is characterized by the admittance matrix of the probe
Y(cr). This reads:

V(V, 'P�, V J�) y(c) I01,12 13 1n (5)

Impedance tomography consists merely in finding cr when A or in practical cases Y are
know. It can moreover be shown that A and Y are symmetrical from which it results that the
admittance matrix of a n-electrode probe has only n(n - ) 2 independent coefficients. This
latter quantity is therefore the maximum number of parameter characterizing the conductivity
distribution that can be determined from the data if under-determination is not allowed.
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THE INVERSE PROBLEM CONDITIONING

Andersen et Bernsten 1988) have shown that the direct problem (1) and 2 has an
analytical solution when the domain is circular and the conductivity distribution has a
cylindrical symmetry (cr (r) ). The solution is obtained by the separation of variables
technique and provides an analytical solution for the inverse problem in the particular case of
a conductivity distribution in the form of a polynomial in r. Moreover, Seagar & Bates (I 985)
have shown there exist analytical solutions for piecewise constant conductivity distributions
in the same circular geometry.

Andersen Bernsten (I 98 8) have shown it was impossible to determine the conductivity
in the center of a cylinder from the data and therefore, according to these authors, this was
considered as the origin of the ill-conditioning of the problem. The method of solution is
based on a Legendre polynomial expansion and these authors have clearly shown that the
noise sensitivity dramatically increases with the increase of the number of terms in the
expansion which is related to the increase of the spatial resolution.

Figure 3 shows reconstructed conductivity distributions. The unknown medium consisted
in a piecewise circular domain with only 15 concentric rings (b). The data are simulated by
solving exactly the direct problem and are afterward degraded by adding several different
amount of noise. Figure 3c shows that even if the noise level is extremely small, such as 10 ,
the reconstructed distribution is significantly different from the oginal. It must be however
noticed that the quality of the reconstructed parameters repains acceptable close to the
domain boundary. When the noise level increases up to 10 the degradation of the result
quality becomes obvious. These results seems surprising and are unfortunately very easy to
reproduce and this is, in our opinion, a significant warning on the inherently ill-conditioned
nature of the problem.

Bernsten et al. 1991) have also extended their linearized solution to the case of arbitrary
conductivity distributions in a cylinder. The conductivity distribution is now given as a double
series expansion according to:

n."', /Jim
cr c;,, (r)e o a,, (r) 4,,., P., (r) (6)

".0 N8.0

where N is the number of azimuthal harmonics and M is the degree of the radial expansion.
Figure 4a shows the original conductivity distribution to be reconstructed. It is a typical
example of two-phase flow situations where conductivity varies discontinuously across
interfaces. Form the figures 3b to 3d, it is clear that the more terms in 6), the worse the
reconstruction quality and the larger the unrealistic oscillations.of the solution.

Seagar & Bates 1985) provide a different solution method based on the scheme of the
media consisting in series of inclusions embedded in a continuous medium. This technique
exemplifies what could be dubbed a size-conductivity abiguity: the data precision necessary
to reconstruct accurately both size and conductivity of an inclusion is several orders of
magnitude larger than that required for getting only one quantity when the other is known.
This behavior is a typical of ill-conditioned problems.

Finally, these results are confirmed by numerical studies of Yorkey 1986) who solved
the inverse problem by the finite element method. This author identified clearly the
tremendous sensitivity to noise of his solution. By using the singular value decomposition,
Yorkey shows, that the most sensitive elements are located close to the boundaries whereas
the sensitivity of central elements is very small, the ratio between these sensibilities being
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-6typically as small as 10 f Moreover, using finite element methods for piecewise constant
conductivity media is a questionable procedure as shown by the results of Jones et aL 1993).
These authors experienced strong difficulties for reconstructing discontinuous distributions
when discontinuities do not fit the element pattern (figure 5).

Finally, Peytraud 1995) issued from this review the following recommendations for his
own work.

• A thorough study of the inversion algorithm is necessary to determine the necessary level
of accuracy of the data. This is the key point for the design of an impedance tomograph for
two-phase flows. The reason is that two-phase flows being a dynamic situation, it is
necessary to get the data in a short time slice to avoid artifacts. Fast data acquisition
necessarily conflicts with accuracy and the best compromise cannot be found if the
precision issue is left unaddressed.

• Owing to the well identified ill conditioning of the problem and to the limited amount of
information that can be extracted from the data, Peytraud 1995) recommends to utilize the
boundary element method which accounts exactly for all the known specific features of
two-phase flows such as the piecewise constant and discontinuous nature of the
conductivity distribution. This method overcomes most of the identified drawbacks of
existing methods.

TWO-DIMENSIONAL RECONSTRUCTION ALOGORITHM

The unknown medium is now considered as consisting of two phases of different constant
and uniform electrical conductivity within each phase. The conductivity distribution will be
schernatized as a set of inclusions of conductivity a k embedded in a continuous phase of
conductivity c (figure 6.

In this frame, the electrical potential is a harmonic function in each domain and the
voltage and normal component of the current density are continuous across the interfaces.

The boundary element method is well suited for these discontinuous problems and yields
a precise numerical solution algorithm of the direct problem. The method is based on a
transformation of the field equations into an integral equation to be solved on the domain
boundary. A general overview of these methods can be found in Brebbia & Dominguez
(I 992) whereas many practical problems find their solution in much earlier works on potential
flow such as those of Hess Smith 1967).

Integral equation method for Laplace equation

The implementation of the boundary element method (BEM) is easy to exemplify on a
Dinchlet problem. Extending this method to Neumann or mixed type problems is
straightforward (Brebbia & Dominguez, 1992). Let us now consider the following inner
Dirichlet problem for the electrical potential V-

V2 V = X EQ

V = VS X) X EaQ (7)

The solution of this problem is easier if a Green fction of the operator is known.
Usually, the Green's function of the Drichlet problem with homogeneous boundary
conditions at infinity is available analytically. It is defined by the following problem:

V2 G = (x - x)

limG(xx' = (8)
X_=
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G simply represents here the potential generated in x by a source point located in x. This
function is known for both 2D and 3D problems. By using the Green's theorem and analyzing
the continuity of the integrals, it is finally obtained:

V(X) X EQ aG av

1/2 V(x) X E0 f V an - G i n) dS' (9)
0 OQuffl Sri

The first line of 9) means the value of the potential in the domain depends only on the
values of two specific functions on the boundary, V(s) and aVlan. The reduction of the
dimension of the problem by I results from this identity. The second equation in 9) gives the
explicitly the relation between the potential and the current on the boundary. In the case of the
addressed Dirichlet problem, the current density, , is merely the solution of the following
Fredholm equation of first kind:

fV x,) IG x x)dS,_ I')G(x, x)dS'= - (x) (I )
fJ(X an 2SD SD

This equation provides the explicit relationship between the excitation potential on the
boundary and the resulting currents. This is very precisely what was sought for. It is
remarkable that the integral equation method provides this results without actually solving for
the potential in the domain which could be calculated later if needed by using 9). Equation
(IO) supports our earlier statement on the appropriateness of the BEM for the direct problem
of impedance tomography.

Boundary element solution of the direct problem
The direct problem of impedance tomography consists in calculating the currents

collected on electrodes as a result of an arbitrary voltage distribution applied on then (see
equation 5) and for any given inclusions distribution. As stated earlier and shown in figure 6,
the computation domain consists of a continuous medium of conductivity a where inclusions
of conductivity a, are embedded. Te integral equation of the direct problem is derived by
utilizing the Green's equations 9) relative to the domain the boundary of which consists of
C and C, and those relative to each inclusion f2k. These identities are linearly combined. The
coefficients of the combination are simply the conductivity of each domain. This combination
produces integrals on C, of the difference of current density on each side of the inner
boundaries. By simply accounting for the continuity of the potential and the normal current
density, these integrals vanish and the following equation is obtained:

1/2 c V xeC
aG VaG

a V X rM = a V _ GaV�S+J:(CT-CrkJ =:-dS (I )
ak CT f ( an an k an

V X C Ck C Ck

2

Seagar & Bates (I 98 5) have solved this equation by expanding the unknown potential and
current distribution on an appropriate base of orthogonal functions. Next, the integral equation
(1 1) has been projected on this base and an infinite set of linear equations in the unknown
coefficients of the expansions results. Its solution is approached by truncating and solving
numerically. Unfortunately, in our case, the boundary C consists of alternating electrodes and
insulating walls and is therefore of mixed type. The series expansion method is poorly
convergent in these situations. This can be understood by considering that in a medium with
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no inclusion, Seagar and Bates method is identical to the separation of variables technique.
The analytical (closed form) solution of some of these problems is available and the behavior
of the solution at the edge of the electrodes is well known: the potential and the stream
function are finite however theirvarlations are not bounded. This slight singularity imposes a
low convergence rate to the separation of ariables expansion (module decreasing as l1n).
This situation is not numericaliv efficient and the boundary element method has been finally
selected to solve the direct problem.

The BEM solution of (I 1) consists in solving the integral equation by a collocation
method. In this method collocation points. x,. are located on the boundaries C et Ck. Next, the
integrals are calculated by approximating the boundary by a polygonal contour (elements) and
by assuming the uknown functions. Vet j remain constant on each element. It is usual to
select one collocation point per element and to choose the center of the element A, as the
collocation point. Then the discrete values of the potential, J�, and those of the current density
are related linearly by the follo% Ing equation:

1/2cy� X, C-C
(12)

1/2(a, a)V X, E( ,
I I " et A:

where H, and G are mere constants which only depend on the choice of the elements. This
constants have closed form expressions (Hess et Smith, 1967, Peytraud, 1995) in the case of
rect I''near elements in 2D and planar elements limited by a polygonal boundary in 3D:

fG(., (13)
H, f'�(x,.x)dx Gq x)dx

Equation 12 relates the discrete values of V etj on the probe boundary and those of Von
the inner inclusion boundary. The potential is known on the electrodes, the current density is
known (zero) on the gap between electrodes. By solving 12) the missing data is obtained. It
consists of the potential values on the inclusion boundary and the insulated portions of the
probe and the current density on the electrodes from which the current is calculated by a mere
integration.

With a few hundred elements a very good accuracy is obtained. Comparisons of BEM
solutions to analytic closed form solutions of selected mixed type problems. Peytraud 1995)
have shown in the case of a 4 electrode probe and a homogeneous medium that the
discrepancies were less than 10' with only 400 elements. Higher order elements do exist
(Brebbia and Dominguez, 1992) to solve (I 1), however the quality of the results obtained with
the simpler elements advocates for the simpler numerical scheme. Moreover, it is not proved
that the benefits of higher order elements overpass the increase in the difficulties which results
from using them with mixed tpe boundary conditions.

Solution algorithm of the inverse problem

The final result of the direct problem is the admittance matrix of the medium Let us
now describe each inclusion by 3 parameters. Let (Xklyk) be the coordinates of the h
inclusion center whereas ak is its radius. These parameters characterize the medium and are
renamed qk when used collectively. The reconstruction can be regarded as on optimization
problem where the cost function is defined by:
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E 2(q, (Y, q, too (14)

where the qk to be found minimize E. This problem is simply solved by Newton-Raphson
iterations. First an initial guess of the q is given and data on the medium or synthetic
simulated data are provided in the form of the (( measured )) admittance matrix Y. It can be
easily shown that the following set of equation provides iteratively the mnimum of E,

ay, ay, 1(oqk aq1 k =J ay 1W - 10 (15)
J I aq,

where the Aq, are corrections to the previous estimates of the parameters to be found q,, and
is the admittance matrix corresponding to the parameters qO. The sensitivity to noise of

the reconstruction is analyzed by studying the condition number of the left hand side matrix of
(15).

Calculating the coefficients of (I 5) requires that of the sensitivities of the solution to the
variations of the medium parameters. Rough estimates can be obtained by finite differencing
the solution of the direct problem with respect to one of the parameters q, his method is
time consuming for it requires 3N+I direct calculations per Newton-Raphson iteration. A
much faster method is proposed which only requires little extra calculation when the solution
of the direct problem is known.

SensitivityCaJCU12tion by a regu]2r perturb2fiMmethod

The sensitivity of the direct problem to the variations of inclusion k can be found by
considering a direct problem set on a slightly distorted inclusion, the boundary of which is Y,:,
described as:

r =a. + ef W (16)

where r is the radial coordinate with respect to the inclusion center and s is the curvilinear
abscissa along the undistorted inclusion boundary. According to the regular perturbation
method, the solution of the direct problem is sought for in the following form:

V= V +V, O(C 2 (17)

where obviously:

VI = aVLO (18)

It can be shown that V, is the solution of a direct problem similar to that of V. which is
the solution of the direct problem on the undistorted geometry (already known). It is easy to
show that the first order problem has the same boundaries and the same type of boundary
conditions as that of the order problem. The only difference is that they are homogeneous
everywhere except on inclusion k where the no current condition is replaced by:

av = a f ao (I 9)
an as as

Equation ( 9 generalizes a result already presented by Lemonnier & Peytraud (I 995) for the
particular case of circular inclusions. By choosing appropriatelyf, the following sensitivities
can be obtained:



f VI = av
aak

= os(o) ) VI = 5V (20)
aXk

f = sin(�) ) VI = av
0�Yk

A drastic computation volume reduction can be obtained if the following is now
considered. The two orders yields the same linear discretized operator and therefore the order
0 problem must be solved by a LU decomposition. The solution of the order I problem only
requires evaluating the right hand side of the discretized problem according to the new
boundary condition (I 9. There is therefore no need to calculate new coefficients G or H or
any new solution of 12) as it would have been the case if the finite difference method had
been preferred.

Practical implementation of the algorithm

The exact number of inclusions is not known when the calculation starts. A possible
technique used by Peytraud 1995) consists is starting the inverse problem with the mximum
number of inclusions consistent with the number of independent data of the admittance
matrix. Knowing that each inclusion is described by 3 parameters this maximum number, 1 is
related to the number of electrodes by:

31 n(n - 1) 2 (21)

The initial inclusion size has been chosen small relative to the pipe radius (radius equal to
.05 time probe or pipe radius) and they are randomly distributed. When the radius of an
inclusion constantly decreases along the iterations, it is simply removed. The number of
calculated inclusions therefore adapts itself to the demand. For all the calculations 6 shown
hereafter, the iterations are stopped when the norm of the corrections is smaller that 10

NOISE AND RECONSTRUCTION

Figure 7 shows 4 reconstructions attempts of an original media consisting of 6 inclusions.
The tomographic probe has electrodes of equal length and the cumulated perimeter of the
electrodes is half the pipe perimeter. The data has been first simulated and the reconstruction
has been performed by using the presented algorithm.

Pevtraud 1995) has used the Marquadt 1963) algorithm to enforce the convergence
towards a local minimum of the cost function, E. However, even when this regularization
procedure is not used, the mere Newton-Raphson method converges quite often as shown in
figure 7 starting from random initial configurations 2 calculations out of 4 have converged
towards the actual solution. It must be noted that when the calculation converges towards the
actual solution, the cost function is whereas it remains of order 10-2 when a local minimum
of E is reached (I 4. The value of the cost function when the convergence of the calculation is
reached therefore represents the only likelihood criterion for estimating the quality of the
results.

Next. reconstructions have been performed on noisy data. Noise of known amplitude has
been added to the coefficients of the admittance matrix ) simulated by a direct calculation:

Y" = Y" + e X((O) (22)

where E: is the noise amplitude and xco) is a random variable of equally distributed probability
between -1 and 1. Figure shows that the reconstruction quality deteriorates progressively
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with the increase of the noise level. The number of inclusions is correctly selected by the
algorithm and the reconstruction is therefore quantitatively correct. It must be mentioned
however that the cost function value increases roughly proportionally to the noise level. Even
for a noise level as small as 10' (figure 8d ), the reconstruction is correct though the cost
function has values similar to that of figures 7c or 7d where the reconstruction was incorrect.
It is clear that noise does not hamper reconstruction and this proves our algorithm is efficient.
However, noise hinders objective utilization of the cost function as a discrimination criterion
for the quality of the reconstruction. Therefore, if the data uncertainty cannot be assessed and
certified no objective quality index exists which could discriminate a wrong reconstruction
(figure 7c and 7d) from a noisy however correct reconstruction (figure 8b, 8c and 8d). The
precision issue is therefore the key pin to reconstruction.

NUMERICAL CONDITIONING OF THE ALGORITHM

The numerical conditioning of the algorithm depends on the condition number of the
linear operator in (I 5).

Ulk = ay, ay, (23)
,5q, aq I

where the summation is performed on all the components of The condition number is also
equal to the product of the norm of the matrix and its inverse. It is also related to its the
eigenvalues by:

k(U) _"JJUJJJJU- 1 1 /k, (24)

where the eigenvalues are ranked by decreasing module. The condition number helps in
finding an over-estimate of the relative uncertainty on the solution of any set of linear
equations x which results from the uncertainty of the right hand side b. It can be shown it is an
increasing function of the condition number kA):

Ax = 9 11A X11 < k(A) 11A b1l (25)
1*11 - JJbJJ

Peytraud 1995) provides numerical estimates of the condition number for various
simulation conditions. This author next estimates the necessary precision on the data to reach
a given accuracy on the reconstructed media. This accuracy is directly proportional to the
level of uncertainty accepted on position and size of the reconstructed inclusions. Table I
indicates data accuracy necessary for reconstructing the inclusion parameters q, with %
accuracy (the pipe radius being the reference_length). It can be seen in this table that 3
inclusions require an averaged precision of 10 6 which can only be reached with precision
measurement bdges in static conditions only! Condition numbers increase tremendously
with the number of inclusions so that reconstructing accurately realistic multi-inclusion media
is beyond technological reach.

INTERFACIAL IMPEDANCE EFFECTS

Interfacial impedance is a well known effect in medical impedance imaging. It also exists
in fluid systems where it is confined to the strict vicinity of the electrodes. The potential
actually applied to the medium is therefore different from the electrode excitation potential.
This phenomenon results from various mechanisms such as the charge transfer from ions to
the electrodes which is a phenomenon with definite dynamics and which requires an finite
amount of activation energy. These reactions may be hindered by molecular diffusion or even
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modified bv reactions in the bulk of the liquid. Interfacial impedance moreover depends on
electrode roughness at the microscopic scale.

Interfacial impedance for the stainless steel water pair decreases with the excitation
current ftequencv as oc f-'2 and has comparable real and imaginary parts. It can be considered
as an additional impedance in series with the bulk impedance of the two-phase medium.
Peytraud 1995) characterized these phenomena on an actual probe where it has been shown
that significant effects are present when the frequency ranges from 100 Hz to 10 kHz. This
frequency range is typical in operating impedance void meters and at the lower bound of the
frequency, I 0 Hz, the interfacial impedance is % of the total measured impedance.

When characterized experimentally, interfacial impedance can be included in the
mathematical model of the probe. The Dirichlet condition on the electrodes is merely replaced
by the following mixed condition:

eV
V+z-= V (X) (26)

an
where z is a non dimensional interfacial impedance (Peytraud, 1995) which is the ratio of
interface to some bulk impedance and V is the prescribed electrode potential. When z is set to
zero, the electrode is regarded as perfect.

To exemplify the effect of neglecting interfacial impedance on the reconstruction, data
have been simulated with a certain value of the interfacial impedance (z) whereas the
electrodes are considered as perfect for the reconstruction. Sample reconstructions are shown
in figure 9 where interfacial impedance seems to produce effects similar to noise.

For the smallest values of z reconstructed media are quantitatively good, the cost function
being however non zero. Similarly to the effect of noise, it is noted that the minimum of the
cost function is proportional to z. Furthermore, when the impedance increases, reconstruction
quality may also deteriorate.

The difference with the effect of the noise is that that of the interfacial impedance is
systematic. Neglecting interfacial impedance overestimates all the measured impedances and
the algorithm therefore over-estimates the void fraction. In some reconstructions, new
inclusions appear or existing ones are found larger or closer to the boundary. These latter
distortions increase the weight of the inclusions on impedance.

An other unexpected source of uncertainty has been identified on the experimental probe
investigated by Peytraud 1995) A circular probe with n electrodes, Ml of liquid is expected
to be invariant by a rotation of 2t / n. On an actual probe with 4 electrodes with a diameter of
IO cm and electrodes thickness of I cm filled with tap water, violations of symmetry as high
as 50 for an impedance of 4.15 kQ have been measured. These differences, probably result
from different microscopic surface properties since geometric symmetry is guaranteed at this
level of uncertainty 1%). These differences can not be left unaddressed since they introduce a
systematic bias in the reconstruction. The only consistent attitude is to identify the exact probe
model (interfacial impedances and actual electrode dimensions and location) through selected
experiments in single-phase. When the actual position of the electrodes and the actual value of
the interfacial impedance are known, they must be included in the model and later
reconstructions may ftilly account these identified phenomena. In our opinion this line of
modeling should be preferred to any a proiri normalization of the data.
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RECONSTRUCTION OF REALISTIC DATA

3D BEM has been used to optimize the electrodes size, in particular guard electrodes, and
to simulate actual probe data.

Reconstructing of realistic (3D) data has not been presented to out knowledge. Most of
the time, 2D algorithms are validated by utilizing 2D simulated data obtained with the
solution procedure which is iteratively used for the reconstruction. This procedure do not
provide a fair assessment of the reconstruction algorithms.

Figure 10 shows that reconstructed inclusions are always smaller that their actual size in
the measuring volume of the probe. Even with optimized guard electrodes, it is necessary to
have very elongated inclusions in order to obtain agreement between reconstructed and actual
inclusion sizes. Moreover, when inclusion are out of the measuring volume, 21) reconstruction
still produces an inclusion which persists long after the inclusion leaves the measuring zone.
The persistence of this artifact is longer the more elongated the inclusion.

These two effects are several order of magnitude larger than all the already identified
effects here and should definitely advocate against the use of 2D impedance tomography as a
precise void fraction distribution method in two-phase flows.

CONCLUSIONS

The EIT inversion algorithm presented here is particularly well suited to the particular
features of impedance reconstruction in two-phase flow since all known information on the
media are utilized and that the piecewise nature of the conductivity distribution is accounted
for exactly. Moreover, schernatizing the media as a set of inclusions embedded in a
continuous medium regularizes the inverse problem and provides a robust inversion
algorithm.

In spite of all these precautions and of the shown efficiency of the numerical algorithm in
handling noisy data, the ill conditioning of the problem has nevertheless unavoidable bad
consequences: even if the inversion algorithm reconstructs correctly noisy data, the minimum
value of the cost function depends directly on the noise level so that the cost ftinction can no
longer be used as a quality index of the reconstruction.

Moreover, it has been shown that interfacial impedance may generate artifacts and
requires careful calibration procedures. In actual systems, surface impedance evolves
constantly and recalibration is a real problem. Finally, when 2D algorithm are utilized to
reconstruct actual data, strong _3 )D artifacts are identified.

For all these reasons it does not seem reasonable to suggest further development of
impedance imaging for accurately measuring void fraction distributions in arbitrary two-phase
flow conditions. Impedance tomography has however a well defined potential for qualitative
analysis and the presented algorithm which is not limited to 2D provides a fast solution to the
inverse problem.
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inclusion number 1 2 3 4 5 8

k(n I 2 1 2 1 3 1 4 1 05 06

I A I 0_5 I 0-6 10,8 10-9 lo- I I

Table 1: Averaged values of the condition number kLO and 'values of the necessary precision
(TI, ) for reconstructing a medium with parameters accuracy of I% as a function of the number
of inclusions.
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Figure I Schernatized description of the domain ), the conductivity of which is a x)
For the derivation of the direct problem associated to resistive impedance
tomography.
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Figure 2 Scheme of a probe bearing n excitation-measurement electrodes (bold).
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Figure 3 Reconstructed conductl% HN distributions for an axisymmetric media after Seagar
& Bates 1985). Original niedium (b) is incorrectly reconstructed even when the
data is slightly nolsed c). Reconstruction become wrong when the noise level
increases (d).
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Figure 4 2D conductivity reconstructions (a) after et aL 1991) algorithm. The quality of
the reconstruction decreases when the number of terms of the reconstruction
increases (b to d). (a) is the original and the oscillations of the reconstructed
increases with the reconstruction potential resolution (b to d).
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Figure 6 Definition of the direct problem domain to be utilized with the integral equation
method.
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Figure 7: Reconstruction attempts with simulated data (8 electrode probe). The continuous
line contours are e rconstructed inclusions, vertically hatched areas are the
initial guesses whereas the obliquely hatched areas is the medium to be found.
On the ri-ht side ofeach graph is plotted minus the loglo of the cost function as a
function of the iteration number. In the four presented cases the algorithm
converges since te odule of the parameter corrections ( V tend towards zero.
In the two top figures. tile algorithm converges toward the absolute minimum of
the cost function snc te cost function (0) also tends to zero.
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Figure Reconstructions of nolsy data (see caption of figure 7 for symbol meaning).
noise level decreases from (a) to (d). It is noticeable that the quality of the
reconstructed inclusion distributions is good. however, the cost function (0 do
not tend towards zero but rather towards a value proportional to the noise level
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Figure 9 Reconstruction attempts with data encompassing interfacial impedance
simulation. Reconstruction do not account for these effects (see caption of figure
7 for symbol meaning). Interfacial impedance magnitude z decreases from (a) to
(d). Reconstruction is correct for the lower values of z and over-estimates

systematically the averaged void fraction by creating artifacts. The cost function

(0) do not tend towards zero but rather towards a value proportional to the

interfacial impedance (z).
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Figure 10 3D effects on 2D reconstruction algorithms. The reconstructions are atempted
with 3D simulation data whereas reconstruction is 2D. The actual 3D probe is
filled with liquid where is embedded a cylindrical non conducting inclusion. he
inclusion is centered on the probe axis, its length is h, its radius is R,,,. and its
center of gravity is located a the elevation z with respect to the top-bottorn
symmetry plane of the probe. Guar electrode height is G. measuring electrode
height is 2M.
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ABSTRACT

The high resolution which can be obtained by computer assisted tomography is used to investigate

the liquid distribution and void fimction in random and structured pacidng. With a spatial resolution

of 0.4xO.4mrn2 it is possible even to detect thin liquid films on structured pacidngs. The experimental

set-up consists of a custom-built second generation tomography The imaged object consists of a

column filled with either a random ceramic packing of sphei-res or a structured metal packing. lle

liquid and void fi-action distribution in random and structured pacIdngs with a quiescent gaseous

phase is vsited. The water/air system is used. The liquid distributor consists of a perforated plate.

The experimental hold-up values averaged over the column cross-section are in good agreement with

empirical equations.

I RCMODUCrION

In many chemical engineering applications random and structured pacidngs are used to enhance the

heat and mass transfer between two phases. These pacIdngs are used to obtain a high specific

interfiLcial area to iprove heat and mass trader. They are in contact with co- and countercurrent

flow of liquid and gas. As random pacldngs spheres, cylinders or more complex bodies are used.

They can consist of ceramic, polyolifiens, metal or carbon. The distribution of the packing elements

inside the column is random. This also results in a random distribution of the void fimction, which

influences the liquid distribution in the packing. Unlike the random pacldngs structured packings

offer a regular istribution of the void fraction. Because of tes the liquid and gas flow in the pacldng

is more homogeneous. The pacidngs used can consist of folded metal.

Tomographic measurement techniques for process engineering applications have become increasingly

popular. The aim of tomographic measurement is to get information on the distribution of the
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physical properties inside the measurement plane. Originally X-ray tomography has been invented for

medical purposes as described by Hounsfield [1]. The advantage of these techniques is the non-

intrusiveness of the measurement inside thereactor. Lately, X-ray techniques have become more

popular for usage with multiphase systems. Kantzas 2] and Lutran etal 3 are using a medical CT

for the investigation of liquid distribution and holdups in trickle or fluidized beds. Toye era. 4 is

using a custom built CT for investigations on the liquid distribution of random packing.

Ikeda et. aL [5] discussed the problem of density fluctuation of two-phase flow on the reconstruction.

He confirmed that multiphase "cm with a quasi-stationary character can be imaged using tis

technique. Most of the CT-systems used for investigations on multi-phase flows are in their timeal

resolution limited due to the energy of the penetrating photons observed for X-ray sources. Using

CT- systems of the fourth generation (electron beam tomography) it is possible to achieve a time

resolution in the order of 5 mliseconds. Peschman efal. 6] describes such a system and discusses

the applicability for technical use. Such a system. offers a good time resolution even for unsteady

flow conditions, but suffers from the low energy obtained from the x-ray generator.

2 X-RAY-TOMOGRAPHY

The actual tomographic measurement of any given property distribution can be subdivided into two

individual processes. This is schematically shown in Figgre 1. In Figure I the abstract measurement

chain is depicted schematically. It consists of the measurement of the integral property and the

calculation of the local. property from the integral values. These different steps are also

distinguishable from the true physical measurement chain depicted in Figgre lb. It consist of the

sensor, the measurement device and the ronstruction A good survey of technical aspects and

reconstruction techniques is given by Ter-Pogssian eLal 7] as well as Herman [8]. The measurement

process can be schematically described as shown in Figgre 2 The tornographic; measurement process

requires the knowledge of some integral property of the unknown property distribution f(XY,,Z, 1).

This is generated by integrating the property distribution in the measurement plane along known

paths s-

ff(XYZ,)&.
S(t-e�z)

The obtained integral measurement value <Djx, e) is linearly independent if the linear and angular

coordinates and e, respectively, are different Actually for the angular coordinate the limitation is
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7r but this is insignificant for the sake of the argument). Given a circular measurement plane which is

convergent for most applications, the number of linearly independent measurements taken is given by

the size of the discredzation of the detector and the number of views taken for different angles e.

X-ray Computed Tomography uses the interaction of high energetic radiation with atter as physical

measurement principle. The radiation is weakened by the interaction with the matter. Weakening is

dependent from the thickness d of the material and the linear attenuation coefficient g. The linear

attenuation coefficient itself is dependent on the energy of the radiation. ne intensity of the

weakened X-ray I is given by Beer's law-

I = 10 e-Od. (2)

In equation 2) lo is the intensity of the non-weakened radiation. Equation 2 oy applies to

monochromatic radiation. For polychromatic radiation the dependence of the absorption coefficient

on the radiation energy has to be considered. A complete set of integral measurement values for one

angle is called a projection. For real tomography the projections can be obtained in two different

ways:

• the integral measurement values are sampled in a parallel beam geometry,

• the integral measurement values are sampled in a fiLn beam geometry.

For the reconstruction of tomographic images, the ftered backprojection is mostly employed. It is

applicable for the reconstruction for fidl data problems where a sufficient number of projections are

obtained. This technique is described by Brooks and di Chiro 9] as well as Kak and Slaney [10].

Backprojection can be thought of as reversing the data collection process. Each smple within a

given projection represents the fizctional transmittance of a narrow bearn of X-rays through the

object, which is assumed to be sufficiently well approximated by small, discrete pixels of constant

attenuation. During backprojektion the value of each sample in the profile is numerically added to all

of the image pixels, that participated in the attenuation process for that sample. Conceptually,

backprojection can be thought of a searing each profile back across the image in the direction of

the radiation propagation. In addition to the filtered backprojection, iterative reconstruction

techniques are used. They are often used for the reconstruction with a limited number of projections

as described by LeAitt I or Huesman I I .
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3 EXPERIN10ENTAL SET-UP

For the present experimental investigations a custom built second generation tomograph with a

parallel beam geometry is used (see Figure 3 It is located at the Federal Institute for Materials

Research and Testing 13AIvl) in Berlin. Ile tomograph consists of a fixed X-ray tube and detector

array. he mechanical manipulator ranslates and rotates the scanned object to obtain the projections.

The scanner consists of 15 detectors, which is equal to the number of projections received at a given

time. To obtain a 101 scan 12 steps of rotation are made. The spatial resolution is set to

0.4 xA m with an imaging time of 15 min. for one image. The source provides a collimated Xay

beam of 401 aperture and 2mm thickness. The accelerator voltage of the X-ray beam is set to

360 keV with a current of 4 mA- Therefore the energy of the eitted photons is high enough to

penetrate the colum fed with the ceramic spheres. A filter of 2 mm aluminum and 3 mm copper is

attached in front of the X-ray tube to prevent beam hardening effects. Since a substances attenuate

low energy X-ray more strongly than high-energy ones, pmarily because of photoelectric

absorption, a polychromaic beam penetrating an absorbing medium becomes proportionally richer in

high energy photons, and hence more penetrating or 'harder' (see Brooks and di Chiro 13] as a

reference). The used detectors consist of pstic szintilators attached to photo multipliers.

15 detectors wre used, spaced to each other. Therefor 12 rotations steps are necessary to obtain

a full set of projections.

The spatial resolution inherent in a CT iage depends on two major components, the mechanics of

the data-taking and reconstruction of the knage as described by Yester and Barnes 14] as wel as

Glover and Eisner [15]. The reconstruction involves the application of a filter function to a series of

object profiles, and an algorithm is used to obtain an image from these profiles. The final image will

consists of a matrix of pixels which is the result of the mathematical reconstruction procedure. To

decrease the pixel size of the matrix will improve the resolution of the image up to a point. That is

the limitation given by the accuracy of the mechanical system and the focal spot of the X-ray beam

and aperture of the detectors. The spatial resolution BW eam width) can approximately be

calculated by:

Id 2+ [a(�M- 1) L
BW M M (3)
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It is a function of the detector aperture i4 the focal spot of the X-ray beam a, the distance between

the source and detector L, ind the distance between the source and the iaging point q. The focal

spot of the X-ray source is a 07 nun and the aperture of the detectors d'- 0.5 nun. Tis results in a

resolution of 0.4 mm.

The. diameter of the column maged is 200 mm. The wall of the column is made of acrylic glass with

a tickness of un. The height of the column is 250 nun. As a packing spheres of 10 nun diameter

in a random arrangement and a structured Mellapak 250Y form Sulzer are used. The spheres are

made of a ceramic material and the structured packing of folded metal with a thickness of 0 I mm.

For the investigations water is introduced at the top of the column and flows through the respective

pacldng. The liquid distributor consists of a perforated plate with 177 holes of I nun diameter. The

flow-rates are set so that a stationary flow field is obtained. Tis can be set for flow-rates of the

liquid phase of up to 30 W/m2h. Of the flow inside the packing two-dimensional scans are

conducted. The measurement time for one scan is 15 minutes. In order to identify the liquid phase

inside the packing, both a dry and a wetted scan are done. The results of both scans are digitally

compared to yield the resulting liquid distribution on the elements of the packing. By joining several

adjacent two-dimensional scans together a three-dimensional data-set of the measured object is

obtained, as depicted in Figgre 4 for the structured packing.

4 EXPERMENTAL RESULTS

In Figure the resulting iages of the random packing are displayed. Ile Figures 5a. and 5b are the

results from the reconstruction of the integral measurement values. Those computed linear

attenuation coefficients are represented in 256 gray scales. Black corresponds to a small absorption

of X-ray (air) and white for a strong one metal, ceramic).

In Figure5a the random packingwith tricide flow is shown. In Figure 5b the dry random packing is

given. In the figure with tricide flow the water is to be recognized in some places already in ts

representation by comparing it to the figure with the dry packing. To compute Figgre 5e the gray

scales of Figure 5a have been subtracted from the gray scales in Figure 5b. The resulting image is

Figure 5c which shows the water in the packing oy. The distribution of the water in the random

packing is clearly visible. To compare the flow of the water with the distribution of the ceramic

spheres, the gray scales of Figures 5c and 5d, which represent the packing only, are added to each
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other, resulting in the iage given in Figure In this representation it is evident, that the water is

distributed very irregularly. There are regions with high liquid holdup and some regions with no

water at a. This is due to the randomness of the distribution of the spheres. It is possible that aove

the depicted plane spheres hinder flowing the water downward through the packing. As a result no

water will be observed at the pla below. On the other hand the fluid could be obstructed draining

by spheres placed below the depicted plane. This results in a igh local liquid holdup.

In Figure 6 the local void firiction of the dry random packing is plotted as a function of the relative

distance to the wall in dependence of the ratio of the spheres diameter to the diameter of the column.

The values of the void fraction calculated out of the measurement values are in good agreement with

data given by Brauer 16]. He measured the void fiaction by dividing the packed colurrin filled with

spheres of cork and wax into slabs and after this into concentric rings. Analysis for void fraction -was

made by accurately measuring the volume of the slab before and after removal of the annular ring

melting the material removed, and calculating the void volume from the ght of wax and its

density. At the wall the local void fimcdon is one, because the spheres have only ifinitesimal small

point-contact to the wall. With increasing distance from the wall the local void fraction is more

homogenous. The average void flaction of the random packing alculated from the measurements is

E-- 034. The void fraction given by the manufacture is 036, what means a deviation of 56 % In

Mizure 7 the measurement remits for the structured packing is shown, where the dry packing is

depicted in Figure 7 and the wet packing is depicted in Figure 7b. The waved structure of the

packing surface and the holes in the packing are clearly visible. The random aangement of the

individual metal sheets can be seen. Figgre 7c has been calculated in the way described above for the

random packing. The liquid film is found a over the elements of the packing, even though the

thickness of the liquid layer varies with position of the metal elements. The liquid film on the surfaces

with an upward facing normal are about 3 to 4 times thicker than the liquid film on the

corresponding reverse surfiices. The liquid film apparently drains from the overhead packing

elements to accumulate on the upward facing elements. Where the metal sheets of the packing get

close to each other, the water accumulates. This effect can be explained with the surface tension of

the liquid phase.

To investigate the axial distribution of the liquid holdup, in Figgre 8 the liquid holdup of the random

packing averaged over an area of CM2 is depicted in two planes. The liquid holdup EL is calculated

from the volume of the liquid phase V, the volume of the column Vc and the void fraction by
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EL VL (4)
VCE

The resulting distribution for the random spherical packing is correspondingly random. In addition,

the pattern of the distribution changes significantly after 2 nun of axial displacement, which is the

spatial distance between Figure 8a and b. Therefore, a measurement of the local distribution of the

liquid phase is highly dependent on the position inside the column due to the aial inhomogenity of

the random packing. In contrast, in the structured packing the liquid distribution is much more

homogeneous even in the axial direction. This can be observed by comparing FMKL9a andb which

are also 2 nun apart. Here, the liquid distribution changes only slightly with the aal oordinate,

which is in correspondence to the aal structure of the packing. The few zones with a significant

higher liquid holdup are located, where two metal sheets of the packing get close to each other and

where therefore the water acumulates. The measured and calculated liquid holdups are in good

agreement with data given by Suess 17]. He measured the liquid holdup for different structured

packings with a gamma ray absorption technique using the water/air system. With the following

empirical equation he calculated the liquid holdup within I % accuracy below the loading oint:

EL = cat OAT OL /11Z�.)0,25 (5)

where is the dynamic liquid viscosity, iL.,, the dynamic viscosity of water at 20'C (P), I the

liquid load (nl/rn2h), and a, the surface area of the structured packing (for MeUapak Y250

250 m2/n-?) and

c=0.0169 for 1<40m%2h,

c=0.0075 for 1>40e/m%

x=0.37 for 1<40m?/m2h,

x=0.59 for 1>40e/m2h.

The loading point characterizes the condition where liquid holdup increases sharply due to the

interaction between gas and liquid phase. The ratio of the dynamic viscosity can be set to one, using

water of about 20'C. For the test conditions of a liquid flow rate of 17 m/M2h a quid holdup of

EL = 47 % is calculated. The measured average liquid-holdup in aU planes is about EL = %.
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5 CONCLUSIONS

The experimental results presented in this paper show, that X-ray tomography is applicable for the

measurement of the phase distributions of stationary multiphase flows. Due to the high spatial

resolutions, even small liquid films on structured packings can be measured. The only disadvantage

of the measurement system is the long measurement time, which is reduced when using an X-ray

tomograph of third or fourth generation. These tomographs reach measurement times of seconds and

less. Regarding the liquid distribution in random packings a very inhomogenous distribution is

observed. The hanges are drastically in axial direction. This result has to be confirmed be fiu-ther

investigations with other mass-flow-rates. In structured packings the distribution of the liquid phase

is more homogenous. The liquid films are thicker on the upward facing side of the metal sheets than

on the downward facing side. Maybe this trialdistribution is reduced, when a gaseous phase is

introduced through the packing in countercurrent flow.
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7 NOMENCLATURE

a focal spot of the X-ray source m
a, specific area of packing el&

d detector aperture m
f property distribution
L source-detector distance m
q distance source iaging point m

Vc volume of the column m,

VL volume of the liquid phase rn'
VP volume of the packing rn'
t time S
x coordinate M

y coordinate m
z coordinate m
(Pm integral measurement value
0 angel 0
FE void fraction of packing E=(Vc-vp)/Vc
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EL liquid holdup % of packing
A linear attenuation coefficient I/M
TIL liquid dnamic viscosity CP
,nLo dynamic viscosity of water at 20'C cP

angel 0
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Figure 4 3-dimensional presentation of the structured packing
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ABSTRACT 1. INTRODUCTION

The development of a ultra-fast Xray computed In the development of equipment in which a gas-
tomography (CT) scanner has been performed. 'Me object liquid two-phase flow appears, heat transfer, pressure
of interest is in a transient or unsettled state, xvilich makes drop, vibration and so on should be evaluated. These
the conventional CT scanner inappropriate. A concept of phenomena depend strongly on a two-phase flow pattern.
electrical sitching of electron beam of X-ray generation Therefore, the information on flow pattern, the gas-liquid
unit is adopted to reduce the scanning time instead of a phase distribution, is required. So, we need the proper
mechanical motion adopted by a conventional CT scanner. technique to meet the requirements for measurement or
The mechanical motion is a major obstacle to improve the visualization.
scanning speed. A prototype system with a scanning time As one of these techniques, a radiation CT scanner
of 36 milliseconds as developed at first. And. the System has been become applied. The CT scanner s--stern
feasibilitv was confirmed to measure the dmarnic events gives the local vold distribution oer a measured cross-
of two-phase flo-,v. Hovmvcr, more faster scanning speed section non-invasively ith good spatial resolution. This is
is generally required for the practical use in the the major advantage of a radiation CT scanner oer other
thermalh%-draulics research field. Therefore. the measuring system.
development of advanced tpe has been performed. This Electrostatic techniques and ultrasonic techniques
advanced tpe can operate under the scanning time of 0.5 have been applied as diagnostic techniques for two-phase
milliseconds and is applicable for the measurement of the flow measurement. The electrostatic techniques measure a
niulti-phase flov,- AN-1th velocit\ up to - n/s. conductance or a capacitance of the two-phase flow. Te
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conductance probe was used to measure the lcal void However. once the object of interest is in the

fraction 1,2]. he ring-t\-pe conductance transducer was instantaneous phase distribution. the scanning speed f the

used to determine the cross-sectional or volume aeraged conventional CT scanner make it nappropriate for

vold faction[3). These lectrostatic tchniques are also measurement of phenomena such as the histor�- of the

applicable for the transient flo\-,,. However, the application cross-sectional void-fraction profiles. Attempt to

is currenth- limited for the measurement of the oid overcome this shortcomings of the conventional C7

distribution. Though an 8electrode sensor capacitance scanner led to the development of a high speed Xray CT

technique 4,5] was developed to give thevoid distribution scanner svstem. Very fast scanning speed, hich should

by a tomographic; method, time and space resolutions are be milliseconds order or blow, and continuous scanning are

-lot so good (fev.- seconds and ntimeters). An impedance required for masurement of transient or unsettled

tomographic 6 method -as also applied for the phenomena.

measurement of oid distribution and gave the results 'Me number of detectors has been increased in an

similar to the capacitance tomographic method. A double attempt to reduce the scanning time of the CT scanner.

conductance probe has been applied to measure the local The history of reducing the scanning time is shown in

phase velocity 7) and to measure te local interfacial area Figure I 3 for Xray CT scanners. The circles represent

(2,8]. An ultrasonic technique, the pulse echo method the conventional CT scanners generally used in the

and/or the transmission method. has been applied to medical field. The fastest scanning tirne of the CT scanner

measure the two-phase fow. ne old fraction- interfacial used in the present medical field is around second. This

areas and so on were measured 9]. The major limitation CT scanner is the rotate/rotate tpe having the mechanical

of this technique is the scattering echoes reducing the motion mechanism. The adoption of this mechanical

measuring certaint\. motion mechanism is a major obstacle to improvement of

A real time neutron radiography has been applied the scanning speed of the CT scanner. Therefore, the

for global visualization of two-phase floN-,-. And, the concept of electronical scanning should be adopted to

averaged oid fraction can be calculated [10]. However: improve the scanning speed. The triangle represents the

the local void fraction and the local void fraction electron beam CT scanner, Imatron, which deflects the

Distribution can not be given by this technique. Tis real electron beam to scan the Xray generation point 14].

time neutron radiography is more applicable for a flow in This Imatron has the shortest scanning time of 0

metal container than a Xray radiography due to the good milliseconds. On the other hand, the present study

transparency of the metal -,vall to neutron. represented by the solid circles adopts the sitching

In the field of two-phase flow measurement, the electron bcams concept to dvelop the ultra fast Xray CT

conventional CT snner has been recenth- used to scanner.

measure the time-averaged --old fraction distribution of A prototype system xvith a scanning time of 36

high pressure and high temperature steam-Nvater flotv milliseconds was developed at first. And, the feasibility

[11.12] he scanning speed of the conventional CT vk-as confirmed to measure the dvilamic eents of two-

scanner is sufficient for easurement of tme-averaged phase flow. However. more faster scanning speed is

,,-old fraction dstribution over te measured cross-section. generally required for the practical use in the
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therrnalh,,-draulics research field. Thcrcforc. the temporarily

development of advanced tpe has been prformcd This The bias voltages of o X-ra,.%- tubes standing

advanced tpe can operate under the scanning timc of opposite to each other across the region of interest are

milliseconds and is applicable for the masurcmcnt of the rcrnoved simultaneously to encrate to X-ray fan-beams

two-phase fow with velocity up to 4 - ms Thc to improve the scanning time. Therefore, the 30 times

measurement b%- this ultra fast Xray CT scanncr can givc emissions of two X-rav fan-beams can give the slice data

the historv of void -fraction at anv local location. the enough to reconstruct the cross-sectional image.

instantaneous void distribution. the sizc of cach %oid. and Additional 31st shot period is added to give the data

so on. sampling without Xray generation to confirm the stability

of the detection s--stcm.

2. SYSTEM CONCEPT The maximum tube current is 10 mA and about 0

fC charges are given to the CdTe detector during 

A s%-stem of the fan-beam projections from an% microseconds X-rav irradiation duration, hen the anode

stationarv Xray sources is adopted to dcNclop te ultra voltage is 150 K-V. This means 23 fC/mm2 to each CdTe

fast CT sstem. The X-rav transmitting dic measured detectors The d--namic range of dtection systcm is about

object is detected by many stationan detectors Ilic 10 V corresponding to the difference btween the largest

configuration of the advanced high spccd CT s-,stcni is signal and the smallest signal.

shown in Figure 2 This system has stationam 60 -ra% The operation of the Xray CT scanner svstem is

tubes and stationarv 584 detectors. The X-ra-, tubcs and controlled b-, the pulse trains as shown in Figure 4 The

the detectors are arranged on separatc concentric circlcs. period of the slice trigger pulse TI determines the number

A region of interest is a circular area with a diamcicr of of slices per one second. This slice trigger pulse initiates

300 nun and located in a center part surrounded b\ the X- the grid control pulse train. ne bias voltage of each Xray

rav tubes and the detectors. tube is removed during T3 fom the Ist Xray tube to the

The X-rav tubes. the electronic sitching unit, the 30th at the shot period T2. Thus. the one shot period is

electric power supplies constitute the Xray generation 16.1 microseconds to obtain one slice data within 0.5

system. Each X-rav tube consists of thrcc electrodes. milliseconds. The detection and data acquisition should be

cathode. grid, and anode. mounted in t vcuum tube. A performed -%vithin 16.1 microseconds for each Xray shot.

high accelerating -oltage up to 150 k-V is applicd bctween Accordingiv. the detection sYstem having the suitable time

the anode and the cathode The emission of the clectron response for this Xray shot period should be adopted.

beam generated from the cathode to t anode is The detection sx-stcm consists of the detectors and

controlled b the electrical switching as shown in Figure I the signal processing electronics. CdTe semiconductors

'Me emission of electron beam is normally suppressed by working at room temperature are adopted as the detectors

the bias voltage supplied to the grid. Only -x-hen this bias having the suitable sensitivitv. stability and time

voltage is removed, the electron beam iill pass through responsibility A molybdenum plate separates each CdTe

the grid towards the anode and generate Xrays. The bias semiconductor to reduce the crosstalk effect. Each detector

voltage of each grid is removed scquentially and has the xvidth of 183 mm, die height of 183 mm and the
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absorption depth of 2 m- he molybdenum plate spacers control pulse signal and one of the preamplifier module

and 584 CdTe smiconductors make up th dtector array outputs under the shortest scanning time, 0.5 milliseconds,

as shown in Fgur 2 he arranging pitch of adjacent condition. The Xray shot period and the X-ray duration is

detectors is 2 mm. set at 16 microseconds and 10 microseconds respectively.

A diagram of the signal processing s3,stem is shown The 294th detector just faces the 30th X-ray tube, and

in Figure 5. An output of the detector is sent to a gives the bigger output for the 30th Xray exposure than

preamplifier module located near the detector. Each for the other exposures

detector is connected to each preamplifier module. The The grid bias oltage of Xray tube is removed at

preamplifier module gives the oltage output and is reset the rise of grid control pulse and X-ray emission is started.

after each data sample/hold. Tis oltage output is fed to a On the other hand. the grid bias voltage is added again at

main amplifier module through a buffer. A differential the fall of d control pulse and the Xray irradiation is

amplifier gives the difference between a zero signal level suspended - It is obvious from Figiire 6 that the delay of

and an integrated signal level held by sample/hold units the X-rav detection b%- the CdTe detector and the

connected to a ariable gain amplifier. Every voltage prcamplifier module to the Xray exposure is negligible as

signal corresponding to each 584 detector output is compared %vith th Xray irradiation duration.

sampled smultaneous],,- by the sample/hold unit and sent There is no X-ray exposure of the detector xcept in

to a welve-bit analog-to-digital converter 'Me operations each 10 microseconds X-rav irradiation duration during

of the reset sitch and the sample/hold units are controlled the st to the 30th shot periods. Hovever, the detector and

by a pulse train from a controller synchronous to the grid the preamplifier module gves the slight increase of output

control pulse controlling the X-ray generation. even during no X-ray exposure duration including the 3 st

The obtained projection data are transferred to an period with no Xray irradiation. The zero point of the

engineering work station as the data processing system. preamplificr module output is confu-med to be stable. So,

The CT nvo-dirriensional reconstructed images are this -slight increase of output during no Xray exposure

generated by the filtered back projection algorithm [IS] to duration is expected to e caused by the afterglow effect

give the phase distribution. Further. the three-dimensional of the CdTe detector [ 7. Though the fterglow effect is

data called olume data are obtained by oerlapping these not significant as compared with the output given by X-

two-dimensional reconstructed images, and the interface ra- exposure. this effect of each detector of the Xray CT

can be isualized b- surface rendering. he marching scanner svstem is measured during the 3 st period, no X-

cubes algorithm 161 is used as a surface renderin ray exposure period. of each slice. And- the measured

techruque to give the olume and the interfacial area of result is used to correct the outputs of the first period to

each vold from the two dimensional reconstructed images the 30th period with Xray exposures to reduce the cffect

and the traveling velocity of --old. of afterglow as lesser as possible before the image

reconstruction.

3. TEST OPERATION An acrylic-resin phantom shown in Figure 7 was

used as a measured object to confirm the effect of

Figure 6 shows the oscilloscope rcords of the grid improved scanning speed. Te hght is 10 m and the
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maximum diameter is 35 mm. This phantom was grid spacers modeling PVrR fuel grid spacers. Rod pitch is

transferred axialh- at the veiocitv of 1.5 m/s in the center 12.6 mm. To kind of test bundles ere used. One has

part of the region of interest of CT scanner. The scanning grid spacers with ixing vanes. Another has grid spacers

time is 0.5 milliseconds/slice hich is a shortest one of without mixing vanes. The flow channel is an acrylic resin

this advanced type CT scanner or 4 milliseconds/slice square channel of 40 mm in inside length. The aluminum

which is equivalent to a shortest one of the prototype CT tubes and the acr%-Iic resin channel are uied to reduce the

scanner. X-ray attenuation by the structures.

Figure 8 shows each three-dimensional The circulation pump supplies the water at fixed

reconstructed image with the photograph. These three- flow rate to the bottom of test section. Te air is injected

dimensional images were reconstructed from the to- through the lower porous sections of tubes into the ater

dimensional CT images and the traveling velocity by the flo,%ing outside the tubes. The mixture of air and water

surface rendering technique. The required time for passing flows upward in the test bundle.

the measuring cross section is (100mm)/(1.5 m/s)=1/15s. The instantaneous void distributions were measured

Therefore. the three-dimensional images are made of at upstream and downstream locations of the second grid

about 133 row-dimensional CT images in case of 0.5 spacer. The test section was moved axially under the sme

milliseconds/slice continuous scanning. On the other hand. flow condition to change the measuring location. The

about 17 two-dimensional CT images are used in case of 4 scanning time was set to be 0.5 milliseconds/slice and the

milliseconds/slice continuous scanning. It is shown by scanning is continuous. The measurement was performed

Figure that the improvement of scanning speed can give during 4 seconds at each measuring.

clear and correct image information of moving object. Thc one example of measured results is shown

The measuring errors on a linear location and a below. The superficial air velocity is 0.5 m/s and the

cross-sectional area of oid were ealuated by measuring superficial water velocity is 0.5 m/s. The flov. pattern is a

stationary or moNing acrylic resin phantoms as measured froth flow. Figure 10 shows the instantaneous void

objects. The relative linear location error is estimated to distribution at the upstream location of grid spacer without

be within 3%. And, the relative error of oid area is mixing vane. The light regions represent the air phase. On

,tNithm --I- 10%. the other hand, the dark regions represent the water phase.

The air slug covering the several sub-channels is observed

4. APPLICATION FOR MEASURMENT OF TWO- under this flow condition. The Nroid area in each sub-

PHASE FLOW channel can be also obtained from these reconstructed

results representing the instantaneous phase distribution.

The advanced type high speed CT scanner was The histograms of oid area in central four sub-channels

applied for the air-tvater two-phase flow in 36 rod bundle. are shown in Figure 1 1 and 12. The similar histograms of

The experimental equipment is shown by Figure 9 The each sub-channel are given in Figure 13 and 14. Figure

test section consists of a test bundle and a ow channel. II and 13 gives the results of the test bundle with the grid

The test bundle is 3x3 square array bundle hich consists spacers having no mixing anes. And, Figure 12 and 4

of 9 aluminum tubes of 95 imn in outer diameter and tree gives the results of the test bundle \\itli the grid spacers
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ABSTRACT

Three-dimensional oid fraction distributions of a steady air-%vater two-phasc flow in a x4 rod-bundle

with circular ferrule type spacers werc measured by neutron radiography using a CT method. The high
flux neutron radiography sysLcm at JRR-3M in JAERI was used. Two-phase flow was visualized ith a

SIT tube camera and firne-averaged one-dimensional cross sctional averaged void fraction distributions

were calculated. Visualization ith high spatial resolution up to 018 mm was carried out b usin a

cooled CCD camera. Projections in 250 directions were obtained and %vere reconstructed by a filtered

back projection method ater using some image processing techniques. Animations wre made to show the

three-dimensional distributions. One-dimensional and three-dimensional void raction distributions be f

the steadv state two-phase fow in the rod bundle near the spacer were clearly seen.

1 INTRODUCTION

Two-phase flow in a rod bundle is important to study the safety of water-cooled nuclear reactors. The

behaviors of he two-phase fow near the spacer in the rod-bundle are especially important since a boiling

heat transfer crisis of Departure of Nucleate Boiling DNB or Boiling Transition BT often occurs

near or in the spacer. Xrays and -r -rays have been used to measure the oid fraction o the t\vo-phase

flow in a rod-bundle under the same conditions as those in a BWR [1] and a PWR 12]. CT methods have

also been employed to obtain the void fraction distributions in the cross sections of the rod bundle [1].

Attenuation coefficients of X- and r-rays for ater are lower than those or etals of the wall

materials in t-wo-phase flow test sections. On the other hand, those of' neutron rays are lo", for most of

metals and high for hydrogenous material like water and some elements. Therefore, neutron radiography is

suitable for \isualization of ater two-phase flow in a metallic all. Many applications of neutron
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radiography to two-phase flow studies have been reported. 3[7]. The two-phase flow in a rod bundle

was visualized well through the spacer by neutron radiography with a Silicon Intensified Target (SIT)
t7

tube camera 7].

In his studv, a tead\ water-air two-phase flow in a 4x4 rod bundle with circular ferrule tpe spacers

was visualized b neutron radiography. The JRR-3M thermal nutron radiography s\stem in Japan Atomic

Energy Research Institute 1 was used. The thermal neutron flux at the test object was I.5x1O8 n1cm2s A

SIT tube camera was used for the dynamic observation of the two-phase flow behaviors A coolled

Charged Couples evice (CCD) camera was used for high resolution imaging. Three-dimensional void

fraction distributions there obtained by a CT method. Animations were made to show the three-

dimensional distributions. Experimental and image-processing techniques to obtain the oid raction

distributions bv neuron radiography are reported in this paper and the animations will be shown in the

presentation.

11 EXPERIMENTAL APPARATUS AND PROCEDURES

Figures.] (a), (b) show the experimental apparatus and dails of the circular ferrule type spacer.

Aluminum tubes o10 mm in O.D., 8 mm in I.D. and 1000 mm in lenoth were used as-simulated fuel rods

0 and 16 rods bundled with two spacers (9) were inserted in an aluminum rectangular duct 56x56 mm in
cross section havin- four rounded comers 10 mm in radius. The circular ferrule typc spacer made from

C -

stainless steel ws used and the details are shown in Fic I b). Water vvas supplied to the surface of the rdstr

through the porous pipes and mixed with air in the lower chamber (a. The air was supplied from the

compressor (D equipped outside of the irradiation room. After he test section, the two-phase flow, was

separated in the upper chamber 6, the air released to atmosphere and the ater returned to the magnet

pump (E). The neutron beam was irradiated around the downstream spacer. The test section was placed on

the turntable ) for the CT testing.

The dynamic behaviors of the two-phase now were observed-by a SIT tube camera. The SIT tube

camera was a hi-h sensitivity ideo camera of 30 frames/second based on the NTSC standard. The view

size in the present visualization as about Ox2OO mm2.

A high dynamic range and high spatial resolution cooled CCD camera was used to obtain sll images

for the CT reconstruction. The camera had IOOOx. IO IS image elements and the dynamic range as 14 bits,

i.e. 16384. The exposure time %vas chosen 4 seconds since the brightness at the most bright pointwas close

to the full dynamic range. Two-phase flow images aeraged for 4 seconds were taken. The view size in the

present visualization ws about 180%180 MM2 and the size of one mage element %� as euivalent to O. 18
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mm in the real size. The test section wxs rotated with an interval of 072 degree for 180 degree, i.e., 250

images were obtained for the CT reconstruction. The image data acquisition and the turntable rotation

were controlled autorriaticalk- b\ a computer. It tok about 75 minutes to obtain 250 projections. The

spatial rcsoluLion in the reconstructed iniapcN %%as estimated to be about 0. 18 mm.

The experimental conditions for h I %isualization and for the one-dimensional void fraction

measurement b the SIT tube carricra %%crcj = 0.014 0179 rn/s andj,,= 1.67- 15.7 m/s.The.CT estwas

carried out or one experimental condition of j I = 0.029 m/s and j,= 15.8 m/s. The flow pattern in most of

these xperimental conditions was stimated t b annular flow.

III IMAGE PROCESSING METHODS

111-1. Calculation of Void Fraction Distribution

Local and instantaneous void fraction o m -phase flow is defined

a XN.,zt = I gas phase

= liquid phase (1)

When the direction of' the bam is z-a\is. h od raction measured b the radiography is the integral of

Eq.(I) in the z-axi as

a(x, y, = Wx, y, z, 0 dz

(2)

Assuming that the brightness ofthc mage is proportional to the beam intensity on the converter and

that the effects of' scattered neutrons arc small, the brightness of' two-phase flo%% image S(xN,,t is

expressed as

S(x, Y, = GK v) ex�-PNv1ArnwtX\K \cx(x y t)P"PMgt(X, V)

41-(X(X v t)-)PI[(MJt(x, Y)1+0(x, V)
I (3)

where the suffixes of w, g and I mean the wall, the gas and he liquid, respectively and t(x,\-) means the

thickness in z-axis of the two-phase flow area at coordinate (xy). G(x,\-) is the gain and depends on the

position due to the non-natness of the initial beam intensity and of the sensitivity, of the imaging system.
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0(xy) is the offset and also depends on the position due to dark current in the imagine, system. Both the

gain and the offset are considered to be time-independent as long as the neutron source is steady and the

imaging system is well warmed-up. Since the density of the gas is much smaller than those of the liquid

and the wall, the attenuation term due to the gas phase in Eq.(3) is negligible. Therefore, %vith an

assumption that P. is zero, E.(3) is reduced as

S(X, Y, t = Gx, y) ex�-PwRmwtw(X, Y)-(1-('(x Y tPlvmlt(x, ) )O(x' Y)

(4)

In gas-liquid two-phase flow systems, the image without liquid, S I(xy), i.e., a xyt)=I, and full of

liquid, Sx,),), i.e., a(xyt)--O, are obtainable in the same configuration as the tivo-phase fow

visualization. From Eq.(4),

SI x, G(x v expr wtXv(X' ) +(X N) (5)

So(x, v G(x, )r) expl- P'A41m'A-tw(x' Y) -PI'1m1t(x' v 1+0(X (6)

O(xy) was obtained by the image when the neutron beam was stopped in this study

Using Es.(4)-(6) and the O(xy), two-dimensional void fraction distribution can be expressed as

1n(S(x' Y, t)-O(X, Y) 1� SO(x, Y)-O(X, V)a(X, Y, t = F -
Inj I X y-O(x' Y) In(SO(x, V)-O(x N (7)

This equation as used to obtain time-dependent two-dimensional oid fraction distribution ith a ral-
time image processing system 9].

C C

For the CT reconstruction, the attenuation due to the ater in two-phase flow as used, which is

expressed by image data as

-(x(-,, y, t)'pljxrnIt(x, v = ln(SI(x, y-O(x, y) 'In(S(x, y, t-O(x, y)'j j (8)

Time-averaced values of Eq.(8) were calculated with the images obtained by the cooled CCD camera

with the present exposure time of 4 seconds. These values obtained by rotating he two-phase flow svstem

were used for the 7 reconstruction when the to-phase flow was considered as a steady flow.
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The cross-sectional averaged void fraction a xt), when the flow direction is parallel to the x-axis is

also expressed by

t) (X.(x, y, 0 tK y) dy

(x) PI P,� In' S I (x, y)-O(x, y)'-In(S(x, Y t-O(X v I dy

where A(x) is the cross section area of the two-phase flow in the bundle.

The images obtained by the SIT tube camera were averaged for 256 frames, i.e., time-averaged for

about 853 sec, and time-averaged one-dimensional void faction distributions ere calculated by Eq.(9).

111-2 Image Processing Procedures for CT Reconstruction

Figs.2 (a), (b) shot%, the original images obtained by the cooled CCD camera ith and ithout the to-

phase flow, i.e., S(xy) and SI(xy), respectively. The images have many hite spot noises. The noises

were caused by some radioactive rays irradiated directly to the CCD ements though the camera waswell

shiel ded [10] A mathematical morphrogical filter was used to educe these noises [I .

The image the void fraction distribution averaged along the beam line was obtained as shown in

Fig.3 by Eq.(S) after iltering both original images shown in Fias.2 (a), (b). The CT reconstruction was

carried out with 250 images processed as shown in Fig.3 and 1018 slices might be obtainable ifevery line

is used. In this report, a iltered back projection method as employed or each horizontal image line of

511 image elements and 40 slices with a vertical interval of 4.5 mm as shown in Fg.4 were reconstructed.

They were enough for discussing the effects of the spacer on the three-dimensional void raction

distribution in the rod bundle. It should be noted that the images of the simulated fuel rods, the spacer and

the duct wall were already anished by Eq.(8) before the reconstruction. Therefore, the CT reconstructed

image showed only the water distribution.

The reconstructed images were processed by an image processing software, NIH Ima2C developed by

National Institute of Health in USA. Animations were made to show the three-dimensional distributions.

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Figure shows some examples of the one-dimensional void fraction distributions or a constant and
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various j,. The void fractions were scattered a little due to the noises in the SIT tube camera. The position

of the spacer is shown by to dotted lines in the figure. The eects of' the spacer on he cross sectional%

avera-ed one-dimensional void fraction distribution are clcarl� shown.

Examples of the results of the CT reconstruction are shown in Figs.6 (a)-(c) b%- surface plots. The vold

fraction distributions upstream, inside and downstream of' the spacer arc shown by the horizontal slices at

No. 16, 20 and 3 in Fig.4, respectively. The heights of the surface plots are proportional to the water

fraction and ere plotted at 320020 points. Forty slices ere reconstructed in this report and were

enough to see the effects of the spacer. If necessary, 1018 slices can be reconstructed ith the data

obtained in one CT test. The effects of the spacer on the water distribution can be clearly seen. Water

flows adjacently to the duct and the simulated fuel rods upstream of the spacer. The ater distributio is

disturbed by the spacer and water gathers at the four comers in the spacer. Do\vnstream ofthe spacer the

water distributions around the rods can be clearl%. seen but he water still gathers at the comers.

The distributions of water near the comer ofthe duct were shown in Fig.7 for all slices reconstructed in

this report to see the effects of the spacer at the comer in more detail. The number ritten on ech

distribution indicates the position rom upstream to downstream with a ertical interval f 45 mm as

shown R.A. The brightness o the images is proportional to the oid raction a shown in he Look 'Up

Table UT in the fgure. The distributions in the spacer arc sh(.)\\-n from No 17 to No.22. The water

distributions rom downstream to upstream ofthe spacer at the cmer are clearly sen.

Figure.8 shows an example of a ertical slice reconstructed by a stack ofthe 40 horizontal slices. The

spatial resolutions of the void faction distribution in this figure are 0. 18 mm in horizontal and 45 mm in

\vertical. The ater distribution adjacent to the simulated uel rds and the wall can be clearly seen.

V. CONCLUSIONS

Steadv air-water two-phase flow in a 4x4 rod-bundle near and in the circular ferrul tpe spacer \\,ere

visualized by neutron radiography. Image processing methods ere developed to obtain the oid fraction

distributions.

One-dimensional cross sectional aeraged distributions were obtained bv the imaoe processing

methods. The results showed the effects of he spacer on two-phase flow in a rod bundle cearly.

Three-dimensional oid faction distributions were reconstructed by a CT method using a high

resolution and hi-h dnamic ran-e cooled CCD camera. The spatial resolution in the cross section as
t� 1 C7

estimated to be 019 mm. Three-dimensional behaviors of' the two-phase fow around the spacer %vas

clearl%- % isualized.

It ws shown that neutron radiography was a useful tool to study thermal hydraulics for the safety

considerations of water cooled reactors.
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(a) upstream of the sp3c,"" No.16

Figs-6 Surface poLs of the void fraction distibutions In horizontal cross sections by CT reconstruction
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(b) inside of the spacer, No.20
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(c) downstream of the spacer, NO-23
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Fig.8 An example of a vertical void faction distribution
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ABSTRACT

The local axial velocity profile development in a horizontal air-water slug flow-pattern was

experimentally investigated by simultaneously using two hot-film anemometers. One of the probes

was exclusively used as phase identifier while the other probe was traversed for local velocity

measurements. It was shown that the velocity rapidly develops into an asymmetric but nearly ully-

developed profiles within the liquid slugs whereas the velocity never develops into quasi-fully-

developed profiles within the liquid layer underneath passing gas slugs. Transient nature of velocity

at a given location was demonstrated.

INTRODUCTION

As it is demonstrated by classical flow-pattern maps [I - 4, the interrruittent slug flow-pattern

exists over a wide range of flow rates In a horizontal two-phase flow configuration. This two-phase

flow pattem is described as a gas slug in the form of a large elongated gas bubble in the upper part

of the pipe followed by a liquid slug occupying the entire cross section. Based on the flow rates of

the gas and hquid, small bubbles may break off of the large slug bubble and either reside in the liquid

slug or coalesceVA'th the front of the following gas bubble. In order to advance the study of such a
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two phase flow structure, it is essential to experimentally obtain detailed local values of fundamental

parameters.

The most sienificant and essential parameters associated with the slug flow pattern are the

distribution of gas and fiquid phases, the fiquid velocity and its fluctuating components, the gas bubble

and liquid transit frequency (or slug length), and the turbulent transport characteristics of interfacial

mass, momentum, and energy. These vriables describe the local flow conditions of the quasi-steady

slug flow, both qualitatively and quantitatively. Hence, accurate nfori-nation about such flow

parameters and generalized relationships among them are necessary to understand the turbulent

transport phenomena of the two-phase flow pattern.

A comprehensive physical model describing horizontal gas-liquid slug flow was first initiated

by Dukler and Hubbard [5]. Th�is model has been modified and extended over the years by Nicholson

et al. 6], Fabre et al. 7], Bornea and Brauner [8], Andreussi and Bendiksen 9], Andreussi et al.

I 0] and Moalem Maron et al. I I , to apply to the entire intermittent flow-pattern. The predictive

models developed by these investigators make it possible to obtain average liquid velocities both in

the liquid slug and the liquid region underneath a slug bubble, pressure drops, length of liquid slug,

and slug frequencies, if the gas and liquid mass fluxes are provided. These models seem to give

reasonable results when compared to experimental data of global measurements. However, these

models cannot give the detailed void fraction distribution due to small and large bubbles, local

velocity distnibution, and the turbulent structure throughout the liquid phase. This information is of

great importance to the eventual understanding and modeling of the basic hydrodynamics of

two-phase slug flow.

A large number of experimental investigations have been carried out to develop and verify global

slug flow models in horizontal flow configurations [10, 12 - 17]. These investigations have been
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concerned with measurements of pressure drop, overall void fraction and of statistical characteristics
I I g slug bubbles.

such as slug length, slug frequency and liquid film thickness underneath the lar e

However, due to the experimental difficulties associated with the intermittent nature of slug flow,

very few det"ed, local measurements have been reported in the literature. The problem of obtaining

local data is further complicated in horizontal flow configurations by the facts of axial asymmetry of

the internal structure and that the slug flows do not exhibit a quasi-fully-developed equilibrium

condition.

Kvemvold et al. [ 7 used the combination of LDV and optical two-phase probes to measure

the axial velocity distribution throughout a slug flow unit in a 24 mm ID horizontal tube of

atmospheric pressure. However, the method is limited to relatively low gas velocities since the

application of LDV induces technical difficulties in regions with high concentrations of small gas

bubbles in the liquid slug occurring at higher gas flow rates. Andreussi et al. I used local (optical)

and cross-sectional (conductance) probes to measure the radial void fraction distribution in the liquid

slugs, the size of the dispersed bubbles in the liquid slua, and the aeration of the liquid layer

underneath the slug bubble. Kawaji et al. [ 9 used the photochromatic dye activation technique to

visualize the instantaneous motion of the liquid and gas slugs, and to successfully measure axial and

vertical velocity profiles of the liquid phase in a horizontal slug flow. The experimental data were

obtained for both circular and rectangular channels, and the liquid flow structure was found to be

quite sirnilar between the two channels. These recent studies have provided detailed basic information

on the internal structure of the intermittent flow pattern in a horizontal configuration. Information

associated with the turbulent structure and the local void fraction contributions due to elongated large

bubbles and small bubbles are not addressed in these studies.
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In view of the above discussion, it is evident that much experimental work is still necessary to

attain a thorough physical understanding of the internal structure of an intermittent two-phase slug

flow-pattern. In this context, an experimental investigation has been underway at the University of

Wisconsin-Nlilwaukee to clarify the local velocity behavior and the turbulence structure of this flow

pattern. In these experiments the hot-film anemornetry technique was used to measure the

time-averaged local void fractions due to small and large slug bubbles, as well as, the local axial

velocity and turbulence in the liquid phase of an air-water ntermittent flow in a 50.3 mm IID

horizontal channel. In the folloWling, the test facility is described, and based on the data, preliminary

results are documented in terms of the local axial velocity behavior within the liquid slug and the

liquid film underneath the large gas slug bubbles.

HOT-FELM ANEMOMETRY METHOD

Measurement P�rinciple

Hsu et al. 20] were the first to propose the possible application of the hot-film anemometry

technique to water-steam two-phase flows to identify the two-phase flow patterns and to measure

the local void fraction. Delhaye 21] studied the response of hot-film probes in a iquid-gas

two-phase flow, and described the probe behavior in great detail under various flow patterns. With

a careful treatment of the data, he showed that local measurements of void fraction, liquid velocity

and turbulence intensity in the liquid phase could be achieved by a proper use of the hot-film

anemometrv in air-water flows. Sce then, this techn�ique has been used by Serizawa et al. 22, 23],

Abel and Resch 24], Wang et al. 25, 26], Liu and Bankoff 27, 28], Lance and Bataille 29] and

Grossetete 30] for describing the nternal turbulence structure and phase distributions in vertical

bubbly flow patterns. The poneering studies of Theofaneous and Sullivan 3 1] demonstrated the

utility of LDV to measure the turbulence structure in bubbly two-phase flow. However, only limited
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efforts were made to examine two-phase flow characteristics in large scale experiments of the slug

flow-pattern.

in pnciple, the hot-film anemometry method consists of the instantaneous measurement of the

change in heat transfer from an electrically heated sensor. As the fluid flows past the constant

temperature hot-film probe, changes in the fluid velocity, including turbulent fluctuations, cools the

sensor at different rates. These changes in cooling rates result in voltage changes in the anemometer.

The voltages are digitized and recorded in a PC, where they can later be converted into fluid

velocities. In the case of an air-water two phase flow, the heat transfer rate between the two fluids

is dramatically different. This results in abrupt voltage changes as the probe encounters phase

interfaces. A typical sensor output for a two-phase slug flow is illustrated in Figure I a and b.

As seen in Figure I a, when the probe resides in the upper portion of the pipe the sensor

encounters the slug bubbles. After the sharp initial drop, caused by the probe piercing the nose of

a slug bubble, the voltage gradually continues to decrease wile the sensor is inside the gas slug. This

is due to the evaporation of a thin film of liquid that remains on the sensor. When encountering a

small gas bubble, the signal shows a sharp drop followed immediately by a sharp increase. The probe

does not encounter any slug bubbles when positioned in the lower portion of the pipe (Figure lb).

However, the voltage signal shows a quasi-penodic wave motion believed to be caused by the

passage of slug bubbles over the top of the probe.

Signal P�rocessing

Before the two-phase voltage output data can be converted to velocities, the portion of the

signal related to the gas phase must be removed. Therefore, a phase separation technique was

developed. As has been demonstrated by Lance and Bataille 29], the peaks associated with the

sensor encountering an interface can be amplified by calculating the slope of the voltage signal,
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(de/dt), where e is the voltage level and t is the time. By careful comparison of the voltage and slope

values at the nose and tall interfaces, threshold values were set that distinguish the interface from

normal liquid or gas turbulence signals. Once the interfaces were found, a phase identifying signal

( = I gas phase and = in liquid phase) was created for use in phase separation of the voltage

signal and calculation of the local time-averaged void fraction. The voltage signal corresponding to

the liquid phase was then calibrated into velocities.

4

3 go,',

2

>

C

0 0 0. 5 1 0 i 5 2 0

4 T im e. s ec.

4 0

C,
0 3. 5

(b)

2 .5

0 0 0.5 I 0 I 2 0

Time, sec.

Figure 1. Typical Probe Signals of Two-Probe measurements for jf> 2.2 m./s and j,> 1 I m/s,
(a) Probe Pierces through Slug Bubbles at r/R = 08
(b) Probe Located Below Passing Slug Bubbles.

As was seen in Figure lb, when the probe is positioned near the bottom of the pipe, the voltage

signal shows a wave motion induced by the ntermittent nature of slug bubble passage over the probe.

This wave causes errors in the calculation of the turbulent fluctuations. A time-domain filtering

method was introduced to remove the wave.
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EXPERIMENTAL SETUP AND PROCEDURE

Experimental Setup

The two phase Dow loop schematic is illustrated in Figure 2 The loop is made up of sections

of pyrex tube, 50.3 nun ID. x 153 m in length, flanged together. Between each section, a pressure

tab is installed to measure pressure drop. The flow loop is about 15.4 m in total length, and is entirely

transparent to aow for Dow visualization, high-speed photography, and high-speed cinematography.

Water
brain Air

HORIZONTAL TWO-PIIASE FLOW LOOP

A INCICItaAgeJOill AN Wait' 1111-i" C1MUCIS K Poeunwic operated Bill val�eS
0 WIlef 110. metw$ of applopille sus L Molot control
C m et Ito. matef contiol wl"s m -Computer and dat aq.wllun system
11 Ai; ::o, site 14 250 gal. Ali 3.1,

"' 1, 1, o 10i �Ajes P 500 gal. Water unk
F M II.. (II guiall"o �"'ds 0 Aii-Wallit sertaialoi. .111i Inle(n3l battles
G Al, PICSSWI lto�Laio, n Wilef still[ Oil 01�11
11 Al. 1111ti S 20 Ito 750 opfn Wile( pump

Wile$ P'Issu's Ithel �;INCS 7 Class Pipe Couplinos �wl press.$� laps

Wilet 1. IC0031 0 31"s

C

50.3 I.G. line h71

25.2 m 1.0. Line E \K
L K

5.64

W.-,A

Al I dimensions in mters

Figure 2. Schematic of Experimental Flow Loop

Air and water are the working fluids used to develop two phase flow. The air is supplied by

the university's main air system. The air is filtered as it enters a 095 m' capacity, high-pressure,

storage tank. The air pressure is then stepped down where the flow rate is regulated by a series of

valves in parallel. The flow rate is measured by a series of turbine flow meters. Distilled water is

stored in a 1.9 M3 capacity tank. A stainless steel centrifugal pump, regulated by a transistor inverter,
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is used to force the water through the loop. The water flow rate is measured by a se 'es of

paddle-wheel flow meters.

A T-joint in the gJass tubing is used for the air/water Mixing chamber (Figure 3. Air is injected

into the water through a cylindrical porous media of I 0 �tm porosity. At the other end of the flow

loop the two phase mixture enters a separator where the air is vented to the atmosphere and the water

is returned to the storage tank. In the water st6rage tank, the water temperature is maintained by a

tap water cooling system-

Seven pressure taps are mounted along the flow loop. Six diaphragm type pressure transducers

alone, with six U-tube manometers are used to measure the pressure drop. The pressure transducers

have a natural frequency of Hz. with a range of 0 to 34.4 Pa, and an accuracy of ±0.3% of the full

scale. The pressure of the air at the location of the flow meter and the two-phase system pressure

measured at the test section are both measured and used to correct for the compressibility effects of

air.

Experimental A-ocedure

The experiments were carried out usina hot-film anemometry and conical shaped (TSI 1264.n

AW) rruriature platinum hot-film probes. The base of the cone is 075 m in diameter. Frequency

response of the probe is rated as 150 kHz in air. It is expected greater in water. The liquid and gas

volumethc superficial velocities ranged from 1 IO to 220 m s-' and 027 to 220 ni s-1, respectively,

to develop plug and slug flow regimes. For all the flow conditions, the system pressure was near

atmospheric and the temperature about 20-22 'C. The uncertainty for every flow condition was

within ± 78% for smal.1 bubble void fraction and less than ± I for slug bubble measurements. The

uncertainty for the velocity measurements was better than 4.
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As shown in Figure 4 two hot-film anemometers were used in this experiment. One probe was

used exclusively to identify the gas and liquid phase while the other probe measured the instantaneous

axial velocity components. Each probe was attached to a Vernier scale, with graduations to an

accuracy of 0. I mm. Each of them, further, were rnounte� on a screw-rod mechanism, fitted with

a dial to facilitate traversing linearly. The two probes were mounted diametrically opposite to each

other along the vertical axis. For each probe, after the probe was centered along the axis of the tube,

the position of the probe was read on a digital linear scale. The high resolution was necessary to

evaluate probe positions in the flow stream accurately and to ensure reproducible results. To begin

with, the top probe was positioned at r/R value of 0.8 and the bottom probe was positioned at r/R

value of 0.7. The top probe was held at this location throughout the experiment. The bottom probe

was traced through the vertical axis of the pipe, stopping at I positions to take measurements. The

local, instantaneous liquid velocity was measured at each location by the bottom probe and the top

probe was used to determine whether the bottom probe was in the liquid slug or in the liquid film

underneath passing gas slug.

P-b-

FCrOUS MEDIA 5Cj'

--------------------

Figure 3 Schematic of Air-Water Mixing Chamber Figure 4 Use of Two Hot-Film Probes
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For each preset experimental condition, the pressure drop along six sections of pipe was

recorded using electronic pressure transducers and verified by U-tube manometer measurements. In

addition to the liquid and gas flow rates, the liquid temperature, gas absolute pressure, and system

absolute pressure were recorded.

Before beginning the two-phase measurements, single-phase liquid measurements were made

in the same loop to calibrate the nstrumentation, verify their consistency with known results, and to

serve as a reference for later comparison with two-phase flow measurements. The local mean axial

velocity and the turbulent fluctuations in the axial direction were measured along the radial direction.

The measured velocity profiles and turbulent fluctuations were non-dimensionalized with respect to

the characteristic velocities of ceriterline velocity and friction velocity, respectively, for the purpose

of comparing with Laufer's 32] and Liu and Bankoffs 27) data. The time averaged local axial

velocity U&), and the root-mean-square values of the turbulent fluctuations, u(r), were found to

be reasonably satisfied when compared with those results provided in these references. These

comparisons can be found in Mr. S. Lewis' thesis 33].

To begin each two-phase Dow experiment, the hot-film probe was calibrated in the single-phase

liquid flow by comparison of the sensor voltage level with the centerline velocity and fully-developed

turbulent flow pressure-drop information. Following ts calibration, the pipe was filled with

single-phase liquid flowing at an area-averaged mean velocity, <U.,,,>, equal to the mean superficial

liquid velocity, jf>, desired in the two-phase experiment.

The data from the probe was collected by the anemometer and stored in a PC computer. Due

to the limitations of the computer, the sampling rate was set to kHz which allowed a statistically

meaningful sampling time. Once the data are stored in the memory of the computer, a FORTRAN
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program was used to process the data, separating the phases, converting the voltages to velocities,

and calculating the essential parameters.

The local void fraction, x, at any point, r, can be obtained by the hot-film probe sensor. It is

defined as a time-averaged void fraction by

a(r) lim T 6(r, t) dt
T M fo

where , as a function of the space coordinate, r, and time, t, is equal to I if the probe sensor is in te

gas phase and is equal to if the sensor is in the liquid phase. As the signal is given in discrete

form, Eq. (1) can be written as follows:

I Nib Nb

a(r = (t 2i 2 - 1) + E (t2i - 2 - I)sb (2)
T j=1 jrl

where t2,, is the time when the probe sensor enters into the small bubble, and t2i is the time the sensor

enters into the liquid phase. Similarly, the subscript identifies large elongated slug bubbles. N,,, and

NO, respectively, are the number of large and small bubbles passing the probe sensor in the total

sampling time, T. It is to be noted that

N lb, (3)
and

1, N, (4)b

The local, mean aal velocity and the root-mean-square values of turbulent fluctuations were

calculated using

U ,,(r) uk(rt) IN (5)

N 1/2

u'(r) E [Uk(rt - U.,(r)]2/ N� (6)
fk= 1
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respectively. In Eq. 6), Uk(rt) is the instantaneous axial velocity for the Wth data point in the liquid

phase, and N is the total number of data points in the liquid phase of the digital sample, k = 1, . . ,

N. As described above, to remove the error caused by the intermittent wave motion, the time

averaged, mean velocityin Eq. 6), U,,(r), is replaced With a curve fit, time dependent mean velocity,

U�Vc� c(rt) as

N 1 2

u'(r) �Y: luk (r, t -U.,�,:, CF (rt)]'/N (7)
k=1 I

From the local values of a(r) and U,Jr) measured along the vertical axis, and with the

hypothesis that the flow variables are invariant at a given horizontal slice located at -I< r/R < , the

area- averaged liquid superficial velocity jf> was calculated as follows:

I f [I - a r) U.A d A (8)
A

where A is the cross-sectional area of the pipe.

In order to check the accuracy of both local void fraction and the mean axial liquid velocity

measurements, the area-averaged liquid superficial velocity calculated by Eq. (8) was compared with

corresponding liquid superficial velocity as given by the flow meter. It was observed that the

calculated superficial velocity was consistently over-estimated by a margin of to 12%. There may

be several reasons for such a consistency. First, as noted by Wang et al. 251 the void fraction

measured by the conical hot-film probe technique is underestimated due to the deformation and the

deflection of the bubbles by the probe. Such an experimental error is expected to be more

pronounced in measuring the small bubble contribution toward the total void fraction expressed by

Eq. 2). Secondly, as demonstrated by Figure I b, the data shows a wavy pattern when the probe is

located underneath the slug bubble. Although a correction on the time domain was performed to
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smooth out the behavior, this may still cause some errors in calculating the mean velocity in the liquid

phase. Finally, the small-amplitude peaks due to the ncomplete percing of small bubbles or to the

bubble sliding on the probe are difficult to detect by the present data processing. This is again

expected to be the case in the small bubble encounter of the probe. These series of experimental

errors are probably the main causes of the systematic error observed in matching the liquid superficial

velocities.

Once the statistical data is extracted from the raw data, the results are then graphed for visual-

investigation of characteristics. In the graphs the instantaneous velocity values of several slug units

are plotted and a best curve is fitted to these points. The absence of points indicate either slug units

were fewer than the minimum selected during the sampling time or there were data points which

could not be considered for analysis. The time-averaged local values of the void fraction due to small

and large bubbles, the overall mean liquid velocity, and the local turbulence fluctuations were

presented elsewhere 34]. Here we are presenting preliminary results in terms of the local axial

velocity within the liquid slug and the liquid film underneath the large gas slug bubbles. Additional

data analysis is expected to lead to a more detailed understanding of two-phase slug flow.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

Considering the unit cell concept, where a lump of liquid which travels over a thin substrate film

separating liquid lumps, as Wustrated in Figure 5, the flow structure was investigated in the following

four distinctive regions:

1) Liquid ahead of gas slug nose,

2) Liquid in the wake region,

3) Liquid layer below the gas slug, wtch is subdMded into two regions, namely

3. 1) Near the gas slug nose, and
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3.2) Near the gas slug wake.

O (D -Gas Sug

3.1
SILIg Unt e S

]-IqLlld Sug

Figure 5. Basic Flow Unit in Slug Flow

The preliminary experimental observations are detailed as below:

1. Liquid Ahead of the Gas Slug Nose:

The local time-averaged amial velocity profiles in the liquid slug are presented in Figure 6 The

first figure shows the instantaneous velocity profile at 002 seconds ahead of incoming gas slugs. The

successive frames are presented in such a way that local liquid velocity profiles in liquid slugs can be

analyzed at every 0.02-secondsiritervals In front of incoming gas slugs. At least three moving liquid

sluas are used to construct these figures. In presenting these experimental data no other statistical

averaging techniques were used. The solid lines indicate simple fourth-order curve fittings.

The gas slug interfacial velocities which were measured by the four-sensor resistivity probe

technique 35] showed that the interfacial velocity of these gas slugs ranged between 27 to 325 m/s.

The frequency of gas slugs was about 3 to 4 whereas, the average gas slug length was about 5 -

60 cm. From the first few figures it is evident that there exists an acceleration region very close to

the nose of gas slugs. Ts initial acceleration of the liquid could be attributed to the faster moving

gas slugs. In this region the location of the maximum velocity moves from about center line

downward below the center line of the pipe. Here the liquid moves downward due to the downward

curvature of faster moving gas slug-liquid interface near the nose resulting in the appearance of the
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Figure 6 A Typical Velocity Profile Development for Liquid Ahead of

Gas Slug Nose.
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maximum velocity below the center be. Although it is not seen here tis acceleration region is much

more pronounced when the gas superficial velocity s hgher than 0.55 M/s.

Beyond the transition region of 006 - .08 seconds in front of gas slugs the flow is much like

a sngle-phase liquid Dow. Although it is not axially symmetnc the velocity profile attains a serni-fully

developed condition. Ts shows that the beyond the transition region the axial velocity is relatively

unaffected by the approaching gas slugs. The immediate influence of incoming slugs is confined to

a very small region in front of the gas slugs. Ts observation is consistent with those of Kawaji et al.

[ 9. However, this uniform flow situation is altered when the probe position approached to the

immediate wake re 'on of the gas slug in front of the liquid slug. Such a case can be observed around

0.24-second frame where one can see a slight deceleration. This may be attributed to the vortex

generated in front of liquid slugs at the wake of gas slugs. Detailed study of this region will be given

below.

2. Liquid in the Wake Region:

The velocity profiles recorded in the slug at 002 004 006 - ----- 0.24-second downstream of

gas slug tas are shown in Figure 7 The figures thus show how the velocity profiles evolves within

the liquid slug from a completely unsyrnmetnc profile to a nearly symmetric profile at about 0 12

seconds.

It is evident from the first four or five figures, there is a rapid axial velocity acceleration zone

behind a gas slug. It is interesting to observe that in the tip of the fiquid slug, the acceleration is much

higher than the other parts. Ts is probably due to the suction caused by the wake region of the

faster moving gas slugs. Out of the acceleration zone the velocity profile exhibits a nearly fully-

developed single-phase liquid flow character with the maximum velocity occuing slightly below the

center line.
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Figure 7 A Typical Velocity Profile Development for Liquid in the Wake Region

of the Gas Slua
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3. Liquid Layer Below the Gas Slug:

Figure illustrates the liquid behavior 'thin the liquid layer close to the gas slug nose whereas

Figure 9 shows the liquid velocity behavior within the liquid layer close to the gas slug tall. From

these figures it is clear that axial velocity profile never develops into a fully-developed profile. As

indicated in Figure 8, the liquid gradually decelerates fi-om the gas slug nose. The effect of interfacial

shear exerted by the faster moving gas slug seems to be confined to the very vicinity of the interface.

Such an effect causes a peculiar velocity profile with a point of inflection occurring between the wall

and gas-liquid interface. Figure 9 displays a very rapid deceleration in the liquid layer toward the

upstream of the slug tall. However, this brief deceleration is followed by a gradual acceleration

toward the slug nose.

The velocity evolution at location r/R = 0.6 is shown on Figure 10 where the time is

normalized by the liquid slug passage time T,,., and the gas slug passage time T, within the liquid

slug and liquid layer, respectively. The ever developing nature of the liquid layer flow and the

relatively uniform flow behavior of the liquid slug flow are displayed from this figure. Within the

liquid layer the liquid gradually decelerates from the slug nose. However, ght before the slug tail

acceleration is observed. On the other hand, out of the transition zones after the gas slug nose

and before the slug tall within the liquid slug, the velocity stays constant at this r/R = 0-6 location.

It Is interesting to note that there exists sgnificant differences between the liquid slug and liquid layer

velocity behaviors.
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Figure 8. A Typical Velocity Profile Development for Liquid Layer Near

Gas Slug Nose.
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Figure 9 A Typical Velocity Profile Development for Liquid Layer Near

Gas Slug Wake
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Figure 10. Axial Velocity Variations in Liquid Slug and Liquid Layer Under Gas Slug.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION

The local velocity profile development for a horizontal air-water, two-phase slug flow-pattern

in a 50.3 mm-DD transparent pipeline has been experimentally investigated by simultaneously using

two hot-film anemometers. One of the probes which was kept at a fixed location was exclusively

used as a phase identifier while the other probe was traversed vertically for local velocity

measurements.

Experimental observations were focused on the intermittent and transient characteristics of the

slug flow-pattern. For tis purpose a unit-cell concept of a typical slug flow was used to document

the expe ='ental data. It was shown that the velocity rapidly develops into an asymmetric but nearly

fully-developed profiles within l.iquid slugs with the maximum value occurring below the pipe center

line. Although there exists short transition zones behind and ahead of gas slugs, the velocity profile

remain uniform within the hquid slugs. On the other hand it was documented that the velocity never

develops into a quasi-Uly-developed profiles with�in the liquid layer below a passing gas slug. At
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a 'ven location the velocity gradually decelerates toward the gas sluc, tail. But it rapidly accelerates91

towards the wake of the gas slug.

NOMENCLATURE

A Cross-sectional area of the pipe

e Voltage level

i Subscript identifying the index number for large elongated slug bubbles

i Subscript identifying the index number for small bubbles

<i? Mean superficial liquid velocity

<jg> Mean superficial gas velocity

N Total number of data oints in the liquid phase

Nib Number of slug bubbles passing the probe in the total sampling time

N,, Number of small bubbles passing the probe in the total sampling time

R Pipe radius

r Hot film sensor location measured alone, the vertical axis from the pipe center

T Total sampling time

Tfilrn Gas slug passage time

Tsjug Liquid slug passage time

t2j-1 Time when the probe sensor enters into small bubble

t2j Time when the probe sensor leaves as bubble

t Time

U.,(r) Time-averaged mean velocity at r

<U.,> Area-averaged mean velocity

u,(rt) Instantaneous axial velocity for the kth data point in the liquid phase
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U (r) Root mean square value of turbulent fluctuations

a(r) Local void fraction

<a(r)> Area averaged void fraction

5 Kronecker delta
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Local measurement of interfacial area,, interfacial velocity and liquid
turbulence in two-phase flow
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Abstract
Double sensor probe and hotfilm anernornetry methods were developed for measuring local flow

characteristics in bubbly flow. The formulation for the inter-facial area concentration measurement was
obtained by improving the formulation derived by Kataoka and Ishii. The assumptions used in the
derivation of the equation were verified experimentally. The interfacial area concentration measured by the
double sensor probe agreed well with one by the photographic method. The filter to validate the hotfilm
anernometry for measuring the liquid velocity and turbulent intensity in bubbly flow was developed based on
removing the signal due to the passing bubbles. 'Me local void fraction, interfacial area concentration,
interfacial velocity, Sauter mean diameter, liquid velocity, and turbulent intensity of vertical upward air-water
flow in a round tube with inner diameter of 50.8 im were measured by using these methods. A total of 54
data sets were acquired consisting of three superficial gas flow rates, 0039 0067, and 0 147 ra/s, and three
superficial liquid flow rates, 060, 1.00, and 130 m/s. The measurements were performed at the three
locations: L0=2, 32, and 62. This data is expected to be used for the development of reliable constitutive
relations which reflect the true transfer mechanisms two-phase flow.

1. Introduction

In relation to nuclear reactor accident and safety studies, the two-fluid model has gained increasing
importance recently. Because the two-fluid model can treat the phase interactions at the interface, it can be
considered the most accurate model. In order to make the two-fluid model useful, the interfacial transfer
term should be modeled accurately. The void fraction and the interfacial area concentration characterize a
geometrical configuration of a two-phase flow. A detailed mathematical analysis as well as physical insight
indicate that the interfacial transfer terms are proportional to the interfacial area concentration and driving
force for that particular transfer [1]. The interfacial area concentration is the available interfacial area per
unit volume of a mixture, and, therefore, represents the first order geometrical effect of the interfacial
structure. In this paper, the local probe method for the measurement of the interfacial area, void fraction,
interfacial velocity, Sauter mean diameter, as well as the measurement of the liquid velocity and liquid
turbulence using a hot film probe are reviewed and new experimental approach and a new data are presented.

A theoretical study carried out at Argonne National Laboratory by Kataoka and Ishii 21 showed

Research Reactor Institute, Kyoto University, Kumator� Osaka 590-04, Japan-, presently Visiting Scholar at
Purdue Univ.

Current addressi Spent Fuel Project Office, US Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Washington D.C. 20555,
USA
... Author to whom all correspondence should be addressed.
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that the local time averaged interfacial area concentration could be uniquely related to the harmonic mean of
the Interfacial velocity. This opened up a way to measure the interfacial area drectly through the velocity
measurement. Using the theoretically supported method, double-sensor resistivity probes were applied to
adiabatic bubbly flow 2-6] and subcooled boiling flow 7). Recently, the basic equation for the local time
averaged terfacial area concentration measurement was improved by Wu and Ishii [8). When using the
double-sensor probe to measure the local interfacial area, it is necessary to make certain statistical

assumptions on bubble parameters such as a probability density function of the angle between the velocity

vector of the interface and mean flow direction vector. This should be verified by measurement. The local

time averaged interfacial area concentration measured by a double-sensor resistivity probe should be

consistent with ones measured by other methods, like a photographic method.

The liquid velocity and turbulent intensity measurements have been made together with the above

explained interfacial area measurement. In order to obtain a liquid velocity representative of the flow, it is

necessarytofilteroutthesignalsrelatedtothepassageofgasbubbles. Themajorfilteringiscarriedoutby

usina the threshold scheme. This scheme should be consistent with the local void fraction measured by the

resistivity probe. The combined data from the double-sensor probe and the hot film probe give the near

complete information on the time averaged local hydrodynamic parameters of two-phase flow. This data

can be used for the development of reliable constitutive relations which reflect the true transfer mechanisms

in two-phase flow.

2. Double sensor probe methodology

2.1. Theoryoflocalinterfacialareameasurementfordoublesensorresistivityprobe

Accordinry to Ishii I], the local time averaged interfacial area concentration is given by

ar
O i IV 1 ICos Oj

where 12� j, v and denote the time interval for averaging, the j-th interface, the velocity vector of the --th

interface, and the angle between v and the surface normal vector, respectively. If it can be assumed that

171 and I cos Oj has no correlation, Eq.(I ) can be rewritten as 2]

2 Y, (2)

Iv I Cos 

where Ar, denotes the number of bubbles which pass the point per unit time. Here, the factor of 2 indicates

that one bubble passing the point has two interfaces associated with it. Recently, Wu and Ishii [8) obtained

Eqs.(3) and 4) by improving the equation derived by Kataoka et al. 2) on the assumption that 1) the number
in I V is statistically independent of the angle between mean flow

of measured terfaces s large, 2 Y1

direction (Z direction) and normal direction of j-th interface, 3) the interfaces are composed of spherical

bubbles, 4) the probe passes every part of a bubble with an equal probability and (5) transverse direction x

or Y direction) components of v ii are random.
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g(,)) 'in d( - GJd+w
Ir

(4)
2;r g(,,) sin 1cosco coso sin sn cos(t - )) d( - do0 0 ;r

where v,, w, ab, and gw) denote the passing velocity of the j-th interface through the double sensor probe in
the mean flow direction, the angle between the velocity vector of the -th interface and the mean flow
direction vector, the maximum angle of w, and the probability density function of angle w, respectively, and ,
0 and denote the angle between the z ais and the normal vector of the interface, the angle between they'
axis and the projection of the probe direction vector on the x-y' plane and the direction between the y' axis
and the projection of the normal vector of the interface on the x-y'plane, respectively, when the zdirection
is chosen in the velocity direction.

Finally, the following equation can be obtained.

2 (5)

fo, g(W) Cos WW

The major component of the interfacial velocity may be the component of the main flow direction,
namely the component if the mean flow velocity is not small compared with the fluctuating x and y
components. Since gw) can be considered to have a sharp peak at O, the following function may be
assumed to describe go)).

g(CO = I(0) - WO), fo r 0 w a ,
3

OJO (6)

= for w < w 
2

The following correction term, ab) can be derived rom. Eqs.(5) and 6).

3
coo

I(Ct)o)=- (7)
O(wo - sinw.)

In order to calculate the local time averaged interfacial area concentration from the measured values

of N, and the value of 4 should be related to a measurable quantity. The following equation canT1 I I
be derived by following the method proposed by Kataoka et al. 2 on the assumption that the root mean
square of the fluctuations of the z component interfacial velocity, a, is equal to that of the root mean square
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Fig. I Unconditioned double sensor probe signal.

of the x and y component velocity fluctuations.

_ 2

C_ v.sin2co

2wo (8)
1 + 3(cf F

where v denote the z component of interfacial velocity. It was shown by the study for bubbly flow in a

vertical pipe using the ultrasonic Doppler technique that the magnitude of the axial component of the root
mean square of the bubble velocity fuctiiation was nearly equal to that of the transverse components [9].

7
Thus, the value of ab can be estimated from VC 1: and ,

2.2. Principle ofmeasurement

Local void fraction, bubble diameter, local inter-facial velocity and local 'interfacial area

concentration measurements can be made using the double sensor probe. The double sensor probe is used

basically as a phase identifier of the two-phase mixture. The circuit is used to measure the potential

difference between the exposed tip and the rounded terminal. As the circuit is opened or closed depending

on whether the sensor is in contact with gas or liquid, the voltage drop across the sensor fluctuates between

two reference voltages. For liquid continuous two-phase flow such as bubbly flow, the circuit is closed

when the sensor is in liquid.

Each sensor of the probe is used independently for dentif�ring the phase. If one were to plot the

time history of the output voltage for both sensors in the probe, the plots would look those in Fig-1. The

baseline of each plot siglifies the luid phase. The plse represents a small bubble resident on the tip of

the sensor. As indicated in Fig. , the unconditioned signal shows a near exponential rise of the signal as the

bubble hits the electrode. This is due to the finite size of the sensor and the possible deformation of the

interface. The trailing edge of the pulse, or the re-wetting of the probe, is seen to be much steeper.
In order to process the voltage snals effectively, it becomes nece&ary to determine a threshold

above which a pulse can be considered a bubble. This is important snce noise commonly corrupts the ideal
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output signal. Proper determination of the threshold is key because it will trigger the "conditioned" square
pulse that is easily recognized by the data acquisition oard. The value of the threshold is typically
determined by calibrating the double sensor probe to the global void fraction of the test section 4]. The
-lobal void is recorded for each flow condition by measuring the differential pressure aross a length of the
test section. An accurate measurement of the two-phase pressure drop in the test section was converted to
two-phase gravitational head to obtain the global void fraction data. It should be noted here that the
frictional loss was almost completely negligible in comparison with the he-ad loss under the present
experimental conditions. The measurement error of tis. method was estimated to be within .
Frequently, the proper threshold is simply the level required to remain above the noise level in conditioned
signals, shown in Fig.2. The first signal is from the upstream sensor. And the second signal is from the

downstream sensor. An error analysis for the conductivity probe revealed a maximum error of IO for the
lowest void fraction cases.

One of the limitations mentioned in the signal processing criterion was the possibility that a bubble

striking the upstream sensor would not sike the downstream sensor. For example, a bubble moving

laterally may only intercept the upstream sensor before changing to an upward direction. Situations of this

nature can present a difficulty when the downstream sensor is waiting for the bubble to deterrrune its velocity.

Because of this, it should be decided that a waiting time needs to be implemented to remove erroneous

velocity calculations. These waiting times ensure that the same bubble is being used for the velocity

calculation. The waiting times are based on research performed by Revankar and Ishii 4).

2.3. Doublesensorprobedesignanddataacquisitionsystem

A double sensor probe design is schematically shown in Fig.3. The probe material used was
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platinum-rhodium 13% Rh) wire with a diameter of 0127 mm. To build the probes, first, each wire was
inserted into a 0254 mm diameter stainless steel tube which was connected at the other end to a 127 mm
diameter Teflon-insulated copper wire These wire assemblies were then coated with an nsulating red
varnish which was ultimately baked on to the wires to ensure a well-insulated, ceramic-like coating. The tip
of each platinum wre was left exposed approximately 04 mm. Both wires were then inserted into another
stairdess steel 119 m diameter tube which was inserted and epoxied into another 90 degree-elbowed
stainless steel 239 ram dameter tube. The two wires were adjusted for typical distance of approximately 3
mm in the length wise direction and were aligned in the axial direction. This probe distance was determined
by the following relationship.

Ns . V.� < As < dSAf (9)
f

where N, v,f and dsm denote the sample number, the passing velocity of Jth interface through the double
sensor probe ui mean flow direction, the sampling frequency and the bubble diameter, respectively. When
N,=25, v=4 rnJsf-50000 Hz and dsm=3 mm are assumed as a typical condition, the relationship of 2 rran <

As < 3 mm can be obtained. Each stainless steel tube was bounded to the other with high strength,
waterproof epoxy cement keeping the inner wires insulated from the entire assembly. After thorough drying
of the entire probe assembly, the typical resistance of each wire was around 2 ohms-

Usino a fast A/D converter Metrabyte DAS-20 board and an IBMIPC-XT Computer, the above
models were implemented in a data acquisition program. The acquisition board has a maximum sampling
rate of I 0,000 cycles per second. For the data sets measured with the double-sensor probe, a minimum of
2000 bubbles were sampled to maintain silar statistics between the different combinations of gas flow
rates.

2.4. Signal measurements

The information to be recorded from each signal are (1) the number of bubbles, N, that have hit the
sensor, 2) the time, QTF-tTR�-, that the sensor is exposed to the gas phase, and 3) the relative time, (tRR-ITR)j,

between the bubble hitting the upstream and downstream sensor. The number of bubbles that hit the sensor
can be measured by counting the number of pulses in the signal. The time the sensor is exposed to the as
phase is merely a summation of the recorded pulse widths. The relative time between signals is determined
by the proper selection of two consecutive signals on the upstream and downstream sensor.

The interfacial velocity can be calculated by taking into account the distance between the tips of the
upstream and downstream sensor, As, and the time difference between the upstream and downstream sigrial,
(tRR-tTR). hus, the time-averaged interfacial velocity is given as:

- I V� AS (I )IrT 11 = -IN, i (tRJR - TR )j

where N, denotes the total number of bubbles hitting both the upstream and downstream sensors (noticing
that <N,). The time-averaged interfacial area concentration can be estimated by using Eqs.(3) and (7)_
The value of ab can be predicted from the measured values of the statistical parameters of the interfacial
velocity using Eq.(8).

The time-averaged void fraction is a function of the total sampling time, A and the accurriwated
pulse wdths of the upstream sensor during the sampling period. Thus, this time-averaged void fraction is
simply the accumulated tme the sensor is exposed to the gas phase divided by the total sampling time of the
sensor.
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(1, - t7W

J

The Sauter mean diameter can be expressed as a function of the time-averaged interfacial area
concentration and void fraction:

6a-1
dS1V (12)

a,

The Sauter mean dameter is based on the equivalent interfacial area concentration at the same void fraction.
For the interfacial area and bubble interfacial velocity the iaximum error calculated was 12 %_ For the
Sauter mean diameter the maximum expected error was 

3. Hotfilm Anemometry Methodology

3. 1. Principle of measurement

Liquid velocity and turbulent intensity in a two-phase flow were measured by using a hotfilm
anemometer system FLOWPOINT, which TSI Incorporated developed for liquid velocity and turbulent
intensity measurements in a single-phase flow. The FLOWPOINT system is a fully-integrated, thermal
anemometer-based system that measures the local fluid velocity and local fluid temperature. Each system
consists o a hotfilm probe, a sample/hold box, a thermocouple sensor, and a FLOWPOrNT velocity transducer
which interfaces with an IBM/PC-XT computer. The maximum sample size is 16284 data points per one
channel. The system is simple enough to measure a one-dimensional flow, yet it has the ability to measure
full three-dimensional flow fields.

The main processing unit of the FLOWPOINT system is the velocity transducer. The hotfilrn sensor
is basically a resistor on a Wheatstone bridge with the resistor's exposed sensor being maintained at a
constant temperature. When there is a liquid flow over the sensor, a characteristic amount of heat is
convected away from the sensor depending on the temperature difference between the fluid-sensor interface
and the local convection coefficient. Thus, the body temperature is lowered. Ms temperature change in
the sensor subsequently changes the sensor's electrical resistance seen by the Wheatstone bridge. When the
amplifier senses the off-balance of the bridge, it adjusts the voltage to the top of the bridge to keep it in
balance. This rapid and changing bridge voltage signal is then characteristic of the local velocity. hen
the voltage signal is calibrated to the fluid velocity, it represents the time history of the local fluctuating fluid
velocity. Since the local fluid temperature also affects the heat transfer from the hotfilm sensor, a
thermocouple is placed near the hotfilm. sensor to measure the local fluid tmperature. The FLOWPOINT
software adjusts the voltage signal accordingly.

3.2. Hoolm probe design

The probes used in these experiments were the TSI Model 1231W designed with a conical tip-
The tip had a sensor diameter of 127 rnrn and a sensor length of I mm. Such a small sensor area is able to
give nearly a point velocity measurement. In the following experiments, the probes were mounted to
measure he local liquid velocity in the axial direction. This probe model was used because of its sructural
integrity in liquid flow and the conical tip's ability to effectively pierce an oncoming bubble, unlike a wedge
tip or un wire. 'Me maximum frequency response of these probes is kHz. This probe is usually
operated at 66.7'C, which is the recommended operating temperature for a water single-phase flow
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Fig.5 Typical calibration curve of hotfilin anemornetry.

Because the probe encounters changes in the local convection coefficient around two magnitudes between
the -as and liquid phases, the probe has a tendency to "bum out" and it essentially loses its. sensitivity To
avol bum out, the probe should be operated at a lower temperature. Figure 4 shows the relationship
between the range of the output voltage and the overheat temperature defined by the difference between the
liquid temperature and the operating temperature. Open circles and triangles indicate the output voltage at
the liquid velocity of 544 /s and m/s, respectively. Solid circles indicate the voltage range available to
liquid velocity measurement. The lower perating temperature results M_ the decrease of the voltage range
aval to liquid velocity measurement. Figure shows the typical calibration curve. Lower operating
temperature causes lower resolution of the liquid velocity easurement. For example, when a liquid
velocity around 35 /s is measured, the voltage change of 0.005 V corresponds to the velocity change of

a M
0.153, 0.105, and 00729 m/s under the operating temperature of 35, 45, and 66.7 'C, respectively. This
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means the measurable velocity resolution under the operating temperature of 35 C is roughly half of that
under 66.7 'C. In this study the operatlincy temperature was set at 45'C. In this case, the measurable
velocity resolution is roughly 30% lower than that under the recommended operating temperature of 66.7 C.

3.3. Ho�rlmprobecolibrationandsignalprocessing

The hotfihn probe was calibrated with a Pitot-static tube, each positioned along the test section

centerline. The mnometer reading from the Pitot-static tube was converted to a velocity measurement and

then plotted against the corresponding bridge voltage from the hotfilm probe. For each calibration a fourth-

order polynomial was fit to the data.

The t)rpical time history of a hotfilm voltage signal is shown in Fig.6. As would be expected for

turbulent flow, the voltage is seen to fluctuate around some average value until the probe encounters an air

bubble. When a bubble is encountered, the voltage begins to drop rapidly. This is the process which

eventually causes the probe to bum out as mentioned earlier. Since the hotfilm on the probe has

encountered slowly circulating air, the convection coefficient for the film decreases by magnitudes causing

the temperature of the probe to rise dramatically and quickly. Accordingly, the system compensates by
lowering the voltage at the top of the Wheatstone bridge. When the bubble passes completely and the probe

is re-wetted, the opposite process occurs. In some instances for the latter case, it is possible to see the

overcompensation of the bridge voltage from the upward voltage spike at the end of each passing bubble.

In order to obtain a liquid velocity representative of the flow, it is necessary to filter out the voltage

depressions and spikes due to the bubbles hitting and passing the probe, respectively. The voltage spikes

are removed from the signal using a threshold scheme. The mnimum voltage eshold s typically set near

the zero liquid velocity voltage. This is usually the case because the hotfihn anemometer circuitry tends to

over compensate the voltage reduction when a bubble suddenly envelopes the tip of the probe. Although the

actual voltage change due to the probe encountering the bubble is not iportant or accurate, the time that the

probe is exposed to the bubble can be used to determine the local time-averaged void fraction.

Consequently, this information is valuable in that it serves as a cross reference with the void fraction from the

conductivity probe, providing more reassurance that the data is reliable.

When the spikes due to the bubbles passing the probe are removed from the signal using the filter,

the one or two velocity data points corresponding to the spikes may be lost. For example, when the uniform
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bubble diameter, the sampling frequency, the maximum sample size, the bubble velocity and the void fraction
are 3 m, 500ORz, 16384 2 m/s, IO %, respectively, the lost velocity data can be estimated to be 1 I I of
all velocity data points. Since the lost velocity data can be estimated to be 43 for the void fraction of
30 %, It is expected that the hotfiLm anemometry can be applicable to the liquid velocity measurement of a
bubbly flow (a<30 %). A bubble-filtered signal is shown in Fig.6. It is offset by -1.0 volt from the raw
signal above it. After the bubbles have been removed from the signal, the voltages can be converted to
velocities using the calibration curve and the statistical parameters identifying the turbulent flow can be
calculated. The parameters used these experiments are the average liquid velocity defined as

Vfj

V (13)
f AT

where N denotes the number of velocity samples, and the liquid turbulent fluctuation defined as

(vf 1;f

V (14)

Rather than using the turbulent fluctuation, typically the turbulent intensity is reported in the literature as

VI
Turbulent Intensity f (15)

Vf.MS.X

where v is the maximum average liquid velocity in the radial velocity profile. The above conventionf.tn&'.K

is used in the presentation of the data that follows. A error analysis accounting for the propagation of error
through the probe calibration estimated a maximum error of 3 % for the liquid velocities and less than 2 % for
the turbulent intensities.

4. Experimental

Experiments were performed by using two experunental loops with uiner diameters of 25.4 mm
(Loop A) and 50. m (Loop B). The lengths of the loops A and are 3750 mm and 3658 mm,
respectively. In this study loop A was used for the verification of the double-sensor probe method, whereas
loop was used for acquiring the basic data in two-phase flow. Figure 7 shows the schematic diagram of
the experanental loop B. The test section was a round tube made of an acrylic resin. Operating fluids
wereairandpurifiedwater. Thewaterwascirculatedintheloopbyacentrifugalpumpandtheairsupplied
by an air-compressor was introduced into the test section through a bubble generator. The bubble trisector
consisted of a square x2O array of hypodermic needles of random lengths held stationary by a resin base.
The result was a random three-dimensional distribution of bubbles with diameters ranging between 3 and 
millimeters. The air was released into the atmosphere after flowing through the test section vertically
upward. The air flow rate was measured by a rotor-meter and the water flow rate was measured by either a
flow meter or an oifice. The aximum average liquid velocity of the system was jf 195 m/s. The
maximum average gas velocity of the system wasj,--0.875 m/s. he loop temperature was kept at a constant
temperature (20'C) by a heat exchanger installed in a water reservoir. The measurements were performed at
the axial location of LIL-2, 2, and 62. The experimental conditions are listed in Table 1. The details of
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Fig.7 Schematic diagram of experimental loop.

Table I Experimental conditions

Pipe Superficial gas velocityj, [m/sl 0.037 0.074 0.028 0.138 0.037 0.037

diameter D Superficial liquid velocityjf fm/sl 0.3 1.0 1.0 2.0 3.0 4.0

25.4 mm Measuring position LID [-I 120

Pipe Sup rficial gas velocityj, fm/sl 0.039 0067 0147

diameter D Superficial liquid velocityjf Im/sl 0.60, 1.00 130

50.8 mrn Measuring position LID 2, 32,62
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Fig.8 Effect of rising or falling signal on' terfaci

in ial area concentration measurement.

the experimental loop A was described in the previous paper [6].
In order to verify the validity of Es.(7) and (8), the inter-facial area concentration was also

measured by a photographic method. There was almost no bubble overlap for a void fraction < %. The
bubble shape resembled something between eipsoidal and spherical. In order to calculate the interfacial
area and the vlume of each bubble from the photograph, the bubble was assumed to be an ellipsoid of
revolution rotated arOUnd the minor axis. The interfacial area of the bbble A was calculated by sing the
following equation [IO).

ba' b + �b 2 _a2
A = 2 P + � In (16)

2,F2 �-a2� b - 2 a2�

where a and b denote the major and minor axis lengths, respectively. The volume of the bubble V was
calculated b the following equation.

2
V ab (17)

6

From the ergodic theorem 2], the volume average of the local time averaged interfacial area concentration
should be equal to the time average of the volurne-averaged one for a stationary flow.

5. Results and discussion

.5.1. Verification of methodologies

Equation (5) was derived based on the assumptions of a spherical bubble and no change of bubble
direction when passing the probe, which imply that the two interfaces passing through the probe are identical.
In this case, the relative time tRR-iTR between the bubble hitting the upstream and downstream sensor
measured by using the rsmg signal should agree with the relative time rps.-tTF measured by the falling signal.

0 -

In the real two-phase flow, the bubble may be slightly deformed by the shear stress and the moving direction
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Fig.9 Effect of rising or falling signal on interfacial velocity measurement.
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Kataoka et al.[2]
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Fig I Comparison of assumed probability density function gw) w experimental data.

may be changed when passing the probe due to the turbulence. Consequently, the interfac al velocity and
inter-facial area concentration measured by the rising signal may be expected to be different from those
measured by the falling signal. To investigate the effect of the signal on the measured values, the interfacial
velocity and interfacial area concentration measurements were performed byusing both signals as shown n
Flos.8 and 9- Experimental conditions 1 2 and 3 mean the value measured by the rising signal, averaging
of rising and falling signals, and the falling signal, respectively. A good agreement was obtained among
them for the interfacial velocity and interfacial area concentration measurements. This means that Eq.(5)
holds statistically even though it may not be assumed that the bubble shape is spherical and the bubble
direction isn't changed when passing the probe.

To verify the probability density fnction assumed by Eq.(6), the probability densities of w for five
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FIQ. 2 Comparison of interfacial area concentration measured by double sensor probe with one by

photographic method.

conditions, o-. --0.0840 0106 0126 0152, and 0171 were measured from the interfacial velocity

distribution assuming isotropic turbulence. A typical result is shown in Fg.10. It turns out from this
figure that Eq.(6) gives a good approximation for gco) in comparison with that given by Kataoka et a]. 2.

Similar results were obtained for the other o-, Figure I I shows the relationship between the

I
correction factor 1(o)b) and a- V.� calculated by Eqs.(7) and (8). Open circles indicate the data of
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Fig. 3 Verification of filter used in hotfilm anemometry by void fraction data.
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Fig. 14 Local interfacial and liquid velocity profiles.

a- IV.= usedfortheverificationofg(o)). LateralmotionofbubblesincreasesthecorrectionfactorI(oi�),
I I

namely interfacial area concentration. In Fig. 12 the interfacial area concentration averaged over the flow
channel is plotted against the void fraction averaged over the flow channel. The solid line indicates the
interfacial area concentration calculated by Eq.(12) assuming the constant Sauter mean diameter of 3 mm.
A good agreement exists between the interfacial area concentrations measured from the double sensor probe
method based on Eqs.(7) and (8) and those measured from the photographic method. It is clarified from
above that Es.(7) and (8). are valid for interfacial area concentration measurement.

To validate the filter used in a hotfilm anemometry, void fraction measured by tile hotfilm
anemometry was compared with that measured by the double-sensor probe method as shown in Fig. 3 The
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Fig. 15 Local void fraction profiles.

void fraction measured by the hotfilm anemometry s a ittle larger than that by the double-sensor probe
method. The hotfilm anemometer circuitry tends to over compensate the voltage reduction when a bubble
suddenly envelopes or passes through the tip of the probe as shown in Fig.6. Since the voltage spikes after
the passing bubble are also removed by the filter, hotflm anemometry may overestimate the void fraction.
For example, when the samplin.- frequency is k.Hz and the velocity of the bubble with a diameter of 3 mm is
I m/s, 15 data points are acquired as the bubble passes thrOLigh. If one or two data points after the passing
bubble are removed by this fter, &e hotfilm anemometry overestimates the void fraction on the order of
10-20 %. Therefore, the esult shown in Fig. 13 means the filter used in this study removes the voltage spike
due to the passing bubble appropriately.

5.2. Localparometermeasurementsofverticalupwardair-waierflowinaroundtubewith5O.8mminner
diameter

For the entire range of data, all data was collected in the bubbly flow regime. As a result, most of
the flow parameters exhibit the same behavior. Figures 14 and 15 show examples of the profiles of the gas
(interfacial) and liquid velocities and void fraction profile, respectively. Since the converging conical
section is forcing the flow into the smaller diameter test section, profiles of interfacial and liquid velocities
have a peak near the wall at the entrance, LID-2. By the second measuring station, LID-32, the interfacial
velocity reaches its terminal velocity and the liquid elocity profiles becomes fully developed. Since the
bubbles collect near the wall in high concentration due to the liquid velocity profile, the void fraction profile
has a peak near the wall at the entrance. As the void fraction develops along the flow direction, the peak
moves away from the wall and decreases considerably. The degree to which the peak decreases depends on
the flow conditions. For the low superficial liquid velocity the peak may decrease by 40 to 50 %. However,
astheliquidvelocityisinereasedthepeakmayonlydecreasebylO%. Alongthetestsectionitisalsoseen
that the void fraction profile decreases in the center of the flow. Thus, the ftWy developed conditions
appear to show that the bubbles concentrate near the wall for low void fraction flows in the bubbly regime.
As expected for bubbly flow, the interfacial area concentration profiles are similar to the void fraction
profiles. Since the interfacial area concentration is directly proportional to the area-averaged void fraction,
the interfacial area profiles display the same behavior as their respective void profJes. Flc,, 16).

GeneraUy the Sauter mean diameters are uniform along the radius of the test section with some
increase in size near the wall. Since the bubble velocities are hindered by the strong velocity gradient near
the wall, bubbles in this region have longer contact times resulting in their coalescence and subsequent
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Fig. 16 Local interfacial area concentration profiles.
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Fig. 7 Local Sauter mean dameter profiles.

growth. Other evidence of bubble coalescence can be seen in the dramatic size increase from LIL-2 to
LID=32, as seen in Fig. 17. Because the bubble generator may not be creating a bubble which is stable to the
undeveloped flow conditions, the bubble will either disintegrate or coalesce in order to establish stability.
Although some bbble growth is seen from LID-32 to LID-62, it is seen to be less dramatic, suggesting that
the bubble diameter is approaching its steady-state value.

The axial changes in the turbulent intensity appear to become dependent on the relative difference
between the turbulence induced by the bubble and the turbulence induced by wall shear. For example, in
the lowest superficial liquid velocity datajr=0.60 m/s, the bubble-induced turbulence seems to dominate the
shear-induced turbulence even for the lowest void fraction case. These effects are most obvious in the core
of the flow where bubbles tend to cluster. However, these effects begin to dissipate as the superficial liquid
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Fig. 19 Dependence of turbulent tensity on superficial gas velocity.

velocity increases. With higher liquid velocitiesji=1.00 and 130 m/s, the turbulent intensity profile tends
to remain about a fixed line, as in Fig. 8. At the entrance, the intensity is peaking near the walL As the
flow develops, the intensity profile is pushed away from the wall. The lar e energy-containing eddies are
dissipating-, therefore, diffiLsiag smaUer eddies into the trbulent core. Ts, axiaHy, the intensity profile is

pushedoutfromthewaUanddownwardnearthecenter. Alsoforthehigherliquidvelocitiesthetwbtilence

measurements considerably far downstream from the etrance show that the introduction of bubbles mially

dampenstheeffectsofthefluctuatingliquidvelocitynearthewaU(showninFig.19). Sincethedistribution

of bubble diameters are among the physical size of the liquid eddies, the bubbles begin to have an effect on

the behavior of the eddies. Thus, the bubbles are seen here to inhibit the movement of the eddies.

Consequently, the local qtud velocity near the waH fluctuates less in the two-phase mixture than in single-
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phase flow. However, near the pipe centerline, the two-phase turbulent intensity still exceeds the single-
phase turbulence.

6. Summary and conclusions

Double sensor probe and hotfilm anernometry methods were developed for local flow
characteristics in bubbly flow system. The formulation for the interfacial area concentration measurement
was obtained by improving the formulation derived by Kataoka and Ishii 2 The verification was made
experimentally for such assumptions used in the derivation that two interfaces passing through the probe

and the probabil ty dens ty function of the angle between the veloc ty vector of the interface
and mean direction vector was given by the quadratic equation of the angle. Furthermore, the interfacial
area concentration measured by the double sensor probe method agreed well with one by the photographic
method. The measurement methods of local void fraction, interfacial velocity, and Sauter mean diameter
were described based on the processing of the signal obtained by the double sensor probe. The hotfilm
anemometry was applied to measure the liquid velocity and the turbulent intensity in bubbly flow. The filter
to remove the signal due to the passing bubbles was developed and verified by using the void fraction data.

The local flow characteristics of vertical upward air-water flow in a round tube with an inner
diameter of 50.8 mm were measured by the above methods. A total of 54 data sets were acquired consisting
of three cas flow ratesj,=0.039 0067, and 0 147 m/s, and three liquid flow ratesjf=0.60, 1.00, and 130 M/s.
The measurements were performed at the following locations: LIL�-2, 32, and 62. All of the data acquired
was wthin the bubbly flow regime. Most of the void fraction profiles exhibited the same behavior, peaking
near the wall at the test section entrance and sufficiently far downstream. Due to the direct relationship in
bubbly flow, the interfacial area concentration rofiles were similar to the void fraction profiles. In general,
for the lowest superficial liquid velocityfi=0.60 m/s, the bubble-induced turbulence seemed to dominate the
shear-induced turbulence even for the lowest void fraction cases-, however, as the superficial liquid velocity
was increased, these effects began to dissipate. With the igher liquid velocities, the turbulent intensity
tended to fluctuate about a fxed distribution. This data is expected to be used for the development of
reliable constitutive relations which reflect the true tansfer mechanisms in two-phase flow,
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8. Nomenclature

A = interfacial area of bubble
a = major axis length of ellipsoidal bubble
ai = interfacial area concentration
b = minor axis length of ellipsoidal bubble
D = pipe diameter
dsm = Sauter mean diameter

f = sampling frequency
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g(w) = probability density function of angle 
I(at) = correction factor
i = superficial velocity
L = length along flow direction
N = number of velocity samples
Ns = number of samples
N, = number of bubbles which pass the point per unit time
N, = number of bubbles hitting both the upstream and downstream sensor
n, = normal vector of double sensor probe
T = temperature
I = time
V = bubble volume
Vhf = output voltage of hotfilm probe
vi = interfacial velocity
Vi, = z component of interfacial velocity
JIf = liquid velocity
V� = liquid turbulent fluctuation
VSZ = passing velocity ofj-th interface through the double sensor probe in mean flow direction

IGreek letters

a = volA fraction
AS = distance between tips of upstream and downstream sensor
8 = angle between y' axis and projection of probe direction vector on x-y' plane when z'

direction is chosen in velocity direction
(7 = rot mean square of fluctuations of z component interfacial velocity
0 = angle between -th interface velocity vector and surface normal vector
V = angle between y' axis and projection of the normal vector of interface on x-y' plane

when z' direction is chosen in velocity direction
n = tune interval for averaging

angle between velocity vector of -th interface and mean flow direction vector
O-b = maximum angle of 

8.2 Subscripts

f = liquid
0 = oas
hf = hotfilm
J. = Jth interface
max = maximum value
RF = failing sgnal of downstream snior
RR = rising signal of downstream sensor
TF = falling signal of upstream sensor
TR = rising signal of upstream sensor

8.3 Symbols

<> = area average
-t = time average
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Abstract

A constant-electric-current method (CECM) developed by the present author is a kind of the
conductance method. The characteristics of the CECM are (1) a constant-curTent power source is
used for supplying the electric power and 2) two kinds of electrodes are installed. One is used for
supplying electric power and the other is for detecting he information of hold-up or film thickness.
The main merits of the CECM are (1) the output from the sensor electrode is independent of the
location of gas phase, for example radial location in a tube cross-section, 2 the sensitivity of
detecting the change in the hold-up is higher in the case of the thinner film thickness, and 3 the
interaction aong the electrodes is negligible. The basic idea, calibration and examples of the
application of the CECM will be discussed in the present paper.

1. INTRODUCT'ION

liquid films flowing with high speed gas flow are widely encountered in various kinds of
industrial equipment It is understood that the characteristics of the liquid films are closely related to
theperfomianoeandthesafeoperationofthoseequipment. hesurfaceoftheliquidfilmisusually
accompanied by various kinds of complicated waves. Therefore the film thickness changes with
time and space. The configuration of the interface depends on the flow conditions of gas and liquid,
which affects the flow pattern, the interfacial shear stress and the breakdown of the liquid film on the
surface as well. And accordingly the acumulation of the information on the liquid film flow is
indispensable.

The change of hold-up is measured by making use of the change of conductance of two-
phase mxture included in the space between a pair of sensor electrodes[l]. If the electrodes are
mounted flush with the surface of the channel, two-phase flow is not disturbed by the electrodes.
In the usual conductance method, however, there are following defects : (1) The smaller the film
thickness, the smaller the output from the sensor electrodes due to the minimized electric current
because usually a constant voltage power source is used, which is inconvenient for measuring time
fluctuating thin film thickness. 2 The distribution of electric current density is not uniform in the
cross-section of the channel especially near the electrodes then the output is dependent on the radial
location of the gas phase in a tube cross section even if the void fraction is the same as shown in
Fig.l. hedetectedvoidfracdoninthecaseofAishigherthanthatofB. (3)Meoutputfromthe
electrodes is saturated if the distance between the sensor electrodes is small compared with the film
thickness, which is a defect for measuring the local value of the film thickness.

The present author developed a new conductance method 2[4), which overcomes the
above mentioned defects of the conventional conductance method, and have successfully applied it in
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many cases of, especially, liquid films flowing wit a igh gas flow. In die present paper the basic
idea, the calibration and the examples of te application will be described.

2. CHARACTERISTICS OF THE CONSTANT ELECTRIC CURRENT MET-HOD CECM)

In Fig. 2 is shown die conceptual drawing of the constant-electric-current method (CECn.
In te CECM die constant electric current is applied from a pair of electrodes, which will be referred
to as the power electrodes in te present paper. The locations of the sensor electrodes for detecting
the time fluctuating old-up are separated from die power electrodes. The distance between the
power electrodes must be considerably large and the sensor electrodes are installed in between the
power electrodes. The axial distance between a pair of sensor electrods is arbitrary, few millimeters
for the measurement of a local value in some cases and several hundreds mllimeters in other cases for
a space averaged value in a considerably long axial length.

Compared with the conventional conductance method the characteristics of the CECM are
as follows 

(1) The power electrodes are separated from te sensor electrodes and the distance
between the power electrodes must be much larger than the objective mearsuring section. By this
arrangement of the electrodes the distribution of the electric current density applied by the constant
current power source becomes satisfactory urtiform in the measuring s ection.

Voltage drop is picked-up through a high input-impedance aplifier then the uniform
electric current distribution is not disturbed by the presence of the pair of sensor electrodes. And
accordingly the increase in voltage drop with the increase in the electrical resistance, wich is caused
by the existence of gas phase, is independent of the locations of the gas phase in the cross section of
the duct as shown in Fig. 3. That is, the difference in the output from the sensor electrodes caused
by the difference in the flow pattern i.e., the bubbly flow type and the annular flow type but with the
same void fraction, is smaller in the CECM than that in the conventional conductance method.

(2) In the conventional conductance method the output asymptotically increases with the
increase in the film thickness up to a certain value which is considerably small compared with the
distance between the sensor electrodes. On the other hand in the CECM it is fundamentally
improved, and the distribution of the electric current is uniform independent of the film thickness and
the linearity of the output with the film thickness is quite good.

(3) If the film thickness is very thin, the electric resistance becomes large while the
electric current is kept always constant in the CECM. Then the voltage drop becomes large. The
thinner the liquid film thickness, the larger the output voltage. This means that the sensitivity to the
film thickness variation is higher in the case of the thinner film thickness. Therefore the CECM is
better to be used in the liquid film flow, although the CECM is fundamentally applicable to wider
range of flow pattern as discussed in Figs. I and 3.

(4) Interaction among the sensor electrodes is negligible because the output from each
sensor electrode is measured by a high input-impedance amplifier. herefore multiple sensor
electrodes can be installed at a short distance between each neighboring electrodes in order to
simultaneously measure, for example, the film thickness at many axially different locations.

(5) Even in the case of the simultaneous measurement of the cross-sectionally averaged
hold-up the number of the necessary input power source is one.

(6) Any electrodes are mounted flush with the duct surface and the two-phase flow is not
disturbed by the existence of the electrodes.

3. BASIC EQUATIONS OF THE CECM

The electric resistance of two-phase flow, RTp, in a unit length of the channel is expressed
as follows,

I 1-77 +_ 77
RI-p RG RL

where R. and RL are respectively the electric resistance wen the gas pase and the liquid phase alone
occupies the whole cross-section of the tube, and the hold-up. Express the voltage drop in a
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unit length as Vp when a constant current lo is supplied, and the hold-up is expressed by the next
equation if the condition R, >RL is hold as for the case of air-water two-phase flow.

7 = - = %L = (2)
R7P Io RT, VT,

here VL is the voltage drop when the liquid alone flows with occupying die wole cross-section of the
tube. If the electric resistance and the voltage drop are respectively expressed as RTm and V., when
the hold-up is the known value of and die electric current is te same value as that in the case
of E.(2), 1 , next equation is obtained from Eq.(2),

776 = 10 R = V (3)

IORTpo VTpo

By eiminating V in Eqs.(2) and 3) the next equation is obtained.

77 = IORTPO 77 = VTPO 77o (4)
10 Rrp VTP

If VTp is measured under the condition of the known values of and V in Eq. 3) or V., we can

detennine the hold-up � i.e., the film thickness from Eq.(4).

4. EXPERIMENTAL APPARATUS AND PROCEDURE

Two types of the arrangement of the sensor electrodes have been used depending on the
object of the measurement, i.e., to measure the cross-sectionally averaged hold-up or the local values
of the film tckness at each point along, for example, the circumference of channel surface. The
measuring system and procedure of the CECM will be explained below.

4.1 Measurement of the Cross-sectionally Averaged Hold-up, (Type A prove)
In Fig.4 (a) is shown an example of the schematic view of the experimental apparatus of the

CECM for measuring the cross-sectionally averaged hold-up in the case of, for example a circular
pipe with an inner diameter of 19.2 nun. The constant electric current of known value was supplied
from the ring electrodes A and which were ade of brass and embedded flush with the inner
surface of the whole circumference of tube at the axial distance of about 2 m.

The change of voltage drop with time due to the change of hold-up at the objective cross-
section were measured by the sensor electrodes C and D, for example, which were also embedded
flush with the duct surface. The details of the pair of the sensor electrodes is shown in Fig.4 (b).
The distance of one pair of sensor electrodes in the direction of flow can be fundamentally very short,
if necessary I nun for example, which means that the hold-up detected was one averaged over the
volumeincludedinbetweenthesensorelectrodes. twas3O.OnuninthecaseshowninFig.4(b).
This pair of sensor electrodes is referred to as the Type A prove.

The output from each Type A prove, A VCD in Fig.4 (b) for example, was sampled at a
predetermined frequency by an A-D converter, after passing through a high input-impedance aplifier,
and the statistical values, such as time averaged hold-up or the film thickness, the wave height, the
distribution of film thickness and so forth, were calculated from the digitized data.

It must be pointed out that the test section in between the power electrodes must be made of
nonconductive material. Furthermore the leak of the electric current toward the exit of the channel
in Fig.4 (a) for example, must be minimized to keep the electric cuurent constant in the mearsuring
section as well as posible. If the leak can not be stoped, the fluctuation of the electric current is
measured in the section AE in Fig.4 by inserting a resistor with a low electric resistance.

4.2 Measurement of the Local Value of the Film Thickness, (Type prove)
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In Fig.5 is shown an example of the system for measuring the local value of the time
fluctuating film thickness at a point on the duct surface. In tis case an electrode is consisted of two
concentric rings and one circular rod at the center of the two rings. They are respectively expressed
as A, and C in Fig. 5, and referred to as the Type prove as a whole in the present paper. The
constant current is supplied from the center rod electrode A) and the outermost ring (electrode ,
which are the power electrodes. The signal is detected from h center rod a-rid the rniddle ring
(electrode 13), which are the sensor electrodes. This means that he measured hold-up is averaged
over the sensor electrodes. The diameter of the outermost ring C affects on the uniformity of the
electric current distribution in the region of the sensor electrodes. The larger the better if possible.
The outermost ring is always grounded.

It must be noticed that one constant power source is necessary for one pair of the sensor
electrode in this case. This is one of the defects of the Type prove. The linear relation between
film thickness and output from the sensor electrodes is not so good as the Type A electrode although
possibly better thari conventional one because the electrode C is separated from the sensor electrode ,
then the electric current dnsity distribution is more uniform near the sensor electrodes, i. e., the
center part of the type prove, (electrodes A and B). The dam processing after detecting by the
sensor electrodes is the same as the Type A prove.

Both the Type A and the Type proves have been successfully and properly used in our
experiments depending on the purpose of the experiment

4.3 Constant Current Power Source and Isoladon (High Input Impedance) Amplifier.
The characteristics of a constant electric current power supplier and an isolation amplifier

which we have used are as follows.
(1) Constant Current Power Source;

* Range of the electric current 0 I A - I I mA. The output constant current is
set by the step of O I A by the five digital dials and kept constant even if the electric resistance
between the power electrodes fluctuates in the frequency range less than 10 KHz.

* Range of the output voltage: - 2 1 00 Volts.
(2) Isolation Amplifier;

• Input impedance: 2 M fl.
• Frequency range: DC - 3 KHz.

*Output voltage: Maximum ± IO Volts.
* Number of channel: 32

(3) Example of the applied constant electric cur-rent and the range of the voltage difference between the
power electrodes: I mA and about 200 Volts.

The output from the sensor electrode considerably fluctuates depending on the fluctuation
of the local film thickness as will be shown later, but the output voltage of the power electrodes is
small especially in the case of an anular flow or thin film flow with small scale of disturbance waves
because the axial distance between the power electrodes is usualy long and the resistance is averaged
in that section.

5. CALIBRATION

5.1 StaticCalibrationofTypeAprovebyUsingNonconductiveRods[2]-[4]
Static calibration was performed by inserting a cylindrical nonconductive rod with known

diameter into the test section which was initially filled up with water. Te rd had a relatively short
axial length but longer than the axial distance between a pair of the sensor electrodes. The rod was
free from movement in the radial direction but the output from the sensor electrode did not
changed if the rod swung. This fact means that the output was not affected by the radial location
of the nonconductive material, i.e., the types of flow as discussed on the Fig-3.

Figure 6 shows an example of the calibration of the hold-up by using the nonconductive
rods. The horizontal axis is the void ratio which corresponds to the nonconductive rod, and the
vertical axis is the measured void ratio by the CECM. The difference of the symbols means the
difference in the date of the calibration. We made the similar calibration many times and got sirnilar
results. The figure shows that the measured values agree weU with the known void ratio with the
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accuracy of about 3 %, signifying that the data were reproducible as well.

5.2 Dynamic Calibration of Type A Prove by a Rising arge Bubble 21
The time variation of die void fraction was measured by the CECM while a large air bubble

traveled upward through stagnant liquid contained in a vertical circular tube. The volume of the
large bubble was measured in advance and its change with the decrease in the static pressure at the
measuring cross-secLion was corrected. The time trace of the void fraction measured by te
CECM was integrated in order to obtain die total volume of the large bubble passing by the electrode.
The measured values were compared with the known volumes in Fig.7. The difference in te
symbols expresses the difference of the measured date. About 80 of the measured data are within
the accuracy of ± % . This verifies that 'the CECM is useful to measure time fluctuating
instantaneous void fraction even in the case of interri-tittent flows like the slug flow.

5.3 Comparison with the Published Data of Void Fraction in Two-Fhase Flow Condition 2]
The CECM with the Type A prove is considered to be applicable to wider range of flow

patterns because the output is independent of the radial location of gas bubbles as discussed in Figs. I
and 3 The fluctuations of void ratio were measured in the cases of air-water two-phase vertical
upward flows and their time mean values were calculated by using data obtained in the sufficiently
long period. The flow patterns included were the bubbly, die slug and the froth flows. They are
compared with the published data in Fig.8. The vertical axis is the measured hold-up and the
horizontal axis is the ratio of the superficial velocity of air to that of water. It is clear that the hold-up
is a function of the liquid flow rate, i. e., the larger the liquid flow rate, the smaller the hold-up in this
experimental range if compared with the same value of the flow rate ratio of _� to j, The trends of
the data points of each researcher are similar and the agreement is quantitatively satisfactory if the
difference of the measuring methods and the wide range of the flow patterns measured are taken
into consideration.

5.4 Cali5ration of the Type prove.
The Type prove has been used only for the measurement in the liquid film flow so far.

The calibration was performed by putting a nonconductive rectangular block with the known gap size
on the Type prove. The linear relation of the output with the gap size was much poorer than the
Type A prove. Then we should have a calibration curve beforhand to determine the hold-up.

6. EXAMPLES OF THE APPLICATION OF THE CECM TO TWO-PHASE FLOW

The CECM has been successfully applied to many cases of two-phase flow especially to the
liquid film. flowing with high speed gas flow. Some of them wiIJ be explained in the following
sections.

6.1 Waves on Liquid Film in a Horizontal Rectangular Duct.
6.1.1 ExperimentalApparatusandObservedFlowPattems[5]

Figure 9 shows a schematic diagram of the experimental apparatus used. The test section
was made of transparent acrylic resin to observe the flow pattern. The height and the width of the
duct were respectively I 0 nun and 40. 0 mm, and the total length was 47 in. Air and water,
which were the working fluids, flew through the film thickness measuring section as a separated flow
or a film flow. Time varying film thickness was simultaneously measured at four axially different
locations by the Type A proves.

Before beginning the measurement of film thickness the calibration of the output from the
proves was perfortned. by using several nonconductive rectangular rods each of which formed a gap
with known size between the rod and the bottom of the rectangular duct where the proves were
mounted flush with the bottom.

In Fig. 0 is shown the flow conditions of the experiment by the marks and 0. The

vertical axis r is the water volumetric flow rate per unit width and the horizontal axis, G1 is the air
superficial velocity. In the figure the boundary of the flow patterns observed are also shown, A
being for the annular flow, D for the disturbance wave flow, P for the pebble wave flow, R for the
ripple flow, for the smooth surface flow, T for the two-dimensional wave flow and V for the
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viscous wave flow. NW stands for the non-wetting flow in wich the break of die liquid film
occurred at some parts on the bottom surface of the duct.

Distinct feature of waves appearing on the gas-liquid interfacein die respective flow regime
can be recognized by die time traces of the fm thickness measured by die CECM. Typical
examples are show i Fig. I I with the notation of te flow pattern on the right side of the figure.

6.1.2 Frequency Distributions of die Film Thickness, �.[5]-[8]
The cumulative frequency distributions, which are equivalent to the probability functions,

are plotted on a normal probability paper, as shown in Fig. 2 for the respective typical flow patter R,
T, P and D. If the line is straight, the probability of the fm thickness is expressed by a normal
distribution. It is clearly seen that the distribution of the film thickness is expressed by a sraight line
in the case of the pebble wave flow, signifying that the fm thickness distribution is approximately
normal in this flow pattern. On the other hand in the case of the disturbance wave flow the data
points can be approximated by two segments with the larger and the smaller parts of t which
respectively correspond to the disturbance waves and the base waves.

In Fig. 13 are shown the changes of the cumulative frequency distribution curves with the
changes of the flow conditions across the transition region of the flow pattern from the pebble wave
region to the disturbance wave region. Ibis figure shows that by increasing only a small amount
of liquid flow rate causes a drastic change of the flow pattern from the pebble wave to the disturbance
wave flow. Then the wave height increases abruptly at the boundary. On the other hand the
transition region between the disturbance wave flow and the ripple flow is wide and the distribution
gradually changes with increasing in the both air and water flow rates as shown in Fig. 14.

6.1.3 Generation of Viscous Wave 9]
Figure 15 shows the typical examples of the time variation of film thickness which were

measured by the type prove at the center of the duct width of the rectangular test section 40 mm
width and 10 mm height) They were obtained under the different water flow rate conditions with
the air flow rate kept constant as shown by solid circles in Fig. 0. Capital letters written on the right
side of Fig. express the flow pattems.

Comparison of the flow rates in Figs. 10 and 15 reveals that by decreasing a smal aount
of water flow rate an interesting wave generates on the surface of thin film in the region below the
smooth surface flow region (S-region) as expressed by the V-region in Fig. 0. As clearly seen in
Fig. 5 the wave number is much smaller than those of the P - and the T - waves. Ibis interesting
wave is referred to as the viscous wave in our papers. The definition of the viscous wave is that its
wave velocity is less than the fluid particle velocity at the interface of the liquid film.

The generation of the viscous wave was theoretically discussed based on the Or-
Sommerfeld equation. The controlling parameter of the generation of the viscous wave is the
film thickness. The theoretically obtained film thickness of the generation of the viscous wave is

(4) =0.255 mm as shown by the thick dotted line in Fig. 16. On the other hand the boundary of the
generation of the viscous wave, which was obtained experimentally as the boundary between the
marks and in Fig. 16, is expressed by the thick solid fine. This line is on the contour line of

the film thickness of (4).40.26 mrrL The agreement of those two fines expressing the onset of
the viscous wave is quite satisfactory.

6.2 Flow in a Horizontal Capillary Tube 10]
The time varying void fluctuations were rneasured by the Type A proves in the case of air-

water two-phase mixture flowing in a horizontal capillary tube with the inner diameter, D, of 10 24
and 49 mm.

6.2.1 Calibration of the Type A prove.
Figure 17 shows the calibration of the Type A prove of the CECM for annular type of flow

by inserting a long nonconductive rod in some cases or several long rods with the smaller diameters

in the other cases. The vertical axis is te reciprocal of the hold-up, I/ and the horizontal axis is
the same quantity but obtained by the nonconductive rods. The agreement of the theoretical values
(horizontal axis) and the measured values (vertical axis) is quite satisfactory even when the plural
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number of rods were simultaneously iserted in the caligration.
In Fig. 8 is shown the calibration for the intermittent ype of flow by inserting a

nonconductive rod with a large-gas-bubble-like sape wich had serni-spherical top and steep tail as
shown in die figure. -17he easured void fractio areed well widi that formed by the rod as shown
by the solid line especially near te top of tile simula(ed large bubble. Meanwhile the measured
value is a little larger than the calculated at (lie tail. The error corresponds to I mm longer in length.
In practical intermittent flow, owever, the sape of die tail of large gas bubbles changes more
gradually ad te error must be considered to be smaller.

In Fig. 19 is sown the correspondence of die location of a small bubble relative to te Type
A prove with the output frorn the prove. The successive photos were taken by a streak method
when a bubble passed by the electrodes The same number written in both the time trace and the
photos means the same instant a strobe light flashed. Close inspection of the correspondence
between the two reveals that the output signal begins to increase before the bubble reaches the
electrodes which are sown by die two vertical black lines in the pictures, suggesting that the trace
show a longer bubble than the actual one although the difference is quite small.

6. 2.2 Example of te Measurement of Void Fraction in a Capillary Tube by the Type A Prove.
In Fig.20 is sown an example of te measurement of tile time averaged vid fraction in

isothen-nal two-phase flow in a horizontal capillary flow. The measured void fraction a is
approximately equal to ie volume flow quali ty I =j,/O,+j,)) in the case of small and shifts to

the line of 0833 P, which is the correlation of the void fraction in two-phase flow proposed by

Aniland (I 946, 1947,1950) [I I, at a certain point of depending on te liquid flow rate.

6.3 SimultaneousMeasurementofCross-SectionallyAveragedHold-upbytheTypeAproves.
6.3.1 Horizontal flow in a circular pipe

As explained in Chapter 2 - 3), we can install multiple sensor electrodes along the channel.
An example was already shown in Fig.4 (a) for a orizontal circular pipe with the inner diameter of
19.2 nun. The distance of the power electrodes was about 2 m. In etween the power electrodes
the thirty one Type A proves were installed within 930 mm axial distance at every 30 mm axial
distance along the tube axis.

In Fig. 21 are shown the traces of the time varying hold-up simultaneously measured at 31
axially different locations under the condition of the superficial liquid velocity j=0.06 m/s with
increasing superficial gas velocity j. from 6 m/s (top left of the figure) to j=35 m/s (bottom right).
It must be noticed that the scale ofthe vertical axis of each figure showing the hold-up is different
That is, the amplitude of the fluctuation of hold-up is magnified in the case of higher gas velocity.

The change of the shape of the surface waves with increasing the gas flow rate is clearly
seen in those figures. When j, is 6 m/s the flow pattem is the separated flow with small waves.
With the increase in the air velocity the scale of the waves became large and the iquid film gradually
climbs up toward the top of the tube. And after all the flow pattern became the annular flow if jG

exceeds about 16 m/s. The existence of the large amplitude waves which are referred to as the
disturbance waves are clearly recognized. And they travel with their structure keeping approximately
identical as frozen patterns. This fact support "the pumping aion of the disturbance wave" i.e.,
the mechanism to create the liquid film up to the top of the tube in the horizontal annular flow against
the gravitational force[ 2].

6.3.2 Verticalupwardflowinacircularpipe[13]
A similar test section with multiple sensor electrodes was used to investigate the effect of

liquid viscosity on the flow pattern and the characteristic parameters in the vertical upward slug 141
and annular flows [15]. The examples of the measurements of the tirne-spacial distribution of hold-
up are shown in Figs. 22(a) and (b) for the cases of OG = 2 0 m/s and = 0. 5 m/s) and = 2 0 /s

and j= O 1 rn/s), respectively.
In the both figures (a)W1 means that the liquid pase used was water with the viscosity of

L= 1.0 X 10-6 m2/s, (b) G5 the glycerol solution of V L= 57 X 10'6 rn�/s and (c) G 15 the glycerol
solution of v L= 14.5 X 10-6 m'/s. And also [F] means tat te flow pattern was the froth flow and
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[SF] the slug-like flow with defon-ned large bubbles. Furthermore SW in the figures means the
small waves, FW the suspending wave and LS the liquid slug.

In Fig.22 (a) it is noticed that (1) with decreasing the viscosity the size of the liquid slug
becomes large while the number of the liquid slug decreases, 2) the small waves SW flow sometimes
downward with the down-coming liquid flow in te case of the smaller viscosity.

Meanwhile comparison of Figs. 22 (a) and (b) it is noticed that (1) the scale and the passing
frequency of the liquid slugs are reduced compared with those in the case of Fig.22 (a) and 2) the
shape and the behavior of the small waves, i.e., the suspending waves which are in between the
liquid slugs are complicated. That is some are going down with the liquid fm flow, the others
move upward with increasing their scale.

As discussed above the complicated behaviors of the waves and liquid slugs can be
visualized by the multi-proves of the CECM. And also we can determine various characteristic
parameters quantitatively by using the hold-up data.

7. CONCLUDING REMARK

In the present paper are discussed a new idea, its measuring system and the some examples
of the application of the onstant current method (CECM) for measurement of hold-up or film
thickness. Special arrangement of the electrodes for supplying electric power and the sensor
electrodes for detecting signal makes the electric cuffent density distribution uniform in the measuring
section of the channel. And accordingly the output from the sensor electrode is basically
independent of the location of the gas phase in the transverse direction to the applied constant current,
which enables us to successfully use the CECM to wider range of flow patterns of two-phase flow
than that in the case of the conventional conductance method. The CECM is especially advantageous
in thin liquid film flow because the output becomes highly sensitive to the change of the film
thickness when the film is thin due to the increase in the electric resistance. Any way, however, it
is required that the liquid must be electro-conductive and the difference in the electric resistance
between the vapor and the liquid phases must be large.
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ABSTRACT 1. INTRODUCTION

Local two-phase flow parameters were measured 
i.nvestigate the internal flow structures of seam-water During several decades. two-phase flow phenomena
boiling flow in an annulus channel. Two kinds of have been studied with theoretical and experimental
measuring methods for local two-phase flow wameters methods for engineering applications in nuclear thermal
were investigated. These are a two-conductivity probe hydraulics and other elated industries. In particular,
for local vapor parameters and a Pitot cube for local precise prediction of phasic behaviors in subchannels
liquid parameters. Using these probes, the local distri- under two-phase flow conditions is of great importance
bution of phasic velocities, interfacial area concentration to the safety analysis of nuclear power plants and the
(IAC) and void fraction is measured. n this studv. the verification of thermal-hydraulic design code.
maximum local void fraction in subcooled boiling condition The measurements of distributions of local two-
is observed around the heating rod and the local void phase flow parameters are needed to get detailed infor-
fraction is smoothly decreased from the surface of a hesEing madon on the flow structure of two-phase flow. But the
rod to the channel center without any wl void peaking, measurements of local phasic parameters in two-phase
which was observed in air-water experiments. The distri- flow are very difficult since most of currently available
butions of local IAC and bubble frequency coincide with insu-urnenEaLions can be applied to rather limited
those of local void fraction for a given aea-averaged void conditions and the phasic behaviors are so complicated
fraction. to understand.

For a few decades, a considerable amount of works
on the measurements of local two-phase flow parameters

Present address: Kom Atomic Energy Research Institute. has been successfully performed by many investigators
nmmW HydrauLics Team since Neal Bankoff (1963)'s work on the measurement
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of local void Pofile in an 2iT-Water flow condition. visual observation or taking photographs are possible.

Serizawa 1974) measured the turbulence structure of The maximum heat generation rate of a heating rod is

air-water bubbly flow, Kataoka et al. 1984) measured 30 kW and it can e controlled by a thyristor chip. The

local JAC in al'-water bubbly flow, Welle 1985) local probes are located 16 m downstream of the inlet of

measured local two-phase flow parameters in air-water the test channel D = 94). The heated part of the

flow. Sim & Lahey 1986) measured phase distributions heating rod is 17 m in length and the unheated p is

in a complex flow channel. Through these experimental located 0.1 m downstream of the measuring position.

works, the flow sucture of air-water two-phase flow Distilled water is delivered as a cooling water: Te outer

was figured out, and prediction of he phase distribution wall of he test channel is thermally insulated with

in air-water flow condition was satisfactorily achievable. ceramic wool. A traversing system to position ocal

Since most of these works were, however, limited to probes in the fow channel consists of a ball slide unit

adiabatic flow conditions like air-water flow, so more and a micro-vernier meter with the spatial resolution of

comprehensive understanding on the two-phase flow 1/100 mm.

phenomena is required to predict these local flow

parameters in boiling flow situations. Especially,

measurements of the distribution of local flow para- 3. MEASURING METHODS

meters are essentially needed since they could give us

detailed information on the flow structures of boiling 3.1 Two-Conductivity Probe Method

flow.

The present work is an experimental study on the Radial distributions of local parameters of vapor
measurements of local phasic parameters in a steam-

water boiling flow. For this, an annular boiling channel phase such as phasic velocity, interfacial area concen-

was set up and the measuring techniques for local tration (JAC) and void fraction are measured by a

phasic parameters were investigated. The instrumen- two-conductivity probe method in this study. The

tations developed in the present work are a wo- conductivity prrobe method is basically based on the

conductivity probe for local vapor parameters and a Pitot difference of electrical resistance between vapor and

tube for local liquid arameter, both of which are liquid phases. It was developed first by Neal Bankoff

applicable to stearn-water boiling flow conditions. By (1963). And then Serizawa . (1974), Herringe & Davis

applying these techniques, the local distribution of void (1976) and Welle (1985) extended it to a two-

fraction, phasic velocities, vapor turbulent fluctuation and conductivity probe method for measuring local gas-phase

IAC were measured simultaneously in a steam-water parameters such as local void fraction, bubble velocity,

boiling flow. The system pressure and liquid superficial bubble frequency and bubble diameter in air-water flow

velocity in the test channel are about 1.5 bar and less conditions. Ishii 1975) proposed a new mathematical

than 2 m1sec, respectively, and the flow regime theory to get the local JAC using local probes such as

considered is limited to the subcooled boiling. two-conductivity probe and optical pbe. Local IAC can
be determined by measuring both the interfacial velocity

and the surface direction at that oint. However,

measurement of the surface direction of a bubble is

2 EPERIMENTAL SETUP practically impossible without some mathematical

mo-dellings.

The boiling loop is composed, as shown in Fig. 1, of Kataoka et al. (1984) suggested a practical

a test channel, a cooler, a pump and a preheater. The measuring method to get local JAC by a two-

Lest channel is designed to be of an annular type, that conductivity probe, and observed that the velocity

is, a circular stainless steel tube of 33 mm I.D. inside fluctuations due to turbulences of bubble are significant

which a heating rod with 16 mm O.D. is located. The in actual measurements. They proposed a good statistical

test channel is 2 m in length and the flow area of the model by considering the turbulent fluctuations of ve)ociity

test channel is 654 an 2. Transparent glass tube of 30 components of bubbles in all three directions. Later,

cyn in height is installed in the test channel so that Kataoka et al. 1994) developed a multi-probe method to
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consider the turbulent fluctuations of three-dimensional adopting a AC rectifier circuit, which was modified from

velocity components of bubbles. However-, application of the circuit used in the measurements of film thickness in

the probe is limited to relatively large bubbles and large wavy flow by Kang 1992).

diameter channel due to its complex geometry. And thus,

in this study, the two-conductivity probe method was Iletermination of thl- Cutoff Level for Phase

adopted to use due to its simplicity. Discrimination

The two-conducLivity probe used in this study is The determination of a proper cutoff level, which

schematically shown in Fig. 2 The sensing element is indicates the boundary between the two phases, is very

made of a teflon-coated stainless steel wire of 0127 mm important for getting accurate measurements of void

O.D. and it is sharpened to form a conical shape at the fraction and bubble velocities. Many previous resear-

probe tip. The distance between two probe tips should chers, such as Neal Bankoff 1963), Herringe & Davis

be properly selected by considering the bubble motion (1974) and Serizawa 1974), used the Schmitt triggering

and the sampling rate of A/D converter. If a probe circuit or computer algorithms with a preset constant

distance is too long, bubbles which pass through the cutoff level for all bubbles. But this preset cutoff level is

front probe may be disturbed so as not to contact the not always proper because the output signal can be

end probe. If it is too short, the measurement accuracy varied by probe fouling, flow condition and change of

of vapor velo6ty is not so good due to limitation of water conductivity. Especially, the multi-peaked output

sampling rate of A/D converter. Many previous inves- signal above the preset level, which can be caused by a

tigators reported that the most suitable distance between chaotic motion of bubbles, coalescence of bubbles or

two probe tips is about mm. However, more attention wetting of the probe tips, affects the measurement of

should be paid to determine a proper probe distance in bubble frequency. To overcome this drawback, some

case of steam-water boiling flow conditions because researchers developed new methods to get accurate two-

bubbles can be generated or grown up on the surface of phase flow parameters. Liu 1989) developed a new

a heating rod in a distance between two probe tips. In iterative algorithm. He performed the phase discrimi-

this study, it was found out, from analyses of high- nation by comparing with the channel-averaged void

speed photograph, that the probe distance of 3 to mm fractions obtained by a quick closing method in a air-

is appropriate for this boiling flow condition. The probe water flow. The algorithm is based on the combination

distance was measured with an electron microscope with of pulse height and slope conditions. But it is difficult to

a spatial resolution of 1/1000 mm. apply this algorithm to steam-water boifing flow

Instantaneous measurements of the changes in local condition. Thus, in this study, a new computer algorithm

resistivity in a two-phase low stream ae converted into was developed for the phase discrimination of seam-

a voltage drop between a probe tip and the ground. Two water boiling flow by a two-conductivity probe.

kinds of electrical circuit were tested for this study: one The new algorithm is based on the pulse height and

is a D.C circuit named a bridge amplifier circuit and the slope criteria as by previous investigators. The difference

other is a A.C rectifier circuit. It is well known that the is such that the cutoff level for each bubble is different

polarizing phenomena happen around a sensing tip if DC from one case to another. The cutoff level is calculated

power is applied to the probe. In a series of preliminary based on the slope criterion as well as the pulse height,

experiments in our air-water and stearn-wateT flow which can be varied for each bubble, instead of a

conditions, however, the decrease of bubble frequency constant value of preset cutoff level for all bubbles.

caused by the polarization phenomenon was not Hence, the cutoff level for each bubble is proportional to

observed, but the corrosion around a stainless steel the pulse height produced by individual bubble. But the

sensing tip was observed. In particular, the probe phase discrimination for signals above the cutoff level is

degradation caused by corrosion was serious at high carried out by the slope condition. The proportional

temperature conditions of steam-water boiling flow than constant is predetermined by air-water experiments. The

in air-water flow. The lifetime of a probe was abou 2 proportional constant is found to be 0.55 by comparison

hours in steam-water flow and 2 weeks in air-water of the global void fractions measured in the pre-tests of

flow. The corrosion problem could be resolved by air-water flow. In this test, the global void fraction is
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measured by a quick closing method. The flow each local position is set to about 12 minutes. which
conditions of the experiments are less than 40 7v of is long enough to satisfy the repeatability of void
area-averaged void fraction and 3 /sec of bubble fraction. Fig. shows a typical distribution of local void
velocity. Typical variation of local void fraction in a fractions from the front and end probes. The local void
circular channel with various proportional constants is fraction obtained at two probes coincides well with each
shown in Fig. 3 As shown in this figure, he cange of other. The void fraction is determined by the upstream
local void fraction due to change of the proportional signal of the two-conductivity probe, that is, the signal
constant is small. The change of area-averaged void from the front probe because the signal from the end
fractions due to change of proportional constants is also probe may be affected by the wake of bubbles which
shown in Fig. 4 Fm hese figures, it is shown that pass through the front probe. The local bubble

the change of area-averaged void fraction due to change frequency, defined as the number of bubbles that pass
of the proportional constant is very small for all cutoff through a measuring point per unit time, is also
levels, which ndicates that the present algorithm of measured by the front probe, and it is used in the
Phase discrimination is eliable enough to provide good estimation of local LAC.
data. The local vapor velocity, more exactly, the interfacial

Herringe & Davis 1974) also reported that the phasic velocity, can be calculated based on the elapsed
area-averaged void fraction is not very sensitive to time at the boundaries between vapor and liquid phases.
changes in proportional constants. But, the void fraction if it is assumed that all bubbles ove with a uni-
was very sensitive in the range of less than 10 % and directional motion and a bubble hitting the ront probe
larger than 8 9 of allger levels. They adopted a single will sequently hit the end probe. The local vapor
cutoff level for whole pulse heights. The main advantage velocity O can be calculated, if the mean elapsed time

of the present algorithm is such that the cutoff level for (T) is known, as follows;
each bubble is varied with the signal variations induced

by the afore-mentioned factors. The algorithm is based Vb Z / , (1)
on the fact that the pulse heights of the output signals
can be different for all bubbles. In previous where esZ is a distance between the front and end
investigations, if a pulse height is lower than the preset probes.

level, the pulse is, in general, neglected in he calculation A bubble hitting the front probe, in general, wl not
of local parameters even though it is explicitly generated always pass through the end probe. Thus, it is

by a bubble. But the present algorithm will identify the necessary to validate whether the signals rom both
signal as a bubble. From the pre-tesLs, the present probes correspond to the same bubble or not. This is
algorithm was proven o show good agreements with not always the ase, since there are bubbles that are cut

measured global void fraction in air-water conditions. by the front probe and ten deviate from the main flow
The flow chart of the present algorithm for the phase direction and thus miss the end probe, or others that are
discrimination is described in detail in Fig. and a only cut by the end probe. Hence, identification of
comparison of a raw signal with the signal converted by signals ae performed by comparing the chordal lengths
the algorithm is typically shown in Fig. 6 measured by both the front and end probes. If a chordal

length measured by the end probe is within 30 
FRtemaljon of Pters compared to that by the front probe, then the signal

The local void fraction is defined as the fraction of from the end probe is considered to come from the same
bubble elapsed time to the total measuring time at a bubble to generate that of the front probe.
local position. For statistical treatments of local void Bubble velocity spectrum at each measuring point is

fraction, the total measuring time should be sufficiently evaluated from by Eq. (1) and the local mean velocity is
long. Figure 7 shows typical anges of local void calculated arithmetically from the spectrum. And the

fraction with the otal measuring time. The local void velocity fluctuation, that is, the turbulent fluctuation of a
fraction is nearly constant after about 20 sec of inte- bubble is also obtained by calculating the standard
gTation time. In this study, the total measuring time for deviation of bubble velocities.
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In the formulation of two-fluid model, IAC appears in More recently, Kalkach et a 1993 Pposed a new

the interfacial transfer terms, which are the most methodology for measuring local IAC using a local

important ones in the two-fluid model. These terms are, probe. The methodology allows us to directly measure

however, not properly considered in mixture mdels such the average bubble size and bubble number density,

as the slip model and drift-flux model. Many previous which can not e done in Kataoka et a). 1984)

researchers tried to measure the IAC. Most of previous methodology. They reported that this methodology gives

studies on the 1AC are, however, limited to adiabatic good results in bubbly flow. It was pointed out,

two-phase low conditions, and currently available data however, that the measured IAC provides� unrealistic

are also limited to the global LAC such as area-averaged results if the methodology is applied to bubbly/slug

or volume-averaged ones. In this study, local 1AC and transitional flow regime. In the present study, the

Sauter mean diameter are measured to give detailed Kataoka's methodology was adopted to use because the

information on the flow structure of boiling flow. flow regime considered in this study is limited to the

I'M local LAC is estimated using the ethodology of subcooled boiling regime and the method is appropriate

Kataoka et al. 1984). They derived the expression of the to determine local phasic parameters at a real time basis.

local IAC, by assuming that the bubbles are spherical and

every part of the bubbles has the same probability of being Yerification of Void Fraction and Vapor Velocity

intersected by the probe, as follows; Local void fraction is verified by separate air-water

experiments in a glass tube of mm I.D. Area-

4N, averaged void fraction is measured by a quick closing

I :� (2) method. The flow conditions of the test loop are 05-3

1 -cot - In(. "')-. "' 1+in a-) m1sec of liquid velocity and 19-42.4 of area-
2 2 2 2

averaged void faction. The mean relative eor and

where standard deviation of the area-averaged void fraction are

sin 2 a� I 5.6 7c and 1.0 9, respectively.
(3) Verification of the vapor velocity was carried out by

2a. I 3 r, 2 . 7)
the analysis of the high-speed photograph. The high-

(4) speed carnera (PHOTEC) with a maximum shutter speed

of 10000 fiames/sec is used for this analysis. The

shutter speed is set to 4000 frames1sec in experiments.

Using E.s 2 3 and 4 the local IAC can be The mean relative error and standard deviation of the

calculated by measuring the local vapor velocity local bubble velocity are 33 and 31%. respectively.

spectrum and bubble frequency at each measuring point. 32 Pitot Tube Method

These can be applied to the forced subcooled boiling

regimes where small bubbles can be considered t move The local liquid velocity in the boiling channel is

mainly in axial direction and the aeral motion must be measured by a Pitot tube to obtain information of

very small in an average sense. internal flow structure and to identify the dependency of

The Sauter mean dameter is calculated to analyze the

LAC. The reason why the Sauter mean diameter is the local superficial velocity (ij) on other lo-cat two-phase

most important length scale in the analysis of 1AC flow parameters. The Pitot tube has been widely u in

comes from the fact that the definition of Sauter mean the local measurements of air and liquid velocities. The

diameter is similar to that of LAC. The local Sauter mean local fluid velocity can be obtained by measuring the

diameter (D,) can be calculated, by assuming that the dynamic pressure, that is, the difference. between the

bubble shape is spherical, as follows; stagnation pressure and static pressure at a local

position. Most of the application was, however, limited

D, 6a to the single phase flow conditions. Anderson &

aj (5) Mantwouranis 1960) first measured the local liquid

velocity in a two-phase flow. They suggested the
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following equation for the calculation of liquid velocity in the air-waEeT annulus oop A total of 17 sets of

the two-phase flow; experiments, 12 sets in the single-phase flow and sets

in the air-water two-phase flow, were performed. The

AP [a P U + I a) PI U21 (6) single-phase experiments were carried out to measure
2 the momentum transfer factor (K), defined bv.

If a dispersed phase follows a streamline of the AP = K- V (7)
2

continuous phase at the probe tip, then the momentum

exchange factor (I) becomes 1. If, on the other hand,
the dispersed phase is brought completely to rest at the The measurements of the momentum transfer factor-

probe tip, then value becomes 2 The first case is (K) .is requisite o local measurements in low velocity

achieved approximately for gas bubbles in a liquid flow, region because the drag force at the Pitot tube tip can
be changed rapidly with the liquid velocity.

the latter case for liquid droplets in a gas flow. In air-water two-phase flow, the local liquid velocity
(Reimann et al., 1983) In practical applications of Eq. can be calculated using various suggested models in
(6). it can be assumed that the local phasic velocities are Table 1. The accuracy of these models used to calculate
the same as each other or- the gas momentum flux local liquid velocity could not be fully investigated, even

a P US 2) is negligible. The ormer assumption will be though a global continuity check was performed in this

valid in high pressure steam-water flow conditions and study. Among them, the Bosio & Malnes 1969) model
the latter will be valid in low void fraction regions showed good agreement with the average liquid
under low pressure condition. velocities obtained by volume measurements. The mean

Previous investigations such as Neal Bankoff relative error is 26 in the air-water two-phase flow.

(1965), Malnes 1966), Bosio & Malnes 1969). Walmet & A global continuity check was also performed using all
Staub 1969), Delhaye & Chevrier 1969), and Sim & the data obtained in this steam-wateT boiling flow.
Lahey 1986) used a PitOE tube to measure local liquid Among them, Neal Bankoff 1965) and Reimann et al.
velocity in a bubbly flow. The data reduction model (1981) models gave the mean eative errors of geater
developed for local liquid velocity in two-phase flow are than 20 and the other models gave te errors of less

summarized in Table 1. (see Reirnann et al., 1983) than 35 fe in steam-water boiling flow. The mean
The problems encountered when using a Pitot tube relative error of the Bosio & Malnes model is 32 5re.

in two-phase flow conditions are such that bubbles can The final form of the Bosio & Malnes 1969) model,
inflow into the PEot tube and the flow field may be which include a single-phase momentum tnsfer factor,

disturbed by the probe. To avoid the former problem, the is expressed as follows:

pressure holes of the Pitot tube and the amount of

volume exchange between pressure tube and sensor cell VL (8)
caused by pressure fluctuations of two-phase stream V T _PL

should be small. The latter problem can be minimized by
adopting a small size of Pitot tube. In this study, a
1/16' Ptot tube (UNITFD SIENSOR) is used. The 3.3 Two-Phase Flow Monitoring System
dynamic pressure of the Ptot tube is measured by a
Differential pressure transducer (VALIDYNE DP-103 with A large amount of memory and time are required, in
CD-15 demodulator), which is a diaphngm-exchangeable general, to treat the raw data obtained from the two-

type. These instruments minimize the possibility of the conductivity probe and Pitot tube. In this study, a
problems of bubble inflow and disturbance of flow field. real-time data analysis software, VOID, was developed
In this study, the cold water injection system is also for the convenience of data processing as well as

used to remove the gas or vapor entrapped in the Pitot immediately visualizing both the experimental results and
tube. the status of the test loop. It has a capability of

The calibration of the Pitot tube was carried out in calculating various wo-phase flow parameters and test
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conditions. The calculated parameters are displayed at generated by rotation of a small bubble at high flow

the monitor and stored into the mass storage of a condition. However, the wall peaking caused by the lift

MM-PC (486-66NIHz) during experiments. The calculation force was not observed in this steam-water boiling

of bubble-related parameters for one acquisition takes experiments.

about I sec and the acquisition is repeated for fifty The radial proffle of local void traction for various flow

times at each local measuring position. conditions and area-averaged void fraction is shown in Fig.

9. In the figure, (r-R_)AR...-R_ = means the inner

surface of the flow channel wall and (r-R.)AR.-R.)

4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION = means the surface of the heating rod in the annulus

channel. As shown in this figure, the local void fractio at

Measurements were performed with varying the heat all flow conditions is smoothly decreasing rom the surface

flux, inlet subcooling and liquid flow conditions. A total of the heating rod to the outer wall. This distribution of

of 37 sets of experiments were carried out in the local void fraction is quite different from that of air-water

subcooled boiling regime. Each experimental set covers experiments performed by other ivestigators where the wall

twelve radial locations for local void fraction along the void peaking were observed In this study, the distribution

cross-section. Te ocal liquid velocity around a heating rod of fluid temperature was not measured and thus the local

was, however, not measured due to the size of the Pitot distribution of fluid enthalpy can not be dirmtly easured

tube, and thus the local liquid velocity is measured at However. the distribution in the bubble boundary layer can

eleven positions along the cross-section. A summary of the be calculated if the steam table is used. hat is, the local

experimental conditions is described in Table 2 distribution of fluid enthalpy is obtained using the saturation

enthalpies of steam and liquid and the static quality at each

4.1 Distribution of Local Void Fraction and Bubble point in the bubble bundary lyer. The enthalpy distribution

Frequency of single-phase care, however, can not be obtained. Jbi &

Clark 14) studied experimentally on the bubble boundary

In air-water flow, the interfacial tnsfer terms such as layer and single-phase liquid care. They reported that the

the interfacial mass and energy tsfer aye negligible temperature at the interface between single-phase core and

because there exists no phase change and the difference of bubble boundary layer approaches the inlet emperature as

temperature between phases is negligible. In case of boiling the heat flux is increased, and is generally well below the

flow, owever, these tein s could not be neglected due to saturation tempmarre. Ad thus. the enthalpy distribution

the phase change phenomena, and the distribution of of single-phase liquid core can be presumed as a constant

two-phase flow parameters should be thoroughly dealt with, with inlet fluid endWpy.

especially in view of Umse interfacial transfer phenomena. The radial void distribution coincides well with that of

Among &&se parameters, k)cal void fraction is one of the local edWpy in the bubble boundary layer of the boiling

most mportant parameters because it reflects the energy of channel. From the observation of high-speed photographs.

the flWd and its distribution affects the distribution of other the ubble boundary layer could be well istinguished from

local parameters such as vapor velocity, liquid velocity and the single-phase care located near the outer wall) of the

local LAC. annulus. However, small size of bubbles were sometimes

In aiT-water experiments, the so-called wall peaking of observed in the highly subcooled egion of the single-phase

local void fction was eported by many investigators. It core. These bubbles come out stochastically from the bubble

has been known that the phenomena happen due to the boundary layer by transve-se motion. In general, the

migration of bubbles toward the wll, and thereby bubble thickness of the bubble boundary layer decreases as the

frequency profile is sm-dlar to that of local void fraction. inlet subcooling and mass flux increase, and it increases as

The lift force plays a gat role in the trarisveirse migration the heat flux increases. However, in this experiments it

of bubbles. The nature of the e is not fully was not so much dependent on the degree of mitt

understood yeL Up to now, however, the lift force is known subcooling and liquid low raM but more dependent on the

to be generated by a bubble rotation and shear flow in the Area-average void fction. It may be due to the low degree

continuous phase. Especially a significant i force can be of inlet subcooling of this experiments. As shown in Fig. 9,
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it can be confirmed that the thickness of the bubble nonuniformity of void distribution and bubble velocity across

boundary layer has a similar value, irrespective of luid the cross section of the test section causes the liquid

mass flux, for the same value of area-averdRed void velocity profile to deviate from that in single-phase liquid

fraction. flok. At low flow conclitions the liquid velocity in the high

To obtain more precise information on the nnal void region of the bubble boundary layer increases when

structures of boiling flow, the dstribution of bubble compared to that of single-phase liquid flow. It is due to

frequency should be also known. The radial profile of local the fact that the bubble with high velocity lifts the liquid

vapor bubble frequencies is shown in Fig. 10. The twofiles phase with low velocity. However, the profile of liquid

show the trends similar to those of local void fracuon, velocity resembles with that in single-phase liquid flow as

which utdicates. the fact that the bubble frequency rush in liquid flow increases. In the flow condition of <> = 1.67-

a region where the local void fiwtion is high. a, hown in 1.76 m/sec, the profile of liquid velocity shows the trend

the figure. It was also observed that the incrrar of local similar to that in single-phase liquid flow. In this high Dow

void fction caused by the increase of entha)py is not due condition. the change of liquid velocity aund the heating

to the increase of vapor bubble size, but mainl� de to the rod due to the existence of bubbles is negligible, wch

increase of vapor bubble frequency for a Wnen area indicates the fact that the shp velocity around the heating
averaged void fraction in the subcoo)ed boiling regirrie. rod is very small.

4.2 Distribution of Local Phasic Velocity ne radial profile of the local slip velocity is shown in
Fig. 13. The profile is sintilar to that of the vapor bubble

The local bubble and liquid velocities were mr-isured velocity. he local slip velocity at the channel cente is

simultaneously by a two-conducciviry probe and a PROL higher than that around the heating rod It increases as the
area-averaged void rction increases for a given liquid flow

tube, respBctively. It is usually known hat the vapor condition and decreases as the area-averaged liquid super-
velocity is greater than the liquid velocit% due to the

ficial velocity is inmased. The reason for the tendency of
buoyancy force caused by the density difference heiwern Varying with liquid flow condition is such that the increase
pha . And the sp veOCiEY t low liquid flom- condition is

of vapor bubble velocity driven by the buoyancy force is
larger than that of high flow condition and he distribution suppressed by he increase of the liquid fow.
of local phasic velocities is affected b%- the hase

It is interesting o note that the local slip velocity near
distribution in a channel. The radial profiles of local phasic the heating rod at high flow conditions such as < = 167
velocities for vapor and liquid phases at various flow

conditions ae shown in Fg.s 11 and 12, respectively. - 176 m/sec is negative, wtuch means that the liquid

As shown in Fig. 11, the vapor velocirv at the center velocity is faster than vapor bubble velocity. Main reason

of the channel is, in general, higher than those near the for that observation comes from the effect of wall shear

heating rod surface. But a sudden increase of bubble stress of liquid phase and from the fact that the velocity of

velocity near the heating rod was observed at the low flow some bubbles around the heating rod does not Teach the

conditions such as OP = 047-0.49 m/sec, even though terminal velocity at high flow condition. Especially, the

such an increase of bubble velocity was not observed at the bubbles detached from the boiling site of the heating rod
will be accelerated from stagnant and this causes the bubble

higher flow conditions. In the bubble boundary laver near
velocity spectrum to have lower ean value of bubble

the heated surface, the buoyancy effect of bubbles ejected velocity.

from a heating surface is relatively larger than that in high The radial pfile of the turbulent intensity of vapor

liquid flow condition, which is suppressed by the sufficient bubble at various flow conditions and area-averaged void

liquid in high flow conditions. Further investigation, fraction is shown in F 14. The relative turbulent

however, is needed to comprehensively understand this fluctuations of vapor bubbles decrease from the surface of

phenomenon observed in the annulus boiiing channeJ. the heating Tod to the channel center. Increase in area-

Figure 12 shows the profile of local liquid velocity n averaged void fraction causes to increase the relative

case of single-phase flow, the velocity profile is parabolic velocity fluctuation of vapor bubble for a given flow

along the radial direction due to the effect of shear force at condition, whereas the increase of area-averaged liquid
the channel wall. In case of two-phase flow, however, the
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superficial velocity decreases the relative velocity fluctua- velocity, but mostly on the area-averaged void fraction as

tions of he vapor bubbles, wch indicates that the relative the local 1AC does. It implies that the local Sauter diameter
velocity fluctuation of bubble is suppressed by the increase can be treated as a constant for a given area-averaged void
of liquid flow. fraction.

It should be noted, from Fig. 16, that the measured
4.3 Distribution of Local IAC and Sauter Diameter Sauter mean diameter of certain bubbles are larger than the

channel gap size (8.5 mm) for <p = 048 m/sec. It is due
IAC is one of the most important parameten in the

two-fluid model. To analyze the ocal LAC, the bubble size to the assumptions used in the calculation of IAC, such that
should be oonsidered simultaneously with i, since te local turbulent fluctuation of a bubble velocity is approxi-

void fraction is the product of bubble number density and mately isotropic and the bubble shape is spherical. It
the volurne of a bubble. The radial distribution of the local seemed that these assumptions am not valid in the region

IAC and Sauter mean diameter is shown in Fig.s 15 and 16, of high void fraction (- 10 %) and low liquid flow rate (-

respectively. 0.48 rn/sec). The flow regime at this condition is a
As can be seen in Fig. 15, the radial distribution of local bubbly-to-slug transition regirm That is, in these experi-
1AC has a tnd similar to that of local void fraction for a mental conditions, the bubble shape is not spherical and the

given area-averaged void fraction. TI-is means that the turbulent fluctuations of x- and y- drections also should be
occurrence of brubble coalescence due to the increase of local measured simultaneously to get accurate value of the Sauter

mean diameter and local IAC. In the analysis of high-speed
void fraction is not so significant as discussed in pevious photograph, some eongated bubbles, of which .the axial
secsion. The evidence for this phenomena is shown length is greater than 10 mm, were observed in the bubble
explicity by comparison of the distribution of vapor bubble
frequency, as shown in Fig. 10, and that of local Sauter boundary layer.

mean dameter in Fig. 16, The bubble frequency distribution

has the same trend as that of local void fraction as the 5. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION
local 1AC distribution does. In addition, the variation of the
order of the Sauter mean meter is smaller tan that of
the vapor bubble frequency for a gven area-averaged void The two-conductivity probe and PiLot tube methods
fraction. 'Ibis gives us some important insights on the are applied to the stearn-wate7- fw boiling in an
development of the eperimental correlation of the IAC. annular channel to measure local flow parameters such

These results iply explicitly that the most dontriant as phasic velocity, interfacial area concentration and void

reason for the increase of local 1AC with the increase of fraction. Major findings in this study ran be summarized

local void fraction is due to the increase of bubble as follows:
frequency for the same area-averaged void fraction in case (1) In the two-conductivity probe method for masuring
of steam-water boiling flow. Tbjs was also observed in the local fow parameters in vapor phase, a new cutoff
air-water experiment of previous investigators such as algorithm was successfully developed for the phase
Kataoka & Serizawa (199D). They investigated the bubble discrimination of steam-water boiling flow. And in the
sue effect on the local 1AC using the bubble size controlling Pitot tube method, which was applied to boiling two-
technique at the channe eance, and reported that the phase flow condition, the local liquid velocities were
bubble frequency and bubble size are determined by the calculated successfully by modifying the Bosio & Malnes

type of bubble generatim system and so the local IAC also model.
depends on the bubble size and bubble frequency at the (2) Tbe void trwtion decreases from the surface of the
channel entranc- In case of steam-water boiling flow, heating rod to the outer wall in subcooled boiling widmt
however, the bubble frequency and bubble size are any wall peaking, wh was observed in air-water

determined by the enthalpy distribution, instability of bubble experiments. And te increase of local void frwdo is
motion, liquid turbulent dissipation and fluid properties in a mairtly due to the increase of vapor bbble frequency for a
test channel. As shown in Fg. 16, the local Sauter dameter given Prea-averaged void fraction in the subcooled boiling

depends weakly on the area-averaged liquid superficial regime.
(3) Vapor velocities at the channel center are higher
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Table 1. Data Reduction Model for Liquid Velocity by Pitot Tube.
(Reimann et al., 1983)

Adoni 1961) VL = 1 1Al
� (I - a') �PL

Neal & Bankoff 1965) VL lra �
PL

Malnes. 1966) VL a)

Walmet & Staub 1969) VL 'F;a�
vI (I - aX I+ a12 I PL

Delhaye & Chevrier 1969) VL FIE
PL

Bosio & Malnes 1969) VL .Fa 7
V PL

Reimann et al. 1981) VL 1 2&.5 tam - PLa)(1.5 + 0 (6(a- 1/27)

Table 2 Experimental Conditions

Pressure < j,> InJet subccoling
<a> (Psia) (m/sw) (m/sec) ('C)

0 0138 20.4 0.01" 1.76 10.1
0 0155 19.9 0.025 1.75 8.3
0.0288 202 0.048 1.67 6.6
0 '0370 0.064 1.69 10.4
0.0393 2 0. 1 0.066 1.69 9.6
0.0389 0.069 1.69 8.6
0.0451 2 0 4 0.078 1.67 8.8
0.0579 21-3 0.106 1.74 4.3
0.0594 2 0 I 0.107 1.71 5.8
0.0762 20.4 0'138 1.68 3.3
O.OODO - O.ODO 1.76 -
0.0067 23.3 0.007 1.12 32 2
0.0109 23 0.013 1.11 31.7
0.0212 Z3.1 0.026 1.10 31.1
O.OZ71 23.2 0.034 1.09 31.1
0.0411 23.3 0.054 1.08 30.9
0.0719 23.1 0.101 1.06 29.6
0.0198 20.4 0.023 1.15 19.5
0.0491 20.2 0.062 1.14 20.6
0.0856 20.5 0.113 1.10 18.3
0.1034 0.149 1.04 24.5
0.000D - 0.000 1.12 -
0.0050 23.3 0.004 0.76 39.9
0.0089 23.5 0.008 0.76 39.0
0.0147 23.3 0.014 0.76 38.1
0.0330 23.0 0.035 0.76 37-5
0.0493 239 0.054 0.75 37.0
0.0896 23.1 0.101 0.73 36.4
0.0980 23.3 0.115 0.74 36.0
0.000D - 0.000 0.79 -
0.0050 23.4 0.003 0.48 48.6
0.0089 23.2 0.006 0.49 48.0
0.0192 23.3 0.014 0.48 45.3
0.0501 23.3 0.0322 OAB 43.9
0.0583 23.3 0.048 OA7 43.6
0.1005 23.0 0.097 0.46 43.7
O.OODD - 0.000 0.46 -
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LOCAL MEASUREMENTS IN TURBULENT BUBBLY FLOWS

C. Suzanne, K. Ellingsen, F. Risso & V. Roig
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All6e Camille Soula, 31400 Toulouse, FRANCE

Abstrac : Local measurements methods in bubblyflows are discussed Concerning liquid velocity

measurement, problems linked to HFA and LDA are first analysed. Then simultaneously recorded

velocity signals obtained by both anemometers are compared. New signal processing are

developed for the two techniques. Bubble sizes and velocities measurements methods using

intrusive double optical sensor probe are pesented. Plane bubbly mixing layer has been

investigated Local measurements using the described methods are presented as examples.

I - INTRODUCTION

The bubbly Dow regime is encountered in many industrial processes. Accurate prediction of

bubbly flow requires fine understanding of the local instantaneous interactions between dispersed

and continuous phases. Usually the mean bubble diameter is higher than the Kolmogorov length

scale, it is thus expected that the relative motion of the bubbles strongly modifies the turbulent field

of the continuous phase when the drift velocity is comparable to the liquid velocity. On another

side the reverse action of the liquid phase on the bubble instantaneous motion can also vary from

purely turbulent dispersion to self-induced bubbles dispersion according to the various length and

velocity scales present in the flow. Due to the complexity of these interactions, experimental

approach remains fundamental in their analysis. At the present time, the available experimental

studies in bubbly flows are scarce. Few flow configurations were explored, and local

measurements were in most works restricted to void fraction and mean and RMS velocity of both

phases. Previous works have essentially been obtained for flows in pipes (Serizawa et al., 1975;

Theofanous & Sullivan 1982; Wang et al., 1985). This configuration, as well as the turbulent

bubbly boundary layer along a vertical flat plate (Moursali et al., 1995), remain complex because

the main features of turbulence and void-fraction are confined close to the wall. Analysis of these

flows is thus complicated because of interactions between bubbles and wall turbulence structures.

Consequently, other local investigations in more simple reference situations are needed. The

experimental analysis of uniform grid generated turbulence or of homogeneous shear flow has

already provided some instructive results for low void fraction (Lance and Bataille, 1991; Lance et
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al. 1991). More precise analysis of bubbly flows not only requires the definition of reference

flows, but also more sophisticated measuring mthods and signal processing.

In this paper, we present the experimental tools developed in our laboratory for local

measurements in bubbly flows and some experimental illustrative results obtained in a reference

flow the co-current bubbly plane turbulent shear layer (Roig et al., 1993). This paper focuses on

the measurement techniques which wre applied to various air-water bubbly flows with liquid

velocity from 02 to 2 m/s, bubble mean diameters at least of 3 mm, and void fraction up to 15%.

The experimental facility where we studied turbulent air-water bubbly flows in a plane vertical

mixing layer is described in detail in (Roig, 1993). Besides the fact that tis configuration has been

thoroughly studied in single-phase fow, it allows, in bubbly flows, to put into light basic

interactions between the two phases the effect of the bubbles on the liquid phase velocity

(modification of mean flow and of turbulence), the reverse action of the liquid motion on the

bubbles (distribution of gas phase, turbulent dispersion, entrapment of bubbles by large scale

coherent structures). In the turbulent shear layer, the void fraction is low < 5%), the ratio between

the relative velocity UR and the bulk velocity in the liquid phase is always nearly equal to 1. The

inlet liquid velocities of each flows are respectively 054 m/s and 022 m/s. The bubble diameters

dB are about 25 mm, such that they are greater than the Kolmogorov scale, and smaller than the

integral length scale. The bubble Reynolds number based on the relative velocity UR between the

gas and the liquid phases is high URdB/VL = 700. In the mixing layers the hot film anemometer

was used to measure the velocity of the liquid phase ad the local void fraction was obtained using

optical fiber probes. The results obtained in mixing layers thus illustrate the applications of the

signal processing methods that we use.

2 - LOCAL MEASUREMENT METHODS FOR THE LIQUID VELOCITY

We have tested, in bubbly flows, the two classical local methods for velocity measurement used in

single-phase flow: the Laser Doppler Anemometer and the Hot Film Anemometer.

The performances of the different anemometry methods are not the same. The feasibility and the

accuracy of local velocity measurements in bubbly flows are closely related to the configuration

considered. They depend especially on three parameters: the importance of the velocity fluctuations

in comparison with the mean velocity, the void fraction, and the bubble size distribution. The two

methods are not able to perform measurements in absence of a minimum mean motion. For the

HFA, the limitation is the same as in single phase flow. For the LDA, the bubble crossings

through the Laser beams cause an unavoidable noise near the zero-velocity (Marii, 1983;

Tjiptahardja et al., 1996). With a sufficient mean motion, and for moderate void fractions (less

than 2), the two methods can be used. At higher void fractions (more than 2), the LDA signal
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is no longer suitable because of the increase of the beam interruption rate by the bubble crossing.

In this case, use of the HFA is recommended.

Whatever the method of measurement to be used, in order to obtain the velocity in the continuous

phase, two problems must be solved: the signal noise must be suppressed and only the

information related to the continuous phase should be retained. In the following paragraph we

discuss about the different signal processing applied to HFA or LDA signals.

Comparison between LDA and HA has been made in bubbly grid generated turbulence (Mari6,

1983). It has shown differences between the moments of order higher than 2 obtained by both

methods. Whatever, it is not possible to appreciate the degree of adequacy between both

measuring methods in bubbly flows from literature because, to our knowledge, both anemometers

have never been tested simultaneously. By performing simultaneous HFA and LDA

measurements, we have tested both methods in the range of moderated void fraction.

The LDA signal processing

In two-phase flows, the crossing of the laser light by the bubbles cause an additional noise to the

LDA signal. In particular, series of zero velocity peaks appear (Mari6, 1983). However with a

sufficient mean liquid velocity it is possible to eliminate the zero velocities by a simple velocity

amplitude discrimination. Once the random time sampled data of the LDA has been resampled, the

essential in the LIDA treatment lies in the filtering procedure. It is therefore necessary to have a

high enough laser validation rate to correctly follow the velocity fluctuations of the flow. This is

the only way to allow for correct spectral analysis and noise removal. But when the void fraction

is increased, the interference of bubbles with the laser light becomes more pronounced, and the

LDA data rate decreases although the energy of the igh frequency velocity fluctuations increases.

This, of course, introduces a problem, and the method is therefore limited to moderate void

fractions.

The filtering procedure consists in the use of an Optimal Wiener Filter of exponential form in the

frequency domain. The filter function is estimated from power spectral density of the signal

(Ellingsen et al 1997).

For LDA in bubbly flow a problem is still to be solved: LDA signal does not allow clear

discrimination of the phases. Thus it will be necessary in general to associate a phase detector

probe to the LDA measuring volume in order to recognise the part of the velocity signal associated

to the liquid.
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The HFA signal processing

The HA that we use is composed of a Dantec 55R1 I single cylindrical hot film probe 70 PM in

diameter) and of a constant temperature anemometer. Contrary to the LDA, the HA voltage signal

is not proportional to the velocity, and a calibration procedure is necessary. During measurements

the overheat ratio is generally kept constant in order to minimise the effects of the small

temperature changes upon the calibration curve (Bourget, 1976). This overheat ratio is taken equal

to 006 in order to avoid bubble formation at the tip of the probe.

0,30
HFA
LDA

0,20

2:1

> 0,10

0.00

-0,10 --

7,6 7,62 7.64 7,66 7,68 7,7 Time (s)

Figure 1: Untreated HFA - LOA after treatment in bubblyflow (= I%, d 2.5 nun).

Figure illustrates the peculiarity of the HA signal observed in turbulent mixing layer bubbly

flow at low void fraction = 1) and for 25 mm bubble size. The signal is not very noisy so

that filtering is not crucial in HA measurement. When a bubble impinges the hot film, the signal

suddenly drops due to the decrease of the heat transfer coefficient. When the liquid wets again the

film, the signal rebuilds after a short period during which it exhibits an overshot. When the film is

in the gas the signal is no longer representative of the velocity: it is thus necessary to remove this

part of the signal. The phase discrimination is based on the signal processing developed at the

DAFT. It consists of a thresholding technic applied to the derivative of the signal (Bel dhila et al,

1993). Signal processing is not only applied to the hot film voltage E(t) but also to its derivative

(DE/at). The maximum time derivative of the signal induced by turbulence in the continuous phase

remains very low in comparison with the time derivative associated to bubble when the air-water

interface impacts the hot-film sensor. Thus, this threshold method based on the derivative of the

hot film signal greatly magnifies the drop due to the bubble passage and allow a better

discrirrdnation between bubbles and turbulence than a threshold method only applied to the signal
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E(t). This discrimination sometimes becomes difficult, especially for igh void fractions. It is also

the case when a high turbulent level is associated with a nonuniform bubble size distribution

because the passage of small bubbles less than 0.5 mm) can be mistaken for turbulent

fluctuations. Thus the sampling frequency must be high enough in bubbly flow (typically 2 to 

Khz in most experiments) in order to provide a satisfactory information about whether the probe is

located in liquid or in gas.

Sometimes, a large rear peak just after the passage of the bubble is observed. Up to now, there

was not an agreement on its validity (Wang et al, 1990; Serizawa et al, 1983; Gherson et al,

1984). The question is: Does the decreasing part of this peak actually correspond to the velocity in

the liquid phase? And is this part of the peak representative of the local inhomogeneity of the flow

around the corresponding bubble? This peak has been observed in LDA signal by Theofanous and

Sullivan 1982) who suggested that the overshot is significant of the slip velocity. On another side

the overshot observed in air-water experiments should be related to wetting phenomenon as put

into light by Gherson & Lykoudis 1984) who did not observed trailing peaks using a conical film

in mercury with normal gravity conditions. Wang et al 1990) suggest to suppress the rear peak

signal that is said to belong to the liquid phase but to be disturbed by thermal inertia of the hot

film. In a review of the state of the art of HFA in two-phase flows, Bruun 1995) clearly recalled

that different signal interpretations are possible depending on the type of the probe (conical or

cylindrical) and on the type of bubble-sensor interaction as explored by Bremhorst and Gilmore

(1976) or Serizawa et al 1983). From visual observations these authors have classified bubble-

wire interactions into 4 types recoiled, drifting, crawling and split interactions. From their

bubble-wire interaction map we can deduce that, with a 70 gm wire diameter, bubbles from I to

4 nun in diameter are pierced by the probe, and the interaction is either of crawling type or of

splitting one.

Phase discrimination, that is retaining or not the trailing peak at the rear of bubble passage as

significant of liquid velocity, has no significant effect on mean velocity measurements but it can

change notably the estimation of the turbulent intensity. An estimation of this effect is given by

processing a bubbly test signal such as to cut more or less the peaks at bubble passages.

Removing entirely these parts of the signal can induce a 15% decrease of the turbulent intensity.

For bubbly mixing layers, mean liquid velocity profiles are plotted in the dimensionless form

usually adopted in self-similar analysis of single-phase mixing layers (Figure 2 (Roig et al.,

1993); the mean velocity profile is in good agreement with the analytic solution proposed by

Goertler. The experimental facility consists of a vertical square channel of 2 m. height and 04 x

0.4 m2 cross area where the mixing layer develops from bottom to the top. In this experiment, the

inlet liquid velocities Ui and U2 in the core region of each flow, the velocity difference AU the

mean void fraction cc the mean bubble size dB and the slip velocity UR are indicated in the

following table:
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U1 U2 (X dB Ur

0,25 m/s 0,60 m/s 0.35 rds 2% 3 mm 0.30 rri/s

Table I Mao n characteristics of 1he mixing JAM

The non-dimensional longitudinal velocity fluctuations of the liquid phase are plotted (Figure 3)

and compared to Wygnanski and Fiedler 1970) data obtained in single phase mixing layer: in

bubbly mixing layer, the velocity fluctuations are strongly modified from their single phase values

because the velocity difference AU is close to the slip velocity (Ur). Liquid velocity fluctuations
2 2

are produced both by shear stress (ui,) and by relative movement of the bubbles (uib). In fact, it

has been shown (Roig et al., 1993) that the longitudinal fluctuating energy 2 which is induced

by the bubbles is close to the estimation proposed by Lance and Bataille 1991): u - aU'

Simultaneous measurements

Recent measurements have been performed by placing the measurement volume of the LDA very

close to the hot film probe Ellingsen et al, 1997). Taylor's hypothesis was used to perform the

instantaneous comparisons: a time shift was applied to the A signal in order to match it to that

of the LDA. The filtering procedure of LDA signal was tested in tis configuration in single-phase

flow because the nature of the noise is the same as in two-phase flow. It proved to give the same

spectrum signature as the one of the signal of the neighbouring HA. Once the LDA noise is taken

off, the two signals follow each other very well, even at the small scales in single-phase flow and

in bubbly flow (Figure 1). Those measurements prove that the two signals are quite similar and a

comparison with the liquid velocity measured by the LDA, for the same bubbles, eliminates any

ambiguity about what part of the HA signal that should be retained. Inspection of a large number

of simultaneous measured bubble intersections reveals that only the abrupt negative voltage

(velocity) fall should be removed. The large rear peak just after the bubble intersection is measured

correctly it is related to the potential flow behind the bubble and should be integrally kept,. This

result confirms that the rear part of the peak may be interpreted as representative of the liquid

velocity when HA signal is obtained from cylindrical probes, as discussed in Bruun 1995 or

Serizawa et al. 1983).

By performing simultaneous A and LDA measurements, we have moreover proved that the two

methods lead to the same results provided the correct signal processing is applied. For example, at

void fraction of 04 %, the statistical centred moments of the velocity differ less than 5% up to the

sixth order. Such good agreement requires great care in the determination of the HFA calibration

curve.
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3 - LOCAL MEASUREMENT METHODS FOR VOID FRACTION, BUBBLE SIZE

AND VELOCITY 

Void fraction measurements

Void fraction measurements at low velocity are known to be delicate. In our different experiments

the liquid velocity ranges from 5 cm/s to I or 2 m/s. At low velocity piercing phenomenon is

critical for validity of void fraction measurements. Thus resistive phase detector probes'are not

recommended for void fraction measurements, because their response time is large essentially due

to their size. For void fraction measurements, Optical Fiber Probe (017P) are preferred. We use a
single RBI monofiber probe whose tip diameter is less than 5 I= The detection of the presence

of each phase on the OFP relies on the change of optical index between the two media. Small tip

diameter and sharp geometry of the OFP ensure correct piercing of the bubbles even at low

velocity and reduce the response time. For monofiber probes, Cartellier 1990) showed that the

duration of the signal rise due to plane interface piercing was less than 03 ms for interface

velocity higher than 03 m/s. In our bubbly flows, the residence time of a bubble on the probe is at

least ms (for a 2 nun diameter bubble rising in stagnant water) and the response time is always

smaller than 03 ins. The sampling frequency is between 25 and KHz. The phase discrimination

thus induces minor effors, on the local measurement of mean void fraction.

For example, in the mixing layer void fraction measurements (see table 1) were performed at

several positions up to a maximum height which ensures absence of wall interactions y=O

corresponds to the central axe of the 20 cm x 20 cm square vertical channel). Void fraction

measurements (Figure 4 allowed to put into light the downstream evolution of a peak of void
fraction (a) created at the entrance of the flow in the boundary layers of the splitter plate. The void

fraction behaviour deviates from scalar diffusion: the peak decreases in intensity in the flow and is

displaced significantly in the lateral direction due to interfacial forces.

Bubble size and velocity measurements

Few authors have measured the bubble velocity. Among them Herringe and Davis 1976) and Van

der Welle 1985) have obtained the mean bubble velocity by cross-correlating the signals from two

different probes. Fewer workers reported the determination of the bubble velocity fluctuations like

Serizawa et al 1975) and Sun and Faeth 1986). The measuring method which was developed

allows to determine the mean and fluctuating velocities as well as a characteristic bubble size. Ms

method is based on a numerical multichannel analysis of the binary signals obtained from the

double optical probe by the aforementioned method. The signal processing adopted in this work

has some common features with this of Serizawa et al. Whereas they used an analogical signal

processing we chose a numerical processing which sows to apply selective criteria to each event.

This method is explained as follows.
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When a bubble crosses the two probes, the optical signals are delayed by a time lag A'ri- Once this

time has been measured the velocity of the bubble is approximated by Ubi = JAri, where L is the

distance between the two probes. The determination of the residence time Ati of the bubble on the

first probe gives the chord length crossed by the probe Xi Ubi Ati: this can be taken as the

estimated bubble size. L the distance between the two probes (equal to 38 mm in our work) must

be chosen greater than the mean bubble diameter in order that the downstream probe does not

disturb too much the upstream probe. It is also chosen smaller than a characteristic length scale

over wich the bubble velocity varies. Pierced chords are not bubble sizes, thus if one is interested

by exact diameter distribution, one must adopt a statistical model of bubble piercing to estimate

bubble diameters from pierced chords (Herringe and Davis, 1976).

The overall method depends on the accuracy in determining ATi, so that selective criteria must be

chosen in order to avoid to take into account erroneous situations when two different bubbles

cross the probes (see Serizawa et al., 1975).

The time lag between two consecutive interface signatures from each probe is then compared to the

most probable time lag ATmc estimated at each point from the cross-coffelation function. When the

current time lag is far lower or far higher from Acmc the two signatures are not supposed to come

from the same bubble, and are thus rejected.

Moreover, when the void fraction is not small enough, it often .iappens that erroneous situations

corresponding to consecutive bubble impacts respecting a correct time lag appearing on one of the

sensor. This can lead to undetermined cases. We can observe 3 cases: I/ more bubbles on probe A

than on probe B 2 more bubbles on probe than on probe A, 3 as many different bubbles on

probe A as on probe during correct time lag. In the first cases it is not possible, according to the

foregoing criterion, to associate unambiguously two signals corresponding to the passage of a

single bubble on the two probes. These two cases are thus rejected. In the third case it is realistic

to form events corresponding to the passage of distinct bubbles across the double sensor probe.

This situation is validated according to an additional criterion based on the adequacy of the

numbers of bubbles that have crossed respectively each probe in the required time lag. If the

numbers of bubbles on each probe differ, the corresponding records are rejected.

The typical number of events which is necessary for the statistical averaging of the gas RMS

velocity to converge is about 2000. The validation rate defined as the ratio between the number of

retained events and the number of bubbles seen by one of the probes is about 70% in tested flows.

The overall probe and measuring system performance is characterised by the smaUest bubble size

that can be detected in the flow: this was estimated to be about 0 I mm.

The method of measurement was checked in a still water tank where bubbles were injected through

a capillary tube A high speed video camera allowed to validate bubble mean velocity and mean

size measurements. The double peak in the histogram of bubble velocity measured from optical
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double probe corresponds to frequent visual observations of 2 bubbles arriving on the probe, the

last one being accelerated in the wake of the first (Figure 5). The chord histogram is centred on a

unique peak. The relative error on measurements of bubble mean velocity and mean size are both

less than 5.

For example, in the ixing layer, the slip velocity U, and the RMS velocity fluctuations of

bubbles were measured at several positions upstream the inlet, from section x, = 6 cm to, section

x = 0 cm. The slip velocity U, was found nearly constant in bubbly ixing layer. The ratio of

the RMS velocity in gas phase to the RMS velocity in liquid phase (Ct) which is an important

parameter for numerical computations in the two-fluid model formulation, is plotted on Figure 6:

the value of Ct is found nearly constant with a mean value Ct = 1.5 in all the flows, within data

scatter 11 < Ct < 1.8).

4 - CONCLUSION

Measurement methods for bubbly flows have been discussed. Concerning liquid velocity

measurements, HA as well as LDA have been used. The use of the LDA implies two drawbacks:

the presence of an important noise whose relative intensity increases with the frequency, and the

absence of information on the bubble passages wich makes it difficult to discriminate between the

phases. The proposed filtering presented permits the correct suppression of the LDA noise.

However, at higher void fractions (more than 2), the LDA signal is no longer suitable because of

the increase of the beam interruption rate by the bubble crossing. In this case, use of the HFA is

recommended. The HA had two major drawbacks: the difficulty to obtain a stable calibration

curve, and the unknown effect of the bubble crossings on the film heat transfer. The HFA output

voltage recorded in bubbly flow presents a drop of the signal that is characteristic of the presence

of a bubble on the film and sometime a large rear peak just after the passage of the bubble is

observed. Up to now, it was not admitted that this rear peak is representative of a -real velocity in

liquid phase.

This latter problem have been studied by placing the measuring volume of LDA very close

upstream from the cylindrical hot film probe at low void fraction less than 2 % ). Analyses of

simultaneous measurements by both methods prove that the two signals are quite similar. For

example, at void fraction of 04 %, the statistical centred moments of the velocity differ less than

5% up to the sixth order. So, the rear peak just after the passage of the bubble is representative of

the local inhomogeneity of the flow around the corresponding bubble. Thus, only the abrupt

negative voltage drop which characterises a bubble presence on the film have to be removed. The

results obtained in bubbly mixing layers are presented as example and to illustrate the applications

of the signal processing methods that we use. Finally, local measurements of velocity moments
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and void fraction require careful signal processing. They were discussed. Nevertheless these

measurements are not sufficient to understand the physics. In order to go on, it remains important

to refine signal processing in order to be able to analyse more sophisticated information as

correlations between bubble passage and velocity fluctuations.
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Measurement of local flow pattern in boiling R12 simulating

PWR conditions with multiple optical probes
J. GARNIER

CEA GRENOBLE

ABSTRACT
For a comprehensive approach of boiling crisis phenomenon in order to get more reliable

predictions of critical heat flux in PWR core, a flow pattern study is under progress at CEA
GRENOBLE (in a joint program with ElectricM de France : EdF). The first aim is to get
experimental results on flow structure in the range of thermal hydraulic parameters involved in the
core of a PWR (pressure up to 16 Wa, heat flux about I MW/M2' mass velocity up to 5000
kg/S/M2). As critical heat flux is a local phenomenon and is the result of the flow development, the
data has to be measured from the beginning of boiling until boiling crisis, and from the bulk flow
until the boundary layer close to the heating walls. Therefore, these results will be useful in modeling
not only boiling crisis phenomenon but also condensation in subcooled boiling, coalescence, splitting
up, mass and energy transfers at interfaces, and so on. In a first step, the test section is a vertical
tube 19.2 mm internal diameter with an axial uniform heat flux over a 35 m length. The study is
performed on the DEBORA loop with Freon 12 as coolant fluid. We assume that basic boiling
phenomena (and the knowledge we get about them) only depend on the fluid properties by mean of
dimensionless parameters but not on the fluid itself

In a first part, we briefly recall that interfacial detection is the most important parameter of a
flow pattern study. Therefore, the use of probes able to measure the Phase Indicator Function
(P.I.F.) is necessary A first study of flow conditions shows that the flow pattern is essentially a
bubbly one with vapor particles of low diameter (about 300 gm) and high velocity (up'to 7 m/s).
These criteria induce that a multiple optical probe is the most appropriate tool provided we improve
the technology. We detail the way to obtain probes able to detect small particles at high velocity.
Each fiber is stretched to get a tip of 10 gm with the cladding kept on 0 m length wch defines
the sensitive part of the probe. An electronic device with a cut off frequency greater than I Hz
transforms the optical signal to a high level electrical signal (0-10 Volts) with very low background
noise. We show that a two-fibers probe is able to perform velocity measurements because the flow
we study has a vertical direction. Moreover, as particles are very small, the radial distance between
the two fibers is reduced to 125 gm (minimum value imposed by fibber external diameter) and
vertical distance is reduced to 400 gm to minimize interactions between probes and particles. We
also give details about the way to calibrate these probes measurement of rise and fall time in an air-
water flow, macro-photography for determining the exact geometry of each fiber and the relative
position of their sensitive part.

The next part deals with acquisition and data treatment we developed. As the fequency of the
signal is very high (fall time less than I ps, frequency of intercepted bubbles by the probe up to 12
kHz) and as the acquisition of statistical properties of the flow needs several minutes, a specific real
time data acquisition system has been designed. In a first step, we define what are the relevant
parameters to keep in the two signals delivered by the probe. We first show how to obtain a gas
velocity. The radial distance between the two fibres is not negligible compared to mean diameter of
particles, so we have to take into account a false velocity )) induced by the local curvature of the
particles interface. Then, we discuss the way to get granulometric properties (diameter distribution,
number of particles) and void fraction by means of the P.I.F of the first fiber. Great care is needed
because the properties of the set of particles which hits the probe are not the same than those of the
whole set of particles in the flow. Stereological methods can avoid mistakes and an extension of the
stereological rules to the ase of non uniform spatial distribution of the center of particles is
presented. Moreover, some numerical simulations gives the uncertainty induced by this treatment
method. We quantify the uncertainty on gas velocity and on granulornetric properties when, at the

measurement point, there is a velocity gadient a gradient of particles number and a gradient or
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particles diameter. Then, we detail the data acquisition system which measures the frequency of
particles intercepted by the probe, the histogram of time of flight between the two fibers and the
histogram of vapor time of the first P.I.F. Moreover, a numerical scope acquires the raw signal to
check that the probe works properly.

Finally, we present some of the results we obtained. A 'Wide range of thermal hydraulic
parameters has been covered (more than 10000 measurements have been performed). We first show
that we can get a criteria to check that our particles have a spherical shape. We also find that rise
and fa time of the electrical signal are strongly correlated with the gas velocity and we expect it
wfll be possible to perform velocity measurements with a single fiber probe (after a specific
calibration which is under definition).

The concluding remarks deals with the future developments. A first work concern probes able
to measure in the real conditions of a PWR 16 NVa and 340 'C). Another development concerns
the size of the sensitive part for probes with classical optical fibres. We intend to get anometric tips
to minimize flow disturbance, increase accuracy for small particles masurements and get multiple
probes (four fibres) with low dimensions for local measurements of interfacial area density. We also
intend to extend the capability of our data acquisition system in order to keep more information on
the P.I.F.
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1) INTRODUCTION
For a comprehensive approach of boiling crisis phenomenon in order to get more reliable

predictions of critical heat flux in PATR core, a flow pattern study is under progress at CEA
GRENOBLE (in a joint program with EdF). As boiling crisis is the result of the whole flow pattern
development, the data has to be measured from the beginning of boiling until boiling crisis and as
boiling crisis is a local phenomenon, measurements are performed from the bulk flow until the
boundary layer close to the beating wafls. In a first step, the test section is a vertical circular tube
(I 9.2 mm in diameter) with 35 m of heating length.

In a first part, we show that the flow pattern is essentially a bubbly one with vapor particles of
low diameter (about 300 pm) and high velocity (up to 7 m/s). So, we design optical probes,
improving both the classical technology and the data acquisition system to get reliable data on the
Phase Indicator Function (P.I.F.). We detail the way to obtain such probes.

The next parts deals with acquisition and data treatment we developed. The way to obtain
vapor particles velocity from the �dstogram of time of flight between two fibers is described. Then,
we detail how to calculate granulornetric properties (diameter distribution, number of particles) with
the P.I.F of the first fiber. Great care is needed because the properties of the set of particles which
hits the probe are not the same than those of the whole set of particles in the flow. Stereological
methods can avoid mistakes and an extension of these stereological rules to the case of non uniform
spatial distribution of the center of particles is presented. Moreover, some numerical simulations
gives the uncertainty induced by the treatment method. Finally, we detail the data acquisition system
which masures the frequency of particles intercepted by the probe, the Wstograrn of time of flight
between the two fibbers and the histogram of vapor time of the first P.I.F.. Moreover, a numerical
scope is able to acquire the raw signal at high frequency.

The last part presents some of the results we obtained. We find for instance that rise and fall
time of the raw signal of one probe are strongly correlated with the gas velocity so that we expect it
will be possible to perform velocity measurements with a single fiber probe. - -

The oncluding remarks deals with the future velopments : the design of probes able to
measure in the real conditions of a PWR (I 6 MPa and 3 40 'C), the reduction of the size of sensitive
part for probes with classical optical fibres anometric tips) and the extension of data acquisition
system capabilities.

2) AIMS OF THE STUDY

2-1) Flow Pattern stud

To define a flow pattern, we need
• the PIF which is obviously the most important
• the gas velocity field which is also a useful parameter but in fact we are not interested in the

velocity field inside a vapor particle (we implicitly assume that liquid is the continuous phase), The
velocity of the center of the particle and the way it deforms are the relevant parameters..

• the velocity field in the liquid between particles
• the temperature in the liquid during subcooled boiling (we assume that this temperature is

the saturated one in saturated boiling and that the vapor is always at the saturated temperature)
- the pressure fields in the two phases which are less significant parameters.
We first need information about the P.I.F and particles velocity for every location in the test

section. It is why the first part of our study is devoted to probes able to detect phase transitions in
the fluid at the measurement point.

2-2) Test section and test loop descriptions

The test secfion is a vertical tube 19.2 mm internal diameter). Direct current heating imposes
an axially uniform heat flux on 35 m length (the tube thickness is constant within 1).
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The fluid is Freon 12 (low pressure and temperature) and similarity criteria for Critical Heat
Flux (CHF) are given by STEVENS (I 964).

Profiles of P.I.F. are performed at the end of the heating length. We assume that profiles
before the end of heating length are equivalent to profiles at the end of heating length but at a lower
exit quality (pressure loss in the test section remains negligible ompared to the outlet pressure).
Tests are performed with constant outlet pressure, inlet temperature, mass flow rate and heat flux.
For this test section, the range of parameters is

• pressure 14 to 3 Wa
• mass velocity 1000 to 5000 kg/s/m2
• heat flux: to CF with a maximum of 700 kW/ml
• mean exit quality 04 to 04 (quality is based on enthalpy therefore negative means

subcooled)

3) DESIGN OF THE PROBES

3-1) Flow conditions

To design our probes, we need to estimate the flow patterns we will get in the range of
parameters we cover. So, we calculate the mean flow conditions (enthalpy, void fraction, liquid and
gas velocities, ...) at the outlet of the test section with the correlation of computer code FLICA 3
(PLAS 1975) for the whole range of parameters. We first find that ga's velocity can reach 7 ms.
Then, by means of the modeling of flow pattem transitions (TATTEL 1980), of break-up criteria
(KOLMOGOROV 1949) and oalescence ones (BERNE 1983), we deduce that the flow patter is
essentially a bubbly one and that the minimum diameter to be detected by the probes is about 20 gm.
So, the probes must have a sensitive part less than 20 gm and a time response less than I s.
Moreover, we also want to use multi-fibers probes. The time of flight between probes must be low
enough to get a significant ratio between signal and noise due to bubbles which interferes with oy
one probe. Only local optical fiber probes can satisfy to all these conditions but unfortunately, it was
not possible to buy such probes on scientific instrumentation market. So. we constructed them
ourselves the electronic device being developed by cooperating with local industry).

3-2) Probe technolog

The probe is based on a optical fiber with 50 gm of core dameter and 125 gm of external
diameter (including cladding). In a first step, this fiber is stretched in a ceramic furnace heated by an
oxyacetylene torch. The tension imposed on the fiber by a weight controls the stretching. Then a
direct heating of the tip by the torch ensures that the cladding remains along the fiber until the tip.
After these steps, the quality of the fiber tip is controlled with a profile projection of the probe
(optical amplification 100). So, we can measure the probe profile with an accuracy of 5 im. To keep
this information, a numerical photograph of the projected profile is obtained with a NIKON E2
device (see figure 1). We can associate two stretched fibers in one probe for measurements of gas
velocity. In that case, the distance between the tips of the probes is reduced to 125 gm in the
direction perpendicular to the flow (it is the minimum distance imposed by fiber's diameter) a�
about 400 im in the flow direction.

The electronic amplifier is based on a < Y coupler)) which divides the fiber into two fibers,
one for the emitting light (laser diode) and the other for the reflected light. Then, an amplifier with a
high bandwidth transforms the low level signal delivered by the receiving diode into a high level
signal (amplitude about 10 Volts). Finally, the time response of this device is less than lps and has
been tested by simulating the probe ith a flashing laser diode at an imposed frequency.

At this stage, we get a complete system (probes and amplification) and we test it in an air-
water flow to verify the amplitude, the rise and fall time of the raw signals. This step is necessary
because the manufacturing process is not automated even if the probe tips appear satisfactory, the
signal ran be degenerated by a loss of cladding which is not visible.
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4)-DATA TREATMENT AND ACQUISITION

2-1) Two fibers probe data treatment
By means of two fibers probe, we intend to measure the gas velocity. Of course, such probe

doesn't deliver directly ts data. Even with a four fibers probe, KATAOKA 1986) shows that we
measure the interfacial area concentration but not the gas velocity. Moreover, local curvature of the
interface can't be neglected as the distance between fibers has the same order of magnitude as the
bubble diameter. Nevertheless, we can show that, with some assumptions on flow characteristics, we
can get a relationship between the mean time of flight and the mean particle velocity.

4-1-1) Notations and assumptions

We denote Oxy the horizontal plane and Oz the vertical axis with the origin located in the
horizontal plane of the first probe at the middle of the two fibers axis. V, is the vertical component
of the particles velocity (we assume there is no other component). So, the probe has the ollowing
coordinates probe I SI (45,0,0) and probe 2 S2 (-,5,0,&z) where is the half of the horizontal
distance between the two fibers axis and Az the vertical distance between the two sensitive parts of
the fibers.

We assume that particles have a spherical shape with the following equation
(x - z)' + (z - z. VI)' y - D' 4 = (4-1)
where x,y,,z, are the coordinates of the center of the particle at time t=O and D is its

diameter.

4-1-2) Mean time of flight

we easily deduce the time of flight Ali between the two probes

16.1 =I (Az _ .D 2 - (Z Z, 2 _ _ �')2 _ Z .5)2 (4-2)
VI 4 4

Of course, this time of flight depends on the relative position of the probe and the bubble. As
this position can't be deduced from the raw signals, it is not possible to extract the velocity of each
particle intercepted by the two probes. Nevertheless, if we assume that the flow pattern is (( locally
constant )> (i.e. the granulometric properties of the particles, the number of particles per unit of time
and the velocity are spatially constant around the measurement point on a distance higher than the
maximum bubble diameter), we can associate the particles by pairs: each particle is associated wth
another one of same diameter but ith its center located symmetrically about the origin. For the first
particle, the time of flight is expressed by equation 4-2) and for the second one we get a similar
expression but with a reversed curvature effect. So, the sum of the two times of flight is only related
to the velocity V, and the distance Az and we get a simple relationship between the mean time of
flight Al. (the mean being calculated on a large number of particles) and the mean velocity of the
particles .:

V. = AZ (4-3)
Al.

Hence, we only need a device which measures the mean time of flight between the two probes
to deduce the mean velocity of the particles. Nevertheless, this result is available only if the velocity
of the' particles doesn't depend on their diameter.

4-1-3) Histogram of time of flight

.It is very difficult to get a data acquisition system able to calculate, in real time mode, the
mean time of flight between the two probes and which takes into account the non significant time of
flight due to bubbles interacting with only one probe. But, if we assume that the time of flight
between probes is much lower than the time between two bubbles, we can extract the data from an
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I�stogram H(At) of the time of flight Al between the signal rise of the two P.I.F. Then, we get a

curve with two separated peaks, one corresponding to the time of flight between P.I.F. and the
second one corresponding essentially to non significant time of flight (it is related to a time between
bubbles and a vapor time of each bubble intercepted by only one fiber).

Once we get this histogram, we can extract more information than the mean veloc 'ityV..
Because the diameter D is a parameter in equation 42), the histogram depends on the local
granulometry of the flow. As we will show later, we are able to find this granulometry from the
signal of the first fiber. Hence, by calculating the theoretical histogram, we are able to check the
consistency of our data and/or of our assumptions.

4-1-4) Theoretical histogram of time of flight

This histogram is defined as a probability density fnction i.e.

H, (Atj = Pob (�U, At At� + &j) (4-4)

where Prob(X) is the probability of the event X. This histogram is related to the granulometry

by:

H (l) H. (At) N D) dD (4-5)

-.krith

N (DO) = Prob (Do < D:r. Do + d D) (4-6)

N(Da) is the granulometry of the flow expressed as a probability density function and

HD,(Al) is the histogram when a the bubbles have the same diameter D. The way to calculate ts

histogram is not detailed but it can be expressed as

H. (x) =(H, +H, H,). K (4-7)

with

Dx X 2 2 2
H, = - H2=--4(1-y (D Z) 1. )? 2D

25 FI .,zD' 48 z(D _ )

H3 1 2 _ Z _ X2 (D2 + - - Arcsin y - y
4v Z)j [

22 2 j 48Arcsin - _ ±__ -K=4/ 7/2 2 Z = X2 42 Y 3F x AtN.
D D D 2 25 Z

4-2) First P.I.F. data treatment

By means of one P.I.F., we intend to measure the void fraction and the granulometric
properties of the flow.

4-2-1) Granulometric properties of the flow.

When talking about granulometry of a set of particles, everybody thinks about a number of
particles per unit of volume and a probability density function for the diameters of these particles.
Nevertheless, many probability density functions can be defined whether we are interested in
number, surface or volume distribution of the particles (GUNDERSEN 1986). As for an optical
probe, it can be considered as a line sampling probe in the flow and thus gives a probability function
of the surface distribution of the particles. This result is a simple application of stereological laws
(WEIBEL 1980). This surface distribution can be defined as the granulometry of the flow
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(GALAUP 1975) but it seems more useful to define the granulometry as a number distribution.
Thus, we define the granulometfic properties of the flow as Ng(rDo) which is the number

distribution of particles diameter per unit area and per unit of time i.e. Nz(rDo)rdrdOdD is the

number of particles per unit of time whose center crosses the surface element rdrdO and wch has
a diameter D between Do and Do dD (we give here a formulation in polar coordinates
(r, 0) because we immediately assume that the flow has a symmetry around the vertical axis of the

tube but a general formulation in every coordinates system can easily defined).
To get this function from a P.I.F measurement, we have to take care that the properties of the

set of particles wMch hits the probe are not the same than tose of the whole set of particles in the
flow (CLARK 1988). It is only because the way a particle intercepts the probe is related 'to the
surface of the particle and not to its radius. The results on particles Stereology which assumes no
space variation of granulometry and a spherical shape for particles, give the relationship between
the histogram of intercepted lengths and the granulometry expressed as probability density functions
(GUNDERSEN 1983, UGA 1972):

G.Y) I [h(l) d(h(l))] (4-8)

I dl

where h7) is the histogram of intercepted lengths and G-(I) is the probability density function in

number of the particles i.e. 
G.(Io)dl = prob(I < lo I dl) (4-9)

In fact, G1) is a normalization of Ns(r, Do) when this last function doesn't vary in space.

The equation 4-8) is valid only if the flow structure doesn't vary in space. G. is deduced
from an histogram of intercepted lengths which is not directly delivered by the P.I.F. Ordy the
histogram of intercepted time can be measured. Then assuming a velocity around the probe, we can
transform this histogram in an intercepted lengths histogram. Moreover, we develop a new
relationship, more general than classical stereological laws, which is able to take into account the
space variation of the velocity of particles and of their granulometric properties. It takes into
account a number distribution Nx(r, Do) and not only a probability density function. It is very useful

to keep information on the particles number for their future use about coalescence and break-up
phenomena.

The det"s of the calculation are given in CUBIZOLLES 1996 and the general relationship is

- j V.-(r)1V,(V4X2 + -'V-'(r),r) 2 =X2 62
h*.., r. = 2- - -xdxda r + r - m cos(a) 4-1 0)

&=Or=O V4x' + t,.'V.'(r)

where ht(&., r) is the histogram f intercepted time (vapor time) at location r = r. and is normalized

so that j hQ, r.'d = v(r.) with v(r,) the frequency of intercepted bubbles (number of bubbles
1=0

intercepted by the fiber per unit of time). This normalization keeps the information about the number
of bubbles.

We deduce that the data acquisition system has to keep the frequency v of intercepted
bubbles and the histogram of vapor time at each measurement point (and not the whole raw signal).

In a first step, we assume that velocity and granulometry don't vary with space as it has been
done for two fibers probe treatment and equation (4- 1 0) can be simplified as

D
h,

(V
d D

Als(D = _ -
;rV,. dx
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Th�is last equation can be easily related to equation 4-8)
From ts granulornetric function, we derive two properties of the flow:

Q the number of centers of bubbles per unit of time and per unit of area

Q.= N, (x),:& (4-12)
�O

• Ds the diameter which keeps the interfacial area when replacing every bubble by a bubble

of diameter Ds

X"N.(x)dc
Ds 0 (4-18)

i Nzx)dc
�O

We can easily prove that

2(
4 v =

Q, (4-19)

It is very important to notice that the derivative of the histogram for null vapor time is needed.
Of course, no probe can get tis value and, even with a micro probe and large bubbles, we always
need to measure very short vapor time which have to be taken in account in the value of &. In fact,

we need to get a probe much smaller than bubble diameter to ensure that we can calculate a
derivative at low vapor time without introducing bias.

As we need derivatives of the histogram, we first smooth the data with a mathematical tool
based on LEVENBERG - MARQUARDT method (PRESS 1992) with the following modeling
function

= X7JX2 + .2 x+ai)e- x(a.'x a,) (4-20)

Where a, a2, a3, a4 are adjustable parameters to fit the histogram. We use this kind of curve

because it has some interesting properties around the value x (we ran easily alculate the
granulometry N. without mathematical problems).

4-2-2) Void fraction

Voidfractioniseasilydeducedfromthevaportimehistogramby:

a= i xht(x)&c (4-21)
�O

4-3 Estimation of uncertainties

As mentioned before, we assume that the granulornetry Ns(Dora) and the velocity .. are

constant in region around the measurement point on a distance of the maximum diameter of the
bubbles.

Of course, these assumptions are not always valid and we need to quantify the uncertainty
induced by parameters variations. So, a numerical simulation has been performed. In this simulation,
the fibers are in the same horizontal plane with an origin of the plane located at the middle of the
two fibers axis. We randomly generate bubbles with imposed Q, and V., and a DIRAC

function5(Do)(SCHWARTZ 1961) for the probability density in diameter. The parameters Q,,

Doand Vvaries linearly with the distance to the origin and we denote A&, ADoand AK-the

relative variation of0c,, Doand V,-over a diameterDo. Simulations are performed -,krith relative

variation of -10% to 10% by steps of 10% on each parameter 1,ADoand AV-. For every
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simulation, we generate a large number of bubbles to get statistically converged data (the number of
particles intercepted by te two fibers is always higher than 300000 and of course, the number of
bubbles intercepted by only one is higher).

To control the simulation convergence, we compare, at zero value of A Q,, ADo and AV.,
the histograrn of intercepted time on one fibber to the theoretical one wch has the shape of a
triangle (GUNDERSEN 1983) and the histogram of time of flight between fibers to the theoretical
one (see figure 2 These comparisons are fairly good and show that the calculations are statistically
converged. The results when varying A O., ADo and A ,,. are given in table I for the uncertainty on
Ds and in table 2 for the uncertainty on V..

Error &V_=_10% Av- = &V- = 10%
on D, &Do�10% ADo=O ADo=10% ADO=-10% AD6=0 ADO=10% ADO=-10% I 6__0 ADO=10%
A4-10% -3.2% -3.1% -3% -1. 60/c -1.5% -1.3% -0.4% -0.2% 0.13%
AQ.=0 -2.1% -1.9% -1.8% - 0.24% 1.33% 1.75% 2.03
&Q.- IO% 1. 020/6 -0.91% -07% 1.4% 1.6% 2 004

Table I Uncertainty on D induced by treatment assumptions

Error AV. = -1 0% Av- = 0 AV.= 10%
on V. &Dd-10% &DeO AD6=101/o D10% AD6=0 ADO-10% AD6=40% ADO-0 I Dd=101/0

64-10% -3.4% -3.2% -3% -1.7% -1.4% -1.2% 0.01% 0.23% 0.5%
AQ-�O -2.1% -1. 9% - 1. 70/a -0.3% 0 0.24% 1.45% 1.77% 2.05%

16%=Vr/e, -0.770/a -0.5% -0.24% , 1.18% 1.5% 1.71% 3% 3.3% 3.60/

Table 2 Uncertainty on induced by treatment assumptions

Of course, the uncertainty on Ds includes the uncertainty on V.. because we first transform the
time-histogram in length-histogram before the calculation. Thus, as results of the two tables are
fairly close, we show that the uncertainty essentially comes from the assumption on the gas velocity.
Moreover, the maximum of the uncertainty is 37% for conditions which are very severe a variation
of I % of each parameter A Q , A.Do and A . on a distance of one diameter around the probes.
These conditions are relatively far from our flow conditions where we get small particles and so, low
variations of the parameters on a distance of one diameter.

4-4 Data acquisition system

Particles have low diameter (50 gm) and high velocity (IO m/s) so that time accuracy of data
acquisition system has to be very high. To get an uncertainty of % on velocity, we need a time
resolution 6f 50 ns. It is obvious that such a system can't acquire the whole signal and then treat it
it should have to keep in memory the raw signal at a 20 MHz frequency during several minutes what
represents a tremendous amount of data 72 Gbytes) for oly one point of measurement (we intend
to perform about 10000 measurement points). So, we need a data acquisition system able to treat
the raw signal in a real time mode. This data acquisition system has to get 

* the Nstograim of time of flight between the rise of the signal for the two fibbers
e the histogram of vapor time
9 the frequency of intercepted bubbles on the first fiber
*the rise and fall time histograms on the first fiber

We first need to define what are the threshold values for all these kinds of measurements.
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* For frequency of intercepted bubbles, the threshold value does not have a great
influence and is arbitrarily fixed at 50% of the signal amplitude.

* For vapor time histogram, the threshold for the negative slope detection T. is fixed
just above the liquid signal level 10 of the amplitude) and the threshold for the positive
slope detection Td is 0.05 Volts higher than .. Hence, the influence of noise is avoided:

* For rise and fall times, the two thresholds are fixed at 30% and 60 of the signal
amplitude.

9 For the histogram of time of flight, the threshold on each signal is fixed at 10% of its
amplitude. One has to take great care for these thresholds as the rise time, ven if it is only a
few rr6crosecondsshould not be negligible compared to the time of flight (about 100 s).

Of course, we also need to keep some raw signal to verify that our probe works properly.
So, our data acquisition system is the following 

a HEWLETT PACKARD H533 IO time interval analyzer which is able to build, in
real time mode, all the histograms we need with a time resolution of 20 ns.

4' a numerical scope NICOLET 500 with specific cards 2 channels at 10 MZ
digitizing frequency on 12 bitswrith I million point memory per channel and channels at I
MHz digitizing frequency on 12 bits with I million points of segmentable memory).This
scope acquires the raw signals and the frequency of intercepted bubbles.

We have also to define statistical criteria on data convergence. Measurements are performed in
parallel on each device and it is obvious that the vapor histograms are the most difficult to get
statistically converged. We imposed that, for two following vapor histograms (the step between
histograms is 1000 bubbles), the maximum of their difference doesn't exceed 1% of the maximum
value of the last one. Generally, this criteria is satisfied after about 150000 intercepted bubbles. It is
not time consuming at high void fraction >1011/) because the probe intercepts some thousands
bubbles per second. At low void raction, the data acquisition duration is limited at five minutes.

5 RESULTS
We get a lot of results because we performed more than 10000 measurements with a single

fiber probe and about 1000 with a two fibers probe. In this chapter, we only detail some particular
results which are important for the instrumentalist point of view.

5-1 Time of Mqht histogram

5-1-1 Theoretical and experimental results comparison at high pressure

The first result concern the time of flight histogram at high pressure (P=2.619 MPa), with
mass velocity G=2987 kg/s/ml, heat flux =109.42 kW/M2, exit quality X 6.58% and probe
location R=1.2 mm from the center of the tube (see figure 3 When comparing the experimental
results to the theoretical histogram calculated with the granulometry (P.LF of the first probe), we
easily conclude that particles have a spherical shape (and so, that flow pattern is bubbly). It is very
interesting to be able to perform such comparison because it checks the consistency of the whole
data treatment system.

5-1-2 Theoretical and experimental results comparison at low pressure

The same comparison between theory and experiments is performed at low pressure 1.462
MPa) with mass velocity G=2015 kg/s/m2, heat flux =76.262 kW/M2 exit quality Y., � 1 54 and
probe location R2.358 mm (see figure 4 We immediately notice that the theoretical histogram
gives larger time of flight than the experimental one. It means that bubbles have a more flattened
shape than spherical one. So, with low pressure (and so large particles), the shape of the bubble
becomes like an ellipsoid with the larger axis in an horizontal plane.
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5-1-2 Influence of bubbles intercepted by only one probe

Some experimental times of flight are much larger than the maximum theoretical one. It
comes from bubbles that intercepts only one probe (noisy interception). If the frequency of
intercepted bubbles by the probes is relatively low (below 10 kHz), the noisy interceptions remain
negligible. When increasing this frequency (by increasing quality and void fraction), these noisy
interceptions become more and more important and lead to a great amount of useless data in the
histogram. Figure shows this effect for the same conditions than the histogram shown in figure 4
but with the probe location at R6.701 mm. Thus, the frequency of intercepted bubbles is about 12
kHz and is so large that during the flight of one bubble from the first fiber to the second one, another
bubble can interfere with the other fiber. It is always possible to deduce the gas velocity but we now
measure the most probable time of flight and not the mean one. It is not very important ecause the
flow pattern is always bubbly %ith a narrow range in diameter. Nevertheless, we can reach so high
frequency of intercepted bubbles that we can no longer detect two peaks in the histogram.

5-2 Vapor time histo-gra

With the first probe, we can measure the listograrn of vapor time (see figure 6 and calculate
the granulometry of the particles.

In every profiles we measured, we always find such a ind of histogram: the position of the
maximum and the maximum vapor time varies but the shape of the curve is nearly the same (it
explains the choice of the smoothing function). We see that the range of diameter variation is
narrow. Nevertheless, it is not possible to determine the bubbles shape from the vapor time
histogram.

5-3 Rise and fall time

As already studied by CARTELLIER 1996), we noticed during the first tsts (GARNIER
1995), that the rise time of the liquid/gas transition in the raw signal is related to the bubble velocity.
So, during about 170 measurement points 20 profiles) with large variations on mass velocity and
void fraction, we measured the mean rise and fall time in the raw signal (see figure 7 These means
are calculated from the histogram of rise and fall times.

These results first show that the rise and fall times in the Taw snal are very low about 2 s
for raising and I s for falling). It ensures that our measurements are accurate. Moreover, we notice
that we get a good correlation between rise time and time of flight between the two fibers the rise
time depends linearly on the velocity of the particle. By considering this linear regression as a in-
situ calibration of the probe, we can check the consistency of our gas velocity measurement. We
now intend to design a specific calibration device in order to be able to measure gas velocity ith a
single fiber probe (essentially in the region of high intercepted bubbles frequency where the two
fibers probe no longer work).

Moreover, we see that the fall time is also correlated with the time of flight. Even if our probes
are intrusive, they don't affect the velocity of the particles during their whole piercing.

CONCLUSION
This work shows that, by improving both the design of the optical probes and the data

acquisition system, it is possible to get accurate measurements on flow pattern in boiling Freon 12
simulating PWR conditions.

. We first prove that it is possible to measure the gas velocity by means of to fibers probe.
Then, with the Phase Indicator Function of the first fiber, we calculate the granulometric proper-ties
of the flow (the number of centers of bubbles per unit of time and per unit of area, the probability
density function in number of the diameter, a characteristic diameter which keeps ]Information about
interfacial area). Moreover we can verify that the flow is a bubbly one and check that the particles
have a spherical shape.
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We also find that the rise time in the raw signal of the first probe, which is very low (a few
microsecond), is strongly orrelated to the gas velocity with a linear dependency. A specific
calibration device is under design.

We intend to extend our measurement technique by decreasing the size of the sensitive part of
the probe. It is possible to get anometric probes which are already designed for microscopy
(COURJON 1995). Vrth such probes, we will be able to perform our measurements with four
fibbers probe in three dimensional flows and small vapor particles. We only need to develop the
associated electronic amplifier and to increase the number of channels of the data acquisition system.
Moreover, we also study a data acquisition system which is able to acquire the P.I.F. 200000
intercepted bubbles) in order to get the time of each transitions in the P.I.F. with an accuracy of 
ns.

We are also developing (in ollaboration ith local industry) a probe able to work in PWR
conditions 16 NIPa, 340 'Q. Classical optical fibers are rapidly dissolved (a few minutes) in
dernineralized water at this temperature level. A technology based on sapphire pipes coupled with
high temperature optical fiber is under test and seems very promising (DELHAYF- 1983). The main
problem is to maintain the optical coupling between sapphire and fibers with relative dilatation from
room temperature to 340 'C. We have also to take into account the difference of refractive index
between liquid and vapor (and so the signal contrast) decreases when pressure increases.
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Figure I Image of a two fibbers probe (resolution I pcel 2ILm)
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Histograms for P--2.619 MPa, G 3000kg/sW. =109.42 Mm?, Xs=0.0658. R=1.2 mm
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Figure 3 theoretical and experimental time of flight histograms at high pressure
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Measurement of gas phase characteristics
using new monoriber optical probes and real time signal processing.
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UJF-CNRS-INPG, BP 53, 38041, Grenoble cedex 9 France.

Abstract

Single optical or impedance phase detection probes are able to measure gas velocities provided that their
sensitive len-th L is accurately known. In this paper, it is shown that L can be controlled during the

0 0
manufacture of optical probes. Beside, for a probe geornetry in the form of a cone a cylinder+ a cone,
the corresponding rise time velocity correlation becomes weakly sensitive to uncontrollable parameter such

as the angle of impact on the interface. A real time signal processing performing phase detection as well as

velocity measurements is described. Since its sensitivity to the operator inputs is less than the
reproducibility of measurements, it is a fairly objective tool. Qualifications achieved in air/water flows with

various optical probes demonstrate that the void fraction is detected with a relative error less than I %. For

bubbly flows, the gas flux is accurate within ±10%, but this uncertainty increases when large bubbles are

present in the flow.

Introduction

Phase detection probes are widely used in gas-liquid two-phase flows. Basically, they provide the

local gas phase indicator function XG, but they can also perform gas velocity measurements. The usual

technique for that consists in measuring the transit-times of interfaces between two sensors some distance
apart. An alternate technique requires but a single sensor: provided that the latency length L, defined as the

effective sensitive lenath of a probe (Cartellier 1990), is known, the interface velocity is deduced from the

duration T of signal transitions between the liquid and the gas phases.

From XG and the gas velocity one can determine the local phase fraction F_ the local gas flux jG,
and, under some hypothesis, the size distribution P(R ad the interfacial area density (see Cartellier &
Achard 1991 for a review), as well as additional information concerning, for example flow regime

recognition (Leung et al. 1995, Ueno et al. 1995). Yet, there is still room for improvements of this

technique as proved by the on going efforts spend on sensors (Vince et al. 1982, Gouirand 1990,

Cubizolles 1996) and on signal processing (Liu Bankoff 1993, Zun et al. 1995). Let us briefly review

the main problems encountered with phase detection probes.

i) To establish a reliable signal processing for XG measurements, the raw signal must be related
with the position of the probe with respect to the interface. Both the hydrodynamics of probe-interface

interactions, and the corresponding probe response are sensitive, among others parameters, to the geometry

of the sensor.'Thus, any decisive progress requires a certain amountof reproducibility in the manufacture

of probe tips.
ii) The above knowledge must be translated into an efficient and reliable automatic processing,

sequence. It must be emphasis that most processing presented in the literature remain quite sensitive to the

criteria set by the operator (see Cartellier & Achard 199 1). This is notably so for fixed thresholding which

0is still a widely used technique (Schmitt et al. 1995). Beside, these criteria are most often optimised for

given probe and application, and their extrapolation to different conditions could lead to incorrect
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measurements. Reducin- the sensitivity of the sianal processing sequence is another objective of hucrC, 0 ge
importance. Clearly, this aim is closely connected to the control of probe tips evoked in (1).

iii) Even with a complete control of probe response and signal processing, the intrusive nature of

these sensors induce imperfect detections. This could occur because bubbles avoid the probe, roll over its

tip, or due to others mechanisms (see for example Pinguet 1994 for impedance probes in liquid/liquid

suspensions, and Serizawa et al. 1983, Farrar Brunn 1989 for hot film or wire technique). It is thus

important to quantify the uncertainty induced by the above mechanisms. This is a difficult task owing to the

number of parameters which can be varied, parameters which are related to the sensor (probe tip, probe
orientation, probe support, signal processing ... , to the flow (bubble size, phasic velocities, flow structure
etc ... ), or even to the reference technique.

The above questions become more acute when velocity measurements are considered in parallel with

phase detection. Let us recall that the duration T, of the signal transition from the denser phase to the lighter

one is strongly correlated to the interface velocity: such correlations have been observed for various optical

probes (Abuaf et al. 1978, Sene 1984, Cartellier 1990) as well as for impedance probes (Werther &

Molerus 1973, Pinguet 1994). This behaviour has been exploited to determine the gas velocity using
stretched monofibers optical probes (Cartellier 1992 see also Pinguet 1994 for impedance probes).

However, due to the poor reproducibility of probe tips, a lengthy calibration is required for every probe
considered. It would be more advantageous to control L during the manufacture of probes. Beside, with an
a priori control of L, the probe can be adapted to the flow conditions, namely to the size of bubbles and to
the ranae of velocities.

A systematic study of the above questions has been undertaken at LEGI with the practical objective

of developing reliable monofiber optical sensors able to provide the phase indicator functions as well as the

dispersed phase velocity. This research has been done in collaboration with the Groupe

Thermohydraulique Locale Diphasique of the DER-EdF, and it has benefited from the expertise of the

Groupe d'Instrumentation et de Contr6le tlectronique des Proc6d6s (INP Grenoble) in the field of real time

signal processing,. The main results are surnmarised in this paper, which is organised as follows in

Section 1, probes optirr�ised for gas velocity measurements are presented. The real time signal processing,

with emphasis put on criteria, architecture and performances is described in Section 2 Then, experimental

qualifications of various monofiber probes connected to the above processing are discussed in the last

paragraph. Bi-probes have been also considered during this research for sake of brevity, only some
qualifications performed on void fraction and on gas velocity, which are worth comparing to the monofiber

technique, will be presented.

1. Optimised sensor geometry for gas detection and gas velocity measurement

To define sensors optirnised for velocity measurements, the influence of the probe geometry on the
shape and the duration of the signal transients corresponding to liquid to gas transitions has been analysed

for some idealised geometries. As shown in Fig.2, the following shapes have been considered a cleaved

fiber, a perfect cone (IC probe), a truncated cone, a cone plus a cleaved cylinder (2C probe), and a cone

plus a cylinder plus a cone (3C probe). They correspond either to existing sensors, or to new shapes we

have been able to manufacture (Fig.3). Their analysis has been based on an optical simulation of their

response during transients, and on actual signals collected during the piercing of well controlled interfaces.

These aspects being detailed elsewhere (Barrau & Cartellier 1995, Cartellier & Barrau 1995), only the main

conclusions of our investigations are presented hereafter.

1 I Behaviour of some typical probe eometries
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A first difficulty is connected with the so-called proximity detection. Indeed, any time the sensor

ends by a cleaved portion, some signal is collected prior to the contact between the interface and the
extremity of the probe. Such a detection is efficient as far as about ten times the diameter of the cleaved

portion of the fiber. It leads to pre-signals either monotonously increasing till the contact between the probe

and the interface occurs as shown by Fia.4-c, or exhibiting a local maxima at shown in Fia.4-b the former

case corresponds to cleaved cylinders, while the later is due to the-focalisation of the ight by convergent

tips such as cones. In both cases, these pre-signals, those amplitude can exceed the gas level, lead to

erroneous phase detections. Some authors have proposed a correction for these effects (Schmitt et a].
1995), but such procedures should be adapted to every new flow conditions. Therefore, it is highly
recommended to avoid the proximity detection, and IC and 3C geometries should be preferred.

For 1 C or 3C probes with a perfect conical extremity, the proximity detection is indeed absent.

However, in practice, imperfections such as broken or rounded tips are present at the extren-Lity of the cone.
Even distortions as small as few micrometers strongly modify the signal dynamic, and could induce a

significant proximity detection. To illustrate this problem, two transients delivered by conical probes are
shown in Fig.4 a and b for the first, the pre-signal is absent, while for the second a well defined peak

occurs before the main transition. From the mere observation of the probe geometry, it is presently quite

difficult to decide whether a pre-signal will occur or not. Hence, a test is required for every conical probe

manufactured. This problem is far less serious for 3C geometries since, if a defect occurs, its importance is
scaled by the size of the fiber at the base of the cone. As shown by Fig.4-d obtained with a C probe

whose cylinder is about 50gm in diameter, pre-signals are indeed absent or a least too weak for being

detected.
The reproducibility of probes in terms of their latency length has been also investigated. For various

conical probes, L is plotted versus the interface velocity in Fig.5. The dispersion is satisfactory although
for the probe 2 L increases slightly with the velocity instead of remaining constant. For 3C probes, a

typical transition is shown in Fig 4-d. It is composed of a first surge due to the impact of the interface on

the cone located at the tip of the fiber. Then, while the interface travels along the cylindrical portion, the
signal remains constant. The last surge corresponds to an interface interacting with the rear cone. The

duration of the transition is thus equal to the duration of the plateau, which is proportional to the length Ic of
the cylinder, plus a contribution from the two cones. The latency length, evaluated between the thresholds

located at 10% and 90% of the full dynamic, has the magnitude of the total sensor length LT as shown in

Fig.6. Therefore, L can be controlled during the probe manufacture. Note that above some critical velocity,

L is an increasing function of the velocity wile it was fairly constant for stretched probes and IC probes.

This behaviour is probably induced by the presence of a liquid film, and the dynamic of the contact angle
(Billingham & King 1995). For 3C probe, a new difficulty arises since the tips must be designed tips such

that the intermediate plateau level could be unambiguously detected by an automatic signal analysis.

Locating the plateau roughly at mid amplitude between the liquid and gas levels seemed a good choice, and

the optical simulation has been exploited to define optimum geometries. Various 3 C probes with Ic ranging

from 16 mm down to 300�Lm have been manufactured and tested. The plateau has the expected amplitude,

although its precise level evolves slightly with the interface velocity (probably because of the presence of a

liquid film).

1.2 Sensitivity to uncontrolled parameters
The results presented here above concer a probe perpendicular to the interface, and a bubble

velocity oriented aong the probe axis P=-y--O', see Fig.7). When immersed in a two-phase flow, the probe
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interacts randomly with bubbles, and both and y vary. In a previous publication (Cartellier 1992), it has

been shown that, for a stretched monofiber, the rise time is multiplied by about 3 times when changes
from O' to 45'. Therefore, any exploitation of the T,,(V) relationship requires a discrimination on the impact

angle P. Since it is not possible to measure with a sin-le probe, we indirectly discriminated on by
analysing, the shape of the bubbles signatures. Indeed, the signatures from spherical or ellipsoidal bubbles
which possess a well defined plateau at the gas level correspond to P less than IO' to 15'. Thanks to this
criteria, the resulting error on velocity became acceptable (Cartellier 1992).

To improve further the accuracy, a reduction of the sensitivity of the Tu(V) correlation to P is

desirable. This objective is reached with 3C probes as shown in Fig.8, their Tu(V) correlation is valid
within the interval 0% + 10% up to P about 40'. Also, it has been shown that the velocity which intervenes
in the T,(V) correlation is the projection along the probe axis of the mass centre velocity of the bubble.

Hence, the influence of y is accounted for by the nature of the velocity detected by monofiber probes

(Cartellier & Barrau 1995).

1.3. Additional considerations
All probes are sensitive to the actual position of interfaces, which, due to hydrodynamics

interactions, may differ from the undisturbed interface location. It is difficult to provide a precise evaluation
of such distortions. In a first step toward a better quantification of the surge effect occurring during, liquid

to gas transitions, a simulation based on potential flow theory has been undertaken at LEGI (Machane &
Canot 1995). The deformationAx has been evaluated for a liquid/air interface and for various geometries.
Letting R be the fiber radius, for a conical tip with x= 1 50 one gets Ax/R = .05 WeO.25 FrO.6, where We=

pR V ,/ a and Fr = V2/(gR) (Machane 1996). Hence, for R=25grn, the deformation Ax is about 1 1 �Lrn
at I m/s in an air/water system (p= 103 kg/m3, cr =70 10-3 N/rn). This uncertainty is quite acceptable for

many flow conditions. Its contribution to the error could become siolnificant as the size of bubbles

diminishes and as their number density increases.

On the opposite, the surge effect during gas to liquid transitions is negli gible due to the weak inertia

of the gas phase. This explains (partly) that gas to liquid transients are usually much steeper than liquid to

gas transients. It has been shown that, as soon as the probe touches the gas to liquid interface, the signal

drops form the gas plateau level down to an amplitude about to 40% of the full signal dynamic (Cartellier

1990). This behaviour is valid for well pierced bubbles, i.e. for chords large enough compare to L, and

which correspond to signatures with a well defined plateau at the gas level. However, in a two-phase flow,

one can observe signatures of weak amplitude which correspond to chords less than the latency length. The

start of such si-nals obeys to the previous rules, but their ends are not so clearly defined because of the

smoothness of the gas to liquid transitions. Althou-h add itional. tests are required on this aspect, we will
assume that the bubble ends somewhere alon- the descending ramp, and rather close to the signal

maximum. This later criteria is similar to that used by van der Geld (cited in Zun et al. 1995).

2. Signal processing
From the observations made on the response of optical probes, a signal processing has been

elaborated for probes free of proximity detection. In a previous version, the raw signals were digitalised,

stored, and processed (Cartellier 1992). Such a procedure was time consurning (few hours of CPU for a

record of minute), and it was decided to develop a real time signal processing. However, some operators

such as filtering, splining and differentiation had to be eliminated because they require too many elementary

operations. A new procedure has been elaborated which retain all the knowledge available about optical
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probes while being adapted to real time analysis. Starting from the raw signal such as those illustrated inC� Z�
Fig.9, the basic idea is to isolate every bubble signature. Then, for each event, the following information
have to be determined (Fig. IO) 

- the dates TA and TB of the start and the end of the event,

- the selection of liquid to gas transients adapted to velocity measurements,
- and for these events, the rise time computed from the characteristics times TC and TD.

These steps are briefly described hereafter.

According to all the controlled piercing experiments performed, any time the signal levels off from

its base level means that some gas is present on the tip (or on some part of it). This remains valid in a real
two-phase flow provided that the base level of the signal noted V, which corresponds to a fully wetted

probe, remains stable. Such a stability has been observed for many fluids including water and R12

(Fauquet 1995) among others. Fluctuations of VL could occur due to electronic drift, and such troubles

must be eliminated. More problematic are the influence of fouling, or the preferential adhesion of the

dispersed phase on the probe the later situation has been reported for liquid/liquid suspensions (Pinguet
1994) and we observed similar difficulties in mist flows. For our procedure, a stable liquid level is

required, and it must be known. Beside, since any discrimination between phases is impossible while the

sional remains within the noise amplitude, the latter amplitude, quantified by its peak to peak value noted

VN, is the second essential parameter.
Once V and VN have been determined, the occurrence of a bubble corresponds to any signal

amplitude which exceeds V + CS I VN. CS I is a security coefficient it ranges from 0.5 to about I to

account for the shape of the probability density function of the noise. Once an event is detected, the entry

point A corresponds to the first occurrence of an amplitude equal to V + VN/2 prior to the above detection.

Hence, the position of A is directly controlled by V and VN its dependence on CS I is only conditional

upon the detection of a bubble since all signatures whose maximum amplitude is less than VL + CS VN are

i anored. Note that this criteria is not equivalent to a standard thresholding for which a level must be

adjusted (see the review in Zun et al. 1995). Therefore, in order to ensure a good accuracy in TA, one has

to carefully measure VL and VN. To detect almost all gas events, CS I must be as small as possible, but not
less than 0.5 otherwise some noise could be misinterpreted as some gas present on the probe.

The end of a bubble is defined by a signal amplitude equal to VG - CS3 (VC,-VL) where CS3 is a

parameterranging from few up to 30% (preferably to 1 0%). Note that VG is the average amplitude of
the gas plateau it is not given a priori, but it is evaluated automatically for every signature. The above

criteria is also applied to low amplitude signals (i.e. signals without any plateau): in that case VG equals the
maximum signal amplitude. As noted in Section 13, the precise location of the end of such events is an

open question and improvements of the criteria for low signals will be welcome.
The shape analysis required on the bubble signatures is done thanks to a sub-sampling which allows

to decrease the number of computations to be performed for each acquisition. However, it should retain

enough details about the raw waveform such as the presence of a plateau. Whenever a plateau is detected,

an average gas level VG is computed. If no plateau exists, the signature corresponds to an incomplete
drying and the maximum gas amplitude is determined instead. This procedure is controlled by a single

parameter WA which evolves between 0 I and 02 (Cartellier & Barrau 1993).

The second task of the processing is to select meaningful transients for velocity measurements. As
shown by experiments, eligible signatures are those with a plateau duration long enough compared to the

C, C, 17

rise time. In practice, the ratio of the plateau duration to Tu must be larger than a parameters whose
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minimum value is close to unity. A second criteria has been introduced to account for variations of the
plateau amplitude which have been observed notably in viscous liquids. It is imposed that VG should be

higher than a reference amplitude VR- VR has presently no definite value because our understanding of the
probe response in viscous fluids is incomplete. For common fluids such as water, VR is unimportant, and

this criteria is not used.

Provided that the above constraints are fulfilled, the rise time is computed from the raw signal, and

for given lower C and upper D thresholds. These thresholds must be the same as those used to establish

the T(V) correlation. Usual values are 10 and 90% of the full dynamic VG-VL) for C and D respectively,
but others values could be more adapted according to the shape of the transients.

Hence, starting from a raw signal, the above procedure provides the times TA, TB for all the events

detected, the times TC and TD for the signatures eligible for velocity measurements, and also additional
information such as the existence or not of a plateau.

2.2 Architecture of the real time system:
The raw signal from the detector, which evolves within and Volts, is low-pass filtered and

digitalised (IO bits) at a maximum sampling frequency of MHz (the optodetectors have a response time

about Igs). The data are transferred to a Digital Signal Processor (DSP 56001 from Motorola fixed

mantissa) whose clock frequency is set to 20MRz, leading to a computation power of Mips. The DSP
ensures, for every event, the identification of the characteristic times TA, TB, TC and TD as well as other
parameters such as VG. An external clock provides an absolute dating of the events up to a duration of 35

minutes. AU these results are stocked in an external memory (SRAM 128Kwords of 24bits). During the

acquisition, these data are transferred through a EFO memory to the personal computer for a real time plot

of the distributions either of the gas dwell times or of gas dwell and rise times To check the convergence,

the void fraction as well as the mean and the standard deviation of the above distributions are plotted in real

time i- 1 I).

2.3 Performances
The performances of the real time signal processing are difficult to define in simple terms because

they vary according to the sampling frequency, the SNR, the bubble arrival frequency, the bubble size

distribution among others parameters.
To estimate the accuracy on the determination of the gas dwell time T& and the rise time Tu, various

signatures collected in real flows to which artificially generated noise was added have been processed. The

SNR was varied from 20 down to 5, and the deviations on TG and on Tu are less than 2 (in relative

value).
To estimate the maximum bubble arrival frequency that the system can handle, series of identical

si canals have been used. All events are detected up to a bubble arrival frequency of I kHz and up to a void

fraction of 20% for a sampling frequency of 5OkHz. At IMHz, with a similar void faction, the maximum

bubble arrival frequency drops to I kHz. Let us also mention some tests performed at the DER-EdF in
boilina RI 2 When velocity measurements are disconnected, the system has been able to handle a bubble

arrival frequency of kHz, with an average gas dwell time about 10 to 20�Ls at a sampling frequency of

5OOkHz (Fauquet et al. 1994).

2.4 Sensitivity to criteria

For all the parameters CS 1, CS2, CS3, WA, recommended values have been provided based on
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what is known about the physics of the detection, or on the performance of the signal processing, (except

for the reference level VR which has been introduced to account for new effects expected in future

applications). Hence, for cor=on fluids, there is no adjustable parameters left, and the validity of the
treatment rehes on the accuracy of the inputs VL and VN-

Nevertheless, it is interestin- to ealuate the sensitivity to these parameters. For that, we have used

the signal delivered by a conical probe immersed in a bubbly flow with a void fraction of 6 %. Repeated

measurements have been performed for various set of parameters. The duration is 300 sec. for each run.

The results, given in Table 1, show that the sensitivity (expressed in relative value) is less than ±1.5 in
most cases (note that the parameters considered ex ove outside the recornmended intervals).

Parameter Rance of variation Maximum relative Maximum relative
variation of the void variation of the mean

fraction gas dwell time
CS1 0.6 - 7 ±1.3 ±1.7 
CS3 0. - 0.5 ±1.4 ±1.2 
WA 0. - 025 ±1.4 ±0.8 

Table I SensiEivitv to processing parameters.

In the same experimental conditions. and for fixed parameters, the measurements have been repeated 

times, over a duration of 600 seconds for each run the void fraction is stable within ±2.4% in relative

value (i.e. less than 0002 absolute void fraction) and te mean gas dwell time is stable within ±1.4%.
Hence, the sensitivities of Table are smaller than the reproducibility.

Beside, we have tested the influence of an incorrect measurement of the base level V (for VN the

sensitivityis the same as thatdue to a change in CS 1). In practicethevalues VLO and VNO declaredto the

software, are held fixed, and the actual sgnal voltaae VL is modified. The void fraction evolves within

±0.3% (relative value) provided that the actual level VL remains below VLO+VNO/2. For VL between
VLO+VNO/2 and VLO+ CS VN(�2, the noise is interpreted as bubbles and the void fraction increases up to

I 0%. For V above VLO+ CS I VN(/2, no data are collected. Hence, the determination of the level VL s

required with an uncertainty of the order of the peak to peak noise, a condition which is quite easy to fulfil
in practice (even usin a scope). From the above considerations, it can be concluded that the proposed

signal processing is fairly objective.

Note that the influence of C 2 has a di rent status than the others parameters. It is meaningless to
use a parameter CS2 much below unity since that corresponds to an incomplete drying for which the Tm

correlation is not applicable. Beside, CS2 can be varied during post-processing: increasing CS2 eliminates

smaller chords, and the velocity is biased since small bubbles are progressively discarded. To provide an

order of magnitude, let us say that in a bubbly flow with Taylor bubbles, the average velocity increases by
1.3% when CS2 chances from 2 to 10.

3. Post-processing
For N events detected during the measuring time T, the data transferred to the PC consist of series

(TAi, TBi, TCi, TDd for i=1 to N. TAi and TBi are known for all events, and one can deduce the

distribution of the gas residence times TGi = TBi -TAi, and the averaae void fraction . The values of Ti
and TDi are known only for a sub-set E of indexes due to the rejection criteria for velocity

measurements. From the rise times Tui = TDi -TCi, the velocity V is deduced by inverting the correlation
Tu(V) corresponding to the probe and the couple of fluids considered. A first average velocity, noted V is

0 O 9'
estimated as the arithmetic mean of velocities over the ensemble of events E:
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V = Y, V, / cardinal(E)
j E E

However, in eq.(1) many events are missing. To correct for this bias, a velocity is associated to all
the events of index i not pertaining to E using a time interpolation of the velocity between the closest
indexes j E E occurring just before and after the event i. This procedure is well justified when the indexes i
are uniformly distributed over the time interval T this condition is fulfilled in bubbly flows (the typical
success rate of T detection is 70 to 80%). It is less valid for slug flows due to the velocity variations
between large gas pockets and small bubbles. These interpolated velocities, noted Vi*, lead to another
arithmetic average velocity V*, defined as 

N

Vg V / N (2)

Both V and V are useful to provide orders of magnitude, but they have no clear link with the9 9 C,
quantities introduced in modelling. Indeed, in the framework of the standard two-fluid model, the mean gas
velocity, noted ' is connected to the local gas flux jj. To obtain VG, each velocity Vi* must be weighted
by the corresponding gas dwell time TGi, so that:

N N

VG TGi VI TGi (3)

The equation 3) implicitly assumes that the velocity in the gas phase and on all positions along the chord
pierced by the probe, equals that detected on the interface. The local gas flux is get from VG, accordin a to:

N N

jG=F-VG= TGi V* / T C / T (4)

where C is the chord detected by the probe on the bubble number i. Note also that, by introducing, the
velocities Vi*, the joint distribution of chords and velocities ecomes available: such plots are useful to
identify the various populations present in the flow.

The above information could also be exploited in the framework of a statistical description of two-
phase flows (Achard & Cartellier 1993). The quantities of interest are now the number density n #/m3) i.e.
the number of centres of bubbles present in a volume element, and the number density flux p i.e. the
number of centres per cross-section area and per unit time #/m2 s). Various hypothesis are required to
derive these quantities (see Cartellier & Achard 199 1) and we will just mention some important results.
First, the detected size distribution Pd(R) is reconstructed from the chord distribution. Then, the true size
distribution P(R) is deduced from PR) by correcting for the probe volume dependence on the bubble size.
For spherical bubbles, one gets

P(�R)_ Pd(R) Pd(R) (5)
R2 R2

and for homogeneous flows, the followin- relations hold:
2 4jG = c p R ; F = c n R' (6)

from which n and p can be determined. Note that the moments of R in eq.(6) are obtained with the true pdf
P. Extensions of the above relations to inhomo-eneous flows are currently investigated at LEGI.

4. Qualifications of the sensors
The procedure adopted to qualify the measuring system is standard. Profiles of local void fractions

and gas flux are integrated and compared to global quantities, i.e. respectively to the volumic gas fraction
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RG3 and to the volunlic gas flow rate QG-

4.1 Experimental facility

Upward co-current air/water flows are produced in a vertical cylindrical duct of internal diameter D

of 50mm, and at ambient pressure and temperature.To vary the bubble size, many types of injectors have
been used they consist either of porous plates or of an assembly of calibrated needles whose internal
diameter could be 90 or 200 micrometers. The water and air flow rates are measured usinc, rotameters with

a relative uncertainty of I %. The conditions investigated correspond to liquid superficial velocities from 

to Im./s. For bubbly flows, the bubble sizes are in the range 3 to 7 mm rocking distorted bubbles).
Bubbly flows with Taylor bubbles and some slug flows have been also considered.

In order to measure the volumic gas fraction RG3, quick closing valves (closure time 0 I sec.) are

installed 2 and 45 meters above the injector. The measuring, section is located 3.4m downstream the
injector. Only steady conditions are considered, and it is assumed that surface and volumic gas fractions are

equal. This holds only if the two-phase flows can be considered as "fully developed". This aspect has not

been tested, but the dimensionless distances (first valve at D=4 1, test section at z/D-68, second valve at

z/D--90) are expected to be enough large at least for bubbly regimes.

In practice, three to five measurements of RG3 are performed before and after each profile, and the

reference gas fraction is the arithmetic mean of all these data. In a previous publication (Cartellier et al.-

1996), the reproducibility on RG3 was estimated to be 0.5% for RG3 above 6, while below RG3 =6%,

variations up to 25% were observed these defects were due to a change in the position of the main liquid

valve. After correction, the confidence in RG3 is now 02% of void for the whole range of gas fractions.

The above mentioned magnitude holds in the dispersed regime. For conditions corresponding to transitions

or to slug flows (RG3>20%), the reproducibility on RG3 is, at worst, 2% of void: this random effect is due
to the localisation of large gas pockets which can be trapped or not by the valves.

To determine the local profiles, up to 30 probe positions have been considered, and for each

position the acquisition duration was set to minutes. Since some profiles are unsymmetrical, the surface

gas fraction RG2 is estimated by integrating each half profile over an angle of 7C. To quantify this

dissyrturietry, the maximum and minimum values of RG2 are obtained by the integration of each half profile
over a 27c angle. These extreme define the uncertainty bars in the figures of Sections 4.2 an d 43 giving the

relative error on the void fraction. The same procedure is used for the -as flux.
The following probes, manufactured from 100/140 optical fibers, have been used during the

qualification campaign:
- a stretched probe from Photonetics company, whose tip is about Rrn in diameter (Fi g 12). Its

latency length is about 50gm.
- a conical probe with an half cone an-le at the tip - 15'.

- a 3C probe with a cylinder of diameter 28gm and length 330gm, an half cone angle at the tip
13', and an half cone angle at the base = 150. Its latency length is about 45OAm.

The stretched probe and the 3C probe are positioned parallel to the main flow direction, while the I C probe

is perpendicular to it. They are a inserted in stainless steel tubes (outer diameter 3 nun).

4.2 Uncertainty on void fraction

The relative errors observed for the different probes are given in Fig.l. 3. Whatever the conditions

considered, the void fraction is always underestimated, indicating that the signal processing operates

properly. Notably, the noise is not validated as as events, a drawback which could occur with usual
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thresholding, techniques. Hence, the error identified during these experiments is mainly due to the intrusiveC 0
nature of the probes.

The underestimation evolves between - 6 and close to %. These mag itudes are valid for all
probes, for al liquid superficial velocities and for all re gimes even at void fractions as small as 2. One

can notice however a net increase of the error for J=Om/s this is due to the three dimensional and
unsteady flow structure ocurring in stagnant conditions.

The bubble size has no definite effect on the error. Additional data are nevertheless required for

sizes about I mm and below, a ranae for which one can expect an increase of the error.
Let us also mention that preliminary tests have shown that the error drastically increases with the

liquid viscosity. This is because more bubbles avoid the probe, and also because the incomplete drying

induce distortions of the bubbles signatures.
It is worth comparing the above founding with the signal processing based on a training procedure

proposed recently by Zun et al. 1995). The sensor they used was a resistivity probe with a I gm tip and

an Inim outer diameter for the support. The qualifications were achieved in air/waterflows with bubbles
larger than 5mm. Care was taken to select ffly developed" conditions with an axisymetrical distribution of

the void: J was set to 0.45m/s and three gas fractions were considered namely RG = 76, 11 and 16.5%.

The fal error on void fraction ranges from 26 to 48% for a probe facing the flow, and between 26 and

9.6% for a probe normal to the main flow direction. The void fraction is always underestimated (Zun
1997). Zun et al. have also shown that their procedure is superior to usual thresholding techniques

(whatever the number of thresholds involved, or the introduction of slope criteria).

If one consider the performances of our system in the same range of RG3, the error evolves between

-I% to -5.8% for a probe parallel to the flow (with a data at .9% for a slug flow which cannot be

considered as "fully developed") and between 2 and 6% for a probe normal to the flow. Hence, the

results of Zun et al. and ours exhibit similar magnitudes. In both cases, the low level of the error is a
consequence of the attention paid to avoid incorrect detections due to noise. However, the two procedures

are not fully equivalent. Indeed, in the training procedure, the signal analysis relies on the skill of an expert,
and the resulting, error can evolve between 39 to 10.5% depending, on his experience. On the opposite, the

processing described in Section 2 has the ability to analyse the signatures automatically, and thus it can be

adapted to various probes without having recourse to human appreciation.

4.3 Uncertainty on gas flow rate
The velocity measurement using the monofiber technique has been tested for the stretched probe and

for the 3C probe. Their calibrations curves have been obtained on isolated sug in a separate experiment

described elsewhere (Cartellier 1992) : they are given in a In-In plot in Fig 14. The error on the gas flow

rate is presented in Fig. 5 where Qm is deduced from the probes and G is the gas reference flow rate.

Note that the errors on the void fraction and those on the gas velocity are mixed in these tests.

The error ranaes between - 5% to % for the stretched probe. Considering the error on the void

fraction in Fig. 13, it appears that the gas velocity is measured within ± I %. However, the number of tests

is limited, no data have been collected at low void fraction, and only one test is available for JL I M/s-
For the 3C probe, various flow conditions have been considered. For finely dispersed bubbly

flows, obtained for J=OnVs and for J=0.2m/s, the error is better than -IO% when the void fraction

exceeds 4%. But, the error increases (up to 35%) at lower gas content. Moreover, it becomes positive, that

means that the aas flow rate is overestimated. One possible explanation for this trend could be that, at very

low gas content, bubbles are more free to avoid the probe due to the larger distance between inclusions.
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For bubbly flows with large Taylor bubbles, obtained for JL I m/s, the -as flow rate is strongly
underestimated (-25 to 37%) : these poor performances are most probably related with an incorrect
discrimination on the impact angle P. Indeed, the criteria used has been established for small bubbles (say
less than to 7 mm). It becomes incorrect for Taylor bubbles since, with these bubbles, a long plateau

could be recorded even at large eccentricities (i.e. at large P). To correct for this effect, one can imagine to

increase the latency length, and to adapt it to the size of the bubbles. In presence of distorted slugs such as
that presented in Fig 16, similar defects are expected to occur. However, the only data collected in these
conditions corresponds to a positive and weak (about I %) error (this data has been confirmed by a second

experiment). The origin of such an abrupt change in the behaviour of the error is unclear.

In order to compare the monofiber technique to the classical double probe technique, the error on the
aas flux measured with a bi-probe formed by two conical tips I mm apart has been quantified. Note that al

bubbles considered are larger than the inter-probes spacing. For bi-probes a criteria is required to associate
the events detected on the two channels it can lead to variations about 10 to 20% on the measured

variables. For these tests, events are validated whenever their gas dwell times are identical within IO%. The

resulting error is plotted in Fig. 17. For almost all flow conditions, the gas flow rate is overestimated.

Strong deviations appear at low gas content (up to 40%) this behaviour is similar to that observed with the

monofiber technique. For intermediate gas fractions, both techniques lead to comparable results, with an

advantage for the monofiber system. Indeed, in this later case, the errors on void fraction and on gas flow

rate have similar si ans, indicatin a rather good detection of the gas velocity. At void fractions above 15-

18%, the error for bi-probes increases steadily with RG3. This is probably because the association criteria
becomes less efficient as the trajectory of bubbles depart more and more from an unidirectional motion.

Conclusion
New optical probes optimised for phase detection and gas velocity measurements have been

designed, manufactured (with a good reproducibility) and tested. A real time signal processing adapted to

such measurements has been developed. This processing is free of adjustable parameters, and it is a fairly

objective tool. Moreover, it can be used with various types of phase detection probes.
Qualifications performed on air/water flows have demonstrated that the monofiber technique gives

indeed access to the gas velocity with a quite reasonable accuracy. Errors are globally comparable for the
monofiber and the bi-probe techniques, but these techniques are not equally sensitive to the flow regime.

For finely dispersed flows, mono-fiber optical probes are better suited while double probes seem better
adapted whenever large gas inclusions are present. However, it would be interesting to analyse the

evolution of the error according to the ratio of the latency length to he mean bubble size.

Additional applications of gas velocity measurements using a sin-le probe could be envisaged,

notably in connection with the multiple probe technique proposed by Kataoka et al. ( 986) and developed

by Ravankar and Ishii 1993).
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Fig. 12 Stretched probe used in the qualification experiments
(the unaltered 100/140�trn fiber is at the r.h.s. of the picture).
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ABSTRACT

Local measurements are of p importance for the characterization of gas-liquid
two-phase flows, both for processes control and numerical modeling validation. It is a very
active research field due to the increasing number of applications in the thermohydraulics of
heat exchangers, nuclear plants, chemical processes and oil industries.

This paper presents the local measurements in a vertical upward air-water flow using
the optical fiber double probe technique. The test section was a 80 mm i.d. and 160 cm long
Plexiglas tube. Five different gas superficial velocities ranging from 0. 02 to 0 IO /s were
used in combination with two liquid superficial velocities of and 0 IO m/s (atmospheric
pressure and temperature). A double optical probe was employed for measurements of the
radial profiles of void ffaction, bubble fequency, bubble interface velobity, interfacial area
concentration and Sauter mean diameter.

The working principle of the optical probe is based on the refraction law. Liquid-gas
interfaces passing by the tip of the probe causes the system to change from a refraction state
to a total reflection state. Since the light detecting circuit is active only when the sensor tip
is in contact with the gas phase, the probe behaves in principle like a switch, yielding a two-
stage signal. However, to obtain a true square wave type signals, a proper threshold voltage
has to be used as a triggering criterion. Herein the signal conditioning is discussed and the
influence of the threshold level is analyzed.

Using a probe with two sensors displaced axially, the bubble interface velocity could
be determined from the time delay which gave maximum correlation between the sensors
response. These values of gas velocity in conjunction with void fraction could be integrated
to give average gas superficial velocities. Values determined in this manner were compared
to values from the inlet gas flowrate measurements and showed a good agreement.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Two-phase flows consisting of simultaneous flow of liquid-vapor or liquid-gas are
encountered quite frequently in power generation systems, heat exchangers, chemical
reactors, oil industry, and other industrial processes. In these two-phase flows, several flow
regimes are encountered where the gas phase may occur in various patterns from small
bubbles to large slugs or as a continuous phase with or without liquid films or droplets. The
bubble size and their distributions in these regimes vary Vath the liquid and gas superficial
velocities, flow geometry and local conditions. A detailed knowledge of the flow regimes
and local flow characteristics is very important in developing predictive tools. In addition,
theoretical modeling of two-phase flow studies is often based on very specific local
hydraulic conditions. An experimental verification of such analytical descriptions thus
requires a very fine and detailed determination of the relevant local parameters.

In the study of two-phase flow there has been a strong need for instruments able to
measure the detailed distribution of various local parameters such as the distribution of the
two phases, the bubble size distribution, the bubble frequency and velocity.

One of the requirements of a suitable measuring method would be the absence of
obstructions in the flow channel. At least three methods meet this requirement: laser-
Doppler anemornetry, ultrasonic pulse transmission and particle image velocimetry.
However, these methods are only applicable where the dispersed phase is sufficiently dilute,
i.e., for very low (or very high) void fractions.

In view of the intention to measure local variables in gas-liquid flows with void
fraction possibly ranging ftom zero to unity, it is inevitable to use a probe technique. In a
recent review work, Cartellier and Achard (I 99 1) have shown that the most powerful probe
techniques are electrical resistivity probe, optical probe and hot film anemornetry. Among
these techniques, the advantage of the optical probe is that the miniature size of the sensor
tip allow us to detect very small bubbles with a raw signal close to a square wave. In this
work, a double sensor optical probe was used for the measurement of the radial profiles of
void fraction, bubble frequency, bubble interface velocity, interfacial area concentration and
Sauter rrean diameter.

Since the fundamental works of Danel and Delhaye 1971) and Galaup and Delhaye
(1976), continuous progress has been made with respect to the application of the optical
probe technique to studying local two-phase flow parameters (Abuaf et al., 1978; Morris et
al., 1987- Cartellier, 1990 Moujaes, 1990; Cartellier, 1992).

2. THE OPTICAL PROBE TECHNIQUE

2.1 Measuring Principle
The working principle of the optical probe is based on the refraction law. Liquid-gas

interfaces passing by the tip of the probe causes the system to change from a refraction state
to a total reflection state. Figure I iustrates the measuring principle of the optical probes.
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Figure I - Measuring principle of optical probes.

For a glass probe tip with an index of refraction of no = 162, total probe tip angle
of 90' and light rays parallel to the axis, the light rays will be reflected back if It < 1 15, and
will be refracted with n > 1. 15, where it is the index of refraction of the medium
surrounding the probe tip. A probe operating in this principle will enable the distinction of
vapor and liquid phases present at the probe tip if nv < 1. 1 < W This range includes the
detection of the phase bounder%. of Freon liquid-vapor, water-steam and water-air
combinations.

Generally, the sensitive part of such probes is difficult to define. This is especially
true for stretched ends for which the exact distribution of the cladding is unknown.
However, the optical probes are basically ftee of corrosion problems which are frequently
encountered with the electrical and thermal probes.

The penetration time of the probe into a bubble or gas phase is generally longer then
the time it take to be completely immersed in the liquid. This effect was observed to vary
with bubble size and flow velocity. Thus a triggering system is necessary to obtain a clear
on-off signal during the passage of the interface. The value of threshold voltage can be
obtained by processing the data for void raction and by comparing it with other
referencing method.

2.2 Signal conditioning
The most common method of signal conditioning is based on a single threshold level

whose intersections with the raw signal determine the starts and the ends of rectangular
waves, producing thus a succession of gas residence times. This approach has the inherent
disadvantage that signals which do not reach the threshold level will be undetected. Hence
the threshold level must be set as close to the liquid signal level as possible, in order to
minimize the influence of the dewetting time and to take account of small bubbles.

No agreement exists in the literature, neither for the recommended threshold level,
nor for the resulting performance. Nevertheless, the threshold level usually ranges from
IO% to 50% of the static high level signal.

The problem is finther enhanced in practice by shifts in the liquid signal level. This
problem can be avoided by comparing the samples with a self-adjusting threshold level. First
the data are divided in many data blocks typically 16000 samples). Before a data block
enters a phase discrimination routine, the maximum M and the minimum N values of signal
are determined in advance. The threshold level T is given by:

T = M - N) S + Al (1)
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where ranges from zero to one.
The main advantage of this phase discrimination method is that every data block has

a flexible threshold level, even for the same value of S. This is of practical importance if the
liquid signal level drifts.

2.3 Signal processing
As the conditioned signal consists of a train of square waves, the signal has to be

processed such that the local parameters can be obtained.
The local void ftaction is defined as the time average of the phase indicator ffinction

X by:

a = lim-f X(xt)di (2)
T 0

in which X as a function of position x and time I equals one for the gas phase and zero for
the liquid phase.

As the conditioned signal is given in discrete binary form, equation 2 can be
written as:

a X(i) (3)
Al =,

in which N is the total number of samples and X(i) the binary signal.
The residence time for a bubble follows from the block length of the square wave

signal, i.e., from the number of continuous samples n in the gas phase, and from the
sampling frequencyf:

n
= (4)

f

The local bubble interface velocity may be deternined from the signals of two
probes placed in the flow direction. A bubble which contacts the front probe will, in general,
subsequently makes contact with the rear probe. The time delay between these two contact
signals is a measure for the velocity of the bubble. It is of course possible that a bubble is
only pierced by one of the probes, tis error source should not cause any problems provided
this stochastic process is observed over an adequate length of time. A correlation technique
will be required to determine the most probable time delay be tween two stochastic signals.
The cross-correlation function of the two probe signals a and b is defined by:

T

Fb(xr)=Iim fa(xt)b(x+di+r)d1 (5)
T-w

0

where d is the distance between the probes and r is the time delay. The maximum of the
correlation function yields the most probable time delay r, from which the bubble interface
velocity component in the axial direction is determined as:

V d (6)

ro
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For two identical signals shifted relative to each other the correlation function yields
a triangular shaped function. In case of nonidentical signals, i.e., when the width of the
blocks differs, the top of the correlation function is broadened, which may generate
difficulties in determining r, In practice, however, the correlation functions show a single
maximum. It can be shown that the error in determining c,, is inversely proportional to the
number of samples within the time delay r,, that is, if the sampling frequency is sufficiently
large, the error in the measured velocity can be kept sufficiently low.

The chord length I of a bubble follows from the block length of the square wave
signal, i.e., from the number of continuous samples n in the gas phase, and from the bubble
interface velocity v, obtained from equation (6)�

n v
I (7)

f

wheref is the sampling frequency.
The transformation of a chord length into a bubble diameter remains problematic, as

a certain chord length can correspond to a small chord in a large bubble or a large chord in a
small bubble. Moreover, the velocity of the bubbles may differ. This problem may be
overcome if the following assumptions are made:
• the bubbles are spherical;
• the probe has equal probability to pierce any point on the projected frontal area of the

bubbles-,
• afl bubbles travel in the same direction with the same average velocity.

If the probability density function of the measured chord lengths is denoted by g7)
and that of the detected bubbles diameter byf(d), it is shown by Herringe and Davis 1976)
that:

f (d) (g(l - g'(1)) (8)
2

The use of this equation to obtain the function f(d) requires differentiation of
fitriction &7), which can cause substantial errors, due to inaccuracies in the experimentally
determined distribution g7). On the other hand, some investigators report that bubbles
which are not centrally pierced will tend to displace their center in such a way that anyhow
the diameter is measured. This point of view makes the second one of the above
assumptions rather doubtful, and in some works the bubble dameter is assumed to be equal
to the measured chord length, so that f(d) = g7).

It must be noted that the distribution functions and mean diameters obtained are only
representative of detected bubbles. The spectrum of detected bubbles will in general not be
representative of the spectrum of existing bubbles, as the probabi.lity for the probe to detect
a bubble is inversely proportional to the cross-sectional area of the bubble, i.e., 42. If we
denote the probability density function of the detected bubbles byf(d) and that of a bubbles
with center passing through a unit area of the cross section byj(d), it is shown by Herringe
and Davis 1976) that:

j(d = k f (d) (9)
2

db
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where k = 4 n.
ir Ab

in which nb is the number of detected bubbles and Vb is the total number of bubbles passing
through a ut area. The function j(d) will yield a much narrower bubble size range and
much smaller mean diameters than those obtained from the functionf(d) due to the division
by 42.

The time-averaged interfacial area concentration a, can be obtained by counting the
number of interfaces passing the probe per unit time N, and kno%"ng the interfacial velocity
v, and the angle � between this velocity and the normal vector of the interface Kataota et

al., 1986):

ai(x = 2N, (10)
IVjIcosO

In practice, it is difficult to determine the angleo. However, with the assumption

that the interfaces are composed of spherical bubbles, the probe passes every part of bubble
VAth an equal probability and the interfacial velocity has the same direction of the probe tips,
the interfacial area concentration can be determined (Vetau, 198 1 ) by:

a, x = 4N, I (I )

IV,

The profiles of the interfacial area concentration and the void fraction can be used to
detertnine the Sauter mean bubble diameter variations along the cross section. The
deflection of the Sauter mean bubble diameter assumes spherical bubbles and is given by:

nk Dk 3

(12)

n. D. 2
k=1

where ni, is the number of bubbles of size Dk and Nk is the total bubble size classes.
From the definitions of void fraction and interfacial area concentration for spherical

bubbles, it can be shown that:

D. (x) 6 a(x) (13)

a, W

3. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

3.1 Description of the experimental fcility
A schematic diagram of the experimental facility is illustrated in Figure 2 The test

section is made of a 80 nun DD Plexiglas tube which is 1600 mm long. The local
measurement station is located at L/D-- 1 5.
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The air flow was supplied from the building central air system. The air flowrate was
controlled and measured with a mass flow controller BROOKS-5851-E. The tap water
flowrate was measured with a rotameter. Both air and water were injected into the mixing
chamber placed at the bottom of the test section. The bubble generator consisted of a
porous plate. At the top of the test section a constant level system allowed the air to be
exhausted and the water to be drained.

to the drain

localprobe

L/D= 1 5

lb 0
0 porous plate

air/water injection

Figure 2 - Schematic of the experimental facility.

The experimental conditions are summarized in Table 1. 'he gas flowrate and
superficial velocity are always expressed in standard conditions 'C and IO KPa).

Table I - Experimental flow conditions.

Liquid flowrate 0 1.81
(m3/h)

Superficial liquid 0 0.10
velocity (m/s)

Gas flowrate 0.36 0.72 1.09 1.45 1.81
(m3Ah)

Superficial gas 0.02 0.04 0.06 0.08 0.10
velocity (m/s)

3.2 The optical double probe
The local measurement station consists of a radial probe displacement mechanism,

the optical double sensor probe and the light-sensitive electronic circuit. The double sensor
probe was inserted in the test section through a probe support tube 3.0 x 20 mm) fixed to
the displacement mechanism. A Vernier, with graduations to an accuracy of 0.05 mm, was
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used to traverse the probe in the radial direction. A high resolution mechanism was
necessary to evaluate probe positions in flow stream accurately and to ensure reproducible
results.

Each optical probe was fabricated using a monofiber technique. The optical fiber (50
gm of diameter for the core and 125 gm with cladding) was stretched in order to
miniaturize the probe tip (less than 30 gm). The methodology employed permits to keep the
cladding around the core until the end of the probe. Only a length of about I 0 gm at the
end of the tip has no cladding. The optical fiber was then inserted into a .5 x 1. mm
stainless steel tube. Epoxy was applied between this tube and the optical fiber. The two
sensors were then fixed in the probe support tube. The fiber axis were perpendicular to the
main flow direction, which corresponds to simple solution concerning the probe fabrication.
The distance between the tips was 38 ± 0.1 mm.

Each sensor was driven by a light-sensitive electronic circuit (from RBI). If the
sensor tip is in the liquid phase, there is no light return and the voltage output will be near
zero. When a gas bubble hits the sensor tip, the circuit will detect some light return and the
output will read a igh voltage.

For each preset experimental condition, the probe signals were digitized by a data
acquisition system utilizing a personal computer and a Keithley-MetraByte DAS 1401 high-
speed analogue-digital I/O expansion board.

A typical optical double probe response in two-phase bubbly flow 4 kHz sample
rate) is shown in Figure 3 It can be observed the time delay between the signal of the two
sensors as a bubble passes through the probe tips.

Owing to the large volume of data generated, the sampling rate of the data
acquisition was set at 4 kHz, and the total sampling time was 40 s. It was found that this
combination provided a sufficient number of bubbles for the statistical analysis of the flow.
On average, 500 to 2000 bubbles were detected in each acquisition of raw data.

FRONT PROBE a REAR PROBE

6

0 5

4
Z
0 3
Vi
Lu 20
0
X

0
15 25 35 45 55 65

t (nis)

Figure 3 - A typical optical double probe response in bubbly flow.

It is to be noted that the sampling rate may seen to be very low when compared with
some investigations carried out on vertical bubbly two-phase flows. However, it is
important to note that for the present experimental conditions the bubble velocities are very
low, and thus it becomes essential to have a total sampling time as long as possible to get
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enough bubbles. This simultaneously leads to a low sampling rate due to the overall
limitations of the data acquisition system.

In principle, the optical probe is able to detect only bubbles greater than 100 gm
because of dimension of the sensor tip. For a typical bubble relative velocity of 20 cm/s,
even wit h such low sampling rate, a bubble passing the sensor tip will produce at least two
samples at igh level voltage.

3.3 Influence of threshold level
As mentioned above, a proper threshold level has to be applied to the raw signal in

order to obtain a true square wave type signal. When the threshold level S, defined as a
percentage of the voltage gap between the static levels, evolves from 0% to I 0%, the local
void fraction changes from zero to one. Hence, for a given experiment, it is always possible
to find an optimum threshold level in order to retrieve the void faction determined from
another technique.

Figure 4 shows the influence of the threshold level on the void fraction
determination for both front and rear sensors. Consider now the sensitivity of the void
fraction to the choice of the threshold. A typical value of this sensitivity for the experimental
results shown in Figure 4 is given by:

Aa :z:: 0.02 (14)
AS

where both void fraction and threshold level are expressed in
For example, if the threshold level is increased from 0 I to 02, the void fraction will

typically decrease by 0002. TWs value of sensitivity may be compared to the better
sensit ivity results for optical probe techniques reported in the work of Cartellier and Achard
(1991). AU the experimental results presented in this paper were obtained by using a
threshold level S=O IS.

Jg=0.02 rVs JI-0 r/R=0.86

0, 3 - ---- ---

Z
0
I-- 0,12

* FRONTPROBEI

--*-REAR PROBE
0 0,11
0

0,10
0,0 O'l 0,2 0,3 0,4

THRESHOLD LEVEL

Figure 4- Influence of the threshold level on the void fraction.
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3.4 Residence time distribution
The bubble residence time histograms for two different gas superficial velocities are

shown in Figure 5. For the lower gas superficial velocity (Jg=0.02 m/s), the bubble
res'dence time distribution is quite uniform as is expected for a bubbly flow. On the other
hand, for a higher gas superficial elocity (Jg=O IO ms), there are much more small
bubbles. This flow configuration is a characteristic of chum turbulent flow regime, where
the large bubbles are broken down due to the turbulent liquid flow. The bubble residence
time distribution shows a large number of bubbles with a residence time of less than ms.
For a typical bubble relative velocity of 20 cm/s, it corresponds to a bubble diameter of less
than I mm.

It should be noted the relatively lower number of bubbles with a residence time less
than 0.5 ms. As mentioned in section 32, the optical probe is able to detect bubbles with a
diametrer greater than 100 pm because of dimensions of the sensor tip. Thefore, only a few
number of very small bubbles (<O. I mm) were detected by the probe.

Jg=0.02 rfVs J0.00 ni/s
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0
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Figure - The bubble residence time histogram.
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3.5 Bubble frequency
The bubble frequency radial profiles, for two dfferent liquid superficial velocities,

are shown Figure 6 As expected, the number of bubbles passing by the same radial
position increases as the gas superficial velocity increases. Generally, the bubble frequency
decreases from the center to the pipe wall. Nevertheless, for low gas superficial velocities,
the bubble frequency is quite uniform over the pipe radius. For a liquid superficial velocity
of 0 IO m/s a flat bubble frequency profile may be observed even for a gas superficial
velocity as high as 006 m/s. It should be explained by the transition between bubbly flow
and chum flow regime. If for no water flow ( = ) the flow transition is observed for a gas
superficial velocity of about 0. 05 m/s, for A = IO m/s the flow transition is observed only
for Jg 0.07 m/s.
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z 60 --w- Jg = 002 misUj
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LU 40 - M Jg = 0,06 M/S
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20 jg = 1 0 m/S
10
0

0,0 0,2 0,4 0,6 0'8 1'0

RADIAL POSITION (r/R)

A 0,10 ffVS

>- 70
U
z 60 --*-Jg = 002 WsLU

so Jg = 004 m/sa
LU 40 - Jg = 006 rVsIx-
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Figure 6 - The radial profiles of bubble frequency.
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3.6 Void fraction distribution
The void fraction radial profiles, for two different liquid superficial velocities, are

shown in Figure 7 For a experimental conditions, the void fraction profiles are similar to
the bubble frequency profiles. Moreover, the bubble frequency distributions are proportional
to the void fraction.

As expected for bubbly flow regime, i.e., for low gas superficial velocities, there is a
peak in the void fraction distribution near the pipe wall (r/R=0.9). It dsappears for higher
gas superficial velocities (chum flow regime) and the void fraction profiles become close to
a parabolic shape.
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Figure 7 - The radial profiles of void fraction.
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3.7 The double sensors response
Since the double probe sensors are separated by a finite distance and a bubble is free

to move in any direction, a bubble that hits the upstream sensor is not always intercepted by
the downstream sensor. Figure shows a comparison between the bubble frequency
measured by the front probe and by the rear probe. It is clear that some bubbles (less then
10%) were deflected by the front probe and were not intercepted by the rear probe. The
same trends were observed in the void fraction measurements from the two probes.

BUBBLE FREQUENCY (1/s)

70
60

CO 50 10%0
W 40

30
LU 20

10
0

0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70

FRONTPROBE

Figure - The bubble frequency detected by the front and the rear probe.

3.8 Bubble interface velocity
As it was mentioned in Section 23, the bubble interface velocity may be determined

from the time delay between the signals of two probes placed in the flow direction. A
correlation function, equation (5), was used to determine the most probe'z time delay
between two stochastic signals. The maximum of the correlation function apprximates the
time delay, from which the bubble interface velocity component in the axial direction is
determined by equation (6).

Figure 9 shows a typical correlation function distribution for different radial
positions. It corresponds to a bubbly flow regime for which a very well defined maximum
was observed for all radial positions. For chum flow regime, the correlation functions were
broadened because the presence of some large bubbles with greater interface velocity than
the small bubbles. Nevertheless, it was always possible to find the function maximurr that
corresponds to the most probable time delay.

The radial bubble velocity profiles are presented in Figure 10. For liquid superficial
velocities and 0 IO m/s, the bubble velocity decreases from the center to the tube wall,
except for the lower gas superficial velocities that correspond to the bubbly flow regime,
where a flat profile was observed. For bubbly flow, the measured bubble velocities are close
to the values predicted by the drift flux model Zuber and Findlay, 1965). On the other
hand, for chum flow the bubble interface velocities at the tube center are close to the values
predicted by the slug flow model. In this case, it is possible that the most probable time
delay obtained from the correlation function corresponds to the large bubbles present in the
chum flow and that the measured velocity is greater than the time averaged local gas
velocity.
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Figure 9 - The dimensionless cross correlation functions.
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Figure I - The radial profiles of bubble interface velocity.
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3.9 Interfacial area concentration
The local interfacial area concentration may be determined from the bubble interface

velocity and bubble frequency measurements, by using equation (I 1). This equation was
obtained with the assumption that the interfaces are composed of spherical bubbles, the
probe passes every part of bubble vAth an equal probability and the interfacial velocity has
the same direction of the probe tips. The radial profiles of interfacial area concentration are
presented in Figure I . For bubbly flow, the interfacial area concentration increases as the
gas superficial velocity increases. On the other hand, for chum flow it was not clearly
influenced by the gas or the liquid superficial velocities. It should be noted that the
interfacial area decreases near the pipe wall, because the bubble frequency reduces in this
region.

Jl 0 ffVS

4 6
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W 5 Jg = 002 mts

Jg = 004 mts4
E jg = ,06 ms,3

LL ig = ,08 M/S
1% jg = 1 0 mts
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0,0 0,2 0,4 0,6 0,8 1'0
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m- M g = ,0 Msu. -

UA .- *-Jg = ,10 m1s;
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0,0 0,2 0,4 0,6 O's 1,0

RADIAL POSITION (r/R)

Figure I I - The radial profiles of interfacial area concentration.

3.10 Sauter mean diameter
The Sauter mean bubble diameter, defined by equation 12), may be determined

from the void fraction and interfacial area concentration, by using equation 13). The radial
profiles of the Sauter mean diameter are presented in Figure 12. The bubble diameter
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increases as the gas superficial velocity increases. For bubbly flow regime the mean bubble
diameter is approximately 3 mrn, which is in agreement with flow visualization.
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Figure 12 - The radial profiles of Sauter mean diameter.

3.11 Average gas superficial velocity
The average gas superficial velocity may be obtained from the local measurements of

the void fraction and the bubble interface velocity. First, the pipe area is divided into
concentric rings according to the radial position of the local measurement. Then, the area
averaged gas superficial velocity is obtained by multiplying the local void fraction and
bubble interface velocity by the area ratio and summing them together:

1 2 _(�)2

is -j Vad = Z Va, (15)
A A k ( rRI, R

where and R are respectively the outer and the inner radius of the concentric ring and
the pipe radius.

Figure 13 shows the comparison of the area average gas superficial velocities
obtained by the probe method and by the inlet measurements. For bubbly flow, the data
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were with a 0% error range compared to the inlet flow measurement. The disagreement
for high gas superficial velocity (up to 40 %) is probably due to the effect of the
overprediction of the bubble interface velocity for the chum flow regime, as it was
mentioned above.

GAS SUPERFICIAL VELOCITY (m/s)

0,14_j
4 1-- 0,12 + 40%CJ z
0 U) 0,10.j 7
0 LU 0,08
LU It

0 0,06
VC 0,04 J = 000 mis

LU LU
> 2 0,02 - W = ,10 M/s

0,00 
0,00 0,02 0.04 0,06 0,08 0,10 0,12 0,14

INLET MEASUREMENT

Figure 13 - Comparison between area average and inlet gas superficial velocity.

4. CONCLUSIONS

The optical double probe technique for measuring local parameters in a two-phase
flow has been described. Data on the local void fraction, bubble frequency, bubble interface
velocity, interfacial area concentration and Sauter mean diameter were obtained for different
gas and liquid superficial velocities in a air-water vertical flow. For the present expc- nmental
conditions, bubbly flow and chum flow regime were observed.

For bubbly flow the void fraction and the bubble frequency radial profiles showed a
distinct peak near the wl and a relatively flat pattern in the core (r/R<0.8). Increasing the
gas superficial velocity, for a constant liquid superficial velocity, increase the void firaction
and the bubble frequency, both in the core region and in their peaking region near the wall.
For chum flow regime the void fraction and bubble frequency profiles become close to a
parabolic shape.

The bubble interface velocities, obtained from the cross correlation function of the
signal of the double sensor probe, are close to the values predicted by the drift flux model.
It ranges from 025 m/s for bubbly flow, up to 075 m/s for chum flow. The interfacial area
concentration and Sauter mean diameter radial profiles were obtained from the void
fraction, bubble frequency and bubble interface velocity.

Finally, the area average gas superficial velocities, obtained from the local
measurements of void fraction and bubble velocity, were compared to the inlet gas flow rate
and a very good agreement was found for bubbly flow conditions.
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ABSTRACT Also, a process known as Catalytic Extraction
Processing (CEP) has recently been developed for

A facility has been developed to study the the treatment of both chemical and adioactive
explosive interactions of gas-water injection into a waste.' This process, under select circumstances,
molten tin pool. The experimental apparatus allows may result in conditions that have an elevated risk
for variable nitrogen gas and water injection into for coolant injection geometry FCIs.
the base of a steel tank containing up to 25 kg of
molten tin. Due to the opaque nature of the molten In this process, a waste steam is injected into
metal-gas-water mixture and steel tank, a a pool of molten metal, such as iron, together with
visualization and measurement technique using streams of catalysts to promote the cracking of the
continuous high energy x-rays had to be developed. waste substance into less hazardous constituents
Visualization of the multiphase mixture can be which may be subsequently recycled or minimized
done at 220 Hz with 256x256 pixel resolution or at in volume. If one of the injected streams were to
30 Hz with 480x1128 pixel resolution. These include a liquid, the possibility of producing an
images are stored digitally and subsequently energetic interaction must be assessed to ensure
processed to obtain two dimensional mappings of personnel and equipment safety. Therefore, we
the chordal average void fraction in the mixture. have undertaken the development of a facility to
The image processing method has been used to study coolant injection mode vapor explosions
measure void fraction in experiments that did not using molten tin as the fuel material with injected
include water in the injection mixture. This work streams of nitrogen gas and water.
includes a comparison to previous studies of
integral void fraction data in pools of molten metal The objectives of this study are to develop a
with gas injection. system to measure the void fraction in a

multiphase mixture including molten metal, to
1. INT]RODUCTION investigate the fluid dynamics of gas and coolant

injection into a molten metal, and to determine the
When a cold volatile liquid, such as water, is conditions under which explosive interactions are

brought into contact with a hot liquid or fuel, for least probable or suppressed in the coolant
example a molten metal, that is at a temperature injection geometry. This paper specifically
significantly above the colder liquid's boiling describes a unique technique developed for
point, an explosive thermal interaction may occur. visualization of the mixture and the transient
These fuel-coolant interactions (FCI) have been measurement of two dimensional void fraction.
observed in several industries including paper
production, aluminum casting and other metal II. EXPERIMENTAL APPARATUS
foundries, transport of liquefied natural gas, and in
postulated severe nuclear accidents. The experimental apparatus, shown in figure 

includes a stainless steel test section with an
The majority of these incidents have been in a inside volume of 18 cm (width) x 10 cm (depth) 

fuel pouring or stratified geometry and the majority 76 cm (height). Nitrogen gas and water can be
of both the theoretical and experimental studies of injected from two injection ports (tuyeres) in the
this phenomenon have consequently concentrated base of the test section. Each of these ports
on these geometries. A few early studies of vapor includes two concentric tubes, as shown in figure
explosions with coolant injection geometry have 2, with inner diameters of 04 cm and 02 cm for
demonstrated the ability to generate energetic the outer and inner tubes respectively. The inner
reactions in this configuration, but this work was tube may be switched remotely from gas to water
limited.` Some nuclear reactor core catcher and back, while the outer tube (annular region is
desi2ns, have recently been proposed that have limited to gas injection only. The nitrogen gas is
increased the interest in coolant injection FCIs.' supplied by a as cylinder via a pressure regulator,
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while the water is pumped from a storage tank with hieh resolution camera (Paultek Systems, Inc.,
a variable speed, gear pump driven y a direct 1 28 x 480 l5ixels) allows for a frame rate of 30 Hz
current motor. Nitrogen cyas supply pressure and while a low resolution camera (Dalsa model CA-
pump speed are preset and can only be altered DI 0256. 256 x 256 pixels) allows for frame rates
manually. his requires entry into the experimental up to 220 Hz. The images are digitized at a 16
facility which is limited due to the use of high MHz rate and stored with a frame -rabber with 64
energy x-rays as a diagnostic tool. Mb of RAM (Epix 4Me- Video Model 12). The

frame grabber's memory capacity limits the total
The test section is preheated to 573 K using 6 number of frames that can be stored in any given

kW of resistance heaters on the stainless steel test sequence to 120 frames with the Paultek camera or
section's outside surface. hen gas injection 1000 frames with the Dalsa camera. This
through both the central and outer tubes is initiated corresponds to approximately four seconds of real-
immediately prior to molten tin introduction- the time data. Following image sequence capture the
tin is poured through the top opening of the test series of frames may be transferred to either video
section from a resistively heated furnace held at tape or a digital storage device.
1273 K. A minimum gas flow must be maintained
at a rate high enough to prevent back flow of the The cameras, image intensifier, lenses, and
molten tin into the injection ports and below a glass screen are enclosed in a lead shielded, light
maximum rate above which molten tin splashes ti-ht, enclosure. This enclosure limits the radiation
out the top of the open test section. Following the exposure of the electronic components and protects
tin introduction, the central tube flow may be the equipment from an unexpected explosive
switched remotely to water, at a preset flow rate, interaction. The mounting of the equipment in the
while gas flow is maintained in the annular tubing. enclosure maintains camera alignment and allows

for remote focusing by adjusting the camera to
The test section is imaged using a continuous screen distance. This enclosure sits on a fixed

spectrum x-ray source (Varian Linatron 3000A) at support, but modifications are underway to mount
a peak energy of 9 MeV and an on-axis dose rate the enclosure on a scissor lift table that will allow
one meter from the source of 30 Gy/min. The x-ray vertical movement of the imaging system.
source pulses at approximately 270 Hz at this dose
rate. The pulse frequency may be synchronized III. VISUALIZATION AND VOID FRACTION
with the imaging system so that a set number of MEASUREMENT
pulses is collected for each frame. The focal spot
for this x-ray source is less than 2 mm. The x-ray X-rays have been used successfully in the
head has a collimator with a right cone shape and visualization of vapor explosion phenomena and
a total angle of 300. The beam asymmetry does not the measurement of void fraction by several
exceed ±5% at ±7.5' off the central beam axis. authors. One example of the use of a flash x-ray
The x-ray head is mounted on a scissor lift table source is the visualization of the fragmentation
that allows it to be moved vertically and aligned process in single droplet vapor explosions by
with the image collection system described below. Ciccarelli and Frost.' A recent use of flash x-rays

to measure void fraction was the study of hot
Images are collected using an x-ray sensitive, particles plunging into water by Angelini et al.9"

terbium activated, 12 mm thick, glass screen with But, the use of a continuous source of x-rays for
an aluminized coating (Industrial Quality Type the measurement of void fraction in molten metal
301). This material has an improved signal-to- systems of the size in this study and at these frame
noise ratio over the more commonly used rates is unique and has not been performed
gadolinium oxysulfide due to improved x-ray previously. Imaging through up to 10 cm of molten
absorption at the energies used in this study. The tin and an additional 25 cm of structural steel
screen is 20 cm (width) x 15 cm (height) which requires a high energy beam and high dose rate to
allows for visualization of the entire test section -et data that can be used in quantitative analysis.
width. The screen has an x-ray to light conversion
efficiency of approximately 0.1 foot-lamberts per The stored images are processed by first
R/sec for x-rays of this energy. The /e decay time subtracting a constant representing the dark current
of the alass screen is approximately 3 msec. from each pixel in both the frame of interest and

an image of the empty test section. This constant
The ima2es created are reflected off the was estimated for the Paultek camera, which was

mirror, as shown in fioure 3 into a 25 mm, Gen II the camera used for the data reported, by obtaining
Micro Channel Plate, invertin- image intensifier a 120 image sequence with the x-ray source
which is coupled to one of two CCD cameras. A operating at full power but with the lens of the
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imace intensifier covered to prevent light produced The difficulty in the data reduction is in
by the x-ray sensitive screen from entering the determining how to compensate for the scatter of
intensifier. The distribution of gray levels in these x-rays, which is significant in a system such as
imaaes was measured and the constant ours that is several mean free paths thick. If the
representing the dark current for the Paultek scatter is relatively uniform throughout the imaging
camera was estimated at 11.5 ± 13. plane, the slope of the linear relationship between

the subtracted image's ray level and the chordal
Then the natural lo-arithm is taken of the amount of tin will be maintained, but the intercept

frame of interest. Due to the exponential nature of of the calibration line will shift. Therefore, the
the interaction of x-rays with matter, this results in observed gray levels for a given void fraction may
an image in which the gray level is directly be dependent not only on the magnitude of the
proportional to the thickness of the material void fraction but also on the distribution of the
throuah which the beam has passed. Next, the voids within the test section. Thus a method of
natural logarithm of an image of the empty test calibration is required during each individual
section, taken immediately prior to molten tin frame. Since the glass screen used for imaging is
introduction, is subtracted from the logarithm of only as wide as the test section the use of pre-
the frame being analyzed. The subtraction removes fabricated tin calibration samples is precluded if
any non-linearity in the image due to the x-ray and the entire test section is to be imaged.
imaging systems or the geometry of the apparatus.

C Z� 91
Since the production of secondary radiation from It was decided to calibrate the measurements
the test section structure is small, this technique in each frame using two points that could be
also accounts for the attenuation that occurs in the determined from each individual image. First, the
structure of the test section. darkest pixel band, that has at least 500 pixels, is

assumed to be 0% void. Tis is considered a valid
The value of each pixel in the subtracted assumption since the location at which this is

image is dependent on the material the x-ray beam observed in the images corresponds to regions
must traverse when traveling from the source to the where mixing is expected to be minimal and the
x-ray sensitive, glass screen. At an average energy void fraction should be 0%. The number of pixels
of approximately 3 MeV water, water vapor, and in this band is usually greater than 1000. Then a
nitrogen gas are undetectable and the intensity of region above the level of the multiphase mixture is
the pixel (gray level) is only dependent on the used to obtain the gray level for 100% void in
amount of tin in the beam path and the magnitude experimental runs of less than 15 kg tin where such
of scatter present in the imaging plane. Equation I a region is visible. When larger amounts of tin are
describes this relationship, where the tin thickness, used a square steel tube is used to create an
xs�, is the product of tin density and the portion of artificial reaion with 100% void. This is apparent
the chordal path length consisting of tin. in the upper right side of fgure 4 which is anC� . .

image from gas injection into 21 kg of molten tin.
A linear relationship between these two points is
used to relate the spectrum of gray levels produced

- =B.e P (1) in the image to the chordal average amount of tin.

empt� A second method that used a step wedge of solid

tin, imaged prior to the experiment, to determine
In this manner the image can be thought of as the slope of the calibration line and the 500 pixel

a two dimensional mapping of the chordal average band to set one point on the line, showed excellent

amount of tin, along the beam path. If one assumes agreement with the first method. This provides

that the water, water vapor and gas are a single some evidence that the linear relationship is a

component of the mixture, then the tin choll valid assumption.

average can be related to the void fraction as:

An example of a two dimensional map of void

a Xsn (2) fraction is shown in figure for an experiment that

X0 involved as injection into I I kg of molten tin.
Twelve gray levels in the image represent equal

where x. is the amount of tin present for void bands of void fraction between 0% and 100%. For

at the particular experimental conditions. Taking example, the darkest gray level represents a void
fraction band of 08.3% while the next ray level

into account the thermal expansion of the test
section, for a typical experimental run, with a represents 84-16.6% and so on. The integral or

molten tin temperature of 688 K, x. is 73.6 -/cm2. average void fraction for the ima2e can be
obtained bv calculating an averaae aray level
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weighted by the number of pixels at each level inC Yure
the ima e. The conditions exhibited in fiL SNR
represent an average void fraction of 25.9% for the
entire volume. 1+ + 4

F9 I � J 2 91 29 3
IV. NOISE AND UNSHARPNESS (5)

Although image quality is frequently discussed where 9,1 92, and 93 are the aains of the (ass
on the basis of sharpness and contrast, these are screen, image intensifier and camera
poor quantities for a quantitative analysis of the respectively." The ain of the camera includes the
errors involved in void fraction measurement. A light collection efficiency of the camera lens
better measure is the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) which is dependent on lens magnification, m, lens
defined as transmission, T, and the ratio of focal length to

lens diameter, f." The light to electron conversion

(II 2 ratio, C, of the camera is also included as

SNR SD (3)

M93 = M + 2 -4f (6)
where 1, is the back-round or 100% void signal, 1,

is the siznal of interest, and SD is the standard 'Me final step in the imaging chain is the
deviation of 1,-11 M

digitization that occurs in the CCD camera. This
If one assumes that the energy distfibution of increases the noise in the image by the factor d,

the x-ray source is either a constant or is Poisson
distributed, then the photons that are emitted from
the source are Poisson distributed with parameter 2Fd + TIM (7)
N, the number of photons emitted. 'Men the
transmission of the beam through the test section is 12 (78 7D)
accounted for by modeling the beam absorption in
the structural steel and molten tin as a sefies of which decreases the signal to noise ratio." The
binomial processes. The beam that exits the test factor d depends on the number of electrons
section is therefore still Poisson distributed, but required to produce a maximum video signal, N.,
with parameter M given by. and the standard deviation of the signal prior to

digitization, SD.

4 The final factor which must be accounted for
M=N-e PS1111) e4p,] (4) is the effect of x-ray scatter on the SNR- Scatter

produces an additive noise to that of the pmary
Recall that the standard deviation of a Poisson photons already accounted for. The scatter reduces
distributed random variable with prameter M is SNR by a factor , which depends on the number
just-the square root of M. of photons in the primary beam, N,,i.,,, the

To account for the glass screen, intensifier, number of photons at the imaging plane due to
and camera, several processes must be included. scatter, Nscarl, and the ratio of glass screen x-ray to
First, the screen must absorb or interact with an light conversion efficiencies for scatter and
incoming photon. This may be modeled as a primary photons, p."
binomial process. Second, the production of light
photons following, x-ray absorption is modeled as a
Poisson process. Then, the intensifier and CCD , (8)
camera are modeled as additional Poisson + p-N ......
distributed amplification stages that account for Npriman

photon to electron and electron to photon
conversions in the intensifier as well as the light
collection efficiency of the camera. This results in Scattered photons are at a lower energy than the
the following expression for signal-to-noise ratio primary photons, so primary photons have a lower
(SNR), absorption probability but a higher ight production

per absorbed photon. p is estimated to be 2 by
vendor supplied data.
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By making worst case assumptions for the X2 (Aa)2

above series f equations one can estimate the FT = 1 + - - (9)
maximum error in our void fraction determination. 2
This results in a relative error of 10% in the
measurement. where ), is the number of mean free paths alone,

the beam direction throuah the test section. An
A second approach to illustrating the effect of expression for this dynamic error is given by"

noise is to determine the minimum size void that
would be detectable in a molten tin pool. A T

common method for a human observer is to Aa= -in eAo(')dt f a(t)dt
determine the size of void required so that contrast f
is five times the noise in the system. For the worst 0 0
case assumptions previously mentioned this results (10)

in a minimum void diameter of 16 mm. However, where -c is the time required to collect one image
initial experiments exhibit better delectability than frame.
this calculation indicates.

The void delectability and image quality are Now, we require a knowledge of the void
also effected by the image unsharpness which can fluctuation with time to estimate the error. Since

this is something we do not know, a reasonablebe attributed to three sources. First, the finite size el .
of the x-ray source focal spot creates a geometric worst case assumption would be to estimate the
unsharpness or penumbra of 0.5 mm. Second, the largest possible fluctuation from the rise velocity
inherent characteristics of the glass screen limit of bubbles in the multiphase mixture. This velocity
resolution as does the Nyquist Criterion. The is estimated to be 240 ± 20 cm/s from
Nyquist Criterion requires that the pixel size of the measurements of bubble movement in ima-e
camera must be smaller than at least 12 the sequences taken at 220 Hz with the Dalsa camera.

detectable void size. The combined estimate for We must then make an assumption regarding
imaging system unsharpness is 25 mm for the
Dalsa camera and 17 mm for the Paultek camera. the way fluctuations occur. For example, a worst
Finally, refraction of the light emitted from the case assumption would be to assume a square
glass screen may introduce a small error but this is wave variation in void size with respect to time.
estimated to be an order of magnitude less than the However, a more reasonable assumption is that
previous effects. Overall, it is evident that noise void size is a linear function of time, at least in
considerations will limit image quality to a much the time interval, 'r. This would be represented by
larger extent than the image unsharpness produced a sawtooth variation in void size. This allows one
in our system. to solve the expression in equation 10. The result is

shown below as equation IL

V. ERRORS DUE TO MIXTURE DYNAMICS I sinh(A(a))

Now that we have examined the effects of Aa = (11)
system noise, scatter, and image unsharpness on A(a)
our visualization and measurement, we must
analyze the effects of the multiphase system By expanding this equation and using only the
dynamics on the measurement accuracy. Perhaps leading terms Harms and Laratta" derive the
the most significant source of error is that due to following expression for the error in void
the motion of tin or void fraction fluctuations measurement,
during the time required to obtain an image. A02 2

T
The fluctuations in the void increase the A = 24 (12)

transmittance of x-rays through the mixture."-"
Therefore, our measurement should overestimate where is the slope of the linear variation in void
the actual void fraction. If one models the void size. From the previous measurement of bubble
fluctuations as variations about a mean, x ± Ax. rise velocity, we can estimate the slope to be 24
then the ransmittance of x-rays is increased by a sec". For a 30% averaze void fraction this would
factor F-, derived by Harms and Laratta,"

result in an overestimation throuah x-ray
measurement of 20% usine the Paultek camera at
a framina rate of 30 Hz. In other words a measured
void fraction of 30% would occur from an actual
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void fraction of approximately 24%. Due to his apparatus. Second, with the exception of the steel
effect, we would expect our void fraction data, the previous studies with molten metals were
measurements to be hicher than those obtained by conducted with materials with significantly larger
the inte-ral methods used in other studies. densities than tin's density. This tends to reduce

the void that develops at any iven gas injection
VI. GAS INJECTION RESULTS rate since the greater density difference between

the gas and molten metal results in more rapid
The first set of experiments were carried out dissipation of the gas core.

with the in ection of nitro en gas without water to
test the calibration method described above and to Both the pool height and density difference
provide comparison to future experiments that will will reduce the static pressure in the test section
include the simultaneous injection of gas and and therefore increase the observed void fraction.
water. The images in these tests were obtained at Third, the previous studies injected -as through a
30 Hz with the high resolution Paultek camera. porous plate rather than a set of tuyeres. The

porous plate yields a much more uniform gas
These initial experiments were conducted with distribution throughout the test volume. The first

II kg of tin at 683 ± IO K. The flow conditions two factors could clearly result in the higher void
and average void fraction for each experiment are fractions we observed, while the effect of the third
shown in table 1. Flow rates are for the combined factor is still unclear.
flow through both tuyeres. The dimensionless gas
velocity, j*, is defined as: A second experimental series using 20-21 ka

of molten tin at approximately 673 K was recently
V completed. This series confirms the significantf el

(13) effect of pool height as exhibited in figure 6.
4 When compared to the data from Gonzalez, Casas

9 and Brockman, the present data at 20-21 kc, areC
P 5n well within the dynamic error due to void

fluctuations in the system predicted above.

where v, is the superficial gas velocity in the test VII CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE PLANS
section, s, is the tin surface tension, and ps� is

the tin density at the experimental conditions. The experiments conducted in this project

These results may be compared to the integral have demonstrated the ability to measure a two
void fraction measurements made by Gonzalez, dimensional mapping of chordal averaged void
Casas, and Brockman et al."" These three fraction in a multiphase system of gas and a
studies examined the average void fraction in molten metal using a unique application of high
molten metal pools with gas injection from below energy, continuous x-rays. This measurement has
through porous blocks. All three studies used an been applied to an experimental apparatus
average swell or pool height increase due to gas designed to study fuel coolant interactions in the

coolant injection geometry.injection to determine the average void fraction.

It is clearly evident from figure 6 that our Future work will include an expanded
initial data, obtained using 11 kg pools of molten experimental series with greater depths of molten
tin, are at significantly higher void fractions than tin to aid us in determining the explanation of the
those previously measured at similar flow rates in large void fractions measured with our apparatus as
the previous three studies. This is primarily compared to previous authors' studies involving
attributed to three factors in addition to the gas injection into a molten metal. A slight
previously discussed dynamic error. First, the modification of our experimental procedure will
depth of the pool of molten tin in these initial allow the depth of molten tin to be increased to 16
experiments was approximately cm while that cm using approximately 27 kg of tin.

used in the other studies ranged from 14-15 cm for ACKNOWLEDGMENTS
Gonzalez's and Casas' studies to 37-48 cm for
Brockman's A lower pool hei-ht was found to

This work is supported by Molten Metalresult in hiaher void fractions by Casas and
Gonzalez in studies with materials other than Technology, Inc. of Waltham. Massachusetts.

molten metals. They were unable to identify this
trend in their molten metal data due to a limited
set of experimental conditions possible with their
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NOMENCLATURE 7. Na-el, C., A. Chanenchuk, and E. W Won2,
,,C atalytic Extraction Processing An

B buildup factor Elemental Recycling Process," Environmental

C light to electron conversion factor Science and Technology, 30(7), pp. 2155-

1 x-ray fluence 2167, 1996)

N Poisson parameter or number of photons

M modified Poisson parameter 8. Ciccarelli and D. Frost, "Fragmentation

SD standard deviation Mechanisms Based on Single Drop Steam

T lens transmission Explosion Experiments Using Flash X-ray

f ratio of image distance to lens diameter Radiography," Nuclear Engineering and

9 gain or amplification Design, 146, pp. 109-132, 1994)
i* dimensionless gas velocity

M lens magnification 9. Theofanus, W. Yuen, S. Angelini, X. Chen, W.

P ratio of light conversion efficiencies Arnarasooriya, and S. Medhekar, "Steam

Vf superficial gas velocity Explosions: Fundamentals and Energetic
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Table I - Gas Injection Data

TEST Tin Mass Gas Velocity Measured Void
(kg) (cm/s) Fraction

0814A 11 7.0 0.42 29.6
0823A 11 8.4 0.51 31.4
0814B 11 9.2 0.55 25.9
0726A 11 12.0 0.72 31.4
0726B 11 13.2 0.79 31.1

I 19C 21 8.1 0.49 26.2
11 19B 21 11.1 0.67 25.8
1 19A 21 12.3 0.74 26.2
0109E 20 5.1 0.31 24.5
0109D 20 7.8 0.47 22.4
0109B 20 10.5 0.63 20.9
0109A 20 10.5 0.63 24.2
0109C 20 11.3 0.68 23.7

+ Void fraction data is not corrected for the estimated measurement error.
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Figure 4 - X-ray image of gas injection of gas at a rate of 12.4 crri/sec 21 kg of molten tiC� C� in at
416'C. White region near the upper right conner is an artificially created region of 100% void.

Figure X-ray image of gas injection of gas at a rate of 92 cm/sec; into I I kg of molten tin at
421 'C. Top edge of the molten tin pool is clearly visible.
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Development of High-Frame Rate Neutron Radiography and
Quantitative Measurement Method for Multiphase Flow Research

K. Mishima and T Hibiki
Research Reactor Institute, Kyoto University

Kumatori-cho, Sennan-gun, Osaka 590-04 Japan

ABSTRACT aerospace industries 2 Recently, the application has
spread to various scientific fields such a agricultural,

Neutron radiography (NR) is one of the medical and dental sciences, as well as application to
radiographic techniques which makes use of the porous materials like concrete and brick. Moreover,
difference in attenuation characteristics of neutrons in the dynamic imaging method of NR, namely the real-
materials. Fluid measurement using the NR technique time NR, has been demonstrated to be a very useful
is a non-intrusive method which enables isualization too[ for fluid research because this nn-intrusive
of dynamic images of multiphase ow of opaque technique is suitable for visualization of a multiphase
fluids and/or in a metallic duct. To apply the NR flow in a metallic casing 312) or of opaque luids
technique to multiphase flow research, high frame-rate such as liquid metal 13].
NR was developed by combining up-to-date tech- However, since the recording speed of widely
nologies for neutron sources, scintillator, high-speed used imaging systems for real-time NR is 30
video ad image intensifier. This imaging system has frames/s, the application has been restricted to the
several advantages such as a long recording time (up Visualization of relatively slow phenomena and
to 21 minutes), high-frame-rate (up to 1000 frames/s) measurements of time-averaged quantities. Usually, a
imaging and there is no need for a triggering signal. recording speed faster than about 500 frames/ is
Visualization studies of air-water two-phase flow in required to visualize fluid phenomena in which fluid
a metallic duct and molten metai-water interaction particles move rapidly, this restriction can be a fatal
were performed at recording speeds of 250, 500 and shortcoming in applying it to luid research. For this
1000 frarnes/s. The qualities of the consequent images reason, a high-frame-rate NR with a pulsed eutron
were sufficient to observe the flow pattern and beam was ivented to overcome this limitation
behavior. It was also demonstrated that some [7,19,20]. Although the recording speed of
characteristics of two-phase flow could be measured approximately 10,000 frames/s could be achieved by
from these images in collaboration with image using a pulsed neutron beam [19], this method has
processing techniques. By utilizing geometrical such problems that the recording time is very short a
information extracted rom NR images, data on low triggering signal is needed to start recording in
regime, bubble rise velocity, and wave height and accordance with the pulse and the eutron flux,
interfacial area in annular flow were obtained. By consequently the brightness of the image, varies
utilizing attenuation characteristics of neutrons in rapidly with time. When both high-frarne-rate and
materials, measurements of void profile and average long recording time are required, a high-frarne-rate
void fraction were performed. It was confirmed that NR with a steady eutron beam is needed instead of
this new technique may have significant advantages NR with a pulsed neutron beam. Recently, some
both i visualizing and measuring high-speed luid research reactors 21,221 with a steady eutron flux
phenomena when other methods, such as a optical over 108 n1c M2 s ad highly sensitive imaging devices
method and X-ray radiography, cannot be applied. [23] have become available for NR, which enabled

development of a bigh-frame-rate NR system with a
1. INTRODUCTION steady neutron beam. In the last several years, our

research group has been challenging to develop a
Neutron radiography (NR) is one of the high-frarne-rale NR system by combining up-to-date

radiographic techniques which makes use of the technologies for neutron source, scintillator, high-speed
difference in attenuation characteristics of neutrons in video and image intensifier, for the isualization and
materials [1). Since thermal neutrons easily penetrate measurement of rapid luid phenomena.
heavy materials like dense metals and are attenuated In addition to the development of a high-
well by light materials as those containing hydrogen, frame-rate NR system, the development of a method
NR has complementary performance characteristics to for quantitative measurements is necessary, since with
X-ray radiography and was developed as a technique spreading application fields, it is thought that the
for ondestructive inspection in the automobile and research trend is changing from qualitative to
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Fig.1 Mass attenuation cefficients of thermal neutrons and X-ray in various eements.

quantitative applications. Sme attempts have been incident neutron beam and neutrons scattered i the
made to use NR as a tool not only for visualization object. However, since the eutrons scattere i the
but also for quantitative measurement. Quantitative object could be homogenized ad reduced by setting
utilization can be cassified into two categories. The the test section away from the converter, the
first one is to use the geometrical information corrections for the scattered eutrons could be made
extracted from NR images, for example, masurement as a offset like a dark uent ad the oset value
of particle trajectory and velocity 14], and hold up in could be determined by using the total macroscopic
a luidized bed [151. The second one is to use the cross section of the object 1-scaling method) [10).
attenuation characteristics of neutrons in materials, for Moreover, the distance between the test section ad
instance, measurement of void fraction i muttiphase the converter, which was needed to eliminate the
flow [16,17). Fr these purposes, quantification effect of skewed icident neutron beam and it) avoid
method, namely the scaiing method was developed the influence of scattered eutrons, was estimated [18).
[19]. Concerning the quantification method, it is The present paper reviews sme of the recent
anticipated hat the transmitted neutron profile might results from or eort 18,24-28].
be different rom what the iternal structure of the
object accurately projects due to an unparaLlet 2. IMAGING SYSTEM OF HIGH-FRAME-RATE

NR

High Sed Video Tape Recorder
hac: HSV-1000 sible - Neutron (1) Basic Concept of High me Rate NR

Light � law Figure I shows the mass attenuation coefficients

High Speed Video aeera rror of then-naJ eutrons ad X-rays i various eements
nac HSV-IOW 11). The mass attenuation coefficient of X-rays

---- 4r F9 Scintillator increases monotonically with the atomic number. Oil

Gate Type Imp Intensifier the ther hand, thermal eutrons easily penetrate most
nac GID-10 Dark Box metals, while they are attenuated well by such

A L 4 materials as hydrogen, water, boron, gadohnium and
Telephotographic Left cadmium. In other words, X-ray radiography takes

Nikon Micro4likkor advantage of the difference i densities, while NR
rror takes advantage of the difference i neutron absorption

low Intensifier Controller Lross-sections. Therefore, it is clear that NR is more
nac GIB-10 I suitable for observing the behavior of a neutron

Fig.2 Block diagram of the imaging system for high- absorbing fluid in a metallic duct.
frame-rate NR with a steady neutron beam. The block diagram of the imaging system for

high-frame-rate NR with a steady neutron beam is
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shown in Fig.2. Here, the test section is set up i frame-rate NR should have characteristics of a high
front (right hand side) of the scintillator. When the light yield, high resolution, sort light decay time.
neutron beam penetrates two-phase flow in the test Since rare earth scintillators of gadolinium compounds
section, the beam is attenuated in proportion to the have a long light-decay time and glass scintillators
water layer thickness aong its path. Thus the neutron have a low lighi-yield, these are not applicable to
beam projects the image of two-phase flow. The high-frame-rate NR. Only zinc sulphide (ZnS)
neutron beam which conveys the image of two-phase scintillators mixed with lithium luoride �LiF) meet
flow is changed into an optical image by the the above three conditions. he NR converter
scintiLlator. he luminous intensity of the optical �LT/ZnS:Ag) supplied by Kasei Optonix was selected
image is then increased by an image intensifier to as a scintillator. Compared to the gadolinium metal
obtain a better image. Aer the image is enlarged scintillator, the sensitivity of this scintiUator is 100
with a telephotographic lens, it is detected with a times larger and its sharpness is about 90%.
high-speed video camera. The quality of the obtained Moreover, this scintilLator has a light-decay constant
image can be improved by using an image processing smaller than a few ten s which could be applicable
system consisting of an image memory and image to high-frame-rate NR at the recording speed 
processor. The following are necessary onditions to 10,000 to 25,000 frarnes/s. Kasei Optonix NR
achieve the high-frame-rate NR: converter and Nuclear Enterprises 426 scintillator has

a. a high flux research reactor producing a steady the highest light-yield.
neutron beam,

b. a highly-sensitive scintillator with a short (4) High-Speed-Camera
light-decay constant, The purpose of developing high-frame-rate NR

c. a high-speed video system with a long with a steady eutron beam is to visuaUe rapid
recording time, phenomena for a long time period. Therefore, a high-

d. high sensitivity camera with a high performance speed video with a long recording time should be
image intensifier. used, although the sensitivity is also important. Thus
An outline of each item is discussed in the a high-speed video system, nac-HSV-1000 system,

foLiowing stions. was selected in the present experiment. This system
can record images for 21 minutes at 1000 fames/s

(2) Neutron Source with an ordinary VHS video tape with the recording
It is said that the present highest thermal time of 180 minutes at the omal speed. The

neutron flux available from existing NR faci.lifies is o shuttering speed of the uilt-in rotary shutte is

the order of 108 rx/cm2s at the imaging plate. The 1/10,000 s and the relative sensitivity is 50 in ISO.
Japan Research Reactor 3M (JRR-3M) of JAERI, The resolution is 350 x 480 pixels.
which is one of a few facilities producing neutron flux
on the order of 10" n/Lm's at the imaging plate, was (5) Image Intensifier
used as a neutron source in this study. The JRR-3M An image itensifier, nac GIB-10, was selected
is a pool type research reactor operated at 20 MW, in view of the best matching with HSV-1000. This
which has three NR facilities: TNRF-I for highly image intensifier belongs to the category of the fourth
radioactive objects, TNRF-2 for non-radioactive generation. The amplification ate is about 100,00 at
objects, and CNRF which uses cold neutrons instead its maximum and the gate time can be controlled it)
of thermal neutrons. TNRF-2 was used in the present be from 100 ns to continuous mode. The resolution is
experiment. It has a divergent type collimator and the 23 line-pairs/mm. Although the amplification rate can
thermal neutron flux at the imaging plate is 1540' be increased'by using the iage intensifier with
n/em's. The area of the sight is V)255x(H)305 min double miLro-channel plates (MCP), GB-M2P, the
and the L/D ratio of the vertical and the horizontal resolution and the image quality may be reduced in
directions are 153 and 176, respectively. The L/D ratio retum. Therefore, te image intensifier with a single
is a measure of resolution of the NR system, where MCP was used in the two-phase flow experiment,
L is the distance from the entrance aperture to the while that with GIB-M2P was used in the molten
imaging plate and D is the diameter of the entrance metal-water interaction experiment in which high
aperture. A NR facility with the LJD ratio larger than speed phenomena may be observed.
100 has good performance characteristics. Thus it is
expected that high quality images w be obtained 3. THE Y.-SCALING METHOD FOR VOID
using the JRR-3M. FRACTION MEASUREMENT

(3) Scintillator 19,241 (1) Basic Idea of the I-scaling method
The converter/scintillator to be used in high- The flux of incident neutron , is atenuated in

the water and the aluminum of the test section, thus
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-0 0
GL - Gexp(-T,,6,)

Go =Gs G'0
1 -exp(-ELk)

where and Os denote the total neutron flux ialling

on the converter and scattered eutron cornrx)neni. By etermining the offset term, G, based upon the
respectively. 5' and denote the macroscopi k1111 total macroscopic ross section, 5, quantitative data
section and thickness of the material. resTx;ciivc(%..

could be derived fm the relative gray levels. Thus
Subscripts G 1, MG, ML and T denote the singic- this method is called the resealing method. For the
phase gas, single-phase liquid, gas i hL mmuic. I-scaling method to be applicable to luids with
liquid i the mixture and the test section, res-v--ctive1%.

unknown void fraction, the scattered neutron
Ignoring the neutron absorption i the ga, P11J'A:' the component, Gs, should be spatially uiform, so that G,
measured gray evels G are given by liflio-ing is independent of spatial positio ad could be simply
equations for the gas-filled, liquid-filled, jilt, two- treated as a constant offset. As Gss could b .e
phase-mixture-filled test sections. considered to be spatially iependent, spatially lat G,

could be achieved when Os, is spatially lat, or if not,
d0=C0,exp(-Trb,)-G, To achieve a spatially lat G, s is

reduced and smoothed by taking a appropriate
distance, L', between the test section and the

C� = C th exp( _ZL6LZ7'6'r)-G, (3) convener. This distance is currently being
L experimentally estimated to be greater than the width

of the test section. When the istance is too arge, the

e.=C0,exp(_ZL61L_';1Y-G, skew of the incident neutron beam causes the image
to appear blurry. especially i the .vicinity of the
material boundary. This upper limit f L' coul be

where G is the offset term which cnsists (it %cattered given by the poduct of the spatial resolution ad the
neutron component, Gs, and dark curmit. G UD ratio of the NR facility. hus the appropriate
GnG,+G,. The tilde (-) denotes that tht: grin evels range of L' to be use i the Z-scaling method should
of the images were normalized, i.e. b% mulching the be a optimum value that takes ito account the above
reference brightness at the vacant space outside the two conditions.
test section. The scattered eutro cponent, Gs,
consists at eutrons scattered in the test section GM1 (2) Measurement Error due to Statistic-Al
and those scattered in the surrounding background Variation of Neutrons
objects, Gss; Since the measurement of eutrons generated by

a random pocess is affected by satistical variation,

Gs = GSM Gss = C (Pstf - 4)ss) (5) the measurement error increases with recording speed
[29]. As the measurement enor is usually gven by the
standard deviation, the relative measurement error E is

It should be noted here that generally, Gs, depends on given as a function of the neutron fluence F by the
the mixture flowing in the test section, while Gss equation:
could be considered to be spatially flat. More
discussion will be give o this point later.

The void fraction, L, is obtained by = F

6L e - Go The neutron fluence per pixel area i the image sensor

,ML OM d' - Go is give by
(6)

L G 2At
L 0 F=4t,,exp(-%6.)R (9)

OG dG - Go

where R is the spatial resolution of the image, amely,

The offset term, G., can be determined using the gray the real cale projected i a pixel nVpixel), At is the
levels obtained from the liquid-filled ad gasified measuring time or exposure time, and subscript w
test sections: denotes water. Here the neutron attenuation i the

aluminum wall of the duct is neglected.
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By integrating N consecutive frames, the determining the water layer thickness based o the
relative mmurement error in Eq.(8) could be measured gray scales. Letting the gray scale for 6.=6,
decreased by 11,VN, thus: be G,, and that foi 6,=O be G.P., then we obtain:

El= �TIN (I 0) C(� 'h= G,� - GUFP (14)
F exp(-T,,.bC)-l '

Therefore, the following relationship is obtained G.Pexp(-.EA)-G,,.
between the mesurement error E' and the maximum Go (15)
recording speed M: exp(-T,,6, -

I 2 Rearranging Eq.(13), we obtain the expression for
t 4texp(-E,8,,-EZ,)R E2N watei layer thickness:

From this equation, the measurement error at -0 6 I 4 cltm (16)
frames/s becomes 023% for air-water two-phase low E G -Go
in the present rectangular test section under the
following assumptions: the water ayer thickness is 24
mm; the attenuation in the aluminum test section can Then the resolution, A6, between i-th ad (i+l)-th
be neglected; the spatial resolution is 03 mm; ad water ayer hicknesses 6 ad 6.,, is given by i-th
N=100. If the recording speed is increased to 1000 and (i+l)-th gray sales, G a G., as fllows:
frame/s, then the measurement error becomes 5.8 times
larger than that at 30 frarnes/s undei otherwise the I GI- -Go
same condition. A6 =61_6i-1= In (17)

E� G - Go

(3) Measurement Error due to Umited Gray
Scale Finally, the measurement error, Ej due to limited gray
The measurement error due to limited gray scale becomes:

scale was studied previously 29). Here we assume for
simplicity an ideal imaging system which suffers, Gi. -Go
neither noise in the brightness signal nor image In
shading, and that the eect of scattered neutrons can E = 6 6i -5i-i G1_GO (18)
be nelgelcted. The attenuation of neutrons in the test 6i 6i In C'th
section is expressed by Eq.(1) which can then be G1_GO
simplified by the following euation for air-water
flow in a rectangular duct:

The gray scale, G takes a integer value and the

40, exp - (12) water layer thickness is a logarithmic function of the
gray scale. Numerical calculation using the above
equations lead to the following conclusions 30] if

Here the aenuations in the duct wall and the air are one uses an.image processing system with a imited
neglected. The penetrated eutrons are then converted band of gray scales, the measurement error may ot
to visible light by the converter, detected by a highly be negligible at very high and very low void fraction
sensitive camera, and transformed to discrete gray regions; In measuring air-water two-phase low in a
levels as Eq.(4) which can be simplified as: rectangular duct with a gap smaller tha 9 mm, if the

gray scale can be larger than 100, the measurement

G=CcOhexp(-E.6.)-GO (13) error due to the limited gray scale is withi 5%
except i the annular flow region i which the void
fration is larger than 90%.

Due to this digifization, the gray level, which we call
hereafter a gray scale, becomes a discrete function of 4. EXPERIMENT

water layer thickness. This means that a constant value Two experiments were performed by using the
of gray scale is specified for a range of water layer above-described imaging system. One w as a
thickness. In other words, this causes an error in
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Fig.3 Schematic drawing of the test section used in Fig.4 Test rig for the motten-metal-water interaction

the two-phase flow experiment. experiment.

visualization study determining the feasibility of high- and 365 min length. The schematic drawing is sown

frame-rate NR with a high-speed video system. The in Fig.3. The flow in the test section was a vertical

other was to examine the proposed method of upward air-water flow. Purified water was circulated

extracting quantitative information, i.e. void fraction, in te loop by a centrifugal pump, and the air was

and to study the eects of scattered neutrons and supplied by an air compressor through five small holes

skew of the neutron beam. In the former, an air-water with 0.5 nun diameter i the air-distributor at the

two-phase flow in a rectangular duct 24 nun in gap bottom of the test section. After flowing through the

and 40 nun in width) made of aluminum alloy and test section, the air was discharged into the

the behavior of Wood's metal drops in a heavy water atmosphere.

pool were visualized. The gap 24 mm was chosen to

represent the coolant channel of an MTR type fuel (2) Molten Metal-Water Interaction Experiment

element. It should be noted also that i one uses water The test rig consisted of a furnace and a test

as the working luid, the measurement error by the I- section as shown in Fig.4. The furnace could heat

scaling method becomes arge due to the large neutron Wood's metal to 600'C with a kW electric heater.

attenuation when the water layer thickness is larger The test section was a rectangular tank made o al

than several milimeters 29). aluminum al-loy (water layer thickness 30mm and

In the latter experiment, a triple tube test width 200mm). In this experiment, visualization of

section was used as a benchmark to verify the molten metal-water interaction was tested at recording

quantification method, i.e. T-scaling method [18). The speeds from 500 to 1000 trames/s i which we

triple tube test section was chosen to simulate several intended to observe molten metal, bubble and water.

values of void fraction as well as radial void For this purpose, heavy water and Wood's metal were

distributions by fling and unfitting the gaps. The void used. Heavy water was used because light water might

fraction measurement using the NR method was also attenuate neutrons too much. Wood's metal was used

verified in comparison with other methods such as because of its large eutron absorption, which would

optical and probe methods. produce good contrast against heavy water in resultant

neutron radiography. Thus heavy water at the room

(1) Two-Phase Flow Experiment temperature was used in the tank. Molten Wood's

The test section was a rectangular duct made of metal heated to 600'C was ropped into the tank by

an aluminum alloy with 24 mrn gap, 40 m width opening the solenoid valve mounted at the bottom of
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Table Dimensions of the tripie-tube test section.

Tube Measured Dia. Symbol Center Pos. Symbol

Inner 1.48 mm I.D. I 0.00 m X,

Tube 2.02 mm O.D. r, 0.00 mm XI

Center 3.05 m I.D. 1-3 -0.357 nun X,

Tube 4.05 mm O.D. Y4 -O.357 m X,

Outer 4.92 nun I.D. 1-5 -0.446 mm X,

Tube 6.00 mm O.D. r6 -0.446 mm X6

O(x, or x)

Incident
x3 r x Neutron

Beam
A5 o X6

(a) (b)

Aluminum

Fig.5 Cross sectional view of the triple tube test

section. (C) (d)

the furnace so that molten metal was dropped in a jet
or lumps. Fig.6 Images of air-water two-phase flows i a

reaangular duct taken by the high-frame-ratc

(3) Triple Tube Experiment NR at 500 frames/s: (a) bubbly flow, (b) slug
The ross sectional view of the triple tube test flow, (c) chum flow, (d anular low.

section made of aluminum is shown in Fig.5. The
tubes were not exactly concentric because of the 500 frames/s are shown in Fig.6. The flow regimes
fabrication error. The dimensions are shown i Table (a), (b), (c) ad (d) are ientified as bubbly, slug,
1. The ength of the test section was 250 mm. The chum and annular lows, respectively. The rising
aluminum walls of the inner a center tubes are behavior of the bubbles, the shape of a slug bubble,
considered to be void in view of neutron absorption. disturbances in the aii-water iterface and growing
Seven kinds of void fractions, namely 0371, 0462, waves o the liquid film can be clearly bserved.
0.587, 0678, 0694. 0784 and 0910 can be obtained Consecutive images of a typical anular flow taken at
by combining the gas-filled and liquid-filled gaps. the speed of 250 frames/s are shown in Fig.7 To

emphasize the motion of the interface, the images are

5. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION shown every ms. Since the waves move upward, the
flow regime demonstrated i this figure is considered

(1) Visualization of Flow Regimes to be anular low Tus it is seen that the quality 
Original images of typical two-phase low the obtained NR images is sufficient to disLriminate

regimes i the rectangular duct taken at the speed of flow regimes.
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(a) (a)

(b) (b)

Fig.7 Consecutive images of a typical aular flow Fig.9 Consecutive images of a typical slug flow aken
taken at the speed of 250 frarnes/s: (a) Original at the speed of 250 frarnes/s: (a) Original
images, (b) Processed images (binary-vaiue images, (b) Processed images (binary-value
transformation). transformation).

Figure shows consecutive images of the
behavior of Wood's metal dropped ito heavy water.
In this figure it is emonstrated that the behavior of
molten Wood's metal iside the bubble could be
visualized at a speed of 500 frames/s O of the
advantages of using the neutron radiography is that the
behavior of molteri metal inside a bubble ca be
visualized without the deformation of the image, while
it is ifficult clue to the reflection at the bubble

i morne,nt of impact Collaps of
formation of air dome surface if oe uses a optical method. From this

ir dome
09 experiment it was demonstrated that the fragments

with a size of a few milimeter and larger i diameter
lump of could be dected by this method, and when steam
woods metal bubble

explosion occurred, a cloud of small particles of
fragments of

fragments of woods metal molten metal was observed.
woods metal

(2) Quantitative Data Obtained by Image Pro-
heavy water heavy water ce-ming

heavy watw

Rising velocity of slug bubbles consecutive

Fig.8 Consecutive images and the schematic sketch of images of a ypical slug flow i the rectangular uct
the behavior of Wood's metal dropped io taken at the spee o 250 farnes/s are show in
heavy water taken at the speed of 00 rames/s. Fig.9(a) and the cresponding processed (bh3ary)
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case is defined as the distance between the air-water
Fiov� l5irecti�nlo--' interface and the side wall. Since the gap of the test

t=80 Ms section is very narrow, the low could be considered
80 as two-dimensional. Therefore, the iterfacial egth in

this paper indicates the path of the interface, and the

t=72 ms interfacial area is calculated from the interfacial length
and the gap. The following image processing tech-
niques weie used to obtain the aorementioned

t=64 ms quantities:
a. shading correction: dividing the gay level of

two-phase ow image by that of the image of

60 t=56 Ms the empty test section,
b. smoothing: applying the averaging filter to the

image (this filter is to reduce the random noise
t=48 ms by averaging the gray level of the obj i

U) pixel ad its eighboring pixels,
E C. binary-value transformation: applying the

t=40 ms binary-value transformation to the image after
40 determining the appropriate threshold level,

E d. noise reduction: eliminating small isolated
t=32 ms irregular pixels i the image,

e. edge detection: applying the Uplacian fter to
t=24 ms the binary image,

measurements: counting the pixel number aer
scaling the pixel egth to the ral scale.

20 -t=16 ms In Fig.7 (a) a (b), consecutive images of
annular low taken at the speed of 250 fraines/s ad
corresponding pocessed (binary-value transformed)

t a Ms images, respectively, were shown. The motio of
interface waves n the aular liquid film culd bp-

Sr-ale (cm] clearly extracted if oe applies ege detection to the
t 0 Ms images in Fig.7(a). The results are shown in Fig.10.

0 It should be noted here that the location of the
interface determined by the present method depends to

0 2 4 6 8 10 some extent on the filter used and its disLrimination
level which was determined rather empirically.

Longitudinal Position [cm] Howevei, if the disLrimination level is appropriate oe,
there the location of the interface could be determined
reasonably well, at least, to elineate the behavior of

Fig. I Motion of a disturbance wave on the the interface, which can be seen by comparing Figs.7
annular liquid film depicted by image and 10. The wave height and the Interfacial length ad
processing (edge detection). area were also obtained and have been described

previously 251.
images are shown in Fig.9(b). Thus appropriate
processing enhances the image and delineates the ow Void Fraction The I-scaling method was ested
regime. In those images, the vertical and horizontal with known void profile produced by the triple tube
lengths of the frame are 100 and 40 mm, respectively. test section. Figure 11 shows the comparison between
The coalescence of a slug bubble with a following designed and measured profiles of the water-layer
bubble in the wake can be clearly observed. Since the thickness aross the triple tube test section. Here L is
slug bubble moved 42 mm upward i 80 ins, the the distance between the test section ad the converter.
rising velocity can be estimated to be 52.5 cm/s. In The solid line and circles denote designed simulated)
this manner the moving velocity of bubbles can be and measured water-layer thicknesses, respectively. It
directly measured from the consecutive images. can be seen from the figure that agreement is good,

which indicates the validity of the present quantifi-
Wave Height, Interfacial Length and Interfacial cation method. It is oted also that the measured a[
Area in Annular Flow The wave height in this calculated average void factions agree well with each
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10 . . . . 15

Distance between test section 0 Neutron Radiography Method

E and converter 16 mm LI Optical Method

Simulated Line - 0 Probe Method

Rectangular DuctE 10

5 a(Gap = 24 MM
21

Jz z W(VAdth) 40 
0

& VG Co + VGI'

5
(Drift Flux Correlation)-

Co = 135 - 0.35(pG/pj"
.2 0

All gaps filled with water GI (0.23 + 0.13s/%v)(Apgw/pj"2

0
-10 -5 0 5 10 0 2 4 6 a 10

Transverse Position, x [mm] Mixture Wumetric Flux fm/sl

Fig.13 Comparison of the measured void

Fig. I I Comparison between the designed and fractions taken by the real-time NR,

measured profiles of water thickness for optical and conductance methods with

the tiple tube test section with all the the drift flux correlation.

gaps filled with water.

rl�

1 0 SWO ROW

y Distance between test section

E and converter 200 mm

-
41

6W

14

0 3D
.2 Lonaftudin., --.. ,In (M.)

ulated Line
0 Fig.14 Temporal variation of void profile in

- All gaps filled with water slug low along the low direction.

-10 -5 0 5 10 which was taken at the distance of 200 mm from the

Transverse Position, x [mm] converter.
Moreover, to confirm this method for the void

Fig.12 Effect of he distance between the test fraction of two-phase low in a rectangular duct, gas

section and the converter on the water- velocities calculated from the vid fractions measured

layer thickness profile measured by the by the NR method are compared with those by the

I-scaling method. optical and conductance probe methods 16], as shown
in Fig.13. Since the measured values taken by the

other. he data shown in Fig.11 was taken with the high-frame-rate NR are particularly aftected by the

test section placed at the distance of 16 m from the statistical variation of eutrons as discussed previously,

converter. As discussed earlier, the image becomes the integrated image of the images obtained by the

blurry due to the skew of the incident neutron beam real-time NR with the recording speed of 30 frames/s

if the test section is placed too far from the instead of the high-frame-rate NR was used here.

converter. Aji example for this is shown in Fig.12 In Fig.13, the solid ine indicates the prediction
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by the rift flux con-elation foi a rectangular duct quantification method, i.e. I-scaling method was
[31,321. It is shown that the masured values are verified against known void fraction profiles produced
consistent ad correlated well using the drin flux by the triple tube test section as well as the data
correlation. The measurement rror bi h NR method take b the conventional methods.y
is estimated o be whin 5%. From these, it was confirmed that this new

technique may have significant advantages both in
Spatial Distribution and Temporal VaHation of visualizing and measuring rapid Iluid phenomena when
Void Fiction It is possible to calculate VaTiOUN conventional methods such as he optical methods ad
types of average void fraction from Eq.(6). The ime- X-ray radiography cannot be applied.
averaged local void fraction can be measured trom the
images integrated with time by the iniagu-imalizer. ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS
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Transient Void Fraction Measurements in Rod Bundle Geometries
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Abstract

A new gamma densitometer with a Ba-133 source and a Nal(TI) scintillator operated in the
count mode has been designed for transient void fraction measurements in the RD-14M
heated channels containing a seven-element heater bundle. The device was calibrated
dynamically in the laboratory using an air-water flow loop. The void fraction measured was
found to compare well with values obtained using the trapped-water method. The device was
also found to follow very well the passage of air slugs in pulsating flow with slug passing
frequencies of up to about 1.5 hz.

lnhvdwtion

RD-14M, located in the Whiteshell Laboratories of the Atomic Energy of Canada Limited, is
a full-elevation-scaled thermalhydraulic test facility having many features of a CANDU
reactor primary heat transport (PHT) system. It is arranged in a two-pass, figure-of-eight
configuration with five horizontal channels in each pass. Each channel contains a heater
bundle which is made up of seven fuel element simulators (FES). A cross-section of the RD-
14M heated channel with the heater bundle is shown in Figure 1. The test loop is a major
test facility used for ongoing research into thermalhydraulic phenomena in a heat transport
loop under both normal and off-normal operating conditions. Test data are used to improve
the understanding of the physical processes occurring in the CANDU PHT system and to
validate and improve existing computer models.

The RD-14M test loop is extensively instrumented with over 250 sensors. All important
thermohydraulic parameters are measured except the cross-sectional average void fraction in
the heated channels. The heated channel void fraction is a highly desirable parameter for
code development and validation. It is not being acquired because no reliable and accurate
instrument is available, especially during blowdown transients when a fast responding
instrument is required. The major problems are:
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Hostile environment -- Tests were conducted at high pressure and high temperature
conditions. Most intrusive local void probes which can fit into the small sub-channel
space in the heated channel will not survive the hostile flow environment. Non-
intrusive instrumentation is thus preferred.

Small flow area -- The heated channel is small 5.77 cm O.D 448 cm I.D.) and the
heater bundle occupies 60% of the space (Figure 1). The cross-section is thus
dominated by the channel wall and the heater bundle which represent a massive
amount of metal in comparison to the small empty space present. This makes it
difficult to apply the many non-intrusive techniques which have to penetrate the
channel wall and the heater bundle and detect the difference in signal received when
the sub-channels are empty or filled with water. In general, the measurement
sensitivity suffers with smaller space.

Steel Pipe: 5.72 m 0,13.)
4.48 cm (I.D.)

Fuel Mement ShnWators 1.318 an O.D.)

Fgum : RD-14M Ctmnnel with Heater B=Ve

Among the many non-intrusive void measurement techniques, the gamma attenuation
technique is the most versatile 1,21. By choosing the appropriate gamma source and activity,
it is often possible to design a system which can compensate for the loss in beam intensity as
the gamma beam goes through the metal structures and at the same time, provides high
enough sensitivity for good void fraction measurements. Design procedure for a simple
gamma densitometer system can be found in 23]. The use of the gamma attenuation
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technique to measure void fraction in a channel with a rod bundle was described by
Kumarnaru et al 4] recently. However, only the chordal averaged void fractions along the
diameter of the channel between the heated rods were measured.

The use of the gamma attenuation technique to measure the average void fraction in the RD-
14M heated channel will be described in the present paper. Details of the design as well as
system testing and laboratory calibrations will also be presented.

Gamma Densitometer Design

The gamma attenuation technique is based on the fact that the intensity of a collimated
gamma beam decreases exponentially as it goes through matter. It can be shown that for a
two-phase mixture in a pipe, the void fraction can be calculated using the expression,

cc = ln(N./N.)/ln(N,/N.) (1)

where N N. and N, are the transmitted gamma fluxes for a given void (cc) in the pipe,
when the pipe is Ml (a= 0) and empty (a= 1) respectively.

The transmitted gamma flux can be estimated using the equation,

N = Ns*exp(-/t.t.)*exp(-iUbtb)*exp(-Ait.) (2)

where Ns is the incident or source flux
MW is the gamma absorption coefficient of the pipe wall
Ab is the gamma absorption coefficient of the heater bundle
Ai is the gamma absorption coefficient of the fluid present in the pipe
t. is the effective thickness of the pipe wall
th is the effective thickness of the heater bundle
t. is the effective thickness of the empty or flow space in the pipe

The gamma absorption coefficient is a function of the gamma energy, the higher the gamma
energy, the lower the absorption coefficient will be. The effective thickness can be defined
as,

A / L (3)

where Aj is the cross-sectional area occupied by the material
L is the width of the collimated gamma beaten used.
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For optimal designs in pipe flows, L is normally chosen to be the same as the inner diameter
of the pipe. From the dimensions of the RD-14M heated channel as given in Figure 1, the
effective thickness of the flow space (tJ is found to be about 14 cm.

In the design of gamma densitorneters, an important parameter which is often used is the
empty-to-full-pipe transmission flux ratio. This ratio is defined as:

R = N11N = exp[-(A,,-A)*t.] (4)

where A, and A, are the absorption coefficients for vapour and liquid phase respectively.

Since the absorption coefficients are inversely proportional to the gamma energy, a lower
energy gamma source will be preferred to provide a higher empty-to-full-pipe ratio for good
measurement sensitivity. However, a low energy gamma beam will be more heavily
attenuated by the pipe wl and other internal metal structures in the pipe. Therefore, it is
important to choose the appropriate gamma source for a given application. Other constraints
in source selection are the half-life of the radionuclide, the emission ratio of the desired
gammas and cost and availability of the source. For practical reasons, an inexpensive gamma
source with a reasonably long half-life and a high emission ratio is preferred 2].

For the RD-14M heated channel with its large metal content and small flow area, a relatively
high energy gamma beam is needed. Two gamma sources, namely Cesium-137 and Barium-
133 were selected based on the constraints discussed above. The principal gamma energies
for Cs-137 (half-life: 30.1 years) and Ba-133 (half-life: 10.8 years) are 662 KeV (emission
ratio: 0.85) and 356 KeV (emission ratio: 062) respectively. The corresponding empty-to-
full-pipe ratios were found to be about 1 12 Cs- 1 37) and 1 17 (Ba- 1 33) for air-water two-
phase flow. Both sources are considered acceptable for good void fraction measurements. Ba-
133 was recommended in the present study because of its higher measurement sensitivity and
its lower gamma energy. A lower energy gamma source requires less shielding and
consequently, makes a more compact design possible. However, the price of Ba-133 is
twenty to thirty times more expensive than Cs'137. Therefore, Cs-137 may be used for
economic reasons.

The tnsmitted gamma fluxes are collected using a Nal(TI) scintillator operated in count
mode. A Nal(TI) scintillator was chosen because of its high detection efficiency (100%).
However, its relatively long decay time of 023 lis limits its applications to low count rate
experiments (e.g., < 12 x IO' counts per second). In the count mode operation, individual
gamma pulses from the scintillator are amplified, shaped and counted using signal processing
electronics as shown in Figure 2 A major advantage of the count mode operation is the
ability to discriminate against noise and down-scattered gammas using the single channel
analyzer. An energy window is used to collect only the gammas with the desirable energies.
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Both static and dynamic calibrations were performed using the actual RD-14M heated
channel geometry with the heater bundle. An available Ba-133 source with an activity of
about 30 mCl was used. The source strength was relatively weak. However, longer counting
periods were used to compensate for the low count rates for steady state and slow transient
tests.

Counts
AL Window

Digital
supply er Output

KeV

Gamm Photo P Linear Single
uldpiler Bass P fler Amplifier Channel

Analyzeir

ter

output

Figur 2 PWse Counting Signal Processing System

Static Calibrations

Steady state calibrations were performed first to confirm the system sensitivity. A schematic
diagram of the test setup used is shown in figure 3 The test assembly consists of a short
length of the RD-14M heated channel with the associated strong box. The strong box was
fabricated using 1/8" steel plate and was filled with rigid insulation to provide both insulation
and support to the long horizontal heated channel in the RD-14M test facility. The channel
could be emptied or filled with water to obtain the empty and M pipe conditions. Slow
transient tests were conducted by filling the channel with water slowly and then draining the
water from the channel. An empty-to-Ml pipe ratio of 1 17 was obtained. This is the same
as calculated based on theoretical considerations. The system was also found to follow the
filling and draining of the channel well.
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Lead-FiRea Canister I_ Test Assembly i

Figure 3 Schematic Diagram of Static alibration Setup

Dynamic Calibrations

An air-water flow loop was then constructed for the dynamic calibrations. This is shown
schematically in Figure 4 Major components of the calibration facility are: water and air

supply systems; test section with the garnma densitometer installed; transparent sections with
acrylic bundles upstream and downstream of the test section for visual observations; two

pneumatically controlled quick acting valves interconnected for simultaneous closing and
opening to trap the water content in the test section and a water collection system to measure

the water trapped. Calibrations were performed with the test channel oriented both vertically
and horizontally. The response of the system to unsteady flows was also studied by manually
closing and opening the air supply valve repeatedly to produce slugs of air surging through

the channel at regular frequencies.

Only bubbly and chum-turbulent flows were produced in the vertical test setup. Whereas,

bubbly, annular and wavy stratified/slug flows were observed in the horizontal flow. The
measured void fraction using the gamma densitometer was compared with the void fraction
obtained using the trapped-water method in Figures and 6 for vertical and horizontal
channel respectively. Void fractions from about 0.05 to 09 were obtained. It can be seen

that results obtained from both methods compare well with each other in both cases. The
maximum measurement error was found to be less than 5% void for the vertical orientation
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(Figure 5). For the horizontal setup, a maximum error of about 10% void was observed for
the wavy stratified/slug flow regime. Measurement errors for the other flow regimes tend to
be lower (Figure 6.

j.

E
Vs

Li
c LS

A Test Sction
8 Strong ox
C Transparent Section

(Wlh Acrylic Elements) A
D Gamma Densitometer
E Separation Tank
F Holding Tank
G Circulation Pump D

LI Water Circulation Line
L2 Wate By-Pass Line
L3 Air Feed Line
L4 Water Drain Une L2
LS Air Supply Line L4

Li
al Quick Aceng Sall alve
02 Quick Acting Ball Valve

VI Water Contro Vlve V2
v2 Water By-Pass Valve C
v3 Air Control Valve

4 Ar Shut-Off Valve V3 v4
VVS Water Drain Valve VI
v6 Air Control Valve L3

Li
Li

Fligure 4 Dynamic Calibration of OHT Gamma Densitometer with RD-14M
Heated Chanlrw Geormtry - Flow Diagrarn Shematic

It should be noted that the size of the gamma beam used in the calibrations was 2xl.5" To
measure the void fractions, the transmitted gamma fluxes were collected for up to 0
seconds. Since the count rates obtained were in the order of 20,000 counts per second, a 10-
second counting period effectively reduced the statistical errors to less than 03%. This
corresponds to a void measurement error of about 2% for the present calibration test setup.
The actual void fraction was obtained using the trapped-water method as described above.
The amount of water in the test section was trapped and measured five to ten times for each
set of flow conditions and the ensemble averages were used. The volumes of water trapped
in repeated experiments showed a much larger variation for intermittent flows (e.g., slug
flow) as expected. The measurement uncertainties are given by the error bars in Figures 
and 6.
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The dynamic response of the system to the passage of slugs in the horizontal test pipe is
shown in Figure 7 The voltage output from the gamma densitometer is shown. The response
time of the system was set at 006 seconds. A steady flow of water was first established in
the test pipe. At time T, (Figure 7 pulses of air were then introduced manually by opening
and closing the air supply valve. The frequency of the air pulses was estimated using a stop
watch. It was varied from about 0.5 hz, to about 1.5 hz and then returned to about 0.5 hz
before it was closed off at T2- It was found that the system followed the passage of the air
slugs well. The voltage fluctuations at (x=O is due to the relatively low count rates which
result in high statistical errors.
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Conclusion

The use of a gamma densitometer with a Ba-133 source and a Nal(TI) scintillator
operated in the count mode has been shown to provide good void fraction
measurements in the RD-14M heated channel geometry. Its ability to follow the
passage of air slugs has also been demonstrated.

The design of a new gamma densitometer for transient void fraction measurements in
the RD-14M heated channels during blowdown tests has been completed based on
results obtained in the present study. It was found that a 500-mCi Ba-133 source is
needed to achieve sampling times of less than 0 I seconds and measurement
accuracies of better than 10% void.
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Abstract

It is shown that fast-neutron scattering can be successfully used to
measure the void fraction of two-phase flow in a channel cont 
a rod-bundle. This is demonstrated by a scatterometer designed for
the seven-element rod-bundle of the heated sections in the D-14M
Thermalhydraulics Test Facility at AECL VvUteshell Laboratories.
The results of a nine-hour on-line testing of the device are presented,
and its performance is shown to be in agreement with the results
inferred from other independent process-parameter measurements.

1 Introduction

Void-fraction measurement in channels containing metallic rod bundles rep-
resents a particular challenge to conventional techniques for void fraction
measurement. Intrusive techniques are not desirable for use at high fluid
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pressures. The presence of metal tends to shield the effect of the flow mate-
rial on electromagnetic fields, particularly if the rods are electrically heated.
While ultrasonic waves can easily penetrate the metal, the large mismatch
between the acoustic impedance of the metal and that of the flow material
leads to a strong signal reflection that makes it difficult to obtain useful bulk
flow information. Rahiation techniques based on photons, such as x-rays
and gamma-rays, have the disadvantage of being very sensitive to metals,
because of their high electron density, and much less susceptible to the usu-
ally low electron-density flow material. This leaves the neutron as the most
suitable probe for diagnosing flows in the presence of metallic enclosures
and/or inclusions. The use of fast neutrons to measure the phase volume-
fraction in heated rod bundles is demonstrated in this paper, which presents
a neutron-scattering device (scatterometer) for measuring the void-fraction
in the heated sections of the RD-14M Thermalhydraulics Test Facility at
AECL, Whiteshell Laboratories.

The RD-14M Facility is a full-elevation model of the heat transport loop
in a CANDU reactor. It consists of ten parallel horizontal high-pressure flow
channels, each containing electrically heated fuel element simulators (FES)
in the form of seven-element rod-bundles. A cross section of an RD-14M
channel is shown in Figure 1. The area of metal in this section is about three
times larger than the flow area. This flow area is equivalent to that of a
28.4 mm ID pipe.

Some postulated loss-of-coolant accidents can result in boiling of the wa-
ter coolant in the channel. Due to th e large metal content of the FES rod
bundle, conventional techniques for void-fraction measurement are not suited
for nonintrusive monitoring of flow boiling conditions in RD-14M heated sec-
tions. As a consequence, void fraction has to be inferred from other mea-
surements.

The ability of fast neutrons to penetrate metal and their susceptibility to
water, by losing energy, is utilized in this work to design a portable neutron-
scattering device (scatterometer) for on-line transient measurement of the
void fraction at some station along the length of an RD-14M heated channel.
The device relies on the fact that water is an effective moderator of neu-
trons that can slow-down fast neutrons, while the void phase hardly affects
the neutron energy because of its low hydrogen content. Therefore, with
a fast-neutron source, the magnitude of the flux of scattered slow (or ther-
mal) neutrons becomes proportional to the amount of liquid water present
in the channel, and in turn the void fraction. The design process of this
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Figure 1: Cross section of an RD-14M heated section.

scatterometer, for best linearity and minimum flow-regime dependence, was
optimized using Monte Carlo simulations, as discussed elsewhere [1]. This
paper summarizes the main features of the design and discusses the results
of the on-line testing of the device. Next section provides a brief description
of the device.

2 Scatterometer

The scatterometer is schematically shown in Figure 2 It consist's of a fast
neutron source (californium-252) positioned at the side of the channel and
two pairs of thermal neutron (helium-3) detectors. The detectors are ar-
ranged such that one pair is located at the top of the channel and the other
at its bottom, to aow the identification of flow stratification. However, by
averaging the readings of the top and bottom detectors the effect of flow
stratification on the neutron count rate can be reduced, which further min-
imizes the dependence on flow regime configuration. Cadmium sheets were
used to surround the detectors and the shielding walls in order to inimize
the number of background thermal neutrons within the detection cavity. The
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Figure 2 A Schematic diagram of the scatterometer used in the RD-14M
test.

scatterometer is designed such that it has a linear response (for ease of Cali-
bration) and is not very sensitive to flow-regime variations.

The design of the scatterometer was first tested using bench-top experi-
ments 2 In these tests, lucite rods of varying levels of stratified water were
used to simulate the liquid phase while air represented the vapour phase.
These tests were performed at room temperature and pressure. Various de-
sign configurations were considered to improve the performance of the scat-
terometer by maximizing its contrast and resolution. A good comparison
between the actual (known) and measured (estimated from detector count
rates) void fraction was obtained, with reasonable linearity and flow-regime
independence. The device was then ready for testing under field conditions.
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Figure 3 A schematic of an RD-14M test channel/heated-section (Note:
end-fittings are rotated 901 for clarity).

3 Testing

The scatterometer was installed during a natural circulation test on the RD-
14M loop, with a primary power of 160 kW/pass and initial pressure of 1.1
Wa(a). The scatterometer was mounted on a channel at the bottom of the
loop (about 0457 m above the floor) at a distance of 4995 m from the inlet
hydraulic boundary, as shown in Figure 3 The satterometer was initially
calibrated by recording the detector count rates when the channe I was empty
and when it was full, resulting in average count rates of 1460 (empty) and
1,530 (full) counts per second. The test lasted about nine hours; during
which the scatterometer's counts were sampled every twelve seconds for a
period of ten seconds, i.e. with a two-second dead time.

In testing the scatterometer on the RD-14M Test Facility, we were faced
with the fact that there was no direct way of verifying the performance of
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the scatterometer against another independent void-fraction measurement.
The only other available void-fraction measuring devices were gamma-ray
densitorneters, which can only be utilized on the inlet and outlet pipes of the
channel. Two-phase flow conditions at the inlet and outlet of the channel
are not necessarily identical to those in the heated section. Therefore, one
had to rely on some measure of consistency between available measurements.
A single-phase flow meter provided the volumetric flow rate at the inlet of
the channel. A pressure gauge was also used at the outlet of the channel.
The temperature at the outlet of the channel was measured. A thermocou-
ple was located on a top FES, 5317 m from the inlet hydraulic boundary of
the channel, while another thermocouple was located on a bottom FES at
5.336 m from the inlet hydraulic boundary. The measurements for the two
thermocouples were recorded for the test period from 28,000 to 31,000 s. The
location of the above measurements are shown in Figure 3 These measure-
ments are normally used to infer the value of the void fraction in the heated
section. All measurements, except for the scatterometer, were sampled every
two seconds.

The scatterometer's count rate for empty and full-of-water measurements
were measured on the RD-14M loop. The calibration measurements were
recorded at a temperature of 22'C and a pressure of 03 MPa. These cali-
bration data were used in estimating the void fraction, a, using the linear
relationship: C co

a C, - Co (1)

where C refers to the measured count rate and C and Co are the calibration
count rate for an empty and full-of-liquid channels, respectively.

4 Results

A five-point moving average smoothing procedure was applied to the directly
measured "raw" data to eliminate the fluctuations observed in the data.
For measurements sampled over a two-second period, the raw data were
accumulated over twelve seconds to provide an equivalent sampling period
to that of the scatterometer. The smoothing process was then applied over
the accumulated data. With the calibration measurements, the void fraction
was calculated using equation (1). The void fraction was first estimated
using the original 'raw date, then the five-point smoothing process was
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applied. Figure 4 shows the results obtained for the scatterometer, gamma-
ray densitometer and the flow meter at the channel inlet, during the entire
test period. The scatterometer results are the average of the response of
individual detectors. The response of the gamma-ray densitometer is the
output voltage of the detector of the central radiation beam; the voltage is
approximately proportional to the void fraction in the test section.

A comparison of the three graphs of Figure 4 indicates that both the scat-
terometer, gamma-ray densitometer and the flow meter reflected the same
trend. During the first 4000 s of the test, the scatterometer showed that the
void fraction was fluctuating around some mean value, while the output of
the densitometer showed almost no change. This may indicate that while the
conditions at the outlet of the channel were quite stable, some local boiling
was taking place in the heated channel near the scatterometer's site.

From 4000 to about 14,440 s, the gamma-ray densitometer showed a
significant amount of boiling and an oscillating behaviour. Within the same
time period, the scatterometer reflected a somewhat smoother increase in
void fraction. There were also some oscillations in the flow rate at the inlet of
the channel. These may be due to the presence of an intermittent buoyancy-
induced flow in the channel. The increase in the flow rate during this time
period did not result in a decrease in the void fraction, as one would expect.
This indicates that the increase in the flow rate was not sufficiently high to
remove the amount of heat accumulated in the channel.

In the period from 14,400 to about 30,300 s, all measuring devices in-
dicated that the situation in the system was beginning to stabilize, and a
bubbly flow regime may have been established. The change in void fraction
at the end of the test was captured by the two devices. This change was
due to the apparent refilling of the channel, as indicated by the reversal of
the flow. The scatterometer did not reflect this refilling process as dramat-
ically as the other devices. This may be due to the fact that the FES in
the channel did not have a chance to completely cool-down, thus resulting in
the continuation of some boiling in the part of the heated channel monitored
by the scatterometer. In summary, the three measuring devices behaved, at
least qualitatively, in a consistent manner.

Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) was used to obtain the frequency spectra
of the signals shown in Figure 4 to determine whether they reflected the
same physical driving force. FFT was applied to the period from 16,800 to
24,000 s, where the measurements seemed to behave in a periodic fashion.
The frequency characteristics for the scatterometer, gamma-ray densitometer
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and flow meter are shown in Figure 5. It can be seen that the shape and
peak of the spectrum for the scatterometer's signal is very close to those of
the densitometer and flow meter. This further validates the performance of
the scatterometer.

All the measurements discussed above were taken at locations far away
from the position of the scatterometer; either at the inlet (flow) or outlet
(gamma-ray densitometer, pressure and temperature). The only available
measurement in the proximity of the scatterometer site was that of the tem-
perature of a top FES and a bottom one. The data for the last portion of the
test, for the 28,000 to 31,000 s time period during which these temperatures
were recorded, are shown in Figures 6 and 7 The saturation temperature
at the end of the test should be somewhat larger than 192'C, the saturation
temperature corresponding to an outlet pressure of 13 MPa. The bottom
FES temperature, as Figure 7 shows, does not exceed significantly this value.
The variation in temperatures of the bottom detector is within the change in
saturation temperature due to change in pressure. It is therefore reasonable
to assume that the bottom FES remained covered with liquid during this
test period.

The temperature of the top FES indicates clearly that the FES was un-
covered and exposed to superheated steam. Since during the same period,
the temperature of the bottom FES stayed close to the saturation value, one
can conclude that a stratified flow pattern was established within this time
period. The scatterometer confirms these changes, Figure 4 by showing that
the void fraction increases at the same time the temperature of the top FES
increases (Figure 6 Moreover, the top detectors seem to overestimate the
void fraction, while the bottom detectors predicted a lower void fraction 2.
This is characteristic of the scatterometer's response, when a stratified flow
is established, where the bottom detectors reflect an increase in count rate
due to their proximity to the liquid phase.

5 Conclusions

This paper presented the results of an on-line testing of the scatterometer on
one of the test sections of the RD-14M loop during a natural circulation test.
The scatterometer's results were shown to be consistent with those inferred
using other independent measurements, i.e. gamma-ray densitometer, flow
meter, pressure gauge and thermocouples. In particular the scatterometer
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was able to reflect the strong boiling ativity indicated by the temperature
excursions of a top fuel element simulator located in the neighbourhood of
the scatterometer, when it was recorded during the last stage of the test.
The liquid stratification, inferred by the temperature of a bottom fuel el-
ement simulators was also indicated by the scatterometer. In general, the
test results confirmed that the scatterometer can directly measure the void
fraction and provide flow regime information in the RD-14M heated sections.

The estimated void fraction exceeded unity during the late stages of the
test. This was attributed to a possible increase in the detector temperature.
One needs however to verify this conclusion experimentally. This conclu-
sion also indicates that a proper calibration process, or correction procedure,
needs to be established to account for such temperature changes.

The scatterometer counting period was ten seconds, using a two-microgram
californium-252 source that was about half decayed. A fresh ten-microgram
source should enable the counting period to be reduced to two seconds, to
match that of the other measurements. Also, higher efficiency detectors can
further increase the count rate and hence reduce the counting period. Re-
duction of background neutrons will also enhance the contrast of the device.
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A:bstract

Most two-phase flow me&urements, including void fi-action measurements, depend on correct flow
regime identification. Tbere are two steps towards sdccetsful identification of flow regimes: one is to
develop a non-intrusive instrument to demonstrate area-averaged void fluctuations, the other to develop a
non-linear mapping approach to perform objective identification of flow regimes. A non-intrusive
Impedance void-meter provides input signals to a neural mapping approach used to identify flow regimes.
After training, both supervised and self-organizing neural network learning paradigms performed flow
regime identification successfully. The methodology pesented holds considerable promise for multiphase
flow diagnostic and measurement applications.

1. Introduction Implicitly, definitions of flow regimes are
based on linguistic descriptions and graphical

Much effort has been made to eminate illustrations. 'Me visual flow pattern classifica-
dependence of two-phase flow measurements on tion is determined through subjective descrip-
flow regimes. Conventionally, the dawback was tions, which might vary for different viewers.
overcome by performing large scale measure- Many researchers have been working on
ments, during which local information had to be developing objective methodologies for flow
ignored or by predicting flow regunes based on regime identification. Jones and Zuber [1] depic-
inlet or outlet conditions of two-phase flow ted flow regimes with void raction fluctuations.
systems, which could not be asily determined To obtain statistical measurements in an air-
during most transient- processes. Hence, water two-phase flow through a rectangular
instrumental flow regime identification is of channel a linearized X-ray. void measurement
interest in the design, analysis and operation of system was employed. The probability density
many two-phase flow systems. In industrial sys- function (PDF) of void fraction was chosen as an
tems such as nuclear reactors, petroleum and objective flow pattern discriminator for the three
biomedical processing systems, it is also essen- dominant flow regimesi i.e., bubbly, slug and
tial to monitor flow regimes during normal and annular flow. Even though the approach of
transient operations especially for the purpose of Jones and Zuber's identifies flow re- es
enhancing plant safety. qualitatively, it is rather difficult to deploy in
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practical situations because of its use of neural network approaches to identify flow
radioactivity and its complicated construction. reaimes based on non-intrusive impedance

Some researchers conducted differential measurements.
pressure measurements to illustrate flow regimes
[2 3. However, with this technique, normally
volumetric void fraction or pressure fluctuations -2. Experimental Description
are measured, which vary with the distance of
test locations. In addition, some of the difficul- Information about void distfibutions and
ties an not be easily overcome due to the fluctuations was obtained by measuring the
presence of gas which might be trapped into the impedance of an air-water two-phase mixture in
pressure lines 4). the investigation. An ipedance void-meter was

There are two steps towards successful developed as a non-intrusive, multi-electrode
identification of flow regimes: one is to develop system capable of performing flow regime
a non-intrusive instrument to demonstrate area- identification and measuring void fraction for
averaged void fluctuations, the other to develop both horizontal and vertical two-phase flows.
a non-linear mapping approach to perform The impedance void-meter consists of a multi-
objective identification of flow regimes. In our electrode probe, multiplexers and an electronic
investigation, an impedance void-meter has been circuit, as shown in Fig. .
used for the fimt step. The fast responseof the The impedance probe was properly designed
impedance void-meter makes it possible to to be non-intrusive to the pipe and to operate
perform measurements in the case of a transient under the conditions of two-phase flow. A set of
condition as well as steady state. he impedance multiple electrodes (eight) are flush-mounted at
technique has some attractive economic features the insulated wall with an equal distance
as well, since it is normally much easier to between any pair of two adjacent electrodes.
implement than oher techniques. For the second Each pair of elect-odes provides one impedance
step, to avoid subjective judgments made by measurement. Therefore, a group of impedance
individuals, classifiers ought to be developed combinations can be measured in a cross-section
-using non-parametric methods capable of form of the pipe. 7be multiple electrode combinations
ing non-linear decisions to convert void fluctua- are intended to solve problems associated with
tions to flow regimes. Neural networks have the nonuniform distribution of phases. For good
been shown capable of non-linearly mapping mechanical and non-corrosive properties, stain-
arbitrary input to output if suitable training less steel was chosen as materials for electrode.
processes are performed [5). his is the primary Delrin a good electrical insulator, was used as a
motivation of this research for investigation of liner.

Impedance Function

Probe Generator

To A/D

Low-Pass
Buffer

Iter

M
Amp r odulator

............................................................

From PC Impedance Circuit

Fig. 1. Impedance void-meter.
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The output of the circuit designed is directly curvilinear coordinate, and le is the interface
proportional to the measured impedance. between an electrode and the two-phase mixture.
Alternating current is supplied by a function From electromagnetic field theory, the electrical
generator at 100 kHz to the electrodes of the potential U satisfies the equation
impedance probe. The impedance circuit consists
of several parts including a buffer, a current- V1 = , (2)
voltage amplifier, a demodulator, a low-pass
filter and a voltage amplifier. The circuit is cali- Given that all boundary conditions are well
brated by a set of resistors and very good defined, the electrical potential distribution in the
linearity has been obtained. The impedance flow field, U, can be determined uniquely and
void-meter could be adapted for void fraction accordingly, the impedance, G. can also be
measurements of multiphase flow with liquids of uniquely determined 7 If the process is
different electrical conductivities and different inverted, i.e., impedance combinations are
probe sizes by adjusting the input range of the measured and the potential distribution is
circuit. inferred, it is possible to reconstruct the cross-,

A vertical test loop was constructed and sectiona .I image of a void distribution in a
instrumented specially for this investigation 6]. tomographic sense, ( 'The present research,
The inside diameter of the test section is 50.8 however, has been limited to flow regime
mm. In the experiments, de-ionized water and identification). This implies that impedance
air were used as liquid and gas respectively. combinations include sufficient information
Both gas nd liquid superficial velocities could about void distributions, and that the fast
reach speeds over 10 m/s. xperiments were response of the impedance void-meter can
conducted at room temperature and ambient almost instantaneously report void fluctuations.
pressure. The probe of the impedance void-meter If PDFs of volurnetric-averaged void
was installed on the test section. The data fraction are acquired, results might depend on
acquisition system included a COMPAQ 486 the size of probes and flow regime transitions
PC, DAS-1801HC A/D board and VIEWDAC might not be exhibited clearly.. It should be
data acquisition software. The DAS-1801HC stressed that only area-averaged void fction
board features continuous, high speed, gap-free fluctuations can demonstrate flow regmies in-
data acquisition. An on-board FIFO buffer and dependently, not volume-averaged void fraction
dual channel DMA allows the acquisition of fluctuations. Hence, in this work, the length of
large amounts of data without losing data. electrodes in the impedance void-meter was
VEEWDAC is a highly integrated data acquisi- designed to be about I cm in order to meet the
tion environment. With VIEWDAC, acquisition, requirement of measuring area-averaged void
manipulation, and analysis of large data sets fraction. The transparent acrylic pipe along the
resulting from long duration or high speed test section allows visualization of flow regimes,
acquisition is easy. and to relate them to impedance fluctuations

associated with void fluctuations. Due. to the

symmetry of vertical flows, essentially, each
3. Flow Signatures from Impedance flow pattern can be revealed by impedance

Measurements combinations from a pair of diagonal electrodes

and a pair of neighboring electrodes. The
Analytically, the impedance between a pair following discussion is mainly foc .used on

of electrodes, G, can be expresse .d as diagonal impedance signals. 

Vertical two-phase flows are often

G �Ld, (1) categorized into single liquidphasefiow,.bubbly-
V f CH floiv, slugflow, churnflow, wtnularflow and

single gay flow. All impedance signals are
processed and transformed into dimensionless

where a is the conductivity of liquid, U is the quantities in the range (0, 1). Impedance signals
electrical potential, V is the imposed potential are almost linearly related to void fraction. The
difference between the electrodes, n is the relationship can be cross-calibrated with 'other
direction normal to the wall curve, I is techniques. In the case of a single phase liquid
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or gas flow, the signal of the impedance void- annular flow is a separated flow in case that gas
meter is close to one or zero, respectively. phase flows through the pipe center and only

Flow recimes are characterized by various thin liquid film is attached on the wall of the
patterns of void distribution in a cross-section pipe. Both roll wave and ripple wave can be
and along flow direction. Basically, in a cross- found in Fig. 5(a). This is also the reason for the
section of a two-phase pipe Dow, when various fact that the PDFs of annular flow are skew
small circular interfaces between dispersed toward one side as shown in Fig. 5(b).
bubbles and continuous liquid are scattered
randomly, bubbly flow can be recognized. Area-
averaged void fraction fluctuates around an 4. Neural Mapping
averaged value and accordingly, the maxi-mum
impedance value might not e less than 04. Neural computing (NC) attempts to emulate
This description an be illustrated by real-time some of the workings of the human brain,
signals from the ipedance void-meter, as certainly the most complex computing system in
shown in Fig. 2(a). Assuming that the relative existence, capable of thinking, remembering and
motion of two phases is a random process, the problem solving. An essential characteristic of
probability density functions of impedance NC is that it uses artificial neurons and networks
values can be obtained in the time. The results to perform arbitrarily nonlinear mappings and
are shown in Fig. 2b). The PDFs can be discover hidden relations in various data patterns
considered as a Gaussian distribution. [7].

Bubbly flow will change into slug flow
when void fraction increases above 25-401/.
Geometrically, slug flow can be viewed as a 4. 1. Fundamentals of Neural Networks

combination of bubbly flow and annular flow. A In analogy with the biological neuron,
typical unit of slug flow consists of a Taylor which is the fundamental cellular unit of the
bubble, similar to downward annular flow, and a brain's nervous system, an artificial neuron is the
liquid slug, in which small bubbles are elementary processing unit of artificial neural
surrounded by continuous liquid. Impedance networks. An artificial neural network can be
signals of slug flow in the time domain are defined as a data processing system consisting of
shown n Fig. 3a). At any instant, signals are a large number of simple, highly-interconnected
similar to either annular or bubbly flow. This is artificial neurons. Irbese processing elements are
the reason for the appearance of two peaks in the usually organized into a sequence of layers with
PDF of the diagonal impedance signal shown in full or random connections between the layers.
Fig. 3b). This aangement is shown in Fig. 6 where the

Usually chum flow can be considered as a input layer is a buffer that presents data to the
transition region between slug and annular flow. network [5]. The top layer is the output layer
Transitions between chum flow and other flows which receives the output response to a given
are not as clear as the transition between bubbly input. The other layer (or layers) is called the
flow and slug flow. Stable Taylor bubbles can
not exist and liquid bridges am broken due to mtennediate or hidden layer because it usually
higher gas flow rates. In Fig. 4a), the signals of has no connections t the outside world.
impedance void-meter exhibit this complex Typical.ly the inpu� hidden and output layers are

designated the .1h phenomenon rather clearly. Compared with slug J and kth . layers, respec-
flow, in Fig. 4b), the PDFs of chum flow show tive
that the peak associated with liquid slug is A typical neural network is `ful.ly-
getting lower and eventually disappears as gas connected," which means that there is a
flow rate increases. The fluid motion is so connection between each of the neurons in any
complex that it can not be described with regular given layer with each of the neurons in the next
geometric shapes. layer as shown in Fig. 6 In all cases, these

For annular flow, signals from the impe- connections have weights that must be trained,
dance void-meter, shown in Fig. 5(a), are quite that is, adjusted through'a leaming algorithm to
the opposite of those obtained from bubbly flow. best eflect the underlying relation between
Geometrically, they have. completely different known inputs and outputs. When known input
distributions. For relatively lower flow rates, and output are presented to the network and the
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Fig. 2(a). Diagonal and neighboring impedance signals in a bubblyflow.
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Fig. 2b). Probability density functions of impedance signals in a bubblyflow.
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Fig. 4(a). Diagonal and neighboring impedance signals in a churnflow.
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Fig. 6 Example of an artificial neural network architecture.

weight modification is supervised by an error [8]. This suggests that classifiers should be
minimization algorithm the entire process is developed using non-parametric methods which
called supervised learning, while when the are capable of forming non-linear decisions.
network is psented with inputs which it Both a supervised and a self-organizing neural
clusters to related categories by itself, it is network were developed to identify flow re-
known as self-organized neural network. NC gunes. A personal computer, COMPAQ prolinea
uses supervised learning for approximating 5 1 00, was used for neural computing.
complex mappings and self-organizing neural
networks for discovering relations hidden in Supervised Neural Network
various data pattems. Both approaches are used A supervised multi-layer neural network
for flow regime identification as seen in generalizes on the tasks for which it is trained,
subsequent sections. and provides the correct answer when presented

Neural networks can generally be used to with a new input pattern, which is different from
perform a mapping f: M -+ E where, the the inputs in the training sets. A neural network
domain M is the yper-space of accessible architecture was designed to realize the function
variables such as impedance combinations and, of flow regime identification. The mean and
the output range E is a set of indicators standard deviation values of two-phase mixture
describing quantitative categories of flow impedance between two-diagonal electrodes and
regimes. After training them with known output, between two-neighbor electrodes were chosen to
supervised networks receive impedance signals represent characteristics of void fluctuations and
as inputs and produce output quantifying flow used as inputs of the neural network. The outputs
regimes. Meanwhile, self-organizing networks are indicators of flow regimes, such as liquid
can categorize flow patterns through training single phase, bubbly flow, slug flow, chum flow,
even without a known output. Such capabilities annular flow and air single phase, as shown in
were exploited for flow identification. Fig. 7 The function rainbp in the Neural

Network Toolbox of MATLAB was used to train
4.2. Modeling Approach the network. The Neural Network Toolbox

provides a complete neural network engineering
Two-phase flow regimes are difficult to be environment within ATLAB. It features com-

identified by traditional classifier system designs prehensive support for the design, training, and
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simulation of many proven network paradigms, determined so that the neural network could
from basic perceptron models to advanced match the statistics presented as inputs with the
associative and self-organizing networks. The outputs associated with flow patterns. Given an
inputs for training were obtained by a series of input, it took less than I second to compute
measurements, while liquid flow rate was kept output through the neural network.
constant and gas flow rate increased for each run
and void fraction ranged from to 1. The Se�(-organizing Neural Network
known output for training was determined A self-organizing neural network is a two-
according to the records of visual observations layer network that can cluster input into several
made during the data acquisition processes. The categories which include similar objects. The
maximum number of training epochs was number of categories should be specified
10,000 Tining time was about hours. To subjectively. 'Me classified results of the neural
improve performance of the neural network, the network can show the inherent relations aong
training process can aways be continued. After the patterns that feature the input involved.
training, the weight and bias in each neuron were

INPUT OUTPUT
XI

'x2 0 MULTI-LAYER
NEURAL y

x3 NETWORK

x4

XI: Mean of diagonal impedance;
x2: Standard deviation of diagonal impedance;
x3: Mean of neighboring impedance;
x4- Standard deviation of neighboring impedance;
y: Flow regime indicator.

Fig. 7 Supervised neural network chissifier.

C) C) OUTPUT

XI x2 4 INPUT

XI: Mean of diagonal impedance
x2: Standard deviation of diagonal impedance

Fi2. 8. Four-node self-organizing neural network classifier.
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Usually, vertical two-phase flows can be standard deviation values of two-phase flow
divided into four categories bubbly flow, siu- impedance between diagonal electrodes were
flow, chum flow and annular flow. Hence, chosen as input. The experimental data were the
initially, four nodes were chosen in the output same as those used in the training of the
layer of a self-organizing neural network, as -supervised neural network. These measurements
shown in Fig. 8. The mean and standard were denoted as experimental point I to point
deviation values of two-phase flow impedance 28. The maximum number of training epochs
between diagonal electrodes are selected as input was 10,000. Training time was 30 minutes. After
of the neural network. The experimental data training, the network successfully classified the
were obtained by a series of measurements experimental points to the seven nodes. For an
ranging from bubbly flow, slug flow, chum flow input, computing time of output was less than I
to annular flow. These msurements were second.
named as experimental point I to point 28.
Dufing training, the output layer of the neural
network adjusted its weights so that each node 5. Results of Flow Regime Identification
responded strongly to one group of experimental
points which included similarly inherent features To test the supervised neural network, a set
of vertical two-phase flows. The maximum of data that were different from the data used for
number of training epochs was 10,000. Training training was applied. The testing data were
time was about 20 minutes. To improve obtained in another series of measurements
performance of the neural network, the training while void fraction ranged from to 1. These
process can always be continued. After training, measurements are named as point I through
the neural network classified these experimental point 28. For these experimental points, flow
points to four nodes. For an input, computing regimes were also determined based on visual
time of output was less than I second. observation. By inputting the testing data to the

Normally there is no clear boundary neural network, tested output was obtained.
between two adjacent patterns in two-phase Comparing the observed flow regimes with the
flow, Le, one pattern changes to another pattern tested results, as shown in Table 1, it can be seen
gradually with transition regions found between that the testing results agreed very well with the
adjacent patterns. Therefore, vertical two-phase observed flow regimes except for point 14,
flow might be divided into seven patterns: which was in the transition region between slug
bubbly flow, nsition region between bubbly flow and churn flow. Hence, it may be conclud-
flow and slug flow, slug flow, transition region ed that the supervised neural network classifier
between slug flow and chum flow, chum flow, successfully identified flow regimes in vertical
transition region between chum and annular two-phase flows. he performance of the our-
flow, annular flow. Accordingly, another self- node self-organizing neural network was aso
organizing neural network was designed with tested. It has been found in Table 2 that the
seven nodes in the output layer. The mean and neural network associated bubbly flow, slu flow

Table 1. Comparison between observed flow regimes and classified results of the supervised neural
network classifier.

Observed Tested Results

Flow Regimes Bubbly Flow Slug Flow Chum Flow Annular Flow

Bubbly Flow points: 1 2 3 4,
5,6 7

Slug Flow points: 8 9 10, point 14
11, 12 13

Chum Flow points: 15, 6, 17,
18,19,20,21

Annular Fow points: 22, 23, 24,
1 25,26,27,28
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Table 2 Comparison between observed flow regimes and classified results of the four-node self-organizing
neural network classifier.

Observed Tested Results

Flow Regimes Node I Node 2 Node 3 Node 4

Bubbly Flow points: 1 2 3 4,
5 6 

Slug Flow points: 8 9 1 0, point 14
11, 12 13

Chum Flow points: 15, 16, 17, point 20
18 19

Annular Flow points: 21, 22, 23,
24, 25, 26, 27 28

Bubbly Flow Slug Flow Chum Flow Annular Flow

chum flow and annular flow with different nodes which cap-bubbles were observed, were
automatically. Hence, it can be considered that classified into bubbly flow. That the neural
node I corresponded to bubbly flow, node 2 to network groups them into node 2 correspon-
slug flow, node 3 to chum flow and node 4 to ding to the tansition region between bubbly
annular flow. The cassified results of the self- and slug flcw is a mdonal decision.
organizing network revealed the natural In node 4 which corresponds to the
relationships among the various pattems of the transition region between slug and chum
experimental points. Them was a slight flow, most points are grouped from slug
deference between the observed flow regimes flow. Typically, in a 0.8 mm vertical pipe
and the classified results. Experimental point 14 it is not easy for Taylor bubbles to hold
was oserved as slug flow, but classified by the regular shapes. In some cases, these are too
network into node 3 i.e., corresponding to chum fuzzy for an observer to cssify them into
flow. Experimental point 20 was observed as either slug flow or chum flow. They are
chum flow, but classified by network into node really in a ransition region as classified by
4, i.e., corresponding to annular flow. In ft, the seven-node self-organizing neural
points 14 and 20 belonged to transition regions network.
between flow regimes. In node 6 points are grouped from chum

It is interesting to examine the results of the flow and annular flow. Therefore, this is the
seven-node self-organizing neural network. In transition region between churn flow and
Table 3 the observed flow regimes and the annular flow.
classified results of seven-node self-organizing
neural network were compared with each other. It can be concluded that the self-organizing
If seven nodes are related to seven patterns as neural network can reveal both the natural
shown in the bottom line of Table 3 the relations hidden among various patterns and the
following can be found: ti-drisition regions reasonably well.

• Each experimental point is grouped correctly
into the observed flow regime or a transition
region close to the observed flow regime. 6. Conclusions

• Only the points close to transition regions
are grouped into transition regions. To perform flow regime identification, a

• In node 2 all points grouped belong to diagnostic system employing a multi-electrode
bubbly flow, based on visual observation. impedance void-meter and neural networks has
Me reason is that when flow regimes were been developed. The experimental results have
recorded, the Taylor bubble was regarded as shown that fluctuations of area-averaged void
a 'Symbol of slug flow, and all points, in fraction can be related to the output signals of
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Table 3 Comparison between observed now regimes and classified results of the seven-node sf-
organizing neural network classifier.

Observed Tested Results

Flow Node I Node 2 Node 3 Node 4 Node Node 6 Node 7
Regimes
Bubbly points points: 5 6,
Flow 1 2 3 7

4
Slug points: points I ,
Flow 8 9 10 12, 13 14

Chum point 15 points: 16, points: 19,
Flow 17, 18 20

Annular point 21 points: 22,
Flow 23,24,26,

27,28
Bubbly Transition Slug Transition Chum Transition Annular

Flow Region Flow Region Flow Region Flow
between between between

Bubbly and Slug and Chum and
Slug Chum Annular

the impedance meter, and the signatures of flow le Interface between an electrode and
regimes, such as single liquid phase, bubbly fluids
flow, slug flow, chum flow, annular flow, as U Electrical potential
well as single gas phase, have been clearly V Imposed electrical potential difference
exhibited by the statistical properties of the X Input
impedance signals. Hence, ipedance signals Y output
have been employed as the input of neural
network classifiers of flow patterns. 7.2. Greek Symbols

Both supervised and self-organizing neural
network classifiers were developed to identify Cr Electric conductivity
flow regimes. For vertical two-phase flows, it
has been shown that neural networks are
appropriate classifiers of flow regimes. Fur- 8. Acknowledgments
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ABSTRACT

This study presents the development of an image processing technique for studying the dynamics

behaviors of vapor bubbles in a two-phase bubbly flow. It focuses on the quantitative assessment of some

basic parameters such as a local bubble size and size distribution in the range of void fraction between 003 <

a < 007. he iage processing methodology is based upon the computer evaluation of high speed motion

pictures obtained from the flow field in the region of underdeveloped subcooled flow boi1ing for a variety of

experimental conditions. This technique has the advantage of providing computer measurements and

extracting the bubbles of the two-phase bubbly flow. Tis method appears to be promisirg for determining the

governing mechanisms in subcooled flow boiling, particularly near the point of net vapor generation. The data

collected by the image analysis software can be incorporated into the new models and computer codes

currently under development, witch are amed at incorporating the effect of vapor -veneration and condensation

separately.

1 INTRODUCTION

An unproved understanding of the effects of various hydrodynamics and geometric parameters on the

local phase distribution phenomena in non-equilibrium two-phase flow systems such as steady or timisient

subcooled flow boiling, is essential. Among these parameters, the dynamics of the local void distribution and

void behavior, which determine the interfacial structure and affected stability of the flow, are of major

importance. Although the subject is of interest to many applications in the power ta�iits and process industries,

more accurate models are required to predict the dynamics of void distribution in these systems. The

knowledge of void growth is also important in heat exchangers, boilers and applications where the heat

transfer rate is increased significantly by subcooled boiling.
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Accordingy, it is reported that for the two-phase bubbly flow, the same value of the void fraction may

be due to either a large number of small bubbles or a small number of large bubbles (Shoukri et al., 1991).

Since these two cases in the macro level condition differ both in the average bubble size and the interfacial

area, constitutive correlations as a unique function of the void fraction, irrespective of the heat transfer mode

per unit cell, ay be suspected. Thus some experimental results have indicated that the bubble size and shape

effect may also play an iportant role in the lateral void distribution (Shoulai et a., 199 1). V�hile are also

some studies reporting different bubble behaviors, depending on the subcoohng and velocity, and there appear

other evidences of contradicting phenomena under similar conditions. Thus, a detailed information an the

nucleation, growth, departure, and lift-off bubbles is still required to obtain mechanistic models based on

criteria for heat balance. The models of this group describe void fraction as an integral aspect of generation

condensation parts over the lngth of channel cross section.

In tis paper is dscribed the development of an iage processing tchnique for studying the dnamics

behaviors of vapor bubbles in a two-phase bubbly flow. The paper focuses on the quantitative assessment of

some basic parameters such as a local bubble size and size distribution in the range of void fraction between

0.03 < a < 007, recognized in the present state - of the- art of vapor gneration in channels as undeveloped

subcooled boiling region or "wall voidage region" (Donevsld at all 1989). The image proces methodology

is based upon the computer evaluation of high speed motion pictures of underdeveloped subcooled flow boiling

for a variety of experimental conditions. This technique has the advantage of providingg computer

measurements and etracting the bubbles of the two-phase bubbly flow. In omparison with point-by-point

measurement nd recording the bubble diameter and height from projections of the high speed images onto a

screen tis is a tremendous progress since one image typically contains more bubbles and there are a large

number of images which need to be studied. Reading the images manually is a very slow and sometimes

inaccurate process. This method appears to be promising for determine the governing mechanisms in

subcooled flow boibn& prticularly near the point of net vapor generation. Typically, the inability to

accurately predict the point of net vapor gener ation is responsible for much error in the prediction of void

fraction in subcooled flow boilingg.

The measurements mclude the lifetime of the bubble, the average distance traveled, its grorwth and

collapse and distribution of void fraction as a function of the test parameters. The stimated parameters are of

fundamental iportance in flow mdeling and development of constitutive equations for iterfacial terms in

low pressure subcooled flow boiling. The data collected by the mage analysis software can be incorporated

into the new models and computer codes currently under development, which are aimed at incorporating e

effect of vapor generation and condensation separately.
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2. EXPERIMIENTAL SET-UP AND PROCEDURE

2.1 Test loop and test section

The objective of the experimental work was to obtain detailed measurements of void a eration

collapse, ncluding void profiles of bubble size and condensation rate during low pressure subcooling flow

boiling. Te test section was istalled in low-pressure loop in which degassed water was circulated by a pump

through preheater wich controls tenTerature to the test section and a condenser. The test section consists of

a vertical concentric annulus, Fig. 1. The 12.7 nun diameter ier tube consisted of three sections.

Accordingly, heat was generated uniforrnly in the middle section of the inner tube. Detailed of experimental

procedure and void profiles results, together with error estimation are given in previous reported work

(Donevski and Shoulai, 1989).

Outlet opper Flange

A

Range of Gamma
Densitometer Motion 0� J

IN 7.01 A-A
S.

Inlet .0127
Copper 0.025
Flange 

Fig. 1. Geometry of the experimental test section (dimensions are in meters)

2.2. Flow Visl,21i7ntion

The flow pattern of the subcooled boiling in the vertical annular tube was observed and recorded using

a high speed cine camera positioned perpendicular to the flow direction. The camera was mounted on the

traversing table. The Hycom high speed camera was used to obtain the detailed phase distribution
characteristics at any axial location in the boiling or cond in-

ens , regions. It was capable of obtaining the

detailed phase distribution characteristics at any axial location in the boiling or condensing regions of the

channel. Because of the high frarrung rates atainable of up to eight thousand frames per second (8,000 f/sec)

it was possi to obtain inforination about void formation, bubble growth or collapse, size, position and
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velocity of the bubbles. The dails of the experimental set up for flow visualization are described by

Donevski and Shoukri 1989).

2.3. Wu acquisition and confignration of the hardware system

The data acquisition procedure consisted of playing back the recorded images on the optical video disk

recorder system. Tis procedure is termed as 'off line' imaging. The optical video disk was interfaced with a

TV monitor through an iage processor with eernal image memory and micro compt"r. 7he 16mm igh

speed motion test iages werefirst converted to an NTSC video image by the tele-cine converter on a S-VHS

video tape. The video fi-ames have a 0.0005 (0.5ms) second frame interval. Once the film was converted,

di zation of the filmed irnages vath the digital image alv7in system was undertaken by the Institute ofgiti 9

Industrial Science of the University of Tokyo.

I Eleated pipe (d-117wm)
(D 2 Pled -Sim tabe M-25.0 mm)

3 Mlu� (200 W)
4 ES - )ca ce cown
5 Call- Icas mad powd s1w

d

N (r1n,V LLJ

Teievinon- Opucal micro- 10MV
video disk Computer proe4nm

Fig, 2 Components of the Flow Visualization and

Image Processing System

The components of the hardware system are shown in the fow diagram of Fig. 2 Images r rded on

S-VHS are transmitted to an optical disk recorder system a SONY CVS-5000, SONY VR-500, Aith 48,000
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f/sec capability. The recorded optical data are then converted into an analog signal and stored into an image

frame memory of the iage processor system as a digital signal in a form of an array of 512x480 picture

elements (pixels) of eight bits. Individual pixels are each eight bits deep, providing 256 levels of ey scale.

This means that each picture appears as a pixel matrix in wch the color of each pixel can be represented by

one of two to the eighth power 2') possible ay t es. The iage processor is directly onnected to the host

computer by a GPEB multibus interface, therefore aowing fast direct communication. The processing of the

digitized picture is then carried out by the host computer using the digitize frame memory interactively for

pixel aocation. The video fraines stored in an iage file on the optical disk can be selected and replayed by

command from the host computer and sent to the image processor. The iage is then displayed on' a SONY

analog monitor with a resolution of 1000 lines per inch. The digitization of the images are successively

performed in real time by the image processor, then fiii-ther data reduction is carried out. The optical disk

recorder and the image processor are interfaced with the host cornputer as well. The iage acquisition and

reduction are executed automatically by the original computer programs, hich are written in Turbo Pascal.

2.4. Experimental condition and image processing

following quantities have been measured in a test section: mass flux kghn2 s), heatflux. (W in"),

the wall temperature T. e Q the luid pressure kPa), the volume void fraction x (%), irdet temperature T.

Q, and iet subcooling Tb eQ. The experimental parameters are given in previous reported research

(Donevski and Shoulcri, 1989).

Local bubble motion and size distribution in both the boiling and condensing regions at the test section

are the pimary variables to be measured, and these variables are measured from the iniages by object counting

algorithms. These algorithms work by dtecting the edges of the bubbles, identifying them as individual objects

and measuring their sizes. Various techniques involved in image processing their irMortance in the current

application and their effects on the bubble size have been applied in his study-

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The present study consists priniarily of developing the appropriate sequence of image processing

algorithms and subsequently eploying the technique to extract flow data. The data that were measured nd

processed are then presented and discussed in the next section.

3.1. Image Processing Algoridims

Ar! example of a digitized bubble iage of the flow boilinga region for mass flux G-- 0384 kg/(m2 s)

and heat flux q = 9 1. 9 104 W/M2 ) at p=1.21 bar, T., =105 C wch is to be analyzed is shown in Fig. 3.
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I-buble 2-heating surface Preference point

Fig. 3 An ex;ample of bubble iage FA

The image is treated as a dynarnic some which is composed of moving regions; main stream and

bubble growing, detaching, flowing and ollapsing, and stationary regions represented by the hot surface of the

tube and the reference point. In every iin�age there were bubbles away from the hearing surface but within the

depth of the field- Their point of origin could not be precisely determined. Therefore, oy vapor bubbles in

which a sequence of at least three images emerge from a known nucleation site. As it can be seen from the

image, the moving bubbles have bright spots on their surface. Their degrees of grayness are also differentand

the edges of the bubbles are not clearly visible. Nevertheless, the gray level of the hot surface and the

reference point do not change from frame-to-frame mid can be used as a valid reference for the moving egion.

Since each bubble varies in size, its shape and grayness are changing with time, and simple detection

techniques are inadequate. Furthermore, since some of the bubbles may coalesce and form larger more

complex bubble shapes, it is difficult to expect any shape detection techniques to be effective for these bubble

configurations. Because of the variation of the bubble size and growing process, the image processing method

proposed here is based on the detaching and tracing of the edges of the bubbles and their background. This

approach is not sensitive to the size of each bubble, but is dependent on the time interval between the different

images. The following stages for image processing and analysis were carried out in tis approach:

I - Pre-processing (production of the background iniage, pre-processing of bubble iniages and noise reduction),

H - Set up of the coordinates, M- mage adjustment, and IV- Bubble extraction.

It is very difficult to extract the edges of the bubbles directly, due to their varying differences of

gayness and different interference of the images. Therefore, some Te-processmg procedures must be

executed before the extraction of the bubble eckes. The details of these procedures are already discussed 

previous reported paper (DonevsId at all., 1995).
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4. PROCESSING PROCEDURE

4.1 Bubble image adjusfanent

In the experimental images, the bubbles appear as dark objects over a lighter backgr-ourtd. Because of

the light eflection in ilumination dunng the visualization of the flow, the bubbles have bright spots on their

surface. As can be seen from Fig. 4 each bubbl e has dark and bright pixels over the lighter and nonuniform

background. Furthermore, the pixels of the internal reflection regions located on the bubble surfaces have

brighter spots with igher gray levels than the backgrourid. However, not only is the g7ay level distribution

inside the bubble confusing, but also the size, shape and density variation of the bubble as the shape of the

bright spas 1mge irregWarly from frame-to-fi-ame.

Fig. 4 An example of density distribution of
bubble image

Numerous techniques for edge tection have been developed in the past, Gonzalez and Wurtz (1 987),

Lunde and Perkins 1995), and Zun et all. 1995). Nevertheless, sii-nple shape detection techniques such as the

edge detection by image enhancement, tmplate matchinc, or chain coding analysis could not be adopted here.

If the simple enhancement techniques are applied to detect the bubble image, it is extremely difficult to obLain

the bubble plane area. Because of the complicated composition of the bubble images, the image should first be

adjusted before processing it further. The first step in the pocess of.image adjustment is to subtract the

background non-uniformity from the bubble image. The subtracting, peration between the background image
FA and the bubble' ge B. is created by the following express'

inia. g ion:

GB = FB - FAI (1)

FM. 5. shows the bubble I ge GB performed after the subtraction operation. The value of ths

expression is determined by the gray evel disti-ibution Within the measured region. Since the pixels of the
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bubble have lower and higher gray levels than the level of the background pixels, the image GB takes the

absolute value. However, the pixels near the transition of the edge of the bright bubble spots and the pixels

near the bubble boundary have lower gray level than the other part of the bubble pixels. In other words,

boundary pixels normally have lower gray level gradient values than other pixels. Since the gray level of the

bubble changes irregularly, any threshold value is not useful here to connect all the bubble regions

automatically or to predict their boundaries. Because of ts, an enhancement procedure was applied to

intensify the dark pixels. For this operation a non-linear fter is used to enhance the image GB. The

enhanced image DGB is added to the iage GB by the following expression:

Gob, CTB+DGE (2)

The procedure is continuously repeated to obtain the sitable pixel densities of the bubble region.

Fi& 5. Resulting bubble iage GB after substractim
operation

The objective of this operadori is not only to reveal the intensity vanation present in the image, but

also to emove or to reduce low intensity noise such as out-of-focus. bubbles. Furthermore, the background

noise is not constant from one image to the other and hence the background subtraction alone does not clean

the image etirely.

The noise of the image GB was also reduced by applying the median filter. The processing operations

described so far, namely image subtraction, == enhancement and median fter suppressed different types

and levels of noise, bit at the same time reduced the actual size of the bubble. At the same time, a histogram

and density conversion of the iage GBi are conducted to expand the range of dynamics of the bubble image

density as follows. Atfirst, the density level of the bubble image GB, changes to subtract a uniform density

value to the image Gbi as follows:

di'= (doij - oc), < di < 25 5 (3)

if di, < di = 

di, >255 dij = 255
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where, doij is the pixel density of the image Gbi and x the subtraction density.

Fig. 6 (a) iustrates the dnsity histogram Gbi. The first and second peak of the histogram correspond

to the heater and background, respectively. Here, the value of a is determined as 70 referred by the density

histogram. The next step is the expansion of the density level. The image density after subtraction is expanded

as follows:

Dij = dij x 0 < dij > 255 (4)

if Di, j < Dij = 

Di, j > 255 Di = 255

Here, the value of is selected as 3 As a result of ties density conversion, the dynainics range of the bubble

image density was expanded, and the bubble boundary extracts more accurately.

.........................
0 70 253 Dmm�r T 196

(a) - Density histogram of Gbi (b - Expansion of image density

Fig, 6.(a and b) Density conversion of bubble image Gbi

4.2 Bubble Extraction

Having enhanced the images to significantly improve their visual quality a segmaitation tedisfique

called thresholding is used to clearly identify objects and their size. The process of thresholding is used for

achieving of contrast manipulation.; however, it is not designed to enhance contrast in the sense discussed

earlier. Instead, it segments the iages into two classes defined by a single gray level threshold.

The next step in the deteimination of the bubble w=action is the operation of thresholdin& Ihe bnary

value of pixel Dbij is given as follows:

Dbi, j = 1, Dij > T (5)

0, Di, j < T

where Di, is the gray level of any pixel of the converted density bubble iage, and T is the threshold value.

An adequate gray level of threshold is selected by the interactive operation. Here, the value of T is determined

as 196. However, the problem is to define the regions of the pixels near the bubble interface and near the
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interf�ce of the brieht spot on the bubble, because of the wide range of density of pixel distribution. The values

of the density of the pixels of the bubble nterface and of the spot interface are nearly equal with the density

value of the background. It is necessary to select the threshold level very carefully because of the very delicate

nature of the process. The bubble iritexface can be cut up or connected only by the difference of a few levels of

density of the threshold value. For example, the density of the boundary near the bright spot is about 196, and

the density of the background is about 201. In the previous reported research (Donevski, 1995), several

automatic thresholding techniques on the bubble image had already been applied but it was not possible

automatically to detect the bubble boundary, including the bubble boundary near the briebt spot on the bubble.

To make the connecting process of the boundary an automatic is very complex and difficult If an aftempt is

made to cut the boundary line, it is probably cut ten or more boundary pixels will be cut as well

simultaneously. Therefore, in tis case, the threshold level was determined manually as the iterative operation.

Once the value of the threshold is determined, it can be used for the series of images with the same

experimental conditions.

Small noise effects wich may appear on the image can be reduced by the distance transformation of

the binary iniage compression ad dilation. This process may be overcome to some xtent, by smoothening the

slight roughness on the bubble image boundary. Then the boundary coordinates of the bubbles are extracted

by the border following the tedufique along each corinected components of the bubble iage. The connectivity

mentioned above is according to 8-connectivity sense. The bight spots of the bubble surface on the adjusted

image, must also be removed before any statistical analysis is taken. They can be removed by the method

proposed elow. In the process of removing the spots of the bubbles, the interior pixels are identified with 

gray level value, and the pixels of the bubble as gray level value. If a pixel with a gray level is found, then

it is substituted with I gray level value. By the substitution of all bright pixels, the spot of the bubble surface

is removed.

4.3. Shape of Bubble

During the growing period the bubbles slide along the wall. Fig 7 illustrates examples of shapes of a

sliding bubble at lquid mass flux of G-0.384 Ocg/fi? s). At the point of detadiment, the shape of the bubble

resemble a tear drop. In the condensation region after detadunent, the bubble shape become highly irregular.

Similar qualitative observation on bubble shape changes were also previously reported Bibeau et al., 1994).

The change is manifested in the riarrowing of the gap between the wall and the end of the sliding bubble, and

there is an increased convection heat transfer at the wall caused by the displacement of the bubble.
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Fig 7 Change in bubble shape during its Fig, 8. Individual bubble paths
lifetime

4.4. Bubble Detachment

High speed photography results show that the growing bubble starts to slide ang the wall and

eventu;illy is rapid by ected into the core flow and continues to move uatil it ollapses. However, some

bubbles detach from the heated surface and seep in the core flow, moving along the wall rcondensing

slowly in the core flow, as shows the trajectory pattern of the individual bubble in Fig. 8. This also can be

concluded fiam the observations obtained from the work of Bibeau et al., 1994), that there are two different

bubble detachments during the bubble growing cycle: detachment from the nucleation site when the bubble

starts to slide, and the later detaclunent from the wall, when the bubble is rapid by ejected into the flow. Fig, 9

and 10 illustrate the bubble velocity and bubble path for experimerital test conditions.

2 15 2 -
drug ejection

12

9
-J1

6 v
0

3
U

0 0

5 10 15 20 t Ms 5 10 15 20 t Ms

Fig. 9 BubbIe velocity for test conditions Fig. 10. Bubble path, bubble growth rate
and ebullition cycle
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5. CONCLUDING REMARKS

An iage processing technique was ernployed III the current study to understand the effects of various

hydrodynarrucs and geometric parameters on local phase distributions phenomena in non-equilibnum two-

phaseflow systems. VVhile image processing has been employed extensively in velocimetry, its application to

explain the two-phase flow phenomena is new. The present study consists of developing the technique and

using it to extract phase distribution data. This technique presents an advantage of providing measurements

and extracting the bubbles of the two-phase bubbly low compared with the traditionally used methods: point

by point measurement techriique or digitization. ne unage processing method proposed in ts study is based

on the detachment and tracing of the edges of the bubbles and their background. The onclusions are

summarized below.

(1) High speed photographic results show different behaviors of the bubbles. Some bubbles slide along the

waU and detach by a rapid ejection into the flow. The motion of these bubbles ito the luid core causes a

Violent agitation of the liquid near the heated surface. It is also noted that some bubbles detach the surface and

sweep downstream and recondense slowly in the bulk flow. This difference in bubble behavior indicates that

the eection mechanism is influenced by hydrodynamics or thermal conditions and will be of interest for further

study.

(ii). For the flow conditions experimentally investigated, the overwhelming majority of the bubbles leave the

nucleation sites by sliding a finite distance aong the heating surface, hbng off the wall.

The results can be utili zed in explaining the mechanism of suboDoled nucleate flow boiling especially

in determining the dnamics of the local void distribution and void behavior, particularly, near the point of net

vapor generation. he values of the bubble size and shape, interfacial area, information, about void formation,

bubble growth or collapse and its size and position as well as the velocity of the bubbles for particular

conditions, are also evaluated.
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NOMENCLATURE

d - density level of the bubble image
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Di. - image density

Dij - gray level of any pixel

1, y distance (nun)

r - bubble radius (nun)

t- time (ms)

T - threshold value

u, v - bubble velocity (m/s)

Symbols

o - volume void fraction

Subscripts

G - growing

L - leaving
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ABSTRACT
This work concerns the development of a methodology The results clearly show hat the regime transitions we

whic ojective is to characterize and diagnose two-phase flow correlated with local time-firequency covarmce peaks, hich
regime transitions. The approach is based on the fundamental demonstrates that these regime trusitions are haracterized by
assumption that a transition flow is less stationary-dia a flow a loss of statioaarity. Consequently, the time-frequency
with an eablished regime. covariance constitutes an objective two-phase flow regime

transition indicator.
In a first. tme, the eorts ocused on 
othe design and construction of an experimental loop, INTRODUCTION

allowing to reproduce the main hocirmtal two-phase A muluphase mixture am flow according to several
flow patterns, in a stable ad controlled way, topological organizations ad patterns or regimes. The

*the design and constrtiction of an electrical impedance macroscopic behavior of the flow like pressure drop, waU heat
probe, prowding an imaged hilbrination of the spatial exchanges or mechanical interaction with structures is Su gly
phase distribution in the pipe, correlated to the now regime and can vry fom one pattern to

ethe systematic study of the joint time-frequency and another From an industrial point of view an optimal
time-scale analysis methods, which permitted to dfine exploimdon offers durability and nfidy of the equipment only
an adequate parameter quantifying the unstationarity when the istalilation operates according to the flow regimes
degree. that it was designed for. iis means that one as t, be able not

only to detect instantaneously what the flow pattern is, but also
In a sond tme, in rder to verify the fundamental an eventual udestred flow pattern transition must be detected

assumption, a series of experiments were onducted, which in order to react in the sense of avoiding it, or simply to be
objective was to demonstrate the correlation between aware of it. Thus it is dear that the u of active control
unstationarity and regime transition. The unstationarity degree techniques in muluphase fluids manipulation and transport
was quantified by calculating the Gabor's transform tinte- systems represents a major technological development in
frequency covariance of the impedance probe signals. Petrochemical or thermonuclear industries among others.
Furthermore, the penomenology of each transition was
characterized by the joint moments and entropy.
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Traditionally. the identification of two-phase flow regimes STATIONARITY AND TIME-FREQUENCY ANALYSIS
was made visually or by drect analysis of pssure or void When caracterizing a temporal stochastic process, what
fraction signals. The use of signal analysis methods represents we can do is to define a certain number of local description
in this context an extension of our observation and parameters like satistical moments, orrelation coefficients
interpretation capacities. Thus, Hubbard Dukler 1966) etc. If thew parameters don't change ith Lime, we can say that
characterized several flow patterns based on the spectral the process is stationary.
analysis of pressure snals. We can also evoke in this same

line the works of Weisman et aL 1979) Vce Lahey In the context of deterministic processes. stationarity is

(1982), Matsui 1984). Tutu 1994), Mishima Ishii 1984), generally assumed to be a spectra ste in wich the frequency

Sekoguchi et a]. 1987) and many others. A very detailed composition is constant with respect to time. By analogy with

review about this suborn with phasis an diapostic the tochastic approach, what we can do i tis situation is to

methods applied to gas-liquid flows, can be found in Drabos & define a ocruin nurnber of local parametem constructed from

Cermak 1989). However, though this approach is wll suited a temporal description of the process's spectral content, what

for the caracterization of the derent flow regimes, the leads as aturWy to joint time-frequency alysis. In other

identification of the frontiers bwee tem lacks of objectivity words, a am-frequency description of the process represented

(Vince & La4ey, 1992). by an analytic signal x I L 91 is a joint function

Px( t. (o ) strongly ocentrated, at a time near the

In the otitext of parametrical methods applied on the frequencies existing in the signal at that time. Thus,

calculus of ftwtal dimensions, we refer to the works of Saether stationarity implies tat the function Px( t . (o ) is independent

et al. 1990). Dbulesia et al.(1991), Franca et al. 1991) and of time t or, if we admit a slow modulation of the amplitudes

Lewin 1992). Recently Giona et al. (1994a, 1994b) proposed (in the sense of Bedrosian's theorem for example), that it is

the use dffusional aalysis as a suited method for the separable as vie will see ltter on.

on of the two-phase flow pattern transition An

interesting work is the one by Rajkovic et al. 1995), in which There are many ways by which one can construct these
the spatio-tcuiporal complexity, calculated with the elp of the

joint functiotis, such as the short time Fourier transform or
proper orthogonal decomposition method, used to Gabor's transform, the Wavelet transform or the Wigner-Ville

different flow regimes. In the scope of evolutive distribution. What dstinguishes these joint dstributions is the

model dentification, 7hang 1993) proposed an aWy based manner by which teir analysing function is otained:

methodology of two-phase flow instabilities characterization. translations in the time-frequezicy plane for the Gabor

Despite the range of possibilities opened by these new transform, &Mae traWamations for wavelets or the Fourier

methods, their feasibility and universality sl has to be tran of the ambiguity function for Wigner-Ville

ted on a sufficiently large data base. (Flandrin, 1993).

In what concerns non-parainetrical approachm time- UNSTATIONARFTY QUANTIFICATION

froquency and time-scale (wavelets) methods have been In what precedes, the concept of stationarity was dfined

applied with success on many technological and sentific for the deterministic context. We saw that a sionary

problems. Specifically, in two-phase fluid mechanics, Hervicu daerministic process is one of wich the spectral compositio is

& Leduc 1991) demonstrated the potentiality of the wavelet independent of time. But real signals are never purely

trarisfiorm to characte= different vertical flow patterns. law stationary and a me realistic attribute describing the

on, Seleghim 1993) proposed an objective criterion for the steadiness of the spectral. content is their of

vertical bubble to slug transition, based on the qantification of unstationarity The unstationarity easure that w be

the stationarity degree of fluctuating pressure signals. This considered in this work is based on ageometrical

criterion vw then validated in an exhaustive series of interpretation of the joint time-frequency distribution.

experimental tests (Seleghim & Hervim 1994 and ffvieu &

Seleghim, 1995). As we aeady said, if the analyzed signal is stationary iVs

spectral oontesit doesn't change with time. If this definition is
The present work concerns the proposition of a less interpreted in a strict sense, we cnclude that the joint time-

specific transition criterion based on the sam underlying Erequency firriction Px(t, w) must be ndependent of time.

assumption that flows with a fiWy-developed regime are more Otherwise, if the information associated with slow modulations

stationary than flows in a transition regime. In tat objecti a of the instantaneous amplitude can be neglected, we can say

more general deterministic stationarity quantifter will be that Px( t , co is close to a separable (or factorable) function.

construcmd. This criterion will be validated with respect to all that is

horizontal two-phase flow pattern transitions.
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PX(1,4))= Fx([)Gx(w) approach would lead us to a nonlinear partial differential

with some convenient condition on Fx i . fw instance equation

(Bedrosian's sense) EXPERIMENTAL FRAMEWORK

S.pJh(W)] r, Supp[Gx(w) = (2) The experimental loop

The experimental loop is basically cmposed of an open
The idea behind expression (1) is of a pemmcnt SIXXTral air circuit, a dosed water circuit, a mixer, a test section and a

envelope Gx(to), defining the ratio between qxxtral separator (Figure 1). Ile Plexiglas test section is 30 m long

components, slowly modulated in amplitude by x i . and 60 mm in diameter. Special supports were designed in

This being, unstationarity can be quanutied by order to be dynamically neutral. to ompensate thermal

measuring how a specific joint firtiction Px( i . to could stresses and to aow a small inclination of the test section

be represented by a separable hinction. In oer words. if (±20). The istrumentation includes temperature and pressure

P: F(91) -, H C: L?(%2 (3) transducers, electromagnetic and turbine type flow meters
respectively to measure the water and the air flow rates. Two

and SCV(9 2 is the subspace of all sparable joint independent ED based regulation loops control both flow

firtictious Px t co Fx t Gx( o , what we ned o do is to rates, and aow to operate imposed slow transients.

calculate the distance between Px( I. 0 ) and it's p�oction

into S. However, this is not as easy as it seems bt:cause very T-Us".0m", C-4.
little is known about S, even if it exists for a given typc of joint

function. But we can evoke plausible aguments to construct a
W~measure satisfying some of the requirements of an

unstationarity quantifier. If we refer to the definitions of local
time and frequency barycenters, these pameters iv a

general indication of where the energy Ex( r is predominantly

concentrated inside the analyzing window r . They can

thus be sew as an average time and an average frequency.

weighted by te local energy distribution. If the original signal

is stationary, it is reasonable to assume that these averages are

uncorrelated. In other words defining the mixed non-centered

moment: Figure 1. The experintental loop.

(r) ffwt P(ta))&dw (4) The conductivity probe
Ex(r) In order to identify a flow regione transition by quantifying

the deviation from deterministic stationarity, we only need to
under the assumption above, w could expect that exhibit variations in the spectral content of a signal which

A&M = MACr) (5) must carry information oncernhig the flow patterns and their
mansitions, like interflacial area or void firaction which can be

and erefore the excess of A., over quandfies bow time easily determined by using a esistive impedance mcastirement

is correlated with frequency. We then dffine technique. Since the diagnostic we intend to do lies more on

C0VPr ( T & a. () AV MAt W (6) momftnWit

and call it joint time-frequency covariance in analogy with the Excibmion
concep fom mathematical probability ring

Expression 6) is a very convenient definition. We can

for instance verify that if Px( t . to is separable, the covariance

equals to zero. Another important thing that must be

established are the joint fitinctions that maximise the

covariance, but this is not a simple task. A variational 10 I" I.Mift
311"

Figure 2 The conductivity probe.
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specoral features than on absolute values of the signal, we
adopted an electrode onfiguration composed of an exciting Q1
ring and a masuring ring mounted flush in the tube. This (m3/b) K Bubbly Flow
producir-s a conductivity signal the mean value of wic is
related to the void faction by a factor depending only on the
flow regime (Andreussi et al., 1988) 'Me configuration of the
probe as well as the conditioning eectronics are depicted in 101, Slug l
Figure 2.

EiVed~ tal procedures C
Our xperimental aproach consists essentially in doing Ulm

transient tests i wch the flow egime slowly evolves from Flow
one established configuration to another, crossin a =of=
in between. Dming these tests, the tutstaticearity w be
locally quantified and what we expect to fd is that it reaches
a Tn2XiMtIM When the flow is in the Wsition Zone. Stratified Sm tra Wa
Consequently the transient's rapidity and the temporal 0.14� �! I

I 10 100 Q9analysing scale are essential parameters that must be very (nL3#b)
carefully cosen because one must be able to distinguish the
effects of the flow egime transition from the transient Itself Figur 3 Taitel & Dulder's two-phase flow nmp
For instance, during a transition between slug and bubbly flow, Indicating the transient trajectories.

with a oonstant air flow ram the interval bween to slugs the flow's spectral content, and of our microoomputer's
depends on the liquid flow. This is transl2ted in the time- configuration, we were able to acquire a -21riTnum of 2 14
freqt=cy pne by a modulation of the spectral samples at requencies of 20 w 30 Hz 9.1 to 13.6 minutes).

with the slugging frequency cer). if th This represented a compromise between the transient's
nostationarity is quandfied over an inappropriate time interval, duration and the time necessary for the calculus.
it is possible that tis evolution of the spectral content becomes
Indistinguishable from the variations ssociated with die flow The transient tests
regime transition. One way of solving'diis kind of problem, Ls 1be test Vid, defined in Table was efined to explore
to vary the flow ra the most slowly as possible and the uximum of the circuit's performance 'Me trajectories in
according to a trajectory in a t%*-phase flow map, the fow map are gnerated by keepmg one flow rate Sas or
perpendicular to the line representing flow rgime transition. liquid) constant wile the other varies in three steps constant
We can then onsider the flow as being locally permanent (or during a few sconds (step 1). then a ramp joinin te srting
mom precisely quasi-permanent.), avoiding the apparition of and the ending flow rates and, once MOM constant during
dynamical resumes (Tattel & Dkler, 1996). In hict, the some scooods (step 3 Ike reason for the constant flow rate
dtzration of a tmostent is limited by hardware esources. In periods is to aow a good characterizati(in of the starring and
vww of the minimum sampling raw, ch Ls ermine by

Legend Transition Qg (/h) Q1 (m/h) step I ramp step 3
duration drtration duration

A stratified smooth to slug 5 0.5 to 3 70 s 679.2 s 70 s
B stratified smooth to slug 10 0.5 to 70 s 406.1 s 70 s

C stnitified wavy to slug 40 0.5 to 70 s 406.1 s 70 s
D stratified smooth to wavy 10 to 40 0 1 40 s 486.1 s 20 s
E stratified smooth to wavy 10 to 40 0.5 70 406.1 s 70 s
F statified wavy to rgged 40 to 60 0.2 40 s 486.1 s 20 s
G stratified wavy to rugged 30 to 60 0.5 70 s 456.1 s 20 s
H stratified wavy to rugged 30 to 50 0.75 70 s 456.1 s 20 s
I slug to bubbly 5 5 to 50 70 s 456.1 s 20 s
i slug to bubbly 7.5 5 to 50 70 s 679.2 s 70 s
K slug to bubbly 10 5 to 50 1 70 s 456.1 s 20 s
L slug to annular 70 to 250 2 70 s 449.2 s 300 s

Table 1 Tansient test conditions.
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ending flow regimes. The trajectories representing these tests present the Gabor transform of the conductivity signal
in the Taitel & Dukler's two-phase flow map (Taitel & Dulder, corresponding to tests and C in Table 1. In the first part of
1976) are plotted in Figure 3 the transients (O to -150 seconds) the flow regime corresponds

to stratified smooth in test B, which Ls characterized by the
absence of significant oherent interfacial oscillations. In the

RESULTS beginning of test C� the interfacial waves are clearly dentified
Results obtained from the time-frequency analysis of te with the 45 Hz components in the diagram. In the last part of

conductivity signals corresponding to the transient tests these ests, the flow regime is intermittent, wic is
described in the preceding section will be dscussed. More fundamentally caracterized in the time-frequency plane by the
precisely, each regime transitio wl be iustrated with slugging frequency. An important feature that we can observe

a) the mductivity signal (volts versus time in seconds), from these tests is that the transition betwetm stratified and
b) the signal spectrum (frequency in Hz is vertical), slug flow occurs catastrophically, i.e., the stratified nature of
c) the Gabor transform. of the signal Tequency in z the flow is suddenly destroyed by the occurrence of the

versus time in sconds), intermittent pattern, due to the Tnain pysical mechanismz
d) the time-frequency covariance calculated from this governing the transition the ompetition between gravity and

Gabor transform (in arbitrary uts versus time in capillary forces tending to stabilize the interface and the
seconds), Bernoulli effect tending to destroy it Milne-Ibompsm, 1960).

e) additional iformation. The Kelvin-Helmholtz's theory provides a sbility riterion
that, associated with the equilibritan equation of the liquid

Stratified to Intermittent flow transition film, constitutes a good theoretical model for the stratifie to
In stratified flow, gravity forces predominate over the slug flow transition (Taitel & Dukler, 1976). Let us now

other ones, producing a segregation between the liquid and the consider the stationarity aspects of these tests. It is evident
gas phases. The average liquid level and it's geometry depend from the time-frequency diagrams that the transition is related
on the ratio of the flow rates. Two stratified sub-regimes are with (catastrophic) reorganization of the local spectral energy.
generally accepted: strutified smooth, in which the interface is The behavior of the time-frequency cDvariance reflects this fact
flat. and satified wavy, in which the interface presents and presents a peak in the transition region, indicating that
coherent aves. Slug flow Ls ssentially characterized by a there is effectively a loss of stationarity.
repeated geometrical structure composed of an air plug and a
liquid slug. 7bese main characteristics are very easily
recognized i the time-frequency plane: figures 4 and 

Figure 4 Svooth stratified to intermittent flow transition (test B).
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Figure S. Wavy stratified to ntermittent flow transition (test C).

occurs and waves are generated almost instantaneously over
Stratified smooth to stratified wavy flow tansition the entire test section. his appears in the time-frequency

1D horizontal stratified flow the energy necessary for the plane as the convergence of the spectral energy wic is
interfacial aves to develop comes essentially from the gas initially spread, to a narrow band centered on the average wave
flow. The transition bween stratified sooth and stratified frequency 45 Hz), as we can se in figure 6 ch
wavy regimes occurs when the gas velocity is high enough to corresponds to test E. Observing the time-fi-equency diagram,

the interface, maintaining the coherence of the it is clear that the stratified smooth to stratified wavy transition
waves, bt not high enough to trigger the Kelvin-Helmholtz is of catastrophical type, as in the preceding case. In spite of
instability. Although the physical mechanisais gverning the this, the identification based only on the direct observation of
generation of these waves are not completely known, it is the conductivity signals would be delicate. The information
generally accepted that pressure and shear forces must emphasized in the original signals is the variation of the
overcome the viscous dissipation in order to assure the average liqaid level (signal's d), which is not very important
coherence of the waves. When this happens, the transition in what concerns the transition. In opposite, the reordering of

4t
(b)

(d)

----- -----

Figure 6 Stratified smooth to strati ed wavy flow transition (test E).
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Figure 7 Stratified wavy to stratified rugged flow transition (test G).

the local spectral energy is an important information and it is highlight an important aspect of this transient test. In
quite well stressed in the time frequency-plane. intermittent flow, the increase of the water flow rate causes an

As we can see in figure 6 the covarianc pesents a increase on the global velocity of two-phase structures (or
pronounced peak wch permits to localize the regune group velocity) and, consequently, on the slugging frequency
transition without ambiguity. This fact confirms also our (Taitel & Dukler, 1977; Maron et at., 1991). To be able to
working ssumption, i.e., that the umsition is related to a loss show not only the regime transition, but also how the slugging
of stationarity, frequency varies with the liquid flow rate, we decided to fix

their initial values (5.0 m31h in tests J and K - Table )
Stratified wavy to stratified rugged flow transition considerably smaller than the expected slug to bubbly

From the stratified avy flow regime, wen increasing the transition one. This is ossible because the time coristant
air flow rate at coustant water flow rate, there is a moment associated with these transitions, ie., the time ecessary to
when the waves completely loose their coherence and the reach a pmanent regime when the initial flow rate is
interface ecomes rugged. In the time frequency-plane the modified instantaneously to it's final value, is considcraMy
stratified wavy to stratified rugged transition is aracterized smaller (about 10 seconds) than those associated with stratified
by an abrupt dispersion of the spectral energy that was initially flow transitions for example (about 100 seconds). Figure 
cotifined i a arrow frequency band. It is then a ausuvphic shows the results obtained from the atialysis of ten J in Table
transition. The following diagram which orresponds to test G 1. The slug to bubbly transition is characterized in the te
in table 1) illustrates ts. The transition is oe more frequency plane by a progressive dispersion of the q=trml
identified unambiguously by the covariance peak in the energy itially closed around the average slugging
corresponding arn of figure 7 frequency. In opposite to the transitions considered up to nom�%

An important aspect must be stressed about this this one is of an evolutive W .The covariance signal presents
transition given that the nature of the flow does not change several local -xiina Tbe first one is related with the kind
between stratified smooth, wavy and rugged, they should be how the slugging requency varies with the water flow rate
classified as sub-regimes of a stratified flow pattern group. and, as the number of different peaks suggests, there must exist
Besides, it would be probably impossible to distinguish then a omplex mchanism coupling both. In what concerns the
from signals comi g from less local measurements like regune transition we can say tat it srts to take place after
fluctuating pessuir, hold-up or pessure dop- = 450 when the air plugs sarts to loose their integrity due

to the turbulence intensity. The distance between air plugs
Intennittent to bubbly flow tansition increases and, consequently the slugging frequency decreases

Me wmsition between slug to bubbly flow transition and the spectral energy starts to be dispersed as it is evident
occurs when turbulent fluctiations are large enough to break from figure 8. The bubbly flow is completely established after
the air plugs, which are maintained by buoyancy forces and = 650 s and the covariance peak centered near = 630 s
surface tension. It is thus a situmon intrinsic to high liquid indicates the unstationarity aximum, where both regimes
flow rates. But before discussing the results, let us Ent
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Figure S. Intermittent to bubbly flow transition (test J).

seem to coexist (probably a characteristic of the evolutive time-frequency analysis of the slug to anntilm flow trarisition.
transitions).

17his is again an evolutive transition. Ile spectral energy
Intermittent to annular flow tansition initially confined in a narrow frequency band associated with

For an annular flow to appear from intermittent flow, is the slug&g frequency slowly evolves to a broader band

necessary that the gas velocity be great enough to break related to the circular waves frequency, which charcterizes
through the liquid slugs. Vften this bappens, the liquid flows this annular regime. The covarianor traoe shows two peaks.

in the annulus of the tube pushed by the gas wich occupies The first one, as in the slug to bubbly Wansition, is due to the

the core of the tube. In some particulu condition, tere may be modulation of the slugging frequency by the air flow rate. The
circular waves on the liquid film. 11e destruction of their sooood peak, otered ear = 330 s, indicates the regime

crests generate a droplet spray that is cmvectod by the gas transition when the water slugs loose their integrity.

flow in the core of the tbe. This is the case in test L in Table

1. The following figure presents the results obtained fran the

(b)

Figure S. Intermittent to annular flow transition (test Q.
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Comparison with Taftel & Duklers model
'rbe local covariance nnximn obtained experimentally 01

from the time-frequency analysis of tests A to L, cbaracEerize
the flow regime transitions. In order to compare this results,
which are based on non-physical arguments, with values 100
obtained from a physical analysis of the transition, we used
Taitel and Dukler's model (Taitel & Dukler, 1976). They are bubWY

grouped in Table 2.
to

Transien measured theoretical deviation
t tranution flow rate mutton flow rate Mr-&,A to am

test to dw

A 0 = 162 m'/h Q = 163 in 0. %
B 0 = 192 m'/h 0 = 175 m 8. % saudfied wavy to

C 0 = 130 m3/h 0 = 189 m/h 31.2 swaftEhad Gued
o = 18 M3/hD Q = 33.8 m/b 46.7 

E Olt = 30 m'Jh Qg = 43.1 m3/h 30.4 
F O = 55 m/h - -
G o = 59 in 0.01
H Q = 46 mh - - I 10 100 1000 OR W&)

Q = 35 m'/h 0 = 57.0 m'/b 38.6 Figure 10. Experimental localizabon of transitions on
Ql = 36 m/h 0 = 61.3 m-/h 41 -2 Taftel & Dulder's flow regirne map.
Ql = 38 m/h Q = 70.9 M3�

09= 17A CONCLUSIONS
In ti wrld. we studied two-phase flow regime transitions

Table 2 Measured and theoretical transftion flow by the tune-frequency aalysis of conductivity signals. Our
rates. main god was to characterize and to propose am Wmve

transition indicator, based on the uantification of the degree
The first corn indicates the flow rate at which tme- of unstationarity. In other words, if we assum ta a flow with

frequency covariance maxima were observed, and must be an established rgime flows is more stationary ta a m sition
compared with the values in the second column, obtained with flow the deviation fm stationarity would provid an
Taitel & Dulder's model. indication of regime transition. In order to verify ts

assumption. and as an nstationarity quantifier, we considered
The aalysis of the above results reveals an average the joint time-frequency covariance, based on a less rigid

deviation exceeding 30% between the measured and the interpretation of stationarity which accepts slow modulations
theoretical transition flow rates. The difference is xplanable of the instautancous amplitude) and on probabilistic arguments
bemuse the theoretical values were calculated using (local average time and frequency are norrelated if the
parameters that may be not representative of w nsullation. process is stationary) A qualitative study sowed, for a
For instanM the wave velocity in stratified wavy flow is monochromatic sgnet that the covariance is maxim ised when
defined in the model as bng equal to the average water flow the joint function his a ± /4 inclined structure, which reflects
velocity which is not the caw in our test section. It is evident a maximum coupling bween the local average time and
that a more appropriate hoice of these lend Of Parameters frequency Fran a strict theoretical point of view this is not
would reduce considerably the deviation, as observed in test A. satisfactory and a cmplete mathematical analysis of the
Another example is the criterion used to efine the slug to behavior of the ovariance would be ncessary. However, for
annular transition. In tam of general tendency, these results our practical purposes, this qualitative result was enough. In
we in good agreement with the model, although there is no all transient tests there is a peak on the local covarianoe signal
direct relation baween them. Ibis can be observed in the associated with the flow regime transition, confirming or
following figure where the covariance maxim were plotted in woricing assumption that the transition is related to a loss of
Taitel & Dukler's two-phase flow p. Th srprisingly good stationarity. It stitutes then a aquate flow regime
agreement of between the heoretical and the experimental tritasition indicator.
flow rate values corresponding to tests A and B, indicates tat
the transition mechanism is very well described in the model. Another imporuint positive aspect of the time-frequency
i.e. the Kelvin-Helmholtz instability. oovariance as a transition identifier is it's potential
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urtiversality and objectivity, in the sense of ncx being parameters capable of describing these dynamic regimes, many
dependent of our perception of the pysical pbenornena taking methodologies can be envisaged in the context of time-
place in the flow. In oer words, as it doesn't take into frequency aalysis. It remains an open field.
account any phenomenological aspect but only c ctincLT of
deterministic stationarity, it sould be, in principic. applicable ACKNOWLEDGMENTS
to any flow regime transition. Moreover. and for the same This work was performed at the CEA-Grenoble under the
reason, or approach Ls nt hinitad to a specific physical signal auspices of the Svice de ThermobydratiLique pour les
provided the iformation oaceruJmg the flow transition Ls Applications Industriefles at the Laboiratoire dEtudes
present. Thu possibility is roborated by th ft that we Foadamentaks. Additional futiding was povided by the
were able to identify the stratified wavy to stratified rugged Brasili- Research Council - CNPq through the PhD
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FLOW VISUALIZATION AND CRITICAL HEAT FLUX
MEASUREMENT OF A BOUNDARY LAYER

POOL BOILING PROCESS
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Department of Mechanical Engineering

The Pennsylvania State University
University Park, PA 16802

ABSTRACT accident. To assure long-term retention and cooling
As part of the effort to evaluate the -concept of the core melt within the ractor vessel, it is

of external passive cooling of core melt by cavity essential to demonstrate that the lower vessel head
flooding under severe accident conditions, a subscale remains intact and mechanically strong enough to
boundary layer boiling (SBLB) facility, consisting of accommodate the core melt. One viable means of
a pressurized water tank with a condenser unit, a decay heat removal is to make water available on the
heated hemispherical test vessel, and a data external bottom surface of the reactor vessel by cavity
acquisition/photographic system, was developed to flooding, as illustrated in Figure .
simulate the boiling process on the external bottom For most ALWRs, the reactor cavity could
surface of a fully submerged reactor vessel. Transient be flooded with water under severe accident
quenching and steady-state boiling experiments were conditions. With water covering the lower external
conducted in the facility to measure the local critical surfaces of the RPV, should the accident progress to
heat flux (CHF) and observe the underlying the slumping of core debris into the lower vessel
mechanisms under well controlled saturated and plenum, significant energy (i.e., decay heat) could be
subcooled conditions. Large elongated vapor slugs removed through the vessel wall.by boiling of water
were observed in the bottom region of the vessel on the vessel outer surface. Owing to the downward
which gave rise to strong upstream influences in the facing orientation of the heating surface, a two-phase
resulting two-phase liquid-vapor boundary layer flow liquid-vapor boundary layer flow would develop as a
alohg the vessel outer surface. The local CHP values result of the boiling process (see Figure 1). Because
deduced from the transient quenching data appeared of the formation of the two-phase boundary layer, the
to e very close to those obtained in the steady-state critical heat flux on the vesselouter surface could be
boiling experiments. Comparison of the SBLB data substantially different than those for conventional
was made with available 2-D full-scale data and the pool boiling on upward facing surfaces. In particular,
differences were found to be rather small except in a the local CHF value could vary spatially along the
region near the bottom center of the vessel. The heating surface because of the boundary layer flow
angular position of the vessel outer surface and the effect. Thus, to evaluate the concept of external
degree of subcooling of water had dominant effects cooling of core melt by cavity flooding, the local
on he local critical heat flux. They totally dwarfed critical heat flux for this unconventional boundary-
the effect of the physical dimensions of the test layer type pool boiling process needs to be accurately
vessels. deten-nined.

For the case in which the critical heat flux on
INTRODUCTION the vessel outer surface is higher than the local heat

In-vessel coolability of core melt is an flux from the core melt to the vessel wall, nucleate
important issue in addressing a postulated inadequate boiling would be the prevailing mode of heat transfer
core cooling event in nucleate reactors. In such an on the vessel outer surface. Thus the temperatures of
event, a significant amount of core material could the vessel wall could be maintained well below the
become molten and relocate downward into the lower vessel failure temperature. On the other hand, for the
head of the reactor vessel, as happened in the TMI-2 case in which the !ocal heat flux from the core melt to

*Visiting Scholar from Chung Cheng Institute of
Technology, Taiwan
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Figure 1. Schematic of the Boundary Layer Boiling Process on the Outer Surface of a Reactor Vessel.

the vessel wall exceeds the critical heat flux, investigated in the SBLB facility. Two different

transition to film boiling would occur on the vessel types of experiments, i.e., transient quenching and

outer surface. Under such circumstances, the steady-state boiling experiments, were conducted to

temperatures of the vessel wall could rise rapidly determine the spatial variation of the critical heat flux

toward the vessel failure temperature, and the on the vessel outer surface under both saturated and

integrity of the reactor vessel lower head could be subcooled boiling conditions. The SBLB data so

severely jeopardized. obtained were compared with the CHF results

In spite of its importance, very few studies reported by Theofanous et al. 1994, 1995) and Chu

have been performed to determine the critical heat et al. 1994). In addition to the critical heat flux

flux fr pool boiling involving the formation of a measurement, now visualization was made of the

two-phase boundary layer on the heating surface. transient quenching and steady-state boiling processes

Most studies of critical heat flux for pool boiling, as to discern the underlying mechanisms for the

reviewed by Katto 1985) and Carey 1992), were occurrence of the critical heat flux.

conducted using heating surfaces that were too small

for a two-phase boundary layer to develop. The EXPERIMENTAL METHOD

works of Theofanous et al. 1994, 1995) and Chu et Subscale Boundary Layer Boiling (SBLB) Facility

al. 1994, 1995) appeared Lo be the only studies that The SBLB facility was developed

are relevant to the present work. Whereas specifically for simulating the phenomena of

Theofanous et al. employed a 2-D full scale slice to boundary layer boiling and critical heat flux on the

investigate the process of boundary layer pool boiling external bottom surface of a fully submerged reactor

on the reactor vessel outer surface, Chu et al. used a vessel. It consisted of four major components, i.e., a

torispherical vessel to study the boiling process. pressurized water tank with a condenser unit, a heated

In the present work, the boundary layer pool hemispherical test vessel, a data acquisition system,

boiling process on the outer surface of a heated and a high-speed photographic system. Figures 2 and

hemispherical vessel submerged in a water tank was 3 show the front and side views of the water tank with
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0 pressurized to 20 psig. Both transient quenching and
steady-state boiling experiments can be performed in

I too,, the facility under well controlled conditions.

9 A very important component of the tank that
needed to be properly designed was the vertical

A S guidance mechanism as shown in Figure 4 This
component allowed the tube connected to the test

r 10.001, vessel to slide freely in the vertical direction while
.00 5.00" keeping the tank leak tight. The tube was hollow and- - - - - - - - - - - it- - was used to position the test vessel below the water

lil
7.50" IiI level and to assure the vertical orientation of the test

45.00" T
'i� 17.50" ter level vessel. After the tube was slid to the desired position,T

11.001, I 0.'00-- :!I the o-rings around the tube were tightened by tuming
the outer nut, which pushed down against the upper

J.- -Iji J_ -.- brass cylinder placed on top of the upper o-ring. As a
35.00" 2

result, the two o-fings were, squeezed against the tube
A8.00" and the connection was sealed. When it was time to

3 010.4 move the tube again, the outer nut was loosened to
0.501, 3.001, D.25" allow the tube to move freely in the vertical -direction.

- - - - - - The guidance mechanism was part of the access hole

of the top cover, which was needed to mount the test

Icylindrical 'rank 7 Stopping Mechanism, vessels to the tube in preparing for a run. Power
2I leniapherical vessel A Harmile supply lines and thermocouples were connected to the
3Vic-ing Windo- 9 Prtmc Gage

4TWA C 10 Thermocouples wad Pa interior side of the test vessel through the hollow
5Tank Acen Hole Co Supply Una

6V.MkA G.;da-a Mechanism I I lmnw.;cn Hater tube.

The test vessel employed in the experiment
Figure 2 Front View of the SBLB Water Tank with was a hemispherical vessel made of aluminum having

Test Vessel. a diameter of 0.305m. The vessel was divided into

all its dimensions. The condenser was not included in
the front view so as to show the vertical guidance 12.00" 9

mechanism used to slide h test vessel vertically I I =:�
inside the tank. The condenser was used in the Dic-3.00- 2

experiment to maintain a constant water level inside
the tank and to measure the total vapor generation 6 Diu-8.00 3

rate. Two large viewing windows were placed on two
5.00-

opposite sides of the tank. One was used for the 4

photographic system along with light sources and the I.oter le�el

I )ic- 1.00other was used for additional lighting as deemed 22.50" -
Dio-22.00"

necessary. A small viewing window, located near the
top of the tank, was used to observe the water level 10.50" 42.00"

while the tank was being filled with water and to 35.01) .. ..... ..........
13

determine the location of the vessel inside the space I
(i.e., the air gap) above the water level. To heat the

17.50"

water to a desired temperature, the tank was equipped Diof4.00" 7

V-00"with three immersion heaters located near the bottom. 5

Thermal insulation was placed on the outside surface
of the tank that was not occupied by the three viewing
windows. This helped minimize the heat loss from I Lage Vimig wnd*- 7 VW-

the tank and allowed for better control of the water 2 S.01 Vic-i.g W.We. I Pip. Connection
3 C*.d,... 9 Conknee, A� Door

temperature during an experiment. Three 4 Condensate Return 10 I-asion fleme,
5 Drain I COW Wain Inlet

thermocouples were inserted through the tank wall to 6 Wata Inlet and Pretmim 17 Hot wale, Outlet

allow for the monitoring of the water temperature at iteii.r vice 13 Th.r,noe-pl. A-.9 Hole

different locations along the water column. The FigurcI SideViewoftheSBLBWaterTankwith

water tank was completely sealed and could be the Condenser Unit.
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presentation of the overall vents. The Eklapro video
system consisted of a motion analyzer, an imager, a
cassette conditioner and a TV set. Various settings in
the speeds of this video system were employed Lo

slopper
accommodate the boiling events taking place at
different heat flux levels.

Din-0.0381 rn Strawberry Tree ACPC-16 data acquisition
boards were installed inside an IBM personal
computer. These boards had a high noise rejection
integrating converter, which helped reject 50/60 Hz

slopmr AC power line interference when used in the low
noise mode. They were also capable of accurate cold
junction compensation and linearization for

Orsss cylinders thermocouple devices. The connections between the
ACPC 6 boards inside the PC and the
thermocouples embedded in the test vessel wall were

0.0162 m O.,igs accomplished by the use of Strawberry Tree T12
Weld

i terminal panels. These panels had a large isothermal
.777_17.11111z71177 plate with screw terminals for analog inputs and

digital input/output channels. The isothermal plate
Tani, access halt r attenuated temperature difference at the cold junction

0.0762 m connector. Each of these panels was precalibrated at
the factory with the ACPC-16 boards. These factory

Figure 4 Schematic of the Vertical Guidance calibrations were found to be satisfactory when the
Mechanism Employed in the SBLB thermocouple readings were checked against
Water Tank. thermometer readings at the freezing and boiling

points of water.
five segments that could be heated independently at In order to take full advantage of the speed
prescribed power levels. Heating elements were offered by the ACPC-16 boards, a program
placed on the interior side of each of these segments. DATACOL was written to monitoF- the thermocouple
The. heat flux level delivered to each segment was signals for the ransient quenching and steady-state
adjusted using power controllers. Subminiature boiling experiments. At the beginning of the
thermocouple probes with stainless steel sheathing program, the resolution, the number of thermocouples
were inserted through the interior side of the test to be traced, and the type of sensors used were
vessel inside the walls of the five segments at various declared. Then the program performed a calibration
locations of the hemispherical surface. The test of all the analog input channeln. The driver of the
vessel was attached to the hollow tube controlled by ACPC boards read all ffie thermocouple signals
the guidance mechanism through a pipe coupling. multiple times while storing the readings in its
The thermocouples and power supply lines embedded memory. At the end, all the data collected were
on the interior side of the vessel were connected to dumped into a file. In the transient experiments it
the nrumentation through the hollow tube. During was necessary to preheat the vessel to a desired
a run, the test vessel was suspended vertically in the temperature before quenching it into the water tank.
tank and positioned at a proper location suitable for To do this, a second program TEMPDIS was written
videotaping and photographing of the boundary layer to allow for the monitoring of the vessel temperature
boffing process. while it was being heated by displaying the vessel

A Minolta X-370 camera camera with a 70- wall temperatures at various locations on the screen.
210 mn zoom was used for direct photographing of This program scanned all the thermocouples once
the boiling events. The speed of the camera could be during a specified time period. Then the temperature
adjusted to a value as high as 000 frames per collected were displayed on the screen before the
second. Videotaping of the boundary layer pool thermocouples were scanned again.
boiling phenomenon was performing using a Kodak
Ektapro high-speed video system as well as a high Transient Quenching Experiments
resolution CCD video camera by Sony. Whereas the To prepare for a run under transient
former was used to observe te detailed events in conditions, the tank was first filled with water to the
slow motions, the latter was used to obtain a clear desired level. A pump was then used to circulate the
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water through a high grade filter. This was repeated boiling heat flux and the local wall superheat. The
several times until all suspended particles were local boiling heat flux was checked against the power
completely removed. The water was then heated to input to the local segment corrected for heat loss.
the boiling point and was allowed to boil for an Once the steady-state nucleate boiling data were
extended period of time to degas. When the water collected for given water temperature and heat flux
cooled down to room temperature, it was circulated level, the power supply to the heaters inside the test
through the filter again to remove any particles that vessel was discontinued. The system was then taken
might have precipitated during the boiling. After the apart, and the outer surface of the test vessel was
water had been conditioned, the outside surface of the polished with emery paper and -cleaned with acetone.
test vessel was polished with 220 emery paper and This was important to remove any fouling that might
cleaned with acetone. The vessel was then mounted have accumulated on the vessel surface during
to the vertical guidance mechanism by connecting it boiling.
to the hollow tube with the power supply lines and the When the critical heat flux condition was
thermocouple wires being inserted through the hollow reached in a steady-state boiling experiment, a further
tube. The various thermocouples embedded in the power input could result in local burnout of the vessel
vessel wall were connected to the terminal panels of wall. This was characterized by a sudden abrupt
the data acquisition system. The iunersion heaters increase in the local vessel wall temperature. To
were then turned on to heat the water to the desired protect the test vessel from any possible meltdown, a
temperature. In the meantime, the power supply lines power control system was used in the steady-state
were turned on to heat the vessJin the air gap above boiling experiments to discontinue the power supply
the water level and the program TEMPDIS was used to the heaters embedded in the vessel once a
to monitor the heating of the vessel by displaying the significant jump in the vessel wall temperature
vessel wall temperatures at various locations on a beyond a set point value was detected in the high-
computer screen. The power inputs to various heat-flux nucleate boiling regime. The power control
segments of the vessel were adjusted to assure a system consisted of a data acquisition system, a
uniform wall temperature distribution. This heating constant DC power source, a solid state relay, and
procedure was followed until the vessel temperature thermocouples to measure the vessel wall
reached 310'C. At this point, the computer was temperatures, as shown in Figure 5. The solid state
activated to start the data collection program relay had a low voltage side connected to the constant
DATACOL, and the test vessel was quenched in the DC power source, and a high voltage side connected
water tank. The stoppers on the hollow tube were to the variac: supplying power to the beater. To carry
preset in advance to allow the vessel to be submerged out the control strategy, a control routine was created
about 0.3m below the water level inside the tank. to collect the temperatures of the vessel wall at
Local boiling curves were deduced from the recorded several desired locations. These temperatures were
transient vessel wall temperatures.

Steady-State oiling Experiments
To prepare for a run under steady state

conditions, the water in the tank was conditioned in 7
the same manner as described above. The test vessel
was then polished and submerged about 0.3m below i Power Variac
the water level in the Lank. The power to each 6 2 Electric. Wire
segment of the vessel was turned on to give the 3 Test Vessel
desired heat flux at the vessel surface. In the 4 Ilemocouple Wire
meantime, the condenser unit was turned on and the 5 Solid State Relay

4 6 DC Power Source
program TEMPDIS was used to keep track of the 9 7 Terminal Panel
temperature distribution inside the vessel wall. The 8 IBM PC
thermocouple readings were used to determine 9 kC Power Supply
whether the system reached steady state or not. Once
it was decided that steady state conditions were I
achieved, the program TEMPDIS was terminated, 2 3

and the program DATACOL was executed to scan the
thermocouple readings for a specific period of time
and save then into a file. The recorded wall Figure 5. Schematic of the Power Control System
temperature distribution was used to deduce the local for the Steady-State Boiling Experiments.
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then compared to a set point vlue of 20011C, which local CHF values was about ±050 MW/rn 2 for
was much higher than the expected wall temperatures saturated boiling and ±0.075 MW/M2 for subcooled
characteristic of nucleate boiling in water. Wall boiling.
temperatures higher than 200'C could have only been
due to the occurrence of the critical heat flux. Under RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
normal operating conditions, the vessel wall Transient Quenching Phenomenon
temperatures would be less than 200"C and the digital Quenching of the hemispherical test vessel
input/output channel connected to the solid state relay was performed with water temperatures ranging from
would be closed. This allowed he high voltage side 90'C to 100'C. The rate of quenching was found to
of the solid state relay to stay closed and for the increase significantly with the subcooling level.
desired power to be delivered to the various segments However, the evolution of the boiling process with
of the vessel. When a wall temperature greater than time remained essentially the same for both saturated
200'C was detected, the digital 0 channel became and subcooled boiling. In all cases, three sequential
open. As a result, the low voltage side of the solid stages of quenching were observed. These are (i) the
stat ray was not powered anymore and the power initial stage of quenching during which the entire
supply to the heaters was discontinued. Based on the outer surface of the vessel was in film boiling, (ii) the
abrupt local temperature rise so detected, the local intermediate stage of quenching during which film,
CHF limit was determined. transition, and nucleate boiling occurred

simultaneously in various parts of the vessel outer
Data Reduction and Error Estimates surface, and (iii) the final stage of quenching during

An inverse heat conduction code was which nucleate boiling was the only mechanism for
developed to deduce the boiling data from the vapor generation on the vessel outer surface. A
recorded vssel wall temperatures. Fr the steady- schematic of the configuration of the two-phase
state boiling data, the code employed a constant heat boundary layer on the vessel outer surface observed
flux boundary condition on the interior side of the during quenching is shown in Figure 6 In the initial
vessel wall. The local wall heat flux was set equal to
the resistance heating delivered by the heating
elements embedded in the wall of each segment. For

the transient quenching data, the time variation of the note 11-hrb.0-1 ....
local wall temperature was used to determine the Q-thi.9 U.001.

change of the sensible heat of the local wall element.
Th� conduction inside the wall of each segment was
described by the conduction equation in spherical V.P� Fit.
coordinates. It was assumed that the wall temperature VW.

was symmetric with respect to the axis that passed
through the bottom center of the test vessel. Thus the (b) 0:

spatial variables were the radial location along the 13-I.Ph-1-1 .... I

depth of the vessel wall and the azimuthal angle along
the hemispherical heating surface. Based on these
assumptions, the conduction equation was discretized
using the finite difference method. An inverse heat CV-,, -d U1--bil)

conduction code was so developed as reported in the
thesis work of Liu 1995).

For both the transient quenching and steady-
.0,state boiling experiments, a selected number of runs

were repeated under the same set of conditions to C-I'd
S.K."

check the reproducibility of the data. In all cases, the
results obtained in two sparate runs under identical
conditions were found to be highly comparable, with T-rh- ... d.,y Lyl

the CHF values well within ±15%, which is quite
good for boiling data. The uncertainty in the
embedded thermocouple locations was ±0.001m, the Figure 6 Schematic of the Three Sequential Stages
maximum error in the temperature readings was of Quenching Observed in the SBLB
±0.1'C, and the maximum error in the calculated Experiments.
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stage of quenching, the ntire outer surface of the test vessel was submerged first in he wter tank, it took
vessel was covered by a vapor layer indicating the longer to quench than the rest of the heating surface.
existence of film boiling everywhere on the surface. When the water was subcooled, the time
The configuration of the vapor film, however, was not duration occupied by each of the three stages of
uniform but varied considerably along the surface. quenching was found to decrease substantially. In
Near the bottom of the vessel, the film appeared to be general, the larger the subcooling, the shorter was the
very smooth and stable whereas it appeared to be individual time duration. The rate of quenching
highly wavy and unstable in the upper portion of the depended strongly on the water temperature and was
vessel. This was due in part to the fact that the highly non-uniform over the -vessel outer surface.
bottom center of the vessel was facing horizontally Also, the dynamic behavior of the two-phase
downward. The local vapor film was very stable boundary layer changed not only with time but also
under the influence of gravity. This was not rue for with the spatial location along the vessel outer
the upper portion of the vessel which had relatively surface. Thrse observed phenomenon revealed that
large angles of inclination with respect to the the boiling characteristics, particularly the local
horizontal direction. Another factor was that all the critical heat flux, could vary significantly along the
vapor generated in the lower portion of the vessel outer surface of the vssel wall.
flowed upward along the curved surface. This
resulted in a significant increase in the vapor velocity Steady-State Boiling Phenomenon
as well as the film thickness in the upper portion of Steady-state boiling experiments were
the vessel. The local film Reynolds number based on conducted under both saturated and subcooled
the local vapor velocity and film thickness became conditions covering a wide range of heat flux levels
large enough to render the film highly wavy and up to the local CHF limits. In all cases, a two-phase
unstable. liquid-vapor boundary layer flow was found to

In the intermediate stage of quenching, the develop on the vessel outer surface as a result of the
vessel wall temperatures dropped below the minimum boiling process. Because of the formation of the two-
film boiling temperature and breakup of the vapor phase boundary layer, there were strong upstream
film occurred. However, changes in the boiling flow effects on the vapor growth and departure in the
regime from fm to transition and then to nucleate downstream locations. When the entire test vessel
did not take place uniformly over the vessel outer was heated uniformly at the same heat flux level, the
surface. Rather, transition boiling followed by the vapor size and shape along the hemispherical heating
occurrence of CHF first took place at the upper edge surface were found to vary significantly. For
(i.ei, the equator) of the vessel, with the rest of the saturated boiling, the vapor bubbles in the bottom
vessel outer surface still in film boiling covered with region were an order of magnitude larger than those
a vapor layer. The point of transition then propagated observed in the upper portion of the vessel. The
do�vnwarcl until it reached the bottom center of the vapor masses that formed in the bottom center region
vessel. Thus, all three regimes of boiling, i.e., were elongated and resembled a pancake having a
nucleate, transition and film boiling were observed to diameter varying from 10mm to 60mm, depending on
take place simultaneously in various parts of the the local heat flux level. On the other hand, the vapor
vesselin this intermediate stage of quenching. bubbles in the upper portion of the vessel were

After the point of transition reached the considerably smaller and almost spherical in shape.
bottom center of the vessel and the CHF took place Upon departure, the large elongated vapor bubbles
throughout the entire vessel outer surface, nucleate from the bottom center region of the vessel flowed
boiling became the only means of vapor production. upward along the heating surface while carrying away
The transient process entered into the final stage of the gowing bubbles in the downstream locations. As
quenching. In this end stage, most of the vapor a result, the nucleate boiling process in the upper
masses were generated in the rgion around the portion of the vessel depended strongly on the
bottom center while the rest of the vessel outer upstream flow conditions in the two-phase boundary
surface was non-boiling. The presence of vapor layer and could not be treated as a localized event.
bubbles in the upper portion of the vessel was mainly When the water was subcooled, the bubble growth
due to the upstream effect of the two-phase boundary and departure frequencies increased whereas the
layer flow. Eventually, vapor bubbles ceased to grow bubble sizes decreased substantially. The vapor
as the local wall temperature at the bottom center bubbles, especially those from the bottom center
cooled down toward the saturation temperature. It region, shrunk quickly after departure due to
should be noted that although the bottom center of the condensation in the subcooled liquid. Depending on

the level of subcooling, the bubble sizes could be an
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(a) Side V_ vapor masses appeared to be explosive and highly
chaotic. The characteristic frequency of the vapor

0 ejection cycle tended to increase with the heat flux
level. However, the frequency increased very slowly

Bested Demiyph"ical Vessel as the CHF limit was approached. A closeup view of

Study-State Boiling Cut the vapor slugs revealed the existence of a thin liquid
film, i.e., a micro-layer, underneath each elongated
vapor slug that was growing on the heating surface.
The small vapor masses that were generated at
numerous discrete locations (i.e., the nucleations

Elongated Vpor Sh.Z sites) on the heating surface weie fed in a continuous
De..dary manner to the large vapor slug through the liquid

film. Apparently, it was the thin liquid film
lb) Dttm Vic� underneath the large vapor slug that prevented ocal

dryout of the heating surface from occurring. Near
the local CHF limit. the characteristic frequency was
found to be approximately 4 Hz for the case of
saturated boiling. This implied that the vapor
ejection cycle was about 025 s in duration. Over
90% of this duration, the heating surface was covered
by the vapor slug. The waiting period was less than
10% of the cycle duration. At the bottom center of

Incipient Stage Expansion Stage Druktip Stage the vessel, only a single large vapor mass was present

in the local boundary layer region. On the other
hand, several large vapor slugs could be present in the

Figure 7 Side View of the Two-Phase Boundary local boundary layer region at the same time as
Layer and Bottom View of the Cyclic depicted in Figure 7 The local boundary layer
Vapor Ejection Process Observed in the thickness increased considerably from the bottom
Steady-State Boiling Experiments. center to the upper edge of the vessel.

The vapor dynamics and cyclic ejection
order of magnitude smaller han their sizes in the frequencies recorded in the bottom region of the
corresponding saturated boiling case. vessel at various heat flux levels were analyzed in

At high heat flux levels, a cyclic vapor slow motions. Results are summarized in Figure .
ejection process was clearly observed in the bottom
region of he vessel. Large elongated vapor masses, 5
being squeezed up against the wall by the local
buoyancy force, were found to grow rapidly on the 4
heating surface. The video record in slow motion 0%
revealed that the individual nucleation sites were
feeding the envelope of each large vapor mass. As 3
the vapor mass grew to a certain critical size, it was
ejected violently upward in all directions. The C,
ejected vapor mass formed a ring as it traveled 2
radially upward, with a new vapor mass starting to T�Ialer�lofflc

grow inside the ring. The ring was subsequently 1 0 < /D < 02

broken into several large vapor slugs due to the 0
diverging area of the vessel. The vapor slugs carried
away the local vapor bubbles but tended to bypass 0
those large vapor slugs growing on the heating Cf.0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5

surface in the downstream locations. As a result, Wall Heat Flux (MVV/m2)

large vapor slugs were present throughout the wo-
phase boundary layer on the vessel outer surface, as Figure 8. Variation of the Cyclic Vapor Ejection
shown schematically in Figure 7 Frequency with the Wall Heat Flux

As the heat flux level was further increased Measured in the Steady-State Boiling
toward the local CHF limit, the cyclic ejection of the Experiments.
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conditions. Typical temperature-time histories at
350 three separate locations of the test vessel recorded in

a transient quenching experiment are shown in Figure

300 I/D-0.35 9. In his figure, the azimuthal location is given in
Point terms of LID, where D is he total arc length (i.e., total

250 - Submergence I/D-0.50 heating length from the bottom center to the upper
I/D=0.75 edge of the vessel and the arc length (i.e., local

heating length) corresponding to the location on the
200 - vessel outer surface. Initially; the test vessel was

suspended in the air gap near the top of the water tank
150 - CHF Locatiow and thus it was cooling down very slowly by natural

convection. As soon as the vessel was submerged in
100 - T..'_=100 water, the cooling rate increased substantially,

marking the onset of the initial quenching stage. The
50 local wall temperature kept going down as the regime

0 5 10 15 20 of boiling changed from film to transition boiling in

Time (s) the intermediate stage of quenching. At the CHF

point, an abrupt decrease in the local wall

Figure 9. Typical Temperature-Time History temperature occurred marking the peak cooling rate.
Recorded in the Transient Quenching Consistent with he observed phenomenon, the
Experiments. location closest to the upper edge of the vessel

reached the local CHF limit first, whereas the one
No apparent changes in the vapor dynamics and closest to the bottom center reached the local CHF
cyclic ejection process were observed as the CHF limit last. In the final stage of quenching, the wall
point was attained. The vapor/liquid morphology and temperature gradually approached the saturation
the local flow behavior were essentially the same temperature of water. From these transient local
throughout the high-heat-flux regime up to the CHF cooling curves, the local critical heat fluxes were

point, although the characteristic frequency of the accurately determined.
vapor ejection cycle tended to increase with the heat Typical time responses of the local wall

flux level. Evidently, the CHF point is a continuation temperature following a step increase in the local wall

of. the nucleate boiling region and simply represents heat flux observed in the steady-state experiments are

the� upper limit of the high-heat-flux regime. shown in Figure 10. Curve (a) corresponds to the

Throughout the entire high-heat-flux region including case for which the final steady-state wait heat flux

the, CHF point, nucleate boiling is subjected to

Helmholtz instability. The conventional assumptions 170 150

that the critical heat flux is A peculiar point different

radically from the nucleate boiling regime and that

Helmholtz instability acts only. on the CHF point Curve (b)

causing a sudden collapse of the vapor removal path

are not valid for boundary layer pool boiling on the

vessel outer surface under consideration in the
160 - 140

present case. Rather, the occurrence of the local

critical heat flux is due to the depletion of the liquid Curve (a)

film underneath the elongated vapor slug on the

heating surface. It was based upon this new

observation that an advanced hydrodynamic CHF

model for boundary layer pool boiling was recently

developed by Cheung and Haddad 1997). 150 .130

0 20 40 60 so 100 120

Critical Heat Flux Data Time s)

The critical heat flux data were obtained by

performing two distinctly different types of Figure IO. Typical Time Response of the Local Wall

experiments, i.e., the transient quenching and steady- Temperature Following a Step Increase in

state boiling experiments. Both types of experiments the Input Power Recorded in the Steady-

were conducted in the SBLB facility under similar State Boiling Experiments.
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conditions. It was found that the nucleate boiling
heat fluxes at given wall superheats measured under

111) - T,� - 1 DO'C steady-state boiling conditions were consistently
(O O.) higher than those determined from the transient

quenching experiments, particularly at low heat flux
levels. This relatively large difference between the

%
%b two sets of data was probably due to the fact that

.1% there were some errors associated with the data0'P
105 7 deduced from the transient experiments in the final

stage of quenching. The vessel wall cooled down
very rapidly once the critical heat flux was reached.
Thus the time scale associated with nucleate boiling

Z� Steady-Statc Data in the final stage-of quenching was not large enough

0 -v=g DM for the transient heat flux to approach the steady-state
value. In spite of this, the difference between the

104 transient and steady-state data became smaller as he
5 1 50 100 500 heat flux level was increased. The local CHF value

T Tsa, (IC) obtained in the steady state experiments appeared to

be very close to those deduced from the quenching
data. The two sets of data tended to merge together

Figure I L Comparison of the Steady-State Boiling as the condition of critical heat flux was approached.
Data with the Transient Quenching Similar results were obtained under subcooled boiling
Results. conditions as reported by Haddad and Cheung

(1996).
was below the local CHF limit, whereas curve (b) The CHF data obtained in the SBLB facility
corresponds to the case for which the final wall heat under saturated and subcooled conditions are
was at the local CHF limit. Initially. the wall presented in Figure 12, where the local CHF lin-Li is
temperature was at a steady state. Following a step plotted as a function of the vessel outer surface
increase in the wall heat flux, the local wall
temperature rose rather gradually toward a new
steady-state value in case (a). On the other hand, an
abr upt increase in the oal wall temperature beyond
the set point was detected by the power control 1.2

sys�tem in case (b) which triggered the solid state %W 0.4 0.02 i e - O.DO70)1) W/M,

relay to cut off the power to all heating elements 1.0 I 0.0366T..

embedded in he test vessel. Thus by detecting an
abrupt jump in the wall temperature using the power
control system, the local critical heat fluxes can be 0.8

0accurately determined. It should be noted that in the

actual experiments, the wall heat flux at a given C�D

location was increased in an incremental manner. A +
2 0.6 -

very small step increase (e.g., 0.005 MW/m ) was Cy
employed as the local CHF limit was approached. o AT, - O C

The relatively large step increase (0-1 MW/rn') 0.4 A%, - 3 C
shown in the figure was used for illustration purpose. AT.. - 7 IC

The local CHF limits obtained by the 0 AT., - I O'C

transient quenching and steady-state boiling methods

were found to agree well within the experimental 0.2 0 15 30 45 60 75 90
uncertainties. They also compared satisfactorily with

those deduced from the nucleate boiling curves. O,

Typical results are shown in Figure 11 where the

nucleate boiling data obtained in the steady-state

experiments were compared with the nucleate boiling Figure 12. Correlation of the Local Critical Heat Flux

portion of the local boiling curve deduced from the Measured under Saturated and Subcooled

transient quenching data under saturated boiling Boiling Conditions.
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Comparison with 2-D Full-Scale Results
The CHF data obtained in the SBLB facility

1.4 are compared to the full-scale data in Figure 13 In
SBLB Data this figure, the local critical heat flux is plotted
- T.ter� 100 :C against the dimensionless location, VD, with the

1.2 T t 97 C
%: 93 C degree of subcooling as a parameter. The two solid

w& L.r 90 curves represent the ULPU data reported by
Theofanous et al. 1994, 1995) using a 2-D full-scale

1.0 slice of a reactor vessel as the heating surface. The
Subcooled Boiling with

Natural Circulation lower curve corresponds to the case of saturated
boiling without natural circulation whereas the upper

Ep 0.13 curve corresponds to the case of subcooled boiling

with natural circulation. The data point 'with an error

0.6 bars in it represents the CHF data reported by Chu et
al. 1994) using a orispherical heating surface. As

SNL can be seen from the figure, the small-scale and the
full-scale CHF data compare quite well among

0.4 aturated themselves, except near the bottom center of the
001 Boiling ULPU vessel. Specifically, the CHF data for'saturated

boiling obtained in the SBLB facility are similar to
0.2 those obtained in the ULPU facility (i.e., the lower

0.0 0.2 0! 4 0.6 0.0 1.0 curve) except near the bottom center of the vessel.

1/V The CHF data for subcooled boiling obtained in the

SBLB facility are also comparable to those obtained
in the ULPU facility (i.e., the upper curve). At the
bottom center ( = 0), the local CHF value for

Figure 13. Comparison of the CHF Data Obtained in saturated boiling measured in the SBLB experiments
the SBLB and the UPLP Experiments. was 04 MW/m 2 whereas it was 028 MW/m 2 in the

ULPU experiments. This difference was probably
due to the shape of the test vessels used in the SBLB
and ULPU facilities ki.e., 3-D versus 2-D) rather than

location, 0, measured upward from the bottom center the size of the vessels. The divergence effect, which
of the vessel with the level of water subcooling, could not be simulated in a 2-D configuration, was
AT,,b, as a parameter. In constructing this figure, the most important at the bottom center. Elsewhere, the

3 divergence effect was less important. As shown in
effect of subcooling was taken into account by using a Table 1, the CHF values measured in both the small-
linear function of AT b In doing so, the subcooled scale and full-scale facilities at locations away from

boiling data were found to merge nicely with the the bottom center were quite close. It should be
saturated boiling data. The spatial variation of the noted that for both the 2-D and 3-D cases, the critical
critical heat flux data was represented by a parabolic heat flux were strong functions of the spatial location
function using the least-square technique. A and the water temperature. The angular position of
correlating equation was derived accordingly as given the heating surface and the level of subcooling of the
below: water had dominant effects on the local critical heat

q 0.4 (I 0036 AT,b) flux. They totally dwarfed the effect of the physical
CHF dimensions of the test vessels.

[I 0021 - 0.007E))2 ] MW / M2 The SBLB data are further compared to
those conventional CHF data reviewed by Carey

where ATUb is the level of subcooling in degree (1992) in Figure 14. Two sets of conventional data,

Kelvin and the angular location measured from the one for spherical objects and the other for horizontal
bottom center of the vessel. The above equation cylinders, are presented in the figure. Both sets of
correlated all the CHF data within ±0% accuracy, data were obtained using small objects with diameters
which is within the experimental uncertainty of varying from a few millimeters to several centimeters

which were an order of magnitude smaller than the
±15%. hemispherical vessel employed in the SBLB facility.
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Table 1. Comparison of the Local Critical Heat Fluxes Measured at Various Test Facilities Under
Saturated and Subcooled Boding Conditions.

Local Angle Local Critical Beat Flux, MW/m2
of

Inclination' SBLB at PSU CYBL at SNL ULPU at UCSB

0 Saturated Subcooled Saturated Saturated Subcooled
Boiling Boiling" Boiling+ Boiling Boiling++

00 0.40 0.59 0.50 0.28 0.50

300 0.61 0.86 0.65 0 89

600 0.8s 1.05 A - -- 1.18

goo (.1.00) (1.35) 1.50- --- - I

O' corresponding to the bottom center and = 900 corresponding to the upper edge
of the test vessel
Pool boiling with a subcooling of 10 'C

+ Based largely on small-scale quenching data
++ Natural convection boiling with a subcooling of 14 C at the bottom center

No spatial variations of the critical heat flux were boundary layer flow behavior from two distinctly

reported in these conventional data. Only the overall different views.
averaged CHF values were reported for given sizes 2. Because of the development of a two-phase

and shapes of the heated objects. As can be seen boundary layer flow, a heated vessel could not be

from the figure, the averaged critical heat flux quenched uniformly in either saturated or

normalized by the value reported by Zuber 1954) for subcooled liquids. Rather, transition from film to
upward facing flat plate, is a strong function of the nucleate boiling first occurred at the upper edge

size of the heating surface only when the radius, R, of of the vessel and then propagated downward

the heated object is on the same order as the toward the bottom center. The rate of heat

characteristic bubble size, Lt. When the physical size removal was highly non-uniform from the vessel

of the heating surface is considerably larger than the outer surface and depended strongly on

characteristic bubble size, the critical heat flux is subcooling.

essentially independent of the size of the heated

object. Since the size of the test vessels employed in

the SBLB experiments was much larger than the

characteristic bubble size, the measured local CHF 10

values were weakly dependent upon the vessel size. Cm rey 1992)

This also provides an explanation for the finding that

the SkB data were comparable to the full-scale pbere

ULPU data.

CONCLUSIONS 7

Based on the observed phenomena and the Ho
critical heat flux data obtained in this work, h Cylin r

following conclusions can be made: SBLB Dau

I . Both the transient quenching and the steady-state

boiling techniques employed in the SBLB

experiments were effective in determining the

spatial variation of the critical heat flux for RJLb 10

boundary-layer pool boiling on the outer surface

of a heated hemispherical vessel. These two Figure 14. Effect of the Size of the Heating Surface
techniques also allowed direct observations of on the Critical Heat Flux.
the boiling events and the resulting two-phase
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Abstract
Airtwater and vapor /freon were utilized to scale and simulate annular two-phase flow

for high pressure steam/water conditions A unique vaportliquid Freon loop was built to
obtain the high pressure data. The results were compared with two correlations available in
the open literature. The Ishii and Mishima dimensionless group was able to scale the data
remarkably well even for vaporAiquid Freon. However the correlation needs to be adjusted
for high Weber numbers of the gas phase.

I Introduction pressure steamtwater data of Keeys et. al. 1970).
The droplet entrainment in annular gasAiquid For the first set, the entrainment fraction is below

flow is the fraction of the liquid flow that is dispersed 40% and for the second it is above 70%. Therefore
in the gas core. The rest flows in a liquid film along there is a gap in the middle. Furthermore whereas
the wall. the first set is one of many available in the open

There are two widely used techniques to literature, the second is unique.
measure the entrainment fraction. One is to .Cousins and Hewitt's 1968) experiments were

carried out in adiabatic, upwards, airtwater flows in
measure the droplet flow directly using isokinetic tubes at near ambient temperature and low
probes. The second is to extract the liquid film pressure, i.e. 0 14 to 024 MPa A 95 mm 3/8 in)
through a porous probe or some equivalent I.D. bore acrylic resin tube and a 31.8 mm (1 14 in)
arrangement This last technique is probably more I.D. bore copper tube were employed. The tube
accurate because it is difficult to obtain a lengths used to attain equilibrium conditions are 22
measurement of the droplet flow near the film : m 717 ft.) for acrylic resin and 98 m 32 ft) for

Most of the data available has been obtained in copper, respectively.
air/water experiments at atmospheric pressure. The distance necessary to reach an equilibrium
However many applications operate under very condition is given by Kataoka and Ishii 1982 as
different conditions. For the case of high pressure follows;
steam boilers the density ratio and the surface
tension are quite different from these experiments.

The available correlations must rely on these Z = 440D W" Re" (1)f
data and therefore there is some uncertainty when where,
they are applied to other situations. The present 'D 1/3

experiments employ airtwater and Freon-113 data We, a' pj, (2)
with the objective to bridge this gap in experimental a Ps
data. and

2 Previous work Re. o,,jf D (3)
,U.f

2.1 Available data.
We have selected two representative data sets For Cousins and Hewitt's experiments, the value

from the open literature, The low pressure airtwater of 440 We,0.25/ Ref0_5 lies between 50 and 150,
data of Cousins and Hewitt 1968) and the high
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Hence, the entrainment fractions measured at the This correlation indicates that the equilibrium
tube exit can be regarded as the equilibrium value, entrainment fraction E. depends on the total liquid
since ZD is greater than 230 at this point for all Reynolds and gas Weber numbers.
cases. Dallman et al. 1979) correlated the entrainment

As shown in Figure 1, the injected liquid film was rate from a liquid film as�
removed by suction through a porous wall section
(S1) and the liquid film formed by redepositing
droplets was removed by suction through porous WU W LFC, U 2

wall (S2). The flow rate of entrained liquid (WLE)1, P 9 f (6)

was determined by a mass balance equation:

where kA is an entrainment coefficient, P is the

W = WLA + (W,,), (4) perimeter of the wetted surface and WFC is the
critical liquid mass flow rate required for the onset of
entrainment. For air/water upflow kA= 35 x 1,6Here, WL is the inlet liquid flow rate, WILF) IS

the liquid film removal rate though porous wall sec2 /kg and WC/P= 0046 kg/m s.
section (S1). The deposition rate is represented in terms of

The importance of this experiment is that the the concentration of droplets in the gas core, C, and
deposition rate is also measured with the second the deposition coefficient, kD (m/sec), as:
suction probe. Various deposition lengths were
measured.

Keeys et al. 1970), measured the liquid k,,C = k, (7)
entrainment in adiabatic annular stearntwater flows PK;
at high pressures 3.447 and 6894 MPa). The 12.6
mm I.D. test section was 366 m long. The value of At steady state, the rate of deposition from the
440 WeI0-25/ RefP-s lies between 1 0 to 27 and ZD is gas core is equal to the entrainment rate from the
290. This ensures equilibrium conditions at the liquid film, ie.,
liquid film etraction point. As shown in Figure 2 the
liquid film flow rate is measured by extracting the (8)
film through a film removal device at the end of the
test section. The steam, which is inevitably removed
with the liquid film, is passed into a trace-heated Inserting equations 6) and 7) into equation (8),
cylinder and pumped back through another orifice Dallman obtained:
'02'. When the pressure difference across orifice
'02' is increased, the liquid film removal rate k.4 01, WeD
increases until a plateau is reached. The true liquid E = _4k D

film flow rate was taken as this value. E 0-I WeD (9)

2.2 Available correlations 4kD

Several correlations have been developed. where we have defined-
Some of these orrelations have been reviewed by
Ishii and Mishima 1989). Two representative
correlations are shown below: Dalman et al. 1979) pj','D fp, W

PCWeD and E., I - L�! (10)and Ishii and Mishima (11 989). a P, WI
Ishii and Mishima 1989) proposed a detailed

correl ation on the basis of an entrainment incepton
criterion and a force balance at the wavy interface Since equations (5) and (10) were developed
as follows'. using a limited set of experimental data in low

pressure air/water flows, it is expected that the

,E. = tarih(7.25 x ICY' e,'2' Reo 5) (5) correlations may not apply directly to high pressure
f situations.

where We, is defined in Equation 2).
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3 Scaling Equation (15) has one more dimensionless

The current experiments were designed to group than equation ( 2, Re.,

simulate steam/water flow at 13.6 MPa in a small To obtain similarity the five dimensionless
diameter tube. groups on the RHS of equation (1 5) should be the

The difficulty with scaling the interfacial same. Table is a comparison between a steam/
phenomena in annular two-phase flow is that they water reference case and six experimental cases-
are not well understood. The state-of-the-art The hydraulic diameter is 6 mm for the reference
correlations are empi6cal. We have chosen the best case and 10 mm for the experiments. Freon-113
known dimensionless correlations in the hope that and airtwater are used in this analysis.
the dimensionless numbers that they include are The velocities, j and j., are chosen such that Re,

sufficient to scale the interfacial mechanisms. and We. are similar. The only other variable that is

The entrainment rate correlation of Kataoka and controlled is the pressure.
Ishii 1982) was derived based on the correlation by The Reynolds number for the gas phase, Reg.

Ishii and Mishima 1989). For fully developed turns out to be within a factor of two of the reference
annular flow they obtained: value for all cases. However the density ratio and

the viscosity ratio vary greatly. The closest values
are obtained with Freon-113 at 2 MPa and in fact

cD = 66 x 10-7 0i 135 0.9125 they are quite close. On the other extreme air/waterRe We I (,j
Alf at 0.5 MPa exhibits values which are more than one

order of magnitude greater than the reference case.

where Reif = Re, (I-E). Combining equations (11) Furthermore the gas velocity at this condition is very

and (5) we obtain.- high, beyond practcal limits.
There is one further advantage with Freon-113,

that the surface tension is very low. In fact it is
smaller than the reference condition. This iseD Pr Pf (12)

P = O(Wer, Re,, important in case that some significant
'r P, 'U' dimensionless group was missed.

The interfacial shear correlation of Wallis 1969)
is based on the premise that the interfacial Table I Annular Flow Scaling.
roughness is proportional to the film thickness:

Fluids P T il j & Rel Re, We, pW, gV�L,

c. = .005(1+ 300
D (13) Wa C MIS M/3

HenstocK and Hanratty 1976) used the Steam/ 13.6 334 0.5 20 2.3 4.8 1.4 7.5 3 92

approach that the flow in the film is similar to single- Water I IE+4 E+5 E+4 I I

phase flow. The film was assumed to be uniform Freon '2 180 0351 1.347 2.3 73 '1.4 7.1 10.92

and the mixing length model was used to calculate (113) E+4 E-5 +4

the liquid velocity to obtain: Freon 2.3 7.3 J.4
1 140 0.42 15.95 F 19.3 16.23

(113) E+4 E+5 _+4

h 6.59F -(Re,,) ,
Where = - . (14) Freon

Re 0.9 P/ 0.5 100 0.503 27.49 2.3 7.3 E1.4 40.9 23.0D _jl + -l400F 'U' FTf (113) E+4 E+5 +4

and yRelf) is an algebraic functon. Air/ 2 20 2.32 7 .4.471 2.3 ELO 1.4 42 4 52.63
Water E+4 +6 J:+4

By a similar argument as used for equations 12) Airl 1 20 2.327 11. 51 2.3 7.4 84.7 52 

it follows thati Water I E,4 E+5 E+4

Air/ 0.5 20 2.327 1 OS.9 3 2 1 4 169 52.3

C y (We,, Re,, Re,, 'uf Water E+4 E�5 E+4

Pg Pg
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4 Experiments extraction unit decreased. When the extracted air

4.1 Air/Water experiment. flow increased further, a dramatic change of the flow
regime in the visualization section was seen. The

The experimental loop utilized is similar to tube turned from opaque to transparent. After that,

Cousin and Hewitt's 1968). One of the main no matter howmuch more airflowwas extracted, no
difference of the flow regime was observed. It was

objectives of the present work is to extend the range assumed that the liquid was extracted completely at
of their data to higher flows and pressures. that point.

There are 121 experimental data points. The But for high water flows, it was hard to tell when
range of experimental data was extended on both the liquid film was extracted completely by

air and water flows. The range of Pf jf 2 is 5.5 to 289 visualization. A plot of extracted liquid flow vs.

kg/ms2 and the range of pgj.2 is 480 to 45000 kg/ extracted air flow was needed to determine when all

MS2 (see Figure 3 The experiments were the liquid film was extracted. Two samples are
conducted at four different pressures. All shown in Figure 4 for low and high water flows. Far
measurement ranges are listed in Table 2 a certain inlet condition, the extracted liquid flow

reaches a plateau beyond a certain value of the
extracted air flow. The higher the inlet water flaw,

Table 2 Range of parameters. the greater percentage of the inlet air flow that
needs to be extracted to reach the plateau. Once on
the plateau it is assumed that the liquid film is

Parameter Unit Range extracted completely.

The amount of extracted gas was always the
Air flaw kg/sec 0.0028-0.028 minimum necessary to remove the liquid film.

Water flow kg/sec; 0.0053-0.038 Furthermore the pressure drop across the porous
tube was minimized to minimize the gas extraction-

if m/sec 0.074-0.54 This was achieved with a pore size of 100 gm after
comparing measurements with 20 m, 40 m and

g m/sec 24.5-126 1 00 m porous tubes.
On the average the extracted gas was only 15%

Pressure kPa 140-240-390-660 of the total gas flow. The worst case was only 10%.
I I I I Therefore the error induced by the gas extraction is

generally small.
4.2 Entrainment measurement (air/water).

The water injected into the test section forms a 4.3 Freon-113 experiment.

liquid film around the periphery of the tube. As the In order to scale properly annular steam/water
liquid film flows up the tube, part of the liquid film 'is flow at high pressures and temperatures Freon has
entrained as fine droplets in the gas core. When been shown to be one of the best fluids available. In
fully developed flow is established the entrainment Table I shows that it is possible to obtain the same
rate is equal to the deposition rate and the density ratio as steam/water at 13.6 MPa using
entrainment fraction reaches its asymptote value. Freon-1 1 3 at 2MPa.

Since the length between the top of the mixer to the A unique annular two-phase loop (Figure )
inlet of the first extraction unit is about 440 using vaporAiquid Freon was designed and built to
diameters, fully developed annular flow is expected. scale the steamtwater conditions. Vapor is produced

The entrainment fraction, E, can be calculated inside a vapor generator 20 kw) and is mixed with
from the following expression: Freon liquid in the inlet of the test section to produce

annular flow. The pressure of the vapor generator is

,E= I-la controlled automatically according to the set point
WI' (16) established for the experiment. The first extraction

unit works the same way as in the airlwater loop.
Additional precautions were taken to avoid

To monitor the liquid film extraction, the flow condensation when the liquid is extracted. This
immediately downstream of the extraction probe liquid film goes to a flowmeter tank where the level
was observed. When the extracted air flow was can be read and the mass flow rate calculated. Two
increased, the liquid film downstream of the drain valves at the top of the flowmeter tank, with

different discharge coefficients, were installed to
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control the optimal extraction Pint, i.e., when the Figure 9 shows the comparison of the correlation
plateau is reached. Thermocouples were installed by Dallman et. al. 1979) with all the data. The
before and along the test section to check that the correlabon fits all the air/water data well with kA=5.4

data was obtained at steady-state saturated x 106 S21kg and WLFC/P =0.046 kg/ms. Although the

conditions. The range of the experiments were� scatter is appreciable, Dallman et al.'s correlation

1 00 <gjg2< 23000 and 125 <f �2< 325 at 25 and does account for an asymptotic lower limit to the film

1 0 bar (Figure 6 flow, so the scatter is more random compared to

Ishii and Mishima's correlation. However the
5 Results correlation does not match the Freon-113 data.

Figure 7 shows a comparison of Ishii and Evidently the dimensional coefficients must be
Mishima's correlation 1989) and the four data sets '' changed but it is not known how to do it at present

Cousins and Hewitt (1 968), Keeys et. al. (1 970), the
present airtwater data and the present Freon-113
data. 6 Conclusion

The dimensionless group Well.25Re,0.25 The two new data sets that have been obtained

collapses all the data surprisingly well and it fits the are consistent with and extend previous entrainment
data by Cousins and Hewitt very closely. This is not data sets. Because the old data sets did not overlap
surprising since these data were use to obtain the it was not possible to find what dimensionless group
correlation. Furthermore the correlation is in collapses the entrainment data. However the new

agreement with all the data for Well.25Relo.25 < 106. data sets provide plenty of overlap between low

The scatter observed in the new data at values of E pressure air/water data and high pressure Freon-

below 01 is related to the uncertainty in the 1 3 data.
measurements and to the logarithmic scale which Therefore it is now possible to show that the
amplifies the effect. The same plot with a linear dimensionless group proposed by Ishii and Mishima
scale is shown in Figure and, of course, the (1989) scales data for a wide range of conclitions,

scatter is reduced in this region. and in particular for high pressure steam/water
For Well.25Re,0.25 > 106 the correlation no flows. However the correlation by Ishii and Mishima

longer fits the data. However the remarkable fact is is not properly calibrated for Well-25Re,0.25 , lor'.

that the low pressure air/water data, the high Furthermore it does not account for the asymptotic
pressure steam/water data and the Freon-11 3 data lower limit of the film flow rate observed at high gas
are collapsed in this region. Nevertheless there is flows. The new sets of data may be used to correct

considerable scatter as shown in Figure 8. The the correlation for these two effects.

scatter of the airlwater data set is systematic and

depends on the liquid Reynolds number. There is an 7 References
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ABSTRACT 1. INTRODUCTION

An improved multi-channel Conductance Void
Meter (CVM) was developed to measure a void Reliable measurements of void fi-action has been
fraction. Its measuring principle is basically based one of major iisues; to be resolved in the field of
upon the differences of electrical conductance of a two-phase flow instrurnentations. Among measming
two-phase mixture due to the variation of void methods otical or electrical contact probes have been
fraction around a sensor. The sensor is designed to used for detearuning the local void fraction, and
be flush-mounted to the inner wall of the test
section to avoid the flow disturbances. The s radiation aenuation tchniques X- or Y beams)

ignal -my
processor with three channels is specially designed for the line- or area-averaged values. The former
so as to minimize the inherent error due to the method disturbs the flow field ad the latter is
phase difference between channels. It is emphasized wqmsive and very hard to handle. By considering
that the guard electrodes are electrically shielded in these facts, the impedance void meter is of definitely

order not to. affect the rneasurements of two-aiase practical use. This is mainly due to the non-intru-
mixture conductance, but to ake the electric fields siveness of sensors, relatively simple nvmsur:ing
evenly distributed in a measuring volume. Void
fraction is measured for bubbly and slug flow principle, and reasonable cost for signal processing.

regimes in a vertical air-water loop. and statistical The void measuring method should be also chosen
signal processing techniques are applied to show by depending on the type of two-phase flow model
that CVM has a good dynamic resolution which is considered to use, of which the flow parameters
required to investigate the structural developments defined are very closely related to the averaging
of bubbly flow and the popagation of void waves method in the model. Since many of the two-
in a flow channel.

phase flow models are one-dimensional and deal

with area-averaged quantities, so the ipedance

sensor can give the area-averaged values directly
To whom all correspondence should be done without further data treatment.
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There are some disadvantages, however, which measuring volume. As xamples of applications,
are sometimes difficult to resolve. The impedance mean and fluctuating components of void fraction
of flow medium is affected by the changes in are measured for bubbly and slug flow regimes in
electrical properties of flow medium and is also a vertical air-water loop, and it is shown, through
sensitive to void distributions, that is, flow regimes statistical processing of void signal, that CVM has
due to the non-uniformity of electrical fields inside good dynamic resolution which is required to
a measuring volume. (Delhaye et al. [11) Several investigate the structural developments of bubbly
designs, including 261 among others, have been flow and the propagation of void waves in a flow
proposed in the past. channel.

Snell et al 2 and Merilo et al. 3 proposed to
use a rotational electrical field with six strip-
electrodes rather than a fixed field commonly used. 2. MEASUREMENT PRINCEPILES
in order to minimize the void distribution effect.
Delhaye et al. 1) concluded, however, that there is The volume fraction of a phase in a two-phase
no apparent advantage of rotational field over fixed mixture can be determined by measuring the
field in case of a vertical flow. Tournaire 4 impedance of a mixture if there exists a significant
proposed that the arc ratio of 12 is the best value difference in the electrical properties between two
to minimize the effect of void distributions on the phases. (Olsen (81) There are components of both
void meter esponse in case of strip-type electrodes resistance and capacitance in the ipedance, and
with fixed excitation field. Geraets & Borst [5) the choice of excitation frequency determines the
proposed a capacitance method using ring-type dominance of one over the other.
electrodes, and Klug & Mayinger 6 tried to A mathematical model of an impedance probe can
measure a void fraction using a capacitance method be brief1v described as follows an impedance Z)
with iage reconstruction technique. Andreussi et of flow medium measured by two electrodes can be
al. 7 adopted to use a ring-type of electrodes. expressed, using an equivalent diagram depicted in

Since most of them were concerned with the Fig. by
mean value of void fraction by widening the width

of void sensor, so their spatial resolution was very + i 2x( C, (1)
poor and the relatively short wavelength of void
waves could not be measured. Furthermore, in -z-2 Xf C,

some of works, the guard electrodes were not where 'R' is a resistance corresponding to fluid
electrically shielded. As a esult, an overestimation conductivity, '�' is a capacitance due to the
of void fraction and apparent sensitivity to void polarization of fluid molecules near the electrodes,
distributions could not be avoided. 'Q' is a capacitance due to the dielectric constant

In this study, a conductance void meter (CVM) of fluid, and is the frequency of excitation which
with multi-channels was developed to measure a is supplied to the electrodes.
void fraction. Its measuring principle is basically In case of a two-phase mixture, 'R is
based upon the differences of electrical conductance influenced by the conductivity of conductive phase
of a two-phase mixture due to the variation of void (e.g., water) and the void fraction, 'G' is affected
fraction around a void sensor. Here, it is ephasized by the dielectric constant of conductive phase and
that the guard electrodes are electrically shielded in void fraction. and Q' is a function of the dielectric
order not to affect the measurements of two-phase constant, excitation frequency and void fraction, if
mixture conductance. They are excited in the same it is assumed that the conductivity and the
way as in the measuring electrodes, but electrically dielectric constant of a non-conductive phase (e.g.,
shielded so that they play only their basic role of air) are relatively negligible compared to those of a
making the electric fields evenly distributed in a
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conductive phase. Using these electrical charac- total resistance (RT) corresponding to the impe-
teristics of a two-phase mixture, a void fraction dance of a two-phase mixture can be decomposed
can be determined by measuring the resistance (R) into the resistance (R) contributed by the conduc-
or capacitance (Q). tivity of a liquid phase, the resistance (Rc;,) corres-

When the fluid conductivity is Large, the pending to a capacitance due to a polarization near
measurement of a capacitance (Q) requires a high the electrodes, and the resistance (Rcd) corres-
frequency excitation so as to minimize the role of a ponding to a capacitance due to the dielectric
resistance and to eminate the parasitic capacitance constant of flow medium. And they can be
caused by a polarization near electrodes, and to expressed by the following relation:
avoid a significant effect of external disturbances on

the measurent system. Thus, for overcoming these R7. (4)
problems, it is usually chosen to measure the I +
resistance. while the influences of and C1, on a Rc R

measured impedance should be minimized by keep- where Rc is a sum of the contributions due to Rd
ing the excitation fequency in the range of much and Rcv. Then the output voltage measured by the
less than MH2 in case of using water as flow resistance, Rm, in the circuit is determined by
medium, and it is preferable to choose small value
to eliminate the role of parasitic capacitance. Rif

Let us extend the basic principle of CVM to a VM iv I I (5)
situation in which a two-phase mixture flows in a R, + Rr

passage between two plates. It can be simplified by From eqn. (5), it is evident .. to make Rm as small
the electrical circuit described in Fig. 2 The as possible for sensitive detection of the changes in
electric current (1), which will be proportional to void fraction of a two-phase mixture since, with
the impedance (Z.) of a two-phase mixture. can be smaller value of Rm, the measured output (Vm)
expressed by becomes more sensitive to RT ad the errors,

which could occur due to the characteristics of Rm,
I -VM (2) become diminished.

W-1 IZ + Rj I

where Rm is a pre-determined value of the 3. DESIGN OF THE VOID METER
resistance installed in the electric circuit of a signal

processor. and V.. is the excitation voltage There are several parameters to affect the
supplied to the electrodes. impedance of a two-phase mixture. They include
If the esistance in the circuit is chosen to be Vel the void distributions in a measuring volume
>> Rm, the current can be determined by formed by electrodes, the excitation frequency as

I V. I well as thevoid fraction. As for the excitation, AC
I Z, I (3) power is usually used to avoid the polarization of

flow medium near the electrodes as well as to

and the output voltage (Vm) detected by a void minimize the changes in electrical properties of flow
meter is directly influenced by the impedance (Z.) medium due to electrochemical interaction between
between two electrodes. Then, Vm provides electrode and flow medium. Ile excitation fre-
information on the void fraction of a two-phase quency determines the characteristics (resistance or
mixture. capacitance) of a measured impedance, as defined in

Let us further extend the basic features to eqn. (1). Another factors to affect the electrical
more realistic situations as shown in Fig. 3 The properties of flow medium include the temperature
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and ipurity concentrations of flow medium. A reference sensor is installed upstream Of the
CVM consists of a main sensor, a reference bubble generator and downstream of strainer where

sensor and a signal processing unit with a sensor only water flows as shown in Fig. 7 in order to
driver. A main sensor, as shown in Fig. 4 as a eliminate the drift in void signals caused by the
sDoolpiece. consists of two measuring electrodes changes in electrical poperties of the flow medium.
and their four neighbouring guard electrodes, of In the signal processor, a main sensor signal is
which both are excited by the same sensor driver normalized by the reference sensor signal to
with an excitation frequency of 10 kHz. The arc compensate a time-dependent variation of the con-
ratio of the electrode portion is half of the inner ductivitY of flow medium. Therefore a unique
circumference of the flow channel. factor to affect the electrical properties at the

The width of an electrode is one of the most location of a ain sensor is the variation of gas
important factors to determine a measuring volume fraction, that is, the void fraction. The contribution
and the spatial resolution of a void meter. With of a gas-phase conductivity to the main sensor
too small width, there exists an edge effect to output s zero-adjusted at the initial setting of the
exaggerate an electrical distribution near a central signal processing unit even though it is negligibly
region of the measuring volume. This can give rise small. As for a material of the electrodes, the
to an overestimation of void fraction. (Snell et al. stainless steel is used to avoid the signal imbalance
[2)) Therefore, in case that the width is chosen to which may be caused by their degradation during
be small compared to the flow channel diameter for experiments.
obtaining good spatial resolution, the edge effect The signal processing unit consists of a sensor
should be minimized, and it could be accomplished driver and a signal processor with 3 channels. The
by adopting some guard electrodes around mea- sensor driver supplies a stable excitation power to
suring electrodes since the guard electrodes can the electrodes of main and reference sensors. The
make the electrical fields evenly distributed in a signal processor consists of a signal detection/
measuring volume. amplification circuit and a filtering circuit per

The width of a measuring electrode should be channel. The principle of the signal processing unit
also determined depending on the bubble sizes is schematically shown in Fig. 5. The variations of
considered and the sensitivity to small changes in the resistance to a change of void fraction are
bubble passages. In this study, its dimension was wmsfered to a differential amplifier via the trans-
chosen to be 10 mm in width, mm in thickness former. The signal coming from the transformer is
and 90' in circumferential angle. which corresponds band-pass-filtered to eliminate a high frequency
to a elatively short width enough to ensure that it noise, then rectified and gain-controlled before
enables to obtain sufficient sensitivity to small transferring to the filtering circuit.
changes in void fraction and to be useful for Figure 6 shows a simplified ccuit of the sensor
detecting void waves with short wavelength. Two driver to supply the excitation to the measuring
guard electrodes with 10 mm in width are installed and guarde electrodes in the main and reference
at both sides of a measuring electrode for evenly sensors. The guard electrodes are electrically
distributed electrical fields. They are eectrically shielded by installing a buffer amplifier with low
shielded in order not to contribute to void measure- impedance, and they do not contribute to measure
ments, but to play their basic role to minimize the the void fraction, but play a fundamental role of
edge effect and iprove a spatial resolution by providing evenly distributed electrical fields in a
eliminating the cross-talk problem. The distance measuring volume. Relatively high voltage of 
between wo successive main sensors is chosen to VDIP is supplied to the main sensor in orde to

be 70 mm in order to meet the necessity of distin- increase the signal-to-noise ratio and the range of
guishing void waves with relatively long wave- output variations corresponding to void fraction
length. changes.
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At the first stage of the signal processor. the avoid the gravity effect on the flow developments,
impedance at each sensor is measured. rectified and and the system pressure is regulated by
amplified to produce a raw signal. Then the raw continuously purging the exhaust air with a fine
signal is transmitted to the second sage here it metering valve at the top of the air separator. The
is properly filtered to produce mean and fluctuating Lest section is vertical and made of acryle to make
components of void fraction. In the mean circuit. the flow visualization possible. The height of the
the signal coming from the main and reference transparent section is about 3 m and its inner
sensors is low pass-filtered to eliminate the diameter is 25 mm.
excitation frequency, and then the main ensor In the present measurements, three main void
signal is normalized by the reference signal to give sensors are used, as shown in Fig. 4 to measure
void fraction information. The normalized signal is the void fraction at 25 m downstream of the outlet
amplified before producing a mean void signal. In of the bubble generator. This can assure that the
the fluctuating circuit, the normalized signal is flow is fully developed (Liu 9 As shown in
amplified by a programmable gain amplifier P.G. Fig. 4 a main sensor is flush-mounted to the inner
Amp.), and then ftered by the low-pass filter with wall of the test section to avoid the flow
a cut-off frequency of around 100 Hz. The gain of disturbances. Guard electrodes are installed at each
a fluctuating signal can be adjusted by 1 2 4 in side of a measuring electrode for obtaining evenly
the P.G. Amp. by depending on an amplitude of the distributed electric fields in a measuring volume.
output signal. With initial adjustments of the signal They are excited in the same way as in the
processing unit, the output of a main sensor is set measuring electrodes, but electrically shielded in
to 10 and Volts in case of 9c and 100 of order not to influence the output signal. The
void fraction, respectively. Then, the void fraction distance between two successive main sensors is
can be directly related to the conductance ratio chosen to be 70 mm, as shown in Fig. 4 to meet
after calibrating the void meter. the necessity of distinguishing void waves with

relatively long wavelength. A reference sensor is
installed upstream of the bubble generator, as

4. CALIBRATION AND PERFORMANCE shown in Fig. 7 to eliminate the drift in void
VERMCATION signals which can be caused by-the changes in the

electrical properties of working fluid.
4.1 Experimental Setup Tests were performed at 4 bars, 18-22 C

under the following test conditions: liquid superficial
A schematic diagram of the experimental setup velocity in the range of J = 012-0.5 m/s, void

is shown in Fig. 7 The loop is composed of a fraction in the range of a = 003-0.5. Statistical
test section, an air supply line, a recirculating signal processing techniques 101 have been applied
water line, an air separator, a heat exchanger and a to the measured void signal to obtain several
pump. Filtered city water, as working fluid, is statistical parameters, which include the probability
circulated with a pump in a closed loop and its density function (PDF), power-spectral density
tempertature can be controlled by a heat exchanger function (PSDF), cross-spectral density function
installed in the line between the pump and air (CSDF). auto-correlation function (ACR correlation
separator. Water and air are mixed to produce a coefficient function (CCF) and coherence function
two-phase mixture in the bubble generator located (COH).
upstream of the test section. The air-water mixture
passes cocurrently upwards through the test section 4-2 Calibrated Results
and goes to the air separator to which another air
supply line is connected to pressurize the test loop. The output signal from a channel-j of CVM
The system is pressurized to 4 bars in order to can be decomposed into the mean value and its
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fluctuating component as the esults, as shown in Fig. 8, are curve-fitted in
the second-order polynomial as follows:

Vi U = vi + V) (6)

- G. = CO CI + C2 2 (8)
Then, the mean conductance ratio, is G.

expressed by where a = 0996 C = 1.674, C = 0134. In order

to relate the CVM output signal directly to the void
G.. V., i zi (7) fraction. it is evident, from en. UY, that the false
G. V. Z. zero (z) should be zero, and the transfer function

where G, is a conductance of the flow medium ratio, k, should be unity. These are accomplished

with void fraction of a in the channel-j, k, is the by zero-adjusting the contribution of the gas-phase
conductivity to the sensor output, which is propor-

ratio of the transfer function between reference tional to the conductivity of gas-liquid mixtures. at
sensor and main sensor-j in the signal processing the initial adjustments of the signal processing unit.
unit� and z, is an output measured with only air in
the measuring volume. Here, the subscripts 'o' and 4.3 Verification of the Performance
T denote the reference sensor and the j-th main
sensor, respectively. The mean conductance ratio is Effect of the amard electrodes
multiplied by the ratio of the transfer functions Calibration results, as shown in Fig. 8, clearly
between the reference sensor circuit and main shows the effect of shielding the guard electrodes.
sensor circuit in order to make the conductance The case without shielding the guard electrodes
ratio to be independent of the excitation power overestimates the void fraction due to non-uniform
supply, the characteristics of the signal processing electrical fields in a measuring volume. The results
unit and the electrical properties of flow medium. are also compared with the theoretical predictions

The mean conductance ratio, in general, of Maxwell [11). Bruggeman 121 and Jeffrey 133.
depends on the sensor geometry, mean void fraction In the pesent design, the arc ratio of the electrode
and mean configuration of a two-phase mixture. portion is chosen to be 12, which is the value to

K, is separately determined. through the initial minimize the distribution effect, and the guard

adjustment of the nal processing unit, from the electrodes with electrical shielding are adopted to
use. Even with these sophisticated features of the

measurement of V, and V. when the main sensor present design, it was difficult to completely

and reference sensor contain only the water. eliminate the void distribution effect, as can be
Therefore, the mean conductance ratio can be seen in Fig. 8, where there are some scatterings of
directly related to the ratio of CVM output from data at the high void faction region. In this region,
eqn 7 and the relation between the void signal much more. non-uniformity of radial void distri-
and void fraction sould be determined from a bution exists than in low void region. This
calibration. CVM can be calibrated using void indicates that the case without shielding the guard
simulators or by the so-called gravimetric method electrodes overestimates the void fraction due to
using manometers. (Delhaye et aL (11) For small non-uniform electrical fields in the measuring
liquid velocity conditions. where the frictional and volume. especially in its central region.
accelerational pessure drop can be assumed In many previous works, however. the guard
negligible, void fraction can be determined from the electrodes did not play their basic role of
measurements of a static pressure difference minimizing the void distribution effect because the
between two locations (AZ = 160 or 268 mm). guard electrodes in their works were not electrically

The calibration was performed at 4 bars and
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shielded, and theirby they played actually the role inherently produced. Figure 10 shows the phase
of a measuring electrode, not of the guard elec- shifts between three main sensors (sensors-AAC
trodes. With this situation. the edge effect could not in Fig. 7 which were produced for the same void
be avoided. In addition, there might occur a cross- informations (Fig. 10(a)) given as input to three
talk problem between the measuring and guard sensors. The inherent phase shifts (bias error)
electrodes without shielding. Snell et al. 2 It is turned out to be below 0.15 % [141 of those
revealed in some of pevious investigations where occurred in actual circumstances in ' the frequency
the calibration curve is similar to the slope of no range of interest 030 Hz). Thus. the errors due
shielding (more precisely. no guard) case shown in to those inherent phase shifts are obviously
Fig. 8. negligibly small in the evaluation of wave propa-

From the evaluation of power spectrum of void gation properties such as the wave speed and the
signal, it was observed that the case without damping factor.
shielding the guard electrodes shows relatively higher
frequency range 30-40 Hz) than the case with
shielding, where major frequency of spectrum the 5. APPLICATION EXAMPLES
range of 030 Hz is distinct with suppression of
high frequency range above 30 H2. Furtheremare, the 5.1 Structural developments of bubbly flow
latter case show more clear peak of CCF, which is
used to etermine the wave speed. than in the former As examples of applications, the mean and
case. These results are believed to come from the fluctuating components of void fraction are
fact that shielding the guards clearly affect the shape measured for bubbly and slug flow regimes in a
arid the uniformity of electrical fields in a measuring vertical air-water loop in order to investigate the
volume. structural developments of bubbly flow and the

propagation of void waves in a flow channel. [151
Phase shifts betwee banner-% Figure 11 shows typical shap� of the time
From statistical signal processing of the void records for four kinds of two-phase flow regimes,

signals, several statistical arameters such as PDF, which were observed in the transitional process
PSDF, CSDF, ACF, CCF and COH can be dawn. from bubbly flow to slug flow. They include the
and their typical shape are shown in Fig. 9 Wave discrete bubbly flow, clustered bubbly flow. chum-
propagation speed can be determined from the peak type flow 161 and slug flow. In Fig. 11, typical
of CCF, and the wavelength from the peak fre- PDF sape for each flow regime is also shown
quency of CSDF. And the phase difference of with its time record. The characterization of those
signals between sensors can be determined from flow regimes using the PDF analysis of void
the slope of the phase component of CSDF from a signals from the CVM sensor is similar to those of
pair of sensors. Jones Zuber 171 and Kelessidis & Dukler [181

The inherent phase shift between each main using X-ray beam attenuation and local conduc-
sensor channel can cause a bias error dectly in tivity probe signals, respectively. The void signals
the evaluation of wave propagation pperties. It from CVM sensors seem, however. to be more
can originate from the difference in the cliarac- practical to use than previous ones since they are
teristics of electronic circuit between channels in representative of the flow information over the
the signal processing unit. With initial adjustments entire cross section of the flow channel.
of channels prior to experiments, it is possible to In Fig. 12, typical shape of the power spectra
eliminate the magnitude difference between chan- for each flow regime is presented, and axial variation
nels. but hardly to eliminate the phase difference of the void signal at a fixed flow condition is
between channels. Therefore, it should be confirmed shown in Fig. 13, where two Taylor bubbles, wich
how much the phase shift between channels is flow successively, are coalesced into a larger Taylor
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bubble while flowing downstream. This confirms be useful for flow regime identification and the
that the Present design of CVM has good temporal discrimination of their transition.
and spatial resolutions enough to differentiate the The mechanism to govern the transition from
diversity of two-phase flow structures. bubbly to slug flow can be characterized by two

From the statistical analysis of void signals, it ways depending on the bubble size. The bubbly flow
was found out that two distinct modes of the flow with large bubble size shows no random collisions
structural developments in bubbly flow are between bubbles, but the gradual coalescences
cbserved, and they are dependent on the initial occur due to the collisions induced by the wakes
bubble size. The developments of bubbly flow behind the leading bubbles or bubble clusters. The
structures are well represented by the time ecord collision frequency increases continuously along the
and PDF as well as by the variation of signal- flow channel even at fixed gas flow conditions. It
to-noise ratio (SNR), as typically shown in Fig. 14. requires a relatively long transitional length as
Here, SNR is defined as a fluctuation component of observed by Liu 9 The bubbly flow with small
void signal normalized by the mean value as bubble size shows random collision without any
follows: gradual coalescences. as observed by Qazi et a.

[19) (no bubble size mentioned in their work), while

(9) the bubble number density increases continuously
Vi as gas flow increases. Neither bubble clusters nor

cap bubbles appear in the transitional process, and
The normalized random error of C, is less than 3 the transitional void fraction lies in the range of a

The varying tendency of the time scale TO. as = 020-OA depending on the bubble size as wel as
typically shown in Fig. 15. well indicates the mode the liquid flow rate. No appearance of gradual
of flow structural developments. It is defined as the bubble clustering but the sudden formation of
time at which ACF has the half of the correlation Taylor bubbles occurs in all cases of liquid flow
value. Tf can be interpreted as a measure of the considered here. Two distinct modes of flow
local time scale, like the relaxation time of the phenomena can be also observed in view of the
flow: the small value of T, corresponding to the propagation properties of the void waves, which
case of the discrete bubbly flow, means that the will be discussed below.
information representing the local flow structures is
lost in very short time and newly brn sources of 52 Wave propagation properties
fluctuations are generated. This can be assured by
the fact that the void fluctuations in discrete bubbly From the statistical processing by applying the
flow are very random-like with small amplitudes, general time delay problem 101 to the void signal. the
as observed from other statistical parameters such propagation properties of the void waves can be
as PDF and SNR. The large value of T corres- estimated, and they include the wave speed, damping
ponding to the transitional and slug flow, means factor, dominantly propagating frequency. wave-
that the flow information at an instant is main- length and he coherence function. The propagation
tained to propagate for certain durations while characteristics of the void waves show two
flowing downstream. different types of tendency. by depending on the

While weLl-established flow regimes are easy to characteristics of structural development in bubbly
discriminate either visually or from PDF diagram, flow. And they are well revealed by the variation
the transitional flow between bubbly flow and slug of major wave propagation properties, including the
flow is not easy to distinguish only by visual wave speed, damping factor, wavelength and the
observations. More precise and objective tools such coherence function, with void fction. [151
as SNR and the flow time scale, which can be Figure 16 shows a variation of the wave
drawn from statistical anaysis of void signals. will propagation speed with void fraction and bubble
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size at j = 0.18 and 049 m/sec. Wave speed of of gas phase appears, the COH value increases and
the clustered bubbly flow, which occurs in large it indicates the maximum in sug flow. The overall
bubble case (e.g., Dt = 4.8 mm), increases uncertainty 141, which includes the random error
gradually -with void fraction and is of the same and bias error, is determined to be within 28 9c for
order of magnitude as the average velocity of gas the phase difference between channels. 89 9v for
phase. And the wave speed relative to mixture COH value, and 72 for both the CCF peak time
volumetric flux is gradually increased. In the (T.) and the measured wave speed (a) for a 95
discrete bubbly flow with small bubble size (e.g., 9c confidence level.
Dt = 32, 27 mm), however, the wave speed
decreases gradually with void fraction and, then
increases very quickly at the tsitional flow 6. SUNUAMY AND CONCLUSIONS
region. It is very similar in magnitude to the gas

phase velocity in slug flow. The wave speed A conductance void meter with multi-channels is
relative to the mixture volumetric flux goes to developed to investigate the structural developments
near-zero as void fraction increases, which means of bubbly flow and the propagation of void waves
that void disturbances propagate with the same in a flow channel. The signal processor with three
speed as a mixture center-of-volume velocity. The channels is secially designed so as to minimize
present observations such that the varying tendency the inherent error due to the phase difference
of the wave speed with void fraction in discrete between channels, and the guard electrodes are
bubbly flow is dependent on the liquid flow rate electrically shielded so as to make the electrical fields
was not observed in previous works where the evenly distributed in a measuring volume.
characteristics of discrete bubbly flow could not As examples of applications, the fluctuating
been measured because, in their works, bubble size characteristics of void fraction were measured for
was not controlled or its effect was not separated bubbly and slug flow regimes in a vertical air-
from other effects. water loop in order to investigate the structural

The difference in varying tendency of the wave developments of bubbly flow and the propagation of
speed between the discrete and clustered bubbly void waves. And statistical signal processing tech-
flows indicates the propagation modes wch are niques are applied to introduce several statistical
different from each other. And the drastic changes parameters which can characterize the flow struc-
in wave speed in the transitional region also tural developments and wave propagation para-
indicate a propagation mode which is different from meters.
that of bubbly flow regime. It was found out that two distinct modes of the

As liquid flow increases and bubble size flow structural developments in bubbly flow are
decreases, the structure of the power spectrum in observed depending on the flow conditions, and
bubbly flow becomes wider and more complicated. they are well represented by the time record as
and their peak frequency tends to increase. The well as statistical parameters. The propagation
power spectra observed in the present work show a characteristics of the void waves show also two
wider range of frequency than previous obser- different types of tendency, by depending on the
vations of a few Hz. In Fig. 17, typical variation of characteristics of structural development in bubbly
the wavelength is shown for two different cases of flow, and they are well revealed in the propagation
structural developments. Discrete bubbly flow parameters.
indicates, in general, low value of COH, and highly It is shown that the present design of void
packed bubble flow shows the lowest value of COH meter has good dynamic resolution which is
due to its characteristics of random nature of void required to investigate the structural developments
fluctuations with small amplitude. Once the large of bubbly flow and the propagation of void waves
structure (e.g., clustered bubbles or Talylor bubbles) in a flow channel.
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Abstract

After TMI-2, international attention was given to develop a diverse method to measure

the water inventory in the pressure rather than relying solely on pressurizer water level.

In 1987, an international standard (IEC 911) was published which included a

description of the Reactor Pressure Vessel (RPV)-level probe which was developed

and tested under different reactor conditions. Details and experience with these level

probes are given.

Monitoring of adequate core cooling in Boiling Water Reactors (I3WR) is the subject of

a recently published International Standard (IEC 1343 from March 1996). The need for

adequate core cooling exists for all operating conditions, including normal power

operation, operational transients, abnormal operation and outages for maintenance

and refuelling.

Abnormal operation is thought to be the behaviour of the plant during operational

transients, Loss of Coolant accidents and anticipated transients without scram

(ATWS). Under these conditions reliable control of 'the coolant inventory is

indispensable to prevent core melt.

From the different methods described in IEC 1343, the Core Cooling Monitor (CCM)

was developed and tested in Sweden. The CCM consists of an electrical cylindrical

heater with the same diameter as a fuel rod. When the monitor is uncovered, he heat

transfer coefficient decreases drastically, causing a rapid increase of the monitor

temperature and consequently its resistance. The material chosen for the cylindrical

heater was sensitive and reliable.
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Another method now in preparation to be used in German BWRs is the use of

conventional thermocouples installed in an instrumentation tube between the fuel

boxes. Results of tests carried out in 1995/96 are explained.

Progress is also achieved in connection with the stability monitoring of BWR's. The

power/flow diagram of different BWR-types include a small region of instability which is

only effective in case of carelessness during start up or shutdown actions. Such

incidents occurred on the average of once per year during the last 1 0 years. Therefore

international standard IEC 1505 was developed, which shows that monitoring of the

reactor stability can detect and automatically suppress power oscillations. Proposals to

improve instrumentation and control in RBMK-reactors are also summarized.

1 Introduction

One important reason for the safety and high availability of light water reactors is the

continuous progress and quality assurance of the instrumentation and control systems.

For example, after the TIVII-2 acident in March 1979, international attention was given

to develop a diverse method to measure the water inventory in the pressure vessel

rather than relying solely on pressurizer water level. An International Group of Experts

organized in the Special Process Measurements' group WG A5 of IEC/SC 45A follow

up the progress in the instrumentation of safety experiments e. g Semiscale, LOFT,

PKL, UPTF) and the needs in Reactor Instrumentation and then try to develop

International Standards which can be used in the backfitting of Nuclear Power Plants.

The progress achieved in this field during the last ten years is summarized in this

paper. Achievements in connection with pressurized water reactors are given in

chapter 2 Monitoring of adequate core cooling in Boiling water reactors (BWR)

together with new developments to avoid instability in BWR-Operation are mentioned

in chapter 3 Chapter 4 includes recommendations developed for RBMK-type of

reactors and near term developments in the field of process instrumentation of NPPs.

Concluding remarks are given in chapter .
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2 Adequate Core Cooling in PWR

The Three Mile Island (TMI-2) Accident in 1979 has demonstrated hat reliable

information on the pressurizer water level is not enough for reliable knowledge about

adequate core cooling under different situations. Under certain abnormal conditions

two levels can exist simultaneously; one level in the reactor vessel and a different level

in the pressurizer. In this case, the cooling of the PWR-core can be achieved through

two phase flow. Information on the coolant condition are needed to assist the operator

to decide on actions needed to maintain adequate core cooling. Research and

Developments carried out early in the 1980 [1] resulted in the development of a level

probe sensor for installation inside the reactor Pressure Vessel. As described in a

recent publication 2 about two-phase flow instrumentation, none of the many wo-

phase instruments used in the laboratories were applicable because of the special

conditions in a nuclear system, e. g. high radiation level, the presence of boric acid,

high velocities and flow induced vibration during normal operation.

The measurement principle of the level probe sensor is based on the fact that heat

transfer in water is considerably better than that in stagnant steam. A heating element

heated at a constant power will therefore reach a substantially lower excess

temperature in water than when surrounded by steam. A resistance thermometer wire

incorporated in the heating element reacts to the temperature of this element. In order

to become independent of the absolute temperature of water or steam, the sensor also

contains an unheated resistance thermometer wire which provides a reference. These

two measurement resistances are interconnected with two constant compensating

resistances (outside the RPV) to form a Wheatstonebridge. The voltage across the

bridge diagonal is therefore a measure of the different temperatures of the instrument

wires. When the sensor is immersed in water, the voltage is low; when it is surrounded

by steam, the voltage is far higher. If the voltage is below a certain limit, this is a sign

of "Water level above sensor", but when it rises above the limit, his means "Water

level below sensor". The sensors are shielded by a tube with only small openings at

the bottom and top end so that, except for very rapid depressurization situations where

the probe signal is not relevant, the sensors always measure the separated collapsed

liquid level conditions for all flow regimes occurring in the upper plenum. Prototypes of

these sensors have been tested under typical small break LOCA situations. One probe

was also used in numerous PKL experiments and provided reliable signals 2 As a

result, assemblies with 3 sensors each as shown in Fig. are installed in most of the
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German PWRs. Besides the known AP method used to measure the water level in

pressurizer and steam generator, there are now two diverse methods which are able to

independently deliver information on the local availability of water in the primary

system. In this case, the standard IIEC 911 3 has then fulfilled the objective of defining

requirement for additional instrumentation to measure coolant parameters, which are

of interest when abnormal conditions arise in the reactor vessel. Information from

heated sensors together wh AP, pressure, temperature and neutron measurements

are used in the plant condition monitoring system of German PWRs as explained in 4].

3 MR-Monitoring

In connection with Boiling Water Reactors (BWR), two important Standards for reactor

instrumentation were developed during the last few years. For monitoring adequate

core cooling, the standard IEC 1343 [5] was published in March 1996, and the second

Standard for monitoring the stability of BWRs will be published this year.

3.1 Monitoring of Adequate Core Cooling

In this type of light water reactor the upper part of the core is cooled by two phase flow

also under normal operation. In all BWR-types subcooled water is injected in the

downcomer which is heated to saturation during its path upwards through the core.

The axial position of the so called boiling line depends also on the type of coolant

circulation in the pressure vessel. The four known BWR-types are illustrated in

figure 2 In order to avoid unallowable increase in the fuel temperature, the cooling

process has to be monitored under all conditions. Reliable cooling has to be

maintained during cold shutdown, start-up operation, normal operation and during

design basis accidents to prevent severe accidents. Nowadays accident management

procedures are implemented in all light water reactors to prevent or mitigate severe

accidents but this is not the subject of this paper. The importance of monitoring core

cooling forced us to include all available measuring methods in the standard IEC 1343.

Seven known methods were devided into two groups.

The first group monitors the water-level in the clowncomer of the reactor pressure

vessel (RPV) either by differential pressure instruments, a method which is currently in
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use in all operating BWRs, or by means of a float actuated mechanism (level switch),

used in some early BWR designs, which only provides binary information. Another

method developed and tested under BWR conditions is the ultrasonic water-level

monitoring device 6]. This method is reliable only under certain conditions. Only one of

the three methods in this group is widely used in BWRs.

The second group covers cooling capability monitors using temperature sensing

devices such as thermocouples, heated differential thermocouples 7 heated

resistance thermometers which has already been explained in chapter 2 and an

electrical heating coil of a low ohmic resistor which is characterized as a core cooling

monitor (CCM) 8).

Besides the installed AP-Method in BWRs, there is a need for a diverse method

specially in case of severe accidents. The international activities are now concentrated

on two methods from the 2 group.

3.1.1 TC-Assembly

Core temperature is monitored by using Thermocouples (TC) mounted in a guide tube

of Local Power Range Monitor (LPRM) which is installed in the Bypass between the

fuel boxes as shown in figure 3 from 9]. Each assembly is composed of two concentric

tubes. The thermocouple is positioned at a hole so that the measured temperature is

affected by he heat of radiation from the fuel box (Fig. 3 Each assembly includes 

TC at different axial positions. The highest level is about 04 m below he upper end of

the core. In case of loss of feed water the REALP 5-Calculations published in 9] have

shown that the thermocouples will be exposed to temperatures higher than saturation

by about 50 K. In the BWR-plants in Gundremmingen two such assemblies were

installed for test purposes several years ago. Many thermocouples measure saturation

temperature most of the time and it is well known that the cooling ability of two phase

flow cannot be measured by fluid thermocouples. It is not easy to get reliable

information about the amount of water in the core through the measurements of the

TC-Assembly.
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3.1.2 Core Cooling Monitor

Development and tests of this monitor started in 1982 in Stockhom [ 0] in an 160 bar

loop. It consists of an electrical heating coil placed inside a 12.0 mm outer diameter

inconel cylinder. When the probe is submerged in water the cooling is rather efficient.

When the monitor was uncovered the heat transfer coefficient decreased drastically,

causing a rapid increase of the monitor temperature. The responses in terms of the

voltage over the heater were in the order of 30 - 50 rnV/Sec and totally up to 3 - 4

volts. This high response encouraged the developers to carry on tests in reactors to

observe if the ohmic resistance of the monitors and hence the signals would be stable

over a long period of neutron irradiation. Two assemblies each containing four

monitors were installed as shown in figure 4 in the BarsebAck I reactor in Sept. 88. The

two assemblies were mounted in the corner between 4 fuel elements. Three of the

monitors in each assembly were placed at levels 0.5 rn, 1.0 m and 19 m below the

upper edge of the reactor core. The fourth monitor of the assemblies was located at

the bottom of the reactor vessel. The purpose of this location is based on the plans to

use the monitors as guidance in the management of severe reactor accidents involving

core meltdown like the TIVII-2 accident.

The two assemblies Al 3 and Cl 1 (Fig. 4 were differently irradiated. Assembly Cl 1

was removed after an irradiation period of 270 days at full reactor power, while

assembly A13 received a total of 1032 days of full power During normal operation at

full reactor power, the Y-radiation induced an additional power of approximately 40 W

in each of the monitors located inside the reactor core. In an accident situation with

reactor shut down, this power is rapidly reduced. Also the signal from the monitor

located at the bottom of the reactor vessel, where Y-radiation was negligible, indicated

the lowest value of the output signal during steady state operation of the reactor. The

recorder traces proved the high sensitivity of the monitors. Small changes of the

reactor operation conditions were detected by the monitors.

After the evaluation of all tests a revised assembly was designed (Fig. 5) to satisfy a

number of prescribed criteria and should ensure a desired lifetime of years. Four

assemblies 16 Detectors) are now installed in the Swedish BWR-Plant
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Oskarsharnn 2 Other 4 BWRs in Sweden will be instrumented with the BCCM (Becker

Core Cooling Monitor) in the near future.

3.2 Stability Monitoring of BWR

From the study of two phase flow phenomena in parallel channels the problem of

thermalhydraulic instability is well known. For example thermalhydraulic stability tests

were performed at the Eectrogorsk LWR Research Engineering Centre in Moskau in

the 1980's and published recently [11]. The electrically heated channels 6 parallel

channels) were fabricated to simulate pressure tubes of the RBMK-type reactor. The

stability boundary of the test geometry has been approached by means of successive

step by step decrease in the flow rate on to 3 of the current value (Example of

starting conditions are Pin = 71 MPa, Pex = 70 MPa, 0 = 135.7 KW, Tin =

403 K). The computer programme developed and described in [1 1 ] have shown an

acceptable agreement between measured and calculated values as shown in fig. 6.

Such tests are important to determine the thermalhydraulic stability margin of the given

configuration and the tested thermal hydraulic conditions.

In addition to the thermalhydraulic instability described, the dependency of reactor

power on coolant density introduces another parameter to the complexity of BWR

stability. The local void changes affects local neutron flux, and is manifested after a

time delay as changes in fuel cladding surface heat flux and ultimately in local voiding.

This mechanism can also provide positive feedback which is dependent on the fuel

thermal time constant and on the changes of local void fraction in the coolant flow.

The two feedback mechanisms, thermalhydraulic and neutronic, are coupled in a BWR

core and can generate oscillations in both core flow and thermal power. These

oscillations can affect margins lo fuel thermal safety limits. In addition, reactor

instabilities can occur even when neither feedback mechanism alone is sufficient to

generate reactor instability. The feedback mechanisms described above are illustrated

in figure 7.
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BWR instability can occur in two forms:

1. Core-wide power oscillation.

In this type of instability the local flux of all fuel bundles at any given axial level

oscillates in-phase.

2. Regional or Out-of-phase oscillations.

In this mode different radial regions of the core oscillate out of phase. In the most

probable pattern of oscillation, the first order azimuthal mode two symmetrical regions

of the core oscillate in counterphase. These oscillations appear to attenuate if the

neutron flux signals are averaged over a large portion of the core. Regional oscillation

can also occur where the axis of symmetry rotates azimuthally (the two reactor regions

of peak oscillation amplitude shift from one location to another) at a frequency lower

than the oscillation frequency, and is known as the first order processing mode.

Processing may occur as regional oscillations begin, then settle to a fixed axis.

Regional oscillation modes have been observed in operating reactors.

Higher order modes are also theoretically possible, but not likely due to the large

eigenvalue separation between the fundamental modes and their modes of oscillation.

These modes consist of oscillations with more than one line of symmetry, such as a

quarter core oscillation where the neutron flux in one quadrant of the core oscillates

out-of-phase with the neutron flux in the two adjacent quadrant but in phase with the

neutron flux in the diagonal quadrant. These modes need not be considered in

evaluating stability safety margins.

The tendency for instabilities increases with increasing void fraction which is caused by

decreasing core flow,

increasing power,

downwards shift of axial flux peak,

decreasing pressure.
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It is dependent likewise from

- design of the fuel bundles (pressure drop characteristics - especially ratio of single-

phase to two-phase pressure drop, fuel rod diameter and fuel pellet to clad

conductivity, void reactivity coefficient),

- mode of core operation, especially axial and radial power profiles and inlet

subcooling.

Increasing oscillation amplitude leads to limit cycles" scenarios, which are

characterised by the presence of higher harmonics. The higher harmonics are

indications of nonlinearity in the two phase flow.

All BWR's are stable under their defined normal operation conditions. As described

changes in one of the therma1hydraulic parameters like: power generated, inlet mass

flow rate, inlet pressure, inlet subcooling, etc. or a combination of several parameters

can cause therma1hydraulic instability which can in turn initiate power oscillations.

Power oscillations experienced in the last several years did not exceed the

approximate magnitude of the rated core power. Such events have not resulted in fuel

or core damage in operating BWR's. Table is a list of known instability incidents

occurred during the last ten years. Most of these incidents were terminated through

selected rod insertion or SCRAM before the average power level had reached 1 00 %.

In La Salle 2 and WOrgassen SCRAM occurred at 118 and 120 respectively.

These incidents are known through the Incident Reporting System (IRS), which was

established by the OECD shortly after the TMI-2 accident from 1979.

Table 1: BWR-Instabillty Incidents

Nuclear Power Plant Date Incident

Caorso/Italy 1 982 SCRAM at middle-of cycle and at end-of-cycle
TVO-1/Finland 22.02.87 Power oscillation during starting up after a

short shutdown period
FORSMARK-I/Sweden 20.08.87 Power Oscillation during power ascension

phase after the annual shutdown
La Salle-2JUSA 09.03.88 Power Oscillation after a dual recirculation

Ringhals I/Sweden 26.10.89 Power Oscillation during reactor start up
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Cofrentes/Spain 29.01.91 Power Oscillations after Operator actions to
transfer the circulation pumps from low-to high
speed

KKI-1/Germany July 9 Power oscillation due to recirculation pump-trip
WNP-2/USA August 92 Power oscillations during flow control valve

closure
KWW/Germany 26.10.92 SCRAM at 120 power due to operator fault
MCjhleberg/Switzedand 25.02.94 Power oscillations during stability test

oscillations ceased after SRI
Laguna-Verde I Mexico Jan. 95 Power oscillations during start up partial scram

as power exceeded 11 8 %locally

Power Oscillations result in varying neutron flux values which may be readily

detected by in-core instruments. Specifically, the in-core Local Power Range

Monitors (LPRM), normally consisting of multiple ,strings" of 4 detectors, are on

scale in the operating range in which the reactor is susceptible to reactor

instability. The time trend of the amplitude of the oscillation in a certain

frequency interval can be determined as a characteristic function. The

measured function could be used for the control and suppression of power

oscillations.

An on-line ,Core Stability Monitoring" (CSM)-System was developed in

Germany during the last few years 12]. The System is capable of detecting

global and regional core instabilities in an adequate time frame. Depending on

the actual amplitude height and the growth rate of the amplitudes, different

staggered countermeasures are activated to suppress the oscillation. In most

cases the non-scram counter measures will damp the oscillation and scram

initiation can be avoided. Similar soft ware packages are also developed in

Sweden (SIMON) and in the USA (ANNA). The developed draft international

standard IEC 1505 13] describe appropriate plant parameters used in stability

monitoring and provide analysis methods for relating time varying plant

information to reactor stability figures of merit, such as the decay ratio. The

functional requirements defined in the standard include: On-line monitoring, off-

line monitoring, man-machine interface, response time, accuracy and

robustness.
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4 Improvement Proposals for RBMK and current activity

The same IEC-Group of experts tgether with 2 Russian RBMK-Experts prepared

proposals for I C improvements for the RBMK-type of NPP which were published

[ 4 recently (1 996-07). The most important problems discussed in this report are:

- the Unit Computer System SKALA and how it can be upgraded or replaced by a

new information system

- the introduction of a completely independent and diverse system for reactor

shutdown

- channel cooling supervision, protection and failure prevention in the event of loss

of flow

- automatic power control and early detection and suppression of instabilities

- leakage detection system and how it can be improved

- hydrogen monitoring system, the need for such a system was favoured by the

RBMK-experts because of several incidents occurred in key areas of the plant.

Current activities are concentrated on measurements to insure adequate core cooling

PWR under shut down conditions and measurements to insure adequate core cooling

of VVER type PWR under all operating conditions.

5 Summary and Conclusions

There has been remarkable progress in I C in NPP. This is partly due to Research

and Development for other industries like aviation, manufacturing and aerospace.

Aspects like software development and verification, information systems and

cligitalisation of I C networking and integration with other industrial fields is beneficial

for Nuclear Industry. Nevertheless there are specific problems which have to be solved

within the nuclear community. Examples of such developments and improvements

achieved during the last ten years are described in the previous sections and

summarized in table 2.
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Table 2 Summary of Reactor Measurements Presented

Measured Method Stage of Experiencein Reference for

Variable Development Reactor Details

1 Liquid Level AP using well tested about 30 years, 151

(I-L) reference leg comparable

with neutron

flux

measurements

2 LL Float switches special in use in the Is' [51

(binary development in two Swedish

information) Sweden reactors

3 LL Ultrasomic tested under tested but not [6]

reactor yet installed

conditions

4 Temperature Heated sensor well tested Installed in all [4]

in a German PWR

Wheatstone

bridge

5 Temperature Binary cooling tested under installed in a [7]

thermocouples laboratory test reactor

with heater conditions

6 Temperature Thermocouple tested under not yet finally 191

assembly reactor installed

conditions

7 Temperature Core cooling long test period tested but not [8)

monitor in lab. And finally installed

reactor

8 LPRM Stability SIMON, already [13]

Monitor ANNA installed

in different

reactors

CSM not yet installed [12]
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Reactor experience with the liquid level probe using a heatstone bridge 4 is well

documented in an Siemens Report [15] which shows that only 4 from 127 installed

sensors failed in 1991. There is a proposal to use this probe as a diverse method

beside the AP-measurement in BWR. Such a decision is greatly dependent on the

objective of the measurement. If it is desired to use the measurement also for accident

management, only the core cooling monitor 7) seems to be adequate.
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Fig. 6a: Geometry and dimensions of one of the 6 parallel channels of the Electrogorsk WR
Research Engineering center experimental facility 3]
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Fig. 6b: Comparison of experimental and calculated stability margin as presented by
Elektrogorsk, Moscou and Aviation Institute, Ukraine 31 Wah19

The Coordinates:
AN, inlet dimensionless initial subcooling and /mI dimensionless heat load where
P, (inlet prssure) = 71 MPa, P., (exit pressure = 70 MPa, 0 (Power of heat source) = 135,7 kW,
403K-<T,(inlettemperature),c,553Km=massfiowrate kg/s]
Ai = i. - i,, saturation enthalpy, inlet enthalpy) 1. = latent heat of vaporization fJ/kg])
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ABSTRACT
A novel flow visualization method called photochromic dye activation (PDA) technique

has been used to investigate flow structures and mechanisms in various two-phase flow regimes.
This non-intrusive flow visualization technique utilizes light activation of a photochromic dye
material dissolved in a clear liquid and is a molecular tagging technique, equiring no seed
particles. It has been used to yield both quantitative and qualitative flow data in the liquid phase
in annular flow, slug flow and stratified-wavy flows.

1. INTRODUCTION

A non-intrusive photochromic tracer technique can be used to visualize the instantaneous

motion of the liquid in various two-phase flow regimes from near the pipe wall to the gas-liquid

interface. In this measurement technique, a photochromic dye material is dissolved in a

transparent liquid and irradiated with a beam of ultraviolet (UV) light. The dye molecules absorb

light energy and temporarily change their molecular structure, which esults in a color change

of the liquid containing the dye. It is a molecular tagging technique, so that there is no slip

between the dye and liquid. Since its initial development by Popovich and Hummel 1967), the

photochromic dye activation technique has been used to investigate a variety of single-phase flow

problems (Iribarne et al., 1972; Seeley et al., 1975, among others). In these earlier studies, only

a limited amount of quantitative measurements could be obtained due to various problems.

Recent improvements (Johnson et al., 1985; Ojha et al., 1988; Walters and Marschall,

1999; Lorencez et al., 1993; Kawaji et al., 1993; Lorencez et al., 1997) have significantly

reduced these shortcomings. Modifications of the optics has resulted in sh&-per and thinner traces,

which has improved the overall accuracy in the velocity measurements, especially near the
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moving gas-liquid interfaces.

2. PHOTOCHROMIC DYE ACTIVATION TECHNIQUE

In the two-phase flow experiments performed in the past decade by the author and his

research team, a photochromic dye used was 1',3',3'-trimerhylindoline-6-nitrobenzospiropyran

commonly called NSB, with a short ultraviolet (UV) absorption spectrum and oluble only in

organic liquids. This dye was dissolved in kerosene, silicone oil, freon, ethanol and other clear

organic liquids at dilute concentrations ranging from 100 to 600 ppm.

In most of the work that will be described in this paper, a pulsed beam of UV light with

a wavelength of 351 nm from an excimer laser or 335 nm from a nitrogen gas laser was focused

using a lens with a proper focal length. The traces are formed as the photochromic dye molecules

in the path of the laser beam are activated and a dark color appears in the liquid containing the

activated dye molecules. The concentration of the dye in the liquid can be adjusted to optimize

the penetration depth of the U`V light beam and the contrast of the traces formed against the

lighted background. The best results have been obtained with a dye concentration of

approximately 001% by weight. The changes in the physical properties, such as surface tension,

of the host liquid due to the dissolution of the dye have been measured to be negligibly small.

The optical system is adjusted to create narrow, sharp traces in the liquid (see Fig. 1) In

many measurements, a lens array was used to produce multiple traces in the photochromic

solution simultaneously. If the flow field is strongly two-dimensional as in wavy stratified flow

and slug flow, two eams can be passed through separate lens arrays and intersected to form a

grid pattern as shown in Fig. 2 For grid traces, however, sufficient care must be exercised to

ensure that the traces are formed in the same plane.

The motion of the traces formed in a given plane in the liquid phase is viewed from a

direction normal to the plane and recorded with a video camera. In most two-phase flows of

interest, a high-speed video imaging and recording system is necessary because of the speed of

the liquid and significant displacement of the traces in a short period of time. In our previous

work, a digital high speed video camera system was used to capture the trace image s at fi-ame

rates up to about 1,000 fi-ames per second (fps). The image data stored in the high speed video

camera system are transferred to a video tape for pen-natient storage and also to a microcomputer-

based image analysis system for computer analysis.
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When a circular pipe is used as the flow channel, an optical correction box and matching

of refractive indices are necessary to minimize optical distortion caused by the curved pipe wall

when viewed from outside. The correction box is built around the flow channel and filled with

dye-free liquid as shown in Fig. 1. For example, when kerosene with a refractive index of 143

is used as the worldrig fluid, the pipe and correction box made of Pyrex glass with a rfractive

index of 147 are used. Insitu calibration for a 50 mm tube has shown little distortion of the light

ray passing through the correction box, test sction and kerosene, so that the distance from the

wall viewed from outside varies linearly with the actual distance.

From the displacement of the traces, the liquid velocity profiles can be directly computed.

Each trace usually has well defined end points such as at the gas-liquid interface and wall-liquid

boundary. If the flow is strictly one-dimensional, then each trace can be divided into a finite

number of segments and the displacement of each segment over consecutive frames can be

divided by the time elapsed to calculate the velocity profile. For two-dimensional flows,

intersecting traces are created to form a grid pattern and the velocity profiles are calculated from

the displacement of the grid points in x and y directions. Additional velocity data can be obtained

from the grid pattern by dividing the length of each trace segment located between two adjacent

grid points into, for example, N equal portions yielding Nl points, including the grid points.

Assuming that these N1 points moved into the corresponding N1 points along the same trace

segment of the next fi-arne, x and y velocity components are obtained for these interpolated

points.

T-he uncertainty in the calculated velocity profiles is low if the flow field is simple and

the end points of the traces are well defined, for example, being bounded by the gas-liquid

interface and the wall-liquid boundary. Lorencez 1994) has estimated that in the calculations of

instantaneous velocity profiles of a liquid stream with a turbulence intensity of 015, the relative

error involved is 25% due mainly to the limited spatial resolution of the CCD video camera and

image analysis system used. If one of the end points is unclear, however, the level of uncertainty

rises because additional uncertainty is introduced in estimating the exact location of the unclear

end point.

3. APPLICATION TO TWO-PHASE FLOW EXPERIMENTS

The photochromic dye activation technique has been recently used to investigate the flow
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structures and mechanisms in several gas-liquid two-phase flow regimes, having a continuous

liquid phase fire of many small bubbles. Examples of previous studies conducted and reported

previously by the author's research group are described below.

3.1 Wavy-Stratified Flow

In order to study the turbulence structure close to a gas-liquid interface in Wavy-stratified

flow, a combination of the photochromic dye activation method and hot wire (or film)

anemometry has been used to measure the instantaneous, two-dimensional velocity profiles in a

rectangular duct (Lorencez, 1994; Lorencez et al., 1991, 1996). To visualize the trace motion with

a video camera free of any optical obstruction by the surface waves when viewed normal to the

test section, the video camera is positioned at a slight upward angle to the interface to view the

traces from slightly below the interface. This arrangement allows simultaneous determination of

the interface position and shape at the plane of the trace formation since the liquid surface acts

as a mirror and reflects the trace images as shown in some of the following photographs.

In the experiments, laminar and turbulent open-channel flows, cocurrent and

countercurrent wavy flows were set up and velocity profiles measured with two different

techniques at essentially the same axial location. To examine the effects of gas flow, cocurrent

and countercurrent flow runs were conducted at the same liquid flow rates used for open channel

flows. Ile gas flow imposed a strong interfacial shear upon the liquid layer, inducing a wavy

interface which modified the Idnernatic structure in the liquid phase.

In the larninar open channel flow, multiple non-intersecting traces adopted a parabolic

shape after their formation in the liquid phase and no perturbations were observed as shown in

Fig. 3 In contrast, the traces formed in the turbulent open channel flow OL = 0076 m/s) were

almost immediately deformed as previously observed by Rashidi and Banerjee 1990) as a

consequence of the turbulent bursts generated near the lower wall gion and moving towards the

bulk of the liquid, as shown in Fig. 4 The grid traces formed in cocurrent and countercurrent

two-phase flows with a wavy interface were also affected by these disturbances and showed

subsequent deformations due additional.ly to the interaction of the waves and the gas flow. This

interaction causes an axially non-uniform interfacial shear acting on the wavy liquid surface. In

cocurrent and countercurrent flows, the shear accelerates the interface region of the liquid on the

windward side of the wave, as shown in Figs. and 6 respectively.
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Although the instantaneous velocity profiles appear to be highly distorted at times, they

yield reasonable Idnernatic and turbulence data when the time-mean velocity profiles are

calculated. 'Me presence of the two-phase region (wavy region) requires the application of

ensemble averaging to obtain the averaged flow characteristics A minimum of 150 velocity

profiles were required for the wavy region, while 100 profiles yielded good statistics in the bulk

liquid. The mean strearnwise velocity profiles for the three different experimental conditions are

shown in Fig. 7 where the error bars represent the standard deviation of the data from the mean.

For each flow condition, the data obtained with both HWA and PDA techniques agreed well in

the overlapping region and together they provide a detailed description of the mean velocity

profile in the entire liquid up to the gas-liquid interface.

For the larninar open channel flow, its strearnwise velocity profile matched closely the

theoretical velocity profile predicted by the Navier-Stokes equations. Meanwhile, although not

shown here, the mean strearnwise velocity profile for the turbulent open channel flow followed

closely the universal velocity distribution when plotted in dimensionless coordinates (Lorencez

et al., 1997). The flow in wavy cocurrent flow had a rather flat mean strearnwise velocity profile

in the bulk liquid, and only the layers close to the interface were moving slightly faster. The flat

mean velocity profile is possibly a result of the enhanced vertical mixing due to the presence of

larger waves, and the flatness of the velocity profiles was observed to increase as the wave

amplitude increased (Lorencez, 1994; Lorencez et al., 1997). In the countercurrent flow case, the

plane of the maximum velocity was always positioned just underneath the gas-liquid interface,

as a result of the opposing interfacial shear imposed by the gas flow. The overall effect of the

resulting interfacial shear was a etardation of the liquid flow causing an increase in the mean

liquid height.

Turbulent parameters such as turbulence intensity and Reynolds shear stress profiles

obtained by PDA and HWA also show good agreement in the overlapping regions as shown in

Figs. and 9 Lorencez et al., 1997).

3.2 Horizontal Annular Flow

Several liquid transport mechanisms have been proposed in the past to explain why and

how a liquid film can be maintained on the inner tube wall in horizontal annular flow. Different

hypotheses include secondary gas flow mechanism, liquid entrainment and deposition mechanism,
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wave spreading and mixing mechanism, and pumping action due to a disturbance wave.

To experimentally determine the liquid tansport mechanism in horizontal annular flow,

a direct measurement of the velocity of a liquid film in the circumferential direction was

performed using the PDA technique (Sutharshan et al., 1995). The test channel was a 528 m

long, round tube with 25.4 mm LD and 33.4 mm O.D, and made of Pyrex 'lass which is

transparent to ultraviolet light. Pulses of an ultraviolet light beam from a Lurnonics excimer laser

was fed at a rate of 50 or 100 Hz to activate the photochromic dye (TNSB) dissolved in the

liquid as shown in Fig. 10. The dye concentration of 006 by weight was used to obtain

sufficiently dark traces and achieve maximum contrast between the traces and the background.

A lens with a focal length of 130 mm was used to focus the beam onto the liquid film and form

a spot trace, which could be easily identified and distinguished from the shades of ripples

forming on the liquid film surface.

A high-speed video camera was used to ecord the dye trace in a rectangular 25 mm x

6 mm view field with a 64 x 256 pixel resolution at a rate of 744 fps and with a shutter speed

of 1/1000 s". he location of the spot dye trace in the view field is sketched in Fig. IL A 40

W sodium lamp powered by a 14 kHz A.C. power supply was used to provide flicker-free

background lighting for high-speed video photography. A flash opal plate glass screen was also

mounted between the correction box and the sodium lamp to diffuse the light for even

illumination. Cam was taken not to create dark shades of surface ripples which interfere with the

visualization of the dye trace.

The liquid film in horizontal annular flow consists of a thin base film, which flows with

a smooth surface with some ripples, and disturbance waves which are thicker and much more

rough on the surface, and also propagate at much faster speeds than the ripples in the base film.

T'he disturbance waves and the base film were easily distinguishable in the video recordings by

the shades of small ripples moving slowly on a smooth liquid surface for the base film and fast

moving shades of rough interface for the disturbance waves. When viewed in time sequence, the

periods of quiescent flow of the base film with little disturbance alternated with brief periods of

the rough disturbance waves passing by at much greater speeds.

Two sequences of photographs in Fig. 12 show the movement of a spot dye trace in the

base film formed at the side of the tube (E = 90') in Run I UL = 0.06 m/s, J = 16 rn/s) and Run
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4 (JL= 004 m/s, G= 30 Ws). The direction of liquid flow was from right to left and the spot

dye trace formed in the base film could be easily followed for more than ten consecutive frames

(13 ms) in Run 1, indicating absence of strong turbulent mixing or eddy motion in the base film.

'17he movement of the spot dye trace in both Runs indicated that the liquid in the base film drains

downward at some angle from the horizontal, which is proportional to th, ratio of the

circumferential to axial velocities. Every dye trace observed indicated, without any exception, no

upward nwtion of the liquid in the base film.

Ile motion of the spot dye trace in the disturbance waves is shown in Fig. 13 for Runs

I and 4 During the passage of each disturbance wave, the dye traces were seen to move upward,

very rarely in purely the axial direction and never downward. Although the trace became

dispersed much more quickly than in the base film, it remained visible long enough to determine

the direction of liquid transport in the film.

From the video cordings of the dye trace movement, the instantaneous velocity

components in axial and circumferential directions were obtained. The base film liquid had

velocity components in both the downward direction toward the bottom of the tube and the axial

direction, while the liquid in the disturbance wave had velocity components in the upward

direction toward the top of the tube and the axial direction. It became clear from these data that

the disturbance waves supply the liquid to the top of the tube and replenish the base film, and

between the passage of two consecutive disturbance waves the liquid in the base film drains

continuously due to gravity. Therefore, the disturbance waves play the most important role in

supplying the liquid to the upper wall of the tube within the range of the test conditions

investigated. Other mechanisms that have been proposed in the past were found to be negligible

in importance.

3.3 Freely Failing Film and Countercurrent Annular Flow

'Me flow structures in thin liquid films have been investigated for freely falling films

(Karimi and Kawaji, 1996, 1997a) and those with a countercurrent flow of gas which imposes

interfacial shear (Pun et al., 1994, Karimi and Kawaji, 1997b).

For a freely falling film, a number of interesting findings have been obtained. At

sufficiently low film Reynolds numbers, Ref = 4r'lg (where I' is the mass flow rate per unit

circumference and is the dynamic viscosity), the film is larninar and the surface is smooth
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showing little fluctuation in the film thickness or velocity profiles. The instantaneous and time

averaged velocity profiles agree well with the Nusselt's theoretical predictions for a laminar

falling film. As the film Reynolds number is increased, the film becomes wavy and the film

thickness fluctuates in space and time. As Ref exceeds about 3300, the film becomes both wavy

and turbulent, characterized by firquent passage of rough and high-amplitude distilrbance waves

alternating with thin substrate films. The measurements of velocity profiles in the thin substrate

films continued to show good areement with the Nusselt's larninar velocity profile. However,

the velocity profiles in the disturbance waves were found to be rather flat due to enhanced

mixing, as indicated by large vortices which have been clearly observed inside the disturbance

waves Karimi and Kawaji, 1996). Furthermore, the velocities in the disturbance waves are far

smaller than those expected from the Nusselt's theory for smooth falling films of the same

thickness. This has lead to an observation that the disturbance waves do not carry a large fraction

of the liquid mass contrary to previous hypotheses Karimi and Kawaji, 1997a).

An interesting result of the PDA measurements in a freely falling, wavy liquid film is the

observation of the vortex motion under the large-amplitude disturbance waves as shown in Fig.

14 (Karimi and Kawaji, 1996). The enhanced mixing inside those waves should contribute to a

significant increase in the interfacial and wall-liquid transport of heat and mass at high film

Reynolds numbers. If he frequency of the disturbance waves is sufficiently high, the role of

these vortex motions in =sport phenomena may be much more significant than that of the

turbulent eddies. Thus a steady-state analysis of scalar transport in wavy falling films assuming

an equilibrium film thickness and turbulent viscosity concept, and neglecting the mixing motion

under frequently passing disturbance waves may not be physically realistic. Further studies are

currently underway to relate the disturbance wave frequency with the enhanced scalar tratisport

coefficients.

In countercurrent annular flow experiments, the velocity profiles in falling liquid films

have been measured using the PDA technique at the onset of flooding conditions in a vertical,

25.1 mm diameter Pyrex tube (Pun et al., 1994, Karimi and Kawaji, 1997b). As shown in Fig.

15, the instantaneous velocity profile measurements in the liquid film clearly show some

retardation of the velocity near the interface due to the countercurrent interfacial shear imposed

by the gas flow, however, no reversal in the film flow direction was detected even at the
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interface (Pun et al., 1994). Thus, flooding is not triggered by the reversal in the flow direction

of the liquid film. Simultaneous measurements of the wavy film thickness at the onset of flooding

also showed no excessive growth of the wave amplitude large enough to bridge the tube cross

section (Karimi and Kawaji, 1997b). Thus, based on the studies conducted so far, flooding is

considered to occur due to the instabilities in the liquid inlet or the exit sections, Wherr, the gas-

liquid interacts more songly than in the thin falling film.

3.4 Vertical Slug Flow

Vertical slug flow is characterized by large bullet-shaped bubbles called Taylor bubbles

which occupy most of the cross-sectional area of the pipe and flow upward in succession, being

separated by liquid slugs that contain dispersions of small gas bubbles. Although slug flow is

seemingly a well-ordered flow, it is highly complex with an unsteady nature, making the

prediction of pressure drop, flow parameters (such as film thickness, slug lengths, etc.) and rates

of heat and mass transfer a difficult task.

DeJesus et al. 1994), Ahmad et al. 1996) and DeJesus 1997) have reported on the

measurements and analyses of instantaneous velocity profiles in the liquid surrounding a rising

Taylor bubble in a vertical column of kerosene. As the Taylor bubble rises, the liquid

surrounding the Taylor bubble falls downward due to gravity. The liquid accelerates downward

from the nose and up to 3 cm below the nose, and a strong radial velocity component exists as

the liquid film thickness decreases rapidly to 1.5 mm. Figure 16 shows the velocity profiles in

the liquid film on the side of the 6 cm long Taylor bubble. The film velocity increases from a

stagnant condition slightly ahead of the nose to 095 m/s at 59 cm below the nose. The liquid

near the gas-liquid interface moved faster than anywhere else due to the negligibly small

interfacial shear. On the other hand, a boundary layer starts to form at the tube wall, and the wall

shear stress tends to retard the liquid flow.

With the maximum velocity reached at the tail, the high velocity liquid film enters the

slowly moving liquid in the wake region. This sets up a countercurrent flow and an instability

sets in immediately as shown in Fig. 17 and vigorous mixing and circulation of liquid streams

occur below the tail of the Tailor bubble as shown in Fig. 18. This fgur, shows that the liquid

velocities rapidly decay at 3 cm below the tail. No large-scale eddy or vortex could be observed

beyond about 35 cm below the Taylor bubble tail, and the flow becomes essentially stagnant
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again.

The film penetration distances obtained from the data for 3 to I I cm long Taylor bubbles

are shown in Fig. 19, which clearly shows that the film penetrates farther for the shorter Taylor

bubbles and the penetration distance is relatively constant for Taylor bubbles greater than or

equal to 6 cm in length. '17he rather shon penetration distances (I - 1.5 tube diameters) observed

for a Taylor bubble lengths tested (up to II cm) were quite surprising, since the film velocity

increases with the Taylor bubble length and one would expect the faster falling film to penetrate

further into the wake.

This suggests that an important mechanism has been overlooked in the study of vertical

slug flow. It is obvious from the observations of the photochrornic dye traces that there is a

Kelvin-Helmholtz type instability at the shear layer between the core region and the falling liquid

film. This instability causes the falling film to penetrate only a short distance into the wake and

limits the size of the wake below a Taylor bubble to less than about 1.5 tube diameters. It is well

known that the rise velocity of a wailing Taylor bubble increases as it approaches a leading

Taylor bubble upstream. This increase in rise velocity with a decreasing separation distance or

liquid slug length between the Taylor bubbles, occurs at separation distances much gater than

the wake size detected. Thus, the acceleration of ailing Taylor bubbles can not be attributed

directly to the effect of the wake.

3.5 Horizontal Slug Flow

Two-dimensional flow structure in the liquid phase was studied in horizontal, cocurrent

gas-liquid slug flow in a 00 mm wide, 50 mm high and 72 m long rectangular channel as well

as in a 25.4 mm diameter, 528 rn long circular tube Kawaji et al., 1996). The photochrornic dye

activation technique was used to visualize the instantaneous motion of the liquid around the gas

slug, and to obtain the instantaneous velocity profiles in the gas-slug nose region, in the liquid

layer below the gas slug, and in the gas-slug tail region.

The velocity profile data for slug flow obtained in the rectangular duct and circular tube

at 44 m and 34 m from the inlet, respectively, were quite similar and based on the limited

amount of velocity profile data obtained, the liquid flow structure in horizontal slug flow can be
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depicted as shown in Fig. 20 in a fixed frame of reference and in Fig. 21 in a fi-arne of reference

moving with the gas slug. The liquid slug in fi-ont of a gas slug is pushed ahead by the faster

moving gas slug, and the flow is much like a single-phase liquid flow. The strearnwise velocity

profile in the liquid slug is relatively unaffected by the approaching gas slug and the effect of

the gas slug is observed only at distances less than one tube diameter. There, the liquid shows

a downward motion due to the downward moving gas-liquid interface near the nose.

The liquid layer under the gas slug rapidly decelerates and flows at a significantly rduced

velocity of about 12 of the liquid slug velocity in the present experiments. This nearly one-

dimensional liquid flow exists in most of the liquid layer below the gas slug. Near the gas slug

tail, the liquid begins to rise upward together with the interface and the streamwise velocity of

the liquid begins to increase as well. In a short distance behind the gas slug tail, the streamwise

velocity reaches the values seen in the bulk of the liquid slug. The eddies formed in the wake

can mix the liquid in the upper and lower layers of the liquid slug near the gas lug tail. The

eddies decay rapidly and the liquid flow quickly assumes a single-phase turbulent velocity profile.

CONCLUDING REMARKS

The photochromic dye activation technique has been successfully used to study detailed

flow structures in various two-phase flow regimes. Several examples of measurements have been

presented to illustrate the usefulness of this technique for flow visualization in two-phase flow.

The measurements made to date have led to a significantly better understanding of the flow

structures and confirmation or rejection of previous hypotheses for several two-phase flow

regimes such as wavy-stratified, slug and annular flows.
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ABSTRACT

The experimental flow visualization tool, Particle Image Velocimetry (PrV), is being

extended to determine the velocity fields 'in two and three-dimensional, two-phase fluid

flows. In the past few years, the technique has attracted quite a lot of interest. PrV enables

fluid velocities across a region of a flow to be measured at a single instant in time in global

domain. This instantaneous velocity profile of a given flow field is deterniined by digitally

recording particle (microspheres or bubbles) images within the flow over multiple

successive video frames and then conducting flow pattern identification and analysis of the

data. This paper presents instantaneous velocity measurements in various two and three-

dimensional, two-phase flow situations.

INTRODUCTION

In two-phase flow studies, there is a major shift of research focus on the two-phase
patterns (behavior) from macroscale to microscale structures, wich presents not only new

challenges but also new opportunities to achieve a better understanding and control of the

physical phenomenon.

Particle Image Velocimetry (PIV) is a non-intrusive measurement technique, which can

be used to study the structure of various fluid flows (Adrian 1991; Hassan et al. 1992a,

1992b). PIV is used to measure the time varying full field velocity data of a particle-seeded

flow field within either a two-dimensional plane or three-dimensional volume. PIV is a

very efficient measurement technique since it can obtain both qualitative and quantitative

spatial information about the flow field being studied (Adrian 1991; Hassan et. al. 1992b).

This information can be further processed into information such as vorticity, pathlines,

Reynolds stresses and kinetic turbulent energy, etc.. Other flow measurement techniques
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Laser Doppler Velocimetry, Hot Wire Anemornetry, etc ... only provide quantitative

information at a single point.

PIV can be used to study turbulence structures if a sufficient amount of data can be

acquired and analyzed, and it can also be extended to study two-phase flows if both phases

can be distinguished. Some of the more recent works include Hilgers and Merzkirch

(1992); Kasagi and Nishino 1991); Kataoka and Ishii 1986); Moursali et. al. 1995);

Murai and Matsumoto 1995); Oakley et. al. 1995); Revankar and Ishii 1992); Sridhar

and Katz 1995); Taeibi-Rahni et. al. 1992); Yamamoto et. al. 1995) among others.

The PIV flow measurement technique is a full-ficid optical visualization measurement

technique for studying fluid flows. Recently, PIV has been applied to the simultaneous

study of the velocity fields of two phase flows. It relies on fast and accurate methods to

track instantaneously numerous particles suspended in the flow. These particles can be

seeds with micron size and with certain physical properties so that they accurately follow

the flow pathlines and respond to accelerations in the flow. The second phase can be

bubbles with various diameters in contineous, liquid phase or liquid droplets in contineous

gas phase. In addition to the velocity fields, optical imaging techniques are also capable of

providing information about the concentration and size of the suspended phase and their

distribution in space.A crucial element of the data processing is the particle tracking. Since

a large quantity of data needs to be analyzed, the tracking process must be fast and reliable.

Several tracking techniques have been developed and extended for three-dimensional

measurements Nishino et. al. 1989; Reese et. al. 1995; Trigui et. al. 1992). Some of

these routines are cross correlation methods (Hassan et. al. 1992a), spring model methods

(Okamoto et. al. 1995a), neural network tracking schemes and genetic algorithm techniques

(Cenedese 1992).

In this study, several instantaneous velocity measurements in various two-phase flow

situations w'll be presented: A bubbly flow measurement in a small pipe diameter was

performed. A mixture of water and small air bubbles flowing around a cylinder was

studied by finding the velocity of each phase simultaneouLy. The interaction between a

fluid and its free surface in a chanel was also investigated. The structure of turbulent two-

phase flows were also studied. This information is useful for developing or improving

existing computer constitutive models that simulate this type of flow field. It is also useful

for understanding the detailed structure of two-phase flows.

RESULTS

In this study, the two-phase flows in various two-phase flow situations will be presented:
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1. The flow structure around bubbles rising in a pipe filled with water was studied in

three-dimensions. The velocity of the rising bubble and the velocity field of the

surrounding water were measured. Then the turbulence intensities and Reynolds stresses

were calculated from the experimental data. Finally, the behavior of the turbulent kinetic

energy within the measurement zone due to a rising bubble was obtained.

A test facility was constructed to conduct experiments on the interaction between a

rising air bubble in a pipe flow and its surrounding fluid. Te flow setup consisted of a

vertical clear glass pipe, a pump, and a water filter. The size of the pipe is 1 I cm inside

diameter, and 1.5 cm outside diameter. A five micron water filter was used to filter out any

contaminants prior to the tracer particles being added to the water and the experiment being

conducted.

The flow was seeded with small polystyrene tracer particles. The density of these

particles is 1.05. Their diameter is 40 m. The particle diameter needs to be small enough

to effectively follow the flow, however, it also needs to be large enough to reflect enough

light that their image can be captured by the cameras.

The optical setup includes an Argon laser, a Bragg cell, mirrors, a beam splitter lens,

and a multimode fiber with a fiber coupler as shown in Fig. 1. The light source is a Watt

Spectra Physics model 165 ion laser. It produces light at approximately 514 nm (which

corresponds to green light). The laser beam passes through a Bragg cell which chops the

beam as triggered. After the Bragg cell, it is directed by a mirror to a beam litter which

separates the beam into two parts. Each part is directed to a separate fiber coupler. The

beam then passes into a 400 gm multimode fiber, which transmits the beam to the

experimental setup.

The data acquisition system consists of four digital cameras, each equipped with a

telephoto lens, a 2x range extender, a close-up lens, and a light intensifier system with a

gain factor of 1 12000. The cameras are the model GP MF-702 model manufactured by

Panasonic. They have a resolution of 640x 480 pixels when run in RS 170 frame

interlace mode at 30 frames per second. By running the camera in field mode, the

resolution is reduced to 64Ox240, however, the framing rate is increased to 60 frames per

second. Since the camera image is two-dimensional, particle positions for two out of

three coordinates may be easily calculated from one camera image which is perpendicular

to the test section wall. The other coordinate should be determined using information

obtained from the other camera. The facility setup and basic camera arrangement are

illustrated in Figure 2 Figure 3 shows the method which was used to find the three-

dimensional position of the particles.
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The images are exposed once and are recorded at 60 frames per second. After

acquiring the images, a displacement field in pixel values are obtained. By calibrating the

pixels to spatial values, and knowing the time difference between successive exposures,

the velocity field can be obtained (Okamoto et. al. 1995b, among others). Figure 4

presents a two-dimensional binary overlay of the 27 frames from one camera.

In this study, an investigation of the three-dimensional structure of the two phases in a

cocurrent, upward bubbly pipe flow was conducted by experimentally acquiring the

instantaneous three-dimensional velocity field distributions of the two-phase flow with the

three-dimensional Particle Image Velocimetry (PIV) technique. The first stage of this

investigation is to study the interaction between a single rising bubble in a pipe flow and its

surrounding fluid using PIV measurement technique in three dimensional setup.

Three different measurements were performed. First, a flow measurement through the

view volume when the fluid was stationary, and then a bubble was injected. Second, a

single phase experiment with upward flow rate. Third measurement was a concurrent

upward bubbly flow with same single phase flow rate as in the second measurement

For the first measurement, the bubble rise velocity was found to be 17.6 cm/s, and its

Reynolds number is 389.81, based on a measured bubble diameter of 2 nun. For the

second measurement, the stream fluid velocity was 1 1 mm/s, and its Reynolds number was

139.0, based on the diameter of the tube. In the third measurement the bubble rise velocity

was 16.9 cm/s, and its diameter was measured to be 2 mm. The fluid velocity was also 

MM/S.

Two different cases were considered to study the evolution of the fluid motion: when

the bubble is present in the viewing volume, and after the bubble leaves the viewing

volume. These conditions help to understand the transient behavior of the turbulence

induced by a single bubble.

The viewing volume is divided into small regions (segments) of size rArAzAO- In this

measurement the length Az and the azimuthal angle AO of the were fixed and equal to 24.6

mm and 27c, respectively. Ar was divided into 12 equal segments.

The data points'of the spatial distribution for different pysical quantities of interest are

determined by using an ensemble average in each region of the tube:

N

U i I I iljlk
N k=1

where is the component of the physical quantity (i = 1 2 3,

j is the number of volume segments, and
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k is the number of vectors.

As an example of the results from the first measurement, Figure 5a shows the mean

value of each velocity component as a function of time. Te fluid was stationary prior to the

arrival of the bubble in the viewing volume. In this figure, time zero refers to the instant

when the bubble first appears in the viewing volume. The bubble departs at approximately

time =130 ms. Figure 5b illustrates the mean velocity components behavior for the

upward concurrent flow. Figure 5c shows the mean velocity components for a single

phase flow.

The kinetic energy values are shown in Fig. 6 For the first measurement, it is clearly

shown that once the bubble reach the viewing region, it generates a high turbulent motion

in the fluid. The mean kinetic energy of the fluid is very smaU. After the bubble leaves the

viewing volume 130 ms), it leaves a wake. At 70 ms after the bubble leaves, the effect

of wakes is dirainishing, consequently; the turbulent kinetic energy starts reducing.

Figures 6b and 6c show the other two measurement cases. The data points for the energy

plots were calculated by using an ensemble average over the whole viewing volume for

each instant in time.

Ile transient behavior of the kinetic energy for when the fluid was moving prior to the

arrival of the bubble does not show a sharp rise in the kinetic energy at time zero, as

occurred for the stationary fluid case. Moreover, the turbulent kinetic energy is smaller

compared the previous experiment. Also it should be noted that the decay in the energy is

delayed until 270 ms after the bubble leaves the viewing volume.

Figures 7a,7b, and 7c show the radial spatial distribution of the mean velocity,

Reynold's stress, and Normal stress, respectively for the first experimental measurement

(when the fluid was stationary prior to the arrival of the bubble), when the bubble is

present in the viewing volume. In these figures, the orgin lies at the center of the bubble.

Figures ga,8b, and 8c show the spatial distribution of the mean velocity, Reynold's

stress, and Normal stress, respectively for the first experimental measurement (when the

fluid was stationary prior to the arrival of the bubble), after the bubble has left the viewing

volume. For this case, the orgin lies at the center of the pipe.

When the bubble is in the viewing volume, there exist small fluctuations of the radial

and angular velocities around zero. After the bubble leaves the viewing volume, Figure 5c,

its wake produces turbulent motion. The magnitude of the radial and angular velocities has

increased considerably. The fluctuating components behave in a similar way, so the

resulting stresses reach the highest magnitudes after the bubble leaves the viewing volume.

Figures 9a, 9b, and 9c show the radial spatial distribution of the mean velocity,

Reynold's stress, and Normal stress, respectively for when the fluid was moving por to
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the arrival of the bubble, when the bubble is present in the viewing volume. In these

figures, the orgin lies at the center of the bubble.

Figures 10a, 10b, and 10c show the spatial distribution of the mean velocity,

Reynold's stress, and Normal stress, respectively, after the bubble has left the viewing

volume. For this case, the organ lies at the center of the pipe.

Figures I a, I I b, and 1 1 c show the radial spatial distribution of the mean velocity,

Reynold's stress, and Normal stress, respectively for the single phase flow. The figures

are centered on the center of the pipe.

II. Two-phase flow around cylinders in a channel flow

The use of the PIV flow visualization technique is an improvement over conventional

single sensor methods, such as laser doppler anemometry or hot-wire anemometry,

because it offers the opportunity of capturing all the in-plane velocities of a spatial velocity

field simultaneously.

The Particle Image Velocimetry (PIV) flow visualization technique was used to study a

two-phase bubbly flow over a cylindrical rod inserted in a channel. A two phase flow

consisting of small air bubbles and seeded with fluorescent tracers was sudied. The water

flow was 378 cm.3/s and the air flow was approximately 30 cm3/s.

One of the major concerns with steam generator operation is the tube vibration caused

by turbulent flow buffeting. The vibration can cause wear on the tube joints which may

eventually lead to ruptures and leaks. This repair procedure can be very costly. To help

avoid this problem, experimental data is needed to test te empirical correlations which

predict the behavior of the turbulent flow around the cylinders.

The objective of this study was to find the velocity of both phases in a two-phase flow.

This information might be useful for developing or improving computer models which

simulate this type of flow field. It may also be useful for understanding the structure of

two-phase flows.

The air bubbles for the experiment were generated by positioning a nozzle at the bottom

of the channel. The nozzle generated the bubbles by breaking up the inlet flow of air with a

stream of water. The flow through the channel consisting of water and entrained air

bubbles was then straightened by two screens inserted in the channel. The screens also

filtered the air bubbles. Figure 12 describes the experimental setup. Figure 13 shows the

velocity field of the liquid and gas phases as they flowed across a perpendicular cylinder in

a channel. The data was acquired by tracking a combination of fluorescent and white

polystyrene tracers. Figure 14 shows the drag and lift forces acting on one of the bubbles.
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III. Stratified Channel Flow

Experimental investigation of a two-phase, horizontal, stratified, flow rgime was

performed using Pulsed Image Velocirrietry (PIV) techniques to determine the interface

drag force, and correspondingly, the drag coefficient. Interface shear measurements were

made (Hassan and Blanchat 1993).

A horizontal, stratified flow test facility using water and air was constructed to measure

the interface shear with PIV techniques. Figure 15 shows the stratified flow test facility.

The clear channel was 3 m long, 15 cm wide and cm high.

Figure 16 shows a binary inverse overlay of 10 frames of experimental data. The

tracks of the particles through the 10 frames can be seen. The camera view area was 94

mm by 94 mm.

The practical use of PIV requires the use of fast, reliable, computer-based methods for

tracking numerous particles suspended in a fluid flow. A dynamic, binary, spatial, cross-

correlation tracking method, requiring only two sequential camera images, was used to

analyze the PIV data. Figure 17 shows the velocity and shear profiles for frames 12-13 of

from the experiment

The experimentally obtained local drag measurements were compared with theoretical

results given by conventional interfacial drag theory. Close agreement was shown when

local conditions near the interface were similar to space-averaged conditions. However,

theory based on macroscopic, space-averaged flow behavior was shown to give incorrect

results if the local gas velocity near the interface was unstable, transient, and dissimilar

from the average gas velocity through the test facility.

CONCLUSIONS

The PIV technique has been extended to study two and three-dimensional two-phase

flows. It has demonstrated its ability to provide quantitative velocity information in such a

manner that several advantages can be realized over the more traditional methodologies.

Several two-phase situations have been presented and the instantaneous full-field velocity

fields for various fluid phases are measured. PIV is a promising powerful tool to study the

structure of multiphase flows.
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Abstract

We report a technique for the measurement of the 2-D distribution of the line
average void fraction in a two-phase flow with transparent gas and liquid components
based on the Mie scattering induced by the gas bubbles on a collimated laser beam.
The 2-D distribution of the line average of the interfacial area density is measured
directly; the void fraction is deduced from it through an image processing algorithm.
The technique is demonstrated with experiments in a pool of water injected with air
and illuminated with a CW argon ion laser.

1 Introduction

The void fraction is one of the fundamental variables necessary to describe the dynam-
ics and the thermodynamics of any two-phase flow. Measurements of void fraction
always involve some sort of averaging operation: over time, if the measurements are
performed at a single point in space and the void fraction quantifies the time history
of the local presence of gas; or over space, if the sensing is performed over a inite

region of space and the void fraction measures the fraction of space instantaneously
occupied by the gaseous phase.

Various measuring techniques have been proposed for the determination of local
and global void fraction in a two-phase flow medium. Examples of these techniques
are: an optical fiber probe, a laser fight scattering and a differential pressure drop
methods by Guidez et al. 3 an impedance-based method by Klug and Mayinger 4;
a four sensor resistivity probe by Ishii and Revanaka 2 a hot wire anemometer by
Thomas et al. [8]; an x-ray technique by Han and Wesser [1] a gamma-densitometry
tomography method by ShoUenberger et al. 6 a neutron radiography by Takenaka,
et al. 7 ad a direct visual image analysis technique by RezkaUah and Clarke [5).
Similar techniques which are not mentioned above are found in the literature.

In the present paper, we propose a measurement technique based on the atten-
uation of laser light by gas bubbles ispersed in a liquid. Te 2-1) distribution of
the line-average of the interfacial area density within the field of view of the imaging
device is deduced directly from the sensor's output while the void fraction distribu-
tion is calculated with an image processing algorithm. The averaging is along the
direction of propagation of the laser beam, over the width of the test chamber. To
our knowledge, these are the first 2-D measurements of this kind.
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2 Formulation of the Experimental Technique

The intensity of a collimated laser beam traversing any medium is attenuated by
absorption and scattering mechanisms. In the present experiments, both the liquid
and the gas bubbles are essentially transparent so absorption can be neglected while
scattering is due to the gas bubbles.

For a plane, monochromatic wave of wavelength A incident on a single, homoge-
neous sphere of diameter D of arbitrary material, the scattering cross section, here
indicated by a, is a known function of the radius of the sphere, its index of refraction
and the fight wavelength.

When the parameter q = rD is large (q >> 1), as in the present case whereA
the scatterers are air bubbles, from a fraction of a mlimeter to a few millimeters in
diameter, and the light wavelength is 514 m (green emission of an argon ion laser)
the scattering is well described 'by the laws of geometrical optics.

The attenuation of a laser beam traversing a dispersion of scatterers of constant
diameter D (monodisperse particles) is described by the transmittance, r, (defined as
the ratio of the transmitted to incident light intensity) following Lambert's law:

= I = ezp(-o,.nI) (1)
Io

where a, is the extinction cross section of one scatterer (equal to the scattering cross
section, a., since absorption is negligible), n is the number density of the scatterers per
unit volume, and I is the length of the beam's optical path through the volume. The
extinction cross section (from now on a, a) can be related to an extinction
coefficient Q through

a 2

Q-D (2)
4

For a polydisperse bubble distribution, the average extinction cross section, V�,
accounts for the fact that the beam encounters scatterers of different diameters (and
therefore different cross section) along its path. The average extinction cross section
can be calculated from

ND

Eniai
'5 =i=1 (3)

n

]VD

n = Eni (4)
i=1

where n is the total number density of the scatterers; ND i the total number of
diameter ranges; n is the number density of bubbles of diameter between Di and
Di ADi and ai is the cross section of the particles in the ith group.

The ratio of the incident to the transmitted light intensity in this case can be
written in terms of ? as

7 exp(-5nI) (5)
10

and using Eq-(3)
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ND

1n -r E njQj'r D'1, (6)
S=1 4

where Qi is the extinction coefficient corresponding to the ori cross section.

To prevent the near-forward scattered light from reaching the sensor of the imag-

ing device (lest its contribution alters the results towards lower values of the void

fraction) a pinhole is placed at the focal point of the lens used to focus the collimated

laser beam after it exits the test section as described in figure 2 Inevitably though,

some of the scattered light does reach the lens; for this reason Eq.(6) needs to be

modified by introducing a correction coefficient Ri, Rayleigh factor, which accounts

for the scattered light reaching the CCD sensor. Ri depends on the diameter of the

pinhole and the focal length of the focusing lens. The corrected expression for the

transmittance is then

ND

In -r niRQi 'D?1. (7)
4

By defining an average corrected extinction coefficient as

ND

niXQiD?

ND (8)
niD?

Eq.(7) can be rewritten as

N
1n T R Q 1 -xniD? (9)

4

where ND rniD? is the total interfacial area of gas bubbles per unit volume, herei=1 I
indicated byr. From Eq.(9),

-4 ln rr = � - (10)V I I

I' can therefore be measured by measuring and by calculating the product W;U.

In general, Qi and R, depend on the bubble size distribution (ni). For diameters

between few hundred icrons and few millimeters (as in the present case) Qi - 2 and
Ri - I for a diameters.

In the spatial average sense, the void fraction a of the ispersed phase (air bubbles

in our case) is given by

ND

a ni D
6

or

ND Di
a Eri-. (12)

6
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More details on how to deduce the value of the local void fraction from the mea-
surement of will be given in the image processing section.

3 Experimental Facility

The test section (shown in figure 1) has Lexan front and back walls, phenolic resin
side walls and bottom and it is open at the top. The cross section is rectangular, 205
x 25 mm'. Bubbles are generated by flowing air into an 11.5 mm ID tube placed
at the bottom of the test section; the tube surface contains twenty holes of iameter
0.355 mTn to provide a uniform distribution of air bubbles in the medium.

The light source used in the experiments is a Spectra-Physics Stabilite 2017, CW
argon ion laser tuned in the green (A = 514 nm) with maximum power of 2 W. Figure
2 is a schematic of the optical setup: The beam exits the laser with a 21 mm total
diameter 1.4 mm 1/e 2_diameter); it is expanded and recolfimated to 10 mm to make
use of the central portion of the Gaussian intensity distribution; it is then turned by
two 90' angle mirrors. A plano-concave lens (f = mm) expands the beam diameter
to 115 mm. A plano-convex lens with f = 00 mm and clear aperture 115 mrn
collimates the beam which traverses the test section perpendicular to the front and
back Lexan walls and is then refocused by a second, identical lens. A I Tom pinhole
is located at the focal point of the second lens. A Computar f# 16 mm, 12.5-75 mm
zoom lens (set at 16 mm) images the beam onto the 256 x 256 pixel array of a
Dalsa CA-D1 CCD camera. The circulax beam is imaged so as to fit entirely on the
sensor array, thus each pixel images a square of 445 m since the pixels in the comers
of the sensor are not exposed.

The camera is controlled by a Data Design AC101 camera controller that digitizes
its output at 200 fps, with an 8-bit resolution. The camera controller (see figure 3)
is installed in a Data Design Model 2000 CAMAC crate connected to a 386 PC class
microcomputer through a National Instruments GPIB card. During acquisition, the
digitized images are temporarily stored on the memory of the camera controller which
is 2 MB: this Emits to 31 the maximum number of images that can be stored in a
run.

4 Experimental Procedure

The test section is filled with water to a height h, and iuminated with the laser in
the absence of air injection. Several of these images are recorded to be used at a later
stage for background normalization. Air bubbles in the 3 to mm diameter range
are then generated inside the water by flowing air into the perforated tube. The air
flow is measured with a rotarneter. As long as the air flow is steady, the water in
the chamber reaches a new height, h2 which remains essentially constant in time.
Once the desired steady state flow has been attained, several images of the flow are
recorded and stored for later processing.

Void fraction measurements based on the water level swell are recorded to be
used for comparison with the measurements from the light extinction technique. The
volume-average value of the void fraction a is determined from the initial and final
depths of water in the test section as
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Q volume of air h - h, (13)

total volume h2

5 Image processing

As shown in section 2 the line average of the interfacial area density, F, can be

deduced directly from the measurements of the transmittance r, in turn determined

from the relationship between the intensity of the light imaged by one of the pixels

on the sensor array of the CCD camera and the pixel's output. The procedure must
also account for the dark current of the CCD (the array output when no light reaches

it) and for the spatial istribution of the light intensity over the cross section of the

laser beam (the background).

The dark current was measured to be essentially constant in time and essentially

uniform over the sensor with an average pixel value Pd = 11. To measure the spatial

distribution of the intensity of the background, a series of images of the laser beam

through the test section with water but no air bubbles are recorded before each

experiment. Some of the spatial nonuniformities visible in these images are actually

due in part to the poor optical quality of the test section windows. From here on, the

pixel value distribution corresponding to a background image will be indicated with

P. (X, ) 
The response of the CCD to light intensity was quantified by analyzing the images

of a set of neutral density filters. From the pixel value distribution of each image,

p(x, y), the ratio
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Figure 3 Schematic diagram shows the connections of the CCD camera with the data
acquisition system.

7 = (P(X, Y - Pd) (14)

(P�,(X, Y - Pd)

is evaluated, where pjx, y) is the average of several background images recorded just

prior to recording the image of the step tablets. The number of background samples

to be used in constructing pjx, y) was chosen to be after experimenting with larger

values and determining that this did not affect the results of image normalization.

Subtracting the pixel value p1 from each pixel value in the image essentially resets

the value to account for the dark current (non-zero response of the CCD to total

darkness). Calculating the atio between the CCD response to the light attenuated

by the neutral density filters and the response to the uattenuated light, using the

corresponding pixel value istributions, accounts for the spatial nonuniformity of the

background light. An average value of TM is calculated using the pixel values within

each of the areas of the image corresponding to a neutral density filter of a ifferent

value. A plot of the nominal values, -rN vs. the corresponding measured values, rM

shown in figure 4 shows that the CCD responds liDearly to light intensity. Repeated

tests have also shown that the constant of proportionality between the intensity of

the light incident on the sensor and its output is highly reproducible in time.

From now on the subscript M will be dropped and the transmittance wil be

evaluated as
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Figure 4 Nominal vs. measured transmittance.

-r(x, ) (P(--, Y) Pd) . (15)
(P. X, Y) Pd)'

Because of the temporal fluctuations of the background, and since the attenuation
due to water with no bubbles is essentially zero, sometimes it happens that for some
pixels p(x, y > 5,,(x, y); in these cases the value of r is reset to .

The line-average of th� interfacial area distribution is calculated from r as

r(x, y = 4 In x, y) (16)
-K i7i

Similaxly, the line-average void fraction is evaluated from the value of rx, y as

Cr(X, Y = r(x, y)D.q (17)
6

The equivalent diameter, Dq, is an estimate of the diameter of the bubble to
which the area imaged onto the pixel at (x, y) belongs. Operationally, it is evaluated
as follows:

i) contours of the 2-D r-field are generated;
ii) the area A, of the 2-D region enclosed by the r = ro contour is calculated by
counting the number of pixel-equivalent areas inside the contour; (A, = area imaged
onto one pixel x number of pixels)
iii) D = 477rA,.

The algorithm is implemented using the PV-WAVE data processing programming
environment and makes use of the contour plotting capability of the software package.
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The algorithm only requires the input of the background d 2-phase flow images;
no further interactive input or manual operation is necessary. The dependence of
the measured value of the void fraction upon the value of the interfacial area density
along the contour chosen w be iscussed in the results section.

From the 2-D distribution of the Une-average void fraction, the volume-average
void fraction over the whole field of view can be calculated as

G

Eak Mk

k=1 M (18)

where mk is the number of pixels of group k which have void fraction values between
Qk and ak + AEk, G is the total number of a groups, and M is the total number of

pixels within the field of view.

6 Measurement Uncertainties

The uncertainties in the measurements of the interfacial area density (bl) and the

void fraction (bct) can be related to the noise in the CCD output, from now on referred

to as pixel noise, bp. In order to find bp, the pixel value of the CCD dark current noise

was measured by recording two images with no illumination, subtracting one from

the other d studying the distribution of the pixel values in the difference between
the images. Tis procedure was repeated for a series of image pairs to verify the
repeatability of the noise amplitude. The results are summarized in figure 5, showing
a Gaussian fit to al.1 the measured values. Thus, bp can be estimated from figure to
be about 4.

An expression for br can be derived directly from Eqs. (10) and (15) as:

Ill 1bP = 4 1 1 1 16PI.
(19)

dp RQ1 P-Pd

The largest possible magnitude of the uncertainty in the measurement of the

interfacial area occurs at the lowest pixel value above the dark current value, p = 12,

yielding ffim = 016 mm-'. However, at a pixel value of 12+bp = 16 the uncertainty

in the measurement of the interfacial area aready decreases to 0.4 mm-1.

The uncertainty in the measurement of the local void fraction can also be esti-

mated using

b = �('C')' (bp)2 + 19a (bD)2. (20)
09P (49D)

Combining Eqs. 16) ad 17) to obtain an expression for a = (p, D), Eq. (20)

yields

2 1 V( D P - Pd 2
ba = �_ - ) (bp)2 + (In (bD)2 (21)

3R Q1 P - Pd PO - Pd)

Although the spatial resolution of the imaging system was determined to be better

than one pixel width (by analyzing images of a standard USAF resolution target),

the uncertainty in the bubble diameter is conservatively taken to correspond to two
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Figure 5: Response of the CCD sensor to the dark current noise.

pixel widths, yielding bD = mm. A study of 5a(x, y) as described by Eq. 21) in a
typical data set shows a maximum local value bam = 0035. The uncertainty in the
integrated average void fraction over the wole field of view is smaller since it can be
related to the local uncertainty by

am (22)
nT

where n. and nT are the number of pixels actually used to calculate non-zero values
of local void fraction and the total number of pixels, respectively. Typical values of
bZim are of the order of 00035.

7 Results

Experiments were performed at air flow rates between 40 and 80 cm 3Is. At each air
flow rate two sets of five images were recorded, one of the background and one of the
flow.

Figure 6 shows examples of the 2-D distributions of pixel value, pX, y), recorded
at an air flow rate of 39.3 cm 3/S and of the distributions of transmittance, r(x, y)
(evaluated following Eq.(15)), interfacial area density, rx, y, (evaluated following
Eq.(16), with R = Q = 2 and = 254 cm) and void fraction, a(x, y), (evaluated
following Eq.(17) and steps i), ii), iii) thereafter). The color bar at the top of each
image in figure 6 is used to show the range of the measured or calculated parameter
in that image. For example, in figure 6-b the transmittance r can take on any value
between and 1, where (black) indicates that the fight is completely blocked by the
bubbles, and I white) indicates that the light is ully transmitted.
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The equivalent bubble diameter necessary to calculate a(X 10 from Fx, y), was
deduced from the -contours presented in figure 7 using a value I'D = 03 cm-'. From
the outermost to the innermost of the contours shown, ' takes on the values 0.1 06,
1.2 16, 1.8, respectively.

The void fraction distribution can also be described in istogram form as in figure
8 for the data displayed in the image of figure 6-d. Figure 9 shows the void fraction
at ifferent air flow rates obtained using the same processing steps described in figure
6. Each void fraction image in figure 9 results from the processing of a selected image
out of five flow images recorded for a given flow rate. The images are representative
samples of the void distribution at the various flow rates: no particular selection
criterion dictated the choice of the six cases presented in figure 9.

The final step in this analysis is to find the volume-averaged value of the void
fraction of air in the two-phase medium which is obtained from Fq. (18) A compar-
ison between the average void faction calculated using the light extinction technique
and that obtained from the water level swell was made. Results of this comparison
are shown in figure 10: five values of the average void fraction were obtained from the
light extinction technique at any given low rate, one from each of five -flow images
recorded at different times. The scatter in the value of the average void fraction at the
same air flow rate value is due to the Fluctuations in the distribution of the bubbles
within the field of view with time, and is larger than the uncertainty related to the
imaging system as discussed in section 6 The difference between the void fraction
values measured by the light extinction technique and those measured by the level
swell ranges from as large as 36% to as small as 12%. The main cause of this ds-
crepancy is possibly the fact that, despite the pinhole, some of the multiply-scattered
light reaches the sensor array, yielding a value of the transmittance slightly higher
than the actual one.

As mentioned in section 5, the estimated value of the void fraction depends on
the value of the interfacial area density ralong the 2-Dr-field contours chosen to
estimate the local bubble diameter. Figure 11 shows this dependence, parametrized
by different values of injected air flow rates which correspond to different nominal
values of the void fraction. Two important features are observed from figure 11:
the dependence of the measured void fraction upon the value of r along the chosen
contour ro) is much stronger for the larger injection rates; at all values of the air
injection flow rate, the measured value of the void fraction becomes independent of
ro for ro 04 cm-'. Thus the value of ro used to obtain the results for the void
fraction shown in figure 10 was taken to be 03. We have found this to be the most
accurate approach to account for the bubble density along the optical path length in
the test section.

8 Summary and Conclusion

The performance of a new technique for the measurement of the 2-D dtributions of
interfacial area density and void fraction in transparent gas-liquid flows was demon-
strated and estimates for the uncertainties in the measurements caused by the imaging
system were quantified. With the light extinction technique it was possible to mea-
sure bubble sizes of up to mm and void fraction values between 05 and 10 at
steady ar flow rates. The technique compared favorably with measurements based
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Figure 6: Image processing steps at air bubbles flow rate of 39.5 cm 3/S.
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Figure 8: Histogram plot of void fraction distribution.

on level swell A possible dependence of the measurements on one of the parameters
to be chosen during the processing of the images was shown to have no effect beyond
a threshold level for the parameter.
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Evaluation of Pulsed Laser Holograms of Flashing Sprays y Digital Image
Processing and Holographic Particle Image Qocimetry

0. Feldmann. P Gebhard F Mayinger. Lehrstuh A fr Thermodynamik. Technische 1-niversitdt
Alzinchen. 85747 Garching. Germany

ABSTRACT

This studv deals with the application of the pulsed laser holography and the digital image
processing in the analysis of flashing sprays. Both the information about the macroscopic
structures of a spray. such as the breakup-length and the spray-angle ad about its micros-
copic structures. such as the number, the size. and the location of the generated droplets
is stored three-dimensionally on a single pulsed hologram. In addition to that. the velocity
of the droplets can be obtained from double pulsed holograms. In every eperiment. two
holograms are taken, resulting in two three-dimensional reconstructions of the test section.
seen from different directions. These reconstructions are scanned bv video-cameras with
a small depth of field and subdivided into several two-dimensional images. These images
are digitized and binarized. and the information about the droplets depicted sharply on
each image is saved. In case of a double pulsed hologram. a Fourier-analysis based algo-
rvthm. creates a search volume to detemine the droplets' second position and thus their
velocitv in each view. A stereomatching modulus correlates both views and determines
the position and/or the velocity of each droplet highly accurate. The applicability of the
employed holographic technique and the filtering and correlating moduh is proven by the
presented results.

Keywords: Holography. Flow Visualization. Particle Size. Phase llelocities. pray. Fln-shing

INTRODUCTION ber the liquid is injected in. Injecting superheated
In many technical applications sprays play an im. liquid. its fragmentation is caused by both mecha-
portant part. Sprays can be formed'by: nical forces and the growing of vapour bubbles in

the metastable part of the liquid veil. The pulsed
• mechanical disintegration of the liquid due to laser holography was applied to analyze the spray.

shear forces and induced turbulence. In the last 15 years manv efforts have been ma-
• and thermodynamic disintegration by flashing de to evaluate pulsed laser holograms of particle

of the liquid. fields y applying techniques of the digital image
processing A insight into this problem was pre-

Especially in the field of fuel injection and because sented by HAUSSMAN'N & LAVT.1tB0ftN 4 App-
of safety aspects in process engineering the disin- lying the pulsed laser holography, the conditions in
tegration of a quid jet by flashing is an intere- the measuring volume during the very short expos-
sting phenomenon. This paper reports on a study ure time are recorded three dimensionally on the
of sprays generated ky injecting subcooled or su- holographic plates. The holograms contain the in-
perheated liquid through flat spray pressure nozz- formation about macroscopic structures such as the
les. 'Superheated' in this case means that the liquid break up length and the spray angle of the liquid
temperature is higher than its saturation tempera- veil near the nozzle and Microscopic structures such
ture corresponding to the pressure in the test charn-
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as size. position and velocity of the droplets further
downstream. The recorded holograms can be re-
constructed b means of a continuous laser beam
and analvsed anv time later. The holographic re-
constructions can be observed directlv or with the
help of a microscope lense mounted on a videocame-
ra. Te obtained images are delivered to an image

CTprocessinc, svstem.
The main problem appearing in the evaluation of
holograms consists in selecting and classifying well-
focussed particles while the videocamera scans the
three-dimensional holographic image. An aim of
this work is to describe a approach to evaluate
pulsed laser holograms of particle fields and to re-
construct the spray and its velocity field three di- Figure 1: Test facildy
mensionally on a computer. In this study. two off-
a.xis olograms of sprays in an angle of 90' to each

of 300 mm and a height of 250 mm. The chamber
other have therefore been recorded. as designed for atmospheric pressure. The nozzle.
This paper presents two computer aided procedu- w
res to evaluate and reconstruct three dimensionallv concentric with respect to the surrounding ai: flow.

. can be moved axiallv to allow the observation of anv
pulsed off-axis holograms of sprays (single and dou- section of the sprav. Downstream the test section.
ble pulsed holograms. respectively). They are based the mture of air. test fluid and vapour is cooled
on techniques of the digital image processin f P)0 0 1 down in a heat exchanger. Te condensate is sepa-
and particle imaging velocimetry (PR') integrated
i - rated i a demister and collected. Measurements ofin a personal computer. Using these procedures.0 temperature and pressure at different points of in-
,iie operator is released from the situation of ta-
king decisions iteractively durin". the evaluation terest in the facilitv are carried out bv conventional

thermocouples and pressure sensors monitored b a
process. This allows a more efficient applicatio of
drop focussing and classifying criteria. resulting in personal computer.

a substantial increase of the measurements' accura- THE HOLOGRAPHIC TECHNIQUE
cy and an effective reduction of te time necesserv The root of the word holography lies in te -reek
to evaluate the holograms.

languagge and describes te ability of the method to
record the totalitv of te lialit information scatteredEXPERIMENTAL FACILITY n

The experiments were carried out in the test facili- by or reflecte o an object. namely the amplitude
or intensity and the phase distribution. A deeper

tv illustrated in Fig. 1. After being degased b an .0 insight into this technique can be found in the lite-
ultrasonic treatment and bv boiline. the test fluid0 rature (LEITH & 1UNkTNIENS 61. KIEMLE &: R6;,,
is stored in the pressurized reservoir. The pressure _1
can be varied bv means of nitrogen in te range of [ 5
0.1 to 2 1Pa- The liquid can be eated by three Recording of the holograms
electrical heaters of 12 0V each. From an outlet in The pulsed laser holography. applied in this work
the lower part of the vessel the fluid is led through represents one of the more suitable non itivasive
an oil heated heat exchanger for a fine adjustment measuring techniques TO study the transport phe-
of its temperature and then to the nozzle. The test nomena ie.g. eat ad mass transfer) in dispersed
,ection itself consists of a coflowing vertical wind transparent flows. Three dimensional pictures of
t U-Inei capable of providing air velocities up to 50 the whole volume of interest are taken. Due to the

- ad temperatures up to 6001C. In order to ma- very short exposure time of aout 30 n. even fast
ke te experimental chamber optically accessible. it moving particles are imaged sharply. In this stu-
i:� made of a -lass-octagon wit a inside diameter dy. two three dimensional imag s. perpendicular to
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each other. are tken. A scetch of the optical setup gure which contains the whole optical information
is given in Fig. 2. and is stored on the holographic plate. Applying
A pulsed ruby laser generating light pulses with an this measuring technique. particles with a diameter
energy of I Joule for the verv short time of 30 ns -reater than ten times the wavelength of the laser
is sed to record the holograms. This laser is ope- fight are imaged sharply. It vields two 3-D images of
rated either in single or in double pulse mode. In the spray. recorded simultaneously. without any re-
single pulse mode the resulting holograms contain striction to the depth of focus range. The principal
macroscopic information about the geometry of the features of this measuring technique are explained
spra.y. the break up of the liquid sheet. and micros- more detailed in NAYINGE 7 CHAVEZ 2 and
copic data Eke the droplet diameter and spatial dro- GEBHAP.D (3].
plet distribution in the control volume. In addition
to that. the information of the droplets' velocities Reconstruction of the holograms
and trajectories is obtained by operating the laser The holograms are reconstructed by means of two
in double pulse mode. In this case. two sucsessive continous HeNe-Laser with a wavelength of 632 nM.
conditions of the spray are recorded on each holo- simulating the reference beams during their recor-
graphic plate without any restriction to the depth ding. By iuminating the holographic plates with
of the focus range. With the knowledge of the pulse these continous laser beams. the real images of
separation. which can be varied from to 00 ps. the recorded scenes are formed three dimensionally.
and the measured distance between the two suc- The images are reconstructed simultaneously and
cessive images of one droplet. the velocity of each recorded b to Newicon TV-cameras. so that two
droplet is calculated. After being collimated b pas- views of the spray perpendicular to each other are

obtained. They represent two three-dimensional 3-
D) images corresponding to one "frozen" scene of
the spray. as illustrated in Fig. 3. Because the

Ix O&MM 0

as gown $raw boo" video camera onlv can take two-dimensional (2-D)M mow
GrOU14 GI= ft C bMM pictures. that is its optical plane. it must be fcus-

M2
C#W W sed stepwise along te depth coordinate in order0

to record the entire 3-D information contained in
the holographic image. Therefore the test section

DL was devided into several subvolumes with the di-

* ii niension of 4 x 4 x 2 nzw. corresponding to the
- 694 nm Down field of view and the depth of field of the obser-

6T 180 as
ving cameras. In this manner. the 3-D olographic
reconstructions are transformed into a series of 2-
D video images. n order to control the position of

the cameras each camera is mounted on a traversing
Figure 2 Optical setup of the holographic cmera mechanism. which is controled by a computer. The

sing two lenses (DL. CL). the laser beam is split into optical information contained in the reconstructed
two object beams and two reference beams in the images is scanned b te video cameras and trans-

bank of beamsplitters (BS). The object beams are mitted to the digitizer. The signal is transformed

diverted at the mirrors in a way that they cross into digital information and then stored in the digi-

the test section perpendicular to each other after tizer frame inemorv in form of an arrav of 512 x 512

having been converted into diffuse light at a plate picture elements (pixels) of bits. A bus interface

made of ground glass (Fig. 2 Exiting the test directlv connects the digitizer to the host compu-

section. the object beams faU perpendicularly on- ter. The processing of the digitized picture is then

to the holographic plates. In contrast to that. the carried out by the host computer using the digitizer

reference beams are directlv diverted to the hologra- frame memorv interactively for pixel aocation In
order to visualize the information stored in the digi-

phic plates. The superposition of the object beam tizer frame memory it produces a continuous RGB
and the reference beam results in an interference fi-
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like te iiqui(l veil (E. above) or nly te srillailer
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Oite of the principal problems appearing in te app- redures are performed y tretching the histogram
licarion of pulsed laser holography consists i hand- ofthe Crey values of the image and te implication
1111Z Te ar- aount of information stored in te of a threshold filter with values otained from that

holograrns. Theoretically. holographic aterials are histogram. A a resUlt. binary coloured images are
;Mle 0 stor te iformation about position. tex- obtained. which re the basis for the following eva-
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,(piare illimeter. Thort-h in tis tud the droplet optical system it ws ob,erved. tat hit, radial nd
cmiceviration Weeks Much lower (less thai L drops the tangential error of distortion of tile ued icro-
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comit.no aiid inemurin- niethods.
:D To reconstruc te recorded coalitio tree &nieii-

Single pulsed holograms sional 'v. both views ofthis condition have o be cor-

Reore-entativ tes of' he iniage rocessing are relaEed Te droplet., (;iffer i sizv and shaae bt
71 - this feature-based matchia- is a weak citerio to

pro?-ented exemplarily ill form of photographs in
Fia. (CHAVEZ f2"). The ozzle is included for bet- correllate both views because of the fluence of te

illumination a te vriation of te te droplets'lor oientation. -file first modulus of the software
-hape between both views.r;1111115forni te ori-inal ima&e (A). seen b te v- , Generafly the experi-
ence shows. that ore than two views are eeled todeocanier ito a binary image. Tis original image

(f D ic reconstruction is smoothed B) and de termine te particles' positions sufficiently accu-
treated with --radienr filter iC1. Sharply imaged rate de to te larwe number of ambi-itities i Plivsi-

cal possible niatches) i t is feature based matchingare detected. eged ad filled. rinallY
criterion is applied.filter? is binarized D). An additional tool in this

niodliftis ;Alows to analvse either te bia, structures A econd titodiiiiis of te software ws dpveloped
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to be able to perform the matching with only two algorithm. The different steps of the evaluation of
views. the stereomatching algorithm. It determi- double pulsed hologram by aplying te modul of
nes te droplets, positions in space from the binary the routine VEL is iustrated in Fig. 6 Firstly
pictures b applying the focussing criterion. The the image is binarized as described above. Wt no
physical model used in the stereornatching process regard the shape and with the assumptions that the
ir illustrated in Fig. .5. As explained above. the picture was obtained from a double pulsed hologra-

phic reconstruction. and that the depicted elements
(6A) represent droplets which are moving along the

M0107conc ftCOr4?nXrCn Y-axis within a guessed angle of +45', the first mo-

Pomwg ocnes dulus recognizes automatically the two postions of
i of corner 2 each droplet. Firstly the coordinates of the spot

X Z center points S1. S2. and the vectorial distance cl
*TO

V between each two center points are calculated. The
V, V.0"COMW I vectorial distance a can be split into a distance d

and an angle towards the vertical. Then a fre-
quency analysis converts the spatial distribution of
3 into a normalized frequency distribution with the
maximum F,.,, used as a norm (6B). With the in-
formation of this preferential angle. a scond fre-
quency analysis with the distanc d as the indepen-

Figure 5: Physical model of the stereomatching dent ariable is carried out (6C). The preferential
angle Ai. and the preferential distance dp appear as

depth coordinate of a droplet in one view is known peaks in the diagrams and form the mean velocity
within the small range of the depth of field of the
observing camera. With the agreement of the Y- This algorithm is applied to both views and an ave-
coordinate in both views. this is the second criterion rage velocity projected into the focal planes of the
needed to determine the droplet's exact position in cameras is obtained. Evaluating the mean veloci-
the second view. The determination of the droplets' ties ;� in both views. te real angle in space. called
positions is performed by a coordinate transforma- 3.. hich consists of an clinder coordinate and
tion having the knowlege of their Y-position and the angle �, is calculated.
the depth of the focussing plane of the observing To get the real velocity in space. a second modulus
cameras. regardless of any feature-based criterion. was developed for the subroutine VEL. Both the

the magnitude clp of with a tolerance of ±.Idp
Double pulsed holograms and its corresponding angle , with the tolerance
The information about the droplets' velocities ad Z

of -1--.3,0. which can be aried between 7 and 15' we-
trajectories is obtained from double pulsed holo- re incremented. The chosen tolerances aow strong
grams. The holograms contain a conglomeration of variations of the droplet trajectories. Using the-
spot couples. Each couple represents one spray dro- se variations the algorithm creates a search volume
plet imaged twice at two successive positions orre- to find the second position of a droplet (61)). Her-
sponding to the time interval ( - 80OAs) between

ein Vi and )i are the real magnitude and direction
t lie two exposures to the laser light. In order to eVa- of the velocitv corresponding to the imaged posi-
luate the double pulsed images, a routine VEL was
developed. Its task is to identify the spot couples tions of the droplet. respectively. At least 75 of

the couples are detected and measured. aplying: the
frorn the pictures taken by each camera. to mea-
sure the distance between'the center points of the moduli of the subroutine VEL (6E). The trajecto-
two images. and to compute the droplets' traiecto- ries obtained by applying both moduli of VEL for

the droplets of a spray generated bv a hollowed cone
ries related to the focussing plane of the observing

nozzle are shown in Fig. 7 This algorithm is highly
camera. without taking into account the particles reliable because of the found unidirectional flow of
off-plane velocity. The routine consists of two m- the droplets with respect to the analyzed volume.
duli: a spatial frequency analyzer and a measuring
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0.

Fj,-ure 6: The moduh of' the routine VEL

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION plari1v in Fi-. for dfferent ijection conditions.

A., a example of te applicability of e discussed By means of tese images the two driving, mecha-
recordino� and evaluation technique te results ob- nisnis of the clisinte--ration of a liquid

'et can be explained: te sheer stress between the
trained at a flat spray nozzle with an elliptic orifice J I
(mai as: IL 19 x .49 mm) are presented in the liquid and the adjacent asous phase. and the l-
fol-lowino. The injection pressure of the test fluid - quid's evaporation. In case of a superheat of up
di-stilled. deaased water - ailed from 0025 to _q to 10 K. infinitesimal small transient sheer stresses
-VPa ad trie temperature from 20'C (subcooled cause oscillations increasing in amplitude ong the
liquid) up to 150'C (superheated with respect to liquid veil. Tese oscillations lead to te separa-
the pressure in the test autoclave of 0.1013 AlPa. tion of unstable ligaments disintegrating to staple
C;EBP.ARD [31). droplets further downstream (A). At te,, low su-

perheat te activation ate of nucle� is nt high
Mechanism of the disinte-ration C�

enou-,h to have a noticeable influence on te disin-
Holo-raphic reconstructions of a superheated inj .ec- teoration pocess. Rising te superheat eults in

ion jet lid teir binarized images are shown exem-
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yz- plane Y Y xy- plane

X Top view

%
at 200ps

I v. =10.64 rn/s Figure 8: Influence of different injection conditions
v, =2.15 m/s on the pray.

The breakup length , i. e. the distance betweenZ
the nozzle and the breakup zone. is plotted against
the injecton pressure for different temperatures in
Fi-. 9A. Subcooled conditions are represented by

Figure 7 Trajectories of the droplets of a pray for- solid lines. superheated conditions are represented
0 bv dashed lines. For subcooled conditions. L. incre-

nied in a hollowed cone nozzle
ases with the pressure. After reaching a maximum

a higher activation rate of these heterogeit genera- it decreases again. The liquid is disintegrated due
to the sheer stress as explained above. By increa-

ted nuclei. These nuclei form growing vapour bub-
bles causing perforations in the veil. Due to surface sing the temperature the viscosity and the surface
tension forces. these perforations grow with the d tension of the liquid is decreased. This results in

an increase of the breakup length. The appearance
stance from the nozzle. ielding in the separation ofy of sli-htiv superheated spray is similar to those of
limments. These ligaments disintegrate indepen- 0 .subcooled sprays. Increasing the pressure leads to
dentl 'v from the rernainig veil (B.C). If the super- a higher velocity and greater sheer stress. Therfore
beat exceeds 40K. the very high activation rate of the breakup len-th decreases in the hi,-h pressu-
the nuclei results in an immediate Rash evaporation 0 0
of te liquid exiting the nozzle (D.E). re range. In the range of app. 120 to 13011C. te

breakup length increases with the ijection pressure
Macroscopic Structures because of the higher iitial velocity of the liquid.
The sape of the liquid veil is characterized by the Rising the temperature enhances the acivation rate
breakup length L_ and the spray angle a. It deter- of the nuclei. This vields in a decrease of the brea-

kup length. If the injected liquid is highly superhea-ruines size. distribution. and velocity of the genera- 0 .
ted. the veil disintegrates directly after exiting theted droplets. A spray can be subdivided into three
nozzle. In this case. the break-up length L. is not a

zones: function of the pressure. The sprayangle a is depic-

• the continuous liquid veil zone. formed by the ted against the pressure for different temperatures
test fluid exiting the nozzle. of the injected liquid in Fig. B. For subcooled in-

jection (dashed lines). the spray angle a increases
• the break-up zone. where the veil is disintegra- with the injection pressure and reaches a borderline

ted and the droplets are -venerated. asymptotically. The influence of te temperature

• and the droplet zone itself on the spray angle is small for ijection pressures
up to 0.4 MPa and negligible for higher injection
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pressures. In contradiction to that the pray angle If subcooled or slightly superheated water is injec-
ted. the droplets' Sauter diameter strongly decrease
with a hiaher injection pressure. Increasing the in-

Aso . . 0Jection pressure to mre than 0.6A1Pa only has a
7 small effect on the Sauter diameter of the genera-
: W,,- ted droplets. Raising the pressure results in a hig-
50 her velocity of the liquid and thus in higher inertial

;0 & forces and sheer stresses on the veil ielding in its40 5OPC
better disintegration. For higher temperatures inC30 n: VC

M I a I ure; the subcooled region and for slightly superheated
20 7 MOC

13OPC liquid. the size of the droplets decreases because of
0 1140*c the lower viscosity of the liquid.WC

01 0 ; I
0 0.2 OA OA 0.8 1.0

roc*)n Prem" ma) 400

Bso 20-C I

70 300. Mac

60 llv%�
25QI i 17 120t

so, !'v 130M
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20 0 WC so-see
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Figure 10: Sauter diameter as a function of the in-
Figure 9 Breakup length and spray angle a a func- jection pressure at different temperatures of he test
tion of the injection pressure for different tempera- fluid.
tures of the test fluid.

For a superheat of more than 10 K. the generating
is higly depending on the temperature for superhea- of vapour bubbles becomes the dominating effect of
ted liquid. Higher injection temperatures cause an disintegrating the liquid veil. In the temperature
increase of the spray angle because of the enhanced range from app. 110 C to 130 IC the separati-
activation rate of the nuclei and thus the stronger on of ligaments from the veil can be observed In
flashing of the injected liquid. this temperature range. the liquid sheet in the brea-

kup zone and thus a separated ligament is thicker
Microscopic Structures than the wavv sheet obtained by injecting subcoo-
From the analysis of the macroscopic strutares of led water. This vields in an increase of the Sauter
the different sprays it can be drawn that for y in- diameter of the generated droplets. If the injected
jection condition the disintegration process is com- liquid is strongly superheated. the jet is flashed into
pleted at an a.-dal, distance of Y = 80mm from the test section. A fine spray with a small Sauter
the orifice. Therefore. the results of the analvsis diameter of the generated droplets is obtained. This
of the sprays' microscopic structures presented in effect can be enhanced by a further increase of the
the following refer to that Y-coordinate. The found liquid's temperature. In this temperature range.
diameter of the droplets is smmarized in form of the influence of the injection pressure on the Sauter
their Sauter Diameter as a function of the injecti- diameter is very low.
on pressure for d:fferent temperatures in Fig. 10. The radial distribution of the droplets' diameter
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80mm downstream the orifice is -ven in Fig.11 for and lose a higher percentage of their initial velocity
a injection pressure of 04 VfPa. As it can be seen. than the bigger droplets generated at low injection
the increase of the temperature of the liquid leads pressures.
to a more uniform distribution of he diameter. The velocity of the droplets of a superheated spray

were determined at an axial distance of 80 mm from
0 the nozzle. Thev are plotted - classified in two

diameter classes for four radial locations in Fig
'2W 13. Their velocitv decreases with the radial distan-

r

12Ct RCdKA owance trom center of re orifte (mm)
13Ct

c 10 20 30 40
:D. < 40 mmi

10 -
0 10 20 30 X 50 60 70 15

RacW dstance ftm the corngr of -e %om mm)
20

25

Figure 1: Sauter diameter n a 'untlitori of thi ra- 30

dial di-stance from the center of .'it rlo:zh. 36 Vok)c1t o Me cud

40

0 10 20 30 40In Fig. 12. the velocitY of subcooi,d J-t is plotted Oi
against the a.dal distance froi te orifit--? for diffe- .5 !D.> 40

rent injection pressures at a temperature of 501C. 10 4
The velocities were derived from tw ovaluation of Is
double pulsed holograms. 20

25

4C
36 -

35 VeftfrV of the LM \06t,

3C 4D
25

E
20
I's Figure 13: Velocity of different droplet classes at an

' I MC uxlug distance of 80 m from the no:zle.10 liquid ved

5
ce from the center due to the higher impact of the

o io 2o 3o 4o so 6o 7o ao go wo friction. Big droplets move faster than small dro-
Dwance from w nozoe y (mm) plets because of their higher inertia. The average

velocity of the droplets is included in Fig. 13 in

Figure 12: Velocity of the liquid reil and the droplets form of a solid line to illustrate the loss of the velo-
city of the droplets compared to that of the liquid

of Fubcooled injetion jet.
veil.

The velocities of the liquid veil was determined by
measuring the displacement of specific characteri-

stics in the veil. As it can be seen in Fig. 12.

the veil's velocity increases and its length decrea-
ses with the injection pressure. Its velocity is con-

stant within 5 7 When the droplets are genera-
ted. their velocitv decreases with the axial distance
due to friction. The smaller droplets. generated at

high injection pressures. tend to slow down faster
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Accuracy References
The main source of uncertainty of this measuring
technique was found to be the pixel representati- (1] Chavez, A. Mayinger. F.,(1992) Measurea-
on of circular objects (droplets). especially if these ment of the direct-contact condensation of pu-
objects are represented b less than 10 pixels Gnde- re saturated vapour on an injection spray y
pendent of the absolute pixel size). The resolution applying pulsed laser holography. Int. J. Heat
of the area measurement tool in the developed code Mass Transfer. Vol. 35, No. 3 pp. 691-702
was set to pixels. resulting in the maximum error
of % for areas with sizes between 6 and 40 pxels. (2] Chavez. A.(1991) Holographische Untersu-
In this work. the sizes of the droplets' images ran- chung an Einspritzstrahlen: Fluiddynamik und

Wiamedbergang durch ondensation. Diss.ged between 14 pxels (o 30.um) and 148 pxels (o TU Miinchen
310 Aim) pixels. The error in imaging larger objects

or structures was found to be less than 1%. [3] Gebhard. P..(1996) Zerfall und Verdampfung
The determination of the velocity of one droplet de- Von Einspritzstrahlen aus lamellenbildenden
pends on the quality of the stereomatching and the Dfisen. Diss. TU 1iinchen
vield of the found couples. Due to the fact of taking
into account thousands of droplets. their mean ve- [4) Hausmann, G. Lauterborn, W., 1980), De-
locitv can be calculated with the high accuracy of termination of size and position of fast moving
-.5 9c, gas babbles in liquids kV digital 3-D image pro-

cessing of hologram reconstructions, Applied
CONCLUSION Optics. Vol. 19. No. 20, pp. 3529-3-535

In this study, a 3-dimensional particle imaging ve-
locimetry technique is presented. which is based on (5) Kiemle. H. Rbss. D. 1969), Einflibrung in

die Technik der Holografie. Akademische Ver-
the evaluation of pulsed laser holograms. The large lagsgesellschaft. Frankfurt a M.
amount of data. stored in a hologram, can be ana-
Ivsed correctly without previous knowledge of the [6] Leith. E.N. & Upatnieks. J. 1964), Wavefront
flow in the measuring volume. The code works with reconstruction with diffused iumination and
the high accuracy of ±% for the determination of three dimensional objects. J Opt. Soc. of Ame-
the droplets' sizes ad ±% for the determination rica. Vol. 54, No. 11, 1195-1301.
of their mean velocity. It can be integrated into a
simple digital image processing system with com- [7] Mayinger. F. 1994). Optical measurements -
mon digitizers 512x512 pixels. 8 bit depth). The Techniques and application, Springer Verlag
application of this technique allows to analyse both
macroscopic structures such as the dimension of the
liquid sheet and icroscopic structures such as the
droplets' sizes and velocities.
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Application of LDA to bubbly flows
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Abstract

The fluctuating velocity field in an air-water bubble column (i.d. 15.2cm) at a gasfraction of 25 is
investigated using backscatter LDA. Since the interpretation of LDA signals in bubbly flows is not
straight for-ward also experiments on a single bubble train are reported. It is discussed that in the
latter case when using seeding the backscatter LDA measures predominantly the liquid velocity.
No improvement from thresholding on the discrimination between gas and liquid was found. The
bubble column experiments show that the radial averaged liquid velocity profile represents the
well knowm gross scale circulation present in the column. More interesting, it is also seen that
the fluctuating velocity field can be studied in great detail. The velocity probability density
functions directly indicate high turbulence intensity. Low frequency fluctuations are observed in
agreement with visual observations. The data rate is an exponential function of the distance from
the column wall. This limits the posibilities of spectral analysis in the central part of the flow.
However, close to the wall the mean data rate is sufficient to study the frequency contents of the
signal. It is shuwn that the power spectral density function obeys a 5/3 power law and that the
autocorrelation function is of similar shape as reported in literature on bubbly flows.

1 Introduction

Bubbly flows are frequently encountered in industrial applications ranging from biotechnology to
chemical engineering or nuclear industry. Nowadays, the problems associated with these appli-
cations (like scale up) are treated experimentally, theoretically and numerically. Especially the
use of Computational Fluid Dynamics has a lot to offer to the field of dispersed multiphase flows.
However, the use of CFD is still hampered by a lack of understanding of the basic flow phenom-
ena. Furthermore, validation of the simulated results is almost always required. Both aspects
call for detailed experiments on the flow properties. Reports on quantification of the local, rather
than the global hydrodynamic flow penomena are scarce in literature, especially if the fraction
of the dispersed phase increases. One of the reasons is, obviously, the difficulties encountered in
experiments on multiphase flows. The flow is difficult to access and very sensitive to disturbances
caused e.g. by intrusive measuring probes. Therefore, the use of non-intrusive optical techniques
(like PW and LDA) could be beneficial. This paper addresses the possibilities of LDA in bubbly
flows, i.e. air-water bubble columns, at moderate gas fraction. The target is to measure the liquid
velocity and subtract relevant information concerning 'vorticaI structures' and turbulent quanti-
ties from the measurements. LDA, however, is less straight forward in bubbly flows than in single
phase flows.
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2 Bubble columns

The bubble column is one of the simplest devices in which dispersed two phase flow occurs. Yet,
its flow properties are still not understood to a level that makes e. scale-up trivial. Nowadays,
it is has become apparent that studying the instantaneous flow field is the key to understanding
the bubble column. A few experimental techniques have the potential of providing the required
data in a non-intrusive way: PIV (Chen et al. 1994), CARPT (Devanathan et al. 1990) and LDA,
each with its limitations.

The flow in a bubble column is generated by the homogeneous aeration with gas through the
bottom plate of the column. Due to density differences between a gas bubble and liquid, but; also
on a coarser scale between different regions in the mixture, a fluctuating flow field is observed. A
long-time average of this field yields a gross-scale circulation of the liquid, with up flow in the center
and down flow close to the wall (see e.g. Hills 1974). This circulation is steady, but represents
only a part of the flow phenomena. LDA can, in principle, be used to study the transient flow
relatively close to the wall. How�ver, an important question concerning LDA and bubbly flow has
to be addressed: what is exactly measured by the LDA? Or stated differently: how to discriminate
between the motion of the gaseous bubble phase and the liquid? In this paper this question is
addressed and some experimental findings in a bubble column (inner diameter 15.2cm) at gas
fractions at 25% (volume based) are reported.

3 LDA

In literature various reports are found on the issue of discriminating between the different phases.
Sheng and Irons 1991) have grouped these into three different main categories:

• discrimination based on the form of the bursts (e.g. Boerner et al. 1984);

• signal analysis and light blocldng (Ohba et al. 1976, Lee and Srinivasan 1982, Lee and Cho
1984);

• difference in velocity distribution (Marii and Lance 1983).

For the flow in a bubble column the third option can not be used since the fluctuations in the liquid
velocity cause the liquid velocity probability density function (pdf) to overlap the velocity pdf of
the gas bubbles. Forward scatter, or more general usage of one of the laser beams that travels
through the two phase flow, is not possible since the interest is in moderate gas fractions (up
to 25%) in bubble columns with diameters of 15cm and higher. As a consequence light blocking
techniques can not be used. Furthermore, the experiments are restricted to backscatter.

Velidandla et al. 1996) reported experiments in a bubbly flow with backscatter LDA. They
found that the bursts of the seeding particles could be separated well from those of the bubbles.
One reason is in the difference in liquid and gas velocities present in their experiments (and
therefore different frequency shifts used when studying liquid or bubbles). For those bubble bursts
that pass this first frequency 'filter' a threshold on the pedestal amplitude was used to remove
them. In this way Velidandla et al. were able to remove most of the me ured bubble velocities.
However, this procedure can not be used when dealing with bubble column since the velocities
of the gas and the liquid are of the same order, moreover even the bubble velocity can be negative.

To be able to use the LDA in bubble column with sufficient confidence a single bubble train
experiment sirnflar to the one of Sheng and Irons 1991) was set up. The objective of this ex-
periment is to study in detail the velocity field around a single bubble with forward scatter and
comp are the findings with the same experiments but measured with backscatter.

4 Set Up

In figure I the set up is shown. It consists of a large rectangular vessel filled with water. A single
capillary (1mrn i.d.) is inserted into the liquid and air is pumped through it at an adjustable
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rate. In this way a Single bubble train is formed, with ellipsoidal bubbles (vertical size -2.5mm,
horizontal size -4mm) at a bubble frequency ranging from 6 to 2811z. The forward scatter LDA

pump reference beam scattering beam

capillary
detector

laser optics

I 0 processing
LD 0

data
vessel processing scattered light

Figure 1: Set up

equipment consists of a 15mW Spectra-Physics HeNe laser, a rotating grating (preshift 827kHz),

a 400mm lens (fringe spacing: 12.2,um, measuring volume 4mm. by 0.2mm) A photodiode detects

the scattered light and the reference beam. In the backscatter experiments a W Spectra-Physics

Ar+ laser with a TSI 9201 colorburst beam separator is used. The frequency preshift is lMhz. The

beam pair is focussed with a 50mm lens (fringe spacing 3.61jurn, measuring volume 0.8mm by

O.Imm). The detected light is sent into a TSI 9230 colorlink. The detected bursts are processed

with processor types IFA 550 and IFA 750, controlled by a 486/66MHz PC. Experiments are

performed 2.5cm above the outlet of the capillary; only vertical velocities are registered.

4.1 Forward scatter

In the forward scatter experiments a high data rate was obtained 3OkHz). In fig.2 the pdfs of

the measured velocities are shown for three different positions in the bubble train: (a) at the center

line (relative to the apillary), (b) at the edge (i.e. 2mm, from the center line) and (c) outside

the train (i.e. 2cm. from the center line). Especially fig.2a seems to suggest that both the bubble

a b C

-0.25 6 0.�5 0!5 0.�5 0.�5 O'5 -0.�5 0.25
velocity (m/s)

Figure 2 pdfs at different positions: (a) at center line, (b) at edge of bubble train, (c) outside

bubble train

and liquid velocity are registered. The pdf consists of a large slightly off-zero peak, showing that

the liquid is entrained by the bubbles and a small peak at velocities around 25cm/s. The latter

value equals the sum of the rise velocity of a single bubble and the mean of the entrained liquid

velocity. However, as was already pointed out by Sheng and Irons 1991) a bubble present at

the measuring volume blocks the reference beam and the photo multiplier is temporarily blinded.

This is most clearly seen by zooming in on a time series of the velocity when one bubble is passing

(see fig.3). When a bubble approaches the focus, an increase in velocity is seen. This is still liquid

velocity. When the bubble passes the measuring volume no bursts are dete�ted, so a gap in the

signal is created. Note that indeed the duration of this gap is equal to the ratio of the vertical
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Figure 3 passage Of a single bubble

size of the bubble and the bubble rise velocity. After the bubble has passed through the focus,
again 'high' velocities are measured. This time the wake of the bubbles is detected. The size of
the wake is seen to be similar to the bubble size.

4.2 Back scatter

In the back scatter mode the data rate is much lower. The data rate without addition of seeding
is 10 to 25Hz- The addition of seeding (alumina coated spherical polyethylene particles of 4rn
diameter) increases this rate to some IOOOHz. No seeding particles were found on the bubble-liquid
interface. This difference in data rate indicates that in the backscatter mode predominantly the
liquid velocity is registered. This can also be seen by looking at the pdfs of forward and backscatter
experiments. An example is shown in fig.4 for measurements at the center line of the bubble train
at a bubble frequency of 6Hz. The shape of the pdfs is similar. Both have a big and small peak

Forward Back

-0.25 0 0.25 0.5 025 0 0.25 0.5

velocity (m/s) velocity (m/s)

Figure 4 comparison between forward scatter and backscatter

at the same velocity. The width of the backscatter pdf is, however, considerably smaller. This
is caused by the much smaller measuring volume in the backscatter case and to a less extend to
a more constant frequency preshift. In figure a comparison is made between a time series in
forward and backscatter. Although in backscatter the data rate is much too low to aow for a
detailed analysis of the flow when a bubble passes through the measuring volume, still the wake
and the approach of individual bubbles can be seen.

-A further test is applied by thresholding the burst amplitude. This is done for the three
measuring positions mentioned above. Fig.6a shows the data rate normalized by the rate with a
threshold value of 2mV. It is seen that the decrease in data rate is independent of whether or not
the measurements were performed in or outside the bubble train. This again seems to indicate
that predominately liquid velocities are registered.

Finally, the measured averaged velocity is shown as a function of the threshold value in fig.6b.
Here a slight increase in the averaged velocity in the train is found, showing that thresholding
favors detection of 'high' velocities. Even at the highest threshold value the averaged velocity
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Figure 5: time series for (a): forward and (b): backscatter

is still much lower than the bubble velocity. From the above we have concluded that in the
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Figure 6 effect of thresholding

backscatter mode, the LDA predominantly measures the velocity of the liquid and that phase
discrimination based on burst amplitude offers no significant improvement.

5 Bubble column experiments

The experiments in the bubble columns have been performed a with the backscatter configuration
and the IFA 750 processors. The column (inner diameter 15.2cm) is equipped with a porous plate
distributor at the bottom (pore diameter 40jum). The liquid phase (tap water) is in batch, gassed
height of the mixture is kept constant at a value of diameters in all cases. The air, introduced
via the porous plate, forms bubbles with a volume equivalent diameter of 3mrn. The superficial
gas velocity ranges up to cm/s, corresponding to a gas fraction of more than 30%. Due to high
turbulence intensities and dirty water hardly any larger bubbles are detected at these high gas
fractions (measured with a 4 point glass fiber probe (Rijlink"1987)).

In all experiments the flow was seeded with the particles mentioned above. The maximum
data rate was 100 - 140OHz when measuring close to the wall. In figure 7 a typical profile of
the aal averaged liquid velocity is shown. Clearly a gross scale circulation is observed. This
has been reported in numerous papers, with a variety of measuring techniques like Pitot tubes,
hot wire anemometers, radioactive tracers particles, PIV etc. This averaged axial velocity profile
is symmetric and it is found that indeed there is no net liquid flow through a horizontal cross
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Figure 7 mean radial profile of the axial iquid velocity for a gas fraction of 25%

section of the column. More interesting is, however, the development of the axial velocity pfs

(also shown in fig. 7 As is seen the fluctuatiorLs around the means are large everywhere in the

colurnn. This is the general picture found for all gas fractions investigated. Even in the center of

the column the liquid is found to flow downward every now and then. Analysis of the pdfs shows

that turbulence intensities, defined as the ratio the root-mean-square value of the fluctating part

of the velocity and the mean of the absolute value of the axial velocity, is on the order of 100 or

more.

The data rate is a strong function of the distance from the wall. Obviously, this is caused by

the decreasing probability that the path of the lasers beams is open due to the presence of the

bubbles. Ohba et al. 1976) have shown that the probability of a laser beam to penetrate into a

bubbly flow decreases exponentially. Or in terms of the ratio between the received intensity with

bubbles I and without bubbles Io (assuming spherical bubbles):

1 3 
TO � eXP (- 2 d6 o) (1)

with I the path length through the two phase mixture, db the bubble diameter and a the gas

fraction (for ellipsoidal bubbles the long horizontal axis has to be ued).

When measuring with LDA the two beams have to form the measuring volume. Thus, both

paths for the beam have to be 'open' simultaneously. Only if the distance between the beam is

sufficiently large wiU these occur independently from one another. It is expected that the data

rate w fol.low the -me dependence on distance in the bubbly flow as given by Ohba. This is

indeed the case as is illustrated in fig.8. This plot shows the drop in data rate with increasing

distance from the wall for operation at a gas fraction of 25%. The constant 32 from equation (1)

has now to be replaced by 24. This shows that indeed the data rate drops faster, but 2x3/2 for

independent blockage of te beams is not found. Note that although the data rate in the central

part of the column is very small it is still possible to obtain a reliable pdf and mean velocity

(specially the latter can be checked to some extent by calculating the net mean aal flow in a

horizontal cross section).

A better insight in the fluctuating nature of the flow can be obtained by analysing a time series

of the axial velocity. In figure 9a part of a series of 222 seconds (i.e. 291640 measuring points at

mean data rate 1342Hz) is shown, fig.9b zooms in on a small time interval. The series is taken

at a value of 090 of the dimensionless radial position. The velocity data are sampled at irregular
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Figure 9 time series of axial velocity at a dimensionless radial coordinate of 0.90

spaced time intervals as in single phase flow, but due to blocking of bubbles large gaps are found
in the time series. When a moving average is applied, the presence of low frequency fluctuations
(-O.lHz) in the liquid velocity is revealed. These are caused by large 'vortical structures' that are
observed in the flow (Groen et al. 1996).

Calculation of the auto power spectral density of the time series from LDA measurements is
complicated by the uneven distributions of the samples in time. Adrian and Yao (198T) investi-
gated (for single phase flow) the consequences of a sample and hold for resampling the Poisson
distributed sample times at the mean data rate. They showed that this results in low pass filtering
the data with low pass filter frequency equal to the mean data rate divided by 2r causing a 1/f2

decay at high frequencies. Banning 1996) tested sample hold and linear interpolation and
concluded that the latter leads to a less distorted estimate of the spectral density. In the case
of the bubbly flow the resampling also has to close the blocking gaps. We have tested sample 
hold as well as linear interpolation. It was found that both schemes give the same spectra. As an
example the spectral density of the series from fig.9 is shown in fig.10a (obtained via sample 
hold, the series is divided into 580 records of 1024 points). The levelling off at low frequencies is
similar to the one reported by Banning 1996) and is a consequence of the resampling. Note that
the spectrum seems to follow a 5/3 power law as found in many single phase flows. This differs
from the 8/3 dependence reported by Lance and Bataille 1983) in low gas fraction cocurrent
water air bubbly flow with grid generated turbulence. Note also that a rough estimate of the
Kolmogorov time scale for the flow in the bubble column is 1.2ms, hence a frequency of 80OHz.
When similar data series are recorded deeper into the column the data rate will drop as discussed.
Spectral densities calculated ;according to the same procedure have the same form but are shifted
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Figure 10: (a): power spectral density, (b): autocorrelation of the fluctuating velocity

towards lower frequencies. The f -1 decay due to the sample hold procedure as discussed by
Adrian and Yao 1987) is not observed. This may be caused by the much higher data rate in
between the bubble gaps, so that the effect of filtering sets in at a much higher frequency than
the overall mean data rate divided by 27r. The distortion of the spectra by the resampling is still

under investigation.
From the spectral density the autocorrelation is calculated. The data series from fig.9 is now

divided into records of 24.4s (i.e. 32768 points). This is the minimal length that has to be used
to capture the low frequency vortical structures. The result is shown in fig.10b. It clearly shows
that this flow is different from single phase turbulence (see e.g. Nieuwstadt 1992). The shape of
the autocorrelation is the same as reported by Lfibbert 1983), who measured the mdal velocity
in a bubble column using a hot wire and by Lance and Bataille 1983) for bubbly flow with grid
generated turbulence. The latter reported this particular shape for the autocorrelation already at
gas fractions of 0.5%. From the autocorrelation the integral time scale is calculated according to
(Devanathan 1991)

00
f t'jR(t')jdt'

T = 0- (2)
co
f R(tl)ldt'
0

with R(t) the autocorrelation function. The integral time scale is 0.43s which is similar to the
findings of Devanathan 1991) who obtained integral time scales on the order of 05s from tracking
a neutrally buoyant radioactive particle in bubble columns.

6 Concluding remarks

The flow in a bubble column at moderate gas fraction is investigated using LDA. Due to the
relatively high gas fraction forward scatter LDA can not be used. Moreover, various techniques to
discriminate between data from the gas or liquid phase can not be used since the velocity distribu-
tions of both phases show a considerable overlap. Therefore a comparison between forward scatter
and backscatter LDA in a single bubble train is made. It shows that in backscatter predomi-
nantly the liquid velocity is measured. Applying thresholds to try to eliminate contributions from
the bubbles did not have a significant effect on the data registered inside or outside the bubble
train. The above strongly suggest that in backscatter (with proper seeding) the liquid velocity is
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measured.
The experiments in the bubble column (at a gas fraction of 25%) shows that it is possible to

obtain relevant time series even relatively deep into the flow. The mean data rate, however, drops
exponential with the distance from the wall in agreement with theoretical considerations. Spectral
analysis of the time series seems to indicate that: (i) the spectrum shows a 5/3 power law for
the higher frequencies, (ii) the resampling; with a.sample & hold scheme does not introduce a
1/f2 decay and (iii) the autocorrelation function is different from the single phase flow case but in
agreement with literature findings. The obtained integral time scale is similar to the one reported
by Devanathan et al.

Further research on LDA and bubbly flows is still required to better understand the conse-
quences of the 'big' bubble gaps in the signal. Especially the distortion of the calculated spectra
needs farther attention.
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ABSTRACT

Conventional easurement techniques have given limited insights into the complex structure of multi-phase flows.
This has led to highly subjective flow pattern classifications which have been cast in terms of flow regime maps.
Rather than using static flow regime maps, some of the next generation of multi-phase flow analysis codes will
implement interfacial area transport equations that would calculate the flow patterns that evolve spatially and
temporally.' To assess these new codes, a large data base needs to be established to quantify the essential
characteristics of multi-phase flow structure. One such characteristic is the interfacial area concentration.' In this
paper, we discuss the current benefits and lirnitations of using Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI) to examine multi-
phase flow patterns and transitions. Of particular interest, are the MRI measurements of interfacial area concentration
for slug flow in an air-water system. These tests were performed at the University of California, San Francisco
(UCSF) School of Medicine MR1 Center as a collaborative research effort with Oregon State University (OSU).3
The special scanning sequences designed by UCSF were capable of imaging at repetition intervals as fast as 7
rnilliseconds.

1. INTRODUCTION

Many flow maps have been developed to describe two-phase flow patterns and flow transitions. Several are in wide
use and serve a valuable design function. For example, the flow map of Hewitt and Roberts' for upward, vertical flow
and the flow map of Mandhanel for horizontal flow have wide industrial applications. These flow nriaps, although
extremely useful, tend to be subjective in nature. Ten-ns used to describe patterns such a chum flow, slug flow, plug
flow, and wispy-annular flow provide qualitative insights but do not give quantitatively meaningful descriptions of
the flow stricture. Because of this, the point of transition from one flow pattern to another is also difficult to
quantify. Future codes seeking to implement more accurate models for interfacial transfer will require a database that
quantitatively describes the interfacial structure.

The Department of Nuclear Engineering at Oregon State University (OSU) and the Department of Radiology, School
of Medicine, at the University of California, San Francisco (UCSF) have entered into a collaborative effort to study
the structure of two-phase flow patterns and flow pattern transitions using MR1. This paper examines the benefits
and limitations of using MRI for multi-phase flow studies and presents the results of using MRI to measure interfacial
area concentration in an intermittent air-water slug flow.
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2. MAGNETIC RESONANCE IMAGING TECHNIQUES

There are a variety of MRI techniques that can be used to quantify the velocity of moving fluids. In general, this is
done either by sensitizing the special orientation of the magnetization to reflect the velocity (phase shift or phase
contrast methodology) or by imaging spatial variations in the magnitude of the magnetization (time-of-flight
methodology). The following sections provide a brief description of each of these main methodologies.

A. Phase Shift Methodology

The Phase Shift Methodology is an effective MRI approach for quantifying fluid motion. The basic premise involves
measuring the phase shift of the transverse magnetization of moving spins along a magnetic gradient and correlating
the measured phase shifts with the fluid velocity.

First a 90-degree excitation Radio Frequency (RF) is applied to a proton bearing fluid. This causes all of the proton
spins to be "in phase" (i.e., they are in coherence). Next a linear magnetic gradient (phase encoding gradient) is
applied for a certain period such that the precession frequency of the spins will be different from one position to
another due to its dependence on the magnetic field. The spins will experience a gradual change in their precession
frequencies as they pass the linear magnetic field. This gradual change in precession frequency is seen as a phase
shift of the Larmor frequency of these spins. After the gradient field is turned off, the spins'precession fi-equency will
be the same but with different phases. (i.e., the phases of spins located in a lower magnetic field will lag behind those
in a higher magnetic field along the agnetic gradient). This phase shift can be correlated with the velocity of the
spins along the magnetic gradient. That is, the phase shift of a spin at (yz) in a cross-sectional plane perpendicular
to the flow direction within a time interval T can be expressed as:

4�yz) = au(yz)+bv(yz)+cw(yz) (1)

where the flow is in the x-direction and u, v, and w are the instantaneous velocity components of the velocity vector
V in the x, y, and z directions. The parameters a, b, and c are constants usually expressed in units of
radians/(cm/sec). These constants are deternriined by the waveforms of the slice selection, phase encoding and
frequency encoding magnetic gradients respectively and can be selected based on the sequence used. They are defined
as:

a = y Tj t dG) dt (2)
Jk dxj0

b Td t dG) dt (3)
= J k dy0

T� t dG) dt (4)
c = YJk dz)0
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where y is the gyrornagnetic ratio typically given in units of radians/(Tesia-sec) and G is the magnetic field typically
expressed in units of Tesla. If for example, b and c are chosen to be zero, then the distribution for the u component
can be visualized. The other components can be determined in the same manner by choosing other gradients (i.e.,
other constants) to be zero over very short time frames. The phase shift, 4(yz), can be determined from the
arctangent of the ratio of the imaginary to real part reconstructed image intensities as follows:

40,z = arctan R (yz) (5)I y1z)

where the imaginary part image intensity is expressed as:

I(yz) = kp(yz)sin4)(yz) (6)

and the real part image intensity is expressed as:

R(yz) = kp(yz)cos4)(yz) (7)

where k is a constant and pyz) is the spin density. From equations (1) and (5) the flow distribution can be visualized
and from equations 6) and 7) the spin density and thus the flow structure can be measured.

B. Time-Offlight Methodology

The Time-of-Flight Methodology or Tagging and Tracking Method was pioneered by Singer to quantify blood flow
characteristics in a mouse tail.' This approach is very effective in producing graphic visualizations of molecular
displacement It involves the dispersion of the transverse magnetization in a selected plane by a large amplitude
gradient pulse or a series of pulses called (spoilers) and the subsequent imaging of spins residing in that plane.

Instead of utilizing the phase shift of the transverse magnetization of moving spins, this approach utilizes the
amplitude of the longitudinal magnetization of the moving spins during a delay time. In this approach, a lump or
bolus of spins (selected slice of spins) is labeled (tagged) with an RF excitation at a certain time and imaged at a later
tirne. Thus the velocity may be thought of as the displacetnent of the spins over the interval between two successive
excitations. Mathematically the velocity can be expressed as:

-X
(8)aT

where Ax is the displacement and At is the time interval. Therefore a velocity distribution can be extracted from the
frames by evaluating the velocity at different locations across the flow.

The slice selection can be performed using a selected R and a magnetic field gradient perpendicular to the imagingC,
plane. Therefore two controlling parameters detennine the slice thickness; the R bandwidth and the magnetic field
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gradient strength. Slice thickness can be reduced by either decreasing the R bandwidth or by increasing the
magnetic gradient strength. The magnetic gradient used in the slice selection process is applied only for the duration
of the R excitation pulse.

Both the Phase Shift Methodology and the Time-of-Flight Methodology have been successfully applied in numerous
studies. Several of these studies are described in the next section.

3. MR1 APPLICATIONS

MRI is most extensively applied as a diagnostic technology in the edical field. It is capable of diagnosing diseased
tissues in many physiological systems and clinical states. It has been used to detect and quantify the disorders of flow
within blood vesseIS6.7.8.9.10 and in any clinical studies to determine the direction of blood flow, the type of flow
(faininar or turbulent), and the flow velocity. Post processing techniques reveal valuable information regarding the
flow structure. These techniques depend on the characteristic times of the tissues. That is, the signal intensity
increases in tissues that have long spin-spin relaxation times. Significant developments in image reconstruction
techniques have resulted because of the numerous medical applications.

Because multi-phase flows are encountered in many petroleum reservoir and porous edia processes," recent
petroleum research efforts have iplemented MRI technology. This industrial application of MRI has resulted in the
development of new iaging strategies along with advanced image reconstruction software. These research activities
are aimed at acquiring the structural details and flow distributions within geological features.

The use of MRI technology in studying oil-gas flow is based on the high density and high abundance of protons in
the oil, in contrast to the low density and low proton abundance in the gas. Because the measured signal produced
from the oil is much stronger than that produced from the gas, the components can be easi'y distinguished. Other
applications of MRI technology in petroleum research include investigations of bubble formation mechanisms and
its relationship to changes in oil viscosity, studies of bubble distribution and its impact on oil flow", examinations
of residual oil distributions, characterization of drilling mud filtrate, and studies of the changes in the phasic behavior
of dark, heavy foamy) oil.

MRI technology has been successfully used to quantify the velocity profiles of the laminar, transition and turbulent
flow regimes of single phase fluids in pipes.

The most commonly used imaging sequences are the spin-echo sequences ........ and the multiple spin-echo EPI
(ultrafast) sequences. 6- " The multiple spin-echo EPI sequence has aso been used to develop a three dimerisional
image of foam structure" and to map the velocity spectra in Taylor-Couette Flow." In all of these experimental
studies, the phase shift approach of moving spins was utilized in visualizing the instantaneous velocity distribution
in the two-dimensional plane perpendicular to the flow direction. Using the multiple spin-echo EPI sequence, along
with flow-sensitive gradients in two directions, each of the velocity components could be quantified using its
corresponding phase shift. The multiple spin-echo EPI sequence is capable of imaging all of the velocity components
at the same time rather than imaging one component at a time using a single spin-echo sequence.

4. OSUIUCSF MM EXPERIMENT DESIGN

The 0SU/UCSF study examined an-iinar flow of a single-phase liquid, stratified air-water flow, wavy air-water flow,
and air-water slug flow in a cylindrical tube. As shown in Figure 1, the concurrent air-water flow loop consisted of
a one-inch diameter test section capable of producing air superficial velocities, j,, ranging from 03 m/s to 14 m/s and
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water superficial velocities, j, ranging from O.08 to 13 m/s. This corresponds to void fractions ranging from O. 19
to 099. The volumetric flow rate of the air and of the liquid are measured prior to entering the mWng chamber. The
air-water mixture travels concurrently through the 6 meter tube and exits into a discharge tank which permits the air
to separate from the liquid. The liquid is then recirculated hrough the test section.

The tube is located inside a 1.5 Tesla MRI unit Magentom, Siemens, Elargen, Germany). The scanner is a whole
body system which has a bore diameter of 55 cm. T'he static magnetic field is generated by superconducting coils.
Radio frequency coils are used to transmit RF excitation into the material to be imaged. This excites a component
of magnetization in the transverse plane which can be detected by a radio frequency reception coil. In order to
localize the signal in space, the gradients of the magnetic field are used to generate a variation of the processional
frequencies across the sample. The received signal reflects this distribution of frequencies and a Fourier transform
of the received signal provides an image of the spatial distribution of magnetization. The magnetic field gradients
on this system are capable of a maximum gradient strength of 10 mT/m and can be ramped from zero to maximum
strength in I msec.

A variety of MRI strategies were used to display different properties of the flow. The bolus tagging method described
above was used to provide a visualization of the distribution of velocities across the tube in the longitudinal image
planes. This sequence provided 6 nun thick slices, with an in-plane resolution of I mm x I nun. In addition a spin
echo sequence of a plane transverse to the flow direction was used to depict the iso-velocity contours across the tube.
These appear as alternate dark and bright bands of signal intensity.

In order to view the passage of dynamically varying fluid levels a rapid imaging sequence, providing images at a rate
of one Hz was used. For scanners with conventional agnetic field gradient capabilities, the most rapid repetition
time that can be achieved is of the order of 7 msec. With a field of view of 250 mm, images with 2 mm x 2 run in-
plane resolution can be acquired in 896 msec using.a sequence dubbed "Turboflash." The slice thickness was 10 mm.

By varying the liquid and air flow rates, a wide range of two-phase flow patterns could be produced in the test section
as depicted in Figure 2 Using specialized scanning sequences, the MRI unit was capable of producing flow images
of the X-Y plane, the Y-Z plane, and the X-Y plane as illustrated in Figure 3.

The magnetic resonance images were recorded on the computer and processed using a software package called
IMAGE (Wayne Rasband, NIH, Bethesda, MD). 11is package is suitable for doing digital image processing to
determine the following characteristics of the flow:

• '17he longitudinal and transverse cross-sectional flow areas of each fluid phase,
• Average fluid densities, and
• Continuous three-dimensional velocity profiles in the liquid phase.

In addition, the IMAGE software permits rotation and scaling of the iage being examined for three dimensional
representations.

5. 0SU/UCSF MR1 SINGLE-PHASE FLOW MEASUREMENTS

This section presents the images obtained using the NEU scanning sequences for a single phase liquid, laminar flow
benchmark case. Figures 4 through 6 present the magnetic resonance images obtained for an-dnar flow of liquid water
in the tube. The classical parabolic velocity profile for laminar flow can be observed in Figure 4 (X-Z plane) and
in Figure 5 (X-Y plane). As shown in Figure 4 a slice of fluid is "tagged" at time zero. This appears as the dark
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vertical line across the pipe image called the "bolus." The tagged slice is tracked at 500 rnsec time intervals, thus
producing a parabola at periodic distances from the initial "tagging" location. Using IMAGE to measure this
distance, and knowing the time elapsed, permits a simple calculation of the velocity profile. For this case, the
maximum velocity is determined to be 1.0 m/s.

Figure shows that the velocity profile is actually skewed towards the top of the pipe because of an exit effect. As
the water exits the test section, it travels a short distance, because of space limitations, and drains into a reservoir.
The proximity of the draining "water fall" to the test section exit, results in an exit effect which is readily captured
by the MRI. Figure 6 presents an image of the Y-Z plane. The alternate dark and bright rings represents the
contribution of different laminae traveling at different velocities.

6. OSU/UCSF MRI MEASUREMENTS OF INTERFACIAL AREA CONCENTRATION FOR AR-
WATER SLUG FLOW

The slug flow pattern is characterized by what appear to be intermittent liquid slugs separated by pockets of air.
However, using the MPJ, it becomes clear that the slugs actually consist of an air-water mixture with void fractions
ranging from 04 to 0.8. In the figures that follow, the darkest shades represent the lowest density fluid. In this case,
the dark background represents air; whereas, the lighter shades represent liquid.

Because of the transient nature of this flow pattern a sequential MRI scanning technique was used. First a 32 msec
repetition time was used.Ibe result for a Y-Z scan of a single slug is shown in Figure 7 By reducing the repetition
time in the sequence to 7 msec, the finer structure of an air-water slug can be observed. This is shown in Figure .
Figures 9 through I I show the flow structure of air pockets as they travel through the test section. The average void
fraction and the nterfacial perimeter can be determined using the IMAGE software. By varying the scanning
frequency and exan-dning entire series of MRI scans over a statistically significant time period, the average liquid
slug size, velocity and frequency of occurrence can be determined.

The interfacial area concentration (I/L) was determined as follows:

1 IP
(9)L A

where is the perimter of the interface between the air and liquid phase and A. is the cross-sectional flow area of
the pipe. The void fraction averaged over the image slice thickness (-IO nun) was determined as follows:

I At (10)

A

where A, is the cross-sectional area of the liquid.

The following table presents the numerical estimates of void fraction, interfacial perimeter and interfacial area
concentration for several of the images obtained for the air-water slug flow regime.
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Pipe Diameter: 254 cm
Pipe Area, A: 507 cm'

Image A, (cm') a Ip (cm) I/L, (cm-')

MR1 193 3.24 0.36 25.7 5.1

MRI-189 2.01 0.60 2.54 0.5

MRI-197 0.81 0.84 8.20 1.6

MRI-203 1.89 0.63 6.25 1.2

Note that MRI-193 has the largest interfacial perimeter with a value of 25.7 cm. This is also reflected in the
interfacial area concentration. This indicates that the interfacial structure offers significant opportunity for interfacial
transport depending on the driving potential across the interface. In fact, the interfacial area concentration for the
air-water pattern (MRI-193) shown in Figure is an order of magnitude greater than the stratified air-water patterns
shown in Figure 9 MRI-189). Additional studies will likely reveal the "fractal" nature of the interfacial area
concentration and perimeter.

7. LIMITATIONS OF APPLYING MRI IN FLOW STUDIES

The major limitations of using MRI for imaging multi-phase flows are:

• Piping and Fluid Properties: One of the prerequisites of using MRI in flow studies is to use fluids and
piping that are neither conductive nor magnetic to avoid interactions with the high static magnetic field and
other agnetic gradients that vary with time.

• Resolution: For non-steady flows, such as turbulent flow or rapidly evolving multi-phase fow pattern
systems, short acquisition times are required. This acquisition time should be on the order of a few
milliseconds for to obtain quantitative measurements, (i.e., snapshots) of the eddies in turbulent flow or of
flow patterns in multi-phase flow.

• Geometry: Because MRI systems have been primarily been developed for medical applications, they are
oriented for horizontal flows. Limited vertical flow studies can be perfon-ned in MRI systems with large
bore diameters.

• Cost: MRI systems are relatively expensive. A small MRI system with a 25 Tesla magnet having a 40 cm
diameter magnet costs approximately $ 1,000,000 (U.S. currency).

8. CONCLUSIONS

In summary, MRI scanning techniques for flow imaging can produce highly detailed data on two-phase flow structure
and flow pattern transitions. These data will provide new insights into flow structure and lead to the development
of quantitative methods of characterizing two-phase flow patterns.
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To advance MRI as an effective tool to study multi-phase flow we need to:

• explore the successes and failures of previous applications of MRI in different industries,
• design an effective strategy that can capture the events occurring in multi-phase systems in a very short data

acquisition time,
• continue to advance the software used to analyze the images,
• develop industrial MRI systems which are smaller and less expensive, and
• conu-nunicate with experts around the world regarding experimental techniques amenable to MRI

Technology.
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Figure 4 MRI-82 of the X-Z Plane for Water: Laminar Flow, Average Liquid Velocity = 009 m/s., TR=500
msec.

Figure 5. MRI- 3 of the X-Y Plane for Water: Larninar Flow, Average Liquid Velocity .0.09 MIS TR=500
msec.

'Figure 6 NIRI I of the Y-Z Plane for Water: Laminar Flow, Average Liquid Velocity 0.09 m/s., TR=200 msec.
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Figure 7 MRI-171 of the Y-Z Plane for Air-Water: Slug Flow, =45 m/s, J. = 90 m/s., TR=32 msec.

Figure S. NMJ-193 of the Y-Z Plane for Air-Water: Slug Flow J 45 ni/s, J. = 9.0 m/s., TR= 7 msec-
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Figure 9 MRI-189 of the Y-Z Plane for Air-Water: Slug Flow, J = 5 m1s, J. = 90 m/s., R=7 msec.

Figure 10. MRI-197 of the Y-Z Plane for Air-Water. Slug Flow, J, =.45 M/s, J. = 90 m1s., TR=7 msec-
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Figure 1 1. MRI-203 of the Y-Z Plane for Air-Water: Slug Flow, J = 45 m/s, J. = 90 m/s., R=7 isec.
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Abstract

The results presented in this paper demonstrate the performance of the PFGSE-NMR to
obtain a complete characterisation of two-phase flows. Different methods are proposed to
characterise air-water flows in different regimes stationary two-phase flows and flows in
transient condition. Finally a modified PFGSE is proposed to analyse the turbulence of air-
water bubbly flow.

I - Introduction

Pulsed NMR techniques have been used in the past to study transport properties of
fluids. The first main results concerned molecular diffusion (Stejskal, 1965). Later Packer
(1969), Grover Singer 1971), Deville & Landesman 1971), Hayard et al. 1972) and
Garroway 1974) extensively used pulsed NMR techniques to study flowing liquids, by
measuring the average velocity and the velocity probability distribution of flowing liquids in
laminar regime. Regarding turbulent flows, de Gennes 1969) established that correlation time
of velocity could be related to the attenuation of odd echoes in a Carr-Purcell sequence (Carr &
Purcell, 1954). Application of NMR to turbulent flows is due to Fukuda & Hirai 1979) who
used the spin echo technique in presence of a constant magnetic field gradient to measure the
velocity probability distribution and the velocity fluctuation. A recent review of flow
measurements by NMR is due to Caprihan & Fukushima 1990). These studies demonstrated
that pulsed NMR is a non disturbing technique which should apply to all dielectric liquid flows
and in particular to complex liquid flows.

For single-phase flows, the hot wire anernornetry or the laser Doppler anernometry are
unequalled and currently used with a good accuracy. But for multiphase flows, these classical
techniques cannot be used easily and NMR is certainly the more promising technique. However
very few experiments have been published so far on multiphase flows. Some of them deal with
multiphase flows in porous media (Garigalas et al., 1984, Edelstein et al., 1988 and Majors et
al., 1990) Two phase flows in channel were reported by Lynch Segel 1974) who were able
to determine the average volume fractions of the gas and liquid phases. Abouelwafa & Kendall
(1979) developed a technique for measuring the average velocities and the fractions of two
phase fluid mixtures such as oil and water. Krager et al. 1984) proposed to use the eux of
nuclear spins out of the NMR coil to deduce the mass flow rate in a pipe their method can be
applied over a wide range of velocities and flowing conditions (velocity range from 03 to 100
m/s). These experiments provide an accurate determination of the average quantities, but no
information on velocity distribution or velocity profile. Majors et al. 1989) used a NMR
imaging technique to measure simultaneously the velocity and concentration profile in a
suspension of mono-dispersed polyethylene spheres in a viscous petroleum gear oil undergoing
steady flow.

In this paper, we present a method using the Pulsed Field Gradient Spin Echo technique
(PFGSE-NMR) to characterise multiphase flows. After a rapid description of the experimental
set-up and of the method, we report investigations of air-water flows in different regimes 
stationary flow and flows in transient condition. Finally a modified PFGSE is proposed to
analyse turbulence in air-water bubbly flows.

II - Experimental set-up

'Me base of the instrument is a SMIS Multispect spectrometer operating in the range 2-
100 MHz, chosen because of its flexibility. The high homogeneous magnetic field used for
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NMR measurements is generated in an electromagnet which consists of two solenoids joined
end to end; they generate inside a magnetic field Bo of 012 Tesla. The resonance frequency
corresponding to this magnetic field is MHz for the protons. The two solenoids have same
length (L-- 1 m) but different diameters (Dinside = 0. 3m for the main solenoid and (Dinside = 0 I
m for the other.

The flow is studied in a straight circular pipe of glass with a diameter D of 5mm; for
NMR measurements the pipe has to be made of a dielectric material (glass, ceramics, resin)
transparent to the radio-frrquency electromagnetic field.

0-N

Magnetic field gradient r.f. coil

X

Principal solenoid
0.12 Tesla

Field gradient.10_�
coil

Flow direction
Secondary solenoid,...-- in the channel

0 12 Tesla

Figure I Experimental set-up

The pipe is placed along the axis of the solenoids, parallel to the magnetic field BO. In the
centre of the main solenoid, where the magnetic field is most homogeneous, a NMR saddle coil
is adjusted to the pipe (Figure 1). This coil is used to define the radio-frequency pulses and to
detect the magnetisation induction; so it allows to study a volume V which is a piece of pipe of
length L ( - D= 50 mm) where the fluid is studied 'Me gradient field pulses are provided by a
quadripole gradient coil wound (Webster Marsden, 1974) on a dehin former with its axis
perpendicular to the pipe. Pulsed field gradient up to 01 T/m along the flow axis are used in
these experiments.

The secondary solenoid, where the homogeneity is about ± 1, is only used to extend to
h = 1. 5 m the zone where the nuclear spins of the flowing fluid polarise before to penetrate the
studied volume V. The spins of the liquid flowing at a mean velocity U, are submitted to the
field Bo during a time tp = h/U. The longitudinal relaxation time T of the spins has to be
shorter than tp in order to obtain a complete polarisation, i.e. a complete relaxation of the spins
along the magnetic field in the section V. So, the maximum velocity of the fluid is less than

Umax = hT1. For pure water T = 2 s and Umax = 075 m/s. To investigate higher speed
flows, one can reduce the longitudinal relaxation time T1 by adding a ferric salt. Lowering T to
50 ms, Uma,, is increased up to 30 m/s.

III - Echo characteristics in a flowing liquid

To study the transport of fluid by PFGSE-NMR in a given volume V, one can apply the
sequence of pulses presented in Figure 2 in presence of a satic homogeneous magnetic field Bo
(Leblond et al., 1994). Before the sequence is applied, the magnetisation has to be relaxed
along the direction of the static magnetic field Bo.
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Figure 2 Pulsed Field Gradient Spin Echo sequence

Consider an element ) of the fluid flowing in the volume V. xj(t), yj(t) and zj(t) are the
co-ordinates of the element ) in the referential Oxyz) where is the centre of the volume V
(center of the r.f. coil), the z-axis is in the flow direction. When a sequence is applied, this

element is submitted, either to Eo in the absence of the field gradient, or to 3o + d zj(t) when

the field gradient, , is applied. In the frame (OXYZ) rotating with an angular frequency
coo =y Bo about the Z-axis (y is the gyromagnetic ratio of the protons), the (7c/2)x r.f. pulse
tilts the proton magnetisation of the element ) along the Y-axis. During the time interval
(tlt,+S), the field gradient G shifts the phase of the magnetisation in the plane (OXY) ; the
phase displacement is then given by 

t1+8
O = ,yG f zj(t) dt

tj

Neglecting the displacement of the element ) during the gradient pulse duration 

(It�) << 1), one obtains Oj 8 G zj(tl). Then the (n)y T.f. pulse changes thedt 
sign of this phase shift, which becomes Oj 8 G zj(tl). Ile second gradient pulse (8 G) at 2
induces a new phase shift which is proportional to the new position zi(t2) of the element, so that
the resulting phase shift at time 2 corresponding to the echo is

Oj (2-T)=,y 6 G zj(t2 - zj(tl)l (2)
where is the time interval between the two r.f. pulses.

If the velocity vj(t) of the element ) is characterised by a correlation time v higher than

A, where A is the time interval between the two gradient pulses of the same doublet, one can

neglect the velocity fluctuation during A and write 

zj(ti + A) zj(ti = v(' A if -TV >> A
Consequently, one obtains:

0(2t y 8 G v(,c A (3)

For turbulent flows with Reynolds numbers lower than 6000, one generally estimates that
'r > Ms.

The magnetisation detected is the sum of a the contributions of the different elements )
in the volume V. For much smaller than the relaxation times, T and T2, and than the efflux
time of the liquid in volume V,
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2,r << T I and T2 and 2r << L (4)U

and the magnetisation at time 2 is given by 

MI = MO < exp i �j(2T) >
where MO is the amplitude of the total proton magnetisation in V and < > is an ensemble
average on all the elements ) in volume V.

The first echo MI is given by 

MI(k = W < exp(i k v > with k = 8 G A (6)
According to Grover & Singer 197 1) and Fukuda & Hirai 1979), we can itroduce now

the velocity probability distribution (velocity spectrum) P(vt), where P(vt) dv is the
probability to find particles of fluid with velocities in the interval [v, v dvj in the volume V at
the time t. Then Eq.(6) may be written as:

+00

MI(tk = MO(t) f P(vt) eikv dv (7)
-00

with
+00

k = 8 G A and f P(vt) dv = I

So Mi(kt) is the inverse Fourier transform of the velocity pobability distribution Pvt).
MO(t)

IV - NMR characterisation of two-phase flows

Consider a air-water two-phase flow where the displacements of the protons are analysed
by NMR. The magnetisation MO(t) measured at time t is proportional to the number of protons
present at time t in the volume V; then RL(t), the volume fraction of water at time t in the
volume V is:

RL(t) (8)
moo

where Moo is the magnetisation measured when no air is present. From each measurement of
MO(t), one can deduce the instantaneous volume fraction of water in the volume V and by
averaging the results of series of measurements, one obtains the mean volume fraction of water,
RL:

RL MI(t) (9)
moo

where represents a time average.
it

Developing in equation 7), eikv versus kv, one demonstrates that for 01 < i , the phase

4), of Mi(tk) is equal to k v(t) where v(t) is the mean velocity of the water in the volume V:
+00

(DI (t - k v(t) for I< 7[ with v(t) v P(vt) dv (10)
2 -00

MO(t) et M I t, k) the time averages of MO(t) and M I t, k), are two measurable

quantities. According to equations (8) and 9), one obtains:

-F-M (t, k = -�Wt-) f d v v'tj RL exp(i k v) (I )
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RL P(vt) RL(t) RL
where P(Vt) - RL(t) is the RL-weighted average of P(vt). So P(Vt) is the

MI (t, k) � � RL
inverse Fourier Transform of the measurable quantity, � �' From P(vt) one can

MOW
RL

derive the RL-weighted averaged velocity of water, generally called the mean velocity of

water in the flow 

-RL RL
v = f d v v P(vt) (12)

This quantity is different from the volumetric flux of water, JL, which is simply defined

by the ration where QL is the volumetric flow Tate of the water, and A, the area of the pipe
A

cross section. However JL can be related to quantities measured in the volume V by NMR

JL = RLM V(t) and JL = RL(t) v RL (13)

Summarising, in air-water two-phase flow, the parameters measurable by PGFSE-NMR
are :

- the instantaneous and mean volume fractions in the volume V : RL(t) et RL(t) [equations

(8) et 9)]
- the instantaneous velocity of the liquid fraction : v(t) [equation 10))

- the averaged liquid velocity probability of the water: P(vt) 'RL) [equation 13)]

the mean velocity and the volurnetric flux of the liquid fraction [equation 12)] and JL

[equation 15)).
From these results, one obtains so a complete characterisation of the water =sport in the

two-phase flow.

V - Results in stationary air-water two-phase flows

RL
The measured liquid velocity probability distributions, P(vt) are presented in Figure

3.
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Figure 3 Mean velocity probability distributions of water obtained

at constant water volumetric flux ULvate, = 10 cnVs)
for different air fluxes corresponding to RGair = 0 - 50

The different curves were obtained at a constant water volumetric flux ULwater 10 cm/S)
for different air fluxes corresponding to RGair(t = to 50 %. Even in the case of a low void
fraction (bubbly flows) the velocity probability distribution is strongly broadened in
comparison with the velocity probability distribution obtained in pure liquid flow (RGair = 0);
the presence of bubbles in the flow induces an important velocity fluctuation in water. For
higher void fraction RGair(t) = 20%), the flow patterns become unstable and intermittent; the

standard deviation of the velocities exceeds 100% of the mean velocity. So for kwater = 29.5

cm/s and JGair = 32 cm/s (corresponding to RGair(t) = 42%), the velocity probability

distribution covers a velocity range from - 0 ctrVs to 150 cm/s.
In Figure 4 we compare the liquid volumetric fluxes derived from the NMR

measurements, using the relations 12) and 13), with those obtained by the turbine meter. One
observes a good agreement between the two results on a large range of volume fractions.
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VI Two-phase flow in transient condition

Ile experimental set-up is pesented Figure .

IR barrier

trov

.40�� Reservoir

Valve
Interface Compressed

I air

NMR
spectrometer 1.7 m

Studied volume

Pipe

= 1 nun

Figure Experimental set-up used to generate two-phase flows in transient condition
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A vertical channel is supplied by a water reservoir made of cooper. In the initial condition
the valve is closed and the channel is empty. The NMR measurements are performed in a
section of the pipe 10 cm below the reservoir. The total length of the vertical channel is 17 rn.
The opening of the valve is controlled by the spectrometer and the starting of NMR sequences
is triggered by a signal indicating the complete opening of the valve. In all the sequences the
amplitude of the gradient pulses was constant.

Let consider the nth sequence starting at time tn the volume fraction of water in the
volume V is obtained at time t by measuring Mo(tn) according to the relation 8):

RL(tn) = MO(tn)
moo

v(tn), the mean velocity of the water in the volume V is deduced from the phase (DI tn of
the echo of the nth sequence, since according to equation (10)

(DI tn = y 8 G A V(tn)
Finally, from RL(tn) and Vtn), we can be deduced DL(tn), the instantaneous water

volumetric flow rate, defined by:
DL(tn = A JL(tn = A RL(tn) Vtn) (14)

where A is the channel section.
To obtain correct measurements of RL(tn) and v(tn), we must take into account the two

following conditions:

- Ile amplitude of the gradient pulse G must be fixed so that for any sequence, 01(tn <

according to the condition (IO).
The time interval between two consecutive NMR sequences must be longer than the efflux

time of the liquid in the volume V; this last condition has been satisfied using variable time
intervals according to 

500000 - (Ms) (15)
tn - tn-I = 27484 - 4867 tn-1)

where t is the starting time of the nth sequence n - t I 1 - 40 ins).

81,2
7 -

1
6

0,8 5

:5 0,6 4
a: 3

0,4 --
2

0,2 -- 1
0

0 2 a --I > 0 1 1
0 0,5 1 1,5 2 25 3 35 0 0,5 1 1, 2 25 3 35

time (s) time (s)

b)
Figures IO a) and b) : Time evolution of the volume fraction of water, RL(tn),

and of the water volumetric flow rate, DL(tn).

Figures 10 a) and b) present the volume fraction of water, RL(tn), and the water
volumetric flow rate, DL(tn), versus tn. These results are obtained when the initial water volume
in the reservoir is 8 litres.

The volume fraction of water increases rapidly to the maximum value; then it decreases
slowly and continuously up to 06; after which one observes a sharp decrease of RL UP to 03
at time tn = 12 s, followed by instabilities during 0.5 second; later the water volume fraction
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decreases again and relaxes slowly to zero. On the other hand, the water volumetric flow rate
increases rapidly to a maximum value = 7 litters per second) and remains constant during 1.5
seconds; after a rapid decrease observed at tn = 12 s, one observes a relaxation to zero.

This example presents one of the methods to analyse by NMR a transient regime. In the
present experimental configuration the application of the PFGSE sequence is limited to
measurements of fluid velocities, v(tn), lower than 3 m/s; we estimate that, in the volume V the
efflux of the liquid during 2 , the sequence execution time, must be lower than IO%. This
condition implies that:

,r v(tn) L/10 where L is the studied section thickness

In the present experimental configuration L = cm and 24 ms so that the maximum
measurable v(tn) is typically m/s.

VI - Analysis of the instabilities in bubble Two-phase flows

In the preceding section the transport of liquid in the measurement volume V has been
studied using a PGSE sequence. This sequence applied at different time tn has been used to
asses the mean velocity and the volume fraction of the liquid. However the repetition frequency

of the PFGSE sequence, is limited; T must be higher than the efflux time (TE = L) of theV
liquid in the volume V. This condition limits the dynamics of fluctuations which can be
observed. In an attempt to analyse turbulent fluctuations, the PFGSE sequence has been
modified in an continuous and priodic (T 6) sequence of frequency ability higher than
IkHz. This periodic sequence is presented Figure 7.

Free induction Free induction Free induction
d decay decay

7C/ X X
gnetic
Id

ent

t t +,r t + 2 t +3T t +4,r t +5T t-� t., + Ttime

PFGSE sequence

Figure 7 Periodic PFGSE sequence. Each period is composed of three steps:
- an annihilation of the longitudinal and transversal magnetisation in the volume V
- a wait time (3,r)
- a PFGSE sequence to measure the liquid amount entered in the volume V during the

wait time and its velocity.
R

At each period, a �)X radiofrequency pulse is applied at ti, between two strong magnetic

field gradient pulses designed to cancel all the components of the magnetisation in the volume
V. At time ti + 3T a classical PFGSE sequence is applied to determine the quantity of liquid

entered in volume V during the time interval [ti ; ti + R]; this quantity is proportional to the
- 3T 3,rtransverse magnetisation measured at ti + 3 it is equal to TL(t) , where JLW is the

average liquid superficial velocity during the time interval [ti ; ti + 3C]. During the same

sequence period, the phase, (Di, of the echo at ti + 5, is measured; this phase is proportional to

the mean velocity, vi, of the liquid entered in V during the time interval [ti ; t + RI
According to equation (IO), one obtains:
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Oi = yBG A i (16)

So at each period 6r, one derives 

VL(ti ; 3T), the volume of the liquid entered in the volume V during the time interval [ti ; ti + 3t]

i , the mean velocity of the liquid entered in V during the time interval [t ; t + RI

To apply correctly this method, two conditions must be satisfied:

during the time interval [ti ; ti + R], the particles of liquid entered in volume V must remain in

the volume V. This condition implies that 3 ax < L, where vLMax is the maximum

velocity of the liquid particles. So for - = ms and L = cm, vLMax must be lower than 16
M/s.
all the particles of liquid must move in the same direction. So we must exclude the presence of
re-circulating zones in the flow.

We will note zo the position of the inlet section of the measurement zone. To define more
precisely the measured quantities, it is convenient to introduce 
- P(zotv), the velocity distribution of the liquid at time t in the section zo. p(zotv is

normalised according to: dv p(zotv = I
J(ZOt), the instantaneous liquid superficial velocity in the section zo, related to p(zotv by

the following relation:

JL(ZOt = RL(t) j dv v p(zotv) (17)

rj(zov, ti, R), the RL-weighted of p(zotv) during the time interval [ti; ti + R], defined by

ti 3c

f dt RL(t) PZOtv)
II(zo, v, ti, 3) ti (18)

ti+3-i

f dt RLM
ti

Then VL(ti, R), the volume of liquid entered in the volume V during the time interval [ti;

ti + 3t] is defined by 

ti+3,r

VL(ti ; 3 = A(zo) f dt RL(t) f dv v p(zotv = A(zo) R -i--j R (1 9)
ti

Or:

VL(ti , 3 = A(zo) R RL(t) R f dv v nzo, ti, 3) (20)

where -kL-t,) and -fL-t,) are the liquid volume fraction and the liquid superficial velocity

in the section zo, averaged during the time interval [ti; ti + 3C].

Now let introduce G(vti), the velocity distribution in VL(ti, 3), the volume of the liquid

entered in V during [i; ti + R). According to Equation 22), G(vti) can be related to (zO, v,

ti, R)
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G(vti) v r(zo, v, ti, 3) (21)

f dv v r(zo, v, ti, 3)

so that Vi , the mean velocity of the liquid entered in V during the time interval [ti ; ti + R is
given by:

f dv v2 1(zo, v, ti, 3C)

U f dv v G(vti) f dv v r(zo, v, ti, 3) (22)

So we have demonstrate that
3,r- the fluctuation Of VL(ti, 3) is proportional to the fluctuation of Xti) the liquid

superficial velocity in the section zo, averaged during the time interval [ti ; ti + 3j.

- the fluctuation of Ui is related to the fluctuation of (zo, v, ti, R according to equation

22).

Using the periodic PFGSE sequence to measure J 3,t and ui at regular time interval

ft, it is so possible to deten-nine the spectral densities of the fluctuations Of JY � 3 and

rj(zo, v, ti, R).
T-Figure 8 presents the spectral density of the fluctuation of L(t 3 noted Sj(v), in three

different two-phase flows. J(ti) 3-r has been measured at regular interval = 16 ms during 

s (period number = 500). nen Sj(v) has been obtained from JL(v), the Fourier transform of

R
J00

Sj(V) = IJL(V)12
N - tl

In the presented examples, the flow is analysed in a vertical pipe with a diameter D of
50mm; the distance between the mixer and the analysed section is two meters. A grid is placed
40 cm in front of the analysed section. 717he air supply and the water supply are regulated at
constant mass flow rate. In all the xperiments, the mean water flow is constant, JL = 46 cm/s.
The three spectra presented in Figure correspond to three different air flow rates, JG = 42,

12. 5 and 16.64 cm/s. At low void fraction JG < 01, the level of the fluctuations are very
-T-L

low and undetected. At higher void fraction the amplitude of the fluctuations increases strongly

with JG ; for JG = 03, the spectrun of the fluctuations is more wide than the frequency
_TL_ _j T

analysed range (v = 530 Hertz); for JG - 036, the fluctuations of -YL-t,) becomes very
-L

large and the shape of the spectrum of the fluctuations is now very different: the low frequency

fluctuations are predominant (v = -15 Hertz) and peaks are present at v = , 10 and 15 hertz.
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Figure 8 : These three spectra of JL(td has been obtained at constant water flow rate, L

46 cm/s, for three different air flow rates, JG = 42 cnx/s 12. 5 cm/s .......
and 16.64 cm/s �� .

V111 - Conclusions and recommendations

The results presented in this paper show that the PFGSE-N'NM technique can be useful to
analyse two-phase flows. This method was applied to air-water flows in different regimes 
stationary two-phase flows and flows in transient condition. Finally a periodic PFGSE
sequence is proposed to analyse the "turbulence" in air-water bubbly flow.

In the present configuration the instrument used in this experiment is adapted to flow
velocity lower than 2m/s. To increase the velocity range, magnetic field gradients with shorter
switch times are required.
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ABSTRACT This study deals with visualization of phase and velocity distributions in gas-liquid
system by NMR (Nuclear Magnetic Resonance) imaging. The purpose of this study is to confirm the
possibility of the application of NMR imaging to gas-liquid two-phase flow. The two-phase system
measured were a slug flow in a horizontal pipe and a rising bubble in stagnant liquid in a ertical pipe.
The utrafast NMR images were taken for every 200 ms. 'Me flow was visualized by both the phase
shift and spatial tagging methods. The image taken by the phase shift method shows a gas/liquid phase
distribution and a distribution of one-component liquid velocity in the sliced cross section of the pipe.
On the other hand. the iages with spatial tagging method shows the gas/liquid phase distribution By
the image processing, a distribution of two-component liquid velocity is obtained. The results showed
clearly the flow around a bubble rising in a stagnant water.

INTRODUCTION (iv a image gives local information in the measurement
Gas-Liqaid two-phase flow has been measured to make plane.

clear the flow mechanism. The measurement method has 'Me present study applied NMR imaging to gas-liquid
changed from global measurement to local measurement to two-phase system. NINM imaging is used to visualize
obtain the detail information of the flow. Rowmeters and nuclear spin's density and motion- The nuclear spin den-
an impedance ring meter of void fraction belong to the glo- sity of the gas-phase is differeat from that of the Liquid-
bal measurement he global measurement gives the aver- phase. Therefore, it is xpected to vsualize simulta-
age value on a cross-section but does not give the detail neously both the phase structure and the velocity field.
information of the flow. A laser Doppler aemometer a This study aims to confirm the usefulness of NMR'
hot-wircs ancmomew and a resistivity needle probes M- and to visualize a phase structure and a velocity field in
tem belong to the local measurement The local measure- two-phaseflow.
raent gives dead information of the flow but multi-points The two-phase flow in a horizontal pipe and a bubble

we Deeded to obtain the spatial iformation. rising in sagnant liquid wem measured by using NMR im-
However. it is needed to obtain the local information a aging. The EPI (echo-plan- imaging) sequence was used
over the measurcmmt region at once to undersm a flow to take. NMR images. To visualize phase and velocity dis-
structure. urthermore a measurdnent method without tributions, both the phase sift method1121,11811191 and the
distarbanceisdesirable. magin orvisualizationme&ods spatitil tagging method[131-11711191 were used. The rsult of
am developing to satisfy such requirements. Recent de- experiments using the pase shift method shows that the
veloping of sualization thod can give a local flow phase sructure and the one-component of velocity field
square on the measurement section without disombance. are vsualized by the nuclear spin density image and the
In the study of two-phase flow.. visualization of phase phase shift image, espectively. 'Me result of experiments
structuremsingX-ray[11(21,y-ray[3.'.(4]. neutron[51-[93and using the spatial ugging method shows that the two-com-
ultrasonic wave has developed. portent velocity field is visualized by the nuclear spin den-

NMR (nuclear magnetic resonance) imaging 11014121 is sity image. From the result of experiments, te usefulness
one of the such methods but may have some advantages. of NMR imaging in gas-liquid two-phase flow was con-
The advantages of NMR imaging are that (i) simultaneous firmed.
visualization of both phase and velocity distributions, (ii)
visualization without any tracer and (iii) practicability tak-
in a measurement plantin any drection. Furthermore,
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INSTRUMENTATION nuclear spin densit-, image is an. The -rid pattern

Before startin- measurement, the static maanctic field changes wth the movement of the nuclcars wich move

is applied by the main ccLromagneL. When a liticar mag- with the flow. As the result- the associated wite square

nc6c field gradient is applied, the precession frequency parts chance to the rhombus-like sapes. In the present

(Larmor fequency) of the nuclear spin is proportional to study, the each shift of the face centers of he squares is

the intensity of the gradient magnetic field. Therefore, the detected. The face centers of the squares and the rhombus-

positions of the nuclear spins correspond to their preces- like shapes are pointed on the two density images. Tbe dis-0
sion frequencies. tarice between two face centers of the square and he cor-re-

In tis study. NMR signal of a hydrogen atom was d- sponding rhombus-like shape is calculated. The velocity of

tected. The intensity of NMR signal depends on the den- the face center is calculated from the distance and the time

sity of a hydrogen atom. Thus, the phase distribution of difference.

water-gas two-phase flow can be masured based on the

intensity distribution of the NMR signal. When the atoms Experiment using the Phase Shift Method

move along the magnetic field gradient, the precession fre- (i) Horizontal slug flow

quency gradually changes. The resultant change of the fre- Slug flow was measured in a horizontal test section as

quency is observed as a pase shift of the uclear spins' shown in Fig.2. The experimental equipment was a single

Larmor precession. Because this phase shift is propor- channel loop. The inner diameter of the test section was 20

tional to the velocity component aong te magnetic field Tnm. Water containing CuSO, crystals 0.25 wt%) was cir-

gradient, the nuclear spins' velocity is obtained trough the culated in the loop by a pump. Ile flow rate of the water

measurement of the phase shift. was controlled by valves and measured by a turbine

Two visualization methods of NMR imaging was used, flowmeter. A nitrogen gas was supplied to the mixer

which were the phase shift method and spatial tagging through a pressure gauge and a flowmeter. The nitrogen

method. The phase shift method gives the nuclear spin gas was injected into the water at the mixer. The horizontal

density distribution as a gas/liquid phase distribution and test section located 1.8 m downstream from te mixer. The

the phase shift distribution as a liquid velocity distribution. two-phase flow was observed just before the test section.

The spatial tagging method visualizes avelocity field of The NMR imaging system used a I T iron-cored lec-

liquid directly. Figure shows the initial grid pottern on tromagnet for a static magnetic filed- The diameter of the

the cross and longitudinal sections of the pipe. The grid pole pieces and the gap between tcm.,were 300 mm and 66

pattern is nuclear spin demity image. The spatial grid is rom, respectively. Three pairs of magnetic-field gradient

made by the magnetic pulse sequence pattern- In Fig. the coils were fixed to the magnet pole pieces. A solenoid coil

nuclear spins on white square parts have precession by both with a diameter of 28 am and a length of about 30 Tnm was

the gradient and the static magnetic fields. There are the used as both the tansmitter and receiver coil- The measur-

nuclear spins without precession on the black grid part. ing conditions of NMR imaging are shown nTable 1.

After making the grid in the measurement plane, the The conditions of flow measured were the volumetric

(a) An initial grid pattern on a cross section of a pipe (b A initial grid attern on a longitudinal section of a

pipe

Fig I Initial grid patterns in a measurement plane by the spatial tagging method
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Fig.2 A schematic diagram of the experimental equipment for horizontal gas-liquid two-phase flow

Tablel Murin-condidonofNMRimagingbythephascshiftmethod

Holizontal flow Risin- bubble

Time interval taking a image (ms) 200 200
Total data acquisition time (ins) 20.48 40.96
Image matrix 32 x 32 6 x 64
Dimension of visualized data rea (mm) 24 x 24 24 x 24
Pixel dimension (mm) 0.75 0375
Thickness of measurement plane (mm) 4 4

flux of liquid, jL= 0.15 mls and the volumetric flux of gas, generated bubble rose up slowly in the stagnant liquid- Ibe
ja = 0.68 m/s. The flow pattern was slug flow and the gas- test section was located 30 cm downstream of the bubble
slugs flowed intermittently at the upper part of te pipe. injection point. 'Me NMR imaging system was the same as
Rgure 3 shows the nuclear spin density images on the cross the system used in the experiment '(i) Horizontal slug
section of the pipe, The images were taken at every 200 ms flow'.
and are displayed from the upper left to the lower righL The spherical bubble generated by the n=Ae on the
'Me white part in the cross sction shows the high density bottom plate was rising straightly in the stagnant oil. Fig-
part of the nuclear spin or the liquid phase and the black ure 5a) show the nuclear spin density image on the left
part shows die low density or the gas pase. These nuclear and the phase shift image on the right. The black part at a
spin density images show the intermittent flow, that is, the white cross section of the pipe in the nuclear spin density
a-ea and the shape of gas-phase change with time and show image corresponds to the bubble. The diameter of the
the cross section of the gas-slug portion. Ile white images bubble is about 7Tnrn in the measuring plane and the rising
over the cross section show the cross section of the liquid- velocity is about 12-18 cm/s. At the location correspond-
slug, where the cross section was fled with the water. ing to the bubble in the phase shift image. there are a black

or gray part and a white part. The brightness corresponds
Ci) A rising bubble in sagnant oil to the phase shift or te velocity. Here, the visualized ve-

The rising bubbles in the stagnant oil were measured by locity component is along the horizontal direction (perpen-
NMR imaging. The experimental equipment was a simple dicular to the pipe axis). Ile white part has a velocity
vertical pipe (.D. 1 m) as shown in Fig.4. A sgle from the left to the right' The direction of the velocity in
bubble was generated by a nedle injector (I.D 047 mm) the black part is opposite to that of the velocity in the white
whichlocatedonthebottomofthepip--. Thegaswasair part, as shown in Fi-.S-(b) that is the illustration of the ve-
and the liquid was oil (density 910 k-1m3. surface tension locity field. When a bubble rises up in the liquid, the liquid
53-60 dyalcm and viscosity 99.2 x 10-3 Pa. s at 20'C). 'Me flows down alone the surface of the bubble. Then the liq-
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Fig. 3 A time series of he nuclear spin density images on the cross section of the pipe for horizontal slug flow
OL= 0. 15 mIs and j. 0.08 m/s)

(a) a uclear spin density image on the left and a pase
Test Scatm shift image on the right

0

0

(b) an iustration of thevelocity field and a bubble

Fig 5 NMR images taken by the phase shift method on
Fic 4 A schematic diacrr= of the experimental equip- the cross section of.a pipe for a rising bubble in a

ment for a risin- bubble in stagnant liquid stagnant oil
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]'abl 2 Measurin- condition of NMR imacin- by h sa6al zzaoin- mthod

Loncitudinal section Cross section

Time interval tking a image (ms) 200 200

Total data acquisition ime (ms) 66 66

Ima-e matrix 64 x 64 6.4 x 64

Dimension of visualized data area (mm) 19.2 x 19.2 20.48 x 20.48

Pixel dimension (rnm) 03 032

Thickness of measurement plane (mm) 2 2

20 m/s

(a) d. 0-5 nun, d, 3.9 mm. v 28 mmis

Fig. 6 A time series of the nuclear spin density images and the two-cornponent velocity fields corresponding the upper

nuclear spin density iage o the longiamlinal section of the pipe for a ising bubble i stagnant water

Wd has the velocity omponent that is perpendicular to the ing clec&omagnet for a static magnetic filexL The diameter

bubble velocity. In the velocity field shown in Fig-5-0), of the pole pieces 89 mm. Other construction was similar
there is a counter flow i front of the bubble. to those used in the phase shift method. The measuring

conditions of NTMR imaging are shown i Table 2.

Experiment using the Spatial tagging method Figure 6-(a) to (c) show the nuclear spin density images
Liquid velocity field was visualized dirertly around a and twp-coniponent velocity field corresponding the upper

rising bubble in stagnant water by the spatial tagging image on the longitudinal section of the pipe. The center of

method. The experimental equipment was a vertical pipe the measurement plane was located 67 arn downstream of
(11). 16 nm) and similar to that as shown in FgA A single the bubble injection point- In the figure, (a) to (c) denote
nitrogen-bubble was enerated by a needle ijector .D. de the experimental cases and the nozzle diameter d is

0.5 mm, 1.8 nTn or 24 mm) which was located o the chanced in each case. The size or equivalent spherical

bottomofthepipe. TheliquidwascellWosewatersolution bubble diameterd� generated by the nozzle depends on the
(density 1070 k1m3, viscosity 0382 Pa. s at 20'C and nozzle diameter. The.bubble motion was taken by the

added CuSO 4 crystals 0.25wt,0c) ). The enerated bubble high-speed two-video amera system at the same condi-
rose up slowly in the stagnant ater. tion. The size and velocity of the bubble was measured by

The NMR imagging system used a 474 T superconduct- the image processing based on the video images[20).
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20 �/s 20 mm/c 20 mials

(b) dt, 1.8 mm. d, 43 Tm, v 45 mmIs

'k t t A f

I I t

20 mVs 20 =Vs 20 o/s

(c) d. 2.4 mm, d, 5. 1 mm, v 54 mm/s

Fi- 6 A time series of the uclear spin density images and the two-component velocity fields corresponding the upper
nuclear spin density image on the longitudinal section of he pipe for a rising bubble in stagnant water
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20 MM/S 20 mm/s 20 mm/s

(a) d. 0.5 mim, d, 3.9 Trim, v 28 =�s

Fi-. A time series of the nuclear spin density images and the two-component velocity fields corresponding the upper

nuclear spin density image on the cross section of the pipe for a rising bubble in stagnant waterW

In Fig. 6-(a) to (c), the upper row is NMR images and and the interval time between images is 200 ns. Time goes
the lower row is velocity fields. These images were taken from the left to the right in each time series of inages.

at every 200 ms and time goes from the left to the right in Each image in the middle of the time series shows that the

each time series of images. Each image shows the total bubble intersects the measurement plane. The left hand im-
movement of the hquid for data acquisition time 66 ms. In age in each time series shows that the font flow of the
the case (a) of nozzle diameter d = .5 mm. the rising bubble. Ile corresponding flow field shows the water

speed of a bubble, v is 28 mmls and slow and the time se- flows from the center of the pipe to the edge. This flow is
ries of images shows the rising bubble passes the measure- caused by the bubble pushing aside the water. When the
ment plane. 'Me left hand image of the tme series shows bubble intersect the measurement pLane, the liquid motion

the bubble coming into the measurement plane. 'Me becomes clear. 'Me direction of the water motion depends
middle image shows te bubble on de center of the mea- on the location of the bubble center. In these cases, the

surement plane. 'Me right hand image show the bubble water continuously flows the center to the edge, The right
going out of the measurement plane. Unforturiately, when hand image in each time series of images shows the back

a bubble is large, the bubble speed is also high and the flow of the bubble or the flow field after the bubble passed
bubble is not traced by the NMR images. The velocity the measurement plane. TLe flow direction is opposite
field of the water obtained by the image processing. These comparing to the previous images, that is, the water flows

figures shows that the water is pushed aside by the bubble the edge of the pipe to the center- These water motion is
and in the wake the liquid flows into hind the bubble. consistent with that measured in the longitudinal cross sec-

The back flow of the bubble is shown clearly comparing tion.
witli the front flow of the bubble. Furthermore, the middle

velocity field of the time series in the case (c) shows that CONCLUSION
the water flows downward along the bubble. The influ- To confirm the usefulness of NMR imaging for gas-liq-
enced area by the bubble is lager with the bubble size. uid two-phase flow, the experiments were done and two

These velocity fields are proper to explain the water motion kinds of gas-liquid two-phase system were measured- he

around a bubble. methods to obtain NMR imace were the phase shift method
Figure 7 shows the tagging images on the cross section and spatial tagging method. The phase shift method gave

of the pipe. The measurement plane located 67 mm down- the nuclear spin density distribution as a gaslliquid phase
stream of the bubble injection point. In fig 7 the upper distribution and the phase shift distribution as a liquid ve-

row is NTMR images ad the lower row is velo6ity fields locity distribution. he liquid velocity was one-compo-
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20 MM/S 20 mm/s 20 MM/S

(b) da 1.8 rnm, d 43 mm, v 45 mmls

20 mm/s 20 MM/S 20 MM/S

(c) dzI 2.4 mm, d, 5. m. v 54 mmIs

Fi- 7 A time series of the nucliar spin density images and the two-component velocity fields corresponding the upper
nuclear spin density iag o the cross section of the pipe for a rising bubble in stagnant water
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1. Introduction upward liquid film flow on a simulated nuclear fuel
rod.

A subchannel analysis for nuclear reactor core 2. Principle Of Ultrasonic Transmission
thermal hydraulics solves the basic conservation equa-
tions for mass, momentum and energy for each sub- Technique

channel, taking into account the effect of cross flows Some years ago, we successfully applied an u-
between neighboring subebannels. The three fluid trasonic tnsmission technique, based on a time of
model formulation is often considered for the analysis flight, to the measurement of spatial and time-
of droplet dispersed annular flow regions where the dependent film thickness of a liquid film flow flowing
liquid film flow on the fuel rods is determined by a over a horizontal plate in a rectangular duct 1,2]. The
balance among entrainment and deposition rates of present work is an extension of this earlier work to the
liquid droplets in the vapor flow and evaporation rate measurement of time-dependent circumferential film
on a heated wall. The critical heat flux in a BWR is thickness of a liquid film flow on the outer surface of
therefore characterized by film dryout. a vertical simulated fel rod.

It is well known that in a typical BWR fuel rod
assembly there are mechanical spacers placed at, for
example, every 50 centimeters in axial direction to Uttrasonic Wave Ullmsonic Wave

Refleocted Transmitted
keep the rod clearance adequately which in turn result at Air-Water Interface from Transducer

in flow obstacles consequently, and thus local time de-
pendent film flow sucture is changed before and after wall
these spacers. T'he previous studies revealed a general
trend that the liquid film tickness normally reduces in
a spacer region due to droplet entrainment rate en-
hanced by an accelerated vapor flow, whereas in a re- wall

gion downstream of the spacers it recovers again uhrasonic Wave
Reflected

because of highly agitated nature of the flow behind Transducer at Wall-Mater

the spacers and increased deposition rate. interface

Thus the accurate prediction of time dependent

2-dimensional film thickriess on the fuel rods is ex-

tremely indispensable for the evaluation of the critical

heat flux for BWR fuel assemblies. However, for the Fig",L AschematicofEntrasont'cEchoTechnique

moment, we do not have reliable data-base for non-

homogeneous liquid film flow an the fuel rods mainly Figure I shows a schematic of the ultrasonic

because of a lack in accurate non-intrusiv masuring transmission technique, applied to the Ii uid film

techniques. I q
The purpose of this work is terefore to psent thickness measurement in a horizontal rectangular

the oline of a new development in high speed utra- channel. The pulse-like ultrasonic wave reflects at
boundaries between two different materials, tha is,

sonic echo technique which we are now purstung at transducer-channel wall boundary, wall-liquid and

our laboratory with a view to applying it to measure- gas-liquid interfaces as shown in Fig.l. Based on the

ment of time-sequential 2-dimensional thickness of time-of-flight principle, the liquid film thickness is

the film flow around a simulated nuclear fuel rod. The calculated by Eq.(I).

scanning time required to reconstruct one image (one X V

cross sectional image of the film thickness) is 4 ms at 2
moment. This report describes both the outline of the where 1, At and v are liquid film tckness, flight time

method developed and the results obtained in prelimi-

nary experiments on failing film and a vertically
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and propagation velocity of the ultrasonic waves in the with an angle po given by Eq.(2).
liquid, respectively. (po 70 C (2)

Generally, the ultrasonic transmission tech- D -f

nique is applied to a point measurement for internal where po, Df and C are the expansion angle, trans-
Dow because of the difficulty in high speed scanning, ducer diameter, frequency of urasonic wave and the
We have overcome this difficulty by adopting a rotat- sound propagation velocity in the liquid. respectively.
ing reflector. Figure 2 shows the measuring device us- In the present work, the expansion angle po is about
ing an advanced ultrasonic echo technique we 1.6 degree. A distance between the transducer and the
developed. The device consists of a transducer emit- reflector is Snirn, and that between the reflector and
ting and receiving the ultrasonic waves, an aluminum the wall inner srface is 5.5mm with 2mm tube wall
rotating reflector and a micro-motor. he transducer thickness. The diameter of the ultrasonic wave beam
and the reflector unit are contained in two separate thus becomes about 0.9rrun at gas-liquid interface to
small brass rubes. These two units are connected by a be measured.

I mm diameter supporting pole in order to keep the The echo signals are fed to an AD converter
distance between them constant. The assembly of the and then stored in a digital oscilloscope. The maxi-
device is then mounted inside of a tube simulated nu- mum sampling rate is 25MSps (MSps: mega-samples
clear fuel rod filled with water to assure the ultra- r second) and therefore 10,000 reflected ultrasonic
sound propagation. The reflection of the ultrasonic Pe
waves at supporting pole was used as a reference sig- pulses were counted every one second for the IkHz
nals to determine the relative location of each meas. emission frequency. The maximum smpling time is
urement point in cicurnferential direction. The 20ms at moment due to a limited memory capacity of
reflector has a flat surface inclined 45 degree with re- the data acquisition system which has 512kW( Word .
spect to the transducer axis. The reflector is rotated by The accuracy of the film thickness measurement is
the micro-motor at a speed of 15,000 rpm (the can- 75pm (a half wave length of the ultrasonic wave), as-
ning time is therefore 4 ms per round). surning the sound velocity in water being 1,500m/s A

low pass filter was used to eliminate the wave compo-
nents with frequencies higher than I MHz.

-0.5

Micro-Motor F Acrvfic Tube

Supporting Pole Reflector -1.5

(1 mm width)

.2

Transducer 8 C D

-2.5 L-__A ---- &_-i--� , I I

Liquid Film Flow 100 300 5W 700 900
Trre �ArbArwyj

Figure 3 Typical Raw Signal Obtained by Advanced
ss Tube Urrasonic Echo Techniquefor a Liquid Film Existing on

the Rod

Spacer Figure 3 shows a typical raw signal of the ultra-

sonic waves reflected at materials boundaries in the
case of a liquid film existing on the outer surface of
the tube ( simulated rod ). The first peak marked A in
Fig.3 corresponds to the reflection at the transducer

Figure Xrwly Developed Utrasonic De-vice with a surface. 'Me second peak marked is a reflection at
Rotating Reflector the inner surface of the tube. The third peak C corre-

sponds to the reflection at tube oter surface. The forth

The frequency of the ultrasomc wave we peak D is a reflection at the gas-liquid interface. The
adopted in our test was l0N4Hz with emission fre- time lag between the peak C and D is used as At in Eq.
quency being I kHz. The transducer diameter was (1).
chosen to be 6.4min for the moment which should be Figure 4 shows a case of no liquid film on the
desirably reduced for further accurate measurement tube outer surface showing a general trend similar to
(we used a cornmercially-sold probe). The ultrasonic that observed in Fig.3. However the forth peak E ob-
wave beam expands from the center of the transducer tained in Fig-4 does not originate from the gas-liquid
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interface. It indicates the so called multiple echoes at
the tube wall. The position where the multiple echoes
appear is determined by the tube wall thickness and
the wave velocity in acrylic resin. Since the aplitude
of multiple echoes is smaller than that at the gas-liquid Conilct Needle Probe
interface, the multiple echoes can be easily distin-
guished from the signal originating at the gas-liquid
interface.

-0.5

-1.5 Liquid Measuring Device
Figure 6 Experimental Apparatus Usedfor Comparison

> of theResuit ofAdvanced Utrasonic Technique and of
-2 Contact Needle Method

8 C E

-2.5 1 - I I __ - I - -
100 300 500 700 900 8 2.5

Tirre (Arbitrary 

Figure 4 Typical Raw Signal Obtained by Advanced 2
Utrasonic Echo Technique without Liquid Film on the Rod

Figure shows a typical example of the signal
indicating the reflection at the supporting pole peak
F ). Because the supporting pole is located nearer to
the reflector than the inner wall of the tube, the reflec-
tion peak F is followed by the peak corresponding to $E 0.5
the reflection at the inner wall of the tube denoted by
B in Fig.3 and Fig.4. 0 ...... L-"

0 0.5 1 7.5 2 2.5
-0.5 Licuid Firn Thcbms Otmffwd by NoWle ftbe

-1 Figure 7 Comparison between the Advanced Echo
Technique and Contact Needle Probe Method

0 3. Failing Film Flow Experiment

The preliminary experiment was carried out for

-2 a water film flow failing down freely on an acrylic
A F tube (15mm O.D.) which contains in its inside the as-

-2.5 sembly of the newly developed measuring device as
100 300 Soo 700 900 shown in Fig.8.

T- Arbftry] The liquid'phase emerges from a Imm-gap slit
Figure 5. Typical Raw Signal Obtained by Advanced located at the top of the tube. The liquid flow rate was
Utrasonic Echo Technique where Reflector Faces to the set constant at 3.51/min. The ulvasonic transducer was
Supporting Pole located 20mm downstream from the injection slit.

A typical time squence of the film thickness
In order to assess the measurement accuracy, distribution along the tube periphery obtained at the

comparisons were made between the fm thickness sampling rate 25MSps is demonstrated in Fig.9. For
measured by the present method and that by a contact the moment, oy five rounds signals can be stored
needle probe, using the experimental apparatus Sown and analyzed because of the limited memory capacity
in Fig.6 where a static liquid film having a constant of the data acquisition system used in the present work.
thickness is formed on the tube. However, tis technical problem is not so serious, and,

Figure 7 is a comparison of the average film in fact, it can be easily improved to cover the signals
thickness. Agreement was thus excellent. for the period longer than I second by using a memory

board of larger capacity.
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Figure II. Reconstructed Image of Liquid Film Thickness

Figure 8. A Shematic of the Expertmenial Apparatus Obtained at Sampling Rate of2JM3ps

Usedfor Preliminary Eaperimen I

I -5 x [mm]

12 ------- 41., Oyco.1 Rom %rdaw y mnt 0 5

1

0 0.02

Figure9. TmeTraceofLiquidFilmAicknessAlongthe t [Msecl
Tube Periphery Obtained at 25MSps Sampling Rate 20i

Figure 10 shows a typical time sequential film
thickness distribution along the tube periphery ob-
tained at MSps sampling rate. Although the spatial
resolution becomes poorer in nature, more rounds can

be realized at this sampling rate. Figure 1. Reconstructed Image of Circumferential

Distribution ofLiquid Film Thickness Obtained at Sampling
Rare of OAffps

Figure 10. Tme Trace of Liquid Film Thickness Along the
Tube Per�phery Obtained at IOMSps Sampling Rate

Figure 1 1 is a reconstructed image of the cir- Y [mm] 01

cumferential distribution of liquid film thickness ob-
tamed at 25MSps sampling rate (refer to Fig.9 ). .5

Figure 12 shows a simil image obtained at

I OMSps sampling rate refer to Fig. I ). -1
Figures 13 and 14 are top views of the iage of .5 0 5

the liquid film thickness measured under the condi- x (mm]

tions corresponding to Figures I I and 12, respectively. Figure 13. Top View of Circurnferential Distributio of
Time-dependent two-dimensional characteristics of Liquid Film Thickness Around Tube Obtained at Sampling
the liquid film thickness distribution around the tube Rate of 25MSps
can be seen more clearly.
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set inside of the inner tube and was located at a posi-
tion 950mm downstream of the test section inlet.

10'\ [rnsec] Figure 16 shows the typical examples obtained
at a fixed position on the tube wall at the sampling rate

5� of 25MSps and IOMSps. The superficial gas and liq-
wd velocities are 7.2m/s and 8 I 0`m/s, respectively.

(MI 
Z

0-4

-10 -5 0 5 10
X (mm] (a) 25MSps Sampling Rate

Figure 1. Top View ofCircumferential Distribution of
Liquid Film hickness Around Tube Obtained at Sampling

Rate of I OMSps A
Th (-I

4. Annular Film Flow Experiment (b) I OMSps Sampling Rate

We carried out also some preliminary tests for
a concurrent air-water fm flowing vertically upward Figure 16, T�pical Time Trace ofLiquid Film hickness in

on an inner tube wall. A sematic of the apparatus is Vertically Upward Film Flow Measured at a Fixed Position
(J' 7.2mls, j,=8x] 0'm/s)

given in Fig. I S.

Gas Phase Outlet Figure 17 demonstrates te effects of sampling
rate for the superficial gas and liquid velocities being

3.5m/s and 1.3x 10-2 m/s, respectively.

MeasuringPosition
(a) 25MSp Smpling RateLiquid P Outlet

Inner Tube
(I.D.zlimm. O.D.-15mrn) 1 00MM

950mm

Outer Tube -- A-
(1.1).=30mm, O.D.=40mm)

Tft 1-1

(b) I OMSps Sampling Rate

Liquid Phase Inlet Nxing Section
Figure 7 Typical Time Trace ofLiquid Film nicknes in

Gas Phase inlet V,,jj,,jjy Up,,rd Film Flo Msured at a Fired Psition

(j,=3.5mls, j= .3x10"m/s

It should be noted in Fig. 7 that up to twenty

five percents of the data points are missing at the

Figure 15 A Schematic ofAnmdar Raw Eperimental IOMSps sampling rate, wereas none at 25MSps. The
Apparatus defective data corresponds to the film thickness

smaller than 0 I 5mm, which means in turn the limit in

The test section is a 1000mm, long annulus, spatial resolution for I OMSps sampling rate.

consisting ofa 30mm I.D. outer tube and a 5mm O.D. Figures 18 and 19 are reconstructed circumfer-

inner tube. Both tubes are made of transp�arent acrylic ential distributions of the liquid film tickness at dif-

resin. A gas-liquid mixing section is equipped at the ferent gas and liquid velocities.

bottom of the test section. The measuring device was
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401

tlmsec] 10� t Iff-C)
20

51

0

(a) 25MSps Sampling Rate (b) I OMSps Sampling Rate

x (mm] Figure 19. Reconstructed Image of3-Dimensional
Y mmt .5 0 Distribution ofLiquid Film hickness in Vertically Upward0 0,2MIS)

Film Flow (i,=3. Jm/s, j = 1. 3xl

Tablirl. Mean Liquid Film Thickness
4a

2SMSps IOMSPS

t MSOC] Fig. 0 13 Lm 0.20nim
20, Fig. 9 0. 15mm 0.22mm

0 The minimum film thickness measured by the
ultrasonic echo technique depends both on the fre-
quency of the urasonic waves and on the sampling
rate as discussed above. In general. better spatial reso-
lution can be achieved with higher frequency of the ul-

(b) I OMSps Sampling Rate trasonic waves. However, the limit in the film

thickness detected by the total system of the instru-
Figure 18. Reconstructed Image of 3-Dimensional
Distribution ofLiquid Film Duckness in Vertically pward mentation should be sought as an optimum combina-
Film Flow (j,= 7.2m/s. j,=8x1O"m1s) tion of the wave frequency and the sampling rate. The

minimum film thickness attained with the present de-
vice is 75pm, which is still in the application ange for
its practical uses in measurement of the filin flow

x [mm] thickness on simulated nuclear fuel rods.
Y (MM] 5 0

5. Conclusion
5

2 The new ultrasonic trasmission technique
adopting a rotating reflector was developed for its ap-

15� plication to the measurement of time- and spatial-
r dependent film flow distribution on a simulated nu-

t [msec) 0i clear fuel rod. The scanning time to reconstruct one
image of the film thickness distribution is 4 ms for the
capability of the data acquWtion system used in the
present work. However, this can be snificantly un-
proved by employing high quality data acquisition sys-
tem in conjunction with a higher rotation, say, up to
30,000 rpm.

Preliminary tests were also carried out both in

(a) 25MSps Sampling Rate fiffing film flow and in air-water anular film flow.
The results clearly indicate vy promising natures of
this new technique.
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ABSTRACT

The authors have been developing measurement technique, using the Ultrasonic Doppler effect and
applicable for a bubbly flow in vertical channels in order to understand their multi-dimensional flow
characteristics and to offer a data base to validate numerical codes for multi-dimensional two-phase
flow. Our developed measurement system is composed of an ultrasonic velocity profile monitor with

a video data processing unit, which can measure simultaneously velocity profiles in both gas and liquid
phases, a void faction profile for bubbly flow in a channel, and an average bubble diameter and void

fraction. In this paper, our proposed measurement system was applied to bubbly countercurrent flows
in a vertical rectangular channel the followings are discussed: (1) the measurement principle, 2) the

data processing process, 3) measurement accuracy and 4) further problems.

1. INTRODUCMON

Many concepts have been proposed for the next generation VfRs in which passive safety functions
are actively introduced with the aim of enhancing the reliability of their safety features, maintainability
and so on such as the AP-600 [1] and the SBWR 2). However, the driving force with passive safety
features functioned by the law of nature is much smaller than that with active ones. Consequently,
it is necessary with regard to passive safety features to be able to simulate multi-dimensional
characteristics even for the two-phase flow which can be regarded as one dimensional flow for active
ones. The two-phase flow shows essentially multi-dimensional characteristics even in a simple

channel. The safety analysis codes such as the TRAC and RELAP5 codes 34] treat the flow
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basically as one dimensional flow and introduce multi-dimensional convection effects in a macroscopic
way due to a lack of a fundamental data base for establishing the model of multi-dimensional two-
phase flow dynamics. Therefore, it is one of the important problems for two-phase flow analysis to

establish analytical methods of multi-dimensional two-phase flow for an analytical verification of the
effectiveness of passive safety features.

Recently, an ultrasonic Doppler method for velocity profile measurement has been developed for

liquid flow measurements [5]. This method measures a velocity profile instantaneously so that velocity

field can be measured in space and time domain 6 The authors attempt to apply an Ultrasonic
Velocity Profile Monitor (UVP) to measure multi-dimensional flow characteristics in two-phase flows.

A measurement system of flow characteristics in bubbly flows has been being developed to understand

their multi-dimensional flow characteristics and to offer a data base to validate numerical codes for
multi-dimensional two-phase flow, which is composed of the UVP and the Video Data Processing
Unit VDP) because bubble dameters and void fractions cannot be measured only through the UVP
and which can measure simultaneously velocity profiles in both gas and liquid phases, a void fraction

profile for bubbly flow in a channel, and an average bubble diameter and void fraction 7). The system
was applied for bubbly countercurrent flows in a vertical rectangular channel.

In tis paper, the measurement principle of the UVP is described at first. Next, the data processing
method to be applied to bubbly countercurrent flows and the measurement accuracy are discussed. The
development of the measurement system has never been completed but there are still their future
problems to apply them to bubbly flows under wider conditions and to improve further their
measurement accuracy. Finally, these future problems are discussed.

2. MEASUREMENT PRINCIPLE AND DATA PROCESSING METHOD

OF ULTRASONIC VELOCITY PROFILE MONITOR

2.1 Measurement Principle

The working principle of the UVP is to use the echo of ultrasonic pulses reflected by micro particles

suspended in the fluid. Since the detailed information of its measurement principle was reported by
Takeda 5], the outline of the measurement principle of the UVP shown in Fig.1 is explained in this

paper. An ultrasonic transducer takes roles of both emitting ultrasonic pulses and receiving the echoes,

that is, the backscattered ultrasound is received for a time interval between two emissions.

The position information, x, is obtained from the time lapse, r, from the emission to the reception

of the echo:

x = cr 2

where c is a sound speed in the fluid. An instantaneous local velocity, um(xd, as a component in the
ultrasonic beam direction, is derived from the instantaneous Doppler shift frequency, fD, in the echo:

U uv = f / 2f , (2)

where f is the basic ultrasonic frequency. The velocity resolution is given by
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6UUVP = UUVp. 1 128 

The LTVP specification used in this work is tabulated in Table .

2.2 Data Processing Method for Bubbly Countercurrent Flows

2.2.1 Experimental apparatus

Figure 2 shows a schematic diagram of an experimental apparatus, which is composed of a vertical

rectangular channel, an upper tank, a pump, a lower feedwater tank, a subcooler and an air supply
system. Air and water were used as working fluids. The measurement system consisted of the UVP,

the VDP and a personal computer to acquire and treat data. Water was fed into the upper tank and
flowed downward in the vertical rectangular channel of 10mmx1OOmmx5OOmm made of Plexiglas as
shown in Fig.3. The water level in the upper tank was kept constant with an overflow nozzle which

was connected to the lower feedwater tank. he flow rate was measured by an orifice flow meter and
regulated by a flow control valve which were attached at the downstream end of the test section and
the water level in the upper tank. Nficro particles of nylon powder were suspended in water to reflect
ultrasonic pulses. Water temperature is kept constant by a subcooler. The air supply system consisted
of a compressor and a pressure regulation valve. Bubbles were injected from three needles located near
the bottom of the channel. The air flow rate was measured by a float flowmeter and regulated by
another flow control valve.

An ultrasonic transducer was installed on the outside surface of the front wall of the channel and
a gap between the transducer and the wall was filled with a jelly to prevent a reflection of ultrasonic

pulses on the waU surface, as shown in Fig.3. After both air and water flow rates were set up at the
desired values, a velocity profile along a measured line was measured by the UVP. he hydrostatic

head was simultaneously measured as a pressure drop between the pressure taps installed on the side
wall using a differential pressure transducer to get an averaged void fraction.

The VDP was used to obtain the average bubble diameter and void faction, which was
composed of an 8mm video camera, a light source and a translucent sheet to unify the luminance
brightness. The speed, diaphragm and gain of the video camera can be manually regulated and a

speed of 60 flames per second can be obtained. After videotaping, the video digital data were recorded
in a personal computer through an image converter. Ile picture elements are 64Ox240 dots, the color

is monotone, and the brightness resolution is 1256. Since in our previous paper(7) the measurement
method of the VDP was reported in detail, the explanation is omitted here. The measurement error

of the average void fraction is estimated as ±5%.

2.2.2 Data processing method

Since the sound speed of the longitudinal wave is the most fundamental parameter for this method,
it is not possible to treat a two-phase medium as a homogeneous single phase medium, because a

sound wave experiences multiple reflection among bubbles and its path returning to the transducer

cannot be straight. It is however possible to obtain velocity profiles of liquid phase until the position
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of the nearest bubble from the transducer. Therefore, the authors attempted to derive information from
each individual profiles by analyzing their shapes. The authors collected 9216 (1,024x9) velocity
profiles per one experimental condition and treated them statistically and it takes about 30 minutes to
get them.

The measured velocity profile is expressed by a location number, i a profile number, j, and a
velocity value, k.

k = u [ij] (4)

A position, yi), is determined from the wall location, i, and 2 as

YG) W (5)

where W is a channel width of 10mm.

T'he measured velocity, which is a component in an ultrasonic beam direction, uYP is

determined by

UUVj = kAu (6)

where Au is a conversion factor from Doppler unit to velocity. The velocity in the flow direction,
u, is then given by

= UV / Cos e (7)

where is a setting angle of transducer to the flow direction. The measurement error of velocity is

estimated as ±1.05mm/s which is the velocity measurement resolution of the LTVP.

Since the velocity information is derived from Doppler shift frequency, no data must be available
for the wall which is at rest. It is therefore possible to identify the wall position in the profile

themselves. In practice, the wall position is defined as a location where the probability of data
existence is 50% in liquid single phase flow. The measurement error of the wall position is estimated

as .Imm and the measurement error of the location is estimated as ±0.6mm.

The probability of data existence, P,(y) is defined by

N

Plo = ol) / N (8)
j-1

f, (i J = for Pij] 0 ,
= 0 for Pij] 0 ,

where N is the number of total profiles. A profile of the probability of data existence, Py) is
obtained by converting the location number, i, into the real position, y.
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Let us consider a velocity probability function:

N N

P2(ik) = EA20-5 / EAW) (9)
j.1 j-1

f7 (ij) = I for nij] k
= 0 fo r Kij] k

A probability density function, P.(yu). is obtained by normalizing P2(4j) and by converting the location

number, i, into the real position.

A probability density function includes the velocity information of both phases. It is assumed that

each probability density function of both phases can be expressed by a normal distribution as follows:

N[W, al(u) e�- ( - 2 (10)

2c 2�2%e I

The probability density function of mixture velocity is given by

p.(YU = e)N[IWG(Y)'(;�(Y)](U) (I _ (Y))N[1yL(Y)'(12 ]U)
L(Y)

where 'WGI "L I Ur, and L are average velocities and standard deviations of both phases

respectively, E (y) is the probability of bubble existence. These five variables, "G' W I Ur, UL and

E, are calculated numerically by the least squares method.

Since the ultrasonic pulse is reflected at the interface as long as a bubble exists, the bubble velocity
can be always detected as an interface velocity. On the other hand, the ultrasonic wave is not reflected

in water where a micro particle does not exist. As a result, water velocity is not always measured in
the profile. Therefore, it is necessary to revise the probability of bubble existence as follows:

r-(Y = '(Y) C (V) (12)

K (y) is called the probability of bubble data existence in this work.

It is difficult to derive the genuine information under high void fraction conditions because the
multiple reflection of ultrasonic pulse is induced by bubbles. Moreover, very little information on
bubble velocities can be obtained at very low void fractions. To solve these problems, several data
processing programs were developed in this work. 'hese programs are described below:

Since bubbly countercurrent flows are dealt with in this work, positive velocity data means bubble
upflow velocity and negative velocity data does water downward one. The ollowing procedures were

examined to eliminate wrong data induced by a multiple reflection under conditions of high void

fraction.
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(1) Positive velocity data before the position where the maximum bubble velocity appears are selected
and the data behind the position are cut off.

(2) The maximum bubble velocity in one profile as bubble velocity data is only picked out and other
positive velocity data are cut off.

In addition, the following procedure was examined for low void fraction:

(3) Profiles including bubble velocities were only selected. This procedure is effective under
conditions of very low void fractions.

It is clarified that the both W. and W in the probability density function velocity does not change

even if the original data are treated with the procedures mentioned above. Therefore, these procedures

were used only to get Wg and g in the probability density function of bubble velocity.

The pulse height of measured velocities was analyzed to give a velocity probability distribution at
each point from the results for a measured profile. Since zero velocity cannot be distinguished from
the data when the reflection wave is not received, the probability of the velocity number of is
substituted by averaging the values for the velocity numbers of -1 and 1. Next, every probability

distribution was summed through one experimental condition. A probability distribution at one point
was picked up, and the location and velocity numbers were converted into the real position and
velocity. Since the five variables cannot be solved analytically, iterating calculation is adopted in tbLis
code that the square sum of errors between its measured probability density function and Eq.(11).

Figure 4 compares a typical probability density function of mixture velocities calculated by the above-
mentioned procedure with experimental results. In this figure, open circles mean the results measured
by the UVP and the line indicates the calculated result.

'Me probability of bubble data existence means that a bubble exists in an ultrasonic pulse path when
the pulse is emitted, and is closely related to the void faction. The bubble size, position and

configuration cannot be known directly from UVP measurements. Supposing that the bubble size and
configuration are at random and that they are statistically -uniform at the whole points in the channel,
the conversion factor, which relates the probability of bubble data existence to the void fraction, can
be obtained. The following procedures are considered to get the conversion factor.

The average volumetric flux of bubble <G is

f, j, A fA mu,, dA (13)

<JG> � - IA A

where j. is the local volumetric flux of bubble and A is a cross section area of the channel. Assuming
that the local void fraction is proportional to the local probability of bubble data existence and that the
proportional constant (the conversion factor), k, is uniform in the channel since it is dependent on

bubble size and configuration,

fA Xu G dA (14)
<jo> = k A
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The average void fraction is expressed by

k dA
<a> fA (15)

A

3. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

As the sound speed of the longitudinal wave is the most fundamental parameter for this method, it
is not possible to treat a two-phase medium as a homogeneous single phase medium. Figure shows
a typical pattern of velocity profiles, because a sound wave experiences multiple reflection among
bubbles and its path returning to the transducer cannot be straight as shown in Fg.6. It is however

possible to obtain velocity profiles of liquid phase until the position of the nearest bubble from the
transducer. Therefore, the authors attempted to derive iformation from each individual profiles by
analyzing their shapes.

Since the velocity information is derived from Doppler shift frequency, no data must be available

for the wall which is at rest. The diameter of a ultrasonic pulse beam is 5min and an UVT transducer
must be inclined to the wall in order to measure velocities in the flow direction. Figures 7(a), (b) and

(c) demonstrate typical results of frequency of data existence in different setting angles of transducer
to the wall. It is difficult to determine the wall position directly from the UVP data. The center of

the channel is determined from measurement of a velocity profile in water laminar flows. The wall

position was evaluated from the sound speed of water. It is therefore possible to identify the wall

position in the profile themselves. In practice, the wall position is defined as a location where the
probability of data existence is 50% in liquid single phase flow as shown in Figs.7(a), (b) and (c).
In the case where the contact angle of an UVP transducer to the wall is larger than 60' , multiple
reflection among bubbles appears as shown in Figs.7(b) and (c). For the contact angle smaller than
45' , an ultrasonic pulse cannot be transmitted into fluid because it is perfectly reflected on the wall.
It is clear that the optimum contact angle is 45' in bubbly flows. The measurement error of the wall
position is estimated as about ±0.5mm and the measurement error of the location is estimated as about

±0.5mm.

Velocity profiles of both phases in the channel were measured with the UVP. The experimental
results are shown in Fig.8. Since it is very difficult to measure the velocities near the wall with

significant accuracy due to an ultrasonic beam diameter of 5mm, they are omitted in the figure. Water
velocities become higher toward the center of the channel from the wall in the same tendency as a
water single phase flow: In contrast with this, bubble velocities are higher near the wall than those

in the core.

Figure 9 shows typical experimental results of void fraction profile. It can be seen from the figure
that void fraction profile is almost flat in bubbly countercurrent flows except for those near the wall.
Since air flow rates are much lower than water ones under the present experimental conditions, water
velocity profiles are scarcely varied even with a change in air flow rates.

In general, turbulence intensity in a bubbly flow is larger than that in liquid single phase flow
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because bubbles agitate the flow. In this work, turbulence intensity is defined as a standard deviation
of water velocity fluctuation in a continuous phase, a L The standard deviation profile in the channel
can be calculated from the equation of the probability density function of mixture velocity defined by
Eqs.(10) and (11). Typical results of a water single phase flow and a bubbly countercurrent flow are
shown in Fig.10, respectively. In a water downward flow, the turbulence intensity has the maximum
value near the wall and becomes lower with going toward the center of the channel in the same manner
as a single phase flow because the gradient of longitudinal velocities is higher near the wall. On the

other hand, in a bubbly countercurrent flow, the turbulence intensity becomes higher with going toward
the center of the channel and has the maximum value in the center of the channel. Fluctuation of
bubble upflow in the core is larger than that near the wall because the restriction of the boundary is
weakened. This fact indicates that bubbles agitate the flow in a continuous phase.

Since local velocities were measured not at a point but on the area because of an ultrasonic beam
diameter of 5mm, the absolute value of the standard deviation in a water phase is not significant.
Hence, the standard deviation ratio of a bubbly countercurrent flow to a water single phase flow is

selected as two-phase multiplier of turbulence intensity, LTPF /a LspF. Typical results are shown in
Fig.11. The two-phase multiplier of turbulence intensity becomes larger with going toward the center

of the channel.

4. FUTURE PROBLEMS

The development of the measurement systems have never been completed but there are still their

future problems to apply them to bubbly flows in the wider channel where multiple bubbles exist in

an ultrasonic transmission path. Since it is possible to obtain velocity profiles of liquid phase until the
position of the nearest bubble from the transducer and the velocity of the nearest bubble, velocity

profiles of both phases can be measured as long as many data are acquired and treated statistically.
However, the probability profile of bubble data existence cannot be measured within an adequate
accuracy, so that void fraction profiles cannot be also done. To solve this problem, the authors attempt
to develop a laser sheet thinner than lmm and a new data processing unit using a CCD camera.

5. CONCLUSIONS

A measurement system combining an Ultrasonic Velocity Profile Monitor with a Video Data
Processing Unit has been developed and proposed to measure multi-dimensional two-phase flow
characteristics. his system is applied to bubbly countercurrent flows in a vertical rectangular channel

to verify its capability and the following insights are clarified:
(1) Velocity profiles of both gas and liquid phases and a void fraction profile in the channel, an

average bubble diameter and an average void fraction can be measured simultaneously with the
proposed measurement system under conditions of low void fraction. The bubble velocity profile

can be also obtained firom, the particle tracer method and this measurement method is our future

work.
(2) his system offers the probability density function of velocities in both phases and turbulence

intensity of velocity fluctuation in a continuous liquid phase.
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Table I The specification of the Ultrasonic Velocity Profile Monitor

Basic ultrasonic frequency 4M]Hz
Maximum measurable depth 758mm, (variable)
Minimum spatial resolution 0.74mm

Maximum measurable velocity 0.75nx/s (variable)
Velocity esolution 0.75mm/s (variable)

Measurement points 128

The number of profiles 1,024
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ABSTRACT

A simultaneous measurement of the liquid velocity and interface profiles was

performed for stratified-smooth and wavy flows in a horizontal duct using a

ultrasonic velocity profile (UVP) meter. The influences of the reflections of

ultrasonic pulses at the gas-liquid interface and channel bottom were reduced by

using an absorbent of the ultrasonic pulses on the duct bottom wall, and

optimizations of liquid level and time interval between pulses. For a smooth-

stratified flow, good comparison was obtained with a velocity profile obtained by

a particle tracking velocimetry (PTV) for video pictures taken simultaneously at

the UVP measurement. Polystyrene beads were used as reflector and tracers

respectively for the UVP and PTV measurements. The velocity profiles

measured for a.wavy flow with periodically-generated interfacial waves agreed

well with the theoretical Frediction for solitary wave. Turbulence component

appeared in the velocity profiles of both the smooth-stratified and wavy flows.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Liquid-phase velocity profile below interfacial waves in horizontally-

stratified gas-liquid two-phase flows affects the interfacial exchanges of mass,

momentum and heat, and the growth of the interfacial waves. For the cases of

practical importance, such as stratified-wavy two-phase flows, it is generally

difficult to predict theoretically or measure experimentally the liquid-phase

velocity profile which is coupled with the wavy interface profile. The theoretical

velocity profile with the wavy interface profile is available only for limited cases

like infinitesimal and solitary waves. Furthermore, both the velocity and

interface profiles of interfacial waves of wavy flows usually deviate largely from

such theoretical profiles.

The ultrasonic velocity profile (UVP) meterIll was developed to

measure an instantaneous velocity profile of liquid flows dynamically, using the

Doppler shift frequency in echoes reflected at small particles flowing with liquid.

The UVP meter combined two methods used in medical ultrasound diagnosis; a

pulse method to detect the distribution of various tissues from the time delay of

reflected pulses and a Doppler method to detect velocity variation of blood and

movement of heart etc. using echoes from continuous ultrasound. The UVP

transducer emits a ultrasonic pulse as shown in Fig. and receives reflected

echoes until the next pulse emission. Velocity profiles composed of two

informations; instantaneous velocities at 128 locations along the path of

ultrasonic pulses, are successively obtained with a short time interval. The

particle location is obtained from the time duration between the pulse emission

and the echo detection.

The applicability of the UVP has been demonstrated for flows in various

conduit shapes.fl 2 In horizontal stratified flows, however, the use of the LTVP

meter has encountered difficulties by multiple reflections of the ultrasonic pulses

at the gas-liquid interface and channel bottom, because the ultrasound totally

reflects at the gas-liquid interface at any incident angles. In JAERI, the VP

measurement not only of the velocity profile, but also of the liquid level, was

performed successfully in the horizontal flow experiments. The experiments

were performed for two different flow patterns; smooth-stratified flow with no

interfacial waves and wavy flow with periodically-generated interfacial waves,

using a large horizontal duct test facility. The applicability of the JVP

measurement to the horizontal stratified flow was confirmed first for the
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smooth-stratified flow by comparing the velocity profile and liquid level both

measured by particle tracking velocimetry (PTV) using the video pictures

simultaneously taken at the UVP measurement. The liquid level data measured

also simultaneously using a couple of thin wire probes was compared also with

the UVP data. The wavy flow experiment was performed to confirm the

applicability of the UVP meter to the flow with large fluctuations both in the

velocity and orientation of gas-liquid interface. The results were compared with

the theoretically-obtained velocity profiles and wave forms of solitary wave as

well as the liquid level data measured by wire probes.

This paper summarizes the application method of the LJVP meter on the

horizontal stratified flows.

2. Application of UVP Method for Free-surface Horizontal Flows

2. 1 Measurement of Velocity Profile of Wavy Flow

The liquid velocity profile of wavy flows depends on the wave height, Ha,

which usually increases with the average liquid level. For solitary waves on

stationary liquid shown in Fig. 1, McCowan[3] obtained components uo, vo of

liquid velocity (x, y) as,

V O (X, = VrU_ 0 �(Xy F �+v 0 ( 7 (1)

I N 1 + cos (My/HT) cosh (Mx/HT) (> 0) (2)
uO(x' A = Co [cos (My/HT) + cosh (Mx/HT) ]2

vo(xy)=CON sin(My/HT)sinh(Mx/HT) (3)
[cos (My/HT) + cosh (Mx/HT) ]2

where Co = g �(Ha + -HT) is the wave celerity on stationary liquid and HT is the

liquid depth at wave trough. Constants M and N in equations 2 and 3 are

given by

H,,/HT = N/M) tan M (1 + Ha/HT)j (4)2

N = 2 in2 [M 1 + 2H,/3HT)l (5)
3
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Wave celerity of wavy flows in which the interfacial waves travel on flowing

li,�uid with a average velocity Of uave is well approximated by

C -� Co + Ilave. (6)

Horizontal velocity component uo(x, y) in equation (1) is then replaced by

U(X, Y = o(x, Y) + Uave(Y). (7)

For the smooth-stratified flow, u0(x, y = vo(x, y = .

The UVP meter measures the velocity component towards the transducer,

VTX y), as shown in Fig. ,

VT(x, Y = 0(x, y) cos (n/2 - 01 + Sign(vo) 62) (8)

where 01 is the transducer inclination from vertical and 02 = arc-cos(u/Vo).

Because of the UVP measurement method and Nyquist sampling theorem, the

measurable maximum velocity, VTmax, and maximum spatial range, L, are

mutually related by the following relation,

C2
VTmx - L < 8 f = constant (9)

P

where c is the sound velocity in liquid and fp is the frequency of ultrasonic pulses.

In the UVP measurement, VT should be less than VTma,,. This relation poses

some optimum measurable range for wave size, liquid level and average liquid

velocity when the velocity profile is measured over the depth of the wavy flow

using the transducer at the bottom of the channel. Please note that VTmax

increases when fp is decreased, and fp is in proportion to the spatial resolution

which is about 075 mm in water for fp of 4 MHz.

2 2 Multiple Reflections of Ultrasonic Pulses 

In horizontal stratified flows, ultrasonic pulses reflect at the gas-liquid

interface, more than 99% of the power at any incident angle. The reflected pulses

travel back towards the channel bottom as shown in Fig. 1, providing echoes

successively. The pulses reflect at the gas-liquid interface and the channel bottom

in turn. Velocity profiles can be obtained only when the intensity of the

remaining pulses is well attenuated before the next pulse emission. The

measured data becomes invalid if echoes from the pulses emitted in the past

overlap onto the echoes from the latest pulse. In the present experiments, two

methods were performed to avoid the influences of the multiple reflection;

increase in the diffused reflection and/or increase in the absorption at the duct
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bottom, and to use the long time duration between pulse emissions. Detailed

methods are described in the next section.

3. Experiment

The horizontal flow experiments were performed for two different flow

patterns; smooth-stratified and wavy with periodically-generated waves, using a

large horizontal duct test facility. Applicability of the UVP method to a

simultaneous measurement of the liquid and velocity profile was confirmed first

for the smooth-stratified flow with no interfacial waves. The liquid level was

measured using a couple of thin wires as well as velocity profile measurement by

flow visualization. The wavy flow experiments were performed to confirm the

applicability of the UVP method to the flow with large fluctuation both in the

velocity and orientation of gas-liquid interface. The results were compared with

theoretically-obtained velocity profiles and wave forms for a solitary wave.

3.1 Test Facility

Figure 2 shows a schematic view of the test facility.[41 The horizontally-

leveled test section (a 0.1 m-wide 07 m-high, 28.3 m-long duct) is made primarily

of transparent acrylic resin to visually observe the flow. Demineralized-water in

a IM3 outlet tank was recirculated by pumps to the bottom of inlet tank. Water

flow rate was measured by orifice flow meters. A constant water flow rate of

4.17 x 10-3 3/s was used for the present experiment, resulting in a liquid level of

120 mm and an average liquid velocity of 0348 m/s at the measurement location.

This condition was obtained following equation 9 and the relation in the
previous section. The liquid level in the outlet tank was kept lower than the

bottom of the test section to attain free out-flow due to the gravity. The liquid

level at the test section exit was thus close to the critical level. A wave generator

was furnished in the inlet tank and was used to generate periodical interfacial

waves by a vertically oscillating wedge. Stratified-smooth flow with no interfacial

waves appeared when the wave generator was stopped to operate. The

experiments were performed under atmospheric-pressure, room-temperature

conditions.

3.2 Instrumentation

Both the velocity profile and liquid level were measured by the UVP

meter. The UVP transducer was inserted from the bottom of the acryl-made test
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section facing towards upstream with = 10'. The top surface of the transducer

was placed to be flush with the bottom of liquid stream. The transducer can be

placed outside of the bottom acryl wall when a thin space between the transducer

surface and the wall outside is filled with jelly. This setup, however, was avoided

to eliminate influences of any reflections on and in the bottom acryl wall.

Polystyrene beads with a density of 1.01 and diameters of 0.1 to 0.5 mm were used

as reflectors to ultrasonic pulses. The polystyrene beads were injected with water

through a small-diameter nozzle at 1.0 m upstream of the transducer as shown in

Fig. 2 Large part of the beads wre collected in the outlet tank using a fine-mesh

net (not shown). The amount of the beads into liquid enhances attenuation of

ultrasonic pulses by diffused reflections, but was limited to avoid any undesirable

influences onto the flow itself and flow visualization. It should be noted that it

was difficult to perform wavy flow experiments at stationary liquid condition

because reflectors moving with liquid are inevitable for the LJVP measurement.

To decrease the pulse intensity after reflections at the channel bottom, thin
(-2 mm) butyl rubber sheet with many tiny pits made by needle tips laid on the

channel bottom inner wall. The butyl rubber was used because of its plasticity

necessary in creating pits by a bundle of needles. Furthermore, the rubber

material itself have some capability to absorb ultrasonic sound at frequency

around MHz.[5) The pitted butyl rubber sheet greatly attenuated the pulse

inten ity, making the intensity of echoes from the remaining pulses after the

second reflection negligibly small. However, the echoes from pulses after single

reflection remained and overlapped onto the latest echoes. The "maximum

measurement depth" L in equation 9 was thus chosen to become more than

twice of the liquid level to have a long time interval between two pulses. max

in equation 9) decreased to VTmax, causing it frequently exceeded by VT in wavy
2

flows. The TVP data has a 8-bit array structure, one of which is used to indicate

the sign of velocity. In the data processing, therefore, the velocity range was

expanded by a bit manipulation such that the sign-bit was turned into an extra bit

expressing the velocity value. The orientation Of VT changes when wave crests

pass across the UVP measurement line. For the former half of the wave,

velocities that jumped to have large value were then decreased by VTmax, and

vice versa. The resolution of UVP velocity data is defined by the 8-bit data

structure as dV = VTmax/27 = VTmax/128. This operation in the measurement and

data processing effectively improves the velocity resolution as dV = 1VTmax )/27
2

VTmax/256.
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Other than the UVP, both the liquid level and velocity profile of smooth

stratified flow were measured by using the flow visualization technique; a

particle tracking velocirnetry (PTV) for two-dimensional (21)) picture. The

composite NTSC video pictures of the flow were taken simultaneously with the

UVP measurements. The polystyrene beads used as reflectors for the UVP and a

-5 mm-thick continuous-shot Ar laser-light sheet were utilized to visualize the

liquid flow. The velocity profile for smooth-stratified flow was obtained using

the "Current" PTV system (KANOMAX Inc.) that employs a four-point particle

tracking method. The vertical profile of average horizontal velocities for the

smooth stratified flow was obtained by the following three-step method.

1) Pile up five 2D velocity profile data each of which contains velocity vectors

for tracked but randomly distributing particles.

2) Interpolate these velocity vector data onto the 2D matrix of 31 x 31) velocity

points using continuity equation.

3) Sum-average the 31 velocities of the matrix at the same-elevation to obtain

the vertical profile of horizontal velocities.

Uncertainty in the PTV measurement decreases when the number of 2D velocity

profile data is increased.

The liquid level was measured by an electrical resistance method, simul-

taneously with the UVP measurement, using a pair of parallel-wire electrodes

(0.09 mm outer diameter, 60 mm apart) made of platinum-coated tungsten. The

electrodes were mounted vertically on a plane perpendicular to the flow axis, in

which the top of the UVP transducer was located. This measurement was used to

confirm the UVP liquid level measurement of wavy flows.

4. Measured Results and Discussion

4.1 Smooth-stratified Flow

Figure 3 compares a typical raw UVP data in VT with the liquid level both

measured for the smooth-stratified flow. The UVP data storage interval was

0.07 s. The each UVP velocity profiles was found to have a dip at the liquid level

of 120 mm. This dip in the velocity profile occurred probably because echoes

from a pulse reflecting at the interface reflect only towards normal to the

interface. The velocity data appearing above the liquid level are due to echoes

from the pulse after the reflection at the gas-liquid interface. Agreement between
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the UVP data and liquid level data was good when the sound velocity of water

was adjusted to 1442.5 m/s, instead of 1479.0 m/s for water at temperature of

290 K during the experiment. Each velocity profile had a large fluctuation as

shown in Fig. 3 because of turbulence component in the flow at the Re number

of 32 X104. Zero-velocity data appeared randomly in velocity profiles in case of

instantaneously no reflectors (polystyrene beads) at the corresponding location on

the UVP measurement line.

Figure 4 compares the averaged velocity profiles from the 1024 UP

velocity profile data and from the PTV velocities for the smooth-stratified flow.

The PTV data are converted to indicate the velocity component towards the UVP

transducer. The horizontal bars for the UVP data are the standard deviation of

the 1024 UVT data at each elevation. A large value of a was due to the turbulence

shown in Fig. 3 The UVP data agreed fairly well with the PTV data except those

near the test section bottom where the PTV 2D velocity matrix was constructed

based on a small number of tracked particles. This comparison clearly indicates

the advantage of the UVP in measuring a large number 1024) of velocity profiles

in a short time 71.7 s) with relatively high spatial resolution. It, however,

should be noted that the measured VT does not represent the component of the

horizontal velocity vector, but is the velocity itself towards the UVP transducer.

In this measurement, the orientation of transducer (0 = 10') was almost vertical.

Therefore, a, shown in Fig. 4 was quite small near the channel bottom.

4 2 Wavy Flow

Figure indicates a typical result of the wavy flow experiments. The UP

data are compared with the velocity profiles for a solitary wave on stratified flow

indicated as tilted curves. The average velocities measured for the smooth-

stratified flow, shown in Fig. 4 was used as uv,(y) in equation 7). In the wave

above the wave trough level, the velocity at the gas-liquid interface, uave(Y), was

extendedly applied. Space-to-time conversion for the solitary wave velocity

profiles was performed by using wave celerity obtained by equation 6). Length of

the theoretically-obtained velocity profile curves indicates the wave form, H(x),

theoretically obtained by Laitone[6] for solitary wave on stationary liquid,

H(x = HT + Ha � sech2 (A(ox - (3Ha/4HT) sech2 (Acox)- 1 - ech2 (A(ox)] 9)

where,

Awx = x/HT) �(Ma/4HT) ( - 5Ha/8HT (10)
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HT and Ha were obtained from the experimental data.

The UVP velocity data and the liquid level data agreed well with the

theoretical predictions. The measured velocity profiles had turbulence

components again as observed in the smooth-stratified flows, especially near the

wave crest. The dip in the velocity profile that indicates the location of the liquid

level was not so clear in the wavy flows, probably because the interface was more

ragged than that for the smooth-stratified flow.

The interfacial waves impose turbulence component onto the flow near

the gas-liquid interface.[71 Good agreement between the data and theoretical

prediction suggests the possibility to separate the turbulence component in the

case of interfacial waves on laminar flow. Usually, wind waves generated and

evolved because of gas-liquid interfacial shear have non-linear nature with the

wave form distorted such that the slope of the wave front (downstream side of

the wave crest) is steeper than that of the wave tail. If the velocity profiles are

estimated from the wave form, the turbulence component can be obtained, both

by the UVP measurement. At any rate, the velocity profiles over the depth of the

wavy flows give good perspective about the flow structure which is difficult to

obtain readily by point measurement systems such as a laser Doppler velocimeter

and hot wire/film velocimeters.

5. Summary

Both the water velocity and gas-liquid interface profiles of smooth-

stratified and wavy flows were successfully measured using the ultrasonic

velocity profile (`UVP) meter. The influence of multiple reflections of the

ultrasonic pulses at the gas-liquid interface and the channel bottom was mitigated

by thin pitted butyl rubber at the channel bottom, long time interval between the

ultrasonic pulse emission and bit manipulation of the measured data. The UVP

data including the liquid level information agreed well with those obtained

respectively by the particle tracking velocimetry (PTV) based on the flow

visualization and the liquid level measurement using wire probes. The

instantaneous turbulence component appeared in the UVP velocity profiles for

both the smooth-stratified and wavy flows, suggesting a successful application

onto the measurement of random wind waves.
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ABSTRACT

In this paper we discuss X-ray radiography as a means of obtaining quantitative space distri-
butions of void fractions in highly-transient, multiphase flows. The technique and the calibration
of the instrument are discussed in detail, and its application in the MAGICO-2000 experiments is
used to illustrate its potential in providing unique information about the interactions.

1. INTRODUCTION

The study of steam explosions involves intense three-fluid (melt or high-temperature solid
clouds interacting with a coolant subjected to phase change - boiling or condensation) interactions.
That is, very rapid transients in two or more spatial dimensions, and as such is at the frontier of
multiphase flow science including the formulation of the field equations and constitutive laws on
the one hand, and experiments intended to help identify mechanisms or verify mathematical models
on the other. The internal structure of such transient multiphase interaction zones is of particular
interest and value in this endeavour, but probing this internal structure presents major experimental
challenges. To a large degree this is due to the hostile environment created by the high temperature
melt, or the presence of solid particles in the case of using particle clouds.

One of the main parameters of interest in multiphase flows is the void fraction, i.e. the volume
of the gas phase with respect to the combined volume of gas and liquid phases. The measurement
of this quantity by attenuation of radiation has received a great deal of attention and numerous
techniques have been developed that utilize gamma [Kendoush, 1989; Liaw and Dhir, 1989; Jiang
and Rezkallah, 1993; Thiyagarajan et al., 1995J, beta [Jordan and Leppert, 1962], neupon [Mbiki
et al., 1993; Glickstein et al., 1995; Harvel et al., 1995; Nfishima and Hibiki, 1996; Takenaka, et
al., 1996] or X-ray radiation [Jones and Zuber, 1975; Ikeda et al., 1983; Gomi and Hasegawa,
1984]. The attenuation is usually quantified by detectors, which, after comparison to a reference
signal and a calibration curve, yield an average ("chordal") value for the void fraction across the
measurement region. All utilize continuous sources, with an emission duration between few seconds
and hundreds of seconds. Most techniques perform a time average and are thus applicable to steady
state measurements only. Others perform measurements at high temporal resolution: Sith 197 
was capable of detecting, with a single collimated X-ray beam traversing diametrically a 288"
diameter pipe, a change in void fraction with duration less than 100ILs; Narabayashi et al 1984],
with a high-speed X-ray scanning system, measured the void fraction across a 30mm pipe at 200
Hz; Harvel et al. 996] with 18 X-ray sources and 122 detectors around a 4.5cm pipe sampled the
cross-sectional void fraction with 4ms resolution. All methods, however, are limited to very small
control volumes.

For very local and instantaneous measurements, other techniques are available that are based on
photon attenuation; for instance FLUTE [Angelini et al., 1992], which has the main merit of being
based on local rather than chordal attenuation of light in a fluorescing medium and thus yielding
point and not averaged information about the flow. In highly-multidimensional flows, however,
such as the prefixing process described below, not only is there a requirement for instantaneous
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measurements, but also for global spatial mapping, in order to really understand for a given instant
how the phases are distributed over a large area. The purpose of this paper then is to identify the
experimental/instrumentation issues related to such a measurement, and to present results from one
approach using flash X-ray radiography, in addressing them. Flash X-ray radiography, as opposed to
the above-mentioned techniques, utilizes a radiographic (photographic) type of film that is exposed
by a flash X-ray, the duration of which is of the order of 10-7 seconds, and records information that
is then analyzed a posteriori. The short duration of the exposure is ideal for highly-transient flows
and is unmatched by any other attenuation technique. Spatial resolution is limited by the grain size
of the film, and as such can be smaller than 10-4 m. Another unique feature of this technique is
that, with a hernispherically emitting X-ray source, there is virtually no limitation in the size of the
image that can e recorded. While flash X-ray radiography has been used by others in the study
of multiphase flows Zavaglia and Lindsay, 1989], it has been only at the qualitative level, because
of limitations connected to the implementation of the technique. In this paper we show that these
limitations can be overcome in practice, to yield a truly accurate quantitative tool. This tool is
especially valuable when the flow regime is highly-transient and multidimensional as in the case
studied here.

The concept of our technique is based on the different attenuation that X-rays undergo when
traversing absorbing media. This attenuation depends strongly on the density of the media, thus,
by sending X-rays from a source to a radiographic film placed behind the zone of which we want to
know the void fraction, we can record (in terms of exposure on the film) information that represents
a pointwise chordal average through the zone. The resolution (contrast of the developed film)
and quality (sharpness of the developed film) of the measurement lead to considerations about the
intensity level of the X-rays, the positioning of the X-ray source relative to the zone of measurement,
the choice of film and intensifying screen, the chemicals and the times involved in the development
process. The paper covers these issues, together with a discussion on the calibration for this
technique. The calibration is given by a separate film, processed and developed as a separate entity
from the film containing the information of interest, and much care must be taken to ensure that the
calibration is indeed applicable to the measurement.

Application of the technique is illustrated for the mapping of volume fractions in the MAGICO-
2000 experiments. These adress the premixing phase of steam explosions, i.e. the initial mixing of
a hot liquid with a cold, more volatile liquid. The conditions generated by such mixing (i.e. volume
fraction distributions of the phases) determine whether an explosion can follow, and if so, they
determine the severity of it. Considering the postulated event of a core melt down, during which the
molten fuel would mix with cooling water, the study of premixing has become very important in
the nuclear industry. Also other industries, such as steel, paper and liquid natural gas transportation
to name a few, are very interested in the subject.

In the NlAGICO-2000 experiments, particle clouds at temperatures up to 20001C are dropped
into large pools of saturated and subcooled water with impact velocities of about 5m/s. The particles
are made of ceramic materials (zirconium oxide or aluminum oxide) and are 1 2 or 7mm in diameter.
The solid particles are meant to represent the coarsely broken-up hot liquid as it ixes with the
cold liquid. The choice of solid particles as opposed to a hot liquid prevents explosions, and allows
unambiguous testing with numerical codes, such as PM-ALPHA [Theofanous et al., 1996], used
to characterize, and predict, the event.

The X -ray technique presented in this paper is the ultimate tool for this investigation for the
following reasons:

- exposure time of 10-7 seconds;

- totally non-intrusive;

- mapping of all (three) phases with high contrast due to the high density difference between
steam and water and the particulate;
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- no physical limitation in the sampling volume.

In section 2 we explain the measurement principle. This is followed, in section 3 by a
description of the equipment utilized in this work. Section 4 discusses the calibration procedure,
while in section we present and discuss results from an actual measurement. Concluding remarks
end the paper in section 6.

2. THE MEASUREMENT PRINCIPLE

2.1 Absorption of X-rays

Consider the two-phase mixture of air and water shown in Figure .

air bubbles

film 0 X

L X-ray
V

wa

Fig. 1: Path of X-ray through two-phase mixture.

A planar beam of X-rays is attenuated by the exponential law describing photoelectric absorp-
tiont:

I = 1,,e

where I is the intensity at distance L, 1,, is the initial intensity andp is the attenuation coefficient
of the medium being traversed. For rays in Figure I traversing air and water, it is:

I I,e -jAL_ (2)

where
AmLm AwLw + AaLa (3)

and L,La are the total lengths of water and air respectively that the rays traverse. The attenuation
coefficient is a strong function of the density of the medium, that is,

,Oa << /w (4)

and equation 2) becomes:
I = Ie (5)

t Aside from absorption, X-rays are attenuated by Thomson scattering, Compton scattering and
pair creation. The photoelectric absorption is predominant: scattering can be neglected and pair
creation is not present at our energy levels. This has been verified experimentally in our studies.
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The attenuation coefficient also depends on the energy of the X-rays, and this provides additionally
some latitude in discriminating quality when other materials present need to be imaged.

From equation (5) we see that the intensity of the rays reaching the image intensifiers (which
then produce photons that expose the film) will depend on the amount of water that the ray had
to traverse, and as such contains information regarding the chordal average void fraction through
the mixture. In order to utilize this information, we take advantage of the photographic effect of
X-rays, discussed next.

2.2 The photographic effect in X-rays

The photographic effect can be treated quantitatively as follows [Brown, 1966]. The key
quantity is the so-called density D of the developed image. It is related to the light transmission
properties of the developed film, as well as to the intensity of the radiation that exposes the film. If
the incident and transmitted-through light intensities are I and It, the density can be written as:

I!
D = loglo ' (6)

it,

On the other hand, the density is related to the photon intensity, Iph, that exposes the film, by:

D = ylogjoE A = Yj0g10,rjph A (7)

where E is the exposure, is the exposure time, -y is a characteristic of the emulsion and the
processing details (including temperature) and A -is a constant (see Figure 2.

A 

Di -

er

Ds toe

DoEs Ei
logo E

Fig. 2 Characteristic curve relating density and exposure.

So, for fixed 7 -y, 1 and A we can relate It' at any point on the film to the photon radiation that
exposed the film at that location. This can be done through a calibration procedure that establishes
directly that relationship. Moreover, we can obtain a quantitative description of the contrast, an
important quantity expressing the discriminating value of the measurement. The contrast C is
defined as:

Cj = D- - D (8)

where Di and Dj are the densities at two points on the film (C expresses the contrast between two
such points). Therefore, by combining we have:

I phI r.
2.3Cij = In -y1n' -- yp.(Lwi - Lwj) (9)

gh
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Thus, the contrast is a sensitive measure of the quantity of water present in the path of the
X-rays. It is also proportional to the gamma of the developed image. The characteristic curve,
and therefore the gamma, is determined by the nature of the emulsion, that of the developer, the
time and temperature of development. The gamma value increases with development time up to a
maximum value, then decreases again. Some developers give higher values of gamma than others,
as do different emulsions. For highest contrast one must select the best set of emulsion (i.e. film),
chemicals, development time and temperature, in combination with the range of possible exposures
that maintain the densities within the straight portion of the characteristic curve.

2.3 Geometric considerations

Ultimately, we are interested in maximizing the contrast and the sharpness of the developed
film. Beyond what has been said above, these are affected by the geometry of the set-up. Radio-
graphs (i.e. the developed films) are shadow pictures of objects placed in the path of X-ray beams
and therefore their appearance is materially influenced by the relative positions of the object, the
film and the source of the rays. The left picture in Figure 3 illustrates the relationship between an
object and its shadow when illuminated by rays coming out of a point source. The shadow shows
some enlargement, since there is some distance between it and the film, though there is no loss of
sharpness. When the source of the rays is not a point but has a finite area, as it is in reality, then, as
the right picture in Figure 3 shows, the shadow is not perfectly sharp, and the degree of sharpness
varies with the distances involved.

Fig. 3 Shadow created by a point source (left), shadow and loss of sharpness due to a finite source
(right).

Sharpness can be maximized by placing the film as close as possible to the region of interest,
and the source as far as possible from it. However, for a hemispherically-emitting source the
intensities decay as and therefore there is an upper limit for the distance between the source of

r
the X-rays and the film. This upper limit also depends on the energy level chosen for the X-rays,
which can be varied by charging the source to different voltages. Since in general the attenuation
coefficient increases for decreasing X-ray energies, it follows from equation 9) that low energies
maximize the contrast and are thus preferable. This further reduces the maximum distance at
which the source can be placed. Eventually, the ideal image is obtained when beam energy, set-up
geometry, and processing details are chosen to give the best combination of contrast and sharpness.
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3. EQUIPMENT DESCRIPTION, PROCESSING AND DIGITIZATION

The equipment utilized in the work described in the remainder of this paper is:

1) X-ray generator by Hewlett-Packard, model 43734, equipped with a soft X-ray tube with
variable energy capability up to 450 kV.

2) X-ray films by KODAK, model X-ornat AR2.

3) X-ray cassettes with intensifying screens by Kiran Intensifying Screens, model Lightning Plus.

4) Processing is made by hand, under the most rigorous and repeatable conditions, at a local
custom printing shop.t

5) The radiographs are scanned by a drum scanner, model Iteck 200S, at a resolution of 20 dpi
in grayscale.

4. CALIBRATION PROCEDURE,
MEASUREMENTS AND UNCERTAINTIES

4.1 Calibration

To calibrate the instrument for a water/air (or steam) system, we create within our measurement
volume a set of known voided regions of different lengths, and then trigger the X-ray source. The
so-obtained radiograph is then digitized and analyzed, and the resulting signals corresponding to
the densities of the individual voided regions represent our calibration data. A radiograph exposed
during the multiphase flow of interest will then be analyzed according to that calibration. This
requires comparing radiographs exposed and processed separately and maybe even days apart,
and we must ensure that the process is repeatable and yields the same results film after film.
Consequently, many calibration shots are taken and checked for consistency. As an additional
compatibility check, witness marks are placed in the upper comers of the film. These are pieces of
copper, machined to different thicknesses so as to yield different exposures on the film. The path of
the X-rays leading to them is protected by stainless steel tubes placed inside the test section, so that
the exposure corresponding to these witness marks is unaffected by the events in the measurement
region. As shown later on, the thicknesses of the witness marks are selected so as to provide an
intrinsic calibration for each film.

Figure 4 shows the calibration device: a set of six empty PVC pipes with lengths ranging
from 2 to 7 inches, sealed at the extremities with thin discs of acrylic. Acrylic attenuates X-rays
in a manner very similar to water, so that the presence of the discs does not affect the calibration.
Sample particles of two different sizes are glued to the front of each of the PVC pipes, which enables
us to establish the limits of recognizability for these particles when imersed in a two-phase flow.
The need for this is explained later. The set is immersed into the test section, 8.5 inches wide, thus
allowing us to calibrate for void fractions from 23.5% to 82.3%, in steps of 11.7%. Figure shows
a sample calibration radiograph. The six circles of gradually-increasing darkness correspond to
the exposures given by the different amounts of void on the path from the X-ray source to the film
through the PVC pipes. In the center of each circle we can distinguish the sample particles. 'Me
bright area around the circles is due to the water in the tank, and yields a calibration signal for
0% void. Similarly, the air space above (dark area) yields a calibration signal for 100% void. In
the upper comers of the radiograph, the witness marks and the outline of the protective tubes are
visible.

I Aweto Custom Printing, (805) 962-3378. This choice was the result of the superior quality
of the so-obtained films and the excellent repeatability of the results, in contrast with randomly
varying exposures obtained with automatic processors, such as the KODAK M35 XOMAT. Such
processors, however, could be used if maintained and inspected at very rigorous levels.
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Fig. 4 Calibration device.

5 " 2

Fla. 5: Calibration radiograph.
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The di-itization, or scanning, of the film in Figure produces a map of pixels to which a valueZ) ZD

between (black) and 255 (white) is assigned depending on the pixels' density (8-bit grayscale
scanning). The histogram of the so-obtained signals in each area corresponding to one step of
void is then analyzed- The mean value is retained as the calibrated value for the corresponding
void fraction, and the standard deviation as a measure of uncertainty in the measurement. Figure
6 shows the so-obtained calibration points and the respective standard deviations. The continuous
line is a third-order polynomial curve fit and is used to represent the complete calibration curve.
Note that the resolution in signal is highest for void fractions over 60%, well suited to our purpose
of measuring phase distributions in highly-voided premixing transients. By changing the charging
voltage of the X-ray source, its position relative to the film, the type of film and/or the chemicals
used to process the film, the curve can be tailored to yield highest resolution for other void fraction
ranges.

250

200

150

C
Cn

100

50
calibration CX-5
curve fit

0
0 20 40 60 80 100

Void Fraction [%]

Ficr 6 Sample calibration data and curve fit.

From the radiograph, we also obtain a signal for each of the witness marks. When adding
these signals to the plot, for convenience we place them on the horizontal axis so that they intersect
the calibration curve obtained from the same radiograph. Figure 7 shows calibration curves and
witness marks data from three radiographs exposed and processed several weeks apart. Note
that there is some discrepancy between the curves: this is expected in light of the many possible
fluctuations in the whole process (slight differences in X-ray charging voltage, differences between
individual films, chemicals and their dilution before processing. This discrepancy, however, is
small. Moreover, the signals from the witness marks are consistent to within ±2Tc': the 25/1000"
thick copper piece corresponds to - 78%, the 60/1000" thick copper piece corresponds to - 65%
of void, the 90/1000" thick copper corresponds to - 43% of void and the 15011000" thick copper
corresponds to - 26% void. Note that in calibration CX-5 the 25/1000" had been replaced with a
35/ 1 000" piece (data not shown), and that in CX-7 two more witness marks were present (data not
shown in Fi-ure 7 for ease of comparison; it is present in Figure 10).
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Fig. 7 Calibration curves and witness marks from different radiographs.

The first important conclusion here is that in spite of possible fluctuations in the process, there
is consistency in our calibration. The second important conclusion is that the witness marks
aLlow us to scale the calibration curve. Ibis is what earlier in the text we had referred to as
"intrinsic calibration": if there was a discrepancy between the witness marks of a radiograph taken
of a multiphase flow and those of the calibration radiographs, the former could still be analyzed to
a very good degree of accuracy by scaling the calibration through the witness marks.

4.2 Measurements and uncertainties

For a binary system of water/steam (or air), a calibration curve as obtained in Figure 7 is
sufficient for a complete analysis of a radiograph of the two-phase flow. The error in the mea-
surement, accounting for the standard deviation in the signals from Figure 6 and the variability
between radiographs shown in Figure 7 is less than 5%. In the presence of a third phase, such as
the particulate utilized in prefixing experiments, the parts of the film that do not contain particles
are again analyzed according to the calibration curve. The parts that contain particles on the other
hand are discarded as far as void fraction measurement, but can be utilized to measure the particle
volume fraction as discussed in the appendix. It is important to note that the particles can be easily
distinguished from the other phases, as Figure shows, even at very low void fractions. If the
discarded area is large with respect to the rest, the question arises on whether the available void
fraction data is reliable. Discarded areas may contain void fractions outside of the ranges found in
the parts of the film suitable for analysis. One may then be able to keep the data as local chordal
information but not be able to discuss the global features of the flow. In our experiments this is not
the case, as particle volume fractions are low and not much of the film is to be discarded. Also,
void fractions are usually uniformly distributed, particles are dispersed and it is not expected that
the void fraction would vary in the regions shadowed by particles. This will become evident in the
analysis of the next section.
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5. AN ILLUSTRATIVE APPLICATION

5.1 Description of run b1600-0/13 and compatibility check with calibration

In this section we present results obtained from applying flash X-ray radiography to a rern�ixing
Z,

experiment in the MAGICO-2000 facility, referred to as a "hot run". The conditions for the run are
summarized in Table I.

Table I. Specifications of premixing experiments.

Z1600-0/13

Particle material ZrO2

Particle diameter (mm) 7

Total mass [kg] 4.8

Number of spheres -4,800

Particle cloud 20 x 16.5 x 36.4
dimensions [cm]

Particle temperature C] 1600

Volume fraction 7.25
prior to impact %)

Impact velocity [mls] 5

Water temperature C] 100
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The particle temperature is given by a pyrometer aimed at the particle cloud as it descends
towards the water. The particle volume fraction is an average value obtained from the size of
the cloud prior to impact as obtained from high-speed photography, triggered with appropriate
delay by the particle release mechanism. The impact velocity is obtained from freefall and verified
experimentally.

Figure shows a schematic of the tank and the dimensions of interest. The shaded areas in
the back of the tank represent the location of the X-ray films. The approaching particle cloud is
shown as a cube, the size of which is listed in Table I.

100

so

Fig. 8: Schematic of the experimental set-up in MAGICO-2000. All dimensions are in cm. Not to
scale.

Aside from the radiography and photography, two Sony Handycams; recorded the transient at
30 frames per second on Hig tapes. From these videos we observe that soon after the first particles
enter the water pool, strong boiling takes place in the mixing region. This, however, does not seem
to affect significantly the particle cloud, which penetrates through the 80cm of water in about 0.5
seconds. A large vapor chimney is seen to continue rising from the particles after they have settled
at the bottom for about 45 seconds, sign that much of the thermal energy is retained inside these
large (7mm) particles during their descent through the water.

The X-ray source was triggered 03 seconds after first impact of the particles on the water
surface. At that time, all of the particles have descended past the upper X-ray film. Figure 9 shows
a reduced image of the two radiographs. Qualitatively, we immediately see that the upper film is
vastly voided and that there aren't any particles aside from a few at the bottom of this film. Many
particles can be seen in the lower film, and the voiding here is much less evident.
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77,

Fig. 9 Print of radiographs taken 0-3s into the transient in ZbI600-0/13. Actual sizes are43x35cm
and 27 x 35cm.
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Before moving on to the quantitative analysis of the radiographs, we must check for compati-
bility with the calibration radiograph. Figure I I shows the calibration curve from radiograph CX-7
and its witness marks (note that here we have included the two marks that were missing in Figure
7).t The plot also contains the witness marks data from the radiograph exposed during the hot
run, placed at the same horizontal location as those from CX-7 as discussed in section 4 We see
that there is only a slight difference in the bighter regions (corresponding to low void fractions).
Finally, the plot also contains the calibration curve scaled for the hot run according to the witness
marks. The difference between the two calibration curves is very small, particularly at the high
void fractions 60% and higher) of interest here.

250

200

150

100

50 - calibration CX-7
+ witness marks CX-7
o witnessmarksZbI600-0/13

-calibration scaled to M1600-0/13
0

0 20 40 60 80 1 00
Void Fraction

Fig. 10: Comparison between witness marks and scaling of calibration curve for ZbI600-0/13.

5.2 Quantitative analysis and discussion.

Figure 1 1 shows a greyscale map of void fractions as obtained from the radiographs shown in
Figure 9 applying the calibration from Figure 10. White is assigned to all areas not of interest to
the void fraction analysis, such as the witness marks, the protective steel tubes, their supports and
all the particles. AR other colors define a range of void fractions as indicated in the color bar.

The quantitative analysis of the radiographs show the following:

1) The region just above the particle cloud is completely voided, with void fractions ranging
between 90 and 100%. The absence of particles in this region suggests that this "cavity" may
be partially due to the momentum transferred by the impacting cloud, and it is then maintained
by the strong vapor generation coming from below, where the particles are. Such cavities

An, Z.
have been observed to form in isothermal room-temperature runs as a consequence of the
redistribution of momentum from the particles to the water, which is displaced and leaves a
"hole" behind (Angelini, 1995; Angelini et al., 1995). However, such hole typically closes
soon after the particles have travelled some distance in the water, and typically 03 seconds

t Radiograph CX-7 was exposed the day before run Zb 600413, and chemicals from the same
batch were used for it and for the radiographs from Zb 1 600-0/13.
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Fia I : Grevscale map of void fractions at 0.3s after first particle impact on water in run ZbI600-
0/13 from X-ray analysis.
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after first impact it is totally closed (Angelini et al., 1997). Under the current conditions,
however, the strong vapor generation present in the mixing re-Ion dampens the momentum
transfer, which should reduce the extent of the cavity, yet the steam produced is itself capable
of maintaining the cavity.

2) Towards the bottom and the top of the cavity, isolated areas with void fractions in the 80-90%
range can be seen. These correspond to suspended water, again indicative of strong vapor
fluxes that carry water along with them.

3) There is a "gentle" void fraction gradient moving outwards from the center. The 80-90% void
fraction layer is evenly distributed around the cavity, followed by the 70-80% range and so
on. Values of about 50% are found at the edges of the radiographs. This again is a sign of
strong vapor fluxes coming from below: there is a natural "tunnelling" effect which makes
the vapor merge towards the center to form a chimney of vapor, thus the cavity; at the edges,
steam stretches out into the liquid region, yielding the mid-range void fractions. In isothermal
room-temperature runs, on the other hand, the void fraction drastically changes from 100 to
0%, as the only mechanism to produce the cavity is displacement of the liquid.

4) Particle volume fractions: the average apparent 2-D volume fraction (discussed in the ap-
pendix) for the lower radiograph is 78%, with values as low as 70% and 80% towards the
top. Using equations (A.4) and (A.7) in the appendix, this corresponds to a particle volume
fraction of 16%. Even assuming that all particles overlap in pairsl, this volume fraction
remains at levels around 3, which is less than half the volume fraction before impact. It
follows that the cloud, or at least its tail end, is "diluted" by the vapor fluxes rising through it.
This is also an important finding and completely different than in isothermal runs, where the
transfer of momentum causes the particles to "pack" at the front Angelini, 1995).

5) The void fraction is not very high in proximity of the particles. This statement is only qualitative
as we have at this time not yet performed a separate calibration for the smaller cassette in that
lower position. However, it appears that the highly-voided region begins towards the tail end
of the particle cloud. Assuming that the calibration is applicable also in this lower region,
we notice that in the lower radiograph, where many particles can be seen, the void fraction
ranges from 80-90% at the top to basically 10% and less towards the bottom. The region of
intermediate void fractions is very narrow, indicating that the strong vapor fluxes discussed
above originate and accumulate within a short distance.

6. CONCLUSION

Flash X-ray radiography has been shown to be a viable technique for the measurement of
void fraction in highly-transient, highly-multidimensional multiphase flows. It is the only method
available to obtain information over large regions. Through it, we have been able to recognize the
inner structures in the mixing of hot particles and water. In particular, we have been able to:

1) recognize the existence of a cavity, maintained by strong vapour fluxes;

2) observe the existence of suspended water in this cavity;

3) notice the presence of a smooth void fraction gradient at the boundaries of the cavity, suggesting
a tunnelling effect on the upward-moving steam, generating a chimney with decreasing void
fractions at the boundaries;

4) evaluate the particle volume fraction in the mixing region;

f This a conservative assumption as many particles can be clearly identified as not being shadowed
by others.
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5) establishtheexistenceoflowvoldfractionsintheregionsofrelativehighparticleconcentration.

With this information, we have learned the basic differences between the cavity format'
under momentum transfer only and under the combined effect of momentum and heat transfer.

Success of the technique is tied to considerations about X-ray physics, set-up geometry, pro-
cessing chemistry and processing procedure. The accuracy of the instrument is mostly affected by
the separate process regarding the calibration. This can be reduced to less than 5%.
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APPENDIX: PARTICLE VOLUME FRACTION MEASUREMENTS
BY MEANS OF FLASH XRAYS RADIOGRAPHY.

In this appendix, we show how flash X-ray radiography can be used to measure the volume
fraction of the particles, applying it to the case of a particle cloud falling through air. This involves
considerations about the 2-dimensional projection of a 3-dimensional region.

Consider the region shown in Figure A. 1, in which there is a uniform distribution of spherical
particles of diameter dp. Let 3 be the volume fraction of the particles.

W

L

Fig. A. : 3-dimensional mixing region.

The number of particles n present in the region is related to the volume fraction by:

4 d 3
-7r �M n8 (A. )
DwL

from which follows:
6DwL

�-di,33 (A.2)

Ideally, if there were no overlapping between particles, the maximum area that can be shadowed
by n particles will be:

27rd2 = 6DwL 7rdp = 3 DwL
Amax = n � �,33 - 03 (A-3)

4 7r d3 4 2 dp

If the X-rays are sent along the direction of the dimension D, the cross sectional area of the region
of interest is Lw, and the ratio between A,,,,,, and Lw gives what we refer to as "apparent 2-D
volume fraction" 2':

A,= 3 DwL 1 3 D
,621 '2 dp 03 Lw = 2 7-03 (A.4)

This value easily becomes greater than 1, i.e. overlapping must occur beyond a certain volume
fraction,33. For instance, for the following values:

D = 20cm
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dp = 0.24cm

)33= 002

one obtains 2'= 25
This mean that the particles, at a volume fraction as low as 2 and even overlapping in pa'

I irs,
will completely shadow the cross section of the cylindrical re-ion.

With this in mind. we analyze a radiograph showing a cloud of stainless steel particles, 2.4mm
diameter, fallina throu-h air, as shown in Flaure A.2.

C 1:1 1n

Fla- A.2: X-ray image of particles falling in air. Actual sze I I x 14 inches.
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When we do this, we must keep in mind that:

a) as the particles fall in air, their velocity increases in a manner that can be approximated by
free fall (maximum velocity is 2m/s, compared to a value of tern'llinal velocity of 20m/s).
Consequently, since the mass flow must remain constant, the volume fraction 03 of the particles
must decrease accordingly. This means that at the top of the film we should see more packed
particles than at the bottom (volume fraction and velocity at the release are 187% and 41 cm/s,
respectively, obtained from analysis of high-speed movie);

b) As Figure A.3 shows, due to the geometry of the set-up, most particles will produce a shadow
larger than its cross section.

L dL

d�

source
particle

plane of film

Fig. A.3: Increase in shadowed area because of point source.

Figure A.3 shows that a particle at a distance L from the X-ray source and dL from the film,
will produce a shadow which is larger than its own cross section, and the enlargement factor
is simply given by:

I LdLdp = dp (A. 5)
L

For our geometry, the average value for dL is 10crn, so that L = 40CM (X-ray-to-film distance
is 150cm) and correspondingly we have:

dp = 107 - dp (A-6)

The number of particles is still given by Equation (A.2) but the maximum shadowing changes
since a particle of diameter dp can give a shadow of diameter dp'. So on average, when all the
particles give that increased shadow, we find

(dp) 2

02 32 dp (A.7)

For our case, this would result in an increase factor of 1. 15.

To account for the variation Of 3 with height, we subdivide the film into horizontal layers, for
which we can define a velocity and correspondingly a volume fraction. Refeing to Figure A.2,
we find the values listed in Table A.I.
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Table A.I: Volume actions in horizontal layers

Layer Distance from particle velocity 03 02'[eqn(8)]
release [cm] [cm/s] 1%] 1%)

1 14.25 182 0.42 60.4
2 16.80 195 0.40 57.5
3 19.33 208 0.37 53.2
4 21.87 219 0.35 50.4
5 24.41 230 0.33 47.5
6 26.95 241 0.32 46.0
7 29.49 251 0.31 44.6
8 32.03 261 0.30 43.1
9 34.57 270 0.29 41.8

10 37.11 279 0.28 40.3
1 1 39.65 288 0.27 38.9

These values, obtained by means of simple mass conservation considerations, are now com-
pared with those evaluated from the radiograph. In this case there are only steel particles and air, the
contrast is very strong and the particles can be identified unmistakenably, so that the apparent 2-1)
volume fraction can easily be obtained. This yields Figure AA, showing the experimental values
relative to the 'central portion of the particle pour: the agreement is good, and the overprediction is
indicative of overlapping which a priori cannot be excluded even at these very low volume fractions.

100
e Experiment

9 Prediction
80

0

60

E
0
> 40

20

0 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

0 2 4 6 8 10 12
Layer

Fig AA Comparison of particle volume fractions between free fall and X-ra analysis.y
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ROUND TABLE DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

Session Chair: M. Ishii, Purdue University, USA

In addition to the Session Chair, the following meeting attendees were on the podium to lead the
round table discussion:

D. Bessette, NRC, USA
J. M. Delhaye, CEA, Grenoble, France
T. Fukano, Kyushu University, Japan
D. Grand, CEA, Grenoble, France
M. KawaJi, University of Toronto, Canada
J. Kelly, NRC, USA
F. Mayinger, Technische Universitift Miinchen, Germany

All of the above participated in the discussion. The comments by F. Mayinger and J.M. Delhaye
are reproduced below.

Comments by F. Mayinger:

Being more than 35 years active in developing and applying measurement techniques for fluid-
dynamic investigations in nuclear safety research, I may be allowed some "nostalgic" thoughts
in starting this panel discussion. Listening to the presentations of the younger generation, we, the
older members in the panel are inclined to ask what is a real new development and what is just
a re-invention of former ideas. I hink we should be more tolerant because our younger people
have the right to try again what we could not successfully finish years ago, and they have to
collect their own experiences, which means making mistakes, to a certain extent.

What are the new impressions I got during the meeting? There is an enormous push with
computer techniques, offering manifold and valuable possibilities to sample data and to evaluate
them, new measuring techniques and new sensors. Also, so called old measuring techniques,
which older generation could not successfully apply, now have new and promising chances in
combination with computerized data acquisition and evaluation. Examples are nuclear magnetic
resonance and ultrasonic sensors.

What do we need for:
more reliable operation of nuclear power plants
better risk assessment, and
hopefully, for the design of new reactors 
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We need:

a much better resolution of physical phenomena,

a better understanding of micro effects, phase-interface phenomena like interfacial friction
and heat and mass transport between the phases.

However, the material which an experimentalist can provide is usually only a part of what

theorists or code developers demand. Therefore, we have to ask how to balance the discrepancy

between experimental ability and theoretical demand. We need much closer cooperation between

theorists and experimentalists, which, hopefully, will lead to a better understanding of each
parties' standpoint. In formulating the demand of theorists, we have to ask what is desirable,

what can be realized and what can be fanced? The last question usually represents the limiting

factor. I, therefore, would like to recommend setting up a task force or a working group:

which discusses the linking between experimental possibilities and theoretical demands,

which defines what really needs to be known, to what accuracy, and for what application,

which can judge what can be measured, with what accuracy, and at what costs.

The task force or the working group should also make recommendations for enforcing certain

instrumentation and measuring techniques, and theorists should give advice whether and how

useful special experimental data will likely be for improving the quality of safety judgments.

Watching the comprehensive computer activities, I sometimes get the impression that the

"Engineering Instinct" of the older generation is missing more and more. Due to the fact that

older generations had much poorer tools to calculate fluid-dynamic processes, they had to estimate

and to compare with experimental fdings, which resulted in a certain "Engineering Feeling,"

which one can also call experience.

Comments by J. Delhaye:

Based on what was heard here, there are a number of questions that come to mind which

researchers in this field should ask themselves:

1 Is it worthwhile to develop expensive measuring techniques, such as a 2 M X-ray

tomography Which are the laboratories which could afford such a piece of equipment?

Pulsed neutron activation techniques were used 15 years ago with a certain success. Did

it lead to any scientific breakthrough in two-phase flow modeling? Were PNA techniques

used in laboratories other than the one where it was developed? (This is not the case for

NMR or neutron radiography. The equipment is available in many research centers and

can be adapted to two-phase flow studies without much effort.)
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2. Computer capabilities have enormously increased over the past few years. The situation

allows huge quantities of data to be provided. Are we able to synthesize all these data so

that the two-phase flow community can use them as internationally recognized

benchmarks?

3. Do we spend enough effort on developing measurement techniques for actual industrial

conditions in terms of pressure, temperature, fluid aggressivity, etc.?

4. Is there any possibility for the use of micro electromechanical systems (MEMS) such as

the ones developed by Professor Ho at the University of California, Los Angeles?

5. Do we always qualify our new measuring techniques by comparing the results with other

existing techniques?

6. Do we always go back to the literature where the principles of a measuring technique, as

well as its uncertainty and sensitivity analyses, can be found? This would avoid a waste

of time and, hence, a waste of money.
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